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THIS VOLUME IS GRATEFULLY DEDICATED

PREFACE
The

sequelto Corinth,VolumeVII,
thoughtthat we might undertaketo publisha complementary

Part 1, The Geometricand OrientalizingPottery, by Saul S. Weinberg, came to us only by gradual

stages.The germof it may be tracedto our initial attemptsto locate the unpublisheditems listed in
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Payne's Necrocorinthiawhich were said to be at Corinth.These efforts had brought to our notice so large
a body of unpublishedpottery from old excavations as to make the publication of an article on the subject, as we had at first planned, seem inadequate. Therefore, in 1963 we sought the advice of the then
Director of the American School of Classical Studies, Professor Henry S. Robinson, who relayed our
question to the Publications Committee. The outcome was the proposal, which we gladly accepted, to
combine in one volume, in the Corinthseries, selected examples of still unpublishedArchaic Corinthian
pottery, with a special section devoted to the rich hoard of materialfound in 1962in the well at Anaploga.
This division of the volume into two distinct parts is logical and practical. The Anaploga material naturally follows upon the rest, since there is very little in the first Section that does not come from excavations
prior to 1962; there is a further distinction in that much of the older material was inventoried without
context and is here published primarily in its own right as pottery, whereas the Anaploga Well, being a
closed, significantlystratifieddeposit, derives much of its importance from context. Hence, there is considerable diversity of sources in the former Section, complete unity in the latter. (It follows that the catalogues are differentlyorganized, the former in roughly chronological, the latter in basically stratigraphic
order; the catalogue numbers for the Anaploga Well are distinguishedby the prefix "An".)
Both authors have personally examined, several times over, all of the material treated in this volume.
As a practical means of organizing the work, Amyx has been principallyengaged in writing and editing
the text of the first Section, Lawrencethat of the second. But we have, at all stages, consulted constantly
and acted jointly in the study of all the vases, and we take joint responsibility for our conclusions.
In the course of preparingthis volume, we have incurredmany obligations. First of all, the magnificent
cooperation and encouragementof the American School of Classical Studies has been an inspiration to
us. We wish to thank most particularly,for their unfailing help and counsel over the years during which
we have been engaged in this investigation,the successiveofficersof the School: DirectorsJohn L. Caskey,
Henry S. Robinson, and James McCredie;CorinthExcavations Director CharlesK. WilliamsII; School
SecretariesColin N. Edmonson, Ronald Stroud, William Biers, John Lavezzi, and Robert Pounder; and
Corinth Secretaries Judith Perlzweig Binder, Helen von Raits Geagan, and Kathryn Butt. For their
many generous acts of aid and courtesy, we owe a special debt also to Corinth Museum officials George
Kachros, Evangelis Pappapsomas, and Spyros Marinos and to the pot-mender Nikos Didaskalou. We
have received valued help and advice from numerous scholars, among whom we would mention especially Professor J. L. Benson, Dr. Dietrich von Bothmer, and Professor Oscar Broneer. Most of the
photographs, except for those of our own making, are the work of successive School photographers
James Heyl, Ino Ioannidou and Lenio Bartzioti. Besides the drawingsby Lawrence,we have made use of
some which we owe to the skillful hands of the late George Peschke and of Helen Besi and D. G. Peck.
The quality of our text has been much improved by the firm but kindly supervision of Marian

Me Allister,Editorof Publications.Finally,we aregladto acknowledgethereceiptof financialassistance,
fromvariousinstitutions,withoutwhichour researchwouldhave beenimpossible:the FulbrightFoundation, the John Simon GuggenheimFoundation,the AmericanPhilosophicalSociety,the American
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Councilof LearnedSocieties,the AmericanAssociationof UniversityWomen,the Universityof Californiaat Berkeley,and the Universityof Oregon-sources, at one time or another,of indispensable
Fellowshipsand Researchgrants,to one or both of us.
D.A.A.
P.L.
1972
June,
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A.

ARCHAIC
CORINTHIAN
POTTERY

INTRODUCTION
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containsstrangelyfew entrieslistingexamplesin
The Catalogueof vasesin Payne'sNecrocorinthial
Corinthitself,andthosefewpiecesare, afterforty-threeyears,still almost entirelyunpublished.
The
two mainreasonsfor this curioussituationarethat,whenPaynewaswritinghis book, muchof the great
wealthof materialfound in the excavationsat Corinthwas yet to be discovered,and that what was
Remediesfor a partof the
accessibleto Payneconsistedmainlyof fragmentsstoredawayuninventoried.
criticalgap in our knowledgeof the Corinthianvaseswhichremainedat homehavebeenprovidedfrom
subsequentexcavations,the resultsof whichare alreadypublishedor will soon be forthcoming.Numerous articleson individualcampaignsof excavationhave been reportedin Hesperia,the AmericanJournal of Archaeology,and elsewhere.2Othermaterial,includingmuchof that fromthe earlyexcavations,

was gathered and published by Saul S. Weinberg in Corinth,VII, i, The Geometricand Orientalizing
Pottery, Cambridge, Mass., 1943. Full publication of the rich finds from the North Cemetery, long
delayed, was finally realized in Corinth,XIII, The North Cemetery,Princeton, 1964, by Carl W. Blegen,
Hazel Palmer, and Rodney S. Young. Publication of the pottery from the Corinthian Kerameikos, projected as Corinth,XV, iii, The Potters' Quarter,The Pottery, and begun by the late Agnes Stillwell, is

now near completionin the hands of ProfessorJ. L. Benson. Still, the originalpocketof ignorance,
in whichPayne'scatalogueentriesareburied,was not muchaffectedby theselaterdevelopments.Even
Weinberg'sCatalogue,which was completedaway from the scene and publishedduringthe second
WorldWar,includesonly a few of the piecesto whichPaynereferred.Until now, most of the remainder
has lurkedin obscurity.
The researcherwho embarksupon any serious study of Corinthianpotterymust still use Necrocorinthiaas his point of departureand principalreferencetool, for most of its contentis still totally

indispensable. In particular,it is necessary to try, whereverpossible, to verify the relevant entries in the

Necrocorinthia
Catalogueandthento examineafreshthe materialin question.In ourattemptsto solidify
andexpandourknowledgeof the Catalogue,bothof us havefrequentlyfoundourselvesretracingPayne's
footsteps,usingour homemade"Indexof Collections"for the purpose.Overthe past severalyears,in
repeatedsojournsat AncientCorinth,we have concernedourselveswith the attemptto trackdown as
manyas possibleof the unpublishedentriesin Payne'sCatalogueandto makeuse of themin our studies
of Corinthianware.A first exploration,by Amyx, in 1957-58,broughtto light a considerablemassof
uninventoriedfragmentswhichformedthe basisfor our investigations.Sincethen furtherhiddentreasures have been rediscoveredand addedto the store.
Someof the vasesandfragmentslistedin the Necrocorinthia
Cataloguewerefoundto be on exhibition
in the (new)Museum;some few otherswerereadilylocated,alreadyduly inventoriedand arrangedin
order,on the storageshelvesin the basementof that Museum.The searchfor the missingmajorityof
itemsled to the old Museum,whichhas long beenusedas an apotheke,andwhichyieldeda largenumber
of uninventoried
fragments,stackedawayin traysand all but forgotten.Amongthesewerefoundmost

1 Payne, Humfry, Necrocorinthia, Oxford, 1931.
References to these reports are cited, where relevant, in the text of the Catalogue. Three particularly important articles, for Corinthian pottery, are: Hesperia, XVI, 1947, pp. 233-247 (0. Broneer); XVII, 1948, pp. 197-241 and XVIII,
1949, pp. 197-241 (S. S. Weinberg). But there are also numerous articles dealing with special pieces or groups of vases
and with excavations which yielded only slight amounts of Corinthian pottery.
2

4
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of the missing Necrocorinthiapieces, and much more besides. So much was found, in fact, of still uninventoried material from the old excavations that, when the more significant pieces were numbered,
more than 300 new entries (CP-2295 to CP-2633, and some others beyond) were added to the Museum's
inventory of pottery.3And this was only a selection from a selection, including basically only the fragments with figured decoration out of a first general selection from the still larger mass of Corinthian
and other fragments of all kinds. In spite of our conscientious effort to find and record everything important, it is certain that much valuable material still remains uninventoried, in addition to the newly
inventoried pieces not chosen for inclusion in the present Catalogue. That residue should be kept in
mind for possible future reference.
This Section contains both more and less than a re-exhumationof the items listed by Payne, likewise
both more and less than a publication of the newly inventoried fragments. Some of Payne's listings are
still unidentified; and, in the present publication, only a part of the newly inventoried material not
listed by Payne is treated. On the other hand, since the intention is to form an effective Supplement to
Volume VII, Part I, the authors were encouraged to select, from all of the Archaic pottery at Corinth,
any unpublished or inadequately published specimens that seemed worthy of notice, and to include
them in the present Catalogue.4
The results of our attempts to identify specificallythe vases listed in the NecrocorinthiaCataloguemay
be summarizedbriefly as follows:

NC Cat. No. CorinthInv. No.
78
81
133
139
190
196
216
243

CP-478
(?) CP-2317
CP-2296
NOT FOUND
CP-2647
CP-873
NOT FOUND
Cf. CP-2321(?)

485A (sub)
503C
585 (sub)
665 (sub)
699A (sub)
715 (sub)

CP-2355
(?) CP-2338
CP-485
NOT FOUND
CP-2391
Cf. CP-2434
and CP-2435
CP-52
CP-2478,CP-2484
NOT FOUND
NOT FOUND

738
744 (sub)
751
959

Remarks
Painterof Palermo489; here, 19.
Near Painterof Palermo489; here,20.
Fragmentaryoinochoe(we have more of it than Paynedescribed);here,16.
Broad-bottomedoinochoe.
PerachoraPainter;here,9.
Kotyle; Weinberg,no. 183,pl. 25.
Alabastronfragment;Dolphin Painter.
"Severalfragments"of alabastrawith "lionsheraldicallygroupedarounda
centralmotive" werenoted at Corinthby PayneunderNC 243; we have
not surelyidentifiedany of these.
Multipleentry(aryballoi);here,85.
WarriorGrouparyballos;here,27.
Multipleentry (aryballoi);here,36.
Multipleentry:"severalfragments"of concave-sidedpyxis.
Kotyle fragment;here,47.
bowl fragments;cf. 150 and 151.
Black-polychrome
Oinochoeby Lowie Painter;here,62.
Multipleentry(fragmentsof oinochoai):68, 65 (for example).
Neck fragmentof conical oinochoe.
Kotyle fragment(cf. Weinbergon his no. 321, which is CP-988).

3 These items, up to CP-2649, were given "CP" numbers because they had been found in excavations prior to 1947;
or, if after that date, found in the Corinthia but outside of Corinth proper (see Weinberg, Corinth,VII, i, Preface, pp. v-vi).
However, it has meanwhile been decided that perpetuation of inventory additions under "CP" might be more confusing
than otherwise; hence, the most recently inventoried pieces from the old excavations have been numbered in the sequence
of the year in which they were added to the Inventory (e.g. C-67-3, 77 in our Catalogue). Yet, even now, it appears that
the practice is not wholly consistent, one way or the other (for instance, CP-2649, our Catalogue 1, was recovered from
limbo only in 1970).
4 In the summarieswhich
follow, we have used quotation marks to indicate a direct quotation, e.g., of Payne, pp. 4-5.
In the case of Painters, groupings or the like, we have used quotation marks to indicate either a whole grouping for which
we do not vouch, or a specific attribution (to an accepted Painter or group) for which we do not vouch or which we
cannot control.
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"Kotyle fragment";but we think Payne's entry must refer to fragments
whichare actuallypartsof a kylix; here, 129.
1010
cf.
Chimaera
CP-516;
Painter,lekanoid bowl (Weinberg,no. 327, pp. 76-77, without
CP-2439to
illustration).Note that the reapportionedfragmentsbelongto morethan
CP-2442
one vase; here, 146 and 147.
1013
"Bowl fragment";here, 149 (?).
(?) CP-2437
1096
CP-140
Oinochoe;Weinberg,no. 331, p. 77, pl. 41.
cf.
1166(sub)
CP-2506;
Handle-plateof krater;the "manysimilarfragments"mentionedby Payne
CP-2501toCP-2570,are in the seriesCP-2501to CP-2570,etc.; here, 198, and cf. 194-205.
CP-2628to CP-2634,
CP-2638to CP-2642
1177
CP-172
Column-krater;
Weinberg,no. 334, pp. 77-78, pl. 42.
1451
T 132 (N. Cem.)
Fragmentof red-groundkrater;not publishedin Corinth,XIII.
1470A(sub) CP-2573,CP-2574, "Fragmentsof red-groundkraters";cf. here, 220 and 218.
and others?
CP-2457

Other Corinthian vases at Corinth, from the North Cemetery,are mentioned by Payne in Appendix I,
pp. 341-343, Lists VI and XVIII. These are now fully published by Dr. Hazel Palmer in Corinth,XIII.
We concerned ourselves also with the lists of attributions in the article by Dunbabin and Robertson,
"Some Protocorinthian Vase-Painters," B.S.A., XLVIII, 1953, pp. 172-181, and tried to find at
Corinth the vases located there in their lists. In the present context, we reserve our opinions as to the
correctness of their attributions. Most of the pieces were easily found, but there are a few puzzles. The
following table summarizesour findings:
D-R Lists

CorinthInv. No. Remarks

174:9
174:10

C-36-565
C-40-362

179:6
179,below: 3

KP 1147
CP-2649

"CumaeGroup";inv. no. givenin D-R; Weinberg,no. 129, p. 40, pl. 17.
"CumaeGroup"; inv. and pub. ref. givenby D-R; Hesperia,XVII, 1948,
pp. 209f., pls. 72-74, C-3.
174:below
C-48-156
"Relatedto Cumae Group"; pub. ref. given by D-R; Hesperia,XVIII,
1949,p. 154, pl. 20, no. 30.
174: below, bis NOT FOUND (?)"Relatedto Cumae Group"; mentionedby Weinberg,Hesperia,XVIII,
1949,p. 154.
"Relatedto Aetos Painter";wronglysaid to be in Aigina;here,2.
176:3, below CP-2295
middle
KN 15
Mention of pinax, attributedby Payneto Aigina BellerophonPainter; to
177,bottom
be publishedin Corinth,XV, iii.
178:19
Head-in-AirPainter;"whereaboutsunknown,known to us from Payne's
(?) KP 1186
notes and photographs".We believethat CorinthKP 1186is probably
the pieceintendedby Payne.Potters'Quarter:to be publishedin Corinth,
XV, iii.
178:20
C-31-316
"Head-in-AirPainter";inv. no. and pub. ref. given by D-R; Weinberg,
no. 142, pp. 43-44, pls. 20-21.
"Painterof the Corinth Hare-Hunt"; inv. no. and pub. refs. given by
178, below: 3 C-32-139
D-R; Weinberg,no. 218, pp. 60-61, pl. 30 and Boulter, A.J.A., XLI,
1937, pp. 218-219, fig. 1:1.

SacrificePainter;Potters'Quarter;to be publishedin Corinth,XV, iii.
"Macmillan Painter" (Payne's drawing,J.H.S., LXXI, 1951,pi. 29, a);
here, 1.
180, middle: 1 NOT FOUND "Successionto MacmillanPainter",with ref. to Payne, p. 97: "thighs of
man in Chigi technique;rosette on trunks;buff flesh"; but we do not
find these wordsin Payne,loc. cit.
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D-R Lists

CorinthInv. No. Remarks

181,below
middle

AT 248

Note underTorrPainter:aryballosfrags.attr. by Payne;here,4.

We should also mention the following:
B.S.A., XLIII, NOT FOUND
1948,p. 45, no. 7

"AryballosB 80, from Corinth";said by Robertson,loc. cit., to have been
attributedby Payneto the Head-in-AirPainter,and so listed by Benson,
G.k.V., List 17, no. 7 ("Malerdes geschmeidigenEbers"); it does not
appearin the D-R List (p. 178)for the Head-in-AirPainter.
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In Benson's G.k. V. there are cited several vases at Corinth which appear neither in the Necrocorinthia
Catalogue nor in the Dunbabin-Robertson lists, surveyed above. All of these are easily located and identified, but we mention them here for completeness. As in the case of the D-R lists, we reserve in this
context our opinions as to the correctness of the quoted attributions and groupings. As was noted above,

the fragments from the Potters' Quarter ("KP" numbers) will be published in Corinth,XV, iii.
G.k.V.List CorinthInv. No. Remarks
andNo.

8:2

C-31-317

18:2a

CP-879

28:26
37:1-2

38: 13a
49:3a

C-32-233
C-40-260
C-40-259
C-39-346
C-31-03

54:4
57:1
57:4
57:5
99:4a

(?)KP193
KP 13
C-32-110
C-32-111
T 1720

108:8

KP 1131

"HarePainter";Weinberg,no. 141,p. 43, pl. 19; also publishedby L. Bantiin
E.A.A., II, 1959,p. 844, fig. 1107.
"Mannerof the Painter of the ShamblingBull"; Weinberg,no. 186, p. 51,
pl. 25.
SphinxPainter;Weinberg,no. 225, p. 62, pl. 31.
Red-Dot Painter;Hesperia,XVII, 1948,pp. 218-219, pl. 79, D-14 and D-15.
"Mannerof the HeraldicLions Painter";Weinberg,no. 193,p. 57, pl. 28.
"Mannerof the Vulci Painter";Weinberg,no. 190, p. 56, pl. 27; Amyx, Jb.
Mainz,VI, 1959,p. 102,pl. 31: 2 (Royal LibraryPainter).
"AchradinaPainter"(cf. Amyx and Lawrence,A.J.A., LXVIII, 1964,p. 389).
"PolychromeSkyphosGroup";A.J.A., XXXV, 1931,p. 12, fig. 7.
"PolychromeSkyphosGroup"; Weinberg,no. 258, p. 66, pl. 35.
"PolychromeSkyphosGroup"; Weinberg,no. 259, p. 66, pl. 35.
"Mannerof the Bird-FriezePainter"; Palmer, Corinth,XIII, no. 156-5, pp.
180-181,pl. 84.
"TydeusPainter";A.J.A., XXXV, 1931,p. 10, fig. 5; to be fully publishedin
Corinth,XV, iii.

The foregoing lists, which cover the principal stylistic studies of Corinthian pottery over the past few
decades, locate and identify most of the pieces known or believed to be at Corinth that have been honored
by inclusion in those works. Vases which have been dealt with in separate articles (e.g., by Benson,

Amyx, Lawrence) are satisfactorily identified in those publications. The few "missing" or unidentified
items, indicated above by "NOT FOUND", should be located and brought to light. Meanwhile, the

present publication is designed to do its bit, particularly toward the recovery of "lost" pieces that are

listed in the NecrocorinthiaCatalogue.
CORINTHIAN VASE-PAINTERS
The foregoing survey reflects our desire to identify and bring to light any "lost" or "missing" vases
at Corinth. We have also wished, of course, through the present volume to enrich significantlythe published corpus of figured Corinthian pottery. It has further been our desire to find, and include in this
Catalogue, specimens that would increase our knowledge of Corinthian vase-painters whose work is
represented at Corinth. It struck us as odd, and misleading, not only that there were so few vases at
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Corinth which had found their way into the NecrocorinthiaCatalogue, but also that the great majority
of Corinthianvase-painterswhose hands have been recognized were known only from works exported in
antiquity. The present occasion offers a good opportunity to redress that imbalance.
Making use of the lists reviewed above, and with the inclusion of the examples newly reported in the
present study, the Corinthian vases at Corinth which have been attributed or otherwise significantly
placed exemplify or are related to the work of around 75 differentpainters and groups. These products
range from Early Protocorinthianto Late CorinthianI, and every stage of development is represented.
There are still some notable gaps (though some of these may well be fortuitous), but in broad outline
the harvest is impressively rich. In the following resume, we are again not concerned with the acceptability to us of the individual attributions or groupings proposed by other scholars; our purpose is
rather to show the range of stylistically significantmaterials available at Corinth.

(a) PROTOCORINTHIAN

Relatively little of the Protocorinthian ware found at Corinth has as yet been published, since most
of it comes from the Potters' Quarter.However, publication (in Corinth,XV, iii) of these finds is imminent, and we can soon expect much new published material that will serve to correct any impression of
weakness in this period. For the present, we content ourselves with citing previously published notices,
and the examples presented in this volume.

CUMAE GROUP: oinochoaiC-36-565,C-40-362;related,oinochoeC-48-156(above,p. 5).
"AETOSPAINTER": aryballosCP-2096(Benson,A.J.A., LX, 1956,p. 220; C. W. J. and Mary Eliot, "The
LechaionCemeterynearCorinth",Hesperia,XXXVII, 1968,pp. 348-350,pl. 103,no. 2; and cf. L. Banti
in E.A.A., I, 1958,p. 99).
"HARE PAINTER": broad-bottomedoinochoe C-31-317(above, p. 6; also L. Banti in E.A.A., II, 1959,
p. 844, fig. 1107).
"PAINTEROF THE HOPPINGBIRDS": "bell-oinochoe"KP 2136 (Benson,A.J.A., LX, 1956,p. 220;and
cf. L. Banti in E.A.A., VII, 1966,p. 1045).
AEGINA BELLEROPHONPAINTER: pinax KN 15 (above, p. 5; and cf. L. Banti in E.A.A., II, 1959,
pp. 45-46).
PAINTEROF AEGINA F-48: lid fragmentCP-2295(2).
HEAD-IN-AIR PAINTER: olpe C-31-316and conical oinochoe fragment (?) KP 1186 (above, p. 5; also
L. Banti in E.A.A., VII, 1966, p. 775); we did not locate the aryballosfragment"B 80", reportedly
attributedby Payne.
PAINTEROF THE CORINTHHARE-HUNT:olpe C-32-139(above, p. 5; also L. Banti in E.A.A.,II, 1959,
pp. 246-247).
SACRIFICEPAINTER:conicaloinochoefragmentKP 1147(above, p. 5; also L. Banti in E.A.A., VI, 1965,
p. 1061).
"MACMILLANPAINTER":alabastronfragmentCP-2649(1). [Wedid not find the olpe (?) fragmentsaid to
be in "the succession"to the Painter'sstyle (above,p. 5).]
TORR PAINTER:fragmentarypointedaryballosAT-248(4).

(b) TRANSITIONAL

Vases and fragments of the Transitional Period are numerous at Corinth, including pieces by some of
the ablest and most influential painters.
PAINTEROF PALERMO489: alabastronCP-478;related,alabastronCP-2317(19 and 20).
[DOLPHINPAINTER:we did not find the alabastronattributedby Payne(NC 216; above, p. 4).]
PAINTEROF VATICAN73: related,oinochoefragmentCP-2296(16).
SPHINX PAINTER:oinochoe C-32-233(above,p. 6); related,the kotyle (?) fragmentCP-2303(45).
PAINTEROF BERLIN 1136:related,oinochoeor olpe fragmentCP-2304(18).
POLYTELEIAPAINTER: oinochoe or olpe fragmentC-40-140(17).
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PAINTER OF AEGINA 364: Lid, KP 193 (below, p. 18, under 17).
PAINTEROF THE SHAMBLINGBULL: "manner,"oinochoe CP-879(above,p. 6).
PERACHORAPAINTER:kotyle fragmentsCP-2647,C-40-289;C-40-291(9, 10, and 11).
(c) EARLYCORINTHIAN
Some of the vase-painters whose careers bridge over from Transitional into Early Corinthian have
been mentioned above. Among the artists whose activity seems to begin in EC, several also are repre-

sented at Corinth.
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BIRD-MONSTERGROUP: alabastronCP-2327(24).
DUEL PAINTER: aryballos fragment CP-2340, and cf. conical oinochoe fragment CP-2309 (26 and 69).
WARRIOR GROUP: aryballos fragments CP-2338, CP-2350, CP-2351, and CP-2360 (27,28,29, and 30); and of

coursethe Duel Painter(above).
PAINTEROF CANDIA 7789: fragmentaryalabastronCP-2321(22).

ROYAL LIBRARY PAINTER: kotyle-pyxis lid C-31-03 (above, p. 6), fragmentary kotyle KP 1296, and

liddedpyxis T 1587 + T 1596(cf. Amyx, C.S.C.A.,II, 1969,pp. 19-22, nos. 4, 9, and 17).
LA TROBEPAINTER:aryballoiC-30-50and (?) CP-2627(31 and 32).
RED-DOT PAINTER:alabastraC-40-259and C-40-260(above,p. 6).
PAINTEROF CORINTHCP-2391:fragmentarykotyle,CP-2391(47).
"POLYCHROMESKYPHOSGROUP": kotylai KP 13, C-32-110,C-32-111(above, p. 6; and cf. Boulter,
A.J.A., XLI, 1937,p. 224, nos. 16-17).
PAINTER OF CORINTH C-32-112: kotylai C-32-112, C-32-105, C-32-106, C-32-109 (Boulter, A.J.A., XLI,

1937,pp. 222-224, nos. 11-14).
PAINTERS OF (KOTYLAI)C-40-159,C-40-162,C-47-576,C-47-586,C-47-603,C-47-612(see under these,
their "name-pieces",53, 50, 56, 57, 58, and 59).
HAVANA PAINTER:kotylefragmentsCP-2390(46).
MUNICH PYXIDESPAINTER:pyxis fragmentC-40-221(42).
MACRI LANGONI PAINTER:oinochoefragmentCP-2490(64).
PAINTEROF LONDON, B.M. A 1355:oinochoefragmentC-40-303(63).
LOWIEPAINTER:oinochoeCP-52(62; and see below, in SectionB).
The Early Corinthian Painters and Groups represented in the pottery from the Anaploga Well, as

noted below in Section B, are separately listed here:
PENICHROSPAINTER:oinochoaiC-62-573,C-62-566(An226 and An 220).

"OAO" GROUP: olpai C-62-446, C-62-498, C-62-519, oinochoai C-62-495, C-62-525, C-62-571 (An 143, An

145, An 172, and An 140, An 181, and An 193, respectively).

LOWIE PAINTER (see also above): oinochoai C-62-562, C-62-493 (An 216, An 138) and kotyle C-62-429
(An 66); a companion artist: oinochoai C-62-521, C-62-534 (An 174, An 186); another companion:

oinochoeC-62-540(An 194); related:olpe (?) C-62-499(An 146).

MATI PAINTER: oinochoai C-62-445, C-62-483, C-62-510 (An 85, An 127, An 163); related ("ancestral"):

oinochoe C-62-548(An 201).

SYNETHEIA PAINTER: oinochoai C-62-450, C-62-489, C-62-520, C-62-557 (An 87, An 134, An 173, and
An 211), also oinochoe C-40-97 (cf. Sec. B, pp. 86f.); related hands: oinochoai C-62-451, C-62-486, C-62-502
(An 142, An 130, and An 154); also related: oinochoai C-62-441, C-62-480 (An 75 and An 122); late des-

cendantof the style: oinochoeC-62-424(An60).
PIGHADHIPAINTER:oinochoaiC-62-494,C-62-517(An 139 and An 148).
(d) MIDDLECORINTHIAN
All of the principal shapes, and works attributed to many of the known painters, of this period are
present at Corinth. There is some continuation of hands from EC (see above), but the artists reported
below worked primarily in the MC period.
ERLENMEYERPAINTER:related,alabastronfragmentCP-2331(82).
POPULONIAPAINTER:alabastronfragmentKP 2609 (Benson,A.J.A., LXVIII,1964,p. 172,no. 4).
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SCALE-PATTERN GROUP: pyxis T 1599 (Palmer, Corinth, XIII, p. 184, pl. 88, no. 157-o; cf. Amyx, Klear-

chos,III, 1961,p. 14, no. 2).
LIEBIGHAUSGROUP: aryballos(fragmentary)CP-2355(85).
"GROUPOF THE SOLDIER-DANCERS":fragmentaryaryballosCP-2345(91).

CHIMAERA PAINTER: bowls CP-516 and CP-2441 (146 and 147); Chimaera Group: fragmentary bowl

CP-2438(148); and see below, in SectionB.

MEDALLION PAINTER: kotyle KP 2324 and plate KP 241 (cf. Benson, A.J.A., LXXIII, 1969, p. 122, nos. 8

and 9).
PATRAS PAINTER: kotyle fragments CP-2394 to CP-2399 (117, 118, 119, 120, 122, and 121); kotyle MP-15
(Hesperia, I, 1932, p. 7, fig. 15); kotyle T 2624 (Palmer, Corinth, XIII, p. 187, pl. 83, no. 162-3); and
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others,unpublished.See list of attributions,below,under122.
C-47 PAINTER:kotylaiCP-2400,C-47-647,C-47-649(124, 125, and 126).
SAMOSGROUP: cf. kotyle CP-2433(114).
PAINTEROF BRUSSELSA 2182: cup fragmentCP-2464and cup T 3224 (under135).

TARANTO PAINTER: fragmentary cup CP-2446 (128); "very close," lekane CP-2447, kylix CP-2458 (145,

and 130).

LAUSANNE PAINTER: cup T 1489 (Palmer, Corinth,XIII, pp. 176-177, p. 83, no. 148-1).

PAINTEROF CORINTHMP-6: cups MP-6 and T 3225 (cf. below, under139).
"BIRD-FRIEZEPAINTER"(cf. Amyx,A.J.A.,LXV, 1961,p. 12andnote 40); "manner":cup T 1720(Palmer,
Corinth,XIII, p. 180, pl. 84, no. 156-5; there correctly given to same hand as cup T 1589, op. cit., p. 187,

pl. 84, no. 157-c).
DODWELLPAINTER:broad-bottomedoinochoeC-38-276(166).
PAINTER OF ATHENS 931: broad-bottomed oinochoe C-53-178 (cf. Hesperia, XXV, 1956, pp. 354-355,

no. 2, fig. 1, pl. 52: 2); and see below, in SectionB.

GELADAKIS PAINTER: amphora C-50-101 (Amyx, Hesperia, XXV, 1956, pp. 73-74); broad-bottomed
oinochoe T 1516 (Palmer, Corinth, XIII, pp. 179-180, pls. A, 85, no. 155-a); see also below, in Section

B; and others,unpublished.
AMPERSANDPAINTER:pyxis fragmentC-50-92(cf. Benson,A.J.A., LXIV, 1960,pl. 283, no. 9, p. 83: 14).
HONOLULU PAINTER: amphora T 3171 (Amyx, AntlikeKunst, V, 1962, p. 4; cf. Palmer, Corinth, XIII,

pp. 173-174,pl. 85, no. 141-5).
MEMNONPAINTER:kraterCP-2034(172).
DETROITPAINTER:related,kraterfragmentCP-2559(187).

Although some of the attributed vases found in the Anaploga Well were made in the LC I period, the
Painters of these vases began their careersin the MC period, hence all of the remaining "Paintersin the
Well" are mentioned here.

ANAPLOGA PAINTER: Corinth oinochoai C-62-425, C-62-430 (An 61 and An 62); earlier, but related, broad-

bottomedoinochoeC-62-529(An 175).
CHIMAERAPAINTER(see also above):plate fragmentC-62-605(An 95).
PAINTEROF ATHENS931 (see also above): CorinthoinochoeC-62-416(An 50).
GELADAKISPAINTER(see also above): oinochoeC-62-400(An 36).

OTTERLO PAINTER (PAINTER OF ATHENS 282): flat-bottomed aryballoi C-62-393, C-62-401 (An 29

and An 30).
SCHISTOSPAINTER:oinochoe C-62-388(An22).

I
(e) LATE CORINTHIAN

If we omit the MC artists whose careers extended into the LC I period, little remains at Corinth for
the LC I period itself. Furthermore, Corinth generally is weak even proportionately in vases belonging

to the full LC I period,whetherby chanceor for historicallysignificantreasonsit is still impossibleto
say. In any event,thereis at presentlittle to report.
CHAIRONEIAPAINTER:related,kotyle C-47-648(209).
"TYDEUSPAINTER":kraterfragmentT 132(NC 1451;above,p. 5) and fragmentaryglobularoinochoeKP
1131(also above,p. 6); related,handle-plateof krater(cf. Broneer,Hesperia,XX, 1951,p. 295,pi. 91,f).
WHITEHORSESGROUP: fragmentarykraterCP-2573(220).
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There is yet to come the splendid lot of vases and fragmentsfrom the Potters' Quarter.The publication
of this material will bring to light at Corinth the work of still further Corinthian vase-painters, both
those whose hands are already recognized and newly identified artists. Still another source of new additions is the Sanctuary of Demeter and Kore on Acrocorinth, where a number of fine attributed or
attributablepieces have already been found. Yet, even without those increments, the attributed vases in
the Corinth Museum form an impressive array.
VASES FROM CORINTH
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The visitor to Corinth, as the foregoing recapitulation shows, can find there a large number of vases
attributedto specific Corinthian artists and groups of all periods. This exposition should help to emphasize the rightful place of the Corinth Museum as a leading center for the stylistic study of Corinthian
vase-painting. A further use for the survey is suggested, however, by the indication of the range and
quality of the works which remained at home in antiquityas compared with those which were exported.
On this latter question, the tabulation of available knowledge is incomplete unless we include the vases
which, though now residing elsewhere, are reported to have left Corinth in modern times. The material
is far too rich and too widely scatteredfor full consideration here (a highly condensed statement is given
by Payne, pp. 184-185, for Corinth and its environs, and Corinth is given as the provenience of a fair
number of vases listed in the NC Catalogue; Benson's table of proveniences, G.k.V., pp. 110-140,
though useful for other purposes, is not well adapted to our present need). The information given here is
drawnalmost wholly from the NC Catalogue. For many of the painters of vases said to be from Corinth,
the information duplicates essentially the findings in our survey of painters actually represented at
Corinth, as for the Chimaera Painter (NC 1041), the Medallion Painter (NC 998), the Dodwell Painter
(NC 861-862, 905, 1121, and Louvre CA 2, Payne, p. 341) and the Tydeus Painter (NC 1359-?-and
1399), to name only a few conspicuous examples. Additional Painters are listed below.
AJAX PAINTER:pointedaryballosBoston, M.F.A. 95.12 (D-R, p. 176, no. 6).
BOSTONPAINTER:pointedaryballosBoston,M.F.A. 95.11(D-R, p. 178,no. 5, and Benson,G.k.V.,List 12,
no. 2).
"EPHEBESPAINTER":roundaryballosNC 510 (Benson,G.k.V., List 47, no. 2).
HERDSMANPAINTER:amphoraNC 771 (Benson,G.k.V., List 55, no. 2, "Malerdes diinnbeinigenRehs").
"BOARPAINTER":kraterNC 776 (Benson,G.k.V.,List 43, no. 1).
PAINTEROF BERLIN4507: head-pyxisNC 882 (Benson,G.k.V.,List 76, no. 1).
STOBARTPAINTER:head-pyxisNC 889 (Amyx,AntikeKunst,V, 1962,pp. 6-7; cf. idem, C.S.C.A., II, 1969,
p. 22, note 42).
PAINTER OF HEARST SSW 9500: pyxis Boston, M.F.A. 92.2602 (?) (cf. Benson, G.k.V., List 86, no. 3,
"Malerder eckigenSphingen").
PHOLOEPAINTER:kotyle NC 941 (Payne,p. 309).
SAMOSGROUP: kotyle NC 953 (Payne,p. 309).
GORGONEIONGROUP: cups NC 989, 995-998 (Payne,pp. 311-312).
PAINTEROF THE COPENHAGENSPHINXES:plates NC 1054, 1055(cf. Lawrence,A.J.A., LXIII, 1959,
pp. 355-356).
TIMONIDAS:bottle NC 1072(from Kleionai)and pinax Berlin,N.M. F 846 (both signed).
WINGED LION PAINTER:alabastronNC 1224A(Benson,AntikeKunst,IX, 1966,p. 11, no. 1).
EURYMACHOSPAINTER:kotyle NC 1304A(Payne,p. 323, tentativeattr.).
"SAD SIRENS GROUP": tripodpyxis Bologna,Museo Civico, 79 (Benson,G.k.V.,List 93, no. 2).
LOTUS-CROSSPAINTER:oinochoe NC 1394(Benson,G.k.V.,List 89, no. 4).
DAMON PAINTER:"manner",olpe NC 1410(Benson,G.k.V.,List 103,no. 3a).
HIPPOLYTOSPAINTER:kraterNC 1455(Benson,G.k.V.,List 100,no. 2).

A more thorough search for attributed vases of Corinthian provenience would undoubtedly yield
furtherexamples. Taking only those cited above, the number of differentartists and significantgroupings
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representedby vases now at Corinth or said to have come from there provides an impressivewitness to
the range and quality of Corinthian pottery that remained at home in antiquity. Among these examples
there is much that is conspicuously fine. Detailed analyses would no doubt reveal lacunae suggesting
that in the various periods (most notably in LC I) certain types of vases were produced primarily for
export. By and large, however, it can be seen that the Corinthians themselves were consumers of their
own best (as well as their own worst) ceramic products throughout the whole time during which fineware vases were made for export at Corinth.
Our study, then, should in its modest way help to show that the Corinth Museum is a leading repository for decorated Corinthian vases of worthwhile stylistic quality. At the same time, it should help to
establish the fact that the ancient Corinthians, far from being starved for the better products of their
own craftsmen, could afford to buy and keep at home the finest examples of their work. This fact, which
may be of some interest to economic historians and others outside the sphere of strictly archaeological
studies, is well established by the evidence now available. Much of it should also serve to counteract
the too-popular belief that the quality of Corinthianpottery abruptly suffereda ruinous decline around
the end of the seventh century B.C.The fashionable practice of praising Protocorinthian,tolerating
Early Corinthian, and denigrating Middle and Late Corinthian vases is objectionable not merely on
aesthetic grounds, but even more because it can lead to false historical inferences. The two main forces
which led to the eventual downfall of Archaic Corinthian pottery, the rush to mass production and the
rising competition of Attic black figure (which is also technically superior),were effective only in certain
types of pottery over the various stages of its history down to the middle of the sixth century, and their
full impact was felt only toward 550 B.C.Before that time, in the decades before the total collapse at
mid-century, there were indeed warning signs of degeneration. During this same period, however, there
were painted at Corinth vases which are truly works of art, fit to stand beside the best contemporary
pieces from other centers. To assume an earlier debacle is to misunderstandthe true quality of Middle
and Late Corinthian I vases.

CATALOGUE
Like a tale that growswith retelling,the association
of this piece with the MacmillanPainterhas become
increasinglyinsistent.Payne (p. 269) says only that it
is "in the style of the Macmillan aryballos" (on
Payne's use of the word "style", see Amyx, Antike
Kunst,V, 1962, pp. 7-8). Dunbabin (loc. cit.) adds
that "it may well be by the Macmillan Painter"
(italics ours). Finally, in their formal list of attributions, Dunbabin and Robertson (loc. cit.) give a
directattribution,for which (ibid.,p. 180)they assign
creditto Payne.
We would have no quarrelwith an assertionthat
this vase is comparablein qualityto the work of the
Macmillan Painter, or even that it shows generic
likenesses with his battle-pieces. As to the style,
however, we find this attributionunconvincing(so
also apparentlydoes Benson, G.k.V., pp. 18-19 and
A.J.A., LX, 1956, p. 220, referringindirectlyto this
vase, among others).Insteadof that Painter'scharacteristicallytaut, crisp,carefullyconsideredrenderings,
we are confrontedhere with a differentsort of treatment: more exuberant, springier, somehow less
sharply confined-masterly in its own way, but
different.
The truth is that connoisseurshipin this whole
region is in need of furtherrefinement,and the inclusion of CorinthCP-2649(1) in any list of attributions could only lead to furtherconfusion.Typologically, one is reminded(especiallyby the archer)just
as much of works associatedwith the Aetos Painter,
Bibliography: Payne, pp. 94-95, 269; Dunbabin, J.H.S.,
such as the pointed aryballosLondon,B.M. WT 199
pp. 65-66, pl. 29, a (Payne's drawing; inaccurate in some
details); Dunbabin-Robertson, p. 179, below middle, no. 3. (A 1052) (Johansen, V.S., pl. 29,2; DunbabinRobertson, p. 176, no. 6; Benson, G.k.V., p. 16,
fine
Very
work; remarkably lively rendering, List 7, "Jagermaler,"no. 2), and the remarkable
and
spirited
vigorous. It is a pity that so much of the aryballos Corinth CP-2096 (attributedby Benson,
is
paint lost, but even in its present sad condition this A.J.A., LX, 1956,p. 220). This lattervase is now fully
fragment (only in 1970 recovered from limbo) is an published by C. W.J. and Mary Eliot (Hesperia,
important addition to the repertory of Protocorinthian XXXVII, 1968, pp. 348-350, pi. 102, no. 2), with a
discussionof the problemsof attribution.It is hard
figured vases. The very fact of its association-rightly
or wrongly-with the Macmillan Painter is indicative for us to see, incidentally,why the Eliots apparently
of its merit. Payne saw fit to mention it twice in Necro- wish to make CP-2096 "Early Protocorinthian",
corinthia; Dunbabin was sufficiently captivated by it unlessthey intendby that term somethingother than
to devote nearly a whole page to his discussion of it; its generallyacceptedmeaning.
and Dunbabin and Robertson together plumped
Dunbabin(loc. cit.) correctlydiscountsthe thought
solidly for an attribution to the Macmillan Painter. that the archeron 1 might be Herakles;but he reFurthermore, it is one of the earliest extant examples marks, also correctly,that "there is an epic flavour
of its shape (see Payne, p. 269).
about the picture."
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1 ALABASTRON (FRAGMENTARY).
PI. 1.
CP-2649. Preserved are parts of about half of the
figures around the body wall, but not part of mouth,
neck, handle, or bottom. The shape is clearly indicated
by the vertical curvature of the fragment. P.H. ca.
0.028, P.W. 0.031 (the dimensions given ignore curvature).
Light buff clay; the glaze (mostly lost) is black and
glossy where preserved; no added colors preserved.
Decoration (from 1. to r.): ... the heel only of a
warrior moving to 1.; warrior moving to 1., wearing a
short chiton and bearing a shield (device: lion's head
to I., with tulip-shaped ear, and eye having incised
pupil) on his 1. arm, his r. arm raised and bent as if to
wield a spear; overlapping the warrior's r. leg, a
crouching archer to r., bearded, carrying a quiver on
his back, and clothed in a spotted (incision-stippled)
animal skin of which the terminations (head and
forepaws?) fall around and between his legs, holding
his bow in 1. hand and drawing an arrow with his r.
hand (the arrowhead and the recurving bow are rendered with incision); warrior to 1., bearing shield
(device: blunt-beaked bird to 1., wings folded), wearing
greave(s)-part of only one leg is preserved-and
raising his arm, which is bent as if to wield a spear.
The figures do not stand upon a common ground line,
but are placed at different levels (cf. Payne, p. 95,
note 1). In the field, two carefully rendered pinwheel
rosettes.

CATALOGUE
Payne (p. 269) dates the alabastron "probably a
little earlier than the middle of the seventh century,"
and we agree with his dating.
Middle Protocorinthian (well advanced).
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2 PYXIS LID (?) (FRAGMENT).
Pi. 1.
CP-2295. P.L. 0.079.
Fairly thick-walled fabric (ca. 0.005). Yellow-ivory
clay, brownish glaze; very fine technique.
Part of a frieze, bordered by rim: lion to r., seated
sphinx to r.; no f.o.
Bibliography: Dunbabin, J.H.S., p. 65, pl. 28, g;
Dunbabin-Robertson, p. 176; Benson, G.k.V., List 14,
no. 2; L. Banti, "Pittore di Egina F 48," E.A.A., III, 1961,
p. 247.

Through some unexplained error (in Payne's
notes?), this fragment has been wrongly identified as
"Aegina F 113" (Dunbabin, J.H.S., DunbabinRobertson, Benson, locc. citt.). But the illustration
from Payne's drawing (Dunbabin, J.H.S., loc. cit.)
shows a fragment which coincides so exactly with our
specimen, even to the contours of the sherd, that the
two must be identical.
The fragment has been attributed to the PAINTER
OF AEGINA F 48 (Dunbabin-Robertson, p. 176,
below middle, "one hand"; Benson, loc. cit.;
L. Banti, loc. cit. with illustration of name-piece,
fig. 305). Of the three pieces which have been given to
this hand, D-R nos. 2, 3 (Aegina "F 48", NC 53, now
Kraiker, pl. 25, no. 322; and "Aegina F 113", now
Corinth CP-2295 [2]) are obviously works of one
hand. D-R no. 1 (the fragmentary kotyle-pyxis,
Perachora, II, pl. 38, no. 923) is closely similar, but
we do not feel quite sure that it is by the same hand
as their nos. 2, 3.
In Perachora, II (pp. 101f., on no. 923), Dunbabin
proposes to identify the Painter of Aegina F 48 with
the Agamemnoneion Painter (Dunbabin-Robertson,
p. 178; L. Banti, "Pittore dell' Agamemnoneion,"
E.A.A., I, 1958,p. 129)but this proposal only aggravates
an already confused situation. We cannot take the
space here to analyze in detail all of the attributed
pieces, but we believe that the "Agamemnoneion"
list is in the first place a composite of works by more
than one hand; and, secondly, that none of the vases
in that list is by the same hand as any of the three
mentioned above (cf. Benson, Gnomon,XXXVI, 1964,
p. 404, who is also skeptical).
Middle Protocorinthian.
3 PYXIS (FRAGMENT OF LID).
P1. 1.
C-39-381. Pie-slice piece, about one-sixth of lid.
P.H. 0.049, P.W. 0.057, H. 0.010 (when laid flat), est.
D. at rim 0.140 (flat, with bent-down rim at outer edge).
Clear yellow-buff clay, polished on upper surface.
Glaze varies from black to brown to orange-red
(most of the animal is of this latter color).
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Underside reserved. Exterior: part of animal frieze,
feet toward rim: ruminant (bull?) to left; two bands;
row of slightly slanting ovals; two bands; on face of
lip, three bands.
Bold, heavy incision, including nearly all of contours; no filling ornament as far as preserved.
The stage of development (although the style is
different) roughly approximates that of the Sacrifice
Painter's oinochoe, Kraiker, Aigina, p. 53, pl. 23,
no. 282.
Middle Protocorinthian.
4 POINTED ARYBALLOS (FRAGMENTARY).
P1. 1.
AT 248 a, b. (a) Larger fragment, H. 0.045, D.
0.036; (b) smaller fragment, m.P. Dim. 0.029.
Fine yellow-buff clay; firm, lustrous glaze; added
red.
(a) Around mouth, petal rosette, rays, band; edge
of lip not preserved; on handle, reserved guilioche,
on edge of handle, dots; on shoulder, tongues (alternately black and red) above single band. In a.f.: I,
below handle, complex ornament, with incision, then
feline to r., bull to r., lion to 1., all only partly preserved.
(b) In a.f.: I, forelegs of feline, lower part of bull;
II, head of coursing hound to r., then hindquartersof
fleeing hare (?); hanging spiral in field. In upper frieze,
elaborate "pinwheel" rosettes, some of which are
bichrome. Fragments (a) and (b) obviously are from
one vase, but they do not quite join.
Bibliography: Payne, C.V.A., Oxford 2 [9], p. 71;
Dunbabin-Robertson, p. 181, below list.

Mentioned by Dunbabin-Robertson, loc. cit. as a
work of the TORR PAINTER, attributed by Payne,
loc. cit., but not seen by them. (Cf. also L. Banti, "Pittore
di Torr," E.A.A.,VII, 1966, p. 953.) In the DunbabinRobertson list, six pieces are cited as works of the
Torr Painter, and another is said to be in his manner.
The name-piece, their no. 1, is Oxford, Ashmolean
Museum 1929.362 (NC 9; Payne, pl. 9: 2, 3, and
C.V.A., Oxford 2 [9], III C, pl. 6 [389], 7, 8, 12). Its
style agrees well with that of our vase, and we can
accept Payne's attribution as correct. About the
remainder of the Dunbabin-Robertson list we are less
confident. It is not at all clear to us that the Perachora
fragments, nos. 2-4 (Perachora, II, pl. 1, nos. 92, 100,
and 101) are by this hand (for example, the hounds are
differently represented). See also Benson's objection,
Gnomon, XXXVI, 1964, p. 404. We do not know the
London alabastron, no. 5, but the alabastron in Eleusis, no. 6 (NC 30, Payne, pl. 9:7; compared by Payne
with no. 5) is surely by a different artist. The aryballos
in Berlin which is listed as being in the Painter's manner (NC 12, Payne, pl. 8:9; P.V., pl. 30: 1), is certainly in a different style, apparently closer to that of
the Delphi Group (Dunbabin-Robertson, op. cit.,
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P1. 2.
p. 180; Benson, G.k.V., List 24, "Ithakagruppe", 6 PYXIS (?) (FRAGMENT).
no. 9), to which the Torr Painter is of course reCP-2392. P.H. 0.045, P.W. 0.048.
Warm yellow clay; dull glaze, brown where thin.
lated.
The foregoing analysis of previous attributions Inside unglazed.
leaves a survivingnucleus of two pointed aryballoi
Exterior: at top, zone of careful (at least three-row)
(NC 9 and 4); to these, two new piecesmay be added dicing; then a deep zone of black-polychrome tongues
which help to definemore sharplythe Painter'sstyle. (alternately red and black), carefully incised. Below,
The first is a pointed aryballos once in the Basel three bands, then ray(s). Fine technique.
The shape is apparently that of a cylindrical pyxis
market(Cahn, 1963),with two figuredfriezes:above,
bull to r. betweenlions; below, houndschasinghare. of Protocorinthian type (cf. Payne, p. 292). Dicing is
The other is the alabastron, Adolphseck, Schloss frequently present in the decoration of such vases (e.g.
Fasanerie,no. 102 (F. Brommer,Antike Kleinkunst, Perachora, II, p1. 40, no. 947), and incised blackfig. 9, a-b, and C.V.A., Schloss Fasanerie 2 [16], polychrome tongues occur at least once (ibid., no. 957).
pi. 58 [747], 3-6; described by Brommer,ad loc., Thus we can suppose for our vase a syntax more or
as "stylisticallyrelated" to NC 9). There are minor less as follows: a decorative strip in the handle zone,
variationsof details in the decorationof these four then bands; dicing; bands; tongues; bands; rays;
vases, but there are also convincing likenesses in (band[s]?) on the analogy of those illustrated in
characteristicfeatures.They bear the imprintof the Perachora, II, pi. 40. The dicing is very clean and carestyle of a single painter-not the greatestartistof his ful, as is the incision for the tongues. For work of
time, but distinctivelydecorativeand energetic.
comparable quality, cf. Perachora, II, pi. 41, no. 943
Late Protocorinthian.
(dicing above a.f.), and pi. 53, no. 1161 (tongues on

5 KOTYLE(FRAGMENTARY).
P1.2.
CP-2648a-c. Three clusters of fragments, preservingone handle and much of body wall from rim
to near foot. (a) P.H. 0.050, P.W. 0.103; (b) P.H.
0.059, P.W. 0.048; (c) P.H. 0.020, P.W. 0.031.
Pale buff to pinkishbuff clay, brownto orange-red
glaze. Inside glazed.
(a) In handle zone, framed by two bands above
and three below, chain of cross-hatchedlozenges;
flanking either handle, star rosettes bordered by
verticalbars. Below, three-rowdicing, fine-linebanding. (b) Fine-linebandingand part of a largeray (the
empty space shows that the rays were set far apart).
(c) Partof handlezone, with starrosetteas on (a).
For the syntax of decoration, cf. especially the
kotyle fragments Perachora, II, pp. 247f., pl. 26,
nos. 2402,2407,2408,2410-14,illustratedin the Protocorinthiansection of the plates but cataloguedinto
the Transitionalpart of the text. Dunbabinand Brock
jointly settled on "Transitional"as the correctplacement, but with a strong inclinationto put at least
some of the pieces earlier (see discussion, op. cit.,
pp. 247-248, under no. 2414), citing as evidence no.
2290 (pl. 90) for the "flower" (i.e., rosette)-and cf.
nos. 2291-2295(ibid.),for other elementsof the decoration-attributed to the (Transitional) Perachora
Painter; and one might comparealso the Perachora
Painter'scompletelypreservedkotyle,Boston,M.F.A.
49.403. However, this evidence would not justify
placing our kotyle as late as the Transitionalperiod,
for its decorativeelementsare cleaner, especiallyin
the renderingof the dicing, and it seems altogether
more refined,in these respects,than any known work
of the PerachoraPainter.
Late Protocorinthian.

lid). Good dicing still is produced as late as the EC
period (as on vases by the Heraldic Lions Painter,
such as NC 746, Payne, pl. 24) but the precision with
which ours is drawn suggests an earlier period.
Black-polychrome tongues also tend to deteriorate,
especially after the Transitional period (cf. a Transitional example, still good, NC 138, Payne, pl. 13:1),
but note that ours is more refined.
Possibly Late Protocorinthian.
7 OLPE (?) (FRAGMENT).
P1. 2.
C-37-599. From a closed vase. M.P. Dim. 0.044.
Pale buff clay, pinkish at core; dull black glaze;
added red and white.
Polychrome scale pattern, with alternately single
and double rows of scales, in both cases drawn with
double lines. Red scales (every second row) are
single; double scales (alternate rows) are white inside
inner arc, black in outer part.
For scale pattern with scales doubled in alternate
rows, cf. the olpe Herakleion 10786 (NC 42, Payne,
pl. 8:106; Benson, G.k.V., List 23, "Gruppe der
Sphingen mit mehrfach umbundenem Haar", no. 4;
Dunbabin-Robertson, p. 178, no. 9, "Boston Painter"),
LPC. For scales doubled in every row, cf. Perachora,
II, p. 184, pi. 52, no. 1885, also LPC?
Late Protocorinthian?
8 OINOCHOE (?) (FRAGMENT).
P1. 2.
C-69-127. Two joined sherds, with parts of two
friezes. P.H. 0.045, P.W. 0.037.
Clay buff toward outer surface, pinkish buff toward
inner surface; black glaze; added red.
Interior unglazed; apparently the vase was a
closed ovoid shape with maximum diameter above

CATALOGUE
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median height, i.e., an oinochoe with narrow foot
would best suit the form.
Exterior: parts of two figured zones preserved.
I, on black-glazedground line, nude man advancing
to r., graspingtail of feline with extended1. hand.
Left leg, torso, advanced1. arm, and chin of man
preserved.F.o., pairedchevrons.Incisionfor interior
details and part of contours: face, arm, and chest
(but not belly) of man; front outlinesof feline's leg;
glaze often does not quite reach to incised contour.
II, upperpart of dog movingto r.; preservedfromtail
(includinga bit of its tip, isolatedby break)to approximatelythe shoulderof foreleg.F.o., pair of chevrons
and pendentspiral.Addedred on dog's neck.
From Sacred Spring South, west of Roman altar
in pit.
The lower frieze was probablythe lowest figured
zone on the vase; coursinghounds,or houndschasing
hares, as often on LPC and Transitionaloinochoai
and olpai, would have been its subject.The subjectin
the upperfriezeis remarkable,but not unique.A man
(hunter?)graspsa feline (lion?)by the tail on a fragmentaryMPC kotyle, IsthmiaIP 3316, from Isthmia;
and, on a "Pontic" lydion in Tibingen (to be published by Denise Kaspar, of Bern University,who
kindlyfurnishedphotographsand her drawingof the
vase), a hunterwho carriesa curvedthrowing-stickin
his raisedr. hand seizesa feline (lion?)by the hind leg
with his 1. hand. Comparealso a PC kotyle fragment
in Megara Hyblaia (unpublished?)with two friezes:
in upperfrieze,a huntergraspsa boarby the hindleg;
facingthem, a stag with leg bent. On the captureand
"taming" of lions on leash, cf. Dunbabin in Perachora,II, p. 81 and note 1, underno. 716.
The "domination"of a lion by holdingits tail is of
course a familiarAsiatic motif which found its way
into Greek art early in the seventh centuryB.C., in
associationwith the Potnia Theron. One thinks also
cf.
of the female supportingfiguresof perirrhanteria:
G. M. A. Richter, Korai, Archaic Greek Maidens,

London and New York, 1968, pp. 28-30, nos. 5-8
and 10. On a fragmentary"Melian"(?) vase in Berlin,
a wingedpotniagraspsa lion by the tail with her right
hand,and by one ear with herleft hand(J. Boardman,
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1935, pl. 104; Benson, G.k.V., p. 22, List 20, no. 4,
"Group of Vatican 69"). Very fine work.
Late Protocorinthian.
P1. 2.
9 KOTYLE (FRAGMENT).
CP-2647. Wall fragment, preserving the height from
near the rim to near the base and about one-fourth
of the circumference. P.H. 0.047, P.W. 0.058.
Fairly light, slightly pinkish buff clay; black to
dark-brown glaze; added red.
At the rim, lozenge pattern, three vertical bars,
trace of something else. In the a.f., lion or panther
(head lacking) to r. and bull (part of head and forelegs)
to 1. Very fine incision, with added red on the neck
and chest of the feline and below the eye of the bull.
In the field, f.o. of thickly strewn "plus" rosettes.
Below (double) ground line, narrow, closely spaced
rays. Interior: black glazed.
Bibliography: Payne, NC 190; Dunbabin, J.H.S., p. 67;
L. Banti, "Pittore di Perchora, 1?," E.A.A., VI, 1965, p. 32.

This fragment, recently rediscovered after much
futile searching, is listed by Payne as NC 190. Payne's
drawing of it is published by Dunbabin, loc. cit.,
pi. 30, c, where it is attributed to the PERACHORA
PAINTER, who also decorated the next two entries,
10 and 11. This exceptionally refined artist is credited
with numerous fragments of kotylai and other vases
from Perachora (Brock and Hopper in Perachora, II,
the attributions collected on p. 241, under no. 2290).
See also Benson, Gnomon,XXXVI, 1964, p. 405, and
L. Banti, loc. cit. We believe that nos. 2290-2295
(not "2190-2193, 2195", as in Banti) are all by this
hand, but we share Miss Banti's doubts about the
rest of the attributions cited by Brock and Hopper
(Perachora, II, loc. cit.; still it should be noted that
not all of these are firmly claimed by them); however,
we recognize the close proximity of some of the pieces
(e.g., nos. 1686 and 1756, pl. 68). There is also a
complete kotyle by this excellent artist, Boston, M.F.A.
no. 49.403 (stag between lions, stag to 1., panther to 1.).
On Benson's "Perachoramaler" (G.k.V., List 45; but
cf. Gnomon,loc. cit.), see under 26 (Duel Painter).
Transitional (late).

Preclassical: From Crete to Archaic Greece, Har-

mondsworthand Baltimore,1967,p. 92, fig. 52).
10 KOTYLE (FRAGMENT).
P1. 2.
For the style (and for the pairedchevronsas f.o.),
C-40-289. From body wall. P.H. 0.039, P.W. 0.025.
cf. especially the fine oinochoe with narrow foot,
Ivory-yellow clay, firm black glaze, added red. Thin,
Vatican 69 (NC 31; Payne, pl. 11:3; Albizzati, Vasi fine fabric.
antichi del Vaticano, Rome, 1925-1939, pl. 4; Johan-

sen, V.S., pl. 44: 3a, 3b), which-as Payne says-is
"close in style" to the olpe Syracuse,N.M. 13580,
from Fusco Grave 184 (NC 47; Not. Scav., 1895,
p. 129, fig.8; Johansen, V.S., p. 45:1; drawingsof
details, Payne, pl. 10:3, 4; Photo Anderson 29314;
T. von Scheffer, Die Kultur der Griechen, Vienna,

Swelling (from root of handle) at top edge of fragment. Part of animal frieze, frieze of ZZZ between
bands, thin-pointed rays. In a.f.: hind leg of feline to 1.,
hind legs and tip of tail of ruminant to r., between
them filling ornament of two carefully drawn and
incised single-centered rosettes (alternate petals red)
and three "plus" rosettes. Very refined style.
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From Archaic Well D, east of Museum, excavations of 1940.This exceptionallyrich well is described
and part of its contents (81 items) are publishedby
S. S. Weinbergin Hesperia,XVII, 1948, pp. 214-229.
We includein our Cataloguesixteenpieces from this
well: 10, 11, 14, 15, 17, 42, 51-55, 64, 72, 84, and 128,
of which three (51, 52 and 55) are republicationsof
items treatedby Weinberg.The pieces selectedby us
for consideration,or reconsideration,have (like the
present example) special stylistic features which
attractedus to them. For the full contentand significance of the well, one must of course refer to Weinberg'sdiscussionof it.
By the PERACHORAPAINTER,who also decoratedthe precedingentry,9, q.v.,and the nextentry,11.
Transitional(late).

11 KOTYLE(THREEFRAGMENTS).
P1.2.
C-40-291a-c. M. Dims.: (a) 0.029; (b) 0.022; (c)
0.027.
Pale buff clay with creamy surface,pinkish core;
brownglaze; no addedred.
(a) Feline leg(s), incised "plus" rosette; below a.f.,
row of dots, betweenbands,then tips of rays.(b) Legs
of ruminant,part of rosette; below a.f., row of dots,
between bands, then tips of rays. (c) Double rays.
Neat style, fine technique.
From Archaic Well D, east of Museum, excavations of 1940.On the context,see under10.
By the PERACHORAPAINTER,who also decoratedthe two precedingentries,9, q.v., and 10.
Transitional(late).

12 KOTYLE(FRAGMENTARY).
P1.3.
CP-2389a, b. Est. D. at lip 0.100, est. H. 0.090.
Two clusters of joining fragments,around either
handle.
Pale, creamyyellow clay; dull glaze, crazed. Fine
fabric.
Inside black, mostly worn off (polychromebands
neartop). Exterior:in handle zone, alternatingdotcluster rosettes and "S"; on body, silhouetteda.f.,
between broad black-polychromebands: panther,
goat, lions; f.o., dot-clusterrosettes.
Exceptfor its lack of incision,the style of the animal frieze is strong and clear. Altogetherfiner work
than that on the kotyle CP-873 (Weinberg,no. 183,
pi. 25; NC 196), which has in its handle zone silhouetted"dogs" (but at least one of themlooks like a
bird), crudely drawn, between groups of vertical
wavy lines; bands (no rays) at base. The style of our
kotyle is more like that of certain Transitionalalabastradecoratedwith friezes of animalsin silhouette
technique,such as NC 75 E and NC 75 F (the latter,
Payne, p. 275, fig. 118 C); and cf. the examplescited
by Hopper,B.S.A., XLIV, 1949, p. 187.
Transitional.

PI. 3.
13 ALABASTRON(FRAGMENT).
CP-2319.P.H. 0.052, P.W. 0.033.
Ivory-yellowclay, pink inside. Dull glaze, somewhat fugitive.
Sphinx to r., tip of sickle wing preserved,behind
swan to r. (originallysphinxes flanking swan?).Incised rosettes of early type. Much red for details.
Angular, rather heavy incisions.
The fragmentrepresentsa commontype of composition on Transitionaland EC alabastra,with sphinxes
or griffinsflankinga bird, snake, or floral ornament.
13 is typical of the less pretentiousalabastrabearing
suchmotives. Thoughour sphinx is much inferiorto
those of Payne's Griffin Group (NC 84ff.; cf., also,
Benson, G.k.V.,p. 23, List 25, and A.J.A., LX, 1956,
pp. 223, pl. 70, figs. 14-15, but we findhis far-reaching
identificationsof painters [ibid., p. 225] impossible
to accept: see Amyx and Lawrence,A.J.A., LXVIII,
1964, p. 390; also L. Banti, "Pittore di Serpenti,"
E.A.A., VII, 1966, pp. 213-214), it is representative,
at a lower level, of the sametrendand, in view of the
early characterof its filling ornament,should not be
much later than NC 90. The closest stylisticcomparanda, however, are already EC: NC 324 (Berlin,
Staatliche Museen F 1021) and an odd-mouthed
alabastron once in the Basel Market (Korinthische
Vasen,SonderlisteD, Miinzen und MedaillenA.G.,
Basel, October 1960, p. 6, no. 11 [ill.]), although
neitherof these appearsto be from the same hand as
13. Cf. also the round aryballos Corinth CP-1890,
Weinberg,pl. 28, 192.
Corinthian.
Transitional-Early
14 LID OF PYXIS(?) (FRAGMENT).
P1.3.
C-40-284.From a domedlid, includingpart of rim.
M.P. Dim. 0.082.
Pale, warmbuff clay (pink in core and on interior
surface); glaze fired rust-colored; added red and
white.
Partof an a.f.: lowerpartof felineto 1. (redin chest
and belly), two dot-clusterrosettes. Groundline is a
band (W. 0.012) with polychromeWRW lines; then
reservedto offsetrim, whichis black.
From Archaic Well D, east of Museum, excavations of 1940.On the context,see under10.
For the stage of development, compare, e.g.,
Aegina443 (Kraiker,pl. 33).
Transitional.
15 OINOCHOE(FRAGMENTARY).
P1.3.
C-40-302a-d. Four clusters of joined fragments,
giving parts of at least two a.f. and of a black-polychromezone below. M. P. Dims.: (a) 0.090; (b) 0.049;
(c) 0.059; (d) 0.051.
Pale buff clay, slightlygreenishsurface;glazeblack,
dull and fugitive.
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(a) Four joined fragments, with parts of two a.f.:
I, part of ruminant to 1., above black-polychrome
band; II, tail of feline and part of goat, above blackpolychrome band; under goat's body, dot-in-circle
rosette.
(b) Apparently from shoulder of vase, hence possibly there were three a.f.: horizontal band near top;
below this, a.f. with part of ruminant to 1., tail of
feline to r.; between them, part of a dot-in-circle
rosette (?).
(c) Two joined fragments: part of bird ("swan")
standing to 1.
(d) Two joined fragments: lower part of a ruminant
(bull, or goat?) to 1., under its belly a dot-in-circle
rosette; below, black-polychrome zone.
From Archaic Well D, east of Museum, excavations of 1940. On the context, see under 10.
Poorly preserved, and not very fine, but it gives us
something from its period, which is not strongly
represented at Corinth.
Transitional.

16 OINOCHOE WITH NARROW FOOT (FRAGPI. 4.
MENTARY).
CP-2296 a, b. Of main part, P.H. 0.055, P.W. 0.117;
of isolated fragment, m. Dim. 0.021.
Four joining fragments, and one non-joining, from
body wall.
Fine fabric, yellowish tan clay, thin-walled; glaze
good, but somewhat flaked off.
Body black, with polychrome bands, except for
reserved strip containing a.f.: part of a feline to 1., goat
to r., feline to 1.; pinwheel rosettes. On non-joining
fragment b: shoulder of quadruped, pinwheel rosette.
Bibliography: Payne, p. 277, NC 133.

This is surely the vase referred to by Payne as NC
133: "Frag., with part of goat and foot of feline. Fine
technique." The two leftmost joining fragments, and
the tiny non-joining fragment, are in that case supplementary to what Payne describes.
Highly refined style, generally resembling the early
work of the Painter of Vatican 73. On this artist, to
whom more than 40 vases have now been attributed,
see Amyx, A.J.A., LXX, 1966, p. 296.
Transitional.

17 OINOCHOE (OR OLPE) (FRAGMENT). PI. 4.
C-40-140. M.P. Dim. 0.060.
Pale buff clay; dull but firm glaze, slightly brownish;
added red.
Part of a.f.: head and forward hoof of goat to r.
(red on neck), hind heel and tail of teline to r.; in curve
of feline's tail, a dot-cluster rosette. Below a.f.: black
band (W. 0.013) with two red bands applied over it;
below that, a bit (reserved area) of a second frieze.
From Archaic Well D, east of Museum, excavations of 1940. On the context, see under 10.
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This modest fragment helps in the recognition of an
important new vase-painter. It is by the same hand as
the fragmentary olpe NC 168 (Payne, pl. 14; C.V.A.,
Heidelberg 1 [10], pl. 8 [442], 5). The artist, as Payne
(p. 278) observed, is closely related to the Sphinx
Painter, on whom see Amyx and Lawrence, A.J.A.,
LXVIII, 1964, pp. 387f.; Amyx, A.J.A., LXX, 1966,
p. 296; H. Hoffmann, Ten Centuries that Shaped the
West (Greek and Roman Art in Texas Collections),
Houston, 1971, pp. 324-326, no. 156, with illustrations (EC olpe, two a.f.); and Francesca P. Porten
Palange, C.V.A., Como, 1 [47], III C, pl. 1 [2081],
and text thereto (EC alabastron, floral between sirens).
However, this new artist is fully the Sphinx Painter's
equal in ability, and he surpasses him in elegance;
not a "follower", but a full-fledged colleague, and a
stylistic leader. A new aspect of our Painter's nature
has been revealed by a splendid, newly published
Transitionaltall-necked oinochoe now in a Swiss private
collection, Auction 40, 13. Dezember 1969, Kunstwerke der Antike, Miinzen und Medaillen A.G.,
Basel, no. 32, pp. 17-18, pls. 6-7, correctly attributed
by H. Cahn, loc. cit., to the same hand as the Heidelberg olpe; hence, by corollary, to the painter of the
Corinth fragment. (We see the resemblance, but we
cannot quite accept Dr. Cahn's attribution, loc. cit., to
this hand of the fragment Aegina 463, Kraiker pl. 34,
NC 134). Because of his studied elegance and his taste
for luxurious ornamentation (as shown particularly
on the Basel oinochoe, a worthy field for his finest
efforts), we name this artist the POLYTELEIA
PAINTER. We believe that he should also be the
painter of the fragmentary oinochoe Corinth KP 345,
to be published in Corinth,XV, iii.
We are looking closely, too, at a group of EC vases,
evidently all by one hand, which may be the continuation of the Polyteleia Painter's career into a later
period. This group consists of the aryballos (1) Dugas,
Delos, X, pl. 26, no. 330, NC 600 (Payne, pls. 18:1, 2,
5; 19:2, and figs. 14 B, 24 C) and the alabastra (2)
Dugas, Delos, X, pl. 30, no. 448, NC 404; (3) Syracuse,
N.M. 52133, fragmentary (Not. Scav., 1951, p. 301,
fig. 35, left); and (4) formerly Basel Market, Auction
Sale XVI, June 30, 1956, Classical Antiquities, Monnaies et Medailles S.A., Basel, no. 71, p. 21, pl. 14
(A.J.A., LX, 1956, pp. 225f. and pl. 72, figs. 24-25).
Compare also the alabastron Wiirzburg 233, Langlotz
p. 12, pl. 10, no. 99, NC 399, associated by Payne,
p. 285 with NC 600, the aryballos (1) above. All of
these vases may be as much as two decades later than
the Transitional works of the Polyteleia Painter, and
therefore they differ from these in many ways; yet,
even without intermediate pieces to bridge the gap,
we can see a very striking resemblance between these
two groups of vases.
From here the trail leads tantalizingly in various
directions, partly because of the Polyteleia Painter's
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own liking for variation of details-even on the same 19 ALABASTRON(FRAGMENTARY). Pls. 4,43.
vase-and partly because of the general tendency of
CP-478.RestoredH. 0.089, D. 0.041.
Transitional painters to borrow renderings freely
Fine yellow-buffclay, lustrous glaze; added red.
from one another. It would not be proper to pursue The shape is restoredin plaster.
the matter much further in a Catalogue such as this,
Hare to 1., with head turned, between lions; inbut we do wish to refer to a third group of vases, not cised rosettes.
by the Polyteleia Painter, but strongly influenced by
Bibliography: (Presumably) Payne, p. 275, NC 78;
him. All should be by one hand, the PAINTER OF Benson, G.k. V., p. 27, List 29, no. 6.
AEGINA 364: (1) Aegina 364, Kraiker, pl. 29, fragThis vase must be NC 78, even though Paynedoes
ment of broad-bottomed oinochoe; (2) Aegina, un- not mentionthe harein his description.By the PAINpublished (?) Photo Germ. Inst. Aigina no. 35 (group TER OF PALERMO489 (Payne); Benson, loc. cit.
picture), fragment of broad-bottomed oinochoe with This powerfuland highlyaccomplishedPainter,whose
part of two a.f. separated by clean four-row dicing: inspirationlies behindmuch of the best EarlyCorinI, feline to 1., ...; II, stag facing panther, ...; dot- thianwork,is representedby too few vasesattributable
cluster rosettes; (3) Corinth KP 193, fragmentary to his hand. Payne's attributions consist only of the
lid (of kotyle-pyxis?) with one a.f., to be published five alabastraNC 76-80. Among the five vases added
in Corinth, XV, iii. Closely related to these three by Benson(loc. cit., nos. 5, 7-10), we findnone that we
examples, and perhaps by the same hand: Aegina can accept as the Painter's own work. We cannot
358 and 478, Kraiker, pls. 29 and 36 (the latter is NC comment here in detail on the many vases which
143).
show the influenceof the Painterin varyingdegrees,
Transitional.
and for whichscholarshave proposedvaryingdegrees
PI. 4.
18 OINOCHOE OR OLPE (FRAGMENT).
CP-2304. P.H. 0.065.
Warm yellow-buff clay; firm glaze, red-brown in
parts; added red and white.
Part of an a.f.: goat to right (no f.o.), standing on
broad black-polychrome ground line; below, blackpolychrome scales.
Stylistically related to the olpe Berlin, Staatliche
Museen 1136 (NC 158; Payne, pl. 11:2), the namepiece of Benson's Painter of Berlin 1136 (G.k.V., List
27; and cf. L. Banti, "Pittore di Berlino 1136," E.A.A.,
II, 1959, p. 102). Benson, following Mingazzini, gives
to this painter the olpai Rome, Villa Giulia, Castellani Coll. no. 341 (P. Mingazzini, Vasi della Collezione
Castellani, Rome, 1930, pl. 21:4-6; possibly NC 153?)
and Aigina, Kraiker no. 441, pl. 33 (NC 155), fragmentary (an oinochoe or amphora, according to
Kraiker, ad. loc.) and adds the olpe Berlin, Staatliche
Museen 1135 (NC 154; Payne, pl. 16: 9-12, p. 75,
fig. 20, b). All of these attributions seem convincing
to us. On the other hand, we do not believe that this
Painter could have been the teacher of the Painter of
Vatican 73 (i.e., the Sphinx Painter according to
Benson; cf. G.k.V., p. 24, at head of List 27). Payne
says-and we agree-that NC 153-155 are "of coarser
style, but very close to" the Painter of Vatican 73,
whose elegant, highly disciplined style could scarcely
owe anything to the Painter of Berlin 1136. The style
of our fragment is even less refined. It might be compared also with such fragments as Aegina 430 and 445
(Kraiker, pl. 33), for the degree of coarseness which it
exemplifies. For the absence of filling ornament, cf.
Weinberg, p. 51, on no. 186 (CP-879); but the phenomenon is not quite so rare as Weinberg supposes.
Transitional.

of association,not alwaysin agreementwith our own
opinion. We did not find, at Corinth,the alabastron
NC 81 ("fragmentwith two lions facing right"),
said by Payneto be "closelyrelated"to the Painterof
Palermo489, unless it is our next entry, 20, inaccurratelydescribed.
Thereare two fine new piecesby the Painter.One is
in Havana, Conde de Lagunillas,no. 16 (swan to 1.,
between lions; dot-cluster rosettes, but the lions
alreadyhave cross-hatchedmanes, hence the style is
intermediatebetweenthe Painter's earlier and later
stages). The other is published by R. Lullies in
Griechische Kunstwerk: Sammlung Ludwig, Aachen
(Aachener Kunstbldtter des Museumvereins, Band

XXXVII, 1968), no. 12, pp. 28, 30 (eagle between
lions; late, like the Brusselsalabastron,NC 80), there
attributedto the ColumbusPainter,but the hand is
surelythat of the Painterof Palermo489. The Corinth
vase, 19, is of course late, and it must be EC rather
than Transitional.
On the style and chronology of the Painter, see
Payne,p. 275; Amyx, Ath. Mitt., LXXVI, 1961,p. 12,
note 2, and p. 14; I. Strom, Acta A., XXXII, 1961,
pp. 180-184, with some curiously unorthodoxideas
about temporal relationships;L. Banti, "Pittore di
Palermo 489," E.A.A., V, 1963, p. 873; Amyx and
Lawrence, A.J.A., LXVIII, 1964, p. 389; Benson,
Gnomon,XXXVI, 1964, p. 405 and Antike Kunst, VII,

1964,pp. 77-79.
Early Corinthian.
20 ALABASTRON(FRAGMENTARY).
P1.5.
CP-2317.P.H. 0.042, P.W. 0.033.
Two joiningfragments(old glue showsthat another
is missingat top).
Clearyellow-buffclay, firm glaze.
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Panther to r., incised rosettes. Fine style.
Payne, after listing the alabastra by the Painter of
Palermo 489 (NC 76-80), next lists as "closely related"
to that artist "Corinth, frag. with two lions facing
right." We know of no EC alabastron with felines
nose-to-tail, instead of facing, and the composition
described by Payne is especially unlikely in the following of the Painter of Palermo 489 (on whom see
19). The style of this artist is not only extraordinarily
masterly but highly distinctive, and 20 is the only fragment we found at Corinth which can be described as
"closely related"; it is conceivably by the Painter
himself. A fragment at the top is missing; the head
may have been leonine, but the plain red neck suggests a panther. There is no trace now of another
feline. In view of the possibility that Payne saw the
fragments before they were joined, and considering
the unusual character of his description, we believe
that 20 may well be the fragment intended by Payne
as NC 81.
Early Corinthian.
PI. 5.
21 ALABASTRON (FRAGMENT).
CP-2324. From middle of body. M.P. Dim. 0.035.
Warm yellow clay, pink inside; bright black glaze.
? Part of a snake; two finely incised rosettes. Added
red on eyes and head of snake; white dots and incised
flecks in body of snake.
From a very early EC alabastron with snake as
central motive, between (e.g.) cocks or sphinxes, as
often on Transitional and EC alabastra, such as NC 58
(Payne, pl. 15:2-3), NC 84 (Payne, pl. 16:2), NC
88, 89 (Payne, pl. 12:6, 5)-the last three by the
Griffin Painter-and NC 277-279 (snake between
cocks). There is an affinity among all these vases (on
which see our remarks, A.J.A., LXVIII, 1964, p. 390,
Item 6, "The Griffin Painter"). 21 is different in style
from all of these examples, but in quality it is comparable with the best of them.
Early Corinthian.
PI. 5.
22 ALABASTRON (FRAGMENT).
CP-2321. Base and lower part of body preserved.
P.H. 0.027, P.W. 0.047.
Warm yellow-buff clay, lustrous black glaze.
Feet of feline (panther?), and feet of a bird, standing
on feline's paws. One incised, and one unincised
rosette. Tongue rosette at base.
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whom see under 26). For a list of works by the Painter
of Candia 7789, see Amyx, loc. cit., where our fragment is listed as no. 9.
Early Corinthian.
23 ALABASTRON (FRAGMENT).
P1. 5.
C-36-300. From body wall of a small vase. M.P.
Dim. ca. 0.050.
Clean, pale buff clay; lustrous black glaze; added
red.
Cock to 1.; behind it at r., small hopping duckling;
part of an incised rosette. Red in wing bow of cock.
Remarkable for its curiously aberrant style; although it has manifestly early traits (such as the uptilted tail of the cock), it may not be quite so early as it
looks. Compare, for the general effect, the alabastron
Corinth C-30-108 (Weinberg, p. 57, pl. 28, no. 196),
which has similarly emphatic incision.
Early Corinthian (but not very advanced).
PI. 5.
24 ALABASTRON (FRAGMENT).
CP-2327. From upper part of body. M.P. Dim.
0.039.
Pale, soft buff clay, pink inside; glaze badly flaked.
Frontal head of a winged, double-bodied (?) monster; added red.
One is reminded of NC 338-341, alabastra decorated with siren-like creatureshaving frontal faces of a
monstrous nature. Cf. Benson, G.k.V., List 56,
"Gruppe der Vogelungeheuer", which consists of NC
340, 341. This "group" is, however, not truly stylistic
but thematic, and NC 338, 339 should be included.
Add to these an alabastron at Olympia (neck, mouth
and handle missing, surface in poor condition), on
which is a spread-winged creature with frontal,
bearded, panther-like head; and the round aryballos
Perachora, II, pl. 63, no. 1622. There is no obvious
stylistic connection between 24 and any of the examples cited above.
Early Corinthian.

PI. 5.
25 ALABASTRON (FRAGMENT).
CP-2329. From body wall of a large alabastron (or
olpe?). P.H. 0.053, P.W. 0.042.
Yellow clay, lustrous but flaking glaze.
Male figure to r.; rosettes and blobs. Much added
red.
Fine, bold EC style; the filling ornament suggests a
Bibliography: Amyx, "Observations on the Warrior date not past the middle of EC, and the drawing of the
Group," C.S.C.A.,II, 1969, pp. 18-19.
profile head is much earlier than even the earliest
With so little remaining, it may seem rash to claim members of the Delos Group. Contemporary with
an attribution, but we are convinced that the hand is heads such as those on the olpe Munich, S.-H. 247,
that of several EC alabastra which are attributable to pl. 8 (NC 760, Payne, pls. 21:1-2; 25:2) by the Sphinx
one artist, the PAINTER OF CANDIA 7789. This Painter.
The red face and pectoral area suggest that the man
Painter is dependent on the chief decorator of aryballoi of the Warrior Group, the Duel Painter (on is a nude, probably unpadded komast.
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Comparanda abound (besides the Sphinx Painter's
siren cited above, cf. the Boread on the contemporary
alabastron Louvre E 586, Pottier, Vases antiques du
Louvre, Paris, 1897-1922, pl. 43, the siren on Paris,
Louvre E 583, C.V.A., Louvre 9 [14], III C a, pl. 31
[597], 7, 8, the komast on the round aryballos London,
B.M. 84.10-11.48, NC 515, Payne, pl. 21:8), but we
have found nothing which exactly matches this style.
Early Corinthian.

On shoulder, tongues; then three bands, then frieze,
in which are a horse to r., swan (beneath handle);
incised rosettes.
Warrior Group (on which see Amyx, op. cit., under
27, and cf. especially the aryballoi of the "Equine
Constellation", ibid., pp. 7-11). Good style.
Early Corinthian.
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29 ARYBALLOS (FRAGMENTARY).
P1. 5.
CP-2351. One side of body is preserved, to full
of frieze. P.H. 0.049, P.W. 0.050. Traces of glue
26 ARYBALLOS (FRAGMENT).
P1. 5. height
indicate a once-joining fragment to 1., now missing.
CP-2340. From body wall, at back (?). P.H. 0.030,
Yellowish buff clay; dull glaze, crazed and partly
P.W. 0.030 (sic).
flaked off.
Fine yellow-buff clay, firm shiny black glaze.
Three-row dicing; three bands; a.f.; three bands;
Owl, rear end of feline to r.; varied f.o., including
more dicing. In a.f.: feline to 1., amid thick f.o. of insmall dots. Fine style.
cised rosettes and one large "echo filler", incised inBibliography: Amyx, "Observationson the Warrior side its contour.
Group," C.S.C.A., II, 1969, p. 5, no. 7 in list.
Good style, firm renderings. Warrior Group (on
which
see Amyx, op. cit., under 27). The use of dicing
the
DUEL
the
of
artist
the
PAINTER,
By
leading
above and below the frieze is an elaborate gesture,
Warrior Group, on whom see Amyx, loc. cit.
usually reserved for larger vases (such as pyxides,
Early Corinthian.
broad-bottomed oinochoai, and occasionally kotylai).
PI. 5. For an aryballos so treated, cf. Amyx, op. cit., p. 24,
27 ARYBALLOS (FRAGMENT).
no. 5, pl. 10:2, 3 (once Basel Market, 1961). There is
Base
and
lower
of
CP-2338.
part
body preserved.
dicing above the frieze, only, on another aryballos
P.H. 0.032, P.W. 0.056.
formerly in the Basel Market (Cahn, 1959): duel of
Dull ivory clay i dull glaze, somewhat worn.
handle and part of neck missing.
Underneath, whirligig (six "whirls"; no red), then hoplites; mouth,
also
34.
two bands, then frieze; duel of hoplites, amid thick Compare
Early Corinthian.
f.o.; back of vase plain. Good style.
30 ARYBALLOS (FRAGMENT).
PI. 5.
Bibliography:(Perhaps)Payne, p. 288, NC 503 C.
CP-2360. From base and lowest part of body. P.H.
This vase belongs among the aryballoi of Payne's
0.035, P.W. 0.021.
"Warrior Group" with representations of dueling
Fine light-brown clay; fairly lustrous brown-black
hoplites. Within the series of "Hoplites in combat,
no red.
flanked by horses or horsemen" (NC 495-503 C), the glaze;
A.f. containing foreleg and tip of one hind leg of
last item (NC 503 C) is "Corinth", with no further
ungulate or ruminant quadruped (horse, or perhaps a
description. Although on 27 the space at the sides of deer or a
goat); in thick f.o.; two bands, whirligig at
the warriors is occupied by only a thick mass of varied
base.
filling ornament, we suggest that, despite this differFairly rough style, but Warrior Group in its broader
ence, this vase may be intended by Payne's entry. We sense
(cf. Amyx, op. cit., under 27, and cf. especially
could find no other aryballos in the Corinth Museum,
25 and note 44).
from excavations prior to the publication date of ibid., p.
Corinthian.
Early
Necrocorinthia, with dueling hoplites and subsidiary
ornament characteristic of the Warrior Group. Its
31 ARYBALLOS (FRAGMENT).
P1. 5.
position at the end of Payne's series, though perhaps
C-30-50. Part of body frieze preserved. P.H. 0.037,
unintentional, is in keeping with the style, which is P.W. 0.034.
relatively late and cursory. In general terms, it appears
Pale buff clay; firm black to brown glaze. Added
to belong toward the end of the series designated as
red.
the "Equine Constellation" of the Warrior Group
On shoulder: tongues, then two bands. Part of
(on which see Amyx, C.S.C.A., II, 1969, pp. 7-8).
frieze, with padded dancer to 1., incised rosettes. Red
Early Corinthian.
in chiton of dancer.

28 ARYBALLOS (FRAGMENT).
PI. 5.
CP-2350. Parts of handle, shoulder, and upper body.
P.H. 0.040, P.W. 0.035.
Pale greasy-yellow clay; brilliant but flaking glaze.

Bibliography: Seeberg, Cor. K.V., pp. 34 and 60, no.
184 ter.

Lively, careful drawing, by the same hand as an
aryballos in Melbourne, La Trobe University (formerly
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in Canberra), hence the LA TROBE PAINTER, with
six padded dancers in various attitudes, one of them
piping (Fasti Archaeologici, XI, 1956, pl. 4:10; Seeberg, Cor. K.V., pp. 32, 60, and pl. 9, a-c, no. 165).
A third vase by this hand is in Hannover, Kestner
Museum KS 690, with three hunters (wearing chitons)
and two padded dancers (Seeberg, Cor. K.V., pp. 42,
60, and pl. 11, b-c, no. 217); and a fourth is Toulouse,
Musee St.-Raymond 26.026, with padded dancer
between sphinxes, at back running youth in chiton
(Seeberg, Cor. K.V., pp. 15, 60, and 61, and pl. 3, c-e,
no. 6), both attributed also by Seeberg. This type of
padded dancer, beardless, not very obese, with a
characteristic strip or "flap" down the cheek, is described by Seeberg as "Flap 1", and examples of it
are assigned to his "Flap-Group 1", under which the
work of our Painter is subsumed by him. Seeberg
(p. 61) states that all such vases come from a single
workshop, and that most of them are by a single hand,
but he prefers to classify the whole lot more loosely
as a "group". It is likely that other works by the La
Trobe Painter are indeed present among Seeberg's
vases of "Flap-Group 1", conveniently assembled by
him (p. 60), but this material needs further study.
Characteristic of our painter are his strong profiles:
the chin often juts forward in a fashion suggestive of
a goatee.
Early Corinthian.
32 ARYBALLOS (FRAGMENT).
P1. 5.
CP-2627. About half of body preserved. P.H. 0.041,
P.D. 0.057 (near original diameter).
Pale yellowish gray clay; paint mostly gone.
Tongues, two bands; then a frieze of padded
dancers in varied postures (three dancers, one of them
completely and two partly preserved); thick f.o.
Bibliography: Seeberg, Cor. K. V., pp. 34, 60, no. 184 bis.

Good style, lively action.
Early Corinthian.

PI. 5.
33 ARYBALLOS (FRAGMENTARY).
C-30-64. Large part of body preserved. P.H. 0.040,
P.W. 0.041.
Pale warm buff clay; firm brown-black glaze, with
slight sheen; added red.
Lion to r. (red in shoulder, brow, bridge of nose).
No f.o.
The type of the lion resembles that of slighter
examples by the Painter of the Heraldic Lions (cf.
under 87). This likeness, and the large blank area with
no filling ornament, suggest that 33 should be assigned
to the Lion Group (NC 538). However, this work
seems slightly earlier and simpler; and we have no
exact match for the style.
Early Corinthian.
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PI. 5.
34 ARYBALLOS (FRAGMENT).
CP-2356. From base and lowest part of body. P.H.
0.035, P.W. 0.055.
Pinkish clay; orange-fired glaze.
Part of an a.f.: avian to 1. (sickle wing, rounded
tail), coarse rosette; below a.f., two-row dicing, tongue
rosette at base.
Hasty work. On the dicing below the frieze, see
under 29.
Early Corinthian.
PI. 6.
35 ARYBALLOS (FRAGMENT).
CP-2352. One side of body, to near base. P.H. 0.044,
P.W. 0.040.
Chalky pinkish yellow clay; fugitive dull glaze;
added red.
Rear end of feline to r., amid thick f.o. Apparently
there was no ground line below the animal.
Coarse rendering, but in a definite style.
Early Corinthian.
36 ARYBALLOS (FRAGMENTARY).
P1. 6.
CP-485. The missing parts are restored in plaster.
Restored H. 0.058, D. ca. 0.060.
Buff clay; good, fairly lustrous glaze; added red.
Bird to 1., head turned back, with large spread
wings; incised rosettes and other fillers. Underneath,
tongue rosette. Red in wing bands, red dots on neck of
bird.
Bibliography: (Presumably) Payne, p. 290, sub NC 585.

This must be the vase meant by Payne under NC 585,
a multiple entry, wherein are listed several EC aryballoi decorated with spread-winged"swans." Among
the other examples listed, the aryballos in Karlsruhe
is now published (no. B 271, C.V.A., Karlsruhe 1 [7],
pl. 39 [337], 5). The vase in Delos (Dugas, Delos, X,
pi. 23, no. 223: winged creature, head missing) is
wrongly included in this category: it is instead a work of
the (LC) CALAURIA PAINTER: cf. Benson, G.k.V.,
List 94, no. 9, "Gruppe der langhalsigen Sirenen";
Amyx, Klearchos, III, 1961, pp. 9-12, no. 8; and
J. Boardman and J. Hayes, Excavations at Tocra,
1963-65: The Archaic Deposits, I (B.S.A., Supplementary vol. 4), London, 1966, p. 29, pl. 9, no. 46.
It should be observed that the remainder of the vases
listed under NC 585 represent a type, not a "style"
as such, in spite of Payne's description of them as
"replicas, more or less exact" of his first two examples
(Munich, S.-H. 299-300, pl. 9).
Early Corinthian.
PI. 6.
37 ARYBALLOS (FRAGMENTARY).
P.H.
of
CP-2343. One side
0.039,
body preserved.
P.W. 0.045.
Warm yellow-buff clay (orange-buff interior); fairly
lustrous brownish black glaze; added red and white.
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On shoulder, tongues; then two bands; frieze of
hoplites(partsof threehavesurvived)to r.; two bands;
at base, tongue rosette. The middle hoplite holds
something,perhapsa spear,in his raisedhand. Shields
and helmetselaboratelyincised,and embellishedwith
red and white paint; in the field, incisedrosettesand
blobs.
Unusually careful work for this subject, which
rapidly degeneratesunder mass production.Equally
good, but in a slightly differentstyle, the big round
aryballosTarquiniaRC 1818(NC 532). This latteris
in turn very close to the other vases in Payne's"Comast Group" of EC aryballoi (NC 528-531), most
notably to New York, M.M.A. 06.1021.17 (from
Tarquinia; Seeberg, Cor.K.V., pp. 29 and 63, and
pi. 8, b, no. 128) and TarquiniaRC 1867 (NC 528,
529, by one hand). Our exampleis somewhatsmaller
than these, but otherwisequite similar.
Early Corinthian,vergingon Middle Corinthian.
38 ARYBALLOS(FRAGMENT).
PI. 6.
CP-2339. From lower part of body. P.H. 0.035,

P.W. 0.060.

Warmyellow-buffclay; good, firmglaze.
Legs and r. hand of humanfigure(paddeddancer?)
to r., facinga siren(?), of which only advancedlower
leg is preserved;f.o., incised rosettes, two of which
have singlecenters.Underneath,concentricbands.
Bibliography:Seeberg,Cor.K.V., p. 49, no. U 15.

Crisp,cleanrenderings.
EarlyCorinthian(late).

39 ARYBALLOS(FRAGMENT).
PI. 6.
CP-2347.From shoulderand upper part of body.
P.H. 0.027, P.W. 0.051.
Pale yellow clay, brownishfugitiveglaze.
Tongues, three bands, frieze of youthful padded
dancers (uppermost parts of two are preserved);
rosettesand blobs.
Bibliography: Seeberg, Cor. K.V., pp. 23, 49, and 59,
no. U 16.

Coarsestyle, approximatelyat the level of Athens,
N.M. 18874 (Seeberg,Acta A., XXXV, 1964, p. 44,
fig. 24, a).
End of EarlyCorinthian.

Heidelberg inv. 78 (C.V.A., Heidelberg 1 [10], pl. 11
[445], 7; NC 576).
The taste for elaborate alternation of red stripes
and white dots, and the general character of the style
on 40, are better compared with an early MC round
aryballos, Munich, Antikensammlungen 7637, C. V.A.,
Munich 3 [9], pl. 145 [427], 5, bearing an elegantly
designed horse protome, but our fragment is not so
fine and grounds for close stylistic association are
wanting.
End of Early Corinthian or beginning of Middle
Corinthian.
41 CONCAVE-SIDED PYXIS (FRAGMENT). PI. 6.
C-39-26. P.H. 0.083, P.W. 0.071, Th. 0.006.
Buff clay; dull, crazed, charcoal-brown glaze; added
red; edge of lip preserved at one point. (Inside glazed.)
Exterior: top of lip black; sigma-like zigzags; three
bands (the central one overpainted red); a.f., with panther to 1. (red in neck, belly stripe, haunch). F.o., incised rosettes and irregular shapes, unincised blobs,
fairly thick.
From a well west of the Museum, with contents
ranging from the early sixth to the fifth century B.C.
The style is fairly coarse, but interesting, with firm,
heavily incised details. The treatment of belly stripe
and interior line of foreleg go back to Transitional
prototypes, such as Perachora, II, pl. 93, no. 2326
(fragment of kotyle) or Kraiker, Aigina, pl. 33, no. 430
(fragment of pyxis lid). Concave-sided pyxides have a
very long history, which begins in the Protocorinthian
period. In Early Corinthian, the better examples
usually have dicing above and/or below the main
frieze, such as NC 646-647. Less carefully decorated
pyxides have only bands framing the frieze, such as
those by the Painter of the Munich Pyxides (NC 653659): on whom see under 42, NC 651 (Syracuse, N.M.,
from Gela: Mon. Ant., XVII, cols. 205f., fig. 160),
and their like. The renderings on 41 are unusually
good, for this group, but unequal to the customary
refinement of some other groups.
Early Corinthian.

42 PYXIS (FRAGMENT).
PI. 6.
C-40-221. Part of base, and adjoining wall to full
height, of concave-sided pyxis. H. 0.075, P.W. (on
base) 0.085, est. D. of base 0.115, est. D. at rim 0.110.
40 ARYBALLOS(?) (FRAGMENT).
Pale ivory-gray clay, dull glaze (brown where thin),
P1.6.
CP-2330.Partof bodywall,froma largearyballos(?). crackled and partly peeled off.
P.H. 0.040, P.W. 0.045.
Inside (much faded): broad band at top; broader
Dull yellow-buffclay, grayish inside; good glaze; band a little lower down; in angle at bottom of wall
addedred, added white dots.
and floor adjoining, broad glazed band, then reserved
Neck and shoulderof bull to 1., above it part of an toward center of base as far as preserved; underside of
incised object (what?).
base plain. Exterior: three streaky bands; broad "red"
The bull will have been "lowering", pawing the band; a.f.; broad "red" band; band; short rays. In
ground.For the motive,cf. the earlierround aryballos a.f.: part of feline to r. (head missing); added red in
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haunch of animal. F.o. of blob rosettes, each with an
incised arc of a circle, near center.
From Archaic Well D, east of Museum, excavations of 1940. On the context, see under 10.
A trivial scrap, published here because it is attributable to an EC specialist in concave-sided pyxides, the
PAINTER OF THE MUNICH PYXIDES. On the
Painter, see Payne, under NC 653-659; Hopper,
"Addenda to Necrocorinthia", B.S.A., XLIV, 1949,
p. 206; Benson, G.k.V., p. 34, List 44, "Maler des
angstlichen Panthers"; L. Banti, "Pittore della Pantera Impaurita", E.A.A., V, 1963, p. 939, with corrections and additions to Benson, including three new
attributions (D.A.A.). Add, too, the pyxis Taranto,
N.M. 52888, from Via Argentina, Tomba 160, 20.3.52,
with lid preserved (Annuario, N.S., XXI-XXII, 195960, pp. 74-75, figs. 55, b, and 56; also attributedby Lo
Porto, loc. cit.).
Early Corinthian.

43 PYXIS LID (FRAGMENT).
P1. 6.
CP-2375. Small bit of rim preserved. P.H. 0.037,
P.W. 0.030.
Powdery yellow clay, firm glaze.
Underside unglazed. Outside: two bands, then part
of a feline to r., its tail rising across its haunch, i.e.,
"tucked through" between its legs, like that of the
panther on NC 729 (Payne, pl. 23:4). Incised rosettes.
Good, clean work, fairly early.
Early Corinthian.

44 KOTYLE (?) (FRAGMENT).
P1. 6.
CP-2405. Small part of body wall. P.H. 0.025, P.W.
0.030.
Yellowish pink clay, gray in section; glaze dull
black inside, brown outside; added "red", also brown;
fire-burnt?
Head of goat to I.; blobs.
Uncommonly well articulated and careful drawing.
The type of goat (brow, cheek, wide-open eye, marks
on horns) goes back to that created by the Sphinx
Painter in the Transitional period (as on the olpe,
New York, M.M.A. 96.18.38). Although this fragment
is not his work, and is not attributable to any particular artist, it is worthy of association with the best
work in the following of the Sphinx Painter, such as
that of the Achradina Painter (Amyx and Lawrence,
A.J.A., LXVIII, 1964, p. 389).
Early Corinthian.

45 KOTYLE (?) (FRAGMENT).
P1. 6.
CP-2303. From an open vase (thin walled, black
inside: kotyle?). P.H. 0.040, P.W. 0.042.
Pinkish clay; firm glaze, red brown in parts.
A.f.: goat to 1.; incised rosettes. Below, three bands.
Like 44 the present fragment belongs in the general
EC following of the Sphinx Painter. The goat, espe-
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cially in the complex of lines around the mouth, is
generally related to those by the Polyteleia Painter
(see 17), but 45 is later, fully EC, and the drawing is
looser. Especially noteworthy in the drawing of our
goat: the U-shaped loop inside the ear; the arcs of the
cheek, drawn far back on the neck, inorganically; the
single line delineating the chest and the joint of the far
foreleg. For these telling characteristicswe have found
no parallels, either among the fragments at Corinth or
elsewhere.
Early Corinthian.
46 KOTYLE (FRAGMENTS).
PI. 7.
CP-2390a, b. Three fragments: two joined, one
non-joining. M. dims. (a) 0.094; (b) 0.044.
Fine yellow clay, good glaze, inside black.
Exterior: at top, vertical wavy lines; a.f. between
strips of very careful three-row dicing. In a.f. (b):
sphinx to r. and tail and part of spread wings of avian;
on two joined fragments (a), part of sickle-winged
creature (a griffin?)to 1. and part of feline to r. Finely
incised rosettes.
This exceptionally fine vase is by an artist whom
we call the HAVANA PAINTER. His hand can be
recognized also on two intact vases, the first a kotyle
(once?) in the collection of the Conde de Lagunillas
(Havana, Lagunillas, no. 9), the second a concavesided pyxis with lid in the Toledo (Ohio) Museum of
Art, no. 63.24 (Auktion XXVI, 5. Oktober 1963, Muinzen und Medaillen A.G., Basel, no. 61, p. 30 and
pl. 19). The Lagunillas kotyle should be slightly
earlier than 46; the filling ornament consists largely of
dot-cluster rosettes, though the style suggests that the
vase is already Early Corinthian rather than Transitional in date. The pyxis in Toledo, on the contrary, is
conspicuously more developed than our fragments,
though no less fine; the filling ornament has become
thicker, the double-centered rosettes have given way
to plain incised rosettes, and the figure work has lost
every trace of the taut, neat trimness characteristic
of the Transitional period. In the process, however,
the animals have acquired a full-bodied quality and
the artist has gained in fluency.
An equally fine fragment of a pyxis lid in Syracuse,
N.M. (Mon. Ant., XVII, 1906, cols. 615-616, fig. 424),
formerly associated with the Chimaera Group (Amyx,
Cor. V., p. 229, note 73; Benson, G.k.V., List 60,
no. 11; Lawrence, A.J.A., LXIII, 1959, p. 355), has
no close stylistic ties, in fact, with the Chimaera
Painter or his companions. It is intimately related to
the works of the Havana Painter under discussion
here, although it is not from the same hand. Another
fragment at Corinth, 61, is generically similar in style
to 46, but the anatomical markings and the very line
quality are inherently different and forbid any closer
association of the fragments.
Early Corinthian.
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47 KOTYLE (FRAGMENTS).
PI. 7.
CP-2391 a-c. Six fragments, joined 3-2-1. M.
Dims. (a) 0.098; (b) 0.083; (c) 0.075.
Fine yellow clay, firm glaze. Top and bottom missing.
Glazed inside.
Two friezes: I, remains of seated quadruped(sphinx?)
to 1., goat to 1., hind leg of ruminant to 1. (same goat?),
feline to r.; two bands; II, frieze of dogs running (one
to 1., two to r.); two bands, rays. Thick, neat f.o. of
unusual form; fine dichromy. Excellent technique,
distinctive style.
Bibliography: Payne, p. 295.

Under NC 699A, which designates a kotyle fragment in Aigina (A. Furtwangler, Aigina, Munich,
1906, pi. 129:12), Payne continues: "There is a fragment at Corinth by the same hand, and another from
the Aphrodite Temple at Aegina (26.3.24.1)." The
style is so obviously the same that our fragments
(perhaps with more recovered than Payne had noticed)
must be the item in question. It would be pleasant to
have more work by this fine artist, the PAINTER OF
CORINTH CP-2391, but we have found nothing

Dark yellow-buff clay, black to brown glaze; added
red.
Interior: glazed; top of lip reserved. Exterior:
vertical wavy lines between bands; a.f.; band; thin
rays, bases not touching. In a.f.: goat facing panther;
another goat to r. F.o.: (two) crudely incised rosettes,
unincised crosses and blobs. Outer edge of foot black;
underneath, two concentric bands around central dot.
Red for details of bodies of animals.
From Archaic Well D, east of Museum, excavations of 1940. On the context, see under 10.
Bibliography: S. Weinberg, Hesperia, XVII, 1948, p.
222, pl. 81, no. D41.

For the spiraliform nostrils of the panther (and for
other similarities), compare Perachora, II, pl. 97,
no. 2431. The style is less bad than that of many
other vases in this lot, and distinctive. By the same
hand: 51 and 52.
Early Corinthian.

51 KOTYLE (FRAGMENTARY).
PI. 8.
C-40-163.
of
One
of
section
rim,
large
parts body
further.The second Aigina fragment, in particular,
whichwe do not know, wouldbe worthsearchingout. missing and restored in plaster. H. 0.090, D. at rim
0.118-0.122, D. including handles 0.170, D. of foot
EarlyCorinthian.
0.046.
Ivory-yellow to citron-yellow clay; black to brown
48 KOTYLE(FRAGMENTARY).
P1.7. glaze, partly worn off; added red; interior glazed.
CP-2412. Two joined fragments, giving most of full
Exterior: vertical wavy lines below band; two bands;
height, from near rim to lower part of body. P.H. a.f.; two bands; rays. In a.f.: goat facing panther,
0.082, P.W. 0.079.
another goat to r. F.o.: unincised crosses and blobs.
Pale buff clay; dull glaze, partly flaked off.
Outer edge of foot glazed; underfoot, three concentric
Vertical wavy lines; a.f. between bands; rays. In bands. Red, details of animals.
a.f.: panther facing goat; f.o., incised rosettes and
From Archaic Well D, east of Museum, excavablobs.
tions of 1940. On the context, see under 10.
Rough style.
Bibliography: S. Weinberg, Hesperia, XVII, 1948, p.
Early Corinthian.

49 KOTYLE (FRAGMENTARY).

222, pl. 81, no. D42.

P1. 7.

C-33-215.Joined fragments,giving part of body
from rim to ground line of frieze. P.H. 0.089, est.
originalD. 0.170.
Pale buff clay, slightly greenish; dull, dark-gray,
crazed, slightly fugitive glaze; added red; interior
glazed.
Two bands; vertical wavy lines; two bands; a.f.;
groundline. In a.f.: bird (eagle?)to r., wings spread;
a few blobs as f.o.
The frieze is narrow, the bird sprawls. For the

Fairly crude style; by the same hand as 50 and 52.
Associated by Weinberg, loc. cit., with 50.
Early Corinthian.

52 KOTYLE (FRAGMENTARY).
P1. 8.
C-40-167. Parts of rim and of body missing, restored
in plaster. H. 0.086, D. at rim 0.118-0.122 (the latter,
as in 51, on axis of handles), D. including handles
0.175, D. of foot 0.046.
Ivory-gray clay; dull black to brown glaze, partly
worn off; added red; interior glazed to near rim,
general effect, cf. 108, 109, 110.
beneath which there is a narrow reserved band.
EarlyCorinthian.
Exterior: vertical wavy lines between bands; a.f.;
two bands; rays. The frieze is somewhat narrower
50 KOTYLE(FRAGMENTARY).
PI. 8. than on 50 and 51. In a.f.: goat facing panther, goat
C-40-162.Smallpartsof body missingand restored facing small bird; f.o. of crosses and dots (sparse).
in plaster.H. 0.086,D. at rim0.121, D. of base 0.046, Outer edge of foot glazed; underneath, three concenD. includinghandles0.177.
tric bands. Red, details of animals.

CATALOGUE
From Archaic Well D, east of Museum, excavations
of 1940. On the context, see under 10.
By the same hand as 50 and 51. Of the three, this
kotyle seems to be the earliest.
Early Corinthian.
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53 KOTYLE (FRAGMENTARY).
P1. 8.
C-40-159. Part of foot, small parts of body missing
and restored in plaster. H. 0.091, D. at rim 0.117, D.
including handles 0.169, D. of foot 0.049.
Pale yellow-buff clay, black to smoky brown glaze;
added red; interior glazed (thin near top).
Exterior: vertical wavy lines between bands; a.f.;
band; thin, widely spaced rays. In a.f.: two lions to r.,
bird to r. with head turned; unincised f.o. with heavy
crosses and dots. Heavy, slashing incision; crude
style.
From Archaic Well D, east of Museum, excavations
of 1940. On the context, see under 10.
The decorator of this kotyle also painted a number
of others from the same context: C-40-143; -144, -146,
-153, -157, -158, -160, -161, -163, -168, -169, -170, -171;
and perhaps others. Of this group C-40-161 is published by S. Weinberg, Hesperia, XVII, 1948, p. 222,
pl. 81, no. D43.
Early Corinthian.

54 KOTYLE (FRAGMENTARY).
P1. 9.
C-40-174. Large parts of rim and of body wall and
one handle missing and restored in plaster. H. 0.086,
D. at rim 0.115, D. including handles (as restored)
0.173, D. of base 0.044.
Yellow-buff clay; black glaze, brown where thin;
added red. Interior glazed.
Exterior: vertical wavy lines between bands; a.f.;
band; rays. In a.f.: bird to 1., between lion and bull ...
feline to 1. ... bird to 1. F.o.: small incised rosettes
and fused dot-cluster rosettes. Red: details of animals.
Exterior of foot glazed; underneath, two concentric bands around central dot.
Rather crude style. For the type, cf. Mon. Ant.,
XVII, pp. 35-36, fig. 4 (NC 688); Athens, Kerameikos
Museum inv. 6 (Kerameikos, VI, 1, pl. 66, and the
next two entries).
From Archaic Well D, east of Museum, excavations of 1940. On the context, see under 10.
Bibliography: S. Weinberg, Hesperia, XVII, 1948, pp.
221-222, pl. 1, no. D40.

Early Corinthian (early).
55 KOTYLE (FRAGMENTARY).
PI. 9.
C-40-164. One handle, parts of rim and body
missing, and restored in plaster. H. 0.087, D. at rim
0.118 (nearly circular), D. including handles (as restored) 0.163, D. of foot 0.049.
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Warm yellow-buff clay, black to brown glaze; added
red.
Interior: glazed to near top; below rim, narrow
reserved band. Exterior: heavy zigzags between bands;
a.f.; two bands; rays. In a.f.: lion, owl, lion, panther,
all to r.; f.o.: dot-in-circle rosettes. Exterior of foot
glazed; underneath, two concentric bands around a
central dot. Red for details of animals.
Coarse style.
From Archaic Well D, east of Museum, excavations
of 1940. On the context, see under 10.
Early Corinthian (fairly early).
56 KOTYLE (FRAGMENTARY).
P1. 9.
C-47-576. One handle, bits of rim and body missing,
restored in plaster. H. 0.082, D. at rim 0.118, D. including handles (as restored) 0.165, D. of foot 0.052.
Yellow-buff clay, black to brown to orange-red
glaze; no added red.
Interior: glazed to near top; fine reserved band
near rim.
Exterior: band; vertical wavy lines; two bands;
a.f.; two bands; thin rays. Exterior of foot glazed;
underfoot, three concentric bands. In a.f.: three birds
to r.; irregular, blobby f.o., with crude incision.
From S. E. Building, Well at 1-23. One of a large
batch of kotylai- black-figured,silhouette, and blackpolychrome-from the same well. On the context,
see O. Broneer, Hesperia, XVI, 1947, pp. 237-238.
Broneer states that this is a well "whose contents date
from the third quarter of the sixth century," basing his
comment, no doubt, on the Attic vases found in it,
such as the black-figured band-cup, loc. cit., pl. 55:5,
top; but the Corinthian vases from this well range in
date from the late seventh to around the middle of the
sixth century, indicating that the fill is not very homogeneous. From a much larger number of specimens,
we have selected ten for publication here: 56, 57, 58,
59, 104, 111, 113, 125, 126, and 209.
By the same hand, not in this Catalogue: nos.
C-47-578, C-47-581, and C-47-582 (birds), C-47-584
(bird, panther, ram), C-47-589 (birds, panther), and
perhaps others in the same lot.
Early Corinthian.
57 KOTYLE (FRAGMENTARY).
P1. 9.
C-47-586. One handle, considerable parts of rim
and upper body missing, restored in plaster. H. 0.075,
D. at rim (as restored) 0.115, D. including handles
(as restored) 0.160, D. foot 0.046.
Yellow-buff clay, dull black glaze; interior glazed
(worn).
Exterior: band; vertical bars; two bands; a.f.; two
bands; thin rays. Exterior of foot glazed; underneath,
edge of foot-ring glazed, then band around central dot.
In a.f.: goat, bird, goat, bearded man (padded dancer?),
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all to right. Thick f.o. of incised blobs and strokes.
Underside:coloredbands (blackat centerwith red
Childishdrawing.
appliedconcentricbands). Inside: in medallion,bird
From S. E. Building,Well at 1-23. On the context, flying to r.; incised ring-and-dotrosette. Medallion
cf. Broneer, loc. cit. (under 56).
borderedby two red bands; outside these, a.f. (hind
By the samehand(not in this Catalogue):C-47-602, leg of feline, rosette).
and probablyC-47-579.
Bibliography:Callipolitis-Feytmans,p. 148, Cor. Anc.
EarlyCorinthian.
no. 1, and p. 124.
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58 KOTYLE(FRAGMENTARY).
P1.9.
C-47-603. Both handles, small parts of rim and
body missing, restored in plaster (except handles).
H. 0.075, D. at rim 0.141, D. of foot 0.047.
Yellow-buffto gray-buffclay, blackto brownglaze;
no addedred. Interiorglazed.
Exterior: band; wiggles; two bands; a.f.; two
bands; thin rays. Exteriorof foot black; underfoot,
edge black, in medallion,circle arounda centraldot.
In a.f.: bird to r., betweengoat and panther.F.o.:
sparselyincisedblobs and lines.
From S. E. Building,Well at 1-23. On the context,

60 heads the list of Early Corinthian plates in

Callipolitis-Feytmans'study of their evolution. She
commentsthat in EC, as on this fragment,the animalfrieze zone often occupies half the diameterof the
flatcenterof the plate.In herlist, no. 3 (Athens,N.M.;
Perachora,II, no. 1942, not illustrated)also has a
bird, or siren, in the medallion; we have not seen this

plate. Callipolitis-Feytmansdoes not mention the
decorationon the undersideof our plate, which is
unusualand strikingin its contrastof red and black
against the creamy color of the clay.

The drawingof the bird is excellentand peculiar,

crisp and dry. For the ring-and-dot rosette, the ring
cf. Broneer, loc. cit. (under 56).
incised, cf. the much later and cruder vase, an alabasFairlyrough but distinctivestyle; the tufted tail of tron, Bonn inv. 845
(Arch. Anz., LI, 1936, col. 356,
the goat is a cheerfultouch. Betterthan most other
no. 9, and col. 358, Abb. 12) by the Herzegovina
work in this lot.

By the samehand: C-47-608.
EarlyCorinthian.

59 KOTYLE(FRAGMENTARY).
PI. 9.
C-47-612.One handle and part of rim and body
aroundit missing,restoredin plaster(excepthandle).
H. 0.078, D. at rim 0.115, D. of foot 0.052.
Warmbuff clay; deep brown to orange-redglaze;
no addedred. Interiorglazed;top of rim reserved.
Exterior:band;verticalwavylines; two bands; a.f.;
two bands; thin, widely spaced rays. Edge of foot
glazed. Underfoot: edge glazed; in medallion, two
concentricbands. In a.f.: small bird facing panther;
another pantherto left. F.o.: coarse rosettes, blobs
and elongated forms, some of them incised.
From S. E. Building,Well at 1-23. On the context,
see Broneer, loc. cit. (under 56).

By the same hand as severalothers in this batch;
this artistmay be the most prolificpainterin the lot.
We believe that he painted C-47-613,perhaps also
C-47-583and -591 (both by one hand), and C-47-587
and -617 (also both by one hand). Consider also
C-47-590,-593, -594, -622, -623, and -626. In fact it
seems entirelypossible that nearly half of the more
than fifty black-figuredkotylai found in this context
may be the work of this one painter.
EarlyCorinthian.

Painter (Amyx, B.A. Beschaving,XXXVIII, 1963,
p. 90, no. 1).
Early Corinthian.
61 PLATE (FRAGMENT).

P1. 10.

CP-2448.From bottom of plate. M. Dim. 0.060.
Gray clay, discolored glaze (fire-burnt?).
Underneath: whirligig, with red. In medallion,
slanting zigzags; dicing; reversed Z's between double
bands; a.f. (feet toward center): feline to r., thick f.o.
Bibliography:Callipolitis-Feytmans,p. 148, Cor. Anc.

no. 2, and pp. 124, 126.

Little of the animal frieze of this richly decorated
plate remains. The markings of the feline forepart
suggest that the style is related to that of the EC
Havana Painter (see 46). For the whirling zigzag pattern, compare the pyxis lid Perachora, II, pl. 52, no.
1883 ("perhaps Transitional").

EarlyCorinthian.

62 OINOCHOEWITH TREFOILMOUTH
Pls. 10, 44.
(FRAGMENTARY).
CP-52.Majorparts of one side of body preserved;
mended and partly restored in plaster. P.H. 0.228
(full H. of body, without neck and mouth, would
havebeen at least 10 cm. taller),restoredD. 0.312.
Light buff clay; glaze flaking badly, mostly lost
excepton two animals;addedred.
60 PLATE(FRAGMENT).
Parts of three a.f. preserved;below, wide black
PI. 10.
CP-2449.From the floor of the plate. P.L. 0.070, zone with overpaintedred bands, reservedray zone
P.W. 0.035.
(no trace of rays preserved)at base. I (shoulder),
Warmyellow-buffclay: good firmglaze-paint.
parts of goose or swan to r., bull to 1., ...; II, feline
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to r., goat to 1., siren with spread wings to r., panther
to r. (beneath bull in I), head of goat to 1., ...; III,
panther to r., goat to 1., extremities of seated lion to r.
(visible around a patch of plaster; lines up with bull
in I), goat to 1., ... F.o.: very dense, consisting of
both simple incised rosettes and more elaborate fillers.
Bibliography: Payne, NC 738, p. 298.
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By the same hand as the oinochoe, Berkeley,
UCLMA 8/3496 (H. R. W. Smith, C. V.A., University
of California 1 [5], p. 16 and pl. 6 [187], 1), i.e., the
LOWIE PAINTER, after the Lowie Museum of
Anthropology. This artist's work, and that of two of
his followers, has been recognized on vases found in
the Anaploga Well (pp. 84-85). That his style was imitated is shown also by a fragment of an oinochoe in
Budapest, M.F.A. 50.395 (photograph kindly furnished by Dr. J.-G. Szilagyi), on which are preserved
parts of two a.f.: I, bull to 1., panther to 1., ... II,
panther facing goat, ..., which reveals yet another
follower.
Early Corinthian.

that "this group is related to the Late Transitional
Nos. 169-170" (Benson, G.k.V., List 35, "Maler der
Olpen in Florenz"; idem, A.J.A., LX, 1956, pp. 222f.),
and added that the fragments NC 171-174 (Aegina
"G 21, G 33, G 40, G 42") are "apparently by the
same hand" as NC 169, 170. These last-named fragments appear to be the same as Kraiker, Aigina, nos.
512, 513, 516, 517 (pl. 38), although Kraiker does not
so identify them, nor does Benson mention them.
Their style is very close to that of the olpai in Florence,
but there are slight differences which undermine one's
confidence in Payne's (tentative) attribution. (Compare also the fragments of kotylai, Perachora, II,
pi. 91, no. 2303, and pl. 93, no. 2317, which are at least
very near to the Aigina fragments.) The conclusions
to be drawn from this material are still open, but the
trail from here to the Scale Painter is obvious. The
Painter of London A 1355 (and of 63) shows close
affinities with both the Transitional artist (or artists)
and with the early phase of the Scale Painter, as represented by the three large alabastra cited above. The
value of the Corinth fragment is that it extends, however slightly, our knowledge of one of the elements in
this complex (NC 730), which formerly stood in isolation despite its proximity to NC 457, 458 (early Scale
Painter).
Early Corinthian.

63 OINOCHOE(?) (FRAGMENT).
PI. 11.
C-40-303. From body wall of large vase, unglazed
inside. M.W. 0.076.
Warm buff clay; dull black-to-orange glaze; added
P1. 11.
64 OINOCHOE(?) (FRAGMENT).
red.
CP-2490. From a closed vase (oinochoe or the
Bits of two friezes: I, foot of ruminant; black band
with two added red lines; II, lion to 1., blobs (unin- like). P.H. 0.053, P.W. 0.056.
Pinkish buff clay; dull glaze, somewhat crazed,
cised f.o.); black to bottom of fragment.
From Archaic Well D, excavations of 1940. On the interior unglazed. Strongly curving profile.
Part of a.f. above black area with two red bands
context, see under 10.
PAINTER
OF
A
1355
the
LONDON
(B.M. overpainted. In a.f.: feline to 1. (red in chest), big
By
64.10-7.359; NC 730). The style lies within interesting, rosettes, dots.
The treatment of the foreleg is unusual. The style is
but still somewhat problematic, territory. Payne has
observed that the London, B.M. oinochoe, NC 730, very close to (the same as?) that of an artist whom we
is "very close" to two big three-row alabastra, NC would name the MACRI LANGONI PAINTER,
457, 458 (cf. Benson, G.k.V., List 49, "Vulcimaler", after the oinochoe Rhodes 12096, from that site
nos. 1-2; NC 730 is Benson's no. 1 a, "manner" of (Clara Rhodos, IV, pp. 55f., figs. 26, 27; C.V.A., Rodi
the Painter). But it is now clear to us that NC 457, 458, 1 [9], pl. 1 [406], 4). This painter also decorated the
and another large alabastron (with five a.f.), Rome, fragmentaryoinochoe Corinth KP 1088 and the neckConservatori, no. 52, are early works of the Scale amphora Corillth KP 1000.
From Archaic Well D: see under 10.
Painter himself (on whom see Payne, pp. 63, 303, 315;
Early to Middle Corinthian.
Amyx, Cor. V., p. 231, notes 101-102; Benson,
G.k.V., List 69, "Schuppenmaler"; and cf. G. Q. Giglioli and Vera Bianco, C.V.A., Musei Capitolini 1 [36], 65 OINOCHOE (FRAGMENT).
PI. 11.
CP-2484. From shoulder of vase. P.H. 0.040, P.W.
III C, pl. 2 [1602] and text, pp. 3-4, where the attribution of the three large alabastra to the Scale Painter 0.079.
Yellowish creamy clay, dull but firm glaze; added red.
is quoted). The Scale Painter's list is badly in need of
Crouching panther to r.; f.o.: incised rosettes, and
reworking, both for additions and for removals (see
Amyx, Klearchos, III, 1961, pp. 13-16, under no. 12, one dot.
where a start at sorting is attempted); a new treatment
Heavy, firm style, distinctive in its strength of line.
The doubled lines inside the enclosed shoulder area
is projected.
The background of the Scale Painter's style is also (which are not uncommon, and are not especially
in question here. Payne remarked, under NC 458, characteristic of the Dodwell Painter) and the slanting
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rib-markingsrecall to some extent the kotyle fragment 112, but we doubt if this likenessis very significant.
The pose of the pantheris very unusual.Crouching
felines are in themselvescommon enough in Early
Corinthian(and even Transitional)vase-painting,but
the usualpracticeis to placethe forelegsin the ordinary
"walking"stance(as on the oinochoe NC 740, which
has been linked with the WaltersPainter-though we
think it is not his own work) or thrust forwardtogether,with little or no bend in the joints (as on the
oinochoe Athens, N.M. 12719 [NC 127], or the
oinochoe London, B.M. 65.12-14.5 [NC 725],
Payne, pl. 18:3). Occasionallythere will be a slight
bendingof the kneejoints (as, once or twice, on NC
127), but we have been unable to match exactly the
drawingback of the legs underneaththe chest. The
body is thrust downwardand the forelegs flattened
against the groundline in representations(on pyxislids) of crouching lions by the Mykonos Painter
(Payne, p. 292, NC 659-662; Hopper, Addenda,pp.
166-167, 193, 202, 208; Benson, G.k.V., List 53,
"Theramaler";Hopper, Perachora,II, p. 177), as in
Perachora,II, pl. 66, nos. 1821, 1822 (and cf. also
Perachora,II, pl. 70, no. 1832), but the legs are not
drawnback underthe body to nearlythe sameextent,
and the effect is less dynamic.Unless the painter of
this vase "invented"the pose himself, one is more
inclined to compare the hounds in Protocorinthian
ware(e.g., on the ChigiJug, Payne,P.V., pl. 28:3), or
even the haresbetweenlions on Transitionaland EC
alabastrasuch as those by the Painterof Palermo489
(e.g. Payne,pl. 15:8). Yet, howeverwe look at it, the
panther on our fragment appears, in its time and
place, to be unique.
EarlyCorinthian.
66 OINOCHOE(FRAGMENT).
P1.11.
CP-2495.Partsof two friezespreserved.P.H. 0.068,
P.W. 0.057.
Buff clay; dull glaze, tendingto brown; inside unglazed.
I, feline foot to r.; II, bull to 1.; rosettesand dots;
addedred.
Strong,large style for which exact parallelsare at
present lacking. The drawingin the bull, so far as
preserved,suggestsa style akin to that on the large
roundaryballosDelos 323 (NC 608; Dugas, Delos, X,
pl. 25:323). Less controlled, but equally bold and
massive,is the boar on the kraterAthens,N.M. 12432,
from Corinth (NC 776; Weinberg,pl. 26, no. 188),
and the same degreeof genericsimilaritymay be seen
on the kraterC.V.A.,[Fogg-]Gallatin[8], pl. 34 [382],
5 (cf. Payne,p. 342, AppendixI, note XVI).
EarlyCorinthian.

67 CLOSED VASE (OINOCHOE OR PYXIS?)
P1. 11.
(FRAGMENT).
C-30-164. From body wall of a large vase; the
fragment shows almost no curvature. P.H. 0.053,
P.W. 0.059, Th. 0.008.
Fine, light buff clay; surface slipped (?); good black
glaze, added red.
Part of a frieze (or decorative border); band, red
band; a.f.: feline to 1., rosettes. Red in feline and in
rosettes.
Early Corinthian?
68 OINOCHOE (?) (FRAGMENT).
P1. 11.
CP-2478. Part of body wall of closed vase (thinwalled, unglazed inside, convex curve from top to
bottom). P.H. 0.035, P.W. 0.035 (sic).
Yellow clay; fairly bright glaze, tending to brown.
At top, black-polychrome zone; then a.f.: head of
lion to r., tail and rump of another feline to r.; unincised rosette.
Lively drawing.
Early Corinthian.
69 CONICAL OINOCHOE (FRAGMENT). P1. 11.
CP-2309. Small part of base and lowest part of body
wall adjoining. P.H. 0.023, P.W. 0.025.
Warm yellowish clay; brilliant glaze, brown where
thin.
Part of a.f. (hoof of ruminant, rosettes, dots); fine
two-row dicing; short rays. Miniature scale.
Fine style, vividly recalling (by?) the DUEL PAINTER, on whom see Amyx, C.S.C.A., II, 1969, pp.
1-25, pls. 1-10; and compare especially the broadbottomed oinochoe in Patras, op. cit., pl. 3.
Early Corinthian.
70 CORINTH OINOCHOE (FRAGMENTARY).
PI. 12.
C-50-32. Put together from numerous joining fragments; the shape, which is not completely determined, has not been restored in plaster. Extant: part
of neck to full height, adjoining rise of handle; about
half of body, including, apparently, all of the figurework except for a bit of the lion's tail. P.H. 0.156 to
top of lip, 0.202 to top of handle; D. of mouth 0.108,
min. D. of neck (at bottom) 0.084, D. of body (preserved at m. bulge) 0.165, H. of neck 0.024, H. of
frieze 0.070, est. original H. (to lip) 0.175-0.180.
Thin, light fabric. Conically spreading mouth,
with slight turnover at lip; tapering-globular body.
Fine yellow-buff clay; chocolate-brown to redbrown glaze, streaky and somewhat thinly applied;
added purple-red color.
The inside of the mouth has a broad band about
halfway down. Outside: broad band at top of mouth,
another at bottom, running over onto top of body;
then a.f. (lion to r., in front of him a small hare to r.;
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varied f.o.: incised rosettes, painted sigmas, dot-incircle rosettes; ornament of crossed lozenges, incised-two of these, one larger than the other); broad
band; narrow red band; broad band; then reserved
as far as preserved. Red on lion's mane, and a red
stripe between each pair of incised rib-markings.
From a mixed deposit in the South Stoa.
Bibliography: R. E. Carter, Hesperia, XXII, 1953, pp.
211-212, pl. 65, no. 7.
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This vase seems worth republishing, because of the
unsatisfactory illustration in Carter, loc. cit., and
because of its remarkable style. Carter places it in the
MC period, but the early-looking filling ornament and
the form, pose, and incisions of the lion make it seem
quite early. The style, too, has some very earlylooking features (e.g., the hanging swing of the tail)
which recall the work of such Protocorinthian artists
as the Hound Painter, the Aegina Bellerophon Painter,
the Painter of Aegina F 48 (on the last, see under 2),
and so on. Even though it obviously cannot be that
early, and after allowing liberally for archaisms, we
would hesitate to place this piece any later than the
EC period. It would help to date the vase if a proper
home could be found for its style.
Early Corinthian?

29

P.W. 0.093. Smaller fragment (b) P.H. 0.035, P.W.
0.060.
Warm buff clay, thick black glaze, rich red; very
colorful; inside glazed.
(a) Upper part of body to neck-join with traces of
handle root at right. Black, with reserved panel, above
which are incised polychrome tongues (alternately
red and black); in panel, curved sickle-shaped wing
of avian to 1., large incised rosette behind it; on black,
to r. of panel, white dot-cluster rosette. (b) Upper part
of body, to neck-join. Above, tongues as on a; in
panel, remains of floral complex. It is not certain that
fragments a and b come from the same side of the
vase, but this could well be the case-assuming, for
instance, that the panel contained a floral complex
between sickle-winged sirens or sphinxes.
The type of krater to which these fragments belonged is probably that of NC 776 (Athens, N.M.
12432; Corinth,VII, i, pl. 26) and NC 777 (Mon. Ant.,
XVII, col. 621, fig. 430) with figuresin reserved panels,
and no lower frieze, or NC 1175 (London, B.M. B 44,
apparently by the Medallion Painter; details of panels,
A.J.A., LXV, 1961, pl. 13, a, b); but there are also
Corinthian kraters with reserved panels in the upper
zone of the body and an animal frieze below such as
NC 779 (Vatican 88, Albizzati, Vasi antichi del Vaticano, Rome, 1925-1939, pl. 10), NC 780A (Paris,
Louvre E 633, Pottier, pl. 47) and NC 1161 (Rome,
Conservatori 491; C.V.A., Musei Capitolini 1 [36],
III C, pl. 3 [1603], 1, 2 and text thereto, p. 4, where
these associations are quoted, and cf. Amyx, A.J.A.,
LXV, 1961, p. 7, note 19).
We know of nothing which exactly matches the syntax (i.e., the incised tongues above the panels), and
not enough remains to say much about the style,
other than to call attention to its heavy incision and
rich dichromy. Compare the fine handle-plate, 79,
which is decorated in a similar spirit; the rendering
of 72 is equally colorful, but slightly coarser.
From Archaic Well D: see under 10.
Early Corinthian.

71 CORINTH OINOCHOE (FRAGMENTARY).
P1. 12.
C-40-87. Shape (including all of handle) restored in
plaster, but base is preserved, and profile of body to
lip is preserved. H. of body 0.133, D. of body (as
restored) 0.169, D. of mouth 0.120, H. of neck 0.024,
D. of base 0.109, H. to m.D. (including foot), 0.075.
Thick-walled, conically spreading mouth. Paint
badly worn; dirty yellow-buff clay, dark-brown glaze.
On exterior, broad band low down, then (uniquely)
rays at base. In main field, skewed to 1., as one faces
front of vase, two padded dancers: one runs to r.,
head turned back (he has collar and sleeve marks,
but no "pants"); the other dances, or perhaps jumps,
in the usual position. The rest is plain; no f.o. On
running figure, chiton was painted red, with unincised
P1. 12.
lower border, at bend of buttocks into thigh. Neat 73 COLUMN-KRATER (FRAGMENT).
C-32-257. Part of body wall, giving most of its
style.
From Archaic Well D, east of Museum, excavations height. P.H. 0.182, P.W. 0.236.
Pale warm buff clay; dull gray-black glaze; added
of 1940. On the context, see under 10.
red in black-polychrome stripes.
Bibliography: S. Weinberg, Hesperia, XVII, 1948, p.
In reserved shoulder panel (lower r. corner pre217, pl. 78, no. D7; Seeberg, Cor. K.V., p. 31, no. 151.
served), head of goat to r., swan to 1., unincised blobs.
On the development of the shape (Corinth oinochoe) The rest
of the vase, except for ray zone at base, was
see below, pp. 78-80, in connection with the Anaploga
glazed. Below panel, applied bands WR; above rays
specimens; 71 is there mentioned, p. 78 and note 21, at base,
applied bands WRW.
as a relatively early example.
Bibliography: Weinberg, Corinth, VII, i, p. 63.
Early Corinthian (late).
This is the vase described (but not illustrated) by
72 COLUMN-KRATER (FRAGMENTS).
P1. 12. Weinberg, as no. 232. He compares it with his no. 188
CP-2538 a, b. Two non-joining fragments, evidently (pp. 55-56, pl. 26; NC 776) for its shape, and he is
from the same vase. Larger fragment (a) P.H. 0.043, undoubtedly correct in dating both to the same period.
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Fine, pale clay; good black glaze, partlyworn off;
Comparealso 74 for decorationin panel. We include
it herefor completeness.
added red.
Inside glazed, with added red band at junction of
EarlyCorinthian.
neck and shoulder.
74 COLUMN-KRATER(FRAGMENT).
P1.12.
Neck black, and set off by a small ridge. In upper
CP-2551.P.H. 0.085, P.W. 0.085 (sic).
body zone, paddeddancer(red chiton) to r., between
Warmbuff clay; dull glaze, brown-redon inside two lions, holdinghis hand up to (petting?)muzzleof
face of sherd.
lion at r. (redin neck of lion at 1.); in the field, above
Exterior:lowerright-handcornerof reservedpanel, back of lion at 1., part of an incisedrosette.
The Inventorynumberis misleading,for this piece
containinghind legs of feline to 1., no f.o.; below,
was found without context in the Old Museum,like
black, with polychromebands.
On kraters with figures in panels, and no lower the principalrun of fragmentsfrom the old excavafrieze,see under183. For the style, this examplemay tions treated in this Catalogue (CP-2295 and folbe compared with Athens, N.M. 12432 (NC 776; lowing).
Fine, vigorous style, comparablein quality to the
Weinberg,Corinth,VII, i, pl. 26, no. 188); or Mon.
Ant., XVII, cols. 621-622, fig. 430, perhapsalso ibid., workof such excellentartistsas the ColumbusPainter
col. 623, fig. 434.
(on whom see Amyx, Ath.Mitt., LXXVI, 1961, pp.
EarlyCorinthian,or very early Middle Corinthian. 12-14, Beil. 6-7; idem, apud H. Cahn, Auktion XXVI,
5. Oktober 1963, Kunstwerkeder Antike, Miinzen und

75 COLUMN-KRATER(?)
(FRAGMENT). PI. 12. MedaillenA.G., Basel, no. 62, pls. 31 and 18) and,
CP-2568.From a largeopen vase. P.H. 0.070, P.W. later, the ChimaeraPainter and his immediatefol0.081.
lowers, the Painter of Paris, Louvre E 574 and the
Pale greenish ivory clay, paint dull, crazed, and Riehen Painter(on these last, see under 96, and the
literaturetherecited).
flakedoff. Insideface splinteredoff.
The subject, too, is remarkable.Padded dancers
Exterior:broad band above, broad diagonalstripe
at r., forminga sort of border;in the field, head and occasionallyappearin the companyof symmetrically
neck of panther to r., weird style, fleckedincisions flanking animals or monsters, especially on flatbottomedaryballoi(e.g., NC 836-840,paddeddancer
all over head and neck; no f.o.
For the narrow border containingparallel trans- betweensirens; Naples, N.M. "289", padded dancer
verse incisions which frames the panther's head, between panthers), but they do not generallytake
compare (although it is otherwise not stylistically such libertiesas that shown here.Are we to class this
close) the large kotyle Perachora,II, pl. 96, no. 2433 representationamong scenes of animal-"taming",
(relatedto Painterof Palermo489). The style of 75 is like those referredto above, under8?
much cruder,but it does not appearto be muchlater.
EarlyCorinthian(welladvanced).
There is a somewhatsimilarlyfringed panther-head
78 COLUMN-KRATER(?) (FRAGMENT). PI. 13.
on the TransitionaloinochoeCorinthKP 345.
C-36-302.From upper part of a large open vase;
Corinthian?
Early
at the breakat top of the fragmentthereis an offset.
PI. 13. M.P. Dim. 0.047.
76 COLUMN-KRATER(FRAGMENT).
Warmbuff clay, pink at core; black, slightly lusC-38-635.Froma largeopen vase. M.P. Dim. 0.049.
Pale, dirty-buffclay, slightlygreenish;black glaze- trous glaze; addedred; interiorglazed.
Part of a riderto 1.; mane, neck, rein, shoulderof
paint with slight sheen;addedred.
At top, blackzone with incisedpolychrometongues horse (neck and alternatestrandsof mane are red);
(RBR); large head of lion (ear to tongue, 0.036) profile of face, hands, thigh and knee of youthful
to r., elaboratelyincised; neck red. Interior, black riderholdingspear.
Neat, earlywork:comparethe kraterNC 779(Rome,
(flaking).
Vatican88; Albizzati,pl. 10), and contrastNC 1474
From west end of South Stoa.
Rough, heavy drawing,characterizedby a sort of (Paris, Louvre E 638). On spear-bearingriders, see
horrorvacui.The structureof the lion's head suggests under220.
End of EarlyCorinthian?
a relativelyearlydate.
EarlyCorinthian.
79 COLUMN-KRATER(FRAGMENT).
PI. 13.
CP-2521.Part of a handle-plate.P.H. 0.048, P.W.
77 COLUMN-KRATER(FRAGMENTARY).
P1.13. 0.062.
Yellowishclay, dull glaze.
C-67-3. Two joined fragments,preservingpart of
Two horizontal bands, below them a palmetteshoulder and small part of neck. M.P. Dim. 0.098,
lotus cross. Elaborate incision, much added red.
est. neck D. 0.145.
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Handle-plateswith opposed palmettesare not uncommon on Early Corinthiankraters (see 80, 81).
The elaboratelyand carefullyincised palmette-lotus
cross of 79, however,is to the best of our knowledge
unique.The kraterwhich it crownedmust have been
fairlyearly;the form of the floralcomplexis at home
in the period of transitionfrom EC to MC, and later
MC and LC painters of kraters favored assorted
avians,sphinxes,etc. on handle-plates.For an equally
elaboratefloral ornament,but in the principalfrieze
on the body of the vase and somewhatlater,see Rome,
Conservatori,inv. 491 (NC 1161; C.V.A., Musei
Capitolini 1 [36], pl. 3 [1603], 1-2), where the ornament serves as a centerpiece between confronted
seated sphinxes. Cf. also the palmette-lotusbetween
sphinxes,Athens, N.M., from Perachora,Perachora,
II, pl. 69, no. 2245 (on handle-plates,snakes).
EarlyCorinthian.
PI. 13.
80 COLUMN-KRATER(FRAGMENT).
CP-2505. Part of handle-plateand small part of
neck. Of handle-plate,L. 0.095, W. 0.051; of whole
fragment,P.H. 0.066, P.W. 0.115.
Pinkishbuff clay, dull glaze.
Double palmette ornament,rosettes. Top of rim
had rays.
Kraterswith this type of handle-plateare placed
late in EC (NC 776, Athens, N.M. 12432,Weinberg,
pi. 26, no. 188) or still fairly early in MC (NC 1178,
Paris, LouvreE 632, Payne, cf. p. 151, fig. 58 D). 80
correspondsto the type of Payne's fig. 58 D, which
seemsto be a regularizeddrawingbased eitheron the
handle-platesof Athens, N.M. 12432 or on those of
Paris, Louvre E 632. NC 1178 exhibits crude style
in its principal decoration, but this style does not
seemto be verylate in MC. See also 81.
EarlyCorinthian?

PI. 13.
81 COLUMN-KRATER(FRAGMENT).
CP-2510. Handle-plate(incomplete)and part of
handle.P.H. 0.046, P.W. 0.105.
Pinkishclay, brownto pink glaze.
On top of handle-plate,double palmetteornament.
For the type, see 80.
EarlyCorinthian.

PI. 14.
82 ALABASTRON(FRAGMENT).
CP-2331.From body of vase, near top. P.H. 0.040,
P.W. 0.042.
Pink clay; dull but firmglaze; addedred and white
paint.
Neck and lowerpart of headof griffinor griffin-bird
to r. Two parallelincisedlines form the characteristic
loop below the ears. Neck-bandedgedby two rows of
white dots within incised borders, row of lambdas
(brokenzigzag) in middle strip. Red in zones above
and below bands. No f.o. preserved.

The little that is left of this vase has a very strong
resemblanceto the work of the ErlenmeyerPainter
(Benson,G.k.V.,p. 41, List 64; idem,A.J.A., LX, 1956,
p. 225; Lawrence,A.J.A., LXIV, 1960, p. 388; and
Benson, Antike Kunst, VII, 1964, pp. 72-81, richly
illustrated;add to his list an alabastronin Thebes,
B.C.H., XCII, 1968, p. 866, fig. 16: cock), who
painted at least two alabastraeach with griffinto r.,
and one with a griffin-bird(cf. Benson,AntikeKunst,
loc. cit., p. 72, nos. 2-4). The Corinthfragmentshows
almost,but not quite,an exactmatchfor the Painter's
renderingsof the same subject.
MiddleCorinthian.
83 ALABASTRON(FRAGMENT).
P1.14.
C-40-285.Frombodywallof a largevase.M.P. Dim.
0.073.
Clay pale dirty buff throughout,slightly greenish
on surface;dull-blackglaze, all gone except in a few
spots.
Head and neck of pantherto r., wing of flyingbird
to r., bit of chest of facingpantherto 1. Four smallincised rosettes. The whites of the panther'seyes are
dug out with incisingtool. Incisedfleckingon neck.
From ArchaicWell D, east of Museum,excavation
of 1940.On the context,see under10.
Elaboraterendering,with heavy incision. Compare
B.S.A., XXXIX, 1938-39, p. 23, fig. 12 (aryballos,
from Ithaka).
Beginningof MiddleCorinthian.
84 ARYBALLOS(FRAGMENTARY).
P1.14.
CP-2341. Two joined fragments, shoulder and
upper part of body of a large round aryballos.P.H.
0.048, P.W. 0.068.
Pinkishclay,dullglaze;polychrometongues(RBRB)
surrounding(missing)neck; zone of reservedrosettes
on a backgroundof applied red over black glaze,
three rows of carelesslyexecuteddicing pattern, between bands; male siren (or Triton, or Boread)to r.,
with spread sickle wings. F.o.: double-centeredincised rosette,incisedconcentricrectangles.
The style of this fragment is distinctivefor its
extremefluidity(it is not careful work) and for the
peculiaritiesof the filling ornament. Much greater
interestattachesto the subsidiaryornament,the band
of reservedrosettes on a red ground, which is most
unusual.Despite the mediocreexecutionof the figure
work, the effectproduced,even by the fragmentin its
damagedcondition,is rich and colorful.
For comparably rich and fluid (but better and
earlier)style, and for similarsubjectmatteron a vase
of the same shape, cf. Athens, N.M. 314 (CC 499),
NC 531 ("ComastGroup"), Payne,pl. 24:1; cf. also
the conicaloinochoaifragments,Perachora,II, nos. 273
and 274, pl. 16, Late Protocorinthian,which exhibit
the same decorativesequenceof polychrometongues,
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light rosetteson a dark ground(appliedwhite on the
earliervase),and three rows of dicing. 84, then, is a
throwbackto earlypracticein its subsidiarydecoration.
From ArchaicWell D: see under 10.
Earlyin MiddleCorinthian.
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85 ARYBALLOS(FRAGMENT).
P1.14.
CP-2355.From a round aryballos(Shape A), with
heavy mouthpiece and broad handle-plate;mouth,
neck, and handle preserved.P.H. 0.030, outer D. of
mouth 0.049.
Pale ivory clay, dull glaze.
Reservedrosette (eleven petals) on top of mouth,
crosshatchingon lip and aroundhandle. On back of
handle,framedfemalehead to 1., in outlinetechnique,
finely drawn. There are fragmentsof severalpattern
aryballoi (without inventory numbers) at Corinth,
some of whichcould belongto this vase, but we found
no joins.
Thismaybe the piececitedby PayneunderNC 485A
(a multipleentry),which concernsa type of aryballos
with quatrefoilornament(as Payne,p. 147, fig. 54 D)
on the body. Of specialinterestaretheexampleswhich,
like ours, are decoratedon the handle back with a
female head in outline. One of those which Payne
mentions under NC 485A, Florence, M.A. 3750, is
very similarto ours and shows how the whole vase
must have looked; anotheris Athens, N.M. 339 (CC
498). To these examplesof what we would call the
LIEBIGHAUSGROUP shouldbe added: Frankfurt,
Liebighaus80 (C.V.A., Frankfurtam Main 1 [25],
pi. 15 [1187], 6-7), fragmentary(mouth, lip, neck,
and handle preserved);Columbia, Missouri, Univ.
Coll. no. 57.11 (close to Athens, N.M. 339); once
Lucerne, Coll. E. Kofler-Trunigen (K. Schefold,
Meisterwerke griechischer Kunst, Basel, 1960, no. 98,

pp. 135 [ill.] and 140; KorinthischeVasen, Sonderliste D, ed. H. A. Cahn,Miinzenund MedaillenA.G.,
Basel, October,1960,pp. 7-8, no. 18, ill.); once Philadelphia Market (Hesperia Art Bulletin, XVI, no. 93,

ill.); Taranto, N.M. IG 4864 (Annuario,N.S., XXIXXII, 1959-1960, pp. 100-101, figs. 77, 78, a-b,
"acquisto") and 20702, the latter from Contrada
Santa Lucia (Annuario,loc. cit., pp. 155-156, figs. 132,

b and 133, a); StuttgartKAS 19, C.V.A., Stuttgart1
[26], pl. 12 [1224], 3-4; and three in Athens, N.M.,
from Perachora (Perachora, II, pl. 61, nos. 1559-1561).

heads on aryballoi of Shape A apparentlybegan
earlierthan the time of this Group (see NC 480, and
Payne's remarksthereon). Nevertheless,on grounds
of style Payne concluded,no doubt rightly,that the
vases under NC 485A are alreadyMC; and none of
the examplesaddedhereseemsearlierthanthatperiod.
Payneclassedas MC the aryballosDugas, Delos,X,
pl. 21, no. 152 (NC 812), a patternaryballoswith a
gorgoneionat the centerof a floralcomplex,an outlined head on the back of the body, beneath the
handle; but comparethe similarvases Perachora,II,
nos. 1557,1558,for whichHopperdefendsan EC date,
perhapswith justice. Thereare, however,severalMC
aryballoiwith figureworkon their bodies which have
outlinedheadson the handlebacks(e.g., NC 803-805,
Payne, pl. 31:5-8; K. Schauenburg,Jb. Mainz, IV,
1957, p. 68, note 39, with additions; we could not
find in our museumfield notes any recordof Taranto,
ContradaSta. Maria 13.5.16, cited by Schauenburg,
supposedlyhavinga chimaeraon its frontside).Among
the works of the Boar-HuntPainter (NC 806-809;
Benson, G.k.V., List 46; Amyx apud Banti "Pittore
della Cacciaal Cinghiale",E.A.A., II, 1960,pp. 246247, with additionsand correctionsto Benson's list;
and F. G. Lo Porto, Annuario,N.S., XXI-XXII,
1959-60, pp. 98-101; but the list is still incomplete)
there are three aryballoi (Heidelberg 84, British
Museum1933, 10-26.1.and Nimes, Mus. Arch.) with
outlined jugate female heads underneaththe vase;
and one of these (Nimes) has in additionan outlined
head on the handleback.All of thesevases are clearly
MC(cf. Payne,p. 101)and add strengthto Payne'sMC
datingof the vasesunderNC 485A. Outlineheadsare
also found on aryballoi of Shape B, covering the
main surface of the vase: one in Ithaka (B.S.A.,
XXXIX, 1938-39,no. 31, p. 24, pl. 11,b), in crudeMC
style resemblingthat of the outlineheads on ring aryballoi; and one in Berkeley,private owner (Amyx)
(outlinehead to 1., flankedby two wheel-rosettes;surface worn, but drawingfiner than on the foregoing).
From all these examples,it seemsthat the fashionfor
drawingfemale heads in outline techniqueon vases
enjoyed its heyday during the MC period. Payne's
remark(underNC 485A), that the heads on vases of
the LiebighausGroup"are all of rathercrudestyle,"
is scarcelyfair to the majority of these pieces and
certainlynot to our specimen.It is temptingto look for
individualhandson the betterexamples,but the range
of qualityis wide and the techniquemakes confident
attributionsdifficult.At present we would say only
that most of the vases of the LiebighausGroup seem
to have been producedin one establishment.
MiddleCorinthian.

On the body, at the back, thereis usuallya "wheel
rosette"with six or eight spokes,or a star-likepattern
(Philadelphia,UniversityMuseumandanotherexample
in Stockholm, N.M.). Examples without the outlined head on the handle back are often similarly
embellished:compare Oxford, Ashmolean Museum
v. 506 (C.V.A., Oxford 2 [9], pl. 2 [385], 2, 7) and
KarlsruheW 66 (B 272; C.V.A.,Karlsruhe1 [7],pl. 39 86 ARYBALLOS(FRAGMENTARY).
P1.14.
CP-2342.Approximatelylower half preserved.P.H.
[337],8), both mentionedunderNC 485A. The practice of combining quatrefoil patterns with outline 0.035, P.D. 0.067.

CATALOGUE
Warm buff clay, good glaze, added red and white.
Snake between cocks, no f.o., reverse side blank.
Below frieze, two bands; underneath, whirligig. Red
in wing coverts, wings, and tail feathers, white dots
between pairs of incised lines bordering wing band.
Lion Group; for the subject, cf. NC 547-548.
Probably Middle Corinthian.
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PI. 15.
87 ARYBALLOS (FRAGMENT).
CP-2354. From front side of body. P.H. 0.047, P.W.
0.033.
Thin fabric, warm buff clay, dull glaze.
Part of avian to r., wings folded. Red in wing; whitedot borders. No f.o.
Lion Group; for the subject, cf. NC 546; an aryballos formerly in the Matsch Collection in Vienna
(C.V.A., Wien 1 [5], pl. 3 [197], 3; Benson, G.k.V.,
List 38, no. 9a); and another in Cambridge (University), Museum of Classical Archaeology, CAM 142.
Probably Middle Corinthian.

PI. 15.
88 ARYBALLOS (FRAGMENT).
CP-2359. From front and right side of body. P.H.
0.035, P.W. 0.045.
Orange-buffclay, glaze partly fired brick-red; added
red and white.
Avian (siren?) to 1., wings folded. White-dot borders. Reverse blank, no f.o. Probably part of a symmetrical grouping.
Lion Group; on the subject, see under the foregoing
entry (87).
Probably Middle Corinthian.
89 ARYBALLOS (FRAGMENT).
P1. 15.
CP-2349. From base and lower part of body wall.
P.L. 0.052, P.W. 0.034.
Pale greenish yellow clay, fugitive glaze.
Parts of two friezes have survived; below them, bordered tongue rosette around a small central circle.
In upper frieze, remains of a crouching feline to r.
In lower frieze, from r. to 1.: forepaws of a crouching
feline to I., an odd table-like structure with baggy
objects hanging under it; in front of it, a duck to 1.,
then at 1., a man running 1., brandishing in his r. hand
a stone or other weapon. At his 1., something that
looks like the foot of a feline, and something else.
Incised rosettes. The man's chiton was red.
The scene recalls animal hunts like those represented on Protocorinthian and Corinthian vases (cf.
Dunbabin in Perachora, II, p. 23, no. 91, and references there cited; p. 77, no. 673, "man driving two
sphinxes"; p. 81, no. 716; it is not clear why he omits
mention of the Chigi Vase). The odd structure behind
our man is unique, and we have no explanation for it.
Dunbabin cites two kinds of lion-hunt, one "in company" on horseback or on foot, a second in which a
lone "man on foot attacks a lion with spear or sword."
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Our man appears to be throwing something, not
wielding a spear; but cf. the flat-bottomed aryballos
NC 843 (Leningrad; Isvestia, 1910, p. 159, ill.; Benson,
Antike Kunst, XIV, 1971, p. 14, no. 10), "Running
man apparently throwing a stone at a sphinx," by the
Otterlo Painter (the Painter of Athens 282, on whom
see p. 99). For yet another variant, in which the man
grasps a lion by the tail, see 8. Aryballoi with two
friezes are uncommon, but cf. Dugas, Delos, X,
pl. 26, no. 328 (NC 630A), and Weinberg, p. 64, pl. 33,
no. 241 (Corinth C-32-274).
Middle Corinthian.
90 ARYBALLOS (FRAGMENTARY).
PI. 15.
CP-2358. About half of body preserved, to its full
height. P.H. 0.045, P.W. 0.053.
Soft creamy-buff clay, pinkish inside; dull glaze.
Frieze of padded dancers to r., amid thick f.o.
Tongues on shoulder, three bands each above and
below frieze; underneath, concentric bands.
Bibliography: Seeberg, Cor. K.V., pp. 21, and 59, no. 52.

Coarse style.
Middle Corinthian.
91 ARYBALLOS (FRAGMENTARY).
PI. 15.
CP-2345. Lower part of body. P.H. 0.033, P.D.
0.058.
Warm buff clay, lustrous glaze.
Padded dancer to r., amid thick f.o. of rosettes and
blobs; reverse blank; the ground line on which he
stands is preserved. Red on body and knees of dancer.
Bibliography: A. Seeberg, "The Wellcome Painter
and his Associates", Acta A., XXXV, 1964, p. 49, no. 9;
idem, Cor. K. V., pp. 18, 23 and 59, no. 72, e.

Loose, hasty work, with slashing incisions, the
figure a "monopod". Assigned by Seeberg, loc. cit.,
to his "Group of the Soldier-Dancers".
Middle Corinthian.
92 ARYBALLOS (FRAGMENTARY). Pls. 15, 43.
CP-2357. Two joined fragments, giving upper part
of body, a bit of the neck, and a small part of the
mouth. P.H. 0.047, P.W. 0.062.
Dull gray-green clay; paint all gone; thick fabric.
On top of mouth, tongues; on shoulder, nothing
remains; on body, man (padded dancer?) in sleeveless
chiton, to r., between panthers. The man's arm is
raised toward the head of the panther at r., but he does
not quite caress its muzzle, as the dancer appears to be
doing on 77; no f.o.
The panthers have conspicuous eye pouches, recalling animals of the Chimaera Group (e.g., as on
NC 835, Payne, p. 305, fig. 140 bis), but in other
respects the style does not seem particularly close to
the Chimaera Painter. 92 apparently was a round
(not flat-bottomed) aryballos.
Middle Corinthian.
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that all of these latterpieces, including96, belong on
the outer peripheryof the ChimaeraGroup. Of the
three aryballoi mentioned above (Corinth, Rhodes,
Fogg), no two are by one hand and each is differently
relatedto the flat-bottomedaryballoiin the centerof
the ChimaeraGroup. 96 is related to the Riehen
Painter,but is certainlynot his own.
An attributiononce made tends to be perpetuated
(let this be a cautionto us all). Thus, althoughBenson
demolished the "Painter of the Rhodian Lions"
(G.k.V., List 62; A.J.A., LX, 1956, p. 225; and cf.
Lawrence,A.J.A., LXIII, 1959, p. 359, note 38) in
PI. 15. one way, and Lawrence(see bibliographycited above)
94 ARYBALLOS (FRAGMENT).
CP-2353. Lower part of body wall. P.H. 0.037, in another, the "Painter" survivesin print, having
been enshrined accidentally in an Encyclopedia
P.W. 0.050.
red.
added
dull
(L. Banti,"Pittoredei Leoni Rodi," E.A.A., IV, 1961,
glaze, flaking;
Chalky grayish clay;
incision:
decorative
with
to
Feline
r.,
elaborately
pp. 568-569, fig. 668), in which the trail leads, like a
double line in shoulder area, double transverse lines paper-chase,through later correctionsand revisions
across off hind leg, row of incised dots in topmost in the scholarshipof this sector of Corinthianvasepainting (cf. L. Banti, "Pittore di Louvre E 574,"
pair, and liberal use of added red; no f.o.
Bizarre style, for which we have no parallel.
E.A.A., IV, 1961, pp. 696-697; "Pittoredi Riehen,"
Middle Corinthian?
VI, 1965, pp. 686-687, fig. 794; and "Pittore di
Zurigo,1?,"VII, 1966,p. 1293,the last entryof which
PI. 15. refersto the non-viable"ZiirichPainter"proposedby
95 ARYBALLOS (FRAGMENT).
CP-2363. From middle of body wall. P.H. 0.029, Dunbabinand dismemberedby Lawrencein A.J.A.,
P.W. 0.043.
LXVI, 1962, p. 186, note 7). Therefore, although
Pinkish clay; dull but firm glaze.
manifestlythe last word has not been said about all
Palmette cross (parts of three palmettes preserved), of the vases here under consideration,we must state
in b.-f. technique. White dots, splashy red.
clearlythat 96 is not by any hand we have thus far
been able to recognizeon any othervase.
Cf. Munich, S.-H. 297, pl. 9.
MiddleCorinthian.
Probably Lion Group (cf. Payne, pp. 289-290).
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PI. 15.
93 ARYBALLOS (FRAGMENT).
CP-2362. From shoulder and upper body wall of a
big round (or, just possibly, a flat-bottomed) aryballos.
P.H. 0.044, P.D. 0.057.
Grayish buff clay; dull, fugitive glaze, crackling;
added red. Surface worn.
Man (padded dancer?) to r.; red face, red chiton,
the rest blank; no f.o. Tongues above picture zone,
but no bounding line.
Crude style.
Middle Corinthian?

Middle Corinthian.

96 FLAT-BOTTOMED ARYBALLOS (FRAGP1. 16.
MENTARY).
CP-2364. Two joined fragments from body wall.
P.H. 0.095, P.W. 0.108.
Pink clay, brownish glaze. Panther to r., no f.o.
Heavy, precise style.
Bibliography: Lawrence, A.J.A., LXIII, 1959, p. 359, a,
pi. 92, fig. 27; L. Banti, "Pittore di Louvre E574," E.A.A.,
IV, 1961, pp. 169f.; see also A.J.A., LXVI, 1962, pp. 186187, where earlier literature is cited.

This vase is one of a fairly large number of MC
flat-bottomed aryballoi which are more or less closely
related to the work on vases of this shape by artists
of the Chimaera Group (Chimaera Painter, Painter of
Louvre E 574, Riehen Painter). Previously it was
placed, together with Rhodes inv. 5715 and Cambridge (Mass.), Fogg, C.V.A., (Hoppin)-Gallatin 1 [1],
pl. 1 [1], 4, in the immediate vicinity of the Painter of
Louvre E 574 (Lawrence, A.J.A., LXIII, 1959, p. 359,
a-c). In fact, now that the works of the Riehen Painter
have been distinguished from those of the Painter
of Louvre E 574 (Lawrence, A.J.A., LXVI, 1962,
p. 186), and the aryballoi not accepted as works of
these two artists have been reconsidered, it is evident

97 FLAT-BOTTOMEDARYBALLOS(FRAGP1.16.
MENT).
CP-2368.Part of foot-ringand lower part of body.
P.H. 0.012, P.W. 0.081.
Pinkishbuff clay; glaze partlyred-orange.
Feet and lower part of body of avian creature
(siren?)to r.; variedf.o., includingone very largerosette with doublecenter.
Fairlyroughstyle.
MiddleCorinthian.
98 FLAT-BOTTOMEDARYBALLOS(?) (FRAGPI. 16.
MENT).
CP-536. Base and lowest part of body wall. P.H.
0.056, base D. 0.107.
Warmyellow-buffclay; black to brown to orange
glaze, partlycrackled;addedred.
Hindquartersof a ruminantto 1.; at its 1., parts of
two glazed masses,vivid; facing it, from far 1., hind
paw and ... forepaw of feline, apparently seated or

crouchingto r. No f.o. present,unless glazed masses
betweenanimalsweref.o. Red in haunchof ruminant.
Edge of foot glazed; underneath,concentricbands
arounda centraldot.
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Swan to r., wings raised. Alternate feathers red. No
Bold, heavy style, but without much detail; recalls
the followingof the ChimaeraGroup,e.g., the Laurion f.o.
Painter (on whom see Benson, OudheidkundigeMededelingen uit het Rijksmuseumvan Oudhedente Leiden,

XLVI, 1965,pp. 76-86, pls. VII-XI).
End of Middle Corinthianor beginning of Late
CorinthianI.

Tidy, somewhat precious style, recalling the renderings of swans on cups of the Gorgoneion Group,
especially around the Cavalcade Painter: cf., e.g.,
Frankfurt, Liebighaus 523, Schaal, pl. 6, b, and C. V.A.,
Frankfurt am Main 1 [25], pl. 18 [1190], 6-8 (not his
work, but in the same spirit).
Middle Corinthian.
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99 PYXIS (?) (FRAGMENTARY).
PI. 16.
CP-2374a, b. Three joined fragmentsof a deep
PI. 17.
openvasewithconcaveprofile.P.W.0.120, P.H. 0.061. 103 KOTYLE (?) (FRAGMENT).
CP-2403. From a large open vase. P.H. 0.039, P.W.
(Clay and glaze not recorded.)
False pinch-handlein lip zone. Zone of reversed 0.050.
"Z" in lip zone; two-rowdicingbetweenthick bands;
Greenish gray clay, metallic glaze.
Head of bull to r.; incised rosette.
a.f.: part of a feline tail; part of an avian wing; head
Good style, with firmly rendered incisions.
of pantherto 1.; rosettes and blobs; red in face of
Middle Corinthian.
panther.
MiddleCorinthian.

104 KOTYLE (FRAGMENT).
P1. 17.
C-47-644. From upper part of body, including part
of rim. P.H. 0.042, P.W. 0.071.
Pale ivory-yellow clay; firm black glaze, brown
where thinly applied; added red.
Interior: glazed to near rim, narrow reserved band
at top.
Exterior: two bands; alternation of vertical zigzags
in triplets, and dot-cluster rosettes; band; two-row
dicing, between bands; a.f.: panther to 1., varied f.o.
of rosette with double center, triangular incised fillers,
dots. Very unusual panther's head in drawing of eyes,
ears, etc. Red in neck and brow of panther, also in
101 PYXIS WITH RING HANDLES (FRAG- double-centered rosette.
From S. E. Building, Well at 1-23. On the context,
PI. 16.
MENTARY).
CP-2373 a, b. Two non-joining fragments. (a) see Broneer, loc. cit., under 56.
For rim pattern, cf. works of the Royal Library
Handle and parts of two friezes: P.H. 0.061, P.W.
0.062. (b) Part of rim, neck, and upper frieze: P.H. Painter (Amyx, C.S.C.A., II, 1969, pp. 19-22; e.g.,
on nos. 4, 5 and 15 in list); but this vase is by a different
0.028, P.W. 0.076, est. D. at top 0.100.
Pinkishclay, dull glaze.
artist, perhaps a later imitator.
Middle Corinthian.
(a) Verticalzigzag on handle,in upperfrieze,feline

100 PYXIS (?) (FRAGMENTARY).
P1.16.
CP-2371.Apparentlyfromshoulderand upperbody
wall of a convex pyxis. Two joined fragments.P.H.
0.063, P.W. 0.050.
Warmbuff clay; good glaze, brownwherethin.
Enclosedtongues;dicingbetweenheavybands;a.f.:
felineto 1.,avianto r., rosettesand dots.
The style has a pronouncedDodwelliantinge, although it seems not to be the work of the Dodwell
Painterhimself(see under 166).
MiddleCorinthian.

to i., rosette, blob; in lower frieze, ruminant(goat?)
to i.; incisedfiller.
(b) Wide band inside neck; top of lip red, outside
black.On neck,row of dots betweenredbands,then a
glazed band above frieze; in frieze, head of panther
to l.
For the shape, cf. Payne, p. 308, NC 916-919.
Most often, vases of this shape belong to the ScalePatternGroup, but the little that remainsof its decorationdoes not indicatesucha placementfor this vase.
MiddleCorinthian.

105 KOTYLE (FRAGMENTS).
PI. 17.
CP-2418 and CP-2419. Two non-joining fragments,
from one vase. (CP-2418) P.H. 0.035, P.W. 0.032.
(CP-2419) P.H. 0.039, P.W. 0.042.
Pinkish buff clay; dull glaze, crazed.
CP-2418: head of boar to r., big rosette; CP-2419:
head of goat to 1., blobs, bit of ground line.
Soft, rubbery style; rather hasty execution.
Middle Corinthian.
106 KOTYLE (FRAGMENT).

PI. 17.

CP-2423. Part of a.f. and ground line. P.H. 0.049,
102 PYXIS (?) (FRAGMENT).
P1.16.
CP-2387.From a thin-walledopen vase (or from P.W. 0.055.
Pinkish buff clay; dull glaze, crazed.
neck of a closed vase?).P.H. 0.035, P.W. 0.033.
Doe facing panther; big rosettes, blobs.
of
a
then
trace
of
to
bottom
frieze,
sharp
Cylindrical
In pencil on back: "Well C" (also known as
offset.
Yellowishbuffclay, dull glaze,insidesurfaceflaked. "Swift's Well", excavated by Emerson Howland
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Swiftin 1915;the sourceof Weinberg,Corinth,VII, i, and second row left; and others (unpublished)in the
nos. 331-336, and of many of the more recentlyin- same museum.
ventoriedfragmentsin the seriesCP-2295to CP-2634,
Conceivablyby the same hand as 107, but later.
MiddleCorinthian.
of whicha selectionis includedin this Catalogue).
Rubberystyle; compare105.
PI. 17.
109 KOTYLE(FRAGMENTARY).
MiddleCorinthian.
CP-2425. One handle preserved,and small area
aroundit. (Not fromthe samevaseas 108.)P.H. 0.060,
PI. 17. P.W.
107 KOTYLE(FRAGMENT).
0.110, est. D. 0.175.
CP-2417.Small bit of body wall. P.H. 0.054, P.W.
Clay, glaze, and syntaxas last.
0.044.
Quadruped (panther?) to 1.; distorted rosette,
Fine, warm yellowish clay; firm but dull glaze, "shaded"blobs.
runningto brownwherethin; addedred. Insideglazed
On the style, see the foregoing,which is probably
(brownish).
the same hand.
Exterior:remainsof two bands; a.f.; two bands; by
MiddleCorinthian.
thin rays. In a.f.: forepartof pantherto r. (red on
neck, red dots in shoulder area), facing (head of) 110 KOTYLE
PI. 17.
(FRAGMENTARY).
ruminant;f.o., large "shaded"blob.
CP-2426.Severaljoined fragments(rim and upper
Fairly rough but distinctivestyle. Extremelyclose
of frieze on one side). Similarto last two, but
to a kotylein Taranto,N.M., Not. Scav., 1936,p. 119, part
matchesneither.P.H. 0.043, P.D. 0.170, est. D. 0.171.
fig. 9 (Benson, G.k.V., List 57, "Gruppe des polyClay, glaze and syntaxas in the last two, but it bechromenSkyphos,"no. 2-a fairlymiscellaneouslot,
to neither.
longs
and not truly "polychrome"since no added white is
At rim, two bands;verticalwavy lines; two bands;
used in the decoration).Two other examples(unpubupperpart of a.f.: quadrupedto 1., tail of avianto r.;
lished)of the same kind werefound at Tarantoin the row of dots above back of
quadruped;red details.
same context (Not. Scav., loc. cit.); and cf. Taranto,
On the style, see 108 and 109, which this example
N.M. 22852 (Via Leonida,8 Aprile 1924),with simiresembles.
lar doubled lines within the shoulder area. Still closely
MiddleCorinthian.
another example is Mannheim 153 (C.V.A., Mannheim 1 [13],pl. 7 [593],7-9). Most of these should be
111 KOTYLE(FRAGMENTARY).
PI. 18.
works of one hand, and there are probablyfurther
C-47-641a, b. Partsof a huge kotyle. (A thirdpart,
examplesin Taranto. Comparealso, as similar, the not measured,
gives a smallbit of the friezeand some
kotyle Corinth CP-151 (Weinberg,pl. 42, no. 337); of the
Est. D. 0.192, (a) P.H. 0.130; (b) P.H.
rays.)
and cf. 112.
0.068.
Middle Corinthian.
Dirty buff-greenishclay; glaze gone except near
rim, whereit is a dull charcoalcolor; no added red
108 KOTYLE(FRAGMENTARY).
P1.17. remains.
CP-2424.Largepart of one side preserved,in area
From top: band; verticalwavy lines; two bands;
of handle.P.H. 0.102, P.W. 0.154, est. D. 0.175.
a.f.; two bands; rays. In a.f.: (a) head of goat to r.,
Yellowish buff clay, dull but firm black to brown elongatedpantherto 1., feline hindquartersto r.; (b)
glaze; addedred. Insideglazed.
(whichnearlyjoins witha at its 1.)headof pantherto r.,
Exterior:band;verticalwavylines; two bands;a.f.; backand flankof goat to r. Variedf.o. of rosettes,filtwo bands; tips of rays (canonical syntax). In a.f.: lersand blobs.Theentirefriezeconsistedof: goat to r.,
panther to r., facing (ram?); elongated "shaded" betweenpanthers.
rosettes and blobs. Red details in panther's body.
From S. E. Building,Well at 1-23. On the context,
but
bold
like
that
of
the
next
two
see
entries.
Broneer, loc. cit., under 56.
style,
Rough
with
Canonical
Large kotylai
outrageouslyelongated figures
syntax,routinestyle,typicalof manyMC
and distortedfillingornamentcomprisea considerable kotylai. The type is well known among vases masspart of Middle Corinthian mass-ware produced produced for export (e.g., at Taranto, Tocra, etc.),
mainlyfor export (cf. NC 928-940). The examplesin eventhoughthe sortingof handsin this regionhas not
Taranto (N.M.) which Payne cites (NC 937-940), proceededveryfar.
fromTomb285 (nowpublished,Annuario,N.S., XVIIMiddleCorinthian.
XVIII, 1955-56,p. 12, fig. 3), do not quitecorrespond
with the type that we have in CP-2424-2426; better 112 KOTYLE (FRAGMENT).
P1. 18.
of the sub-familyto whichthesekotylai
CP-2408.Smallbit of frieze,includingpart of rim.
representations
belongare threeexamplesalso in Taranto,N.M., Not. P.H. 0.034, P.W. 0.046.
Yellowishbuff clay, good glaze; addedred.
Scav., 1936, p. 133, fig. 21, top center, first row left,
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Band at rim; a.f.: back of quadruped, two large
rosettes flanking handle-root, two small dots. For
doubled lines within shoulder enclosure, and for
slanting rib-lines, cf. 107 to which this piece is perhaps
related.
Middle Corinthian.
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113 KOTYLE (FRAGMENTARY).
PI. 18.
C-47-642. All of base, part of body to full height,
and one handle preserved; no restoration. H. 0.106,
P.W. 0.137, D. at base 0.072, est. D. at rim 0.215.
Pale ivory-gray clay, slightly greenish; dull glaze,
partly worn off.
The shape is fairly low and spreading, with incurved
rim. Round bump inside, at center of floor; interior
glazed.
Exterior: streaky paint on top of handle; band;
vertical wavy lines; two bands; a.f.; two bands; thick,
rather careless rays. Edge of foot glazed; underfoot,
concentric bands. In a.f.: (trailing?) wing of avian,
rear part of panther to r.; thick, varied f.o., including
large banded rosettes, and distorted "echo" fillers.
Recalls the Patras Painter (on whom see under 122).
From S. E. Building, Well at 1-23. On the context,
see Broneer, loc. cit., under 56.
Middle Corinthian.
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two-row "dicing" betweenheavy bands; upper part
of a.f. in silhouettetechnique:something;"swan" to
1.; two "X" fillers.
Belongs to silhouettestyle of MC (the degenerate
form of the zigzagand dicingshows that it cannotbe
earlier),as on the hydria Berlin, StaatlicheMuseen
F 1146 (NC 1153), the broad-bottomedoinochoe
Vienna, Kunsthist. Mus., IV, 58, etc. Cf. Hopper,
Addenda,pp. 190-191.

Probablyearly in Middle Corinthian,to judge by
the resilientform of the swan'sneck.
117 KOTYLE(FRAGMENTARY).
P1.18.
CP-2394 a-c. Three clusters of joined fragments.
M. lateralDims.: (a) 0.052; (b) 0.030; (c) 0.038.
Buff clay; dull black glaze; added red.
Inside glazed; outside, net of dots in two rows,
betweendoubledbands;a.f.; two bands;rays. In a.f.:
(a) pantherto r.; (b) thick f.o., plus something;(c)
pantherto 1.
By the PATRAS PAINTER, whose works are
listed following122.
MiddleCorinthian.

P1.19.
118 KOTYLE(FRAGMENT).
P.H.
frieze.
of
CP-2395.Part of rim and upperpart
0.042, P.W. 0.049.
Pale clay, brownedglaze (fire-burnt?).
114 KOTYLE (FRAGMENT).
P1. 18.
Horizontalband below rim; in a.f., tails and rumps
CP-2433. Part of rim preserved. P.H. 0.027, P.W.
of two felines,back-to-back;thickf.o.
0.030.
By the PATRAS PAINTER, whose works are
Fine fabric. Pale ivory-gray clay; dry glaze, slightly
listedfollowing122;perhapsfromthesamevaseas 121.
flaked.
MiddleCorinthian.
Inside black, with two bands of applied red near
lip. Outside (no border above frieze), siren to I., with
raised wings; no f.o.
Highly refined style, perhaps belonging to the Samos
Group (cf. the Boston, M.F.A. kotyle NC 951, Payne,
pl. 33, 3 and 11; Benson, G.k.V., List 83, no. 2).
Middle Corinthian (late).
P1. 18.
115 KOTYLE (?) (FRAGMENT).
P.H.
wall.
of
rim
and
Part
CP-2432.
upper body
0.031.
0.035, P.W.
Clay fired pink; glaze orange-red, and peeling.
Inside: glazed, with reserved band near lip. Outside:
band near lip; frieze: part of sickle-winged siren to I.;
no f.o.
Recalls Samos Group, but seems less fine.
End of Middle Corinthian?
P1. 18.
116 KOTYLE (FRAGMENT).
CP-2407. Part of rim and upper part of body wall.
P.H. 0.037, P.W. 0.043.
Pale yellow-buff clay, dull glaze; thin fabric.
Inside black; near lip a reserved band between two
red bands. Exterior: band; vertical wavy lines; spotty

PI. 19.
119 KOTYLE(FRAGMENT).
CP-2396.Thin horizontal sliver, from body wall.
M. lateralDim. 0.063.
Warmbuff to grayish buff clay; dull, crackled,
fugitiveglaze; fire-burnt?
Head and back hair of woman;thick f.o.
By the PATRASPAINTER,whoseworksarelisted
following122; perhapsfromthe samevase as 120 and
122.
MiddleCorinthian.
120 KOTYLE(FRAGMENT).
P1.19.
Dim.
0.078.
M.
wall.
From
CP-2397.
body
Dull buff clay; dull brownishblack glaze, flaking
slightly.
Wreath and adjoiningarms of two women in a
chain; thick f.o. of circularrosetteswith double centers, "bow-tie"rosettes,etc.
Typical work of the PATRAS PAINTER, whose
works are listed following 122; perhaps from the
same eas as119 and 122.
MiddleCorinthian.
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121 KOTYLE(FRAGMENT).
P1.19.
CP-2399. Part of a.f. preserved.M. lateralDim.
0.035.
Pinkishclay; fairly lustrous,brownishblack glaze,
crackled;addedred.
Apparentlya quadrupedto 1., amid thick f.o.
By the PATRAS PAINTER, whose works are
listed following 122; perhapsfrom the same vase as
118.

122 KOTYLE(FRAGMENT).
PI. 19.
CP-2398.From lower part of frieze and from ray
zone. M. lateralDim. 0.042.
Pale (fire-burnt?)
clay and glaze; addedred.
Lowerpartof woman'sdress;thickf.o. Belowfrieze:
threebands; rays.
By the PATRAS PAINTER (see below); perhaps
from the samevase as 119 and 120.
MiddleCorinthian.
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MiddleCorinthian.
THE PATRAS PAINTER

The preceding six entries (117-122) are works of the PATRAS PAINTER, a prolific MC-LC artist. His style
is characteristicallyexuberant and often careless, but seldom dull. He is most richly represented at Corinth, but
his products enjoyed a wide circulation. He was a specialist in kotylai (except for his most ambitious piece, the
phiale, No. 1, below), which he decorated with chains of women, padded dancers, and animals, often smothered
in a dense thicket of filling ornament. Nos. 1, 6, 20, 21 and 26, below, were put together by Payne (Necrocorinthia,
pp. 309, 312). The Painter's latest works clearly belong in the LC I period, but his career may have started fairly
early in MC. The name, "Patras Painter," derived from his kotyle in Patras (No. 43), has already entered into
the literature on Corinthian vase-painting; cf., for instance, Hazel Palmer in Corinth, XIII, pp. 176 and 187;
and John Hayes in J. Boardman and J. Hayes, Excavations at Tocra, 1963-65: The Archaic Deposits, I, London,
1966, pp. 25, 38 (see also the review by Amyx, Gnomon,XLI, 1969, pp. 683-684). In order to illustrate the range
of his style the following list, though known to be incomplete, is presented.

PHIALE

1. Athens, N.M. 536 (CC 571, pl. 23). H. Licht, Sittengeschichte Griechenlands, III, Dresden and

Ziirich, 1925-28, fig. 69. NC 1004. I.Jucker,
AntikeKunst,VI, 1963,p. 59,pl. 22,b; Seeberg,Cor.
K.V., p. 40, no. 212. On omphalos, chain of tiny
women jointly holding wreaths; then dicing; in
bowl, thirteen padded dancers "in a variety of
curious positions" (Payne); filling of incised rosettes on omphalos, no f.o. in outer frieze. Exterior, bands. More carefully executed than the
artist's routine work (Payne).
KOTYLAI

2. Taranto,N.M. 4932, from Corti Vecchie28.1.14.
Chain of five women to right, jointly holding
wreaths.Mostly regularrosettes,without centers,
but some "shaded" blobs. Good, sharp rays;
bulging,taperedshape. Early.
3. Athens, N.M. 329 (CC 545). Chain of six women
to r., jointly holding wreaths;f.o. as in last, but
rays less carefullydrawn.

4. Once London, Market. Cat. Sotheby 31 July 1961,

6. Athens, N.M. 327 (CC 544 and pl. 22). NC 946.
(A) Chain of six women to r., jointly holding
wreaths; (B) two panthers, back-to-back.Thick
f.o.; the largest rosettes have double centers
(Payne).
7. Taranto, N.M. 20703, from Via Crispi 5.10.22.
Lo Porto, Annuario,N.S., XXI-XXII, 1959-60,
pp. 156-159, figs. 132, d, 134-136; Seeberg,Cor.
K.V.,p. 43, no. 222.Verylargesize(D. of lip 0.215),
unusuallycarefuldecoration.Some parts missing,
restored in plaster. Stepped zigzags in handle
zone, sharprays at base. Chain of five women to
right,jointlyholdingwreaths;fivepaddeddancers,
thena gap, thentwo wrestlers,and a groupof three
figures, one obscenely contorted, the other two
apparentlyan eroticpair. Thicksprinklingof neat
rosettes,mostly with doublecenters.
8. Corinth KP 1894, from the Potters' Quarter.
Fragment.Part of a chain of women to r. Close
to the foregoing.
9. CorinthKP 102, from the Potters'Quarter.Small
size. Chainof five womento r. Usual thick f.o.
10. CorinthKP 103,from the Potters'Quarter.Chain
of womento r.; usual thick f.o.
11. Taranto, N.M. 20459, from Vaccarella22.3.24.
Partlylost, the shaperestoredin plaster.(A) Chain
of womento r., jointly holdingwreaths,the rightmost with head turnedback. (B) Womanstanding
to r., holding up wreath,betweensphinxes.Typical f.o.; degeneraterays.

no. 148. Chain of women to right,jointly holding
wreaths;very similarto last.
5. Syracuse, N.M., from Fusco Necropolis. Fragmentary,restoredin plaster. Rounded bowl with
sharp taper. Pantherto 1., siren to r., with wings
spread,etc. Thick f.o., with some regularrosettes 12. Tocra. Fragmentary.Boardman and Hayes, op. cit.,
(none with centers);thin rays.
p. 38,pl.23,no. 330.Hindquarters
offeline;thickf.o.
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13. Tocra. Fragmentary. Boardman and Hayes, op. 29. Rome, Vatican. (Once Naples, Mario Astarita,
no. 90.) Fragmentary,the shape restoredin plascit., p. 38, pl. 24, no. 334. Chain of six women;
ter. (A) Sphinxbetweenpanthers;typicalf.o. and
thick f.o.
14. Tocra. Fragmentary. Boardman and Hayes, op.
rays.
cit., p. 38, pl. 24, no. 335. Chain of women; sphinx 30. Corinth CP-2396-CP-2398(119, 120, 122) (from
one vase?).Fragments.Chain(s)of women.
(?); thick f.o.
15. Athens, N.M., from Perachora. J. K. Brock in 31. IsthmiaIP 1225,from the Sanctuaryof Poseidon.
Fragmentary;
partiallymended.Eachside(?):womPerachora, II, p. 258, pl. 104, no. 2507; Seeberg,
an standingto r., between sphinxes;usual f.o.;
Cor.K.V., p. 24, no. 86 bis. Fragmentary. "Very
thick sherds from large kotyle." Padded dancers;
degeneraterays.
32. IsthmiaIP 1226,from the Sanctuaryof Poseidon.
thick f.o.
16. Athens, N.M., from Perachora. Perachora, II,
Fragmentary.Two standing women, confronted,
jointly holding wreath(underhandle);pantherto
p. 258, pl. 104, no. 2508. Fragments. Brock, loc.
i.; usual f.o.
cit., refers to NC 944ff., and to other examples of
33. IsthmiaIP 1551, 1551A, from the Sanctuaryof
the style. Chain of women.
Poseidon. Fragments(evidentlyfrom one vase).
17. Athens, N.M., from Perachora. Perachora, II,
Womenjointly holdingwreath;siren(?).Usualf.o.
p. 258, pl. 104, no. 2510. Two felines, back-toback. Brock, loc. cit., refers to the pyxis, Payne, 34. Mykonos, from Rheneia. Delos, XVII, pl. 63,
no. 81, a-b. Fragmentary.Women.
pl. 28:7 (NC 1306), but that vase is by a different
hand (cf. Syracuse, N.M. 12503, NC 1307, pub- 35. Syracuse,N.M., from Gela. Fragment.Chain of
women.
lished Not. Scav., 1949, p. 208, figs. 10 a-10 b,
of
NC
1306
36.
all but attributed to the hand
by
Delphi. Fragments(from more than one vase?).
Chainsof women.
Payne).
10.2.26.
37.
Dante
Via
from
N.M.
18. Taranto,
Athens,Agora Museum,fromAcropolisN. Slope.
20649,
b.
16
a-16
Boll. d'Arte, XLVII, 1962, p. 162, fig.
Fragment.Typicalf.o.
Two
38.
Once"Market".(A) Pantherto 1.,flyingbirdto r.,
between
Woman
panthers,
sphinxes. (B)
(A)
back-to-back. Typical f.o.; degenerate rays.
pantherto 1.; thin rays. Photographin Marburg
to
of
ten
women
Chain
A
3452.
19. Brussels, Cinq.
r.,
UniversityArchives.
39.
and
f.o.
wreaths.
Gela,Mus.Civ.11811,from Gela. Fragment.Hind
rays.
Typical
jointly holding
20. Chaeronea "336" (Group number). NC 948.
leg of felineto r.
Chain of five (sic) women, otherwise as last; late 40. Gela, Mus.Civ. 11810, from Gela. Fragment(includingpart of rim). Typicalf.o.
(Payne).
21. Sotheby Sale Catalogue, July 5, 1928, no. 3. NC 41. CorinthT 2624, from North Cemetery.Corinth,
949. We do not know this vase (same as No. 19?),
XIII, p. 187,pl. 83, no. 162-3. (We do not believe
that CorinthT 2925, ibid.,p. 176,pl. 83, no. 147-2
but according to Payne it belongs here (Payne).
is by the PatrasPainter,although,as Dr. Palmer
22. Corinth MP 15. Hesperia, I, 1932, p. 71, fig. 15.
Chain of five women to r.; usual f.o.; rays. Late.
remarks,it is similar.)
23. Corinth KP 104, from the Potters' Quarter. 42. Corinth KP 1106, from the Potters' Quarter.
Seeberg,Cor.K.V., p. 24, no. 86 ter. Fragmentary.
Fragmentary: part of one side missing. (A) Chain
Padded dancersto 1., heads turned.Typicalf.o.,
of six women. (B) Two panthers, back-to-back;
thin rays.
usual f.o.; rays. Cf. No. 18.
24. Corinth CP-2395 (118). Fragment. Felines back- 43. Patras38, a. Seeberg,Cor.K.V.,p. 24 and pl. 6, b,
no. 85. Sevenpaddeddancersto 1.,headsturned;at
to-back; cf. last.
25. Corinth KP 2697, from the Potters' Quarter.
back,largeswanto r., wingsraised.F.o. composed
entirely of "bow-tie" rosettes and blobs (no
Fragment. Animals (panther, siren?); usual f.o.
rosetteswith centers);degeneraterays.
26. Florence, N.M. 3754. NC 947. Unusual syntax:
8949. Part of bowl
vertical wiggles in lip zone; narrow figure frieze 44. Munich,Antikensammlungen
bounded by strip of dicing; clean, sharp rays.
missing.(A) Five (bare-headed)hoplitesmarching
to r. (B) Chain of three women jointly holding
In frieze: (A) Sphinx crouching to r., with
wreaths;usualf.o.
spread sickle-shaped wings, between panthers;
(B) Similar sphinx, between sphinxes. Under one 45. Taranto,N.M. 20785,fromVia DucadegliAbruzzi
16.11.1922.F. G. Lo Porto, Annuario,N.S., XXIhandle, three tiny women; under the other, one
XXII, 1959-60, pp. 195, 199-200, figs. 175, d, 176,
woman. F.o. mostly regular rosettes and blobs,
but a few typically "shaded" fillers. Cf. especially
177; Seeberg, Cor.K.V., p. 24, no. 86. Seven padded dancers,two panthers,back-to-back.Lo Porto
the phiale, No. 1 (Payne).
that this vase is "molto vicino a" Taobserves
Animals.
27. Corinth CP-2394 a-c (117). Fragments.
20703(above,No. 7). (Also Seeberg).
N.M.
Feline
ranto,
28. Corinth CP-2399 (121). Fragment.
(?).
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46. Syracuse. Mon. Ant., XLVII, 1966, p. 305, fig. 56;
Seeberg, Cor.K.V., p. 24, no. 78. Fragment. Parts
of three padded dancers to r., their heads turned
(Seeberg).
47. Corinth KP 2321, from the Potters' Quarter.
Fragment. Siren to r., with sickle-shaped wing.
48. Vienna, Oest. Mus. inv. 3518 (K. Masner, Die
Sammlung antiken Vasen und Terracotten, Vienna,
1892, no. 89, fig. 6). NC 945. Bonner Jahrbiicher,
1925, p. 132. Chain of six women to r., jointly
holding wreaths. Typically dense, large f.o.;
degenerate rays.
49. Heidelberg 112. C.V.A., Heidelberg 1 [10], pl. 16
[450], 4. Sphinx between panthers; goat to r.;
typical f.o. and rays. Late.
50. Reading, Univ. 45.vi.1. C.V.A., Reading 1 [12],
pi. 2 [529], 8. Chain of women. A. D. Ure (text,
ad loc.) dates late in LC I.
51. Florence, N.M. 3752. Frieze of typical "bow-tie"
rosettes.
There are numerous other kotylai of similar style,
often hastily decorated, which have a claim to a connection of some sort with the Patras Painter: they are
purposely passed over, for the present occasion. One
group may, however, deserve mention as on oddity.
The following four vases are decorated with chains of
women drawn in silhouette, with no incision; no f.o.
The contours of their high-domed ladies strongly recall those of the Patras Painter's figures: his own
work?
KOTYLAI

1. Corinth CP-595. Miniature.
2. Beziers, Musee Fabregat. Miniature.
3. Lost, once "Market." Miniature. Photograph in
Apparatus of Archaeological Seminar, University
of Munich.
PYX1S(CONVEX,WITHOUTHANDLES)

4. Florence, N.M. 3686. Lid preserved. Typical LC I
"White-Style" linear decoration, except that on
lid and body, each, there is a chain of silhouetted
women to r.; no f.o.

123 KOTYLE (FRAGMENTARY).
PI. 19.
CP-2401. Two joined fragments; part of lip preserved. M.P.D. 0.048.
Pinkish clay, glaze somewhat worn.
Broad lip zone with "metope-decoration" (groups
of vertical bars), between two pairs of lines, then a.f.:
two sphinxes (?) back-to-back; f.o., incised blobs.
Middle Corinthian.

124 KOTYLE (FRAGMENT).
PI. 20.
CP-2400. Part of rim preserved. M. lateral Dim.
0.055.
Warm buff clay, firm glaze; added red; black inside.
Below rim, a single band, then a.f. containing vertically opposed lotus (-palmette?) ornament between
sphinxes (?) with raised sickle-shaped wings. F.o. of
rosettes, one of which has crosshatched band across its
middle; blobs, etc.
By the "C-47 PAINTER" (see 125 and 126).
End of Middle Corinthian or beginning of Late
Corinthian I.
125 KOTYLE (FRAGMENTARY).
P1. 20.
C-47-647. Rim, part of frieze to full height, one
handle preserved. P.H. 0.087, est. m.D. 0.161.
Buff clay, dull but firm glaze, added red; inside
glazed.
Band; a.f.; two bands; traces of rays. In a.f.: vertically opposed palmette-lotus ornament between sphinxes with sickle-shaped wings; at 1., under handle, bird
to i.; then back and wing of sphinx to 1. (doubtless
part of a symmetrical arrangement as on A); f.o. of
"bow-tie" rosettes (with horizontal banding), blobs.
From S. E. Building, Well at 1-23. On the context,
see Broneer, loc. cit., under 56.
By the "C-47 PAINTER" (see 124, and 126).
End of Middle Corinthian or beginning of Late
Corinthian I.
126 KOTYLE (FRAGMENTARY).
P1. 20.
C-47-649. One handle and part of one side missing;
otherwise, preserved to its full height. H. 0.107, D.
0.160.
Pale creamy-buff clay, dull but firm glaze, much
added red; inside glazed.
One band; a.f.; three bands; thin rays. Foot black
inside and outside; in foot medallion (underneath),
two pairs of concentric circles. In a.f.: (A) vertically
opposed palmette-lotus ornament between seated
sphinxes with sickle-shaped wings; (B) (partly preserved) apparently as A; under each handle, bird
to i.; thick f.o. of banded rosettes, distorted fillers,
blobs.
From S. E. Building, Well at 1-23. On the context,
see Broneer, loc. cit., under 56.
This vase is a near-replica of 125. These two vases,
and 124 were decorated by the "C-47 PAINTER",
a close companion of the Patras Painter (on whom see
under 122) in his late phase. Also by this Painter, the
kotylai, Tocra 333, Boardman and Hayes, op. cit.,
p. 38 and pl. 24 (each side, floral between sphinxes;
under handle, bird), wrongly attributed by Amyx, loc.
cit., to the Patras Painter; and Madrid, N.M. 10789
(C.V.A., Madrid 1 [1], pl. 4 [13], 3): on each side,
floral between sphinxes; under each handle, bird to
r.; f.o. as on 125. His is not a pretty style, but it is
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1959-60, pp. 146-148). When it was whole, this was an
exceptionally attractive cup. For closely related pieces
at Corinth, see 130 and the lekane, 145.
Middle Corinthian.

127 KOTYLE (FRAGMENTARY).
P1. 19.
C-40-141. Part of rim and body wall, on one side.
P.H. 0.059, est. D. 0.120.
Pale buff clay, brownish black glaze; added red.
From top: vertical wavy lines between bands; debased dicing pattern; part of a.f., containing palmettelotus ornament between two sirens, their heads turned
back.
From Archaic Well D, east of Museum, excavations of 1940. On the context, see under 10.
Careless work, but fairly elaborate. The zigzags
recall better days for this type of kotyle.
Middle Corinthian (late).

129 KYLIX (FRAGMENTARY).
PI. 21.
CP-2457 a, b. Two non-joining fragments, surely of
a kylix: the profile has a pronounced curve, and the
swelling of the handle-root is present at upper right
edge of a. (a) P.H. 0.043, P.W. 0.042; (b) P.H. 0.030,
P.W. 0.027.
Fine yellow clay, firm glaze; added red and white;
inside glazed (somewhat worn).
Outside: on a, apparently a vertical black strip
below handle-root; to left of this, lebes on stand,
approached from 1. by a figure in b.-f. robe; behind
this (lowest part preserved) a figure in outlined garment; below frieze, black, with bands of applied red
and white. On b, parts of two figures to r., skirts in outline technique, over-drapery b.f., with finely incised
border patterns. Probably b belongs to 1. of a, its
right-hand figure conceivably part of figure at 1. on a.
Superb technique and style. Although Payne listed
NC 964 as a kotyle, this must be the vase intended by
him, for, except for the shape, the description fits
exactly. Perhaps to be assigned to the Gorgoneion
Group; not far from the style of the Cavalcade Painter
(cf. Amyx, A.J.A., LXV, 1961, pp. 10-11). The subject
of draped figures approaching a lebes (with padded
dancers perhaps not far away) is not uncommon in
Corinthian vase-painting; cf. especially the pyxis
Berlin, Staatliche Museen, inv. 4856 (NC 876),
Antike Kunst, VI, 1963, pl. 22:2, 4, 5 and 7.
Middle Corinthian.
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less thoroughly jejune than that of many kotylai of the
same phase of Corinthian animal-frieze decoration.
End of Middle Corinthian or beginning of Late
Corinthian I.

128 KYLIX (FRAGMENTARY).
PI. 21.
CP-2456 a, CP-2456 b, CP-2446. Three non-joining
fragments, recomposed from smaller pieces; the right
edge of CP-2446 has traces of glue, indicating the
existence of another joining piece (not found by us).
Together, the fragments furnish parts of the offset lip,
two a.f., rays, and a small bit of the interior medallion.
(a) CP-2456 a: M.P. Dim. 0.065; (b) CP-2456 b
(measured in two parts): M.P. Dims. 0.070,0. 071;
(c) CP-2446: P.H. 0.032, P.W. 0.052.
Deep buff clay, good glaze; added red.
Interior (deduced from all fragments together):
around medallion, black with bands of applied red
(grouped 2-3-2-...); the reserved central tondo contained a Gorgoneion, of which there remains, on a,
a small part of the beard (left side), bordered by two
black bands. Exterior: on c, in lip zone, a row of blobs
cut off by the fracture, conceivably the bottom edge
of a net pattern; two bands; part of a palmette-lotus
complex of later MC type, with small "naturalistic"
lotuses on stems flanking the upright palmette; at left
of this complex the head and breast of a griffin (-bird?)
to r.; f.o. of two small rosettes. On a, two a.f. separated by two bands; single thin rays at base; upper
a.f.: tail of avian to 1., cock to r., seated sphinx to r.;
lower a.f.: ram facing panther, twice; sparse f.o. of
small rosettes. On b (parts of both friezes down to tips
of rays; outer surface badly splintered), upper frieze:
tip of "naturalistic" lotus, siren (?) to 1., shoulder of
panther (?) to 1.; lower frieze: two ruminants back-toback; f.o., small blobs.
Bibliography: Amyx, A.J.A., LXV, 1961, p. 12; L. Banti,
"Pittore di Taranto," E.A.A., VII, 1966, p. 617; Benson,
A.J.A., LXXIII, 1969, p. 122, no. 3.

By the TARANTO PAINTER (Amyx, Banti, locc.
citt., wherein, however, CP-2446 is not included, although it must belong to the same vase as CP-2456 a, b;
and cf. F. G. Lo Porto, Annuario, N.S., XXI-XXII,

PI. 21.
130 KYLIX (FRAGMENTARY).
CP-2458. Two joined fragments, giving parts of two
exterior friezes. M.P.D. 0.080.
Warm buff clay, firm glaze; added red.
Inside, frieze of polychrome tongues, set fairly far
out from center (once framing a medallion picture?),
one of them having an incised contour (at join of the
two fragments); two reserved bands; black with two
bands of applied red. Outside, in upper frieze, a hunting
scene, with lower parts of three men, all nude except
for chlamydes carried over advanced arms, striding
to r., accompanied by two hounds running to r., and
confronted by something (foot of boar?); no f.o.;
in lower frieze, part of a siren to r., behind her wing a
rosette (?).
Bibliography: Amyx, A.J.A., LXV, 1961, p. 12; L. Banti,
"Pittore di Taranto," E.A.A., VII, 1966, p. 617.

Lively, rubbery style, very close to the Taranto
Painter(Amyx, Banti, locc. citt.; and cf. F. G. Lo Porto,
Annuario, N.S., XXI-XXII, 1959-60, pp. 146-148):
his own?
Middle Corinthian (later).
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131 KYLIX (FRAGMENTARY).
Thin fabric;pinkishclay, glaze firedreddish.
P1.22.
C-47-686. Mended, the missing parts (except for
Insideglazed.Outside,broadband betweenlip and
in
H.
restored
D.
0.179.
bowl; belowthis, head of swanfacingheadof siren(?);
handle)
plaster. 0.075,
Warmbuff clay; dull black glaze, flakingbadly on no f.o.
interior.
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Interiorblack with, at center, reservedarea containingthree concentricrings; halfwayup bowl three
red bands; just above offset and near edge of lip,
each, a red band.
Exterior:lip reserved,with bandjust belowrim and
anotherjust below offset; a.f.; bands (two narrow,
one wide, two narrow),then blackto foot; foot black,
with edge reserved. In a.f.: (A) flying bird to 1.,
flanked by griffin-birdwith raised wings at r., avian
(anothergriffin-bird)with raisedwingsat I.; (B) at r.,
avian to 1., with sickle-shapedwing; under each
handle,a feline (panther)to r.
Breezy,rubberystyle, recallingthe TarantoPainter
(on whom see 128) but much rougher.The flyingbird
betweenavians is a common theme on cups of this
period, e.g., A.J.A., LXV, 1961, pl. 1, b (Medallion
Painter)and pl. 4, c (Painterof BrusselsA 2182).
MiddleCorinthian(well advanced).

132 KYLIX (FRAGMENT).
Pls. 23, 43.
CP-2461. Small burnt fragment,evidentlyfrom a
kylix. P.W. 0.023, P.H. 0.026.
Clay gray, glaze discolored,also the red.
Hopliteto 1.
Fine work.
MiddleCorinthian.

133 KYLIX (?) (FRAGMENT).
P1.23.
CP-2462. Apparentlyfrom a kylix, but the bowl
seems very flat. From frieze and lower part of bowl.
P.H. 0.050, P.W. 0.061.
Warmbuff clay; glaze reddishin part, and flaking

on interior.

Lower part of a.f.: fantailedavian to r., tail and
lowerbody of swanto r.; no f.o.; below frieze,bands.
Neat style, recallingthe GorgoneionGroup (especially the CavalcadePainter,as on NC 992: C.V.A.,
Copenhagen2 [2],pl. 90 [91], 1).
MiddleCorinthian(advanced).

134 KYLIX (FRAGMENT).
P1.23.
CP-2463.Frombody frieze,withpartof one handleroot preserved.P.H. 0.052, P.W. 0.035.
Yellow clay; glaze dull and flaked.
Birdto r., head reversed;glaze aroundhandle-root.
This is probablythe rightend of the handle,with bird
under handle, as, for example,on C.V.A., Brussels1
[1], III C, pl. 4 [9], 1 (NC 1342),but 134 is earlier.
MiddleCorinthian.
135 KYLIX (FRAGMENT).
PI.23.
CP-2464.Fromupperpart of bowl and offsetof lip.
P.H. 0.027, P.W. 0.040.

Bibliography: Amyx, A.J.A., LXV, 1961, p. 12; L. Banti,
"Pittore del Medaglione," E.A.A., IV, 1961, p. 949.

By the PAINTER OF BRUSSELS A 2182, on
whom see Amyx, Banti, locc. citt., and H. Palmer,
Corinth,XIII, p. 310, pls. B and 30, Deposit44, b, on
CorinthT 3224. The mincingfeaturesof the sirenare
characteristicof this Painter'sstyle.
MiddleCorinthian(late).
136 KYLIX (FRAGMENT).
P1.23.
CP-2467.Twojoinedfragments;partof body frieze,
and a bit of lip offset preserved.P.H. 0.054, P.W.
0.078.
Pale clay; glaze reddish,and tendingto flake.
Siren to r., with sickle-shapedwing, hair squared
off below; at her r., tip of a swan'stail.
Stronglyrecalls MedallionPainter,as e.g., on the
name-piece,NC 998: A.J.A., LXV, 1961,pls. 1, a, b
and 2, a.
MiddleCorinthian.
137 KYLIX (FRAGMENTS).
P1.23.
CP-2471a, b. The two fragmentswill join (barely),
with a to r. of b. Partsof body frieze,and a bit of lip
offset on a are preserved.(a) P.H. 0.070, P.W. 0.050;
(b) P.H. 0.062, P.W. 0.040.
Pale clay; good but streakyglaze.
On interior:glazed, with red and reservedbands.
Exterior:(a) aviancreature(sirenor griffin-bird)
to r.,
with sickle-shapedwing (the tip of this creature'stail
is preservedat r. edge of b); (b) big blobbyornament,
incised,betweentips of avianfan-tails(thispartwould
have fallen beneathone of the handles).Belowfrieze,
broadband flankedby narrowerbands.
Recalls Medallion Painter, but rougher; compare
also 210.
End of Middle Corinthianor beginning of Late
CorinthianI.
138 KYLIX (FRAGMENT).
P1.23.
CP-2466.Part of lip offset and a bit of bowl are
preserved.P.H. 0.042, P.W. 0.043.
Grayishclay, paintmostlylost (fire-burnt).
Inside once glazed, with bands in added colors.
Outside:lip black,with cablepatternbelow; in frieze,
upperpart of man to r., wieldingspear,and wearinga
red chiton.
Good style.The occurrenceof a cablepatternabove
the figuredfrieze (and below the lip offset) is apparently unique. Compare,however,a kylix once in the
Basel Market (Korinthische Vasen, Sonderliste D, ed.

H.A. Cahn, Miinzen und Medaillen A. G., Basel,
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October1960,p. 10, no. 24, with illustration:row of p. 256, fig. 15; H. Palmer, op. cit., p. 176f., pl. 83,
reversed"Z"s, in zone below lip offset and above no. 148-1).
MiddleCorinthian(late).
figurefrieze).
MiddleCorinthian.
140 KYLIX (FRAGMENT).
PI.23.
139 KYLIX.
PI.22.
CP-2470.From body, with part of friezepreserved.
MP-6. H. 0.066, D. 0.131.
P.H. 0.040, P.W. 0.051.
Pale buff clay, warmeron exterior;black to dark
Pale, soft, gray-greenclay; glazenearlyall gone.
Sirento 1., with sickle-shapedwing, big fantail.
grayto lightbrownglaze,with littlesheen,andflaking
somewhat;addedred.
Compare Medallion Painter (A.J.A., LXV, 1961,
Interior:large dot inside concentricband, around pls. 1-3) and the like.
which is a reservedrosette(of 16 petals);two narrow
MiddleCorinthian(advanced).
reservedbands;then blackto offsetof lip, overpainted
with red bands (three near central medallion,three 141 KYLIX
P1.23.
(FRAGMENTS).
more halfwayto offset);inside of lip blackabove offCP-2459 a, b. Each fragment(possibly not from
set, then reserved,with two red bands on the black, same vase, but probablyso) preservesa part of the
and a blackanda red-on-blackbandin reservedstripe; offset lip, and a bit of the frieze below it. (a) P.H.
edge of lip black. Exterior:lip reserved;black band 0.031, P.W. 0.061; (b) P.H. 0.027, P.W. 0.062.
neartop of lip, anothernearbottom;in mainfriezeof
Pale clay; dull glaze,muchworn on b.
body, (A) siren to r., wings spread(one sickle wing,
(a) Part of griffin-birdto 1., facingit perhapsa bird
above back), head turned; pantherto 1.; siren to 1. to r. with head turnedto 1.; no f.o. (b) Part of griffin(with raisedsickle wing, above back), (below handle) bird(withsickle-shapedwing)to r.; no f.o.
panther to 1.; (B) seated sphinx to r., raised sickle
Mediocrestyle.
wing; siren to r., with spreadwings (both of normal
LaterMiddle Corinthian,approachingthe stage of
type),headturned;pantherto 1.; rosetteunderhandle the LC I "birdiecups" (cf. Amyx,A.J.A.,LXV, 1961,
(no otherf.o.). Belowfrieze,threebands;broadblack p. 12 and note 40).
band with broad red band overpainted;three black
bands; the rest black to bottom of foot; undersideof 142 KYLIX
PI.24.
(?) (FRAGMENT).
foot reserved.
CP-2474. Part of bowl preserved,including rim.
Bibliography:Hesperia,I, 1932, p. 69, fig. 13; H. Pal- P.H. 0.038, P.W. 0.055.
mer, Corinth,XIII, p. 310, underD 44-c.
There is no offset lip, hence this is no ordinary
kylix;
possiblya cup like NC 709ff.,CorinthC-32-113
Fairly rough style, verging on that of the LC "birdie
(Weinberg,
p. 69, pl. 37, no. 288) and CorinthT 1489
cups" (see Amyx, A.J.A., LXV, 1961, p. 13). Other
XIII,
(Corinth,
pp. 176-177, pl. 83, no. 148-1); cf.
cupsby the samehand,the PAINTEROF CORINTH
the
two-handledcup NC 714 (London,
especially
deep
are
Corinth
T
from
the North Cemetery
MP-6,
3225,
B.M.
1921.11-28.1:
inside, two confrontedlions), or
of
attributed
also
H.
(a near-replica 139,
Palmer,
by
loc. cit.), and Beziers, Musee Fabregat (interior, one ratherlike it in Beziers,Musee Fabregat(inside,
whirligig; exterior, owl to r., between sirens with fish-manholding dolphin); also Oxford, Ashmolean
sickle wings; siren with one sickle and one spread Museum1966.769(inside,cock to r.).
Yellowishclay; firmbut dull glaze.
wing, facingsirento 1.with sicklewing; pantherto 1.)
Inside:foot of ruminantto 1.,blobs, rosettes-all in
The sameartistappearsto havedecorateda numberof
kotylai of decliningquality,the best of which stand rough style. Outside:part of a wingedhumanfigure,
closest to the cups: Heidelberg111 (C.V.A., Heidel- hand extendedleftwardin front of spreadwing; neat
berg 1 [10], pl. 16 [450], 1-3); Leyden,Mus. Arch. I, incision,heavybut careful.
MiddleCorinthian.
1944-45.1; Perachora,II, pl. 105, no. 2526; Corinth
KP 2322 (fragments);Bologna,Mus. Civ., no number
(in a.f., siren betweensphinxes;pantherto 1.; small 143 BOWL(FRAGMENT).
P1.24.
siren with wings folded, between siren and sphinx;
C-36-195.From the side wall of a largebowl. M.P.
bird); Athens, N.M. 18800 (A, bird between siren Dim. 0.085.
and bearded sphinx; under handle at 1., panther
Buff clay. Glaze black and crazed inside, brownto 1.).
blackand not crazedoutside;addedred.
The style of the Painterof CorinthMP-6 is apparInterior:there must have been a centermedallion;
ently derivedfrom that of a slightlybetterartist, the a friezearoundit hasanimalswithheadstowardcenter
LausannePainter,who decoratedthe cups Lausanne of bowl. From center,preserved:a bit of black; nar4302 (Zervos, Rhodes, p. 65, figs. 129 and 133) and row band; friezewith seatedsphinx(sicklewing) and
Corinth T 1489 (Art and Archaeology, XXIX, 1930, tail of avian (no f.o.); two narrowbands,then black
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(with four red lines applied) so far as preserved. 146 LEKANOID BOWL (FRAGMENTARY).
Exterior:partsof two friezes.Fromtop, I, felinepaws,
PI.25.
two bands; II, ...raised wings of avian to 1., siren

CP-516 (part) + CP-2439 + CP-2442, and nonjoining fragment CP-2440. Eleven joined fragments,
and one non-joining, of a typical lekanoid bowl with
spurred ribbon handles, like NC 1009 (illustrated
A.J.A., LXIII, 1959, pl. 88, figs. 7, 8) but taller, the
profile more convexly curved. Payne's term for this
shape (Necrocorinthia, pp. 297, 312) is "Bowl with
offset rim." Slightly less than half of the bowl is preserved. H. 0.071, W. of rim 0.012, m.P. Dim. 0.214.
Clay dull buff on surface, brownish buff at core;
brownish black glaze, crackled and somewhat fugitive;
added red and white.
A new reconstruction, incorporating new fragments
and removing some parts previously associated with
this vase (see further under 147).
144 BOWL WITH SPURREDHANDLES (FRAGLower half of crouching lioness to r., with 1. forePI.
24.
MENTARY).
paw raised. The added fragments give hind legs, in the
CP-2445.One handlespur, part of bowl preserved. crouched position of the lioness on NC 1041 (A.J.A.,
P.H. 0.102, P.W. 0.095, Th. ca. 0.007.
LXIII, 1959, pl. 87, fig. 3), and ribs; the non-joining
Yellowishclay, fairlybrightglaze,somewhatflaked; fragment gives a segment of the bands around the
inside,black-polychrome.
tondo, and a small incised rosette. Otherwise as deExterior:lip black; a zone of verticalwavy lines; scribed in A.J.A., LXIII, 1959, pp. 350-351, and
a.f.; then black-polychrome.In a.f.: griffin-birdto 1., note 12.
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(sicklewing) to r., raisedwing and tail of avian to r.
(threecursoryincisedrosettesin field); tips of rays at
base of bowl.
Thesyntaxis unusual,andthe fragmentcannotcome
from a kotyle or a kylix; a lekaneis possible.But for
the rays, one mightthink of a phiale,thoughno trace
of an omphalosis present.
For the style, cf. the kylikes and kotylai by the
Painterof CorinthMP-6 (139), to which this piece is
very closely related, although it is even cruderthan
most of that Painter'swork.
End of Middle Corinthian.

with raisedwings;hind leg of felineto r.; rosettesand
Bibliography: Payne, p. 312, NC 1010; Weinberg, pp.
dots.
76-77, no. 327 (not ill.); Benson, G.k.V., List 60, no. 6;
Strongly recalls the Geladakis Painter, on whom Lawrence, A.J.A., LXIII, 1959, p. 350, no. 6, pl. 88,
see Amyx, "Dodwelliana",C.S.C.A., IV, 1971, pp. figs. 9, 10; LXVI, 1962, p. 185.
29-40, and the literaturetherecited.
By the CHIMAERA PAINTER (Payne, Lawrence),
MiddleCorinthian(late).

145 LEKANE(FRAGMENTARY).
PI.24.
CP-2447a-c. Threenon-joiningfragments:(a) one
complete handle, part of rim and bowl; (b) part of
anotherhandle,with rim and upperpart of bowl; (c)
part of rim and upper part of bowl. (a) P.H. 0.037,
P.W. 0.135; (b) P.H. 0.043, P.W.0.116; (c) P.H. 0.029,
P.W. 0.037.
Pinkishbuff clay, dull glaze tendingto brown and
red-orange;inside glazed.
On top of rim,battlementpattern;exterior,in frieze,
(a) (extendingcontinuouslyunderhandle)ram facing
panther, (b) the like, (c) body of quadrupedto r.;
no f.o. Conceivablythere was a second frieze of animals below this one.
Veryclose to the TarantoPainter(cf. A.J.A., LXV,
1961,p. 12; and see 128 and 130).We haveconsidered
the possibilitythat 145 might be by that Painterhimself, but thereare differencesof renderingwhich deter
us from an outrightattribution.So also for the lekane
in London (B.M.), NC 1014, and the deep-bowled
kylix in Munich, AntikensammlungenNC 985 (cf.
A.J.A., loc. cit.), whichshow the samegeneralcharacteristicsbut do not quite matchin style.
Middle Corinthian.

on whom see especially Lawrence, locc. citt. above,
and L. Banti, "Pittore della Chimera, 2?," E.A.A.,
II, 1959, pp. 555-556.
Middle Corinthian.

147 LEKANOID BOWL (FRAGMENTARY).
PI.25.
CP-2441, augmented by a joining fragment removed
from old reconstruction of CP-516 (cf. 146, and explanation following this entry). M.P. Dim. 0.111; W. of
rim 0.012.
Interior: rim, red; bowl, black with polychrome
lines (WRW) about 0.037 into bowl, then a reserved tondo in which a large double-centered rosette
and lower back of feline (in same posture as lioness of
146; added red on haunch) are preserved. At top,
trace of recurving tail (?).
Dull buff clay, fairly dull brown to black glaze,
crackled; added red and white.
Bibliography: Same as for 146; the first mention of the
dismantling of CP-516 and the new arrangement of fragments is in Lawrence, A.J.A., LXVI, 1962, p. 185.

By the CHIMAERA PAINTER (Payne, Lawrence),
on whom see under 146.
Middle Corinthian.
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The New Arrangement
The original reconstruction (made in 1930) of
CP-516 included a floating fragment with a large
rosette similar to other rosettes by the Chimaera
Painter. CP-516, as reconstructed, was a lekanoid
bowl, oval rather than round, of which less than half
was composed of preserved fragments. In 1958, Amyx
inventoried four fragments of similar style and fabric;
on these grounds, the new fragments, CP-2439-2442,
were associated with CP-516. At that time it was not
possible to establish actual joins of the new to the old
fragments, since the latter were entirely embedded in
plaster.
During the summer of 1960, George Kachros, the
skilled restorer at Corinth, was able to take apart the
1930 reconstruction. When the edges of the fragments
of CP-516 were cleaned, it was possible actually to
join the fragments CP-2442 (lower haunch and hind
leg) and CP-2439 (ribs) to the larger part of CP-516.
Although CP-2442 does not quite join with the fragments of rim and handle of CP-516, the continuation
of the incision for the lioness' toes onto the latter complex of fragments, and their curvature, identical with
the profile of the larger part of CP-516, guarantee that
they belong. At the same time, the fragment CP-2441
(part of feline haunch and a bit of a large rosette) was
found to join neatly with the fragment bearing a large
rosette formerly embedded in the reconstruction of
CP-516.
In the process of dismantling CP-516 for the purpose
of adding new fragments, we discovered that the restorer had had difficulties in establishing the form of
the bowl. He had found it necessary to add extra coats
of plaster in order to incorporate the floating fragment (at upper right in the published photograph).
Thus, the odd, lopsided shape of the old reconstruction was accounted for.
New matrices made in 1960 demonstrated beyond
question that parts of two similar bowls are represented by the surviving fragments. The diameter and
height of CP-516 + CP-2439 + CP-2442 (= 146) are
slightly greater, and the profile of this larger bowl is
slightly more curved, more bowl-like. So far as can be
determined from examination and measurement of so
small a fragment, the curvature of CP-2440 indicates
that it belongs to this larger bowl, though it does not
join and its exact placement cannot be determined.
It is interesting that the original reconstruction of
CP-516 was made only in 1930, because Payne, on
that account, must have seen the bowl in fragments
and may have intended all or any combination of the
fragments belonging to the two bowls in his brief
description of NC 1010, "Lioness".
The second, slightly smaller, bowl, 147 (CP-2441 +
joining fragment out of the former reconstruction of
CP-516), must have been decorated in much the same
way as CP-516, CP-2439, CP-2442, and CP-2440
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(= 146). It, too, had a crouching lion or lioness in the
interior tondo, and the black-polychrome decoration
on the undersides of the two bowls agrees even as to
spacing. This fact explains the original assumption
that the fragments came from a single bowl. The clay
and glaze agree in color and are similarly crazed and
flaked, as is often found on plates and other vases by
the Chimaera Painter.
148 LEKANOID BOWL (FRAGMENTARY).
PI. 26.
CP-2438 a, b. Two joined fragments, giving part of
foot-ring and of tondo inside. (a) W. 0.050, H. 0.080;
(b) L. 0.062, W. 0.050; est. D. of tondo 0.176.
Warm buff to orange-buff clay; fairly lustrous
brown-to-black glaze; added red and white.
Bold style, large incised rosettes, added red. In
tondo, protome of panther, two large rosettes, part of
border. Exterior black, with red and white bands.
Foot-ring black inside and outside; preserved part of
foot medallion reserved. Original size comparable
with that of 146.
Bibliography: Lawrence, A.J.A., LXIII, 1959, p. 359,
pi. 89, fig. 17.

148 already has been discussed (Lawrence, loc. cit.)
in the context of the Chimaera Group, of which it is a
member. To give it its full due is to remarkthat it is the
finest of the plates and bowls not attributable to the
Chimaera Painter or the Painter of the Copenhagen
Sphinxes. It is by none of the four recognized artists
in the Group (Chimaera Painter, Painter of Louvre
E 574, Painter of the Copenhagen Sphinxes, Riehen
Painter) but, in generic characteristics, least unlike
work of the Riehen Painter (A.J.A., LXVI, 1962,
p. 186). Compare, for example, the flat-bottomed
aryballos, formerly in the Philadelphia market, now
Copenhagen, Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek, inv. 3177
(Riehen Painter, no. 3, now published by Ingrid Strom,
Acta Archaeologica, XXXII, 1961, pp. 174-5, figs.
1-3). That aryballos also bears rosettes different from
those used by the Chimaera Painter and more like
those on 148. These comparisons do not, however,
suggest any possibility of attributing our bowl to the
Riehen Painter, who we insist is not the same as the
Painter of Louvre E 574 or the Painter of the Copenhagen Sphinxes (pace Strom, op. cit., pp. 176-179;
and Benson, Antike Kunst, VII, 1964, p. 81, although
we no longer rule out the possibility that these last
two may be one artist).
Middle Corinthian.
149 LEKANOID BOWL (FRAGMENT).
P1. 26.
CP-2437. Part of foot-ring and medallion preserved. P.H. 0.070, P.W. 0.057.
i
Pale ivory-gray clay, glaze partly flaked off; thick
fabric.
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Inside, in medallion area, apparently a winged
figure to r., wearingknee-lengthchiton with incised
ornamental border; arm advanced, and overlying
wing (conceivablyone of lower pair of doubledwings
like those of "Boreads",as on NC 891, Payne, pl.
29:10, or possiblyadvancedwing of a single pair, as
on the plate, Perachora,II, pl. 82, no. 1962),the forearm and handoverlargeand clumsilydrawn;incision
as if for greaveon lower part of advancedleg. In the
field, between legs, part of something (floral?);in
front of leg, large double-centeredrosette,above and
leftwardfrom it two chevron-likefillers, and a dot.
The advancedleg is not bent, as one would expectfor
a Boread. Heavy, coarse style. Exterior,from center
outward: part of a broad band, overpaintedred;
broadreservedband; raisedfoot-ring,with red bands
over black;then, on bowl, blackwith overpaintedred
and white bands (usual "black-polychrome"decoration).
Shape,technique,and exteriordecorationally this
vase with the lekanoidbowls of the ChimaeraGroup,
NC 1009-1012.Payne wrote, at NC 1013: "Corinth,
frag. with part of winged figure"; and cf. (Necrocorinthia)p. 65, whereNC 1013is said to be possibly
not a "product of the same establishment"as the
ChimaeraPainter'sbowls. Since Payne does not call
the figureon NC 1013a "Boread",and since he excludes that piece from the ChimaeraGroup proper,
it seemslikelythat 149 is the bowl fragmentdescribed
under NC 1013. The coarsenessof its style certainly
distinguishesit from the centralpieces of the Group,
but genericallyit seems apt enough for this place in
Payne'sCatalogue.

PI. 26.
150 LEKANOIDBOWL(FRAGMENT).
CP-2434. Part of bowl and foot-ring preserved.
M.P. Dim. 0.117, Th. 0.005-0.008.
Pale clay, dull glaze, ratherdry and crazed(typical
of the bowls belongingto the ChimaeraGroup:e.g.,
cf. 146).
Black-polychromedecoration. Inside black, with
two red bands near center. Outside of bowl black,
with threered bandsnearbase. Foot-ringred outside.
Underfootmedallionreserved,with concentricbands.
Bibliography: (Possibly) Payne, sub NC 715, p. 297.

UnderNC 715, Paynewrites:"Thereare fragments
at Corinth,decoratedin black-polychromestyle (cf.
No. 713), which may be EarlyCorinthian.The upper
rim is flat and projectsa little inside." Rim fragments
(of fairly small bowls) were observedby us, but not
inventoried.Whether the present fragment,and the
next, wereintendedby Payne,is open to question,for
neitherof theselooks as if it could be EC.
MiddleCorinthian.
151 LEKANOIDBOWL(FRAGMENT).
P1.26.
CP-2435.From bottom of bowl; a bit of the footringpreserved.M.P. Dim. 0.110.
Buffclay; dull but firmglaze; addedred and white.
Black-polychromedecoration, as in 150. Inside
black, with bands wwRww near center, wwR...
fartherout. Outside,rays. Bandson foot-ring.Underfoot medallionreserved,with concentricbands.
Bibliography: (Possibly) Payne, sub NC 715, p. 297.

From a vase very similarto 150 (q.v.). Again, it is
just possiblethat Payneintendedto includethis piece
Bibliography:(Probably)Payne, pp. 65 and 312, NC underNC 715.
1013.
MiddleCorinthian.

It is odd to find work of such low qualityso closely
associatedwith the ChimaeraGroup. Equally bad,
though not directlycomparablewith 149, is London,
B.M. 1921.11-28.1(NC 714), a bowl, but not of the
same shape as 146 and 149, with black-polychrome
decoration outside, as on NC 713 (Munich, S.-H.,
no. 341, pl. 11),but not of the sameshapeas that vase

either. Both 149 and NC 714 have some connection,

probablyindirectin both cases, with the output of
the Chimaera Group (it is doubtful that NC 714 is

any earlierthan the earliest vases of the Chimaera
Group that havetondo decoration),and this observation may justify the argumentthat 149 need not be
directly involved with the Chimaera Group and
should not be included within it. Note, for instance,
the ugly double-centered rosettes, and the rough surface of both bowls, with turning marks left so visible
and tangible in both cases as to affect the appearance
of the figured decoration.
Middle Corinthian (fairly early?).

152 PLATE(FRAGMENT).
P1.27.
CP-2645. From the floor of a plate of the same
shape as Payne,NC 1040ff.P.H. 0.075, P.W. 0.076.
Lightbuff clay, blackto brownglaze; addedred.
Inside, on floor of plate, parts of two figures (a
warrior'sdeparture?):
one in long chiton,to r., withupraisedarms,and a warriorto r. (spear,greaves,shield,
chiton). B.-f. technique,with added red on greaves
and shield rim of warriorand red dots on the chiton
of the draped figure, except for outline drawing of
raised arms of draped figure and outer rim of the
shield. Underneath,concentric rings and a broad
band.
Very clean, carefulwork. The use of outline technique, and the lack of filling ornament, suggest a
comparisonwith such works as the plate Perachora,
II, pp. 195-196, pl. 81, no. 1958 (in medallion:Gorgoneion),or the best cups of the GorgoneionGroup;
but we can proposeno specificattribution.
MiddleCorinthian.
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PI. 27.
153 PLATE(FRAGMENT).
C-64-388.Part of floor medallion,and part of rim
to its edge, are preserved.M.P. Dim. 0.100, H. 0.022,
est. D. 0.202.
Warmyellow-buffclay, firmblackglaze; addedred.
Recessed underfoot medallion; rolled foot-ring,
with smallerroll (not reachingrestingsurface)inside
it; flattenedrim, bending as it goes outward;rolled
overhang;inside,on top of rimnearits edge,a groove.
The nearest analogy to the profile is CallipolitisFeytmans,p. 149, fig. 15, no. 10 (Perachora,II, no.
1945).

Inside, in floor medallion,unexplainedsubject(see
below);in the field,incisedrosette.Aroundthe medallion: red band;two-rowdicing;red band; on the rim,
chain of opposedpalmettes;red band; groove; black
band. Rolls of foot-ring glazed, each with red band
painted over the black. Underfoot, in medallion,
broadcircularband.
From Vrysoula("Springlet",at Ancient Corinth),
1964,in fill on top of Grave6 (unrelatedto the grave).
The Vrysoula site is best known for its deposit of
ClassicalCorinthianpottery,publishedby Pemberton,
Hesperia,XXXIX, 1970, pp. 265-307, but our stray
fragment-not associated with the "deposit"-is a
valuable addition to the store of Archaicpotteryat
Corinth.
The tondo pictureis unfortunatelyveryincomplete,
but enoughremainsto show that it presentsan interestingtheme.After much study,we have decidedthat
its orientationshould be as shown in our illustration.
We see in it the raised arm, bent at the elbow, of a
humanfigure;the taperingblack strip coming down
acrossthe upperarm may then be the tail of a helmet
crest.A largebirdfliesto right,behindthe figure.The
whole scene might then have representeda hoplite
chargingto right,brandishinga spearwith his raised
righthand;behindhim a flyingbird.Wouldtherehave
beenroom, in this tondo, to show an adversaryfigure?
In its presentsorry state of preservation,and in the
absence of any close parallels, we are unable to
answerthis question.
We are not wholly satisfiedwith this readingof the
scene, but we do not know what else could be made
of it. At one time, we were looking at the picture
rotated180?,wherebyone mightthinkhe saw a seated
figure to right ("Prometheus",or perhaps"Zeus"),
approachedby a largebird flyingto left. But this will
not do, because the incisions on the human limb
clearly belong to an arm ratherthan a leg, and the
bird, if it wereflyingin this position,would be upside
down (a curved horizontalline marks off the lower
edge of the body from the lowerwing, in Corinthian
of flyingbirds;cf., for example,A.J.A.,
representations
LXV, 1961,pl. 1, b).
Birdsare often presentin Corinthianbattle scenes,
sometimes perhaps with sinister implications (cf.
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J. D. Beazley, Etruscan Vase-Painting, Oxford, 1947,
pp. 96f.). A big bird flies behind a fighting warrior
(twice) on the column-krater Paris, Louvre E 627
(NC 1168; Benson, A.J.A., LXXIII, 1969, p. 121,
pl. 41, fig. 28), and there is a big flying bird skimming
the ground between two fighting hoplites on the
column-krater Naples, N.M. 80997 (NC 1173; Benson,
op. cit., p. 121, pl. 41, fig. 30). In the case of our tondo
picture, it seems strange to find the bird crowding so
closely behind (and apparently overlapping part of) the
hoplite, but we can find no better reading of the scene.
The double-palmette chain on the rim of the plate is
consonant with the profile of the shape and with the
style of the painting (not unlike that of the Chimaera
Group, on which see 146 and 147, but slighter and
less ornate). Payne (p. 156) states that the doublepalmette pattern "occurs on Middle and Late Corinthian vases", citing as examples "Nos. 868, 875, 875A,
885, 892, 943A; cf. also Fig. 65 D, and No. 941." For
LC, we may add as an example NC 1501 (Payne, pi.
35:6), which is manifestly much later than our plate.
Middle Corinthian.
154 PLATE (FRAGMENT).
P1. 28.
CP-2450. Part of rim. P.L. 0.122, P.W. 0.033.
Warm yellow-buff clay.
On upper surface, short rays between polychrome
bands. At one point among the rays is the curious
vertical wavy line found often among rays of kotylai
in particular,but also on vases of other shapes. Underneath, molded ridge for foot-ring.
Bibliography: Callipolitis-Feytmans, p. 151, CM, Classe

IV, no. 23.

For the vertical wavy line among the rays, cf. Payne,
p. 295, NC 686 and note 2; A.J.A., XLI, 1937, p. 219,
fig. 2, no. 2 (EC kotyle); and Dunbabin in Perachora,
II, p. 71 under no. 623, and the parallels there cited.
That Dunbabin's interpretation of these wavy lines as
"worms" is not altogether fanciful is shown by the
presence of (upside-down) birds between rays on
several kotylai (ibid., pi. 27, nos. 618, 620-623; similarly Isthmia IP 2051, from the Sanctuary of Poseidon and below, An 119, An 166, An 228, An 229),
and by the kotyle fragment formerly in Rome (now
New York, D. von Bothmer) which is cited by Dunbabin, p. 71, note 1, showing among its rays a bird
(upside-down) carrying a snake in its mouth. The
vertical wavy line among rays is not, however, as
Dunbabin's text suggests, exclusively early. Payne
(loc. cit.) mentions one example which may be MC
(NC 1142; but see his text thereto). On two vases,
both MC, by the Honolulu Painter, the name-piece
and the neck-amphora Corinth T 3171 (cf. Amyx,
Antike Kunst, V, 1962, pp. 3-4), a simple vertical
stroke is inserted among the rays. On one LC vase,
the krater Boston, M.F.A. 01.8040 (Fairbanks, pi. 48,
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no. 496; NC 1462), the familar wavy line appears
among the animals in the lower frieze. Hence the
wavy line should not in itself be regardedas a sign of
"earliness".
EarlierMiddleCorinthian,to judgefromthe profile
of the rim, accordingto the criteria establishedby
Mme. Callipolitis-Feytmans.

157 PLATE(FRAGMENT).
P1.28.
CP-2455.Piece of rim. P.L. 0.111, P.W. 0.031.
Lightfabric.Pale buff clay, weak,dull glaze; added
red.
Loose chain of alternatelyinvertedlotuses. Double
moldingsets off roll of lip; broad band below these,
then anothermolding.
Not in Callipolitis-Feytmans, op. cit., unless by
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PI.28. confusion with CP-2451 (211; still the description
155 PLATE(FRAGMENT).
wouldnot be exactlyright).Theprofileof 157is similar
CP-2454.Pieceof rim. P.L. 0.103, P.W. 0.050.
to
that of Corinth KP 1777 (Callipolitis-Feytmans,
Warmyellow-buffclay; surfaceencrusted.
155,
CM, ClasseIV, no. 86, fig. 18).
Wide rim. Rays on upper surface; undersidere- p.
The
lotus chain is distinctly late, sprawlingflacserved, with red and black bands. Double ridge for
On
the type, Chain of single lotus flowers, cf.
cidly.
foot-ring.
Payne's remark(p. 153): "This pattern was used in
Bibliography: Callipolitis-Feytmans, op. cit., p. 155, the Protocorinthian
period (cf. Johansen,pl. 32) but
CM, Classe IV, no. 80.
seems to have gone out of fashion till the second
155 is placed,by its profile,in the ChimaeraGroup quarterof the sixth century,when we find it in the
(Callipolitis-Feytmans,pp. 153-155, nos. 52-81), of debasedformshownon Fig. 62 F" (deepcalyxeswith
which two other members(nos. 63, 64, the plates by crosshatchingin bases and tips). Our example,which
the Painterof the CopenhagenSphinxes,NC 1054-5) has flowersof the conventionaltype, may be slightly
also have rays on the rim (on the others,and typically earlier.It appearsto be in keepingwith the date of the
for this group, the rim is reserved).Outsidethe Chi- "StavrosGroup",Callipolitis-Feytmans,
pp. 133, 155,
maera Group, such rays are not unusual on Middle nos. 85-90, "a la charniereentrele CM et le CR I."
Corinthian plate rims (examples: Callipolitis-Feyt- See also under156.
End of Middle Corinthian,or beginningof Late
mans, pp. 149-151, CM, nos. 1, 4-11, 15, 16, 21, 23;
nos. 8-11, however, are by the Carrousel Painter, CorinthianI.
whose work, at the beginningof MC, shows contact
with the earlierpart of the ChimaeraPainter'scareer; 158 OINOCHOE(?) (FRAGMENT).
PI.28.
cf. Lawrence,A.J.A., LXVI, 1962,p. 185).
CP-2487.From shoulderand upperbody wall. P.H.
MiddleCorinthian.
0.048, P.W. 0.088.
Warmbuff clay, lustrousglaze, flaking;inside unglazed.
156 PLATE (FRAGMENT).
28.
P1.
Parts of two a.f.: I, crouchingfeline to 1., part of
CP-2452.Pieceof rim. P.L. 0.090, P.W. 0.044.
avian to r.; rosettesand irregularlyshapedfillers;II,
Pink clay, glaze reddishand partlyworn off.
Upper surface,palmette-lotuschain. Groove near (little remaining)ear of feline to 1., bits of f.o.
On crouchingfelines, see under 65. In the present
roll of lip. Flaringfoot-ring,smallermolding inside.
case, the forepartis missing,but the pose of the hindUnderneath,bands.
quartersresemblesthat of the lions on NC 725 (Payne,
Bibliography: Callipolitis-Feytmans, op. cit., p. 152, pi. 23:5; and see
above). It is naturalto think of this
CM, Classe IV, no. 46.
frieze
as
upper
belonging on the shoulder of an
Mme. Callipolitis-Feytmansplaces this fragment oinochoe. We have found no good match for the
among the "Exemplairesisoles, depuis le milieu du style, but we call attentionto the feline's squared-off
Corinthienmoyen." The dating is borne out by the shoulder enclosureand lumpy contour, and to the
style of the palmette-lotuschain, similarto those on peculiarlymisshapenfillingornamentbeneathit.
certaincupsin the GorgoneionGroup(NC 986 f.) and
ProbablyMiddle Corinthian(but not very far adon the rims of kratersof the same period.
vanced).
Among the plates with a palmette-lotuschain on
the rim, listed by Callipolitis-Feytmans,
only Corinth 159 OINOCHOE (OR AMPHORA?) (FRAGMENKP 1778 (CM, Classe III, no. 12) and Perachora,II, TARY).
PI. 28.
no. 1958, pl. 81 (CM, Classe IV, no. 19) are listed as
C-34-1637,C-34-1637a, e, f (other "1637 fragbeing earlierthan 156. Most of the plates with such ments" seem not to belong to this vase). (1637):
rim decorationare membersof the "StavrosGroup" joined fragments,giving part of base and lowerbody.
(Callipolitis-Feytmans,CM, nos. 85-90) and one, P.H. 0.100 (restingon foot), P.W. ca. 0.120. (1637a):
finally,is classed as LC I (ibid.,CR I, Orientalizing, mouth, neck, part of shoulder,apparentlyfrom same
no. 20). See also 211.
vase as C-34-1637(oinochoe?amphora?).P.H. 0.082,
MiddleCorinthian(late).
D. of mouth0.142.(1637e): partof neckand shoulder
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of (same)vase. M.P. Dim. 0.047. (1637f): part of foot
of (same)vase. M.P. Dim. 0.059.
Dirty-buff clay; dull black glaze, much flaked;
addedred in animals,also in black-polychrome
zone,
wherethere are also white lines.
(1637): in a.f., lower half of feline to r., head of
goat to 1.; unincised blobs. Below, broad band of
black-polychrome;rays at base; red over black on
outsideof foot.
(1637a): mouth and neck apparentlyblack; on
shoulder,pantherto r.
(1637e): black neck; parts of two panthers'heads,
confronted.
(1637f): bases of rays, red-on-blackfoot.
Commonstyleof largeMC oinochoaiandamphoras
with animal friezes. Recalls Geladakis Painter (for
example).
MiddleCorinthian.
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163 OINOCHOE(?) (FRAGMENT).
Pls. 29, 43.
CP-2494.From body wall of a closed vase, giving
part of a frieze.P.H. 0.033, P.W. 0.037.
Soft, powderyclay, warm ivory color; dull glaze,
flaked;addedred.
What surviveshas no upperor lower border.Enigmatic subject:man to r., carryinga wine-sack(?), a
rhyton (?) in front of it? The neck of the "wineskin"
is red. Thick,variedf.o. For the subject,cf. the kotyle
Athens,N.M. 271 (NC 943):friezeof paddeddancers,
one of whom carriesa wineskin.
The incisions are coarse and the field is cluttered,
but the drawingis not inept-and the subjectis an
interestingpuzzle.
MiddleCorinthian.

Pls. 29, 43.
164 OINOCHOE(?) (FRAGMENT).
vase. P.H.
a
of
closed
wall
From
CP-2485.
body
0.045.
P.W.
0.043,
160 OINOCHOE(?) (FRAGMENT).
P1.28.
Pale greenishclay; glazemostlygone.
CP-2497.From a closed vase: same as 161? P.H.
Above a figurefrieze, black-polychromebands. In
0.052, P.W. 0.060.
frieze,womanto r., arm extended(her head and hair
Pale creamy-ivoryclay, very soft; dull glaze, badly in outline technique);behind her, at 1., unidentified
flaked,exactlyas in 161.
object.
Goat to r.; f.o., rosettes and blobs. Below a.f.,
The techniqueof drawingthe woman'shead recalls
bands;rays.
that of the womenon certainbottles,such as Athens,
MiddleCorinthian.
N.M. 14202, from the Argive Heraion, and Athens,
from Perachora,Perachora,II, pl. 77, no. 2229 (Inez
"Frauenfestin Korinth", Antike Kunst,VI,
PI. 28. Jucker,
161 OINOCHOE(?) (FRAGMENT).
1963,
p. 51, nos. 18-19; Berlin, N.M. F 1151 [NC
CP-2496. From a closed vase. P.H. 0.063, P.W.
1071]);and there are otherslike them. From these, it
0.070.
that in our vase-paintingsome kind of cult
Pale creamy-ivoryclay, very soft; dull glaze, badly appears
scene was intended, such as those discussedby Dr.
flaked.
Juckerin her article (op. cit., pp. 47-61, pls. 17-23).
Flying bird facing cock, rosettebetween;tracesof The object behind the woman might then be some
tonguefrieze,and boundingline, above figures.
kind of religiousapparatus,but we have been unable
Although we have found no exact match for the to identifyit specifically.
motif, these figuresare probablypart of a symmetri- Fairlyraw style, like that of the bottles mentioned
cal composition:flyingbird betweencocks. Compare above.
the theme of snake betweencocks, often on EC alaMiddleCorinthian.
bastra,on the MC globularoinochoeBoston, M.F.A.
01.8050 (Fairbanks, pl. 63, no. 553), and on MC
column-kratersParis, LouvreE 617 (NC 1177A)and 165 OINOCHOE(?)
P1.29.
(FRAGMENT).
another, formerlyBasel Market (AuktionXXII, 13.
C-35-79.From upperbody of a large closed vase.
mai 1961, Kunstwerkeder Antike, Miinzen und Medail- M.P. Dim.
0.070, Th. 0.004. Swellingshoulderand
len A. G., pp. 55-56, pls. 31, 32, no. 112).
narrowneck.
relatively
Possiblyfromthe samevase as 160.
Clay pale buff on exteriorsurface,distinctlypink
MiddleCorinthian.
inside; glaze black-brown, crazed but adherent;
addedred.
Head,neck,anda bit of the wingbow of a sirento r.,
P1.28.
162 OINOCHOE(?) (FRAGMENT).
CP-2489.From body wall of a closed vase. Thick- head turned; at r., part of wing of another avian;
above, a black line at base of offset neck. Red: face
walledfabric(to 0.007). P.H. 0.037, P.W. 0.048.
and neck of siren,wing bow of the other avian. The
Warmpinkishbuff clay; orange-redglaze.
outline of the siren'sback hair is incised, but with a
Head of goat to r.; no f.o.
non-wavy line which does not follow the painted
Good style.
contour.
MiddleCorinthian.
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Mincing, elegant style, somewhatlike that of the
Trailingwing and part of tail of avian (sirento r.,
head-pyxisin Palermo,N.M. from Selinus,Mon.Ant., with wings spread?);no f.o. Below, black, with polychromebands.
XXXII, pls. 85 and 86: 10.
MiddleCorinthian(advanced).
The fragmentcomes from a vase very similarto the
two round-mouthedoinochoai,CorinthCP-144 and
CP-145(Weinberg,nos. 333 and 332, p. 77 andpl. 41).
166 BROAD-BOTTOMED OINOCHOE (FRAGThe two are by one hand, as Weinbergalmost says.
Pls. 29, 30. The clear
MENTARY).
yellow clay, the carefulincision, and the
C-38-276a, b. Two non-joiningsegments,put tolack of filling ornamentare particularlynoteworthy.
getherfrom fragments.Offsetof neck is preservedon Cf. also the next three
170.
a, showingthat this oinochoeis of the broad-mouthed MiddleCorinthian. entries,168, 169,
type, with short neck. (a) H. 0.132; (b) H. 0.084, est.
D. of base 0.155.
P1.30.
Pale buff clay, slightly greenish; all of the paint 168 OINOCHOE(FRAGMENT).
CP-2481.
Part
of
wall.
P.H.
P.W.
0.080.
body
0.075,
flaked off except in a few spots, now dull gray; no
Yellow
added
red
and
white.
clay,
good
glaze,
remainsof addedred.
Black-polychromebands, with reservedband beShoulder,a.f.: owl to r., pantherto r., floralpattern tween
and reservedareabelow. From a vase like 167,
between sirens (raised wings)...; two-row dicing;
169
and
170.
a.f. on body: ... (a) ruminant to 1., panther to r.,
Middle
Corinthian.
floralpatternbetweensirens(sickle-shapedwings)...,
(b) tail of avian, pantherto 1., (small birds) tail...;
P1.30.
below a.f., broad black strip; short rays, bandedbe- 169 OINOCHOE(FRAGMENT).
CP-2482.
Part
of
wall.
P.H.
P.W.
0.064.
body
0.060,
low, slightly above actual base; underfoot area was
Yellow clay, good glaze, addedred and white.
black. Fragmentb comes within an inch of joining
Trailing wing of avian (siren to r., with wings
with a at its right:the aviantail at left on b is the tail
bands.
of the siren at right on a. Variegatedf.o., including spread?);no f.o. Below,black-polychrome
From
a
vase
like
167
the
there
(and
parallels
cited),
largerosetteswith doubleincisedcenters.
168 and 170. Carefulincision for wing-feathers,but
Froma cemeterynearExamilia.
the lines extend beyond the contoursof the wing (as
Bibliography:Amyx, C.S.C.A., IV, 1971, p. 10, no. 33. also on CorinthCP-144,cf. 167).
MiddleCorinthian.
By the DODWELLPAINTER(Payne,pp. 63, 305,

and elsewhere in Cat.; Amyx, loc. cit., pp. 1-48;

Benson, G.k.V., Lists 73, 74), the first exampleof his
workto be noticedat Corinth(thoughthe name-piece,
now in Munich, and several other examples of his
work, were found there).
For a new list of the Painter'sworks, see Amyx,
op. cit., pp. 6ff. (In that list, for p. 10, no. 31, the
correctcitationis "Leningrad,Hermitage,"5705 [not
3705 as there and in Benson, G.k.V., p. 47, List 73,
no. 10a].Thevaseis republishedby S. P. Boriskovskaya

in Kul'tura i Iskysstvo Antichnoio Mira, Leningrad,

1971, pp. 6-7, fig. 2.) Our oinochoe, though its decoration is ratherpoor even for the Dodwell Painter's
bad days, is surely his own. The panthersmay be
comparedwith those on such typical later works as
the pyxidesAthens,N.M. 929 and Berlin,N.M. F 990

(NC 895 and NC 905, Amyx, op. cit., p. 8, nos. 9 and 8),

170 OINOCHOE(FRAGMENTARY).
PI. 30.
CP-2479. Three joined fragments,giving part of
body frieze;a bit of the offset neck is also preserved,
with a plasticridgeseparatingit from the body. P.H.
0.125, est. m. Dim. 0.240.
Yellowishclay, with finely smoothedsurface;good
glaze; addedred.
Avian (siren?)to r., wings spread,elongated;f.o. of
dot-in-circlerosettes,cross,zigzagline (?),sparselyset.
Clay and glaze as in the last threeentries,167, 168,
169.Thewholevasemusthavebeena globular-bodied,
round-mouthedoinochoe like Corinth CP-144 and
CP-145(cf. below,An72). The style is different,however, and those two vases do not have a plasticridge
betweenbody and neck. Filling ornament,sprawling
figure,and hookedincisionsare also different.Nevertheless, this example should be contemporarywith,
and relatedto, the others.
MiddleCorinthian.

the latter of which also has a similargroup of floral
between sirens with raised wings; for sirens with
sickle-shapedwings,comparePerachora,II, pl. 73, no.
2064 (attributedby Hopper,ad loc., p. 212).
171 CORINTH OINOCHOE (FRAGMENTARY).
MiddleCorinthian(fairlylate).
P1.30.
C-50-37.Put togetherfrom fragments:all of base,
167 OINOCHOE(FRAGMENT).
PI.30. body to base of neck on front side preserved,but with
CP-2480.Partof body wall. P.H. 0.070, P.W. 0.063. one largetriangulargap. Bodyroughlysquat-globular,
Yellow clay, good glaze, added red and white.
with broad foot. P.H. 0.145, D. (at maximumbulge)
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0.175, H. (to maximumbulge, includingfoot) 0.168,
D. of foot 0.117.
Light ivory-buff clay; dull black glaze, partly
chippedand worn; added red and white.
In zone below mouth, femaleprotometo 1., resting
on groundline, the rest of its "frieze"plain. The lady
has red face and neck, and red spots on her dress;
contourof brow and nose are incised,not quite accurately.Below groundline, a broad black band, overpaintedwith red and white bands; a space; a broad
black band; streakyblack band at bottom of body.
Face of foot black,with red bandoverit (glazeat base
is also firedorange-redin one area).Underfootplain.
Strongspiralturningridgesinside, at bottom and up
side wall to a height of ca. 0.055 (outside measurement, includingfoot).
From a mixeddepositin the South Stoa.

Bibliography: R. E. Carter, HIesperia, XXII,
p. 212 and pl. 65, no. 8.

1953,

Carter, loc. cit., places the vase in the MC period,

and legs of both horsesare clearlyseparated),a flying
bird to 1. behindhead of riderat r.; (B) three youthful riders to 1., wearingchitons, on walking horses,
each with spare horse; under each handle, seated
sickle-wingedsphinxto 1.In lower frieze: goat to 1.,
betweenlions; sirento r., wings spread,head turned;
goat to 1.; lion facing goat. No f.o. in eitherfrieze.
Bibliography: Amyx, A.J.A., LXV, 1961, p. 10;
L. Banti, "Pittore di Memnon," E.A.A., IV, 1961, p. 999;
W. Eugene Kleinbauer, A.J.A., LXVIII, 1964, p. 358;
J. L. Benson, A.J.A., LXXIII, 1969, especially pp. 113114, 120.

By the MEMNON PAINTER, on whom see the
referencescited above.
MiddleCorinthian(fairlyearly).
173 COLUMN-KRATER(FRAGMENTARY).
P1.33.
CP-2529.Severaljoined fragments.Part of rim and
neck,with the edge of one handle-plateand bits of the
upperpart of the body. P.H. 0.080, P.W. 0.256, W. of
rim 0.038.
Molded border at juncture of body and neck;
veryconvexbody.
Warmyellowishclay; good glaze,partlyflakedoff.
On rim, steppedzigzag; on handle-plate,avian; on
body, bird to r., wings raised, betweensickle-winged

comparingthe HeidelbergamphoraNC 1154(Payne,
pi. 35) and one in Philadelphia,UniversityMuseum
(A.J.A., XXXVIII, 1934, p. 526, pl. 33: red-ground).
Stylistically,the female protome goes well with the
shape of the oinochoe,i.e., end of MC or earlyLC I
(cf. below, p. 78 and note 21). The two vasescited by
Cartercould be as late as the beginningof LC I, in our
opinion. The insertionof large protomaiinto friezes, sirens.
Good style.
or the placementof them on a groundline as if in a
in
later
cf.
works
Middle
Corinthian.
common
MC:
becomes
first
frieze,
of the GeladakisPainter, e.g., NC 908 (Payne, pl.
29:6); likewiseon kraters(e.g., NC 1162, NC 1164, 174 COLUMN-KRATER (FRAGMENTARY).
NC 1165),wherethey also appear,not uncommonly,
P1.33.
on handle-plates,as, e.g., 204.
CP-2548.Threejoined fragments,from upperpart
End of Middle Corinthianor beginning of Late of body wall. P.H. 0.095, P.W. 0.107.
CorinthianI.
Powderybuffclay; dull glaze,brown-redon interior
surface;addedred and white.
Invertedlotus between swans with wings raised;
Pls. 31, 32.
172 COLUMN-KRATER.
CP-2034.Put togetherfrom fragments;small miss- f.o., one incised rosette. Below, black-polychrome
ing parts, including one handle-plate, restored in zone (black,with a white and a red band near upper
plaster. H. 0.383, m. body D. ca. 0.415, D. at rim edge).
The symmetricalcompositionsuggeststhat this vase
0.324.
was perhapsa kraterwith panel decorationon either
From a cemeteryin the Isthmus(1947).
Yellowish buff clay; dull glaze, partly worn off; side,like NC 776(Weinberg,Corinth,VII,i, pp. 55-56,
addedred.
pl. 26, no. 188 = Athens,N.M. 10432,fromCorinth)
On top of rim, lotus-palmettechain; on surviving and NC 1177 (Weinberg,op. cit., pp. 77-78, pl. 42,
handle-plate,confrontedsickle-wingedsirens,between no. 334 = CP-172).
them two verticallyalignedrosettes.Face of lip, neck,
Oddly sinuous style, with the proportionsof the
and handles black. Above upper frieze, below neck, swanspeculiarlydistorted.It is hard to think of any
lotus-palmettechain. Upper frieze on singleground truly close analogy.Treatmentof the swan is someline; lower frieze; broad band; widely spaced rays; what similar on a fragmentarykrater once in the
face of foot black. In upperfrieze:(A) hoplite in hel- FrankfurtMarket(Dr. K. Deppert):a single figured
met and corselet(no shield or spear)running1., head zone (butno panels),with(A) swanto r., wingsraised,
turned back, betweentwo young riderswearingchi- between griffin-birdswith sickle-shapedwings; (B)
tons, each with sparehorse (in the pair at 1., the far swan (?) between sirens with sickle-shapedwings;
horse walks well ahead of the other, so that the heads under each handle, dolphin; on each handle-plate,
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(c) (CP-2639).Twojoinedfragments.P.H. 0.062,P.W.
0.097. Clay, glaze, etc., as the last two. Parts of
two friezes: I, lower half of sphinx to r. (from
underhandle);II, trace of something.
175 COLUMN-KRATER (FRAGMENTARY).
(d) (CP-2640). Fragment. P.H. 0.059, P.W. 0.050.
P1.33.
Clay, glaze, etc., as the last three. Part of lower
CP-2530. Three joined fragments, from body. P.H.
frieze:II, partof forequartersof grazinggoat to r.
0.090, P.W. 0.115.
(possiblythe same animalas the ruminantwhose
Pale clay; dull glaze, somewhat flaked. Red in wing
hindquartersappearon a).
bands of bird and siren.
(CP-2641).
Fragment. P.H. 0.081, P.W. 0.058.
(e)
Bird to r., head turned, between sirens with raised
from
the same krater;clay, etc., match,
Perhaps
wings; small rosette in field.
but preservedsurface slightly different.Part of
Fine style, close to the Medallion Painter: cf., for
upper frieze: I, parts of two warriorsin combat
example, A.J.A., LXV, 1961, pl. 2: 6 (NC 981).
scene,leg of warriorto 1. and, crossingin front of
Middle Corinthian.
it, r. leg and pelvis of warriorto r.; horizontal
line (spear?)at knee level.
176 COLUMN-KRATER (FRAGMENT).
P1. 33.
The fragmentsof this kraterresemblethose of the
CP-2540. From upper part of body. P.H. 0.075,
next, 179, but differin the followingparticulars.They
P.W. 0.068.
are thickerthan fragmentsin correspondingpositions
Pale buff clay; dull glaze, somewhat flaked (inside
on the other krater.On breaks,the clay tends more
much worn).
to
a pinkishcolor at the core. The surfaceon which
Swan to r., wings raised; no f.o. extant.
the figureworkis drawnis not quiteso finelypolished;
Strongly curvilinear style, recalling to some extent on 178 a-e there remainvisible faint
turningmarks
that of 174.
from the tool with which the exterior surface was
Middle Corinthian.
refinedwhen leather-hard.All of the fragmentslisted
177 COLUMN-KRATER (?) (FRAGMENT). PI. 33. above share these traits. e differsin only one trait;
CP-2646. From body wall of a large open vase, on a-d, wherethe painthasflakedaway,the "shadow"
probably from upper frieze (or reserved panel?) of a of the glaze-paintpresentsa curiouslymottledappearance,whichis not discernibleon e.
column-krater. P.H. 0.030, P.W. 0.058.
Fragmentsof the presentkratercan be distinguished
Light buff clay; matt, dark gray glaze (fire-burnt?);
from
those of 179 also on grounds of style in the
added red.
Most of the head and part of the wing bow of a figureddecoration.The two kratersare by different
sphinx to 1. Her face, and the second section of her painters.The style of 178 is less delicate,the horsesof
wing, are red; the contour of her face is incised. The heavierproportions,the inciseddetailsfewerand less
elements at left either part of a floral complex or, fine. The line which dividesthe upperfriezefrom the
at top, a rosette, and below, the beak and chest of a lower is broader.We have not identifiedthe painter
of this krater. The style is extremely competent,
bird. Interior, glazed.
contemporarywith 177.
Refined but rather massive features; good style.
MiddleCorinthian.
Middle Corinthian.
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bearded head to 1.; on top of rim stepped zigzags.
Even this example, however, is not strikingly close.
Middle Corinthian (fairly early).

178 COLUMN-KRATER (FRAGMENTARY).
P1.34.
CP-2556, CP-2638, CP-2639, CP-2640, and perhaps
CP-2641. Fragments of a large krater (see below for
dimensions and technical details of individual pieces).
(a) (CP-2556). Three joined fragments. P.H. ca. 0.165,
P.W. 0.102. Yellow buff clay; dull black glaze,
tending to flake. Parts of two friezes: I, hind legs
and tails of two horses to 1., followed by forequarters of two horses to 1.; II, back and hindquarters of ruminant to r.
(b) (CP-2638). Two joined fragments. P.H. 0.082,
P.W. 0.076. Clay, glaze, surface, etc., as a. Part of
upper frieze: I, hindquarters of two horses to 1.,
two spears, perhaps trace of buttocks of rider;
rosette. These may be the hindquarters of the
horses at right on a.

179 COLUMN-KRATER(FRAGMENTARY).
PI. 34.
CP-2553,CP-2557,CP-2554,CP-2628,and perhaps
CP-2555.Fragmentsof a large krater(see below for
dimensionsof individualpieces).
Yellow-buffclay (warmeron surface),dull glaze,
partlyreddishand tendingto flake.
(a) (CP-2553).Parts of two friezes.P.H. 0.152, P.W.
0.114. I, horses'legs, tips of spears,rosette-part
of a friezeof hoplite(?)ridersto 1.,eachwithspare
horse;II, hindquartersof a ruminantto 1.,tail and
leg of feline to r.; below, black-polychrome.
(b) (CP-2557).Parts of two friezes.P.H. 0.067, P.W.
0.079. I, horses'legs, rosette;II, part of goat to 1.
(c) (CP-2554).Part of lower frieze. P.H. 0.090, P.W.
0.108. II, ruminantto 1., no f.o.; below, blackpolychrome.
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(d) (CP-2628). Parts of two friezes. P.H. 0.070, P.W.
0.058. Preserved, at top, line dividing upper from
lower frieze, and II, part of panther to r., possibly
the forepart of the feline on a?
Part of lower frieze. P.H. 0.066, P.W.
(CP-2555).
(e)
0.068. Clay (inside and outside surfaces, core),
thickness of wall, profile of fragment, all agree
with fragments a-d, above. II, part of ruminant
(goat?) to 1. The ruminant is drawn on a slightly
smaller scale than those on the other fragments;
it appears to differ in stylistic minutiae, and the
incised lines are slightly more delicate.
Fragments a-d must come from one krater. The
identical style on all of them reinforces the evidence
of technical characteristics.If fragment e belongs to the
same krater, it must, in view of the differences noted
in the description, come from the lower frieze of the
other side of the vase. The placement of fragment d,
if it is not part of the feline partly preserved on fragment a, is hard to determine, but it certainly belongs.
Fragments a-c must come from one side of the krater.
The fragments here associated represent only a
small proportion of the decoration of what once was
an unusually handsome MC krater. The surface is
extremely well polished; there are no visible tooling
marks. We cannot name the artist, but the style is
related in some particulars to that on the mutually
related fragments 188 and 189 and in other details to
the panther (compare our fragment d) on 187. Therefore, it is possible to assert that the painter of our krater was an artist not unrelated to the MC Detroit
Painter (see under 187). The hand of 179, however,
clearly is not the same as on any of the fragments
compared above and certainly the style, on the whole, is
not that of the Detroit Painter, with whose kratersit is
contemporary and comparable in quality of execution.
Middle Corinthian.
180 COLUMN-KRATER (FRAGMENT).
P1. 35.
CP-2642. From top of upper frieze (shoulder). P.H.
0.059, P.W. 0.043.
Yellow-buff clay; dull black glaze, tending to flake.
I, arm and part of head of (?) gorgon; at right,
jugate heads and chests of two horses to 1.
Technically (clay, glaze, preserved surface) this fragment resembles 179, but not so closely as to insure that
it is from the same vase. The subject matter is unusual
and difficult to interpret (the creature with muscular
arm akimbo may be something other than a gorgon,
despite the traces at left, plausibly construed as a
gorgon's beard), and only with difficulty could be
imagined to form part of the scenes on 179 (of which
the preserved fragments suggest A, cavalcade; B,
combat scene?). Furthermore, the horses' heads preserved on 180 are not necessarily by the same hand as
those on 178.
Middle Corinthian.

181 COLUMN-KRATER(FRAGMENTARY).
PI. 35.

CP-2634.Five joined fragments(upper frieze and
beginningof neck). M.P. Dim. 0.107.
Pale yellowishclay, dull glaze (brownwherethin),
partlyflakedoff.
Mounted hoplite to 1., with spare horse; behind
hoplite'sback, a flyingbird.
The friezeof mountedhoplitesis a stocksubjecton
MC kraters, especially those in the region of the
MemnonPainter(cf. above, under 172), the Detroit
Painter(cf., under187),and otherartistsin the general
orbit of Benson's "ThreeMaidens Group" (A.J.A.,
LXXIII, 1969, pp. 109-122). Especially close are
NC 1186 and NC 1187, which Payne takes to be
"probably"by one hand, but which are given to two
different artists by Benson (loc. cit., p. 120, List C,

Athana Painter, no. 1, and p. 121, List D, Detroit
Painter,no. 6). In this troublesomearea of connoisseurship, a general comparison is all that we
would suggestat present. For the type, cf. also the
fragmentCorinthC-38-545(Weinberg,p. 75, pi. 40,
no. 313).
MiddleCorinthian.
182 COLUMN-KRATER(FRAGMENT). PI. 35.
C-30-46.From main frieze.M.P.Dim. 0.072.
Pale buff clay; firmglaze, ratherdull (brownwhere
thin); addedred.
Battlinghopliteto 1., raisedspearin r. hand, shield
(blazon: bull's eye) in 1. hand, scabbardslung from
shoulderon (red)strap;behindhim, at r., forepartof
horseto 1., with bridleand bit.
Battlescenesappearfrequentlyon kratersfrom the
Eurytiosvase onward,in a varietyof styles. For the
completionof the scene on our fragment,one might
think of a duelflankedby riders,as on the name-piece
of the MemnonPainter(Berlin,StaatlicheMuseenF
1147,NC 1170:see above,under172), or on NC 1481
(by the Tydeus Painter: Benson, G.k.V., List 108,
no. 4), or a duel over a fallenwarrior,as on NC 1456
(by the HippolytosPainter:Benson, G.k.V., List 100,
no. 1), or even a largergroup of combatants,as on
NC 1462 (Boston, M.F.A. 01.8040, Fairbanks496,
pi. 48; three fighting).In discussingbattlinghoplites,
Payne (pp. 115f.) does not mention scabbards:they
are absent in the Early, uncommonin the Middle,
usual in the Lateperiod(as on NC 1481and NC 1416,
mentionedabove).A close parallelto our composition
is found on the late MC cup by the CavalcadePainter,
NC 991 (Payne,pl. 32:2; and note the scabbardson
the krater NC 1195, by the same artist, Payne, pl.
34:7), but the style of our fragmentis bolder and
coarser,about on the level of the MemnonPainter's
work, which it somewhatresembles.
MiddleCorinthian.
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183 COLUMN-KRATER(FRAGMENT). P1.35.
Fine,light buffclay;glazeon exterioralmostentirely
CP-2550.Frombody of vase: strongcurvature,with gone; on inside,glaze somewhatdamaged.
Head,lowerchestand 1.forelegof goat to r.
beginningof neck-offsetat top. P.H. 0.110, P.W.0.068.
Greenishclay, glaze much discolored.
Good, cleanwork.
MiddleCorinthian.
Paddeddancerto r., unincisedrosette;below,blackpolychromebands.
187 COLUMN-KRATER(FRAGMENT). PI. 36.
Bibliography:Seeberg,Cor. K.V., p. 54, no. U 124.
CP-2559.Frombody wall, with partsof two friezes.
Padded dancersare a favorite subject on kraters,
P.H.
0.065, P.W. 0.082.
from early to late: at least fifty examplesare known.
Warm
buff clay, firm glaze (brown where thin);
Theyare, however,not oftencarefullydrawn.Usually,
as here,the renderingis perfunctory,even on vasesby addedred.
In friezes: I (traces);II, pantherto 1., confronted
good artists. Our example probably belonged to a
kraterof the type with picturesin panelsand no lower by goat (?); no f.o.
Clean,carefulwork, resemblingthat of the Detroit
frieze, such as London, B.M. B44 (NC 1175, by the
MedallionPainter:A.J.A., LXV, 1961, pl. 13, a, b), Painter, but not quite by his own hand (contrast
CorinthCP-172(NC 1175, Weinberg,pl. 42,no. 344), panther's head, slanting rib lines). On the Detroit
and one in the collectionof EugeneBermanin Rome Painter,see Benson,A.J.A.,LXXIII,1969,pp. 120-121,
(A.J.A., loc. cit., p. 7, note 19). The styleofthedancer List D, and referencestherecited. Repaintingon some
offers nothing that is distinctive. For the general of the vases makesit difficultto control attributions:
effect, including the heavily padded buttocks, cf. a we feel especiallyuneasy about the krater Brussels,

fragment (in Syracuse, N.M., from Gela) Mon. Ant.,

XVII, cols. 625-626, fig. 437 (incorrectlypoised).
Middle Corinthian(fairlyearly).

184. COLUMN-KRATER(FRAGMENT). Pi. 35.
CP-2561.Fromupperpartof body.P.H. 0.063,P.W.
0.048.
Orange-ishbuff clay, dull glaze, brownwherethin:
paint flakedoff innerface.
Paddeddancerto r., incisedrosette.
On padded dancers as a subject for kraters, see
under183. This exampleis more elegantthan the last,
and possiblylater. Still, it does not have the looseness
of structureor the sketchyincisionsof LateCorinthian
examples, such as those on NC 1458 (Hippolytos
Painter: Benson, G.k.V., List 100, no. 2), NC 1438
(AndromedaPainter:G.k.V., List 107, no. 6), or NC
1439 (BrusselsDancers:G.k.V., List 109, no. 1). The
body is firm and compact, and stands in one of the
traditionalattitudesof paddeddancers.
We cannot explain the slanting stroke in front of
the dancer'schest: trailinghand of a dancerto his
right?or base of a rhytonwhichhe himselfis holding?
And does his head face to r. or to 1.?
Middle Corinthian.

185 COLUMN-KRATER(FRAGMENT). P1.35.
CP-2629.Partof upperfrieze,and groundline. P.H.
0.054, P.W. 0.073.
Creamy-yellowish
clay; fugitiveglaze.
Parts of two padded dancers,one of whom stands
to r., with legs together.
MiddleCorinthian?
186 COLUMN-KRATER(FRAGMENT). P1.36.
C-30-162. From lower part of body wall. P.H.
0.039, P.W. 0.052, Th. 0.005.

Cinq. A 710 (NC 1181C; Benson, loc. cit., no. 4).

MiddleCorinthian.

188 COLUMN-KRATER(FRAGMENT). PI. 36.
CP 2560. Part of frieze.P.H. 0.057, P.W. 0.065.
Warmbuff clay, firmglaze, but dull (and brownin
someparts).
Panther(?) to r.
Strong, curvilinearstyle, extremelysimilarto that
on 189. It maywell be by the samepainter,thoughthe
incisionsare drawnsomewhatmoreloosely.
MiddleCorinthian.
189 COLUMN-KRATER(FRAGMENTARY).
PI. 36.
CP-2541and CP-2542.Threejoined fragments,and
one isolated piece, evidentlyfrom a single vase. (a)
(CP-2541) P.H. 0.095, P.W. 0.140; (b) (CP-2542)
P.H. 0.044, P.W. 0.094.
Yellowishclay, dull glaze; added red.
(a) Ruminant(stag?)to r., rosette.A bit of the krater's neck is preserved(black). (b) Antlers of stag
(same animal as that largely preservedon a?-no
join) facingpantherto I., rosette.
The fragmentsare technicallyconsonant,not only
in the color of clay and paint, but also with respect
to the scale, and the curvatureand thicknessof the
fabric and the appearanceof the preservedinterior
surface.The style,a sure-handed,controlledrendering
with considerablenicety, is the same on both fragments. Distinctive and unusually fine as compared
with the generalrun of animalson MC kraters.Our
stag and pantherare not by any of the handsthus far
recognized in Benson's "Three Maidens Group"
(A.J.A., LXXIII, 1969, pp. 109-122), nor by any
other known decoratorof kraters;it would be worth
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whileto know this artistbetter.Cf. 188, quitepossibly 196 HANDLE-PLATE OF COLUMN-KRATER.
P1. 37.
by the same artist.
MiddleCorinthian.
CP-2503. H. 0.075, W. 0.091.
Dull adherent glaze, added red.
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Bird to r., head turned back; incised rosette.
190 COLUMN-KRATER(FRAGMENT). PI. 36.
Middle Corinthian.
C-30-163.Fromlowerpartof body wall. P.H. 0.034,
P.W. 0.045, Th. 0.005.
Lightbrownclay, fine texture;black glaze,peeling; 197 HANDLE-PLATE OF COLUMN-KRATER
inside glazed.
PI. 37.
(FRAGMENTARY).
Partsof pantherand goat, confronted.
CP-2504. Two corners missing, piece chipped out of
A very wide-jowledpanther.
surface. H. 0.064, W. 0.071.
MiddleCorinthian.

Light pinkish buff clay; dull, adherent glaze, added
red.
Bird to r., head turned back; no f.o. Part of the
bird's head is missing.
Middle Corinthian.

191 COLUMN-KRATER(FRAGMENT). P1.37.
CP-2567.Fromlowerpartof frieze,and below.P.H.
0.060, P.W. 0.105.
Pale buff-to-orangeclay; dull glaze, brown where
thin.
Goat facing panther(?); no f.o. Below a.f., black- 198 HANDLE-PLATE OF COLUMN-KRATER
P1. 37.
polychrome.
(FRAGMENTARY).
Careful renderings;attractive style, recallingthe
CP-2506. Small part missing from each of three
Detroit Painter(on whom see under187).
corners. H. 0.072, W. 0.095.
MiddleCorinthian.
Pinkish buff clay; dull but good glaze.
192 COLUMN-KRATER(FRAGMENT). PI. 37.
CP-2562.Small bit of a.f., and below. P.H. 0.090,
P.W. 0.053.
Warmbuff clay; firmglaze, brownon interior.
Feline facing goat (?); no f.o. preserved.Below,
band.
wide black-polychrome
From the same vase as 193?
MiddleCorinthian.

Siren to r., wings spread; one small rosette; on edge,
zigzags.
Bibliography: B. Powell, A.J.A., IX, 1905, pp. 62-63,
fig. 10 (drawing); Payne, p. 316, NC 1166.

"Found among chips of stone lying between the
cuttings for the foundation walls of the Temple" (sc.
of Apollo)-Benjamin Powell, A.J.A., loc. cit. On the
sherd there are penciled notations: "Apollo Tem."
and "E".
Under NC 1166, Payne continues: "Many similar
193. COLUMN-KRATER(FRAGMENT). P1.37.
CP-2566.Part of a.f. P.H. 0.038, P.W. 0.103.
fragments in Corinth, Delphi, and elsewhere." No
Buff clay, surfaceunusuallywarm (treated?);firm doubt many of the krater fragments included in the
present Catalogue are among those seen by Payne.
glaze; addedred.
Middle Corinthian.
Lowerpart of feline to r., tail of bird to r.; under

feline's body, incised "plus" rosette. Below a.f.,
black-polychromezone.
From same vase as 192?
Middle Corinthian.

194 HANDLE-PLATEOF COLUMN-KRATER.
PI.37.
CP-2501.A bit of the bowl is also preserved.P.H.
0.069, P.W. 0.095.
Pale clay, dull glaze.
Birdto r., wingsfolded.
MiddleCorinthian.
195 HANDLE-PLATE OF COLUMN-KRATER.

PI. 37.
CP-2502.H. 0.065, W. 0.112.
Pinkishbuff clay, dull glaze.
Swanto 1.,wings raised;no f.o.
MiddleCorinthian.

199 HANDLE-PLATE OF COLUMN-KRATER
P1. 38.
(FRAGMENTARY).
CP-2507. Lower right corner (about one-fourth of
handle-plate) preserved. P.H. 0.038, P.W. 0.060.
Pinkish buff clay, dull glaze.
Avian creature to 1.; no f.o. preserved. Hasty work.
Middle Corinthian.
200 HANDLE-PLATE OF COLUMN-KRATER
PI. 38.
(FRAGMENTARY).
CP-2508. Approximately lower half of handle-plate
preserved. P.H. 0.032, W. 0.096.
Buff clay; glaze good, black, and fairly lustrous;
splashy added red.
Avian creature to 1., sickle-shaped wing, big fantail;
no f.o. preserved.
Middle Corinthian.
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Buff clay with greenish yellow cast, glaze once
lustrous(brown at edges) but now badly flaked. On
body: tongues; bands; a.f.; concentricbands with
centraldot at bottom.In a.f., oppositehandle,sirento
1., forward wing spread, back wing sickle shaped,
addedred in head, breastand wings; blobbyfillersin
siren.)
Creamy-buffclay; good glaze, lustrous but some- her vicinityonly.
what flaked;addedred.
Allied, by the type of the vase and the generaleffect
of the style, with the aryballoiof the CalauriaPainter
Sirento r., wingsraised;no f.o. preserved.
MiddleCorinthian.
(Amyx, Klearchos,III, 1961,pp. 9-12, no. 8; and see
above, under36), but not quitehis own work.
Late CorinthianI.
202 COLUMN-KRATER(FRAGMENT). P1.38.
CP-2527.Part of rim and of one handle-plate.P.H. 207 PYXIS LID
P1.39.
(FRAGMENT).
0.050, P.W. 0.175, W. of rim 0.037.
C-32-173.M.P. Dim. 0.052, Th. 0.0035.
Dull creamyclay; glaze much worn.
Creamy-buffclay; brown-blackglaze; addedred.
On rim,steppedzigzags;on handle-plate,sirento 1.,
Fromcenter:red-over-black
band;twobrownbands;
sicklewing; face of lip and neck glazed.
of
a
with
theron
swans
part
potnia
(red in her sickleGood style.
and
else
at r.; two bands;
shaped wing),
something
MiddleCorinthian.
two-rowdicing.For the composition,cf. (muchearlier,
and finer)Kraiker,Aigina,p. 74, pl. 35, no. 458.
203 COLUMN-KRATER(FRAGMENT). P1.38.
Distortedproportions,inorganicrenderings;late.
CP-2528. Most of one handle-plate,part of rim.
End of Late CorinthianI, or perhapslater.
P.H. 0.040,P.L. 0.152.Handleplatesmallandtapering
208 PYXIS (FRAGMENT).
P1. 39.
(0.064by 0.060 outsideDims.), diam. of rim 0.027.
CP-2372.From body wall of a convex pyxis. P.H.
Pinkishbuffclay; dullglaze,partlywornoff, reddish
0.055, P.W. 0.060.
on part of rim.
Yellowishbuff clay; good glaze.
Bird to r., head turned; rosette. On rim, stepped
Enclosedtongues, three bands, lotus chain (crosszigzags.
hatched petals, hailstormf.o.), broad band between
Cleanwork.
two pairs of narrowerbands.
MiddleCorinthian.
This type of lotus is late, as Payne has remarked
154, fig. 57, F and p. 153, note 3); cf. also the
(p.
204 COLUMN-KRATER(FRAGMENT). P1.38.
Boston, M.F.A. 76.454 (F 473, pl. 45,
amphoriskos
CP-2523. Single fragment, from middle part of
NC
1353).
handle-plate.P.H. 0.050, P.W. 0.038.
Late CorinthianI.
Warmyellow-orangeclay; dull glaze,flaked.
Beardedhead to 1., partlyin outlinedrawing;pecu- 209 KOTYLE
P1. 39.
(FRAGMENTARY).
liar "ornament"in field.
C-47-648. Nearly half of body, and one handle,
For handle-platesdecoratedwith male heads, cf.
Est. D. 0.147, H. 0.109.
NC 1165, NC 1181A, NC 1181B, and not uncom- missing.
Buff clay, tending to pink toward bottom; black
monly elsewhere.
glaze with metallicsheenin places; addedred.
Middle Corinthian(later).
Interior,black. Exterior:two narrowbands at lip;
a.f.; two narrowbands;broadblackbandwithapplied
205 HANDLE-PLATE OF COLUMN-KRATER red bandsoverits upperand loweredges;two narrow
PI. 38. bands; brush-strokerays and black foot. In foot
(FRAGMENTARY).
CP-2520. Two joined fragments.W. 0.090, P.H. medallion,rings;interiorof foot-ring,red over black.
0.065.
In animalfrieze,(A): sirento r. with sicklewing, siren
Yellowishclay (warmeron decoratedsurface);dull, to r. with spreadwings,...(B):.. .wing-tip of avian,
unevenlyfiredglaze.
siren to 1. with sickle wing. A few dots and decomAvian (sirenor griffin-bird)to r., sicklewing.
posed rosettesas f.o.
Hasty work.
From S. E. Building,Well at 1-23. On the context,
MiddleCorinthian.
see Broneer, loc. cit., under 56.
This kotyle of ratherfine clay, with good glaze, is
PI. 39. well thrownand, thoughincomplete,is well preserved
206 ARYBALLOS(FRAGMENTARY).
CP-495.Neck, mouth, handle, and other bits lost, in its extantparts. In these respects,it is superiorto
the missing parts restored in plaster. Restored H. most of the class to which it belongs, that of Late
Corinthiankotylaidescendingby rapidstagesof degen0.059, D. ca. 0.064.
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201 HANDLE-PLATE OF COLUMN-KRATER
PI. 38.
(FRAGMENTARY).
CP-2509. Upper 1. and r. corners of handle-plate
missing.P.L. (outeredge to interiorrim) 0.062, min.
W. 0.100. (Theformtapersoutwardtowardthe feet of
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erationfrom the exquisiteMiddle Corinthiankotylai and Mainz, R6misch-Germanisches Zentralmuseum
by the SamosPainter(NC 950-952; on the "descent," 0.29651. On the history of the type, see Amyx, A.J.A.,
see Lawrence,"Five Grave Groupsfrom the Corin- LXV, 1961, p. 12.
Late Corinthian I.
thia," Hesperia,XXXIII, 1964, pp. 95, 98-99, notes
22, 23, underE 12, CorinthC-60-113,from Examilia).
We know of no other kotyle certainlyby the same 211 PLATE (FRAGMENT).
P1. 39.
hand as 209 but, from among a numberof contemCP-2451. Piece of rim. P.L. 0.105, P.W. 0.030.
Pale clay, paint worn.
porary examples, one of three from Tomb 51 at
Rhitsona(NC 1335;J.H.S., XXX, 1910,p. 337, fig. 2,
Light fabric. Groove near outer edge of rim. Upper
left) seemsto be especiallyclose in style;the published surface reserved, with bands at edges.
photographis not adequate.Another, intimatelyreCallipolitis-Feytmans, p. 159, CR I,
lated to 209,in spite of its differentshapeand syntax, no.Bibliography:
25.
is Mainz, Romisch-GermanischesZentralmuseum
In Mme. Callipolitis-Feytmans' list, the rim frag0.29074.All of these must be quitelate; the Rhitsona
tomb is dated ca. 550 B.C.

Three kotylai in Chaironeia(sub NC 1337) certainly are no earlier.Thesealso resemble209, though
more distantly.The two largerChaironeiaexamples
are paintedin a crudelydistinctivestyle, and the same
hand, the ChaironeiaPainter, is recognizableon a
kotyle in Berkeley,UCLMA 8/3320(C.V.A., University of California1 [5],pl. 10 [191],7a-b), and another
in Vienna, Kunsthist.Mus., inv. IV 3520. Also his,
the lekythos, Syracuse,N.M. inv. 21873, from Gela
(NC 1375, Mon. Ant., XVII, 1906,col. 373, fig. 275).
Very close to these and perhapsby the same hand,
though the published illustration does not permit
comparisonof criticaldetails, is a kotyle from Gela,
Mon. Ant., XVII, 1906, col. 614, fig. 420. Compare
also the kotyle(paintmostlygone)Tocra337,J. Boardman and J. Hayes, Excavations at Tocra, 1963-1965:
The Archaic Deposits (B.S.A. Supplementary vol. 4,

London, 1966),pl. 24, and p. 38, fig. 21.
Relatively pretentiousexamples, such as Corinth
C-60-113,fromExamilia(see above),and Berlin(West)
Staatl.MuseenF 968 are more closely relatedto the
parentstem,the MC SamosGroup,andmust be somewhatearlier.Amongthe examplescited by Payne(NC
1335ff.),ArgiveHeraeum,II, pl. 61: 1 (subNC 1337)
differsin syntax(verticalwavylines at lip) but mustbe
also relativelyearly. Berlin, Staatliche Museen inv.
3701 (NC 1336), Eleusis 761 (NC 1337), and the
examplesin Palermo (sub NC 1337) remainunpublished; for lack of availablephotographsthey could
not be broughtinto comparisonwith 209.
Late Corinthian.

ment 211 is described as bearing a "chaine de fleurs de
lotus et de palmettes opposees," but, apart from the
bands at the inner and outer edges of the rim, we observed no trace of painted decoration. Is there a confusion of identity with 157?
Late Corinthian I.

212 PLATE (FRAGMENT).
P1. 39.
0.040.
P.W.
CP-2453. Piece of rim. P.L. 0.115,
Yellowish clay; clean fabric.
Reserved, with bands. Groove sets off roll of lip,
which is painted red. Big, rolled foot-ring, also red.
Bibliography: Callipolitis-Feytmans, p. 157, CR 1,
no. 9.

According to Mme. Callipolitis-Feytmans' classification, 212 comes from a LC I "white-style" plate.
Late Corinthian I.
213 OINOCHOE (?) (FRAGMENT).
P1. 39.
CP-2488. From body wall of a closed vase. P.H.
0.043, P.W. 0.045.
Yellowish tan clay; good firm glaze; inside ridged.
Wing and tail of avian to r., incised "echo" filler
between.
Good, clean work.
Late Corinthian I?

PI. 40.
214 GLOBULAR OINOCHOE.
C-47-765. Mended; small missing parts restored in
plaster. H. 0.284, D. 0.215.
Globular body, with plastic collar between body
and mouth (wide, flaring trefoil); echinoid foot. The
PI. 39. size is unusually great, for this shape.
210 KYLIX (FRAGMENT).
Pale buff, slightly dirty-gray clay; dull, gray-black,
CP-2465.Two joined fragments,preservingpart of
offsetlip and of bowl. P.H. 0.070, P.W. 0.070 (sic).
fugitive glaze, nearly all gone in figured area; a few
Dull buffclay; dull glaze,crazedand pitted.
spots, where once covered with applied red, remain.
of
Mouth and handle black; applied red on and in
to r., part a
Sickle-wingedavian (griffin-bird?)
rosette(?); below, bands.
vicinity of neck-ring; body black to and including foot,
on
as
later
is
The body of the bird very elongated,
except for reserved panel. In panel, confronted seated
the
For
"S"still
the
is
sickle-winged sphinxes, flanked by a small bird in
tolerablygood.
style
cups, but
either
in
lines
the
incised
the
of
curve
corner; at top of panel, enclosed (polychrome)
wing, compare
1
5
especiallyC.V.A., Cambridge [6], pi. [244], 21, tongues.
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Compare the oinochoai by the Leontinoi Painter
(equals Medallion Painter?),A.J.A., LXV, 1961, p. 14,
nos. 8-10.
An important vase which once presented a lively
effect; the drawing is good, the state of preservation
deplorable.
Late Corinthian I.

mane (with glazed lines in it), rider holding spear.
Subject?
Cursorystyle; time of TydeusPainter,but not his
work.
Late CorinthianI.
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218 COLUMN-KRATER(FRAGMENT). PI.41.
CP-2574.From middle of body. P.H. 0.048, P.W.
0.040.
215 COLUMN-KRATER (?) (FRAGMENT).
Grayclay, warmorange-tanwheretreated;firmbut
P1.41.
dull
glaze; added red and white.
C-36-304. From an open vase (small krater?). M.P.
of something (furniture [?]-the surface is
Foot
Dim. 0.068.
chipped);below, polychromebands.
Pale buff clay; dull charcoal-colored glaze.
The subjecthas not been identified.From a redBit of neck preserved; below this, part of a sicklesimilarto the foregoing.
shaped wing of avian to r., hastily incised; red in groundkrater,
Corinthian
I.
Late
wing bow and alternate feathers at tip of wing. Interior
glazed at top, then streaky brown, then unpainted.
Loose, late-looking form.
Late Corinthian I?

216 COLUMN-KRATER (FRAGMENT).
P1. 41.
C-59-63. From upper part of body. P.H. 0.057, m.P.
Dim. 0.074.
Yellow-buff clay, fugitive glaze; added red; interior
glazed, now nearly all worn off.
Exterior: upper part of a bearded figure standing to
r., wearing chiton and himation, holding spear in r.
hand, 1. hand raised to level of face (apparently held
something). Chiton in outline technique, with decorative upper border (zigzag, dots), vertical brown stripes;
himation red. Three wavy tresses of hair extend from
head down onto chiton. Contour of face and of 1.
shoulder incised; contour of raised 1. hand not incised.
From St. John area (1959).
Bibliography: S. Weinberg, Hesperia, XXIX,
p. 252, pl. 64, d, 3.

1960,

Refined style; the head looks late.
Late Corinthian I.

217 COLUMN-KRATER (FRAGMENTARY).
P1.41.
C-50-87. Three joined fragments, from upper part
of body; strong bend near top toward join with neck.
P.H. 0.066, P.W. 0.107.
Gray-buff clay, dull black to brown glaze; added red
and white (the latter laid directly on ground, and
partly worn off); decorated surface treated, warm
orange-buff; interior irregularly glazed.
Exterior: black at top, where bit of neck has survived,
then a frieze of enclosed tongues BRWRBRWB...,
no bordering band below. Below, two figures, bodies
jugate, running (or dancing?) to r. and looking back,
that at 1. is white, with long hair (apparently female),
overlapping that at r. (red on cheek and neck) who
wears a red sleeveless chiton. At r., horse to 1., white

PI. 41.
219 KRATER(FRAGMENTS).
C-39-311a, b. Two pairs of joined fragments.
(a) Two joined fragments,givingpart of (tall)neck,
of moldedridgebetweenneckand top of body, and of
tonguepatternbelow ridge.P.H. approx.0.070, P.W.
0.069, m.P.Dim. 0.083, P.H. of neck ca. 0.042.
(b) Two joined fragments,giving a bit of ridge below neck and part of body below it. P.H. 0.040, P.W.
0.069.
Pale ivory-grayclay, enrichedto light pinkishbuff
on decorated surface; dull black to brown glaze,
partly peeled off, golden brown in line-work;added
red and white. Interior:glazed,considerablyworn.
Exterior:neck black; below neck (a + b) enclosed
tongues, RBWRBW...(?)...

Below tongues (on b),

head of horseto r. (red stripesin mane),facinga large
whitemass,its contoursand interiordetailspaintedin
dilutebrownglaze.We can't guesswhatit is (architectural?).
From a well west of the Museum.
Late CorinthianI (red ground).
220 COLUMN-KRATER(FRAGMENTARY).
P1.42.
CP-2573 a, b. Two joining fragments:the lower
right-handtip of a joins (barely)with b at top left.
P.H. (whenjoined) 0.128, P.W. 0.195.
Pinkishclay, surfacetreated(red ground);firmbut
dull glaze, brownwherethin; addedred and white.
Above frieze,palmette-lotuschain, then hoplite on
whitehorse(blackmane)gallopingto 1., a blackhorse
beyond, and, at 1., black and white tails of two more
horses; in the field, in front of black horse's neck,
traces of an inscription.Below frieze, streakywhite
bands over black. Under NC 1470A, Payne reports
that "there are fragmentsof red-groundkratersin
Corinth",etc.; presumably220 was one of those seen
by him.
Bibliography: (Presumably) Payne, under NC 1470A.
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This vase is peculiar in several respects, first of all in assembled piecemeal from the lot. The main difference
that kraters do not normally have a palmette-lotus is one of quality. In this area, the full-bodied drawing
chain directly above the main body zone. The only on 220 seems practically unique. The nearest parallels
exception known to us is the Eurytios Krater, NC 780 that we have thus far seen are on the krater Madrid,
(nor do we know of any examples of this practice on N.M. 10840 (NC 1482; Benson, G.k.V., List 101, no. 2,
Attic kraters). Palmette-lotus chains are, of course, "White Horses Group") and the hydria NC 1448
commonly placed on the rims of kraters. They appear (now Baltimore, Walters Art Gallery 48.2032; see
also below the main pictures on three (Atticizing) red- above). On this latter vase, the white horse has someground kraters, Florence, M.A. 4198 (NC 1464; thing like the bulging joints of our white horse, and
L. Banti, E.A.A., II, 1959, p. 850, fig. 1115); Leipzig, similar shoulder curves of black and white horses are
fragment, NC 1469 (lost?); and Louvre, fragmentary present, but respectively reversed.
(unnumbered?)-the three given to one hand by Miss
Bibliography: (Presumably) Payne, under NC 1470A.
Banti (oc. cit., p. 851). The palmette-lotus chain
Late Corinthian I.
appears above the main picture on Corinthian redNC
1448
such
as
Baltimore,
(now
ground hydriai,
Walters Art Gallery 48.2032), and another in BaltiAPPENDIX
more (no. 48.2230, with black-and-white meander
strip intervening), which offer an analogy of sorts.
A CORINTHIANIZING ATTIC BLACK-FIGURED VASE
It is also odd that hoplites are shown riding galloping
horses, whereas the usual practice is to show chiton- 221 ATTIC TRIPOD KOTHON (?) (FRAGMENT).
P1. 42.
clad youths; when hoplites are shown riding horses,
CP-2575. Apparently part of the flat circular band
the horses usually proceed at a walk-as on the great
LC I red-ground krater now in the Vatican, once on top, surrrounding the central opening, of a tripod
Naples, Astarita Collection (cf. Beazley, Proc. Brit. kothon. The frieze is set between two plastic ridges,
Acad., XLIII, 1958, pls. 11-16). Hoplites on galloping and there is a slight trace of a turned-down wall beyond
horses appear, by exception, on the MC kraters Brus- the outer ridge. P.H. 0.060, P.W. 0.065.
Pale, yellowish buff clay; good glaze but surface
sels, Cinq. A 710 (NC 1181C; cf. Benson, A.J.A.,
LXXIII, 1969, p. 121, List D, no. 4, pl. 38: 21; cf. chipped and pitted, especially around incisions; added
above, p. 30, on 78) and Paris, Louvre Campana red. Underside unglazed, ridged in concentric rings.
10479 (Benson, loc. cit., List D, no. 3, pl. 38: 20; pl.
Outside, above inner ridge, stepped zigzags; be40: 22, 23), and on the hydria K. Schefold, Meister- tween ridges, feline (lion?) to r.; no f.o.
Color of clay notwithstanding, the style of the aniwerkegriechischerKunst, Basel, 1960, p. 165, no. 105.
The style of painting on our vase is remarkablyfine. mal is typically Attic (shoulder line doubled, forelegs
We cannot attribute it to any of the previously recog- "boxed" with doubled lines, tail tufted). It is by the
nized artists who decorated red-ground vases (such as same hand as a fragmentarylekanis in Delphi (Fouilles
the Tydeus Painter, the Andromeda Painter, the de Delphes, V, p. 140, fig. 562), assigned by Payne
Hippolytos Painter, or the Amphiaraos Painter). (p. 201) to the GROUP OF THE DRESDEN LEKARather, it seems most closely allied with the series of NIS, with a remark on the very pale clay which is
amphoras and other red-ground vases which Benson characteristic of this Group (the neck-amphora
has included in his "White Horses Group" (G.k.V., Taranto, N.M. 20885, Payne, loc. cit.-now published,
List 101), even though it seems better than the run of F. G. Lo Porto, Annuario, N.S., XXI-XXII, 1959-60,
these. (The style of the amphoras is characterized by pp. 177, 180-183, figs. 153, c, 155, a, b, and 156, a, bPayne, p. 326, as "uniform, rather careless"; he in- is made of nearly white clay; on the other hand, in the
directly suggests, p. 109, that some vases of the group Delphi fragment the clay is reassuringly "Attic", a
might be by the Hippolytos Painter, but we have found warm orange color).
There are difficult problems of connoisseurship in
none that we could confidently accept as the work of
that artist. It is even uncertain to us that all of the this territory. Beazley (A.B.V., pp. 21-23 and Paravases in the "White Horses" list-which could be lipomena, p. 14) excludes the Delphi fragment from
considerably expanded-are by one hand, although his list of attributions to the Group of the Dresden
several of them go very well together.) Here riders on Lekanis; and, whereas on grounds of style 221 goes
galloping horses, with and without "spare" horses, with the Delphi fragment, on grounds of clay it goes
are a stock theme, and the treatment in general often better with the Group. Furthermore, although Beazley
closely resembles that on 220: white horse with crinkly maintains that nearly all of the vases assigned by him
black mane, inscriptions, and all the rest. The hind legs to the Group were painted by one artist, the variations
are sometimes drawn in under the body of the horse in renderings in this list caused us considerable dis(e.g., on NC 1422, now Vienna, Kunsthistorisches comfort when we attempted to verify his attributions.
Museum, inv. 3546), and other likenesses may be Finally, to make matters even more complicated, there
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is Beazley's assumption (which seems all but inescapable, on the face of it), that the Boeotian Horse-Bird
Painter (A.B.V., pp. 22-23; for additions, see K.
Schauenburg, Jb. Mainz, IV, 1957, p. 71 and note 55;
H. Hoffmann, Jb. der Hamburger Kunstsammlungen,
VIII, 1963, pp. 224-225; idem, Arch. Anz., 1969, pp.
342-343, fig. 26 and no. 26, and Beazley, Paralipomena, p. 14) is the same person as the chief painter in
the Group of the Dresden Lekanis-i.e., that "the

Painterof the DresdenLekanismust have emigrated
to Boeotia." In this whole situation, there is more
than one tangle that needs clearingup; but of one
thing we are certain,that our fragmentis Attic. It is
included-against our generalpolicy-in the present
Cataloguebecauseof its peculiarinterest,and because
otherwiseit mightescapenoticefor too manyyears to
come.
Early sixth century B.C.
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B.
THE

ANAPLOGAWELL

THE WELL
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In May, 1962,in the excavationof a Romanbuildingat the Anaplogasite,' on the northside of the
road betweenOld Corinthand the small settlementof HaghioiAnargyroi,an importantwell of the
Archaicperiodwas discovered.2The constructionof the Roman buildinghad destroyedany Archaic
architecturalremainsthat might once have been associatedwith the well. The well is evidentlymuch
earlier than the rooms in which it was found, and its mouth was crossed over by a wall dividing them
(PI. 45).3

The excavationrevealedno strataassociablewiththe Geometricperiodor the seventhcentury.There
Geometricpotteryin the fill (An67 representsthesein
were very few fragmentsof true,eighth-century
was abunthe inventory),and theirdistributionwas sporadic.Middle,and someEarly,Protocorinthian
the
shaftand below ca. 19.50metersat the
dantlypresentto a depthof about six metersat the top of
bottom. Similarly,the earliestsherdspreservedin CorinthLot 1006 (seventhcenturyto Classical)4
appearto be of EPC or MPC, not Geometric,fabric.At the bottom of the well, the earliestphase of
Orientalizingis also meagerlyrepresentedand associatedwith potterythat is alreadyMiddle Protocorinthian.This scantevidencedoes not suggestthat the well was dug earlierthan the firstdecadesof

the seventh century, though we cannot exclude the possibility that it was cleaned out periodically during
an earlier period of use.
The Anaploga well is unusually deep. On 13 June 1962, water was reached at 24.0 meters (on the
next day at 24.50). The bottom was reached at 24.85 meters, after 185 baskets of pottery had been removed.5 The shaft is cut in conglomerate, with irregularly spaced footholds, at intervals averaging
0.40-0.50 meters, on the east and west sides, until 3.0 meters from the bottom. Below the conglomerate,
1 The most complete early report of the excavation is H. S. Robinson's in AE2Tifov,XVIII, 1963, XpoviKu&,
p. 79.
Essentially the same report, B.C.H., LXXXVII, 1963, p. 726; that in Archaeological Reports, 1962-1963, p. 11, is briefer.
The "early Roman structure some 500 meters west of the Odeion" in Robinson's abstract of a paper read at the SixtyFourth General Meeting of the Archaeological Institute of America (A.J.A., LXVII, 1963, p. 216) is the principal building
of the Anaploga excavation, which produced the fine mosaic. The location and extent of the excavated area is the quadrangle outlined between the road to Haghioi Anargyroi and the letters LOG in ANAPLOGA on the plan in H. S. Robinson,
"A Sanctuary and Cemetery in Western Corinth," Hesperia, XXXVIII, 1969, p. 2, fig. 1.
2 An abstract of a paper read at the Sixty-Sixth General Meeting of the A. I. A. by P. Lawrence, the first report on the
contents of the well, appears in A.J.A., LXIX, 1965, p. 170. The members of the American School of Classical Studies in
charge of its excavation were Susan Goff and Jane Hoeffel, under the direction of Professor H. S. Robinson.
3 These are the rooms designated 2A and 2B, divided by a wall designated 15, in the excavators' notebook (Corinth
Notebook 242, sketch plan on p. 119, for 9 May 1962). The well-mouth under wall 15 was exposed by 11-12 May, when
it is visible in photographs of Room 2A (Corinth Negatives 62-38-27 and 62-55-9).
4 This is the pottery from the "considerably darker" and "blacker" earth of areas x and y (south of martyras z) in
Room 2A (Corinth Notebook 242, p. 119).
5 The well was excavated in twenty-two working days, 19 May-14 June 1962. The excavated depth was recorded at
the end of each day, with corresponding basket numbers, 1-185. On most days, between five and ten baskets of pottery
were removed, but where pottery was densest twenty-nine baskets (numbered 57-86), then twenty-three (87-110), thirteen (110-123), and twenty (124-144) baskets were filled on successive days (30 May-2 June). In round figures, in a fifth
of the working days, almost half of the pottery recovered was removed from hardly more than a fourth of the depth of the
well shaft (10.75-17.10 meters= baskets 57-144). During two working days, 30-31 May (baskets 57-110; 10.75-14.10
meters), fifty-two basketfuls were obtained from 3.35 meters of fill. The depth of the fragments of each pot can be calculated only approximately. In the text and catalogue, we have retained the basket numbers from the excavation, in the
interest of accuracy, clarity, and brevity. Where necessary for reference, we add the daily measurements or a calculated
("ca.") depth for a basket number in the course of the day's work. The basket lots are numbered from the top of the
shaft, and, unless specified "from the bottom," the measurements are those taken from the top of the shaft. Except where
they modify "numbers," the adjectives and adverbs "above," "below," "upper," "higher," "lower," will refer to actual
levels in the fill.
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it is cut throughfirsta layerof graveland then clayeyearth,with a layerof thicksandat the verybottom. The shaft, with a diameterat the top of 0.76 m., is narrowuntil the conglomerateends near the
bottom; there it widens, reaching its greatest diameter, 1.20 m., at a depth of 23.05 meters; just above

the bottom,it narrowsagainto 1.0m.6
The fill was punctuatedbetween17.10and 19.60metersby a layerof stoneswith a smallyield of pottery.7 Below the stones, none of the pottery need be later than MPC; there are many coarse pitchers,
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and the fine wareis in smallsherds,badlyabraded,as if by the action of water.8It is possiblethat the
well was still a sourceof waterthroughthis period;the layerof stonesmay markthe date whenits use
as a well was discontinued.Contrariwise,the presencebelowthe stonesof fragmentsof votivetypes of
potterysuggestsits use as a dumpbeforethe middleof the seventhcentury.
Above the stones,and belowbasket104at ca. 13.50meters,the potteryis LateProtocorinthian.
It is
possiblethatfor a briefperiodat mid-centurynothingmuchwas deposited.Amongthe fine sherdsfrom
baskets104-114at the upper9end of this rangeare a veryfew thatmighthavefiltereddownto this level
from above;10apartfrom these,the latestidentifiablepotteryfrom baskets104-145is LPC.
The Transitionalphaseof Corinthianblackfigureis hardlyrepresented.Possibly,some of the blackpotteryfromjust below basket 104 was made at the sametime as Tranglazedand conventionalizing
sitionalfiguredware,"lbut the only vase that can be assignedto this phase is the oinochoeAn 227. It
seems likely, in fact, that the steadyfilling of the shaft, except with coarse ware, was brieflyinter-

rupted.12Besides, at the level of basket 103, and at every level above, a new element appears in

the fill.
levels:largelyunmendablefine ware,in a
Thereare only two kindsof potteryin the Protocorinthian
limitedrange of types and shapes,and mendablecoarse ware. Above baskets 103/104(ca. 13.50m.),
the coarse ware continues(in basketsca. 75-103, it dominatesthe fill), the fragmentaryfine ware is,
for a while,absent,and mendablespoiledvasesappearin quantity;this mendablefinewareis altogether
differentfrom the unspoiled,fragmentarymaterialin its rangeof shapesand stylesand quitecertainly
was depositeddirectfrom potteriesspecializingin drinkingequipment,representinga distinctsegment
of the Corinthianindustry.'3In the two metersof fill (basketsca. 75-103) wherethe coarsewareoccupied most of the space,the potters'dumpshowsthat the fill was depositedduringthe time requiredby
the developmentof black-figurestylesfrom the beginningto the middleof EarlyCorinthian.
The next meter or so of fill above this (baskets ca. 55-ca. 75; ca. 10.65-ca. 11.75 m.) is dominated by

potters'dump.The coarsewarecontinues(and thereis still no fragmentaryfine ware),but the propor-

6 These data are derived from Corinth Notebook 246, entries 8-9 and 11-14 June 1962. Such widening at the bottom
of a well shaft results from the action of water on the soft clay and gravel strata. For this and much other valuable information concerning Corinthian wells, we are deeply indebted to H. S. Robinson's generosity in sharing his vast knowledge of them.
7 From this
part of the fill alone, there are no mended coarse pots and very small lots of coarse sherds. The fine ware
also is scrappy.
8 The level of the water table at Corinth varies considerably. A well might easily have been abandoned as dry and have
been productive, say, a decade later.
9 See p. 63, note 5, end.
10Cf. also An 217 and An 219.
11 Unfigured (black-glazed or conventionalizing) pottery of the third quarter of the seventh century has yet to receive
detailed study, and the Anaploga well, unfortunately, did not yield either enough types in stratigraphical association,
nor a sufficient number of each, to be a basis for such study. Only if the shape is exactly comparable with a black-figure
one, and the full profile is preserved, can we distinguish with any certainty an unfigured pot contemporary with LPC from
one contemporary with the Transitional black-figure style.
12 A reservation must be made, that the LPC below basket 104 is secondary, fragmentary deposit (see below, pp. 96-98),
perhaps not new when dumped here, and only ten years are allotted to the Transitional style. There is a gap in stylistic
development at 103/104, but the only evidence that progress in filling the shaft was interrupted is the paucity of material
that filtered down into the LPC levels; this suggests a brief period of settling of the smaller, finer material in the fill. Note
that the coarse ware (cf. An 302-305) was uninterrupted.
13 This is far from suggesting that the Anaploga 'segment' produced all such drinking equipment in this period. In fact,
their styles of black figure and potter's work account for only a tiny fraction of it, which previously was poorly represented even in the Corinth Museum.
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tions are reversed.As about one thirdof all the mendedcoarsepots have nearlyall of theirconstituent
fragmentsfromwithinthe rangeof baskets75-103, so one thirdof all the mendedfinetrefoiloinochoai
dumpedby pottershave most of theirfragmentsfrom 55-75, from little more than one meter14of the
fill. At no otherlevel was the potteryquiteso denselypacked.A verybriefperiodis representedby the
basketrangeca. 55-ca. 75; the figuredvasesfromthe potters'dumpare somewhatlaterthanthe middle
of EarlyCorinthian(laterEC).
There was no break in the dumping of spoiled vases at the level of basket 55;15many mended pots
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containfragmentsfrom both above and below this level. Above basket55, however,fragmentaryfine
ware (secondarydeposit),absentsince the LPC levels below basket 104, is presentagain.l6The small
portionof it thatis blackfiguredis stylisticallya worldapartfromthe Anaplogapotters'dump;instead,
it has ties with materialfromthe Potters'Quarterexcavation,to whichthe potters'dumpin the well is
finewareis specificallyvotiveand all of it is consistentwith
whollyunrelated.Muchof the fragmentary
the rangeof typesfoundin Archaicsanctuaries.In this respect,it is also consistentwiththe Protocorinthian fragmentaryfine warebelow basket 104.
From ca. basket20 down to the level of basket55, then, threekindsof materialweredepositedconcurrently.The coarsewareseemsto havebeen dumpedcontinuously,thoughthereare changesin types
and quantityand in the proportionof mendedto unmendablepottery.Spoiledvases are presentfrom

ca. 20 downwards in unbroken series with overlapping basket-numberranges. The depositing of fragmentary fine ware may have been sporadic, though frequent; types occur in caches (but not in tight
caches correspondingto only one or two basket lots). Its distribution tends to confirm the evidence of
the development of shapes and figure styles in the spoiled vases, that the filling of the shaft with potters' dump was gradual.
From about 10.65 up to 7.65 meters (basket 27) the spoiled vases show gradual development. No
stylistically placeable vase with fragments from above basket 27 is still Early Corinthian, and those
whose fragments are within the range of baskets 20-33 (about 6.80-8.25 m.) are clearly Middle Corinthian. From baskets in the upper twenties and thirties we find some vases placeable as in early MC style,
others as very evolved EC, but some actually representthe stylistic transition. This transition seems to
have been made rapidly.
The fill in the well shaft is interruptedat ca. basket 20 (between baskets 18 and 22; cf. ranges for An
31 and An 55). The MC style of baskets 20-33 is by no means advanced; the placeable vases from baskets
9-ca. 20 may be designated 'beginning of LC I'-that time when many painters' work already exhibits
14 29 May, baskets 45-56, 9.55-10.75 m.; basket 55, ca. 10.65 m. 30 May, baskets 57-86, 10.75-12.20 m.; basket 75,
ca. 11.75 m. Baskets 55-75, ca. 1.10 meters of fill.
15 We shall see, rather, that in the levels from 6.70 m. to at least 11.75 m. the potters' dump is continuous and uninterrupted.
16 Because it is unmendable, only a small part of it was inventoried (Chapter IV). It can be studied in Corinth Lots
3235-3305 (any material in the mixed Lot 3334 that came from these levels being useless), for baskets 2-55 (basket 1 was
early "lost" through accidental mixing with basket 61 when the sherds were washed; Lot 3311 for 61 is contaminated
by 1). The Corinth Lots 3235-3409 represent the Anaploga well; they contain the uninventoried fragmentary fine ware,
the unmendable residue of potters' dump, and a small selection of coarse fragments (most of the uninventoried coarse
ware was discarded after it had been studied and described). No fine ware was discarded. The lotted fine ware is kept as
the pot-menders left it. Many of the lots between baskets 57 (Lot 3307) and 101-103 (Lot 3338), the levels that were
purely potters' dump and coarse ware, are worthless as providing detailed stratigraphical evidence, and none of them is so
used as evidence in this publication. The sherds in this range were gathered up and sorted by the menders to see if further
potters'-dump vases could be assembled. In these levels (baskets 55-103), we have relied on the mended fine ware and
on the coarse ware, pots and sherds, for stratigraphic evidence. Above and below these levels, the lots do preserve the
evidence of basket levels; the penciled basket numbers on partly mended or "potentially mendable" material indicate
that the fragment so marked has been moved and from what basket. The fragmentary fine ware, most of it at a glance
obviously unmendable, is preserved in its proper basket lots down to ca. 55 (from about this point down to 103, only
potters' dump and coarse ware constitute the fill). The Protocorinthian basket lots (below 104, Lot 3339) also are preserved, sherds bearing penciled numbers when required. The basket lots of coarse ware were preserved for study in every
level of the fill. Only the unmendable residue of potters' dump from the levels of baskets ca. 55-103 was mixed and
combined.
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most of the defining traits of LC I style.17Also, in the fill from baskets 9-ca. 20, the fragmentary,soft

pinkishbuff,miniaturevotivepottery(commonin baskets20-55) is absent,and thevarietyof shapesof
spoiled vasesis morerestricted.Anotherbreakin the fill is discernibleat baskets8/9. An 1-13 forma
closedgroup,chronologicallyand stratigraphically
of the firsthalf of the
(An 14-20 are Protocorinthian
seventhcentury);in the potters'dumphere,and herealone,thereareno trefoiloinochoai,evenin sherds,
and no black-figuredvases (the cup An 3 belongsto the fragmentaryfine ware).The kotylai are well
advancedin LC I, but not assignableto the veryend of that phase.Therefore,the well shaftmay have
been finally full by ca. 560 B.C.
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Thus, we have two self-containedstrataat the top above continuous,gradualfillingfrom ca. basket
20 to 103. So muchis unequivocal.Reconstructionof the processof stratificationis problematic,each
hypothesisraisingseriousquestions.The hypothesisof two successivesettlingsand toppings-upof the
fill wouldseemsatisfactoryif it couldbe reconciledwith the implicationsof gradualfillingthrough
throw
EC and earlyMC levels.8 On this hypothesis,the shaftwouldhave been full by the middleof the MC
period, perhaps ca. 580-575 B.C.In the course of a decade, more or less, it would have settledas much
as 6.80meters(the excavatedlevel of basket20). At the beginningof LC I, this fill wouldhavebeentoo

compacted to be penetrated by new material thrown in (representedby baskets 9-ca. 20). This in turn
would have settled rapidly (the developmental gap between the two top strata is small and suggests an
interval of much less than a decade); the large admixture of earth (bearing Protocorinthian material)
helped its compaction. The pottery from baskets 1-8, then, would represent the final topping-up
(0-5.50 m. in the excavated fill). If this hypothesis is untenable,we should suppose that, from local economics, human temperament,or some other archaeologicallyirrecoverablecause, at a date towards the
middle of MC, filling stopped before the shaft was full. The two strata at the top would represent two
occasions when the shaft was again used for dumping, on the second of which it would have been full.19
These top strata contain the same amount of the same kinds of coarse pots, both mendable and fragmentary, as the levels below basket 55.20They also contain an unprecedentedelement in the fill, caches
of misfiredvotive miniaturevases,21subjectedto very excessiveheat in the kiln, so that they are dark

17 In the Necrocorinthia catalogue, Payne placed some pieces with such traits in the MC
section, qualifying them as
'late' (cf. NC 1104-1106, 868, 908, 998-1000, 1097). Among the 'defining traits' we have in mind are: the introduction of
globular vase shapes and more nearly globular models of others; the use of unprecedentedly large and splayed or echinoid
foot-rings; changes in black-polychrome banding; the elongation of the extremities of single creatures in panels, especially, but by some artists even in friezes; a looser or freer articulation of the bodies of animals, monsters, and men (cf.,
especially, komasts) in black figure; and a general change in taste, veering to the suave, tender, and colorful. The time is
approximately that of the Francois Vase, where analogous developments in the Attic figure style are accomplished. In
G.k. V., J. L. Benson placed most of the pieces (and their hands) that Payne had regarded as 'late' in MC or 'perhaps'
LC I in a spdtkorinthischer Ubergang. We too recognize this developmental stage as that when the stylistic transition was
effected, but are concerned lest an established category, "MC-LC transition," might tend to loss of clarity, by attracting
to itself all but the earliest MC and the latest LC I.
The phase is well exemplified, with an Attic synchronism provided by the C Painter's cup, CP-552 (A.B. V., p. 52, 13),
by B. H. Hill's Grave 7, excavated in 1915 in the area later known as the North Cemetery. This grave also contained
CP-548 to CP-551; the kotylai are comparable with, e.g., An 39, with some traits of An 13, and the narrow-necked
globular oinochoe is well developed.
18 Since the compaction of the PC material below baskets
103/104 must have been virtually complete before the gradual EC to early MC filling began, and the latter required as much as forty-five years (ca. 625-ca. 580 B.c.), during which
previously dumped, progressively weighed upon, material gradually solidified, it is doubtful if at ca. 580 B.C. the contents
still could have settled nearly so much as 6.80 meters, as required by this hypothesis. R. S. Stroud has called to our
attention a well in the Demeter Sanctuary on Acrocorinth; in the excavations of 1961-1962, it was dug to the bottom
(18.70 m. deep, widening at the bottom in the shape of an inverted funnel). In the Spring of 1965, it was filled to the top,
but by January, 1970, it again lay open, to a depth of 3.20 meters. In the Anaploga well, however, the "funnel" at the
bottom is much slighter and, in any case, irrelevant, the MPC and earlier material there having had about a third of a
century to consolidate before even the earliest potters' dump (e.g., An 227) entered the accumulating fill.
19The distribution of PC material in these strata, unless the account be,
indeed, so tidy as to be suspect, seems to be
better accounted for by the former hypothesis; on the latter, we might suggest that the filling at the beginning of LC I was
very loose and topped with earth and PC material, that this filling did settle dramatically, and after a brief interval the
material from baskets 1-8 was deposited.
20 There is rather less coarse ware, and that much less
mendable, in the levels between ca. basket 20 and ca. 55. See
The Coarse Ware, pp. 91-93.
21 Not
inventoried, but preserved basket by basket in the lotted pottery; see p. 96, note 2.
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olive green, very crumbly, and, some of them, fused in nests as they were stacked in the kiln. These do
not go with the rest of the potters' dump, which consists of full-size drinking equipment, nor with the
votive miniatures in the fragmentaryfine ware, which are battered but not misfired (but see The Fragmentary Fine Ware, pp. 96-97). They do confirm the distinctness of the two top strata from the levels
next below.
The Protocorinthian pottery of the first half of the seventh century in the upper levels of fill, strikingly similar to that below the layer of stones at the bottom, remains to be described. There are fragments in the uninventoried lots (numerousfrom baskets2-13), besides the partlymendedAn 2, An 14-20,
An 23, An 67 (Geometric), and (?) An 111. Fragments occur densely in both of the top strata and
sporadically in the MC and late EC levels. Excepting possibly An 111, they are never later than MPC.

Thismaterialis discussedbelow,pp.96-97; hereit mustbe accountedfor in relationto the stratification
of MC and LC potterythat is its context.The earlyseventh-century
potterycannothavefiltereddown
fromthe top; An14-20representa cache(centeredon basket9, wherePCsherdsoutnumbered
LC)of Protocorinthianmaterial,whichprobablyenteredthe shaft with earthon top of the materialexcavatedin
sherdsbelowbasket20, and theGeometricAn67, cannot
baskets9-ca. 20.The sporadicProtocorinthian
havefiltereddownfromthe stratumof baskets9-ca. 20; none of the tiny fragmentsof green-burntminiatures,of which basket 19 containeda greatquantity,filtereddown beyondbasket21.22Similarly,

the self-contained basket-numberranges of An 1-13 show that sherds did not filter past the stratum
division of baskets 8/9. It is difficultto avoid concluding that in the early sixth century a great quantity
of pure MPC and earlier pottery was present in virtually exposed deposits very near the mouth of the
well. Twice in the period ca. 580-ca. 560 B.C. considerable amounts of pottery from these early deposits
entered the fill (see p. 66, note 19). That, at other times, early sherds were "kicked in" singly indicates

their proximityto the mouth of the well.23This slenderevidencealso suggeststhat in the periodca.

650-ca. 560 B.C. no industrial, religious, or domestic occupation of the Anaploga site encroached so
closely on the open well shaft as to contaminate the early deposits near by.
The complexities of the continuous fill between baskets 20 and 103 require comment. The Anaploga
well was filled gradually, and careful consideration of its three, dissimilar kinds of contents explains its
complexity. The fragmentaryfine ware, present except at ca. 10.65 to ca. 13.50 meters, was already in
small pieces when deposited. Most of the coarse warewas evidentlywhole. The spoiled vases in the potters'
dump were mostly complete when deposited, but their thin-walled bodies shattered when they fell.

ArchaicCorinthiancoarsewareis astonishinglytough, and in this fill it must often have had a bed of
assembliesfromfine trefoiloinochoai,howfragilefine wareto cushionits fall. Manymouth-and-neck
these
ever, were recovered whole ;24
complicated shapes would stickat a higherlevel in the fill when the
shatteringimpactof a new load of pottery(especiallyif heavycoarseware)sent fine-warebody sherds

falling pell-mell. The smaller and simpler the sherd, the fartherit could go. The oinochoe is the predominant vase shape in both the coarse ware and the potters' dump;25 whenever unbroken cylindrical neck
sections landed upright and exposed, small material could have fallen through them until they were
full or blocked. A whole coarse pot would scatter fine ware falling on it. Contrarily, a large part of a
coarse pot, landing interior upward, would contain at its level whatever small material fell into it. The

Even if we hypothesize that the green-burnt miniatures were, e.g., dumped in sacks that took some time to rot away
(and it is unlike the ancients to waste sacks in this way), we must draw the same conclusion from the constituent fragments of mended pots (An 22 and An 31 give the maximum depth to which they descend) and from the change (p. 92)
at ca. basket 20 in the fill of coarse ware.
23 Cf. also the fragments from baskets 2 and 46 in An 17 and the Geometric An 67 (from baskets 22-23, containing one
fragment possibly from basket 16). We propose that the fragments from 2 and 46 in An 17 and from 16 in An 67 were
"kicked in" singly.
24 Professor H. S. Robinson suggests that most pots that were thrown in whole would have tended to fall with the
mouth uppermost (provided they dropped vertically and did not first smash against the sides of the well shaft); on impact
the body would shatter and the fragments perhaps filter farther down than the mouth-and-neck assembly.
25 There are ninety-three mended fine oinochoai, ninety-five mended coarse pots (not all inventoried), and, in the unmended coarse ware, numerous whole necks of coarse pitchers, amphoras, and hydrias.
22
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diameterof the shaftrelativeto the sizes of pots that filledit is such (neithertoo narrownor too wide)
as to contributeto the stratificationactuallyobserved.We cannotgo furtherthan these obvious and
necessaryobservations,whose point is that the characterand diversityof the fill is consistentwith the
varying,and sometimeslong, overlappingrangesof basketnumbersin the mendedpots. In fact, the
"long"rangesareless startlingthantheyseem,becausetheyoccurin densefill thatproducedmanybaskets per meter.2
26 No
pot has constituent sherds from a much wider range of basket numbers than the kotyle An 86, from 27 to 62, representing about (not more than) 3.35 meters of fill. The style of pots with such basket ranges confirms what common sense
demands, that their date (basket 27 is on the border line between EC and MC) is that of the upper levels in which their
fragments occur.
These and all similar conjectures proposed to account for the archaeological data also take into account that a workman in a shaft less than a meter in diameter must work first on one side, then on the other, and any three or four baskets
in sequence may contain, in whole or part, stratigraphically identical material. Thus, the indication of changes in the fill
at "ca. 20" or "ca. 55" is not really imprecise.
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The materialfromthe Anaplogawell referredto as potters'dumpis easilydistinguishedfromthe rest
of the fill. Most of the vasesaremanifestlyspoiled.On manythe clay and paintarefirered
verymuchthe
or
of
others
is
distorted
the
The
body burst open in
badly
wrongcolor or wildlyparti-colored. shape
firing.A few seemto be apprenticework. Some, not obviouslyspoiled,but in their style and potter's
workcloselyrelatedto the spoiledpots, may have been chippedor brokenafterfiringor just have remainedunsold.Most of this potterycould be mendedup into nearlycompletevases. The reasonable
conclusionis that it was discardeddirectlyfrom the potteries;thereis nothingto suggestthat it is not
primaryfill. Accordingly,it probably was relatively new when it was dumped,if not fresh from the kiln.1
Stylistic study of the vases also suggests that the potters' dump was deposited fairly regularlyand promptly. Vases whose fragments came from the same levels are such as would be judged contemporary even
without the evidence of an archaeological context, and vases from the next higher levels in the fill look

later.Even more decisiveis the evidenceof stylisticdevelopmentin the work of vase-paintersrepresentedby severalvasesfrom differentlevelsin the well.2
The rangeof shapesis strictlylimitedto wine-drinkingequipment:trefoiloinochoai,Corinthoinochoai (see below, p. 78), olpai, a few unusualoinochoai,neck amphoras(two), kotylai, kraters,and
black-glazedcups. The figuredvases show a very limitedvarietyof styles (of individualpainters or
groups),someof theminterrelated.Theyare less elaboratethanmost of the potteryfrom sitesto which
Corinthianvaseswereexported,and with threeexceptions,3all fromlevelsnearthe top of the well, the
figuredvasesare not by the samehandsas vasesfromexportsites.4
The full rangeof painters'stylesin the Corinthianpotteryindustrydown to the middleof the sixth
century B.C. is still very incompletely representedin the Corinth Museum. Work by a number of impor-

tant handshas yet to be foundat Corinth;it is not impossible,of course,that some potteriesdelivered
all of their wares to the export trade. On the other hand, only a small fraction of all the black-figured

potteryfound in and aroundthe centralarea seems to have been made by the pottersand painters
whoseworkwas found in the Potters'Quarterexcavation.The potters'dumpfrom the Anaplogawell
represents,like the potteryfrom the Potters'Quarter(from which it differsso strikingly),a distinct
segment of the Archaic pottery industry. It includes a number of different styles, as well as some truly

aberrantpieces,but whenit is compared,as a whole,with eitherthe materialfromthe Potters'Quarter
is readilyapparent.The potters'workis as
or the potteryfromotherareasat Corinth,its distinctiveness
as the painters'.5This "segment,"whichdumpedits spoiledvases in the Anaplogawell,
characteristic
is one of ratherunpretentiousartisanswho cateredto home trade. Theirworkshopsmay have been
walk acrossfieldsfromthe excavationof
locatednearthe Anaplogasite; this is abouta fifteen-minute
the Potters'Quarter,also in the west end of ancientCorinth.
1 This is the safest assumption, and there is no evidence to the contrary. What may appear to be wear in black glazepaint occurs on pots that split open in the kiln and is merely one of several kinds of crazing and flaking to which Corinthian clay and paint are liable when buried.
2 Cf., especially, the Lowie Painter, the Synetheia Painter, the Mati Painter, pp. 84-87.
3 An 36, by the Geladakis Painter; An 50, by the Painter of Athens 931; An 22, by the Schistos Painter (related to the
Geladakis Painter and to the Medallion Painter), pp. 88-89.
4
However, the Lowie Painter's (p. 84) namepiece in Berkeley is said to be from Boiotia (C. V.A., 1[5], p. 16, pl. VI[187],

1).

5 Among the oinochoai published by S. Weinberg in Corinth,VII, i, only no. 227, pl. 31, is clearly related to our potters'
work.
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The potters' dump accounts for the majority of inventoried material and, because of its importance

to the historyof vase-painting,
mustbe verythoroughlystudied,but it was intrusivein the fillingof the
well shaft. The eighty-four baskets (20-103) that produced most of the potters' dump account for nearly

half of the potteryrecovered,but thesebasketnumberscorrespondto only about6.50metersof fillin a
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shaft 24.85 meters deep. Besides, for only about three meters (ca. basket 55 to basket 103, ca. 10.6513.50 m.) did the pottery consist of only potters' dump with coarse ware. The fragmentaryfine ware
present in the levels above basket ca. 55 seems to be closely related to the Protocorinthianpottery from
the well (see pp. 96-97); the sources of this fragmentaryfine ware and the coarse ware were the regular,
long-term contributors to the fill. The introduction of potters' dump at the beginning of Early Corinthian interrupted the depositing of fragmentary fine ware for as much as twenty years,6 but not per-

manently.
THE DEVELOPMENTOF VASE SHAPES
"It may be argued, indeed, that the differenceswhich we enumerate are without chronological sig-

nificance.But as each successivedeposit emergesfrom Agora cistern,graveor well, it bringsits
shelf-fullof consistentevidenceto a defenceof the minutiaeof shape-history."7

No otherwell groupor otherbody of excavatedpotteryfrom Corinthhas providedlong, continuous
seriesof seventh-to sixth-century
vases in a few standardshapessuchas the Anaplogawell yielded.It

took a long time to fill, evidently about a hundred and twenty years, and for perhaps sixty-five years
was used as a dump by a limited number of potteries. Thus, in the Anaploga well we have, for the first
time, series of oinochoai and kotylai, for example, in parallel stratification, which can be objectively

controlledby that of the coarseware and fragmentaryfine ware, associatedwith them in the fill but
evidentlydepositedindependentlyand havingstratigraphical
patternsof theirown.

The development and relative chronology of vase shapes in Corinthian pottery have always been
much more difficultto work out satisfactorily than in Attic black figure. The Attic potters were at once

moreconsistentandmoreindividualthanthe Corinthian.In Corinthian,the evolutionof one vase shape
is difficultto correlatewith that of another,and the relativechronologyof pots of the samevase shape
from obviouslyunrelatedpotteriesis hardto establish.Eventhe figureworkof two vasesrepresentative

of disparate trends in Corinthian black figure can be hard to compare developmentally. It follows that
the direct applicability of the accounts of shape development based on examples from the Anaploga
well to examples, or series of examples, whose potters' work is generically different, is limited by the
character of the Corinthian industry. Still, when every such qualification is made, the clearer, more
detailed picture of shape development which emerges from these series is thoroughly applicable to the

studyof otherseries,especiallyof oinochoaiand kotylai.

Some of the principles and criteria established by study of these series are wholly applicable to other
groups of material and, therefore, especially valuable. For example, we are compelled to see that large
and small kotylai, and figured and black-glazed kotylai, have different histories of shape development.
Once this is understood, most of the obstacles to understanding smaller kotylai and plain kotylai in

relationto figuredones are removed.

TREFOILOINOCHOAI
(Plates 46-58)

Besides olpai, broad-bottomed oinochoai, and variants such as An 190, there are ninety-threetrefoilmouthed oinochoai from the well, forty-three of them black figured. Though the crudest potters' work
6 The
pottery just above the level of basket 103 is of the beginning of EC; that just below ca. 55 is past the middle of
EC development. It is quite unlikely that less than fifteen years is involved.
7 Lucy Talcott, "Vases and Kalos-Names from an
Agora Well," Hesperia, V, 1936, p. 342, on the development of the
black-glaze salt cellar.
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occurs in some of the unfiguredexamples, there is no differencein the shape development of plain and

figuredoinochoaiof averagesize (H., withouthandle,about20 cm.).
Most of the figured oinochoai in museum collections are larger or more elaborate; such are most of
the oinochoai in the catalogue of Humfry Payne's Necrocorinthia.Since the examples in Payne's figure 10
(ibid., p. 34) were selected from the catalogue, and Payne provided the series it illustrates to demonstrate continuity from Protocorinthian to Corinthian through the Transitional phase (he would have

furnisheda moredetailedsequenceif its purposehadbeento enableus to dateoinochoaiby it), it is not
surprisingthat the development of oinochoai from the Anaploga well resembles this famous student's
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crutchonly in the most generalterms.
In Payne'sfigure10, no EC oinochoaihave straightnecks none have reallyshortnecks after the
e thoughprogresTransitionalperiod;the wholeserieshavequitenarrowfoot-rings,all of the sametype
sivelylarger;the domedshoulderappearsfirstin MC, and the mouthis alwaysset off from the neck
beforethatperiod(fig.10,G, NC 1104,is in factverylate MC);the EC oinochoehas a slopingshoulder
and an angular profile at the maximum diameter. Many oinochoai from the well (and from other excava-

tions at Corinth)findno parallelin Payne'sfigure10, and the chronologicallimitsof certaintraitshave
to be extended.

Like An 227 (Transitional),An 226, An 220, An 213, and An 209 still have short, straightnecks,

with the lobes of the mouth simply offset. Only An 216, An 195, An 130, and An 60 correspond closely,
in the design of neck and mouth, to NC 729 (Payne's fig. 10, D), and of these the last is MC. Most of
the rest of the EC oinochoai have no molding or offset to articulate the neck and mouth, but a continuous curve from shoulder to lip. On some (An 127 is a good example),the lobes of the trefoil mouth

are deep,the neck as suchveryshort;all of theseareEC (exceptAn 69 and An 73, which,like An 201,
At 207, An 206, An 190, An 163, An 154,
are small),but distributedthroughoutthat period (An 222,

An 134, An 130, An 127). Extremely unarticulated short necks (An 224, An 211, An 204, An 121) are
exceptional, and look "early", but An 121 is late EC.
The potteries whose discarded oinochoai helped fill the Anaploga well seem to have regarded two
varieties of simple mouth-and-neck design as standard for average-sized pitchers; at least, two basic
types recur, representedby numerous examples, over a long period, each type tending generally to a
longer, narrower neck with the passage of time. These are the ancestors, in Early Corinthian, of the
types seen in NC 1104 (Payne's fig. 10, G) and NC 1379 (fig. 10, H). The earliest examples from the well
are An 214 (where the neck rises straight from the shoulder and expands to form the lobes) and, for
the second type, An 215, whose neck is narrowestjust below the lobes and flares to join the shoulder.
An 203, An 191, An 187, An 142, An 135, An 90, An 89, An 85, An 37, An 43 show the development of
the straightertype (An 214) from EC to the beginning of LC; An 194, An 116, and An 99 have a slight
flare at the base of the neck. The type of An 215 develops from central EC through An 208, An 171,
An 168, An 167, An 165, An 158, An 140, An 137, An 125, An 122, An 113, An 106, An 80, An 72,
An 63 (crude), An 59 (small), to the early LC examples An 44 and An 36. Within the period of EC development, the narrowest necks are not necessarily on the latest oinochoai but, rather, on the finest (An
215, An 165, An 106). On An 80 (MC), the neck is no narrowerin relation to the body than on An 215,
but longer; oinochoai so small as An 59 have, for that reason, compact proportions. Only on the early
LC examples is the neck really narrow;in trefoil oinochoai, as in kotylai, only the late style is patently
distinguishable. An 188, An 181, An 115, and An 75 differ from this group, because the lobes of the
mouth are virtually offset, and the curve is broken. These four also give some idea of the variety of
potters' styles; they look as if they were made by four different potters. Some of the larger oinochoai

have the trefoillobes set off extremelysharplyfrom the neck,thoughthe articulationis not necessarily
Ibid., p. 32, "In the early Corinthian fig. 10 D the neck curves-a characteristic of all post-Transitional examplesand is still narrower."
8
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marked by a groove or molding: the pair An 138 and An 149, An 186, and An 52. These are traits without chronological significance, dependent on personal or workshop style, perhaps also on size.
Since there is no perfect correlation of the type of the neck and mouth with the type of shoulder
profile, it is possible, and somewhat clearer, to discuss the body of the vase separately. The oinochoai
An 227, An 226, An 220, An 213, An 209, which resemble NC 130 (Payne's fig. 10, C), are already higher
shouldered and more angularat the maximum diameter,tending to the shape either of An 216 (similarto
NC 729) or of An 221; neither of these two profiles, as the examples show, is earlier than the other, but
both are currentby the central phase of EC. The angular shape of An 216, with sloping shoulder, is less
common among the Anaploga oinochoai: An 216, An 214, An 210, An 174, An 138. A slacker version
with sloping shoulder seems to be the product of inferior potting, not so much later as less disciplined:
An 206, An 193, An 187, An 181, An 180, An 140, An 116, and, developed to an MC shape, An 80. The
type exemplified by An 221 has a higher, rounder shoulder, and the profile contracts to the base in a
straighter line. The high-shouldered model is the prevalent one among the Anaploga EC oinochoai:
An 222, An 221, An 215, An 208, An 203, An 199, An 191, An 188, An 177, An 171, An 127, An 125,
An 117, An 113, An 89 (An 167, An 115, An 85, An 76 have a similar shoulder, but they are not narrow
footed). In the latter half of EC, a really domed shoulder profile developed, apparently from this type;
the earliest is on An 201, no later than the middle of EC, but An 201 is very small and exceptional.
Good examples run down into Middle Corinthian: An 173, An 168, An 165, An 163, An 158, An 154,
An 142, An 135, An 134, An 130, An 122, An 90, An 87, An 78, An 75, An 73, An 63; broad based, An
101. On most later examples, the profile is less angular at the maximum diameter, the shape almost
perfectly ovoid unless it is broad based: An 69, An 52, An 22, An 36, An 59. "The sharp angle at which

the neck and shouldermeet" (Payne,p. 32) on these is a symptomof relativelateness,but this trait,
as such,is as commonlyMC as LC; the angleis progressivelysharperon An 72, An 43, An 37, An 99,
An 44, An 40, in that order,and only accentuatedby the LC narrowneck. In the LC oinochoai,there
seemsto be no chronologicaldifferencebetween those with ovoid bodies and those with high, flat
shoulders.
Thesetypesaccountfor the majority;othersappearto reflectdifferentworkshoptraditionsor, simply,
a crudersense of form. The high, round-shouldered
profileof the largishAn 186 and An 194, to be
sharplydistinguishedfrom that of An 168, et al., and from the late shapeof An 69 andAn 52, reflects,
if the animalstyleis indicative,a particularworkshop(see p. 85); An 139 and An 148 representan
idiosyncraticpotter.Some of the otherswhosemaximumdiameteris ratherlow on the body of the vase
exhibitonly a veryweaksenseof articulatedform:An 224, An 211, An 204, An 121, An 91.
If the oinochoaiwererangedin a seriesaccordingto the heightof the foot-ring,expressedas a fraction of the totalheight,theywouldnot be in chronologicalorder.In eachperiod,its heightvariesaccordEC variety(examples:An
ing to the narrownessof the base and the type of foot-ring;the straight-sided
An
the
An
is
taller
than
others.
A
like An 183 has a foot
small
crude
oinochoe
and
216,
181, 180)
fairly
that is largein proportionto the pot. And a surveyof foot-ringson the ninety-three
Anaplogaoinochoai
considerable
variation
from
one
to
the
next
this
self-contained
suggests
potter
(even within
"segment"
of the industry).The foot-ringdoes not begin to spread(or flare)very considerably,however,until
late EC (An 127),thoughit may be quitestraightmuchlater(An87, An 72, An 63). The evidenceof the

development of black-figure style and that of the stratification of the well shaft, which agree, suggest
that the spreading of the foot-ring is, within the EC period especially, an undependable guide to
relative dating, but the broad, tall, widely spreading late foot-ring, of the oinochoai from baskets

9-21 (An52, An 44, An 43, An 40, An 37, An 36, An 22), is as distinctiveas every other part of the
vase in this period,and, of course,the diminutivefoot-ringof An 227 and An 220 does not persistfar
into EC.
A broader-based
variantof the trefoil-mouthed
oinochoeis well representedby a seriesfromdifferent
levels in the fill: An 115, An 101, An 85, An 76, An 60, An 52. This shape may be a late EC innovation,
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or An 207 and An 141 may represent early evolutionary stages of the variant.9The development of the
shape is clear; it is progressivelybroader and more globular. The early LC An 52 is large and gross for
the type, but it is the only one with a thoroughly late-looking foot; the foot-ring of An 60, whose animal
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styleis distinctivelyMC, spreadsbut is not especiallytall. The existenceof a specialbroad-basedvariant is consistentwith the developmentof the standardmodel,which,on the whole, hasan increasingly
widefoot fromthe endof ECto LC.
The usefulgeneralizations
obtainedfrom studyingthe polychromebandpatternson the black-glazed
oinochoaican be statedbriefly.The impressionthat the color becomesbroaderand grosserwith time,
obtainedby comparingsixth-centurywork with the fastidiouspolychromyof Late Protocorinthian,
is borne out by closer study,alwayswith the reservationthat painstakingand perfunctorywork exist
in everyperiod(the color is neateron An22 than on An143).Truefine-linedecorationin red and white
can be found, especiallyin the bandingon the shoulderbelow the tonguezone (less often above the
zone of raysat the base, even on the samepot), downto the veryend of EC (An89, An 78), but rarely
do the verticalstripesof red and yellow, or white, in the tongues on the shoulderfill the areasthey
occupyafterthe beginningof EC. The use of yellow in polychrometongues,thoughtypicalof LPC,
not only persists(thoughwhiteis commoner)throughEC(cf.An 135,An106,An78) but may be found
later(An76, An 43). On the MC and LC oinochoai,the "yellow"used is a dull orange color, easily
distinguishedfrom the clearyellow ochreof the seventhcentury.On the lateoinochoai,red alone may
be used in the tongues(An 63, An 52, An 44) and at randomratherthan in ordered sequence;the
white or yellowstripes,if present,are narrowerthanthe red,merestrokes.Randomsequenceand thin
strokesof white, however,do not alone guaranteelateness,nor are they peculiarto inferiorpots; cf.

An 125.
The latest oinochoe with abundant fine-line banding is An 135, but An 78 still preservesa decorative

effectrecallingEC work.Furtherembellishment
by intermediate
bandingat orjust belowthe maximum
diameterof the vase is not a late trait (cf. An 214 andAn 191), but until late in EC this intermediate
banding always has red line(s) bounded above and below by white; on An 125 (in the belly bands only)
the sequence is rwr, which recurs on An 78; An 44 has rr in this position, An 43 RRR, An 37 RwR.10

Bandingin a basicallywhite-red-white
sequenceis neverthelesspredominantto the end. TheLC oinochoaiAn44, An43, An40, An37, An36, in the bandingbelowthe tongueson the shoulderand abovethe
rays at the base, all have red bands that are verywide relativeto the whiteboundinglines, and this
generousapplicationof red is characteristicof the period(the wRRw on An 44 and the wRwRwon
An 37 are unprecedented),
thoughadumbratedin the laterhalf of EC by exampleslike An 191.
KOTYLAI
(Figures 1, 2; Plates 63-67, 112)

Exclusive of miniatures, there are thirty-three kotylai from the Anaploga well with enough of the
profile preservedto rewardstudy; fifteen are black figured.Two, An 229 and An 263, are Protocorinthian;
of the rest, fifteen are EC, four MC, nine LC I. The EC kotylai come from baskets numbered27 through
98 and LC examples from both the top strata.

The familiarcriteria,tall to squatand smallfoot-ringto large,EC to LC, are good so far as they go:
a broad,low kotylewith a hugeechinoidfoot is boundto be late. But whenone observesthat the proportion of height to diameter of mouth is the same in An 6, An 108, An 189, and An 263,11and again
9 The nearly globular shape of An 141 also suggests comparison with the EC experimental varieties of the Corinth
oinochoe (p. 79), though its decorative syntax is that of the standard trefoil oinochoe.
10"R" and "w" as abbreviations for "red" and "white" in describing polychrome banding are required for brevity.
Here, and in the Catalogue, lower case r and w signify fine lines, upper case R and W lines broad enough to be called
stripes.
11 H. = .80 D.
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in An 33, An 66, An 112, and An 196,12 and that the very tallest Anaploga kotyle is An 8613(end of EC),
one wants to find better criteria.
Using the diameters of foot and mouth and overall height, no results useful for relative chronology
are obtained except such as are evident (with far less effort) to the eye. Three LC kotylai, An 13, An 41,
An 42, are indeed shorter, in proportion to the diameter of the mouth, than any earlier ones.l4 When
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the diameterof the foot is comparedwith that of the mouth,we findthat only smallkotylaiof the LC
period(An6, An 42) have feet nearlythree-fourthsthe diameterof the mouth(on An 32 andAn 54, the
fractionis three-fifths,but this recurson the late EC An 112). On both the MPC An 263 and the LC
An 33, the diameterof the foot is just overhalf that of the mouth. When the heightis comparedwith
the diameterof the foot, usingonly the largerkotylai, the only chronologicallyusefulresultis that An
41, An 31, and An 13 are distinctlyshortin proportionto the diameterof the foot-ring.
Relativechronologyapart,these comparisonsof gross measurementsyieldedvaluableinformation.
First,differentsizes and classesof kotylaidevelopeddifferently.ExceptingAn112, whichis anomalous
in severalrespects,small kotylai are narrowerfooted in EC and broaderfooted in LC than large
ones (thereare no small MC kotylai from the Anaplogawell). The class to whicha kotylebelongsis
important,too; An 42 is not thelatest smallkotyle(it comesfrom the samelevelsas, e.g., the oinochoe
An 22), but it is in "whitestyle", and it is the squattest.An 6 is highest in the fill, and certainlyis
brushstroke
late,butits close-packed,
raysarenot theproofof itslateness;certaindecoratorsof Corinthian
kotylaiusedthemwell beforethe end of MC.15At the sameperiodas An 6, An 13 still has properrays.

The second useful result of comparing measurementswas the emergenceof what seem to be standard
proportions for the larger kotylai. It is not likely, of course, that these were consciously adhered to,
but they exist, probably as a result of accustomed practice. In fifteen of the nineteen larger kotylai,
An 13, An 31, An 33, An 39, An 41, An 58, An 64, An 82, An 86, An 102, An 108, An 133, An 161, An
196, An 263, for all that their shapes differ, the diameter of the foot is roughly half that of the mouth.
None of the small kotylai have this proportion. Excepting An 86, the height of every large kotyle from
MPC (An 263; there are no large LPC kotylai from the well) through MC, and of two in LC (An 33 and
An 39), is between .70 and .80 the diameter of the mouth. The apparent standard for the diameter of
the foot to the height is the ratio 2:3; An 263, An 108, An 82, An 58 have that proportion. An 102 falls
slightly short; An 161, An 133, An 64 are close to 3:5. An 196, An 33, An 39 only slightly exceed 2:3.

Of the LC kotylai, only An 33 andAn 39 can be regardedas standardin the ratio of foot breadthto

height; An 13, An 31, and An 41 exceed it (on An 41 the foot diameteris nearly five-sixths of the height).
These observations suffice to explain why every attempt to facilitate the dating of kotylai simply by
charting their gross proportions must end in frustration or the false conclusion that, unless they are
black figured, they can be placed only within the broadest limits. The kotylai from the Anaploga well
show that, provided the size and class of the pot are considered and gross proportions not relied on,
their development can be followed in some detail. The criteria that prove useful are derived from details
of decoration, the profile (in section) of the foot-ring, and the curvature of the bottom.'6
The shape of the rays at the base is often used as a guide to relative dating. Here again, absolute
proportions and spacing cannot be relied on rigidly. With the excellent MC animal frieze on An 66 we
12 H. - .72 D.
13 H. = .875 D.

14 An
13, H. = .62 D.; An 41, An 42, H. = .60 D. But the range of the others in LC I is from H. = .66 D. (An 31, An
32, An 54) to H. = .80 D. (6). The MC kotylai range from H. = .70 D. (An 58) to H. = .77 D. (An 64), and in the later
EC kotylai, on the whole, the height is a greater fraction than in the earlier EC; the fractions are: An 86, .875 D.; An 102,
.77 D.; An 108, .80 D.; An 112, .72 D.; An 114, .75 D.; An 123, An 129, .77 D.; An 131, .66 D.; An 133, An 150, An 161,
.75 D.; An 189, .80 D.; An 196, .72 D.; An 212, .70 D.
15 Payne, pl. 33, 8, 9, and 11, are among the earliest. Hesperia, XXXIII, 1964, pl. 20, E 12-18, may be earlier than An
42 and certainly are earlier than An 6.
16 In forming ideas while studying kotylai, one also relies on the line of the rising curve of the wall and certain qualities
in the finishing and general appearance of the pot, but these are nearly impossible to describe.
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see more attenuatedrays,morecrookedlydrawn,than on An 32, an otherwisewretchedLCkotyle.We
know of no way of identifyinga kotyleas MC by the raysat its base; they are as often like eitherEC
or LC as intermediatebetween them. The spacing, too, does not progress regularlyfrom close to wide;

An 196 has beautifulEC rays, widely spaced,but on An 108, which is considerablylater, they are
nearly tangent at their bases. The attenuation of the points of the rays appears alreadyon An 229 (LPC)

and An 212. However,verytall rays(in proportionto the height of the kotyle)are EC or earlier(An
263, An 189, An 161, An 131, An 129, An 100), and, though some in EC are attenuated,very solid,
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straight-sidedrays are no later than EC. Only in LC do the rays on An 54 occur; compare An 71 and
An 150, which have the earlier kind of short, straight rays. It is doubtful if the teardrop rays of An 33

occurearlier.
Thereis somedevelopmentin the applicationof whiteand redbandingon black-glazedkotylai,as on

oinochoai. Characteristicof small EC kotylai from the Anaploga well are wRw bands (or wrr[r]w,the
red lines merging to a singleband)below the handlesand abovethe rays(An212, An 150, An 114, An

112, An 79). LC kotylai,whenthe large foot-ringis paintedsolid black on the exterior,may have red

overpainting (An 39, An 42, An 54; on the latter two, the interior face of the foot-ring is similarly
treated); this is not done on earlier examples, and the wRwRw banding below the handles and above

the rayson n 39 is also unprecedented.

The EC and MC kotylai have a great variety of ring patterns on the bottom. These have no importance for refineddating, because the only reallydistinctive pattern, on An 66, proves rather, as the animal

style does, its connectionwith the Lowie Painter(p. 85). Therefore,it is possiblethat these patterns
reflectthe habitsof variousworkshops,and, in any case, we can discernno developmentaltrend.The
bottoms of LC kotylai, on the contrary,are highly characteristicof their period. In additionto the
occasionaluse of red on the interiorface of the foot-ring(An42, An 54), some of themhave thin lines
on the restingsurfaceof the foot (An 13, An 31, An 33, An 41), whichearlierpottersalwaysleft unpainted,and all of them,An 6 - 54, have fine-linerings at the center, then, nearerthe foot-ring,a

relatively broad band. Three examples, An 31, An 33, An 41, have the interior face of the foot-ring reserved, as never happens earlier. One is reminded of the ring patterns on LC plates,l7reflectingthe same
taste, the taste responsible for the development of "white-style" vases.
Though no isolated detail is reliable unless the whole object is considered, in kotylai as in architecture
the moldings provide the best evidence for sequential dating-that is, the section of the foot-ring and
the tooling of the bottom.
Allowing for minor variation, nine types of foot-ring sections can be distinguished in this series of
kotylai (see Figs. 1, 2).
I. Very small and neat,
(a) not spreading; An 263 (MPC) and An 196 (EC).
(b) ancestral to Types II and III; An 229 (LPC).
II. Straight, spreading, with a strongly beveled edge; An 212, An 189, An 150, An 133, An 129, An
123, An 102 (a variant), An 58.
III. As Type II, but tapering downward (the first not strongly); An 161, An 86, An 82, An 79, An 71,
An 64.
IV. Similar to Type III, but
(a) with slightly flaring (concave) exterior profile; An 114, or
(b) with slightly echinoid exterior profile; An 108, An 112, An 131 (the last two small).

V. Similarto TypeIVa, but with correspondingcurvatureon the interiorof the foot-ring;An 66
and (extreme)An 13.
VI. Spreadingfoot-ring,convexlycurvedin the interiorprofile;An 54, An 42.
17 D. Callipolitis-Feytmans, "'evolution du plat corinthien," B.C.H., LXXXVI, 1962, p. 157, fig. 20, and p. 158, fig. 21.
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Type I, a (An 196)
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-

Type I, a (An 263)
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Type I, b (An 229)
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Type III (An86)

Type II (An 212)

I\
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Type IV, a (An114)

Fig. 1. Profiles of kotyle bottoms, Kotyle Types I, a-IV, a.
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Type IV, b (An 108)

Type V (An 66)

Type VI (An 42)

Type VII (An 31)

I

Type VIII(An 33)

t,

I

Type IX (An 6)

Fig. 2. Profiles of kotyle bottoms, Kotyle Types IV, b-IX.
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VII. Degenerateversion of Type II, without bevel sufficientto prevent easy chipping (the lack of strong
beveling adds about half a centimeter to the diameter of the foot); An 41, An 39, An 32, An 31.

VIII. Stronglyechinoid,with opposedcurvein interiorprofile;An 33.
IX. Similarto TypeVIII, but adaptedto a smallkotyle;An 6.
TypeI rarelysurvivesinto EC, whenII is commonest.TypeIII appearslaterthanII, but both still occur
in MC (An 82, An 71, An 64, An 58). As variants of III, Types IVa and b belong to late EC; the in-

teriorface of the foot-ringis still straight.In Type V, an MC development,the interiorprofileis also
curved; LC examples of Type V are more evolved, but the type is the same. Foot-rings of Types VI-IX
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are found only on kotylaifrom the two top strataof the well.
TheMPCkotyle,An263,has a smooth,flat bottom.So haveAn 196 and some of the nicelyfashioned

later examples: the unusual An 112, An 71, the Lowie Painter's An 66, and probably An 114 (its

bottom is three-fourthsrestored);the bottomof An 86 is nearlyflat. On most of the rest it is convex,

extremely so on An 133, An 129, An 108. Three of the LC kotylai have slightly convex bottoms (An 39,

An 31, An 13), but the rest(An54, An 42, An 41, An 33, An 32, An 6) have a markeddepressionin the
center,whichoccurson no earlierexamplesfrom the Anaplogawell.

Apart from figured decoration, then, the foot-ring is the best single indicator of a kotyle's date, and
its usefulness has always been recognized.Study of the Anaploga kotylai shows, only, that the foot-ring

must be studiedin section,not merelyin its exteriorprofile,in whichTypesII and III, IVb and VIII,
or VI and VII, may look alike.
There seems to be no consistent development in the angle at which the handles are attached; only,

EC kotylai,the handlesare largerthan on laterones.
on large,black-figured
CORINTH
OINOCHOAI
(Plates 59-62, 109)

White-bodied, round-mouthedoinochoai have been found previously at Corinth; a pair from "Swift's
Well" are the best known.18 Another example is dated at the end of the seventh century,19and the shape

is knownto have continueddevelopinglong afterthe end of the Corinthianblack-figurestyle.20
In the last thirtyyears,furtherexampleshave been found at Corinth,21and the Anaplogawell pro-

duced twenty-six complete or nearly complete examples, which enable us to describe the history of the
shape from the beginning of EC (when, apparently, it was invented) down to the middle of LC I, when
the well shaft was full. The shape needs a name to replace the string of hyphenated attributives. We

proposethat it be calleda CorinthOinochoe:it was madenot for exportbut for home use; it was invented at Corinth,decoratedin black figureonly at Corinth;in the Archaicperiod, it has no Attic
counterpart.22
18

Corinth, CP-144 and CP-145; Corinth, VII, i, nos. 332-333, pl. 41.
19Ibid., no. 231, pl. 32 (C-32-134).
20
Corinth, VII, i, loc. cit.
21 From a
well, Museum West, 1939, at K 23, from beginning of sixth to third quarter of fifth century B.C., numerous
examples. C-47-164, C-47-163, and KP-1024 are evidently second half of sixth century, like C-37-976, C-37-1017, and
C-37-997 (Mary Thorne Campbell, "A Well of the Black-Figured Period at Corinth," Hesperia, VII, 1938, pp. 557-611,
especially nos. 145, 147, 146, fig. 18). C-40-87A (black figured, rays at base; Hesperia, XVII, 1948, D 7, pl. 78; 71, above)
is late in EC; on the body, dancing komasts in a style different from C-32-134. C-50-32,70, above (black figured), strange
style, late EC or MC; on the front, pacing lion and hare. C-50-37, 171, above (black figured), MC; on the front, female
bust in profile.
22 C. Boulter, "Pottery of the Mid-Fifth Century," Hesperia, XXII, 1953, pp. 89-90, nos. 92-93, pl. 32, "The earliest
example at the Agora, P 17397, comes from a well of the seventh century. It is somewhat squatter than Nos. 92 and 93,
but in other respects essentially the same." These are not essentially like seventh- and early sixth-century Corinth oinochoai (An 223, C-32-134, An 62, An 61). By the third quarter of the sixth century, Attic and Corinthian round-mouthed
jugs have more in common (E. Vanderpool, "The Rectangular Rock-Cut Shaft," Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 386, no. 18,
fig. 23). In the fifth century, there are Attic parallels to the shape of that period (Boulter, loc. cit.; also P. Corbett "Attic
Pottery of the Later Fifth Century from the Athenian Agora," Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, pp. 334-335, no. 92; the second
handle also appears on Corinthian examples. Cf. idem, p. 345, no. 165, "probably not Attic," and nos. 163-164 "earlier"
versions of no. 92), involving some relationship to the angular, pIUKl,shape (D. A. Amyx, "The Attic Stelai, Part III,"
Hesperia, XXVII, 1958, pp. 208-211, pl. 48, i).
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The Corinth oinochoe is not usually a black-figuredvase; though nine from the Anaploga well have
figured decoration, seventeen are merely banded. At present, no black-figuredexample is known that
is later than the beginning of LC I (An 50, An 21). But the earliest extant, also from the well, is An 223,
with confronted panthers by a superior artist, so the evidence we have does not suggest that, at its
inception, the shape was invented for semi-glazed tableware.
Though a still earlier Corinth oinochoe may come to light, An 223 certainly represents a very early
stage of development. The handle, oval in section, is unspecialized;the development for this vase shape
of a straphandle, similar to that of the broad-bottomed oinochoe, seems obvious and in time occurred.
The lip is undeveloped. The positioning of the panthers, high on the front of the jug, suggests inexperience. Besides, examples from the well (An 197, An 179, An 156, An 92) and Corinth C-32-134 and
C-40-87A23show that throughout EC neither the shape nor the syntax of decoration for the Corinth
oinochoe was canonically established. Though An 223 is directly ancestral to the MC examples (An 65,
An 62, An 61, An 55), each of the others has some trait of dead-end experimentation. An 197 has a
rolled lip and a double handle (proper to a trefoil oinochoe). Except in this formative period of its
development, An 179 would hardly qualify as an example of this vase shape; it has a high shoulder, the

mouthlacksa distinctlip, the bodyis decoratedwithheavyblackbanding,and the neck and handleare
paintedblack.An 156 is high shoulderedandhas a tall foot, andthe neckandhandleareblack,but the
form of the neck and handle(oval in section)is correct,and the figurework,confrontedkomasts,is
properlycenteredoppositethe handlewith a broadband as groundline. An 92 has the rolledlip of An
197, paintedblackas on An 156,but the minimalbandingand nearlyglobularshaperecurin unfigured
LC Corinthoinochoai.

The MC examples happen all to be black figured. In shape and syntax the four (An 65, An 62, An
61, An 55) are basically alike, descendants of An 223, with a sack-like body, a flaring, offset neck with
a slight, flat lip, a broad base with a small foot-ring, and reserved neck and handle; the figureworkis

centeredoppositethe handle.Now the handleis a properflat strap,thoughit maybe thickerthanin LC
and still does not riseveryhigh abovethe lip. The flaringneckis tallerand moresharplyoffsetthan on
An 223. The figurework,whichin EC was high on the shoulder,on all of these occupiestwo thirdsof
the heightof the body. Of the four, An 65 is squattest,and its pantheris comparativelyearly-looking;
on An55 the riderandpantherlook later,and the shapeis muchtaller,but theirstratigraphic
positions
(in basketnumbers)barelydiffer.The highestbasket lot, 18, from which partsof An 55 cameslightly
exceedsthe range(baskets20-33) withinwhicheverything(confinedto it) wasMC,but An55 and An 65
differ,aboveall else, in theirblack-figurestyleand must have come fromdifferentworkshops;An 55 is
probablyonly slightlythe later of the two.
Comparisonwith the Corinthoinochoaialreadydiscussedsuggestswhatis borneout by theirblackfigurestyles,that,of thepreviouslyknownexamples,CorinthC-32-134(Weinberg,no. 231)andC-40-87A
fall verylate in EC development,and the pair CorinthCP-144and CP-145(Weinberg,nos. 332, 333)
representa developmentbeyondany of the above, as their style shows,at the very end of MC.
Thisdevelopmentis a radicalremodelingof the shape, consistentwith the appearanceof globular
pyxidesand otherkindsof globularoinochoaiin LC I. In the Anaplogawell, the vasesfromthe levels
betweenbaskets 9 and ca. 20 are distinctlylater than those mendedfrom fragmentsout of baskets
20-33;in fact, the latterphaseof MC is lacking.In the developmentof the Corinthoinochoe,therefore,
the shapestransitionalfrom An 62, An 61, and An 55 (earlierMC) to An 50, An 28, et al., are not
present.CorinthCP-144 and CP-145 (probablyalso 171, above) representthis phase, late MC, and
An 50, the nextbeyondthem,the beginningof LC I.
The Corinthoinochoein LC I is usuallyglobularon a moderatelybroadfoot-ring.Thestraphandleis
trulyflat;it risesstraightfromthe shoulder,quitehighabovethe lip. Theneckis muchtallerthanbefore
and nearlystraight;it may flaretowardsthe lip, whichis evertedand level, or almostso.
23

See p. 78, notes 19 and 21.
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There is not much to distinguish the Corinth oinochoai in the second stratum (baskets 9-ca. 20) from
those at the top of the fill (baskets 1-8). It may be only by chance that none of the latter are black
figured, though it is possible that the shape already had become what it would remain, a plain vase,
since by this time (mature LC I) the "white-style" decoration of other shapes was fully developed. Whatever the case, from the second stratum there are two Corinth oinochoai whose black-figurework is very
early in LC I,24and some of the plain, banded examples,though the mouth, neck, and handle show what
period they belong to, are still somewhat sack shaped (An 46, An 28, An 27, An 26, An 25, An 24, An
21); of these, An 46 and An 24 have a slight fillet at the base of the neck, as most of the globular
examples have, but An 21 still resembles the MC An 55 rather strongly.
None of the Corinth oinochoai from the top stratum of fill is sack shaped, but the best examples from
baskets 9-ca. 20 are equally globular, and An 50, the finest and most perfectly globular, is not for that
reason latest. Of the Corinth oinochoai with globular bodies (An 50, An 47, An 45, An 38, An 34, An
12, An 11, An 5, An 4, An 1), all but An 12, An 11, An 5, and An 1 have a relief fillet at the base of
the neck. That is, the fillet is much less common on the latest examples from this well, but at least two
examples25from a well at Corinth excavated in 1937, no earlier than the middle of the sixth century

and apparentlyimmediatesuccessorsto the Anaplogaexamples,have neck fillets,so theirabsencehere
is withoutchronologicalsignificance.
The Anaplogawell takes the historyof this table pitcherno further,but thereare examplesin the
CorinthMuseumdemonstratingcontinuousevolution,first to a taller shape with a high shoulder,
whichin the fifth centurymay have two verticalhandles,and thenceto a squat,two-handledpitcher,
whose handlesno longerrise above the rim (thoughthey are attachedto its surface),with an angular
shoulder(laterfifth century),and to Hellenisticdescendantswith handlessimilarlyattached.26
CuPSANDKRATERS
(Plates 67-71)
Among the kotylai and oinochoai there are many figured vases whose styles can be dated relatively,

and the examplesare so numerousthatdevelopmentis clearlydiscerniblein the shapesandconventional
decoration.Thus, these vase shapesprovidean importantpart of the evidencefor strata(in LC) and
gradualfilling(in EC-MC) in the well shaft. But black-glazedcups and kraters,either black or with
single panel pictures,are neitherstylisticallydistinctivenor presentin long series, and their relative
datinghere is based on theirpositionin the fill in contextwith oinochoaiand kotylai.The Anaploga
well providescontextualevidencefor a closerdatingof plaincups and kratersthanwas previouslypossible.
Thereare fiveinventoriedsmallcups,An157andAn 144 (lateEC),An 70 (MC),An 8 and An 7 (LC),
and one slightlylarger,An 57 (MC); fragmentsof many more are preservedin the context sherds.
Examplesfrom other, unrelatedworkshopsmight differfrom these, but even so the evidenceof their
development is useful. The period covered is from the end of the seventh to near the middle of the
sixth century.
The bowl is progressivelyshallower.The foot-rings of An 70, An 8, and An 7 are not quite so narrow
as on An 157 and An 144. The proportionateheight of the lip increases slightly, and on An 8 and An 7 its
offset is very noticeably sharper. There is obvious development of the lip and handle zone as decorative
elements. On An 157, the handle zone corresponds exactly to the depth of the handle roots; therefore,
the black on the lip overlaps the offset and in no way emphasizesit. There is a reservedline at the edge
of the lip on the exterior but not on the interior.27On the MC An 70, the reservedhandle zone extends
24

For An 50, see pp. 88-89, the Painter of Athens 931. The palmette-and-lotus

25
Hesperia, VII,
26 The Hellenistic

ornament of An 21 is not likely to be later.

1938, p. 592, fig. 18, nos. 146, 149.
descendants

at Corinth

have been published

by G. Roger Edwards,

(New Jersey), 1975.
27 An 144 was
similarly painted; its shape is a little more developed.

Corinth, VII, iii, Princeton
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up to the slight offset of the lip; the lip is black, and below the offset, in the reserved zone, is a thin
black line, emphasizing the articulation just as on Attic Komast Group and Corinthian Gorgoneion
cups of the same period. The LC An 8 and An 7, equally in step with better cups of their time, keep
the articulatingline and reserve the lip as well as the handle zone; accordingly, the edge of the lip is
marked on the exterior by a black line, on the interior by a reservedone, and the edge of the foot-ring
also las a reserved band. The LC small cups mimic their betters in having a reserved medallion (with
rings) in the center of the bowl and, besides, two red bands on the black wall of the interior. The
interior of An 157, An 144, and An 70 is solid black.
There are six large black-glazed cups (An 185, An 184, An 182, An 176, An 164, An 147), but they all
come from the range of baskets 48-77. They do not resemble one another in particulars,but all are
deep bowled, black on the interior, and, below the handle zone, black to and including the foot-ring
(where preserved). On all six, the depth of the handle zone is limited, corresponding strictly to the
handles themselves, and the lip was black (except on An 182; much of its glaze-paint is now gone, but
it alone did have a reservedlip with bands at the edge and below the offset). Thus, the larger cups are
comparable with the small An 157 and An 144, with which, according to their position in the fill, they
are contemporary.
The manufacture of column kraters without handle-plates continued at least to the beginning of LC
(An 35). When these are small and black glazed, or the simple figurework is abysmally poor, it is not
easy to date them. The examples from the Anaploga well exhibit the increasinginfluence of the superior
handle-plated, black-figuredmodels on the shape of the rim and neck. An 225, which antedates the
earliest known kraters with handle-plates,has an indistinct rim on a short neck, and the surface of the
rim slopes inward.The shoulder is short (not suited to bear a panel picture),the bowl deep. The handle
is neither large nor very broad, and it scarcely rises above the rim, to which it is connected by a short,
level strap. On the LPC or TransitionalAn 217, the handles do not reachthe lip; they are still reminiscent
of the late Geometric type.28
An 107 is as much as a generation later than An 225. The neck is still very short and in section not
extremely different from that of An 225, but the rim, though narrow, is distinct and nearly level. The
angular profile produced by the short, broad shoulder and shallow, narrow-based bowl may be due in
part to smallness, but it is also a chronological trait (contrast An 35). By this date, the krater with
handle-platesexisted; perhaps the flatterrim of An 107 is evidence of it. An 83 and An 81, which cannot
be much later, but are larger and black figured, have short, straight necks and wide, level rims.29Of
these, An 81 is a little more developed than An 83: the black figurepanel is deeper,the maximumdiameter
higher in relation to it; the handles rise higher, fully one centimeter above the rim (so that the connecting strap now must rise to join the inside of the handle); the neck is a little taller; the rim projects
farther; the bowl contracts rapidly to a narrow base but is a little deeper than on An 107. On both
An 83 and An 81, the handles are broad, each embracingfrom root to root about one sixth of the girth
of the body. An 35, from the second stratum at the top of the well shaft, is unlike both these and An
107. It has a deep bowl with rounded profile and was relatively broad-based. The wRw banding, in
which the red band is very wide, should be compared with that on the oinochoai from the same levels,
An 36 and An 40.30
The komast kraterAn 48 comes from the same stratum as An 35 (cf., also, An 50 and An 22). It is,
though fragmentary,the best kraterfrom the Anaploga well and the only one with handle-plates. The
decorative scheme, however, is the minimal one with a simple panel, as on An 81. On An 48, the
28

Cf., e.g., Corinth C-37-1, Corinth, VII, i, no. 73, pl. 12.
The neck and rim are exactly as on Athens, N.M. 12432, ibid., no. 188, pl. 26, which has handle-plates.
30 Corinth
C-32-277, ibid., no. 233, pl. 32, should be compared with An 107 and An 35. It obviously resembles An 35 very
closely in both shape and polychrome banding. It is therefore probably much later than EC. The slightly rounder shoulder
and neater tooling might be due to its being larger, or it might be a little earlier than An 35, yet much closer to it than
to An 107 or An 81.
29
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shoulderis high and the bowl broadand deep, with a roundedprofileas on An 35. The neck and rim
are strikingly more developed than on An 81: the neck not only is much taller but is tilted inward; the

rim is hollowedout on the underside.If this piecewereearlierthanthe beginningof LC style,it would
mands a rather late date.31The komasts differ subtly from komasts by MC artists;32they have longer,
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fullerbodies,with spindlierlimbs.This differencemay be decisivefor relativedating.33
We are inclined
to regardAn 48 as contemporarywith An 22, An 36, An 50, and others from theirstratum:beginning
of LC, or, if one prefers,transitionfrom late MC to LC.34
VASES OF OTHERSHAPES

In general,vases of shapesnot presentin stratifiedseriesin the potters'dumpare treatedat their
placein the Catalogue,whichgivestheirpositionin the fill. Notice is givenhere only to severalpieces
that are relevantto our interpretationof the stratigraphyor whosepositionin the fill adds something
to our knowledgeof the developmentof Corinthianvase shapes.
conicaloinochoaicontinuedto be madein theMCperiod,35
but it has
Paynerealizedthatblack-glazed
been supposed,followinghis remarksin the Necrocorinthia
catalogue,that they did not surviveintoLC.
An 53 (P1.63) comes from the stratumof baskets9-ca. 20, whichappearsto representthe beginning
of LC style. Its polychromebandingis like that on the oinochoeAn 36 and the black-glazedkrater
An 35, and there is no reason for thinking it earlier. Other small, extremely degenerate black-glazed

conical oinochoai,therefore,in museumcollectionsmay be equallylate. The "pyxis"An 51 (PI. 71)
resembles the Dodwellian vase shape of NC 895, ff.36Since it comes from baskets 16-19, its context in

the Anaplogawell includespieces(An 50, An 36) by two laterfollowersof the DodwellPainter.A pair

of flat-bottomed aryballoi, An 29 and An 30 (PI. 74), also come from this stratum. If they were spoiled
vases (the glaze-paint may have been defective) they were probably dumped almost immediately; their
tall, globular shape is consistent with the stylistic phase to which this stratum is assigned, but they are
foreign to the rest of the potters' dump and, unless they came from other potteries, cannot be assumed

to have been new when deposited.
VASE-PAINTERSAND POTTERS

The only evidence we have for the range of styles that can be expected from Corinthian potters and
painters who actually worked in close physical proximity comes from the excavation of the Potters'
81 It should be a full generation later than Copenhagen, N.M. 9075 (D. A. Amyx, "The Medallion Painter," A.J.A.,
LXV, 1961, p. 6, "early Middle Corinthian," pls. 11-12, a).
32 Such as those by the Medallion Painter (ibid., pls. 12-13), or the Samos Painter (Payne, pl. 33: 9; Mon. Piot, XL,
1944, pp. 24, fig. 2: 43, fig. 15: 44, fig. 16: 46, fig. 17, pls. III-IV; K. Schefold, Friihgriechische Sagenbilder=Myth and
Legend in Early Greek Art, pl. 54, c) and his followers (Necrocorinthia, pl. 33: 10). Cf. also Corinth, VII, i, no. 312, pl. 38,
bottom right.
33The komasts on An48 are better compared with those on the mastos Louvre, MNB 1193 (NC 999, pl. 33: 2 and p. 119,
fig. 44, F) or the plate in Copenhagen, N.M. 1631 (NC 1055; C. V.A., Copenhagen 2[21,III C, pl. 90[91], 4b), by the Painter
of the Copenhagen Sphinxes (A.J.A., LXIII, 1959, pp. 356-357, pl. 89, figs. 13-14; LXVI, 1962, p. 187). Payne called the
mastos "Late" in MC, and one of us has already compared NC 1055 with the Francois Vase (A.J.A., LXIII, p. 356).
See the next note and p. 66, note 17.
34 We use the former designation, because on many pieces at this time the shift in taste that produced LC I
style is already apparent-a taste that in Attic black figure distinguishes the generation of Kleitias from that of the KX Painter and
in sculpture the Tenea-Volomandra group of kouroi from the Orchomenos-Thera. The shift in period-style is obvious
on vases with isolated figures, much subtler in animal friezes on, e.g., trefoil oinochoai of the same date. The definition
of developmental phases (or period-styles) is of course independent of absolute chronology, and the actual date of this
change in artistic taste cannot be given with either precision or authority; it seems to fall early in the second quarter of
the sixth century.
35 Payne, p. 299, no. 758, fig. 136.
86Ibid., p. 307, fig. 142.
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Quarter; there we find a great variety of styles, many of them unrelated. Considered as a whole, however, and compared with all the contemporary pottery in the Corinth Museum, this body of material
is seen to representa discrete segment of the Archaic industry, distinctive in its range of styles and specialization in certain kinds of pottery.37The Potters' Quarter artists made a great deal of the votive
pottery, and when they erred they tended to be finicky. We have no excavated potters' quarterfor the
spoiled vases in the Anaploga well, but they represent another such discrete segment, somewhat narrower than that of the Potters' Quarter. Their drinking equipment is distinctive, and their tendency
is to broad slackness. The Potters' Quarter excavation was a rather small area, but the pottery shows
such individuality that the artists must have worked more or less independently. The same kind of
individuality (or lack of standardization)is seen in the potters' dump in the Anaploga well. Numerous
potters, their products kin but not alike, and many different painters' hands, mostly having no real
influence on one another, are represented,all within the stylistic boundaries of the "segment" that they
represent.We conclude that the spoiled vases came from a small area near by, either a cluster of shops
or a large, loosely organized establishment (we know nothing of the organization of labor in the large
ancient pottery industries at this date).
A few painters represented by more than one vase from the well can be isolated and some of the
other vases cited as closely related to their work. Significant similarities in some of the potters' work,
where it is distinctive, can also be noted. Corinthian potters' work is much less individual than Attic,
so that exclusive and inclusive attributions can seldom be made. We are on firmer ground with blackfigure work, and it is significantthat so many of the figured vases remain unattributed,evidently by as
many different hands (the number of distinct hands in the material from the Potters' Quarteris formidable). These observations are meant to emphasize the sheer size of the Archaic Corinthian industry,
considered in terms of manpower and as a commercial enterprise.38
PAINTER
THEPENICHROS
(Plates 86-87, 101)

The earliest vase-painterwhose work is present in the potters' dump is a man of meager style, to be
called the Penichros Painter. The early EC oinochoai An 226 and An 220 are his. Judging by details
of their profiles and tooling, the Transitional oinochoe An 227 may be by the same potter as his two;
its animals are not by the Penichros Painter, but in a related style probably ancestral to his. Several
somewhat later oinochoai seem to be variously related to this undistinguished style. An 158, which is
better, has goats of a related type and, in the context of the Anaploga well, where most oinochoai have
a single frieze, its multiple friezes may betoken some relationship. Closer to the Penichros Painter and
to An 227 are An 209 and An 213 (not by one hand). The appalling animals on An 209 descendfrom those
on An 227, its potter's work from that of An 226, and it has two friezes. The single frieze of An 213 is
in a style which is a rougher, more perfunctoryrendering of the Penichros Painter's types of animals.

THE OAO GROUP

(Plates 88, 89)

This Group consists of olpai and oinochoai (whence the name) with friezes of small animals, the

detailsincisedthoughtlesslybut usuallywith an assuredtouch. Wherethe paint is preserved,added
red is splashedon plentifully.Some of themmay be by one hand,but we cannotbe sure,thoughtheir
37 The Archaic pottery from the Potters' Quarter will be published as Corinth, XV, iii, by A. N. Stillwell and J. L.
Benson.
88 We have defined as two distinct "segments" of the industry the ranges of types and styles represented in material
recovered from the Potters' Quarter and the Anaploga well. But there were not a few other such segments; most of the
recognized hands in Corinthian black figure still are represented neither in the Potters' Quarter nor in the Anaploga well,
and there are many whose work has yet to be found anywhere in Corinth.
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proximityis stylisticas well as typological.Theirpotter'swork s alike, too. The cheerfullydecorative
effect of regular, closely spaced motifs and added color sets the OAO Group apart from most of the
other Anaploga vases.39The drawing is nondescript.The best and earliest piece is An 193; An 143 is also
attractive, but later. Their animals have a pertness (like that of stuffed toys) that the rest lack. An 172
closely resembles An 143 in general appearance and must be about contemporary. It differs from An
143 in details, whose significance is hard to judge in work of this character. An 145 has somewhat
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largeranimals,but its descentfromthe styleof An 193 is perfectlyapparent.The similarityof markings
on its animalsrequiresthe inclusionof An 140, wherenothingsuggeststhat the artisantook pridein his
work.The badlyspoiltoinochoeAn 181 is a memberof the OAOGroup,but this piececertainlyis not
by the samehandas any of the others.Theirdevelopmentalsequenceis An 193, An 181, An 172 and An
143,An 145 and An 140,whichagreeswith theirstratigraphical
positionsin the fill.40
Two curious neck-amphoras, An 170 (black-figured)and An 192 (black-glazed) could easily be products of the same workshop as the OAO Group. The lavish polychrome banding and its disposition
on the vase (including the inside of the mouth) recall the OAO Group, and the potter's work, especially

with the vases in hand, seemsto be in the same spirit,while the animalstyle,thoughthereare a few
typologicaldetailsin common,is different.
THELOWIE
PAINTER
(Plates 90-91, 103, 106)

The Lowie Painter is the only previously known Early Corinthian vase-painter whose defective pots
were found in the Anaploga well. Long before the Anaploga excavation,Amyx had attributedhis namepiece, in the Lowie Museum of Anthropology, Berkeley,41 to the same hand as his masterpiece, the

enormousoinochoeCorinth,CP-52(62).42

His earliest work is the oinochoe An 216; the style is already distinctive, but loose and ordinarycompared with his later pieces. The goat and panther types differ little from common, central-EC stock;
the dense, undifferentiatedfilling ornament also is typical. An 138, a careless, minor work (misfired,
too, to a crumbly olive green), should be a little later; the incised triangles and quadranglescharacteristic of the Lowie Painter and his companions appear in the filling ornament, and the carpet of rosettes
is less dense. The Lowie oinochoe comes next, standing developmentally halfway between An 216 and
62. 62 can be placed at the end of Early Corinthian. Here the Lowie Painter's divergences from the
common repertoryare fully evolved, and some traits show its proximity to the emergence of MC style.
The markings in the heads, shoulders, and forelegs of the animals are tighter and more elaborate. The
distribution of filling ornament is deliberate; large fillers are surrounded by very small, neatly made
"plus" rosettes and triangles. An 66 is as far developed beyond 62 as 62 beyond the Lowie oinochoe.
The fillers are arranged very deliberately, large and small extremely differentiated(an MC characteristic) and incised triangles abandoned (because they are medium-sized and make the carpet pattern
denser). Double-centered rosettes are added.43The effect is tidier; the animals, too, are very neat with

morecompactbodiesand less sprawlingextremities.It is its MC character,not stylisticdifference,that

89 A broad-bottomed oinochoe, Oxford, Ashmolean Mus., 1966.216, provenience unknown, is very like the OAO Group
and perhaps a member of it.
40 Most of the constituent fragments of An 143 come from the levels of baskets 53-70, and its stylistic placement is with
other pots from these levels. However, a single sherd is from basket 22 and another from 27, whose levels are no earlier
than the verge of MC style. These odd fragments are hard to explain unless they entered the fill later than the rest, as,
of course, may have happened if the pot was broken when discarded and a couple of fragments remained for a while at
the mouth of the shaft before being kicked, or shoved with earth, into it. Their position in baskets 22 and 27 is consistent
with the theory (p. 66) that the shaft was full first at the time represented by basket ca. 20 (MC); it might have been
leveled off with sherdy earth from around the mouth at that time.
41
Berkeley, Univ. of California, Lowie Museum of Anthropology, 8/3496, "from Boeotia," gift of Mrs. P. A. Hearst.
C.V.A., 1[5], p. 16, pl. 6[187], 1.
42 This is one of the most important vases, from older excavations, not published in Corinth, VII, i; here 62,
above,
Pls. 10, 44.
4s In some painters and groups, double-centered rosettes occur in EC, in others only at the verge of MC.
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distinguishes An 66 from the Lowie Painter's earlier work.44The hand is unmistakably the same in
the goats, for example, of An 66 and An 216. The Lowie Painter improved in the course of his career
and made the transition to MC style brilliantly. An 66 bears comparison with the Anaploga Painter
(p. 87) or the ChimaeraPainter (see under An 95) at the same period.
These observations have a wider application. The traits that distinguish An 66 from EC vases by the
Lowie Painter, even from 62, distinguish MC from EC in many other painters, too.45A new impetus is
apparentin the first vases that properly may be labeled MC. For the detailed parts of standardanimals
a new repertory of configurations was invented, all firmer, more closed, and more intently decorative.
The new filling ornament distracts from the figures less than the nondescript EC carpet had done. The
best early MC work is very explicitly decorative, and the animals have a stately mien. They are often
static, but the lively elegance of Protocorinthianwas past recovery, and the new style has the advantage
of discipline.
Two hands decorated pots strongly in the manner of the Lowie Painter but differing from his work
in line quality, rhythm,and small details;46 they are not the painter himself on an off day, but so dependent on hi s style that, for the presentat least, we designate them merely as Companions. Companion A,
the better draughtsman,decorated the large oinochoe An 186 and the small one An 174. His panthers'
heads (and other markingson felines) make him easy to confuse with the Lowie Painter, but the animals'
contours are different, the drawing is less purposeful, and the incised configurations for goats' noses
and for the eyes of goats and boar are peculiar to Companion A. The eyes of his felines are of a common type, but consistently different from the Lowie Painter's. The filling ornament resembles that on
An 216 and An 138. Companion B decorated the well made, rather large, two-friezed oinochoe An 194.
The style is a thoughtless approximation to the Lowie Painter and Companion A, undistinctive in the
delineation of larger parts and details alike. Yet An 194 is certainly by a third artist; once again all the
animals' eyes and the goats' noses are peculiar to this hand, and the style lacks the vitality of the
other two.
A very strange pot, of unidentified shape, An 146, has animals of Protocorinthian types (squarenosed lions, a bull with long legs and high hindquarters)drawn in a fully developed EC manner and
technique, with EC filling ornament. It seems to have come from this workshop. Like An 216, it has
broad bands instead of rays in the reserved zone at the base. In the tooling of the foot-ring and the
arrangementof painted rings on the bottom, it resembles An 186 and An 194. The anachronous types
apart, its style has something, however elusive, in common with Companion A.47
Discussion of An 146 produced some of the evidence that the Group of the Lowie Painter represents, in the strictest sense, a single workshop. More than style unites this group. It is not that all are
by one potter; though the potting is good and the vases have sturdy proportions and emphatic profiles,
it is varied. An 216, An 194, and An 186 are all different; An 216 and An 174 are quite similar except
in size; An 186 has a variant handle, a heavy, molded strap.Where the bottom is preserved,however (even
on the kotyle An 66), the pattern of rings is the same on the namepiece and all the Anaploga vases assigned to the Lowie Group: a band on the inside of the foot-ring, a ring of similar width halfway to
the center, at the center a fat dot. These make a uniquely bold pattern, recalling the bands in the ray
zone on An 216 and An 146; it is the equal weight and equidistant spacing of band, ring, and dot that
are distinctive and peculiar to this workshop.

These remarks are also applicable to the question of the relationship of An 175 to the Anaploga Painter (p. 88).
Vase-painters working in a miniaturistic tradition do not, for the most part, conform so closely to these observations.
46 An oinochoe in Budapest, M.F.A. inv. 50.395, Mus. Neg. No. A 10938, is also related to the Lowie Painter and his
companions.
47 An incomplete vase, An 141, may be mentioned here; as much filling ornament as is preserved resembles that on
vases in the Lowie Painter's Group.
44

46
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THE MATI PAINTER(Plates 92, 95)

The Mati Painter48decorated An 163, An 127, and An 85. An earlier, smaller oinochoe, An 201 (cen-

tralEC),is in an unformed,inconsistentstyleancestralto the MatiPainter.Its relationshipis established
by some of the panthers'markings,the proportionsof theirbodies,and the fillingornament(withtwo
matia),whichresemblesthat on An 163, the earliestof the otherthree.
It is instructiveto considerAn 201 in a serieswith the Mati Painter'sthree,basedon the levelsof fill
from which their constituent fragments came.49The succession of basket-numberranges and the development of style and decorative devices confirm each other perfectly: the four vases must have entered
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the accumulatingfill at intervalsin the yearsfromthe centralphaseof EC downto its veryend.An 201
and An 163 havefour animalsin the frieze,An 127and An 85 only three.Thefillingornamentdevelops:
on An 201 solidincisedrosettespredominate;on An 163, the matifillersare morenumerous,with some
small dots and blobs, which are plentifulon An 127; finally,on An 85, strongdifferentiationof large
and small fillers(one sign of incipientMC style) is crudelyaccomplishedby replacingsimpleincised
ones (the petalsnot incised).The animalsalso develop;the panthers'
rosetteswith odd double-centered
andthe elaborationof the goat'shornon An 85 corresponds
bodiesare successivelylongerand slacker,50
to that on the SynetheiaPainter'sAn 87 (below).
The oinochoeAn 168 has a stronglydomedshoulderlike these,and its animals,by a differenthand,
arein the samespirit,withloose, lightandfluentincisions.Thefragmentary
oinochoeC-32-234(Corinth,
VII, i, no. 226, pl. 31) may have been more closely related; its filling ornament is exceedingly like that

of An 163, and the birdwithfoldedwingis similarto its counterparton An 163. In workno betterthan
this, however,suchbirdsare deceptive;as the sole basisfor an attribution,they must be identical,and
theseare not.
THE SYNETHEIA
PAINTER(Plates 93-95)

The SynetheiaPainter'snameis meantto say that his styledependson accustomed,ingrainedhabits
of draftsmanship;
his work is in the mainstreamof unexceptionalEC work whosetypeswerefounded
the
Painter
Sphinx
(see underAn 223). An 173 and An 134 are obviouslyby one hand,the Synetheia
by
Painter;other oinochoairequirediscussion,and some must be, rather,by close associates.Clearly,
we have to do with a workshop:An 173, An 134, and An 87 are probablyby one potter;An 130 and
An 154 arebroaderandheavierbut similar;An 211 is roundershoulderedand narrowerfooted, earlier,
but not unlike.
a two-friezeoinochoequite differentin its potter'swork (with cylindricalneck,
Corinth,C-40-97,51
offsetmouth;withoutconcentricringsin glaze-paintin its foot medallion,withoutblackon the interior
face of the foot-ring),is the key piece. It is quite early,earlierthan An 211 thoughlater than An 226,
and small,so its numerousanimalsare smallerthan those on An 211, in turn smallerthan on An 173.
C-40-97andAn 211 areby one hand,andAn 87, which,vergingon MC style,may be twentyyearslater
thanAn 211 (it comesfroma muchhigherlevelin the fill, too), is also by the samehandas An 211; the
tellingtraitsand the characterof the styleare the same.LackingAn 211, no one wouldhave attributed

48 The name comes from the resemblance of
dot-and-ring fillers to the blue glass beads with white and yellow "eyes"
(matia) which are used to protect babies, donkeys, and others from Evil. It must not be assumed that all EC pots with dotand-ring fillers are related to the Mati Painter. For example, Coriinth,VII, i, nos. 204 and 206, pls. 28-29, are not.
49 An 201 baskets 67-75.
An 163 baskets 53-71.
An 127 baskets 43-60.
An 85 baskets 27-63.
50 This observation takes into account that animals in friezes around the shoulder of an oinochoe are always slacker
through the midsection-to take up the expanding surface.
61 S. Weinberg, "A Cross-Section of Corinthian Antiquities," Hesperia, XVII, 1948, pp. 215-216, D2, pl. 77.
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C-40-97and An 87 to one hand,thoughtheyhavetraitsin commonand, separatedby as muchas thirty
years, would be recognized as related. At least the shoulder enclosure on the felines would be noticed.
Now, An 87 cannot be separated from An 173 and An 134; An 87 has elaborations characteristicof

its time (cf. the Mati Painter'sAn 85), but all the basicformsof goat, bull, and felines are alike.Especially convincing is the idiosyncraticconfigurationof the lion's head with the goat's face and horn-the
shape of the space between and the arrangementof rosettes in it in relation to the contours of the solid

forms.An 173, An 134, An 87 are the SynetheiaPainter;An211 is inseparablefrom An 87 and might
(though it lacks panthers) be attributed independently to the same hand as An 134. C-40-97, therefore,
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attributableto the hand of An211, representsthe startingpoint of this painter'shabitualstyle, his

synetheia.
The closely associated oinochoai are An 130, An 154, and An 142. The first is a slapdash approximation to An 134, with some traits of An 211 and An 87; the Synetheia Painter might be this bad, but the

style seemsdifferent.An 154 is not so close as An 130. An 142 is relatedto An 211 and An 87 (evento
C-40-97)in the same way as An 154 to An 173 and An 134. Thesethreemay be said to representthe
Groupof the SynetheiaPainter.
Clearly,but less closely, relatedare An 122 and An75, both with peculiarlysquashedbirdslost in
thick fillingornamentor huddledbeneathpart of anotheranimal.An 75 is by a late followerof the
SynetheiaPainter.Its style is the last, wretchedremnantof EC tradition.Contemporary,and even
slightlyearlier,work(cf. An 81, An 83, An 85-87)showsthe approachof MiddleCorinthian;on An75,
rosettesreflectcurrenttendencies.An 122 is largerand earlier,propperhapsonly the double-centered
erly late EC; its painterfavoredodd, angularmarkings,but the basictreatmentof the friezeand the
stringytails of the felines (as on An 75) ally it to the SynetheiaPainter.

A Middle Corinthianoddity, An 60, descendsfrom a style like that of An 122. The shape and division
of the animals' shoulder enclosure (which overlaps the rib markings), the elaboration of their faces,
the strong differentiationof large and small filling ornament (cf. An 66, An 87), and the developed vase
shape (see pp. 72-73) all show that it is really MC. The handle ornament, a pendant palmette, is prob-

ably Atticizing.
The last two vases,An 122 and An 60, are but looselyrelatedto the SynetheiaPainter,but in a context like the potters'dump in the Anaplogawell all observationsof sharedhabitsand continuityare
relevant.
THE PIGHADHIPAINTER(Plates 85, 103)

A superior,ratherwhimsicalstyleis seenon An 148 andAn 139,alsoby one, equallydistinctivepotter;
the painteris named,demotically,afterthe well. The loss of paint is unfortunate,but the drawingis
excellentandso distinctivethat attributionto one handcould rest alone on comparisonof the farhindlegsof boar (An 148)and goat (An 139), or on theirshoulder,rib, and forelegcomplexes;the boar and
goat differonly as species.The PighadhiPainter'sfondnessfor detail is seen in the animals'faces, in
their furryfetlocks,and in the variegatedfillingornament(especiallyon An 139, whichthereforeand
becauseof its greaterdisciplineand consistencylooks slightlylaterthan An 148).The drawingis deft;
the incisedline often tapersor endsin a slighthook.
THE ANAPLOGAPAINTER(Plate 104)

This equallyfine artist, named afterthe site, decoratedat least the pair of Corinthoinochoai(by one
potter)An 61 and An 62. The proportions,particularmarking, and staticdignityof the bull and panther,with the orderlyarrayof largeand smallrosettes,makethese pots modelsof earlyMCwork (for
the shape development, see p. 79).62
52 The

Painter of Berlin F 1090 (P. E. Arias and M. Hirmer, A History of Greek Vase Painting, pl. 31; NC 829; L. Banti,
E.A.A., V, 1963, p. 900) evidently learned his markings from an artist like the Anaploga Painter and in the period of An 61
and An 62.
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The Anaploga Painter is more refined and firmerthan the Pighadhi Painter but lacks his fluent vigor,
as much because his temper is more sedate as because early MC work at this scale is more decorous.
A broad-bottomed oinochoe, An 175, about contemporary with the Pighadhi Painter's An 148, is both
fluent and sedate, with animals less massive and stately than those on An 61 and An 62. Also, still EC,
its felines lack a belly stripe, and its filling ornament includes, besides large, double-centered rosettes,
fillers of all kinds and sizes in a dense, chaotic carpet. The style of An 175, however, looks like early
work of the Anaploga Painter,53though there are differences in the configurations of these smaller,
earlier animals that, while we lack intermediatepieces,54discourage confident attribution.
OTHERCORINTHOINOCHOAI

The earliest Corinth Oinochoe, An 223, is, in its shape, directly ancestral to An 61 and An 62. The
incised drawing on An 223 is light, fine, and unusually precise, even for its date, but the style is not
specificallyancestral to the Anaploga Painter.
Among the other EC Corinth Oinochoai, An 197, with a rolled lip, is in a general way stylistically
related to An 198, which, for an olpe, has an unusually rounded lip. Like An 223, An 61, An 62, these
vases have shallow incised lines, drawn with a fine point, distinctive in the context of the Anaploga
potters' dump.55
VASE-PAINTERS IN THE EARLIER LC I STRATUM (Plates 96, 97)

In the second stratum at the top of the fill (baskets 9-ca. 20, beginning of LC I), there are several
vases that can be attributed to vase-paintersknown from museum collections outside of Corinth. In the
fill below ca. 20, only the Lowie Painter's namepiece, in Berkeley, is by the same hand as vases from the
potters' dump in the well. But these attributable pots in the second stratum, and others found with
them, are also spoiled vases, of shapes that relate them to the rest of the potters' dump.
The Geladakis Painter56decorated An 36, one of his minor works (cf. also An 31),57and An 50 is by
the Painter of Athens 931.58Both are followers of the Dodwell Painter,59though the Geladakis Painter
has a rather independent manner, whose influence on the Painter of Athens 931 is seen in the decorative
elegance of the lion on An 50.60The stylistic connections of An 36 and An 50 go beyond the Anaploga
potters' dump (J. L. Benson tells us that there is early work of the Geladakis Painter from the Potters'

53 The similarities, no one of them alone sufficient for establishing the relationship (for individually some of these
markings are the common property of many vase-painters in late EC and MC), that are collectively significant are: the
shape and principal markings of feline hindquarters and their boxed forelegs; the shape and manner of assembly (rather
than their very ordinary type) of the panthers' faces; the knee markings of goats and bull; finally (purely subjective), the
general feeling and character of the drawing.
54 If the received dating is about right, An 175 was made ca. 610 B.C., An 61 and An 62 ca. 590 B.C. Whatever the dates,
the developmental gap is considerable.
55 Two other EC Corinth oinochoai, An 179 and An
156, may be related by the peculiarity of having the handle and
neck painted black, inside and out. Also, the shape is high shouldered and the neck short and straight. An 156 is black
figured (confronted komasts); another Corinth oinochoe, C-32-134 (Corinth, VII, i, no. 231, pl. 32), bears komasts and
has a black neck and handle, but the potter's work is different and later, and the black-figure style not related to An 156.
56 D. A. Amyx, "The Geladakis Painter," Hesperia, XXV, 1956, pp. 73-77, pls. 28-30; J. L. Benson, "Some Notes on
Corinthian Vase-Painters," A.J.A., LX, 1956, p. 229, pl. 77, fig. 41, and, earlier, G.k.V., list 85; D. A. Amyx, "Dodwelliana," C.S.C.A., IV, 1971, pp. 29-40.
57 The
kotyle An 31 is one of a number of vases whose style can be described as 'weak Geladakian,' some of which
might be his own work.
68 Payne, at NC 1308 and p. 63, note 4, gave an ampler list than J. L. Benson, G.k. V., list 87. See now Amyx in C.S.C.A.,
IV, 1971, pp. 21-29.
59 Payne gave NC 861-864, 895, 905, 1090, 1091, 1113-1123A, and 1141 to the Dodwell Painter; Benson, G.k. V., list 73,
adds an attribution by Hopper and one by Amyx, whose study of this artist has now appeared ("Dodwelliana," C.S.C.A.,
IV, 1971, pp. 1-48, pls. 1-16).
60 The influence of the Geladakis Painter's panel-picture style (used by both artists for substantive animals) is also seen
on the pyxis NC 1308 (ex Coll. Phillip) by the Painter of Athens 931 (attributed by Payne, p. 63, note 4, but unaccountably
not included in Benson's list).
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Quarter),to which, nonetheless, they belong. An 36 is a simple shoulder-friezeoinochoe and resembles,
e.g., An 37 in size, shape, tooling, and polychrome banding. An 50 is only a little more refined than
the unfiguredCorinth oinochoai in its stratum, and its decorative syntax is perfectly in the tradition of
Corinth oinochoai from the well, all the way back to An 223.61 This is not to suggest that other vases
by these artists should be related to this Anaploga segment of the industry; how the industry was organized, how the painters and potters worked, or were employed, is completely unknown. We assert only
what can be seen.
These considerationsare equally applicableto the attributionof the large, three-friezeoinochoe An 22.
It is a spoiled vase, burst open and twisted at the back in the area of the lower frieze. Damage apart,
it is a superior piece, one of the last of its kind,62and by far the largest oinochoe from the well. With
oinochoai of this size, Corinthian potters paid more attention to the profile, to articulation of parts
(note the collar at the base of the neck), and to construction (the triple handle is backed by a solid
strap). Scale and quality apart,An 22 resemblesAn 36 in its proportionsand is quite unlikely to be earlier.
An 22 is by the Schistos Painter, named for the rent in this pot, who so far is known to have decorated
only one other, an oinochoe in Syracuse,63which is almost certainlythe same vase as Payne's NC 1097.64
If it is the same, Payne seems to have considered giving it to the Geladakis Painter (Payne's "cfs." are
sometimes ambiguous). It is not by the Geladakis Painter, though confusion on this point is understandable; the Schistos Painter's animals are not unrelated to his. They are also "not unrelated" to
those on a much earlier oinochoe, NC 1095,65by the Medallion Painter, or to those on two oinochoai,
NC 1093 and NC 1094, by an artist related to the Medallion Painter.66These confusing similarities
show what close discriminationis demanded of connoisseurship among styles related to the Geladakis
Painter and the Medallion Painter. The difficult style of Corinth CP-140 (NC 1096)67is a case in point.
But the potters' work may help us to sort out the styles of these large oinochoai; the two by the Schistos
Painter are alike and may well be by one potter. Two oinochoai by the Geladakis Painter (Amyx, "Dodwelliana," C.S.C.A., IV, 1971, p. 32, nos. 31 and 33) have a grooved molding at the juncture of neck
and mouth, as has Corinth CP-140, which the Schistos Painter's pair lack. The Dodwell Painter's NC
1090 (idem, p. 8, no. 13, pl. 5) has two beveled moldings around the neck (neither the beveled edges nor
the third, upright molding at the base of the neck are discerniblein Payne's fig. 10, E, Necrocorinthia,
p. 33), which are exaggeratedon the Rhodes oinochoe by the Ampersand Painter.68

BLACK-GLAZEDOINOCHOAI

Within such limits as distinguish this segment of the pottery industry from others, there is great
diversity among oinochoai from similarlevels in the fill. Clearly, many potters are involved. But we cannot make exclusive attributionsto Corinthianpotters as we can to painters' hands, whose draftsmanship
is like handwriting and whose individual configurations are complex. Also, the technique of throwing

61 For all the variety in the decoration of EC and MC Corinth oinochoai from the well, examples at Corinth from other
excavations deviate more radically. C-40-87A has rays at the base and komasts in an odd style; C-50-32A has a lion
with extremely eccentric markings; 171 (above) is decorated with a rather fine, large woman's head in profile, in MC style.
The best known, the pair CP-144 and CP-145 from Swift's Well (Corinth, VII, i, nos. 332-333, pl. 41), are not so different
from the Anaploga examples.
62 Payne lists no
black-figured, animal-frieze, trefoil oinochoai in the Late Corinthian catalogue. In the MC list, NC
1104-1106, which are "perhaps Late Corinthian," are not in black-figure technique. Of the rest, NC 1090ff., none is
appreciably later in style than An 22 and NC 1097 (here attributedto the Schistos Painter) but rather at least slightly
earlier looking (NC 1093-1094, see below, note 66; NC 1096, see below, note 67). It is clear that the black-figured trefoil
oinochoe did not long outlast the stylistic transition to Late Corinthian,precisely, that is, the developmental stage of An 22.
63 Syracuse, N.M. from Akrai. Photo Mus. Neg. No. B 6491, now listed in C.S.C.A.,
IV, 1971, p. 36, no. 9. In neither
potting nor painting does it stand in a close relationship to the Geladakis Painter, as CP-140 does.
64 "From near Akrai. Three friezes ...
Late; for the style, cf. no. 1098." NC 1098 is Bonn 1036, "By the same hand
as the late pyxides 902, 3, 6-9," that is, by the Geladakis Painter (above, p. 88, note 56).
65 D. A.
Amyx, "The Medallion Painter," A.J.A., LXV, 1961, pls. 9-10.
66
London, B.M. A 1357 and A 1356, respectively; ibid., p. 10.
67
Corinth, VII, i, no. 331, pl. 41.
68 J. L.
Benson, "The Ampersand Painter," A.J.A., LXIV, 1960, pp. 281-283, pls. 81-83; Rhodes 12567 (no. 9), p. 81, fig. 1.
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pots on a wheel introduces an element of incalculability (though skilled commercial potters can be
remarkablyconsistent), and peculiarities of tooling on the mouth and foot, like the distribution of polychrome embellishment, could be imitated, possibly without our being able to distinguish the copy.
Nothing suggests that Corinthian potters did trouble to imitate each other, but the possibility remains.
The criteria for associating black-glazed vases must be extremely strict.
To study Corinthian black-glazedpots for the sole purpose of making potter-lists would be frivolous.
Here, such study contributed to the understanding of shape development; chronologically significant
traits had to be isolated from idiosyncratic traits. The large body of loosely related oinochoai also provide a rare opportunity to test criteria69for grouping plain vases.70Odd or crude oinochoai, together
with the majority of better ones, could not be associated with any confidence, but a few of the better or
very distinctive examples are significantlyalike.7'
Three oinochoai, An 215,72An 210 (central EC), and An 165 (later EC), are significantlyalike by the
strictest criteria and surely came from one workshop. An 106 and An 78, which are later, probably came
from the same. Corinth C-32-12873closely resembles An 215, but it looks earlier, mostly because of the
proportion of the neck and mouth to the body. At the least, it belongs with the Anaploga pots.

Two oinochoai,An 137 and An 113, resembleeach other and differfrom the rest (especiallyfrom
An 215, et al.) in everycriticalrespect.Two figuredoinochoai,An 140 and An 181 in the OAO Group,
should be compared with them.
Four oinochoai (An 59, An 135, An 188, An 207) have all-black syntax, without rays at the base, but,
because they are not otherwise significantly alike, this variant syntax seems to have been a general
option. One of them, An 135, is the most delicate and carefully designed of the unfigured oinochoai.
It resembles An 152, which has standard syntax. They are linked by delicate construction, very thin in
the neck and mouth, and the smoothly rounded shoulder and lower body. The polychrome banding is
wwrrrwwon both. On An 152 the mouth is set off from the neck by a ridge, but on both the neck is
very long in proportion to the lobes of the mouth.74Comparison of An 135 and An 152 with the first

group(An215, An210, An 165) showshow narrowthe limits of variabilityare for groupingunfigured
Corinthianpots with any confidence(comparealso An 125, whichby thesecriteriamust standalone).
Two lateroinochoai,An 80 andAn 99, mustbe by one potter.Four of the earlyLC oinochoai,An 37,

An 40, An 43, An 44, certainlyresembleone another, but not strictlyenough; they could come from four
workshops. There are too few oinochoai from this stratum (baskets 9-ca. 20) to test criteria.

69To attribute or affiliate two oinochoai to one workshop, or to state categorically that two must come from different
workshops, we required that they agree, or differ, within rather narrow limits in most of the following points. Thus most
examples can be neither inclusively nor exclusively attributed.
(a) Proportions and profile of neck and mouth.
(b) Proportionate weight of handle and its line in relation to the neck and shoulder.
(c) The sloping angle of the shoulder and its profile.
(d) The length and curvature of the body profile below the shoulder.
(e) The size and exterior profile of the foot.
(f) The tooling of the underside of the foot.
and also the following criteria for the decorative syntax:
(g) The spacing, length, and line quality of the incised verticals (shorthand tongues) on the shoulder.
(h) The color pattern and manner of application of polychromy, both in the tongue zone and in banding.
(i) The spacing and drawing of the rays at the base, with which the height of the ray zone must be considered.
(j) The amount of black paint on the exterior of the foot; the presence or absence of red overpainting.
(k) The ring decoration on the underside of the foot.
It must be emphasized that only in combination do these criteria lead to valid results.
70 On the potters' work of attributed black-figure vases, see above under the OAO Group, the Lowie Painter, the Synetheia Painter, the Pighadhi Painter, the Anaploga Painter, and the Schistos Painter.
71 When we say that several black-glazed vases come from one workshop, it is without any implication that others,
generally similar but not conforming closely enough for attribution, cannot have come from it.
72 The rent in the shoulder on one side of this otherwise handsome pitcher slightly affects its shape in a photograph
of the good side.
78 From a well on the north side of Temple E, 1932, Corinth, VII, i, no. 227, pl. 31; we do not agree that ibid., no. 204
is very much like it.
74 This is best appreciated when both are viewed from the back (handle) side.

THE COARSE WARE
(Plates 77-82)
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The depositingof coarsepotterywas continuous'from the earlyseventhto near the middleof the
sixthcentury,but it is not homogeneousthroughout.It has an interestingdistributionof typesand density, whichcontributesto its interpretationand helps to clarifythe main outlinesof the stratification
of the fill as a whole.
The commonest shape is the trefoil-mouthedpitcher (An 267, An 269, An 270, An 274, An 283, An 285,

An 293, An 294, An 299, An 300, An 302, An 303, An 309, An 311, An 312, An 316, An 319, An 320).

Associatedwith it, and plentifulwhereit is, are the amphora(An275, An288, An290, An 295, An296,

An 304, An 306, An 310), hydria (An 289, An 305, An 313, An 315), and round-mouthedpitcher (An 292,

An298, An 314).2Fragmentsof one-handledcooking pots occurin varyingquantitythroughthe fill,
thoughthe mendedexamples(An291, An 301) all3camefromlevelsnearthe middle,but this distinctive
fabric is not always densest where the trefoil pitchers are. The small basin with overhangingrim (An 266,
An 272, An 273, An 286, An 307; we believe it was used as a household mortar) occurs sporadically,
mended or in fragments, from the level of LPC fine ware upwards.
All of the foregoing were present in quantity and frequently mendable (a few pieces are almost intact);

they mustrepresentprimarydepositing,potterydumpeddirectlyand mostlywhole.
Another category of coarse ware
re, abundant at some levels, is less well represented in the Catalogue,

because it was extremely fragmentaryand (except An 276) defied every effort to mend it. We conclude

that it is secondary deposit. The shapes are basins, many of them evidently raised on pedestals, like
small, unadorned perirrhanteria or louteria (An 265, A 268, An 277, An 281, An 282), and bowls with

spurred handles, like An 276. Where fragments of these occur most densely, parts of coarse trefoil
pitchers are not plentiful, and basins of other types are found with them (cf. An 278, An 280). It is
not impossible that the coarse-warefragmentaryfill is related to (but deposited independentlyof?) that
of fine ware, which may have come from a sanctuary(see The FragmentaryFine Ware, pp. 96-99). The
pedestal basins are not ordinary coarse ware; some are covered with a thick, fine slip and polished by
tooling in parallel strokes.
Other kinds of coarse ware occur only sporadically,fragmentarily,and in small quantity. For example,
there are a number of short sections of pithos rims among the coarse sherds and, besides An 309, some
fragments of lids.
We cannot guess who dumped the mendable, often complete coarse pots into the well shaft, or why,
since no one lowers a pitcher to draw dry potsherds. A cache of mortar-basins(the type of An 266, et al.),
overfired,dark green, and crumbly, was noted in baskets 30, 34-37, and large parts of a greenish coarse
trefoil pitcher in basket 100, but the rest of the coarse ware, mendable and fragmentaryalike, is of good
manufacture;one pitcher, An 303, shows signs of wear, and, basins apart, most of it was probably whole

1 There may have been an interruption at the time of the levels with stones, ca. baskets
145-151,17.10-19.60 m. There
are no mended pots from these levels, and the lots of coarse sherds were very scrappy.
2 In this and what
follows, the observations of absolute and relative quantities of material are based on the uninventoried pieces, the partly mended, and the sherds, as well as the inventoried piecesin the Catalogue.
8 A third, from the same baskets as An 291 and of the same size and
shape but less nearly complete, was not inventoried
and, after study, was discarded.
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when dumped.4Wherever the pitchers, amphoras, and hydrias came from, it is remarkable that their
source contributed, more or less steadily, to the filling of the shaft for more than a hundred years.

THE STRATIFICATIONOF COARSEWARE
The stratificationpatternof the coarsewareis closely relatedto that of the rest of the fill but just
differentenough to suggestthat, with the possible exceptionof the slippedbasins, it was deposited
independentlyof both the potters'dumpand the fragmentaryfine ware.
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The two top strata (baskets 1-8 and 9-ca. 20) are again clearly marked. Constituent sherds of mended
pots fall within these basket ranges. In the top stratum, there are only five mended pots (An 265-An 268

were inventoried),but sizablelots of coarse sherds,which includethe full range of shapesdescribed
above. In the second stratum, seventeen were mended (seven inventoried, An 269-An 275)-one of the
heaviest concentrations of mendable coarse ware in the well, with a concomitantly small residue of

sherds,including,however,the full rangeof shapesas in baskets1-8. Here,though,the trefoilpitcher
is predominantand the mortar-basinbetterrepresentedthan at any otherlevel.
From baskets 15 to 31 there is a heavy concentration of sherds of one-handled cooking pots (10-31
fragments from each basket, instead of 2-6 fragments as in 1-14); they all probably belong to one or

two pots, becausethis brittlefabricshattersbadly.
In the levels below basket20, with coarsewareas with fine, we cannot speakof strata,becausethe
evidencepointsto continuousfilling,whichextendsin the coarsewaredownto ca. 14.50m.5Thisis not,
however,homogeneousfill.
The level at baskets 20-25 is notable as the only one (except near the bottom of the shaft) from which
no fragments of mended pots came, but a great quantity of unmendable sherds: parts of many mortarbasins, bowls with spurred handles, pedestal basins, and rim fragments of other open shapes. There

are remarkablyfew fragmentsof pitchers,amphoras,or hydrias.
Basket 26 contained very little coarse ware of any kind. Below 27, the cooking-pot sherds peter out.
Basket 31 yielded no recognizable parts of basins, the sherdsfrom 33 not a single fragment of a pitcher6
but substantial parts of as many as five mortar-basins7and rim fragments of other basin types. There

is verylittle mendedcoarsewarefromthis part of the fill.8
In baskets34-39, furthershiftsin the mixtureof typesare observable:34-36 containedrim and wall

fragments of basins, some of them slipped and polished parts of pedestal basins; in 36-39, fragments
of pitchers, some joining, reappearedin significantquantity beside basin fragments of several varieties

(includingAn 277, a pedestalbasin).

These observations are important, because the changes in the predominant types and actual bulk of
material can be correlated with analogous phenomena in the fine ware at the same levels. Changes occur
at the same basket numbers (20, 27, 33) in both kinds of fill, so that the observation of type distribution

and densityin the coarseware and of stylisticchangeand type distributionin the fine ware serveto
confirmeach other.
OnlyAn 276, An 278, An 279 containfragmentsfrom 40-53, and the round-bottomedAn 279 is the
only pitcher.Sincethe lots of sherds,especiallyfrom 5053, weremostlyrathersmalland scrappy,it is
clearthattheselevelswerenot richin coarseware.Onlynon-joiningfragmentsof pitchersand amphoras
4 Given endless time and patience (and if the museum had unlimited storage), the menders could have joined up even
more pitchers than (inventoried and uninventoried together) they did.
6 There is apparently no break in the coarse ware at baskets 103/4 (cf. the basket number ranges for An 300-An 302
especially) but instead at ca. basket 115.
6 One very small pitcher (uninventoried) had constituent fragments from baskets 25-38. This was the only mended or
partly mended pitcher stratified between the levels of An 274 and An 283.
7 These are in addition to the cache of green-burnt mortar-basin fragments in baskets 30, 34-37.
8 There was an uninventoried lid from basket
31; An 276 contains fragments from baskets 29-53, but mostly ca. 45.
See also above, note 6.
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are present. There are fewer fragmentsof basins, and those with the profile of the lip or foot of a pedestal
basin are less well finished. From baskets 46 and 50, there are parts, in large fragments, of at least two
cooking pots, parts of large amphora handles for several examples, and a few rim fragments from
mortar-basins.
There are no shifts in the kind or density of coarse ware withinthe levels of baskets 54-75, but this
range is strikingly different from the one above it. In the mendable pottery, pitchers predominate for
the first time since the level of baskets 9-19 (nine examples; An 283, An 285, An 287 inventoried). The
basket lots of residual coarse fragments were larger and much less scrappy than at the levels of 40-53.
Parts of pitchers, amphoras, and hydrias are plentiful throughout, with fragments of cooking pots and
mortar-basinsin modest quantities. The rim fragments of pedestal basins, recognizable by their profile
and fine finish, are present in considerable quantity, but dwindle at baskets 73-75 and are observed
again only below basket 100. This range of coarse ware, baskets 54-75, correspondsclosely to that from
which the largest amount of mendable fine ware came (see pp. 64-65).
The levels of baskets 75-100+ producedabout one third of all the mended coarse pots (An 288-An 307
and nineteen uninventoried). In the residual lots, 77-81 still contain a few fragments of basins (often
thinly slipped and not polished) and scant fragments of cooking pots; in 82-86 there is concentration
of the latter (up to 30 small fragments per basket and some larger pieces) and plenty of material from
oinochoai, amphoras, and hydrias. Below 86, the coarse ware is practically restricted to these shapes.9
The residue of sherds from 86-90 is small, because so much was mendable, and the sherds are of pitchers, amphoras, and hydrias, with a sprinkling of cooking-pot fragments.The range of baskets 90-100
is similar, except that the residue of sherds is larger, and there are fewer fragments of cooking pots.
Judging from the basket-number ranges of the mended pots, which overlap continuously at these
levels, there was no interruption in the depositing of coarse ware to correspond to the clear break at
baskets 103/104 in the fine ware, but rather at about basket 115 (ca. 14.50 m.), well within the levels of
Late Protocorinthian. In the lots of sherds, there is a change at basket 100; fragments of basins are
again present, though not preponderant, including rim fragments such as belong to pedestal basins.10
The ordinary containers, with some cooking-pot fragments, continue. The mortar-basinAn 307 comes
from 104-115.
The levels below basket 120 also produced many mendable pots, mostly the ordinarypitchers, amphoras, and hydrias (An 308-An 316 and five uninventoried); parts of pitchers were especially plentiful in
the lots of sherds (some were partly mended). There were fewer rim fragments of basins or sherds of
cooking pots.
From the basket lots just above the levels with stones (pp. 64, 67), there are mended pots with fragments from as deep as 143 (An 313-An 316); the residue of coarse sherds from 140-143 was small.
Below basket 143 and in the level with stones, there is no mended coarse ware, and the residue, which
as deep as baskets 160-162 was often small, consisted of non-joining sherds. Together with the fragments of ordinarycontainers are a few of basins and cooking pots. Stones were not noted in the fill below
basket 151 (19.60 m.), but the coarse ware is rather scrappy down to nearly 23.00 m. The flat-bottomed
basin An 318 comes from 164-168, but all the fragments of the mended pitchers (An 319, An 320, and
two not inventoried) are from baskets 174-185. In the lots of coarse sherds here at the bottom of the
shaft, pieces of pitchers (most plentiful), amphoras, and hydrias are found in quantity and are partly
mendable. In addition, there are fragmentsof cooking pots (a few), of pithos rims, and of rims of smaller
9 The exceptional single fragments were: basket 88, the black-burnt bottom of a very small bowl; 89, three odd-looking
sherds, one with white paint; 90, one lug handle; 94, a huge, square-sectioned rim fragment; 96, one rim fragment from a
mortar basin; 98, one wall sherd with relief band and one fragment with a thick, smooth, tool-polished slip, pale, almost
white; 99, a rim fragment not of an amphora-only these out of the residue from fourteen basket lots, which contained,
in addition to the mended examples, parts of at least fifteen to twenty trefoil-mouthed pitchers, perhaps half a dozen
amphoras, and several hydrias, the amphoras and hydrias not even partly mendable, and a light sprinkling of small
cooking-pot sherds, until, in basket 100, there are thirteen cooking-pot fragments, including one of a handle.
10Also, the residue of coarse sherds for baskets 106, 107, 109 was noted as "scrappy."
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open shapes,including(in baskets150, 159, 167) the profileof An 277, An 281. Thereare also a few
loomweights,thick fragmentswith impressedpatterns,and parts of elaboratecoarsehandles(one of
them, An 317), with rope-twist inserts, in the level below the stones (Middle Protocorinthian).

Fromthe distributionof typesand densityof coarsewarealone, the basicpatternof stratificationof
the well shaft is clear. The coarse ware provides an independent control of the reading of the stratifica-

tion of both kindsof fine ware;thesein turn,give contextdatesto the Anaplogawell's unusuallylong
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series of Archaic coarse vase shapes, otherwise not closely datable.

THE MANUFACTURE OF ARCHAIC COARSE WARE

The coarse pottery from the Anaploga well is mostly handmade1 of a heavy clay to which grit (fine
gravel or finely ground potsherds) was added. The edges of sherds show a darker, but not usually gray,
core. The surface is covered with a thin slip of finer clay. The usual method of coating the interior of

closedshapes,unlessthe wholepot is dipped,is to fill the pot partiallywithliquidclay, agitateit to coat
it thoroughly, and empty the excess slip. On the coarse pots from the well, the exterior (which is usually

betterthan the interior)seemsto have been coatedby hand. The resultis a buff, pinkishbuff, or pink

(MPC) surface; the gritty body beneath the thin slip gives it the texture of oatmeal porridge. Occasionally

(An294) the gritis nearlyconcealed.On someof the basinsandpedestalbasinsthe slipis thick,smooth,
and tooled in parallelstrokes,as on fine handmadearyballoiand pitchers;12 the surfacemay even resemblethat of Archaicterracottasculpture(An281).
No traceof the coil methodof buildingpots can be seen on eithermendedpiecesor sherds.Given
the reducedplasticityof grittyclay and the distinctarticulationat the shoulder,it is certainthat most,
assembliesof pitchers,as well as amphorasand hydrias,weremade,
if not all, of the neck-and-mouth
their
like the handles,separately;
joint with the partlydried (leather-hard,in potters'jargon)body
would be cementedwith thick slip, and, as a wall to be plasteredis pocked,the joining surfaceswere
scoredfor strongeradherence(so, handlesusuallytake part of the wall with them when they break
away, but one handlein the sherdsfrom the well had brokenat the joint and showedthe scoredsurface).
The bottomsof closedshapes(including,perhaps,the earlypitchers,wherethereis no visibleproof)
arecapped.Therearetracesof the attachmentof basecapson the interiorof some(An288, An 296, and
An 305 showit most clearly);on theseit seemscertainthat the uncappedbody of the pot terminatedin
an open funnelat the bottom,thejoint beingsmoothedoverwith slip on the interior,filled with additional clay and finishedin a bevel on the exterior.Sherdsgiving the sections of bottomsof pitchers
(PI. 81)13and amphoras or hydrias (PI. 81)14show that most of the thickness of the bottom was in the

addedcap. The cap was in the shape of a shallowdish, such as one puts undera flowerpot,enclosing
the taperingbottomof the body.
An open funnelat the bottomsuggeststhat the body was formedupsidedown,but the profileseems
to be a "rising"one, and thin or open bottoms(beforecapping)could resultwhen the body was cut
(still wet) from the board,or othersuitablesurface,on whichit had been built.
The mortar-basinsalsohavecappedbottoms,in fulldoublethickness(see underAn 272 and PI. 80)16;
it is this heavybottom, in combinationwith a speciallypreparedabrasivesurfaceon the insideof the
bowl, that convinces us that these are certainly and specifically household mortars.
11 Mortar basins and other small basins (An 276) were made on the potter's wheel, and the necks and mouths of amphoras and hydrias, also, were thrown on the wheel.
12 Cf.
Corinth, VII, i, no. 301, pl. 37, nos. 356-357, pl. 43; Hesperia, XVII, 1948, C 23, pl. 76.
13 Corinth Lot 3333 (baskets 83-89). The sherd illustrated, basket 86.
14 Corinth Lot 3271 (baskets 27-29). The sherd illustrated, basket 28.
15Corinth Lot 3271, the sherd illustrated from basket 28.
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Amphoras may have deep pinholes at the top or low on the back of the handles (An 304), hydrias

plusesor othermarks(An289, An305, An 315). Someof the pitchershave shallowerpinholes(An274,
An 294, An 309, possibly An 320), others short vertical or horizontal strokes (An 269, An 283) or plus

marks(An270, An 297, An 300). The purposeof thesemarksis uncertain.16
THE DEVELOPMENTOF VASE SHAPES
The earliest coarse ware from the Anaploga well (An 317-An 320) is at least a generation later than
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S. Weinberg'sWell C,17and its shapesare patentlymore evolved.Coarsewarefrom the levels of baskets ca. 55-103 was in associationwith fine ware showingstylisticdevelopmentcoveringabout the
sameperiodas his Well D.18The Anaplogawell gives us continuity,the comparabilityof shapesfrom
one periodto the next, and the coarse ware from Well D takes on meaningin this context, suppleit. Two coarsevaseshapesin theAnaplogawell,thenarrower-footed
trefoilmentingand complementing
mouthedpitcher(Pls. 77-79) and the mortar-basin(PIs. 80-81), requirediscussionbeyondthe comparisonsdrawnin the Catalogue.
By any conceivablechronology,the eighteeninventoriedtrefoil-mouthed
pitcherscovermorethan a
LC
to
come
from
levels
and
to
I)
century(MPC
corresponding everyblack-figureperiodbut MC. A
series
is
to
close
at
the
enough
discourage
datingof isolatedexamplesby referenceto it. Coarse
glance
in
this
The
An 319 and An 320 have
earliestare distinguishable:
period.
pitcherschangedonly subtly
shortmouthlobes,the lateralones spreadflat;theirneckslook shortin proportionto the body(though
measurementshows that some later exampleshave roughly the same proportion);theirhandlesare
flattened(cf. also An293, An 309, An 311, An312), whilelaterones are approximately
roundin section;
not
rise
abovethelip at its attachment(cf. alsoAn293,An309,An311,An312);
thetop of thehandledoes
and the bottom, which on An 319, An 320 is comparatively simple and thin (cf. Weinberg's C 22),19
the interior profile running parallel to the exterior, may not have been capped (cf. especially An 293,
which despite its early traits seems to have a capped bottom and in its mouth and neck looks, rather,
like the LPC examples). Pitcherslater than MPC but still well within the seventh century(An 300, An 302,
An 303, An 309, An 311, An 312, An 316) show, to those who like such things, a stronger tectonic sense

in theirproportionsandarticulationsthanearlieror latergroups,thoughseverallaterexamples(An269,

An 270, An 294) have equally columnar necks. The earlier the oinochoe, the more frequently the body
is ovoid; the later, the more frequently globular, contracting rapidly and recurvingto the base.
The history of the Archaic mortar-basin is of increasing specialization of the shape. An 286, which
goes with Weinberg'sD 78,20has a well developedoverhangingrimbut, like D 78,retainsthe bowl-like
profile of An 307.21 Since An 307 looks so tentative, it may represent the earliest (LPC) form of this

mortar-basin.Oncethe Archaicshapeis fully evolved(An272, An 273), no furtherdevelopmentis seen
in An 266.
16 Cf. T. J. Dunbabin's remark on Perachora, II, p. 317, no. 3297,
pl. 125, but the examples he cites here and at no. 3350

are more elaborate, their pinhole marks being part of their embellishment.
17 Hesperia, XVII, 1948, p. 208, pls. 76-77.
18 Ibid., pp. 214-215, pls. 83-84.
19 Ibid., pl. 76.
Ibid., pi. 84.
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The fragment, P1. 80 (above, note 14), is still closer to An 286 than to An 272, An 273; the fully evolved
ee
shape, therefore, is probably not to be dated much before the beginning of LC I.

THE FRAGMENTARY FINE WARE
INCLUDING LAMPS, FIGURINES, AND MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS
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All of the fine ware in the well that is not part of the potters' dump seems to be secondary deposit.
It is not defective, and, with rare exceptions, it is not mendable; being fragmentary,it is less well repre-

sentedin the Catalogue.'All of it is consistentwith the rangeof materialfoundin Archaicsanctuaries
in Greece,particularlyPerachora,and some of it is strictlyvotive.
Thereareimpediments,however,to the obviousconclusionthatall of it cane froma sanctuarydump,
or votive deposit,area.(1) The miniaturekotylaiAn 118 and An 119 representa largecache,mostlyof

coursing-hound kotylai, in the basket levels from which they came. They are foreign to the Anaploga
potters' dump, but seem to have come from a pottery; the coursing-hound kotylai look like part of a

single kiln load, identically shaped, decorated, and fired. (2) There are caches of stacked, green-burnt,

friableand partlyfused, votive miniaturesin the top strataof the well.2Potterythat has undergone

burning after its manufactureis reduced to gray; the green color results from excessive heat in the kiln.
(3) Only in association with the fragmentaryfill, we find low rectangularand deep cylindricalhandmade
paintpots (An 94, An 240; others, not inventoried, in baskets 35, 36, 37, 49; Corinth Lots 3282-3284,
3298); they contain abundant traces of red ocher, like that on figurines and low-fired, pinkish buff
miniature kalathoi found in association with An 94. Therefore, the paintpots do not clearly belong to

fill (An333,An 342;
the potters'dump.(4) Besidesfigurines,therearefigurinemoldsin the fragmentary
cf. An 346).
On the other hand, all the fragmentaryfill cannotwell be regardedas comingfrom refusepiles of
pottersin the votivebusiness.(1) Thenozzlesof the lampsareblackened,andat leastone lamp,An 324,
is not Corinthian.(2) Thereare otherimports:a fragmentof an Attic cup in the KomastGroup(An96),
a miniaturebroad-bottomedoinochoe,probablyLakonian(An56), and a rim fragmentfrom an early
seventh-century
Argivekrater3(in basket 155; CorinthLot 3380).
It is not unlikely that the fragmentaryfill comes largely from one or more sanctuary areas, but in

partfrom potteries(probablynearby) that cateredto them.4
The Protocorinthianand Corinthianfragmentaryfine waremust be consideredtogether.The corre-

sponding types found only above basket 55 and below basket 104 include: (1) lamps (An 321-An 326
and An 327-An 329); (2) figurines (An 330-An 336, An 339-An 342, An 344, An 347 and An 349-An 353,
with uninventoriedfragments from baskets 113-117 and a fragment of a black-painted horse in basket

155, CorinthLot 3380); (3) decoratedspools, model wheels,and spindlewhorls(An337,An 338 and

1 In the catalogue, pottery: An 2, An 3, An 10, Anl4-An 20, An 23, An 29, An 30, An 56, An 67, An 74, An 77, An 94-An 96,
An 104, An 105, An 110, An 111, An 118, An 119, An 126, An 132, An 149, An 151, An 159, An 162, An 166, An 169, An 217,
An 219, An 228-An 235, An 237-An 243, An 245-An 261, An 263, An 264; figurines: An 330-An 336, An 339-An 342,
An 344, An 347, An 349-An 353; plastic vase: An 343; miscellaneous: An 337, An 338, An 348, An 354, and perhaps An 346;
lamps: An 321-An 329.
2 Caches of small cups and miniature bowls, all green-burnt, alternate without mixing in these strata: baskets 2-5,
handleless "kotylai"; 10-12, low bowls; 13, low bowls, cups, and a miniature phiale; 14, low bowls and cups; 15, mostly
small cups with offset lip; 17, small cups with offset lip; 18-19, mostly handleless "kotylai" (as in 2-5) with a few small
cups (as in 15-17).
3 For the type, cf. Perachora, II, pl. 44, 4001 and p. 370, 4001 A; the Protocorinthian context at basket 155 in the
Anaploga well is MPC and earlier.
4 Except for the paintpot An 240, no evidence in the Protocorinthian levels below basket 104 suggests that the pottery
should not all have come from a sanctuary, but the correspondence of types in fragmentary material above 55 and below
104 is such as to implicate the Protocorinthian in generalizations based on the later levels.
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An 348, An 354); (4) paintpots (An 94 and An 240); (5) small and miniaturevases in silhouette technique
or with conventional patterns (An 110, An 118, An 119, An 151, An 162,5 An 166 and An 228, An 229,
An 238, An 249, An 250); (6) pierced and solid-walled kalathiskoi and round-bottomed basket miniatures (in LPC, An 239, An 243; above 55, hundreds of tiny fragments, low-fired, some with red-ocher
banding, concentrated in the lots for baskets 20-33 but also present in good amounts in 36-49).6
In the Corinthian period, the fragmentary fine ware seems to have been deposited at short, fairly
regular intervals from later EC (ca. basket 55) down to LC I.7 It should never be newer than its context
of potters' dump, but it was evidently not very old when deposited here,8and the higher its position in
the fill, the later it looks.
In the Protocorinthianbelow ca. 13.50 meters, the LPC just above the stony fill (baskets ca. 145-151)

is earlier than that just below basket 104. Similarly, there are more very early-looking sherds among the
MPC at the very bottom than just below the stony fill.9 The Protocorinthian also seems to have been
deposited regularly over a period of time. The coarse ware from the lower half of the well shaft takes

its relative dates from the latest fragmentaryfine ware from the same levels. Since the small fine-ware
material could fall deeper more easily and seems to be secondary deposit, the coarse ware certainly

will be no earlier than its context, but the relative dates should be quite close.
The similarity of the abundant, partly mendable MPC (and EPC) below the stony fill (An 252-An 264)

and in the top strata (An 2, An 14-An 20, An 23), where it is less worn and a largerpart of it is mendable,
is really striking; compare the plates (An 15-An 18, An 20 and An 252-An 255, An 261). It is most

5 An 162 from baskets 53-67 is the only silhouette-technique vase with fragments from baskets between 55 and 104-for
the other types (lamps, figurines, etc.) there are no such exceptions. In the fragmentary pottery not inventoried, a few
coursing-hound miniature kotylai occur in baskets 20-26, 34, and 48-49, but they are heavily concentrated in 40-47, and
it is these we refer to as a cache; below 104, they are concentrated in 119-132, where they all look as if they were made
at the same time and place, with some in 111-118, 133, 148, 150, but a large quantity in 149. A fragment of a powder
pyxis occurred in 104; above 55 uninventoried examples came from 21, 39, 46, 54 (decorated covers in 21, 46, 54; undecorated container in 39). Fragments of pyxides with 'conventional' decoration (or lids thereof): baskets 21-25 (one
per basket), 39 (one), 42-47 (four, partly mended), 48 (one). Silhouette-style kotylai, which like An 162 have cousins from
the Potters' Quarter, occurred in baskets 44 (three) and 49 (three, all unusually good for this class, but fragmentary).
6 A
single (uninventoried) fragment in basket 55 (Lot 3305) recalls the quality of the LPC examples: fragment from
the well trimmed bottom of a kalathiskos of well fired, pale buff clay, neatly banded with real glaze-paint. It suggests that
well made kalathiskoi were the rule down to ca. 600 B.C. (cf. kalathiskoi from the South-East Deposit, last third of seventh
century, at Perachora, Perachora, I, pp. 98-101, pls. 30-33; II, pp. 88-89); fragments in baskets 39, 44-47 are in fact finer
and harder than those in 20-ca. 33.
7 The evidence for this conclusion is the presence of different kinds of material in caches throughout the levels of baskets
20-55. Lekanoid bowls (like An 104) with black-polychrome decoration: 21-38; black-figured round aryballoi (like An 77,
An 74, An 149; smaller than An 105 and An 126): 23, 31, seven in lot for basket 49, their constituent fragments coming
from 35-56; black-figured alabastra: 31 (three), 35 (two), 40, 47 (two); assorted basket-shaped votive miniatures of soft,
pinkish buff ware (pale buff on the interior of fragments): concentration in 20-33, present in considerable quantity in
36-49 (though scant ca. 42 where the coursing-hound miniature kotylai are concentrated); larger kalathoi: 23-30 (Lot
3265), 31 (open-work in strut pattern; the example from 23-30 is large and elaborate, but not mendable), 40 (blackglazed, solid); pinkish-buff handmade jugs (with round or trefoil mouths, cf. Corinth, VII, i, nos. 301, 356, 357) and aryballoi (the wall fragments of jugs and aryballoi not always differentiable): 21-31, 34, 36, 39-45 (two aryballoi and one jug,
partly mended, stored with lot for basket 45), 52, 55, 56, 58; fragments of lamps (cf. An 322-An 325): 27. With these
distributions, compare that of fragmentary kraters with figures in panels on the shoulder: more or less continuously
present below basket 21; partly mended, uninventoried examples have basket-number ranges li e 39-59 and 47-69. As
drinking equipment and often misfired green or greenish, these, though fragmentary, are part of the potters' dump. For
caches of material in silhouette style and with 'conventional' decoration, see above, note 5. For the caches of green-burnt
votive miniatures in the two top strata, see p. 96, note 2.
8 An 95 and An 96 come from basket 31; we could suppose small pieces like these filtered down a little way, but cf. An
61 and An 62(from 20-33 and 22-31). Also the terracotta head An 335, from 22-24, can hardly be earlier than the MC
pottery which is its context.
9 There appears to be a shift to an earlier phase of LPC ca. baskets 133-135, and at this point the
coursing-hound
kotylai, constantly present from basket 111 downward and concentrated in the 120's, sharply dwindle; those below are
small, worn, and of a paler clay. There are no coursing-hound kotylai below basket 150 in the layer with stones. In the
MPC levels, lotted material from baskets in the 160's and 170's is clearly earlier than material from baskets just below
the layer with stones; for example, the sphinx fragment from 152 (Corinth Lot 3377) is clearly later than An 257 from
161-166. It is at the level of baskets in the 160's (21.80-22.70 m.) that the shaft widens downward, now in gravel and
clayey earth instead of conglomerate, reaching its greatest diameter 1.80 m. from the bottom (at a depth of 23.05 m.
baskets 170-175; see p. 64).
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satisfactorily accounted for by the hypothesis of an early sanctuary and, perhaps, a manufactory of
sanctuary pottery,10at no great distance from the site."1The lamp An 328 should have belonged to a

sanctuary;if its blackenednozzlesand the graydiscoloration(certainlydue to firesubsequentto manu-
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facture) of An 354, both from LPC levels,l2 are indicative, there was in fact a sanctuary.
Since fill that had had time to settle was all but impenetrable(see p. 67), the early seventh-centurypottery that contaminates the levels with potters' dump in the Corinthianperiod has to have been from an
abundant deposit in the immediate vicinity of the mouth of the well, to explain not only the Protocorinthian sherds in levels below the top stratum but the levels at which constituent fragments of An 17
and An 67 (perhaps also An 14) were found.13It follows from the lack of LPC sherds in the fill at the
top of the shaft (cf. An 228-An 244 from baskets 104-143) that the sanctuary that we suggest existed
was not itself on the excavated site, at the well. Rather, the abundant MPC and earlier pottery in the
top strata came from massive votive dump, which in the first half of the seventh century was deposited
partly down the shaft (baskets ca. 152-185), partly near its mouth. What the circumstanceswere that

by laterpotteryuntillargequantitiesof it
kept this earlydepositnearthe well mouthuncontaminated
enteredthe shaftat the timeswhenthe materialin the two top stratawas depositedis an unanswerable
question.

LAMPS (Plates 83, 112)
Nine lamps (An 321-An 329) came from the Anaploga well. On An 323-An 326 and An 328, the
nozzles are thoroughly blackened by use, on An 321 and An 327 darkened. Lamps are notably absent
from levels (baskets ca. 55-103) that contained no other secondary dump. One, An 321, comes from the
topmost stratum, which contained only LC I and MPC (and earlier) pottery. Handmade and without
close parallels, it is the most primitive of the nine, remarkablylarge and heavy. Unfortunately (unless
significantly), there are no lamps from the pure MPC levels below basket 152. Considering the light
fabric and rather developed characterof An 322-An 325 (all wheelmade), from late EC and late EC-MC
contexts, it is hard to accept An 321 as a sixth-centurylamp. Its clay and glaze-paint actually resemble

Geometricat Corinthmost closely.It is all but certainlythe earliestknownlampfrom Corinth,earlier
than ca. 650 B.C.

The Late Protocorinthian
lampsare remarkablydeveloped.An 327 showsthe type of KL-130,from
at a less evolvedstage,but it is evenmorerefinedin profileand finish.
WellI in the Potters'Quarter,14
A simplercontemporarytype is representedby An 329. As a triangularlamp, An 328 is not unique,
but it is the most austereand finelyfinishedof its class.

TERRACOTTA FIGURINES (Plates 84, 85)
The pottery contexts in the Anaploga well give confirmatoryevidence of the relative dating of female
heads. An 349-An 351 look genuinely early and come from LPC fill. An 339-An 342 look earlier than

10 The plates suggest a sanctuary; besides the LPC kalathiskos in the Catalogue (An 243; cf. An 239), there are
fragments of kalathiskoi in many of the LPC lots and, earlier, from baskets 161-162 (Lots 3385-3386). It is the general character
and range of types, however, that is typical of pottery from sanctuary sites.
11At the site itself, any remains of a relevant period, excepting the contents of the well itself and the presence of some
seventh-century sherds in pottery from the room east of the well at the level of its mouth (Lot 1006), were effaced by
the Roman building.
12 In the MPC levels, pottery reduced to gray by fire includes an ovoid aryballos (basket 179), assorted fragments
(171, 173-175), and undecorated spindle whorls (167-168), all stored in lots.
18 An 17 comes largely from baskets 7-12 in the second stratum; the fragment from 2 must have entered the fill a little
later, and the worn fragment from 46 a long generation earlier, than the rest. An 67 comes from baskets 22-23, except for
one fragment from 16, probably deposited later. More remarkably, a fragment from basket 133 may belong to the neck
of a large, early seventh-century oinochoe with constituent fragments from baskets 7, 10, and 12 (all of the fragments are
stored in Lot 3240 for basket 7). It does not join. But, in the circumstances just described, it was not impossible for parts
of one, early pot to enter the shaft at dates over a century apart. What the complex of evidence of its contents denies is,
instead, the random entry into the shaft of material from the intervening periods, between MPC and LC I.
14 Corinth, XV, ii, no. 28, pl. 55 and fig. 9. On KL-130 the rim overhangs a bit more, the maximum diameter is lower
on the body, the foot-ring is wider (almost equal to the diameter of the rim), and the nozzle is broader at its base, merging
more gradually into the body.

THE FRAGMENTARY

FINE WARE
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An334, An335; on An 339 and An 342, the featuresare austere,details exceedinglylinear; the ears
are volutes, as on early kouroi, and the potterycontext suggestsa date ca. 600B.C., or hardlylater.
An 335 is moregraceful,so gracefuland prettythat at firstsightit looks laterthan it must,in fact, be.
Analysisof the organizationof the planesof the face,of its proportions,of the characterof the profile,
and of the structureof the eyes and the cornersof the mouth, in comparisonwith largersculpture,
The heads of
suggestsa date ca. 580 B.C., and its contexthereis of the earlierstagesof MC pottery.15
An330-An333, in turn,are rounder-cheeked
(withsmallerfeatures)thanAn 335.
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PAINTERSOF UNSPOILEDVASES
The vasesdiscussedhereseemto belongwiththe fragmentaryfine ware.They are in stylesthat seem
to be in no wayrelatedto thoseof the spoiledvases,evengenerically;the flat-bottomedaryballos(An29
and An 30, An 105) and the plate(An95) are vase shapesforeignto the potters'dumpin the well.
Two flat-bottomedaryballoi,An 29 and An 30 (PI. 105), from the stratumof baskets9-ca. 20 are
evidentlyby one potterand by one artist,the OtterloPainter,who throughouthis careerspecializedin
this shape.6Botharyballoilack neck,mouth,and handle;bothwerebrokenintomanysmallfragments.
Neitherseemsto be a spoiledpot, unlessthe extremelyfugitiveglaze-paintwas originallydefective.No
painter'sstylecouldbe moreat odds withthe potters'dumpin the wellthanthat of the OtterloPainter.
on An 105 is in
Another,earlieraryballos(probablyflat-bottomed)is equallyforeign;the panther-bird
a deliberate,precisestyleembellishedwith white-dotdecoration.
Most of the "foreign"black-figure
stylesarerepresentedonly by fragments,suchas the LC cup An 3,
the joined fragmentsof a fine kotyle or kotyle-pyxisAn 132, and the fragmentAn 95 from the center

of a very fine plate by the Chimaera Painter, an artist who certainly worked in the Potters' Quarter.l7

Oneotherpiecein a "foreign"style,however,is nearlycomplete(the bottom anda numberof small
fragmentsarelacking).This is the cock-and-owlolpe An 219 (PI.102).Most of its constituentfragments
are smalland battered,and they werefoundthroughan astonishingdepthin the fill, doubtlessbecause
they were small,and the levels betweenbaskets75 and 115 containedso many large pieces of coarse
pots. In any case, the level of most of its fragments(ca. basket80) is that of the Lowie Painter'searly
oinochoeAn 216 (centralEC), and, stratigraphicconsiderationsapart,this is the developmentalstage
of its cocks and the hare beneaththe handle.The olpe is a commonvase shapein the potters'dump,
but An 219 is nothinglike the OAO Group(An143, An 145, An 172) or even An 202. The potter's
work is excellent,and the decoration,despiteits condition,one of the masterpiecesof its period.A
symmetricalcomposition,such as was used on alabastraafterthe time of the Painterof Palermo489,18
is hereaggrandizedfor an olpe; olpai ordinarilybeartwo or more registersof friezeanimals.We know
of no otherEC cocks so largeor imposingas these,and the heraldicowls on theirbacksare an imaginativetouchby a superiortalent.The artisthas not beenidentified,but the closestparallelsto thestyle
are, as mightbe expected,on alabastra.19

15
Corinth, XV, ii, Class VIII, 40; Perachora, I, pl. 94: 86; and A. Furtwangler, Aegina, no. 88, pl. 110: 3, from the
same mold, or at least the same prototype, as An 335, have no such precise context date. Of the four, An 335 is crispest in
all details and, perhaps together with the Potters' Quarter head, whose details are not much less precise, should represent
a first edition from a new mold made direct from the prototype; a date earlier than ca. 580, that of the context of the
Anaploga head, is unthinkable on purely stylistic grounds for the prototype, which developmentally was a typically
delicate (and miniature) Corinthian counterpart to Attic sculpture hardly later, or earlier, than the standing goddess from
Keratea in Berlin (R. Lullies and M. Hirmer, Greek Sculpture, New York, 1960, pls. 20-21).
16 Primarily an MC artist, his late work is early LC I. See J. L. Benson, "A Floral Master of the Chimaera Group: The
Otterlo Painter," Antike Kunst, XIV, 1971, Heft 1, pp. 13-24, pls. 1-5. With An 29 and An 30, compare especially Benson's
nos. 24 (San Simeon), 13 (Athens 18667), and 18 (Bonn 335). The taller, more globular shape of our pair is that of his
latest aryballoi, of which Bonn 335 is an example.
17 Among the pottery to be published in Corinth, XV, iii, by A. N. Stillwell and J. L. Benson, are plates from his and
related hands, as well as a fragment of a votive plaque, KN-55.
18 Cf. Necrocorinthia, pl. 15: 7-9, 11.
"1 Mykonos, from Delos; Delos, X, pi. 30, 433 (NC 428) is closest, but not by the same hand. Ibid., 432 (NC 427) and
435 (NC 429) are only generically similar. All of these and our olpe also are generically related to early work of the Columbus Painter (Amyx, "The Alabastron of Oinanthe," Ath. Mitt., LXXVI, 1961, pp. 12-14, Beil. 6-7).
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The catalogue is in stratigraphical sequence from judicious and critical allowanceto be made for the
the top of the well, the position of each item deter- complexstratificationof the fill (above,pp. 67-68).
In describingblack-glazedoinochoaiand kotylai,we
mined by its uppermost basket-level. Thus the pottery
is in reverse chronological order, but the catalogue speakof canonical(decorative)syntax;An 215 and An
presents graphically the sequence in which the pottery 196 are well preservedand perfectlycanonical.Oinowas removed. In compensation, the series in the plates choai later than Transitionalcanonicallyhavepairsof
are arranged developmentally. The fine pottery, An 1- incised vertical lines ("tongueincisions")around the
An 264, is numbered separately from the coarse pot- shoulder instead of real tongues; where there are
tery, An 265-An 320, the lamps, An 321-An 329, and separatelydrawnpetals in this tongue zone, they are
the figurines and associated miscellanea, An 330- mentioned.
Abbreviationis requiredin describingthe added
An 356.
With rare exceptions, we have avoided absolute polychromyin the tongue zone of oinochoai and in
dates; since the chronology is, in fact, relative, it seems banding;we use the initial letters of red, white, and
better to express the placement of each piece in relative yellow.In descriptionsof banding,finelines are desiglanguage. The pieces that can independently be placed nated by lower case letters, heavierstripesby upper
quite exactly (e.g., "late in EC") are those that date case: wRw meansa red stripeboundedby singlefine,
the levels where their fragments rested. Others that white lines. In the tongue zone, R..W.. means that
without their context could not be placed quite so every third petal has added color, and red alternates
closely are acknowledged as such (e.g., An 24, "Con- with white.
text: beginning of LC I; cf. An 22, An 36, An 50");
Misshapenpots arehardto measuretwicewith identAn 24 independent of its context could be assigned to ical results.Everyeffortwas made to measureconsistthe second quarter of the sixth century but not to a ently and to avoid measuringaccidentalgross distorpart of it. Placements stated in these terms also allow tions, which would have yielded false dimensions.

FINE WARE

An 1 CORINTHOINOCHOE,UNFIGURED.
P1.62.
C-62-376(baskets1-6). H. 0.185, D. 0.178.
Buff clay, not especiallypale; fugitiveblack glazepaint. Fragmentary,handle and most of mouth
lacking;partlycompletedin plaster.
Globular shape, with broad foot and practically
cylindricalneck. The rim of the mouthis level. Top of
rim: black.Neck and body: reserved,exceptfor bands
below handle attachmentand below maximumdiameter. Exteriorof foot-ring:black. Bottom:reserved.
Late Corinthian.

An 2 PLATEWITH CONVENTIONALDECORAPls. 77, 112.
TION.
C-62-623(baskets1-5). P.H. 0.023, est. D. of footring 0.160, Th. 0.006.
Pale buff clay; fugitivebrownishblack glaze-paint.
Joinedfragmentspreservingpart of the floorandrim;
the profileof the rim is complete.
The floorof the plateis flat; the rimis offsetsharply
and everted,but its edge is hardly rolled. The footring is a single, small,roundedmolding,but in profile
it is continuouswith the rim, therein differingfrom

Corinthianplates generally.The fabric is similar to
that of An 19, but the profileis quite different.
Interior:on the rim, groups of verticalsquiggles;
on the floor, bands of glaze-paintand reservedzones
with groups of radiatingbrushstrokes.Exterior:on
the rim, as interior;on the bottom,nearthe foot-ring,
a reservedzone with large dots in glaze-paint,then
broadbandsat short intervals.
Probably Early or Middle Protocorinthian.Context: Late CorinthianI with Middle Protocorinthian
and earlieradmixed.
An 3 KYLIX,BLACKFIGURED.
P1.69.
C-62-609a-c (basket2). Of fragment(a), H. 0.072,
W. 0.130; of fragment (b), H. 0.047, W. 0.052; of
fragment(c), H. 0.025, W. 0.046.
Light, warmbuff clay; black to brownglaze-paint.
(a) four joined fragments,(b) two joined, and (c) a
single fragment,togetherpreservingabout half of the
body and part of the lip of a kylix with offsetlip.
The lip is reserved,with a black band on its edge.
Just below the offset, a black band. In the frieze,the
animalsstand on a band; below it, a narrowreserved
band,thenblackglazeso faras preserved,witha group

CATALOGUE
of three narrow reserved bands. (a) preserves the lower
parts of three avians, (b) the lower part of an avian
(with sickle wing), and (c) part of the lip and, in the
frieze, the head of a griffin-bird.
Late Corinthian.
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An 4 CORINTH OINOCHOE, UNFIGURED.
Pls. 61, 109.
C-62-377 (baskets 2-6). H. 0.180, H. with handle
0.236, D. 0.181.
Ocherish buff clay, not especially pale; fugitive black
glaze-paint. Fragmentary, completed in plaster. Complete profile preserved, including handle.
Globular shape, with slightly narrower foot than on
An 1. The neck is unusually narrow, with a slight
molding at its base; it flares upward to the flat, overhanging rim. Top of rim: black. Neck, body, and
(apparently) handle: reserved, except for bands below
handle root and below maximum diameter. Exterior
of foot-ring: black.
Late Corinthian.
An 5 CORINTH OINOCHOE, UNFIGURED.
Pls. 61, 109.
handle
with
H.
H.
C-62-378 (baskets 2-6).
0.171,
0.220, D. 0.180.
Greenish buff clay, not especially pale; fugitive,
brownish gray glaze-paint. Fragmentary, completed in
plaster. Complete profile preserved, including handle.
Misshapen; there is a dent in the body, the foot is uneven, and the mouth is somewhat twisted.
Globular shape, with broad foot-ring. The neck
flares upward to the flat, overhanging rim. The strap
handle does not rise quite so high as on An 4. Top of
rim: black. Neck, handle, and body: reserved, except
for bands below handle root and below maximum
diameter. Exterior of foot-ring: black.
Late Corinthian.
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Flaring body on a short, straight-sided foot-ring;
the lip is sharply offset. Canonical syntax for this
period, the lip reserved with bands at the edge and below the offset, the interior black with a reserved
medallion in the center. This example is peculiar in
having fairly broad red bands applied, on the exterior,
below the handle zone and, in the interior, on the
inside of the lip and around the medallion.
Context: Late Corinthian.
PI. 69.
An 8 SMALL BLACK-GLAZED KYLIX.
C-62-383 (baskets 2-6). H. 0.050, D. 0.117.
Buff clay, not very pale; black glaze-paint, fairly
firm, fired reddish brown under one handle. Fragmentary, completed in plaster; full profile preserved,
including handles.
Shape and syntax: as An 7, except that added red is
limited to (traces of) narrow lines, in the interior,
around the medallion and halfway up the slope of the
bowl.
Context: Late Corinthian.
PI. 69.
An 9 SMALL BLACK-GLAZED BOWL.
D.
0.100.
H.
C-62-384 (baskets 2-6).
0.036,
Greenish gray clay, not very pale; fugitive, graybrown glaze-paint. Fragmentary, completed in plaster; full profile preserved.
Low bowl on foot-ring, with flattened, very slightly
everted lip; interior and exterior black glazed.
Context: Late Corinthian.
An 10 FRAGMENT OF ARYBALLOS, BLACK
P1. 71.
FIGURED.
C-62-606 (basket uncertain; probably 3, possibly 49).
H. 0.029, W. 0.046.
Pale buff clay; black glaze-paint, flaked away. Fragment from a closed vase; the curvature and decoration
suggest a rather large aryballos.
At the top, the tips of rosette petals (from around
the neck); below, part of a male head. On the face,
traces of added red.
Probably Middle Corinthian. Context: either Late
Corinthian or late in Early Corinthian.

An 6 BLACK-GLAZED KOTYLE.
Fig. 2, PI. 67.
C-62-381 (baskets 2-5). H. 0.087, est. D. of mouth
0.100, D. of foot 0.071.
Pale buff, but distinctly greenish, clay; fugitive,
brownish gray glaze-paint. Fragmentary, completed in An 11 CORINTH OINOCHOE, UNFIGURED.
PI.61.
plaster, but full profile preserved; handles lacking.
0.186.
D.
H.
C-62-385
0.197,
The shape is not squat, but the foot-ring is high and
(baskets 3-6).
Yellowish buff clay, fairly pale; fugitive, ocherish
spreading. Canonical syntax. The reserved zone at the
base is short, and the rays are thin, careless, single brown glaze-paint. Fragmentary,completed in plaster;
brushstrokes. No trace of added color is preserved. complete profile preserved, but the handle is lacking.
The exterior of the foot-ring is black.
Body dented.
Tall globular shape, on a fairly broad foot. Fairly
Late Corinthian.
narrow neck, flaring slightly upward to flat, overP1. 69. hanging rim. Top of rim: black. Neck and body:
An 7 SMALL BLACK-GLAZED KYLIX.
0.114.
D.
reserved, except for bands below handle root and
C-62-382 (baskets 2-6). H. 0.048,
maximum diameter and a thin line near the
below
Light buff clay; black glaze-paint, fairly firm,
diameter. Exterior of foot-ring: black.
maximum
in
streaked with brown. Fragmentary, completed
Corinthian.
Late
handles
lacking.
plaster, the full profile preserved;
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An 12 CORINTHOINOCHOE,UNFIGURED.
P1.61.
C-62-379(baskets4, 5). P.H. 0.130, D. 0.173.
Extremelygreenishgrayclay,not verypale;fugitive,
brownish gray glaze-paint. Fragmentary,the body
completedin plaster;the neck and mouthare lacking,
and of the handleonly the root is preserved.
Squat globular shape, with broad foot but fairly
narrowneck. Body: reserved,exceptfor bands below
handleroot and belowmaximumdiameter.Exteriorof
foot-ring:black.
Late Corinthian.

An 13 BLACK-GLAZEDKOTYLE.
PI. 67.
C-62-380(baskets4-6). H. 0.109,D. of mouth0.171,
D. of foot 0.084.
Gray-greenishbuff clay, not especially pale; very
little glaze-paintremains(brownishgray where preserved).Fragmentary,completedin plaster;full profile preserved,includinghandles.
The shape is not squat. The foot-ring flares extremely.Thebodyexpandsrapidlyfroma narrowbase.
Canonicalsyntax. There are traces of polychrome
bandingbelowthe handlesand abovethe zone of rays.
The rays are thin and closely spaced but not mere
brushstrokes.Thereare thin bands on the exteriorof
the foot-ring,insteadof solid black.
Late Corinthian.

An 14 PROTOCORINTHIANKRATER, BLACK
GLAZED.
PI. 71.
C-62-392(baskets4-14, andtwo fragmentsfrom21).
H. 0.263, D. 0.271.
Greenishgray,buffclay, not verypale;darkgrayto
red-brown glaze-paint, mostly gone. Fragmentary,
completedin plaster(exceptfor handles).Full profile
preserved,but only part of a stump of one handle.
Ovoid body, on a short, narrowfoot-ring. Short,
concaveneck-ring,perhapsdesignedfor a lid. Entirely
blackglazed,exceptfortwo reservedbandson the neckring and, centeredon either side, on the shoulder,a
reservedhourglass.
Probably Early Protocorinthian. Context: Late
CorinthianI, with MiddleProtocorinthianand earlier
admixed.

An 15 PROTOCORINTHIANPLATE. Pls. 77, 112.
C-62-600(baskets5-11). Est. D. of foot-ring0.160,
Th. 0.010.
Pinkishbuffclay; red-brownglaze-paint.Sixjoined
fragmentspreservingpartsof the floor, foot-ring,and
rim; the completeprofileand decorativescheme are
preserved.
The flooris slightlyraisedat the center,slightlyconcave on the bottom. The foot-ring is small, simple,
square in section. The rim flares, about 40? from

horizontal,and tapers in section as it rises, with a
slight thickeningat the edge, which is trimmedperpendicularto the angle of the rim.
Interior:from the center,three rings; reservedtriangularrays in black-glazedmedallion;three rings,
the outermostof whichis a base for broad,triangular
rays; at the offset of the rim, threerings; on the rim,
broad, triangularreservedrays. On the edge of the
rim: dots. Exterior:similarto the interior,but all the
rays are solid, not reserved.On the bottom of the
foot-ring:short brushstrokes.
Middle Protocorinthian,as An 17. Context: Late
CorinthianI, with Middle Protocorinthianand earlier
admixed.Cf. Callipolitis-Feytmans,
figs. 1 and 11.
An 16 PROTOCORINTHIAN
PLATE.
P1.76.
C-62-602(baskets6-10). M. dim. 0.120, Th. 0.007.
Light, warmbuff clay; brownto black glaze-paint.
Threejoined fragmentspreservingnearlyhalf of the
floor of the plate.
The floorand bottomareperfectlyflat,except for a
very slight rise at the centerof the floor.
Interior:from the center, two rings; rays, pointed
away fromthe center;threerings; at the offsetof the
rim, a ring. Exterior:similar, except, in the central
medallion,opposedrays.
MiddleProtocorinthian,as An 15 and An 17. Context: as An 15.
An 17 PROTOCORINTHIAN
PLATE. Pls. 76, 112.
C-62-386(mostlyfrom baskets7-12, with one fragmentfrom2 and one, moreworn,from46-about four
metersdeeperthan the rest). H. 0.035, est. D. of footring 0.165, est. D. of rim 0.190.
Pale buff clay, pink at core on breaks;firm,brown
to black glaze-paint.Fragmentary,a little less than
half preserved;restoredin plaster.
Flat-bottomed plate on a very slight foot-ring,
with a high, upstandingrim, which flarestowardthe
edge.Theprofile,in whichthe foot-ringis not apparent
on the exterior,is not that of an ordinaryplate;perhaps
it is less developedthan the MPC examplesin Callipolitis-Feytmans,fig. 11.
Bottom:concentricringsat intervals;the zone near
the centeris reserved,the next has reservedrays (like
broad petals), the outer zone triangularblack rays.
Floor: a group of concentricrings at the center,then
rings at intervals;the inner zone has black rays, the
outer zone is reserved.Exteriorof rim: "sub-geometric" snakeall around(theheadand tail arepreserved).
The snakeis a wavyline borderedby dots; the head is
triangular.In the hills and dales of the snake'sbody,
smalloutlineddiamondshapes.Above the snake,two
bands;below,threebands.Interiorof rim: blackrays,
with a narrowband at the lip. Edge of rim: groupsof
short brushstrokesat intervals.
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MiddleProtocorinthian,or slightlyearlier.Context: An 21 CORINTHOINOCHOE,BLACKFIGURED.
as the last two. The reservedraysare an earlytrait;cf.
Pls. 61, 108, 109.
and
3.
H.
C-62-387
Johansen,V.S., pls. IV, 8, V, 4,
VII,
0.178, H. with handle
(baskets9-18).
0.224, D. 0.178.
An 18 PROTOCORINTHIANPLATE. Pls. 76, 112.
Buffclay, not verypale; tracesof blackglaze-paint.
C-62-601(basket9). Est. D. of foot-ring0.170, Th. Added red and white were used. Fragmentary,com0.008.
pleted in plaster. Complete profile preserved, inPinkishbuff clay; red-brownglaze-paint.Fragment cludinghandle.
preservingpartof the floor,foot-ring,and rim.
Globularshape,but with maximumdiameterbelow
The floor,so faras preserved,is veryslightlydomed, the centerof the body and slopingshoulder.The neck,
the bottomflat.Thefoot-ringis verysmallandtapered fairlyshort,flaresinto the rim of the mouth.The foot
in section. The exteriorprofile of the rim, so far as is of mediumbreadth.
preserved,has a slightlyconvexcurvature.
Top of lip: red over black. Neck, handle,and body
Interior:near the offset of the rim, two pairs of reserved,except for a palmette-lotuscomplexon the
ringswith shortlines betweenthem; withinthis zone, front, oppositethe handle,and belowit a broadblack
two dot rosettesand part of largerdecorationin solid zone with addedred and whitebands.
glaze-paintand outline. Exterior:near the foot-ring,
Beginning of Late Corinthian. Developmentally,
two pairsof ringswith squigglesbetweenthem;within thepalmette-lotuscomplexfallsbetweensuchas Payne,
this zone, a dot rosetteand part of a long ray,pointed pl. 33: 7 and pl. 42: 2.
away from the center.The exteriorof the foot-ringis
glaze-painted.
An 22 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKFIGURED.
Probably Early Protocorinthian.Context: as the
Pls. 58, 97.
last three.
H.
H.
with
handle
C-62-388(baskets9-21).
0.335,
0.260.
D.
about 0.399,
PLATEWITH
An 19 PROTOCORINTHIAN
Cream-colored
clay;blackglaze-paint(brownwhere
LINEAR AND ROULETTE-IMPRESSED
Added
red, tending to purple. On half of the
Pls. 76, 112. thin).
DECORATION.
little
paint remains;on the other half, it is
C-62-622(baskets9-14). Est D. of foot-ring0.190, vase, very
from
firm.
Mended
manyfragments;a few are lacking
Th. near the center0.007.
The shape is grosslydistorted
in
Strikinglydifferentfrom Protocorinthianplateslike (completed plaster).
below
the
at
the
handle;it is obviousthatthe vase
back,
An 15, and completelydifferentfrom Middleand Late
on
this
side
burst
duringfiring.
open
Corinthianplates:on the interior,the rim is not offset
Fairly evolved shape, with tall, narrow neck and
from the floor. It sharesthis traitwith late Geometric
and EPC and MPC kana (see Callipolitis-Feytmans, narrowbut tall and spreadingfoot-ring.
Threeanimalfriezesin canonicalsyntax,separated
pp. 118-119,143-144,nos. 1-9, fig. 9, nos. 2, 4, 6), but
by bands(pairsof redbandsoverblack);on the black
it is not a kanoun.
The interior,so far as preserved,is black glazed. zone below the friezes,red and white bands; on the
The exteriorof the rim bears an impressed,repeated exteriorof the foot-ring,red over black.In the animal
from the handle and reading1. to r.: I, panzigzag pattern, executed with a roulette tool, with friezes,
to
ther
r., siren to r., runningman to r., siren to 1.,
superimposedblack bands. On the bottom, parts of
to 1.;II, pantherto 1., owl to r., lion to r., stag
panther
a meanderingsnake or ivy patternare preserved.
to 1., goat to r., pantherto r., roe to r.;
to
r.,
panther
Probably Early or Middle Protocorinthian.Conto
r., stagto 1.,pantherto r., pantherto 1.,
III,
panther
text: similarto the last four.
ram to 1., pantherto r., roe to 1. The fillingornament
An 20 PROTOCORINTHIANPLATE. Pls. 75, 112. consistsof dots and incisedrosettes.Addedredis used
C-62-603(basketno. 10). H. of plate, standingon ratherheavilyin the animals.
Beginning of Late Corinthian. By the Schistos
foot-ring,0.028, W. of fragment0.062.
Light buff clay; brownishblack glaze-paint.Frag- Painter(seep. 89).
ment preservingpart of the rim and foot-ring.
From a plate of the same type as An 15, but the An 23 BOWLON THREE-SLOTTEDPEDESTAL.
P1.72.
fabric is lighter,the foot-ringis taller with a beveled
C-62-888(baskets9[?], 10, 11). P.H. ca. 0.090, D. at
exterioredge, the angle of the rim is only about 300
from horizontal,and the taperof the rim in sectionis rim ca. 0.233, est. min. D. of pedestal0.072.
more extreme.
Lightbuffto pink-buffclay; on the interior,orange
Interiorof rim: broad,triangularrays;at the offset, (nearthe center)to deep brown or black, on the extwo rings.Exterior:on the rim,broad,triangularrays; terior, orange to brown glaze-paint. Fragmentary:
threenon-joininggroupsof joined fragments,plus one
on the bottom of the foot-ring,dots.
MiddleProtocorinthian.Context:as the last five.
floatingfragment,are restoredin plasterby the align-
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ment of decorationon the exterior,andcurvature.Of
these, the fragmentfrom the pedestalthat does not
join any of the bowl fragmentsis probablyplacedincorrectly,measurementshowingthat threeof the solid
portions (the width of two is preserved)would leave
rather narrow vertical slots. Otherwise,alignments
and a probablenearjoin ensurethat the restorationis
correct,thoughthe exactrelationshipof the two larger
groupsof fragmentsis unascertainable.The complete
profileof the bowl and partof the pedestal(its original
heightunknown)are preserved.
Low, basin-shapedbowl, its wall turnednearlyvertical at the lip, on a cylindricalpedestal.The vertical
slots in the pedestalbeginjust below its juncturewith
the bowl and continue so far as the pedestalis preserved.Therefore,it is uncertainwhetherthe support
was a cylindricaltripod, a slotted cylinderunbroken
againat the base, or a slottedcylinderon some sort of
spreadingor echinoidfoot.
The exterioris decoratedwith a thick, horizontal,
wavyline betweenbandsin the handlezone (only the
attachmentspot of one handleis preserved)and,below,
with bandsat equalintervalsto the attachmentof the
pedestal;there is one band at the top of the pedestal,
which otherwiseis reservedbut has verticallyaligned
W's incised,apparentlya stack of them at eitherside
of each slot. The interior is glaze-paintedso far as
preserved.
Middle Protocorinthian,or earlier. Context: as
An 15-An20.

Body: reserved,except for a band below the handle
root and another, slightly broader,below maximum
diameter.Exteriorof foot-ring:black.
Context:beginningof Late Corinthian,as the last.
An 26 CORINTHOINOCHOE,UNFIGURED.
PI. 61.
C-62-399(baskets10-17). H. 0.173, H. with handle
0.227, D. 0.176.
Light buff clay, slightly greenish; brownish gray
glaze-paint,mostly gone. Fragmentary,completedin
plaster(exceptfor front of mouth and front of neck).
Full profilepreserved,includinghandle.
Globularbodywithlow maximumdiameter,tending
to sack shape,on a moderatelybroadfoot-ring.Short,
fairly narrowneck, with a slight moldingat its base.
The simple,flaringprofileof the lip is continuouswith
the neck. Entirelyreserved,except for bands below
handleroot and below maximumdiameter.
Context: beginningof Late Corinthian,as An 24.

An 27 CORINTHOINOCHOE,UNFIGURED.
PI. 61.
C-62-389(baskets11-16). H. 0.176, D. 0.165.
Ocherishbuffclay, notverypale;fugitiveblackglazepaint. Fragmentary,completedin plaster.Full profile
preserved,but handle lacking.
Asymmetrical;tall globular shape on front side,
saggingon side with handle. Slightlyconcaveneck of
mediumheight,flaringstronglyinto rim, which overhangs
very little. The neck is not sharplyoffset from
An 24 CORINTH OINOCHOE,UNFIGURED.
the shoulder.The foot is broad. Top of rim: black.
P1.61.
Neck and body: reserved, except for four closely
C-62-397(baskets10-16). H. 0.168, H. with handle
bandsaroundthe middleof the body. Exterior
spaced
0.215, D. 0.172.
of foot-ring:black.
Verypinkishbuff clay; red-orangeto reddishblack
Context:beginningof Late Corinthian,as An 24.
glaze-paint.Fragmentary,completedin plaster. Full
profilepreserved,includinghandle.
Globularbodywithlow maximumdiameter,tending An 28 CORINTH OINOCHOE,UNFIGURED.
to sack shape, on a broadfoot-ring.Shortcylindrical
PI. 60.
base.
The
with
at
its
is
level
C-62-394
H.
H.
handle
with
neck,
slight molding
lip
(baskets11-18). 0.176,
and overhangs the neck slightly. Top of rim: red, 0.240, D. 0.171.
Ocherishbuff clay, with greencast, not very pale;
applieddirectlyto the clay. Neck, handle,and body:
reserved,exceptfor bands below handleroot and be- fugitive brownish black glaze-paint. Fragmentary,
low maximumdiameter.Exteriorof foot-ring:black. completedin plaster.Full profilepreserved,including
Context: beginningof Late Corinthian;cf. An 22, the handle.
An 36, An 50.
The shape is globular.The shoulderslopes to the
base of the neck, whichflaresstronglyto the rim; the
An25 CORINTH OINOCHOE,UNFIGURED.
neck and rim have a continuousprofile.The neck is
PI. 61. unusuallynarrowat its base. The strap handle rises
C-62-398(baskets10-17). P.H. 0.150, D. 0.159.
higherthanon An 21. Top of lip: redoverblack.Neck,
Warmbuff,light clay, verypinkishon breaks;black handle, and body: reserved,except for bands below
to reddishbrown glaze-paint,ratherfirm. Fragmen- handleroot and at maximumdiameter.This example
tary, the body completedin plaster. Lower part of differs significantlyfrom An 1, An 4, An 5, An 11,
neck preserved;mouth and handlelacking.
An 12 in the shapeof the neck and the position of the
Squatglobularshape,saggingon the frontside, on a lower black band on the body.
Context:beginningof Late Corinthian,as An 24.
verybroadfoot-ring.The neck was nearlycylindrical.
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An 29 FLAT-BOTTOMED ARYBALLOS, BLACK
FIGURED.
Pls. 74, 105.
C-62-393 (baskets 11-15). P.H. 0.108, D. 0.126.
Warm to pinkish buff clay; fugitive black glazepaint. Added red. Fragmentary, the body completed
in plaster. Profile preserved to shoulder; part of
shoulder, neck, mouth and handle lacking.
Rather tall, globular shape. On the front, opposite
the position of the handle, a palmette complex, with a
center composed of four rings. At the centers of the
palmettes, the petals are subdivided. The best preserved areas show that added red was used broadly
and profusely.
Context: beginning of Late Corinthian, as An 24.
By the same hand as An 30, the Otterlo Painter (see
p. 99). For the elaboration of the palmette, cf. the
Hearst aryballos (p. 99, note 16), which is earlier;
note the broader-based shape.
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degeneratedto mere brushstrokes;they are narrow
and fairlywidelyspaced.
Beginningof Late Corinthian.The style is weak
Geladakian(see p. 88, note 57).
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An 32 BLACK-FIGUREDKOTYLE.
PI. 67.
C-62-391(baskets12-18). H. 0.101, D. at lip 0.156,
D. of foot 0.092.
Pale buff clay; black to brown glaze-paint,rather
fugitive. Added red in animal frieze. Fragmentary,
completedin plaster.Full profilepreserved,but only
the stumpsof one handle.
The shapeis incipientlysquat.The foot is largeand
spreading.The kotyle is misshapenand stands lopsided. In the handle zone, degeneratedsquigglesbetween bands, one above and two below. Below the
animal frieze, two bands and rays. Exteriorof footring: black. Bottom: concentricrings. At the lip of
the interior:a narrowreservedzone with a thin black
An30 FLAT-BOTTOMED ARYBALLOS, BLACK band. In the animalfrieze: (A) pantherfacing goat;
FIGURED.
Pls. 74, 105. added red on the necks of both; (B) pantherto 1.
C-62-401 (baskets 12-20). P.H. 0.114, D. 0.131.
(elongated);added red on neck, belly, and alternate
Buff clay with greenish cast, not very pale; black to ribs. Filling ornament:blobby, expansivefillers, inbrown glaze-paint, almost entirely gone. Fragmentary, cised with parallellines, and unincisedsmall blobs.
the body completed in plaster; most of the shoulder, The rays have not degeneratedto merebrushstrokes;
the neck, mouth, and handle are lacking.
they are narrowpointedand closely spaced.
as
the
last.
in
below
Undecorated
area
the
Shape:
Beginningof Late Corinthian.
the handle. Walking horse facing seated sphinx (with
sickle-shaped wing). The filling ornament includes
double-centered rosettes and bundle-shaped fillers.
Exterior of foot-ring: black.
Context: as the last, and by the same hand, the
attribution of both being based on comparison with
other work by this prolific artist.

An 33 BLACK-FIGUREDKOTYLE.
Fig. 2, Pls. 67, 108.
C-62-396(baskets13-19). H. 0.133, D. at lip 0.186,
D. of foot 0.094.
Verygreenishbuffclay, not especiallypale; fugitive,
brownishgrayglaze-paint.Fragmentary,
completedin
plaster.Full profilepreserved,includingone handle.
The vase expandsrapidlyfroma fairlynarrowbase.
An 31 BLACK-FIGURED KOTYLE.
Fig. 2, Pls. 67, 105. The foot is echinoid.
In the handle zone, short, degeneratedsquiggles
C-62-390 (baskets 11-22). H. 0.122, D. at lip 0.189,
D. of foot 0.100.
betweenbands, one above and two below. Below the
Greenish buff clay, fairly pale; fugitive black glaze- animalfrieze,two bands and rays; the rays are single
paint. Added red in animal frieze. Fragmentary, com- brushstrokes,begun with a thin line at the top and
pleted in plaster. Full profile preserved, including one roundedat the bottom. In the animalfrieze:(A) goat
handle.
facing panther;(B) pantherto r. No traces of added
The kotyle is narrow at the base, with an emphatic, red. The fillingornamentconsistsof carelesslyincised
somewhat flaring foot-ring. The vase expands rapidly simplerosettes.
from the base to the lip.
Beginningof Late Corinthian.
In the handle zone, degenerated vertical squiggles
between bands, one above and two below. Below the
animal frieze, two bands and rays. Exterior of footring: black. Bottom: concentric rings. In the animal
frieze: (A) beginning under handle, lion to r., siren
(with spread wings) to r., panther to 1. (under the
other handle); (B) between the feline hindquarters,
siren (with raised wings) to r. Applied red is preserved only on the panther: neck, belly, alternate ribs.
The filling ornament consists of carelessly incised
rosettes and several bundle fillers. The rays have not

An 34 CORINTHOINOCHOE,UNFIGURED.
P1.60.
C-62-395(baskets12-19). H. 0.180, H. with handle
0.227, D. 0.177.
Light buff clay; fugitive, black glaze-paint.Fragmentary,completedin plaster.Full profilepreserved,
includinghandle.
Squat globularshape on a rather spreadingfootring. Cylindricalneck of mediumheight;at its base, a
slight molding. The lip is level and overhangsthe
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neck. Top of lip: black. Neck, handle, and body:
reserved,exceptfor a bandbelow the handleroot and
one fartherthan usual below the maximumdiameter.
Exteriorof foot-ring:black.
Context:beginningof Late Corinthian,as An 24.
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An35 KRATER WITHOUT HANDLE-PLATES,
P1.71.
BLACK GLAZED.
C-62-405(baskets12-14). P.H. (to rim) 0.173, P.H.
with handle0.183, D. 0.227.
Buff clay, fairly light; mostly black glaze-paint,
fugitive,crazed,and abraded.Added red and white.
Fragmentary,the body completed in plaster. Foot
lacking;otherwise,the profileis preserved,and both
handles.
Thebowlis deeperandthe profile,bothin the shoulder and the lowerpartof the vase, moreroundedthan
on other kratersof the same type, but from deeper
levels in the well (An225, An 107, An 83, An 81). This
is a smallkrater,entirelyblackglazed,withoutraysat
the base. Polychromebanding: wRw on surface of
rim, below handle roots, and near the base; the central red band is very wide (cf. the bandingon An 40
and An 36).
Context:beginningof Late Corinthian,as An 24.

below tongues, RwR below maximum diameter,
wRwRaboverays,and red (overblack)on the exterior
of the foot-ring.The raysare narrow,with long, sharp
points, and spaced at intervalsalmost equal to their
bases.
Context:beginningof Late Corinthian,as An 24.
An 38 CORINTHOINOCHOE,UNFIGURED.
P1.60.
C-62-403(baskets13-19). H. 0.174, D. 0.183 (this is
the largestdiameter;see below).
Very green clay, gray-greenon breaks, except for
one small area where, on the exterior,it is pinkish;
the glaze-paintis darkgray.Fragmentary,partlycompletedin plaster;aboutone thirdof the vase,including
the handle,is lacking,but the full profileis preserved.
Squat globular shape, grossly distorted in firing.
Thesurfaceis blistered;the wallsags.Top of lip: black.
Neck and body: reserved,except for bands below
handle root and below maximumdiameter.Exterior
of foot-ring:black.
Context:beginningof Late Corinthian,as An 24.
An 39 BLACK-GLAZEDKOTYLE.
PI. 67.
C-62-406(baskets13-18). H. 0.139, D. at lip 0.202,
D. of foot 0.098.
Light buff clay; black glaze-paint,gone from one
side, fairly firm on the other. Added red and white.
Small gaps completedin plaster; both handles preserved.
The vase expandsfrom a rathernarrow base; the
foot is fairlytall and spreading.
Canonical syntax. Polychromebanding: wRwRw
belowhandlesand aboverays;red (overblack)on the
exteriorof the foot-ring.
Context: beginningof Late Corinthian,as An 24.
This kotyle is most closely comparablewith those
from the grave group that producedthe C Painter's
CorinthCP-552(see p. 66, note 17).

An36 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKFIGURED.
Pls. 57, 96.
C-62-400(baskets12-19). H. 0.210, H. with handle
0.267, D. 0.185.
Rather pinkish buff clay; red-orangeglaze-paint,
firm, with little flaking.Added red. Fragmentary(almost complete),smallgaps filledwith plaster.
fig. 10, H.
Shape:as Necrocorinthia,
Canonical syntax, with single animal frieze on
shoulder.Polychromebanding:wRw belowfriezeand
above rays. In animalfrieze:pantherfacing roe and,
under handle, bird; added red on necks and bellies.
The fillingornamentincludessimple and double-centered rosettesand one fan-shapedfiller.
Beginningof Late Corinthian.By the Geladakis An 40 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACK GLAZED.
Painter(see p. 88).
P1.56.
C-62-407a, b (fragmentb is the handle);threeother
An 37 TREFOIL OINOCHOE,BLACK GLAZED. loose fragments,c, d, e, do not certainlybelongto the
PI. 56. vase (baskets13-19). P.H. 0.194, D. 0.185.
The clay is light buff at the bottom of the vase,
C-62-402(baskets13-19). H. 0.188, H. with handle
0.235, D. 0.168.
greenishbuff at the top; the glaze-paint,mostlygone,
Buffclay, not verypale; the color of the glaze-paint is a reddishdarkgray wherepreserved.Fragmentary,
rangesfrom blackto yellowishbrown,and much of it the body completedin plaster.The profileof body and
has flaked away. Fragmentary,completedin plaster. neck is preserved;the mouth is lacking.
The shapeis comparablewith that of An 43, but the
Full profilepreserved,includinghandle.
The shaperesemblesPayne,fig. 10,H, but the shoul- foot is a little larger,the shoulderhigher and more
der is flatterand higher, and the foot-ringnot only pronounced.
Canonicalsyntax. The tongue incisions are carespreadsbut flares.
Canonicalsyntax.The tongue incisionsare closely lesslydrawn,and some tend to whirl.Added color in
spacedand tendto whirl.All addedcolorin the tongue tonguezone: R.W.RW.RW..R.Polychromebanding:
zone has flakedaway. Polychromebanding:wRwRw wRw below the tonguesand above the rays (the red
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very wide), a single,thin white line aroundthe belly,
Lightbuffclay, slightlygreenishonly at top of vase;
and red (over black) on the exteriorof the foot-ring. fugitive black glaze-paint. Fragmentary,completed
The rays are narrow,with long, sharppoints.
(except for lobes of mouth) in plaster. Full profile
Context:beginningof Late Corinthian,as An 24.
preservedonly at handle.
The shoulder is slightly higher and more proAn 41 KOTYLE,BLACKFIGURED. Pls. 67, 112. nouncedthan on Payne, fig. 10, H. The neck is very
C-62-404(baskets14-18). H. 0.127, D. at lip 0.202, narrow,the foot (in relationto it) broad.
D. of foot 0.104.
Canonical syntax. The tongue incisions are very
Light greenishbuff clay; no glaze-paintremains. widely spaced. Added color in tongue zone: R...R
Severalfragmentsand one handlelacking,completed (wherepreserved).Polychromebanding:wRRwbelow
in plaster.
tongues,rr below maximumdiameter,WRWRabove
The shape is rathersquat, the foot rathertall and rays.The zone of raysis tall, the raysextremelyattenspreading.
uated.
In the handlezone: degeneratedsquigglesbetween
Context:beginningof Late Corinthian,as An 24.
bands, one above and two below. Below the animal
frieze: two bands and rays. Exterior of foot-ring: An 45 CORINTHOINOCHOE,UNFIGURED.
PI. 60.
bands. In the animal frieze: (A) pantherfacingram;
C-62-411(baskets15-18). H. 0.162, D. 0.156.
(B) swan (with raisedwing) to r., goat to r. Thefilling
ornamentconsistsmostlyof blobs hatchedwith paralLight, slightly pinkish buff clay; traces of black
lel lines, with severaltrue simplerosettes.
glaze-paint.Fragmentary,part of the body completed
in plaster.Full profilepreserved,but handlelacking.
Beginningof Late Corinthian.
Globularshape on a rathernarrowfoot; the neck,
An42 SMALL "WHITE-STYLE"KOTYLE.
also, is fairlynarrow,with a slightmoldingat its base.
Fig. 2, PI. 66. The overhanginglip is quite distinctfrom the profile
C-62-408(baskets14-18). H. 0.065, D. at lip 0.102, of the neck.Top of lip: probablyred overblack.Neck,
D. of foot 0.070.
body, and foot-ring:reserved,exceptfor bandsbelow
Lightbuffclay; fugitive,brownishblackglaze-paint. the handleroot and belowmaximumdiameter.
Added red. Fragmentary,completedin plaster. Full
Context:beginningof Late Corinthian,as An 24.
profilepreserved,includingboth handles.
Squat shape, on a tall, broad, spreadingfoot-ring. An 46 CORINTHOINOCHOE,UNFIGURED.
PI. 60.
"Whitestyle" (Payne,pp. 322-323).Blackband at lip.
C-62-412(baskets15-19). H. 0.155, D. 0.158.
Handlezone reserved.Belowhandlezone, two rowsof
dot dicing, between bands. Exteriorand interior of
Light buff clay; black glaze-paint(mostly gone).
Tracesof addedred. Fragmentary,completedin plasfoot-ring:red over black.
ter. Handlelacking.
Beginningof Late Corinthian.
The shapeis similarto An 45, exceptthat the maxiAn 43 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACK GLAZED. mumdiameterfalls loweron the body. Top of lip: red
PI. 56. or black.Neck, body, and foot-ring:reserved,except
C-62-409(baskets14-19). H. 0.207, D. 0.176.
for bandsbelowhandleroot and not far fromthe base,
Warm buff clay; black glaze-paint,mostly gone. on whichtracesof an addedredline arevisible.
Fragmentary,completedin plaster. Full profile preContext:beginningof Late Corinthian,as An 24.
served,but handlelacking.
For the shape, cf. Payne, fig. 10, H, An 44, and An 47 CORINTHOINOCHOE,UNFIGURED.
PI. 60.
An37 (whichis smaller,witha narrowerneckandfoot).
C-62-413(baskets15-19).P.H. 0.155, D. 0.182.
Canonicalsyntax. The tongue incisionsare closely
Lightbuffclay,veryslightlypinkishon breaks;fugispacedand whirla little. Addedcolor in tonguezone:
thebodycompleted
R.Y(?).;only tracesremainof the secondcolor. Poly- tiveblackglaze-paint.Fragmentary,
chrome banding: wRw (the red very wide) below in plaster;mouth,handle,and most of necklacking.
Squat globular shape, somewhatlopsided. At the
tongues and above rays, RRR below maximum
of the neck, a slight molding,as on the last two.
base
diameter,and red (over black) on exterior of footring. The rays are narrow,with long, sharp points, Entirelyreserved,exceptfor bandsbelow handleroot
and well below maximumdiameter.
and spacedat intervalsalmostequal to their bases.
Context:beginningof Late Corinthian,as An 24.
Context:beginningof Late Corinthian,as An 24.

An 44 TREFOIL OINOCHOE,BLACK GLAZED. An 48 COLUMN-KRATER,BLACK FIGURED.
PI. 70.
PI. 56.
C-62-410(baskets14-20). H. 0.211, H. with handle
C-62-414 (baskets 16-18). P.H. to rim 0.204,
est. D. of rim0.250;L. of handle-plate0.072,W. 0.083.
0.247, D. 0.173.
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Light buff clay; black glaze-paint(black to brown
in the figured panel). Added red. Large (mended)
fragment,preservingabout one fourthof the vase.
The inward tilt of the neck and the hollowing of
the undersideof the rim are developed traits. The
decorativesyntax is of the simplest type, with no
second frieze, black exceptfor the surfaceof the rim
and handle-plateand the reservedpanel. This panel
is deeperthan on An 81 and An 83. In the preserved
part of the panel, two padded dancers,confronted,
and one simple incised rosette. On the handle-plate,
bird (with folded wing) to r. On the rim, four-bar
sigmas,makinga steppedpattern.Added red on the
dancers'garments.Two red bands below the panel.
Beginningof Late Corinthian.Cf. CorinthCP-172,
Corinth,VII, i, no. 334, pl. 42, one of the pots (ibid.,
nos. 331-360) from "Swift's Well," which can be
placed at the end of Middle Corinthian;cf., especially, ibid., nos. 331-333. The Corinth oinochoai,
ibid., nos. 332-333, are discussed above on p. 79.
The stylisticphase of the stratumof baskets9-ca. 20
is just subsequentto that of "Swift'sWell."

Reserved,exceptfor lion to r. (oppositethe handle,
but badly centered)standingon broad zone of black
(whitebandsare appliedat the top and bottom of the
zone). Addedredis used on the neck, shoulder,belly,
ribs, and haunchof the lion.
Beginningof Late Corinthian.The lion exemplifies
the elegant elongation characteristicof this phase.
By the Painterof Athens 931, a late follower of the
Dodwell Painter, probably working under the influence of his fellow Dodwellian, the Geladakis
Painter,in the vein of the latter's amphoraCorinth
C-50-101, globular oinochoe Athens, N.M. 17556,
and globularoinochoeNimes, Mus. Arch. (see p. 88).
The Painterof Athens 931 ordinarilyused animalsin
friezes.
An 51 PYXIS, WITH CONVEX SIDES AND UPRIGHT, CYLINDRICAL,SPURRED HANDLES,
P1.71.
UNGLAZED.
C-62-417(baskets16-19). H. 0.174, D. 0.213.
Light, greenishgray clay. Fragmentary,the footring lacking; small gaps completedin plaster; footring restoredin plaster.
For the shape,cf. Payne,p. 307,fig. 142.It is all but
certain,however,that a vase of this size and character
was not used as a pyxis; the fabricis heavy and full
of impurities,thoughnot coarse.Note that the handles
on this exampledo not stand vertical,as they do on
the black-figuredhigh-footed model (New York,
M.M.A.06.1021.14,NC 908,by the GeladakisPainter)
or the ring-footedNC 895 (Payne, fig. 142; Athens,
N.M. 929, C.C. 546, by the Dodwell Painter).And
neither of the black-figured vases has spurred
handles.
Context:beginningof Late Corinthian,as An 24.

An 49 BROAD-BOTTOMED
OINOCHOE,BLACK
PI. 62.
GLAZED.
C-62-415(baskets16-18). P.H. 0.085, D. 0.107.
Pale, warmbuff clay; black glaze-paint.Added red
and white. Fragmentary,partlycompletedin plaster;
handleand most of mouth lacking.
Small model of the broad-neckedtype. Canonical
syntax. On broad-bottomedoinochoai, the conventionalmotifsdeterioratedmoreslowlythanon narrowfooted oinochoai; on the shoulder, properlydrawn
tongues persistedin the Corinthianperiod, and the
rays at the base neverdeterioratedto long, thin lines.
The degenerationof the rays on this example,though
the vase is small,is thereforenoteworthy.On the back
of the vase, single lines serve for tongue incisions, An 52 TREFOIL OINOCHOE,BLACK GLAZED.
P1.56.
though there are pairs of lines on the front; all tend
C-62-418(baskets16-19). P.H. 0.215, D. 0.192.
to whirl.The raysare narrowand messy.Addedcolor
in tongue zone: R..W.R..W.
Warmbuffclay; blackglaze-paint,abraded.Added
(applied in single,
red
wrw
and white. Fragmentary,completed in plaster,
banding:
inadequatebrushstrokes).Polychrome
below tonguesand wwrwwabove rays.
exceptfor mouth (mostlylacking)and handle(all but
root lacking).
Context:beginningof Late Corinthian,as An 24.
Exceptionallyheavy and broad-based,on a large,
An 50 CORINTHOINOCHOE,BLACKFIGURED. tall, spreadingfoot-ring.The mouth is distinctfrom
Pls. 60, 96, 105, 109. the neck. The upper body is almost globular;at the
C-62-416(baskets16-18). H. 0.185, H. with handle base, the profileis nearlystraight.
Canonical syntax. Added color in tongue zone:
(restored),D. 0.180.
Pale, greenishbuff clay; brownishblackglaze-paint R. .R.. . Polychrome banding: wrrw below tongues
(mostly gone). Added red. Fragmentary,completed and at maximumdiameter,wwR.R (indistinct)above
in plaster; loop of handle restored. Full profile rays, and red (over black) on exterior of foot-ring.
The base is broad,the heightof the zone of rays propreserved.
Globular,fairlytall body on relativelynarrowfoot. portionateto it, and the rays are long and narrow,
The neck is cylindricaland quite narrow,flaringat with long, sharp points, spaced at intervalsalmost
the top into the undersideof the slightlyoverhanging equal to their bases.
Context:beginningof Late Corinthian,as An 24.
lip; at the base of the neck, a slight molding.
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An 53 CONICALOINOCHOE,BLACK GLAZED.
PI. 63.
C-62-419(baskets 18-21, and two fragmentsfrom
12). H. with handle 0.161, H. of body 0.061, D. at
base 0.109.
Buff clay, not very light, on the side with black
glaze-paint,and slightlypinkish buff clay, somewhat
lighter, on the side with red-brownglaze-paint.The
paint is fugitive on the black side. Added red and
white. Fragmentary,completedin plaster;largeparts
of the mouth and handle are restored,but enough
remainsto ascertaintheirshape.
Lateprofile,the swingof the handleandthe sausage
shape of the neck more extreme than in Payne's
drawing,underNC 758,Payne,p. 299,fig. 136;Payne,
indeed, did not discuss conical oinochoai as a Late
Corinthianshape, and the present exampleis dated
by its context, but note that the polychromebands
below the tongues, wwRww (the red very wide), are
comparablewith those on contemporarystandard
oinochoai(cf. An 36).
Canonicalsyntax,with a very narrowzone of rays
at the base. Added color in the tongue zone: (unidentifiabletraces).Thebandsabovethe raysarewRw,
the red very wide.
Context:beginningof Late Corinthian,as An 24.

An 54 BLACK-GLAZEDKOTYLE. Pls. 66, 112.
C-62-420(baskets18-20). H. 0.105, D. at lip 0.158,
D. of foot 0.096.
Ratherpinkishbuff clay, flakingand soft, not very
light; fugitive black glaze-paint.Added red. Almost
complete, mended, with small gaps completed in
plaster.
Fairly squat shape on a tall, spreadingfoot-ring.
Irregularsyntax, black-glazedwith squigglesin the
handle zone and unusuallyheavy use of added red:
red bands below handles and above rays; red over
black on the exteriorand interior of the foot-ring;
in the coloring of the foot-ring, An 54 resembles
An 42. The rays at the base are narrow but neatly
drawn.
Context:beginningof Late Corinthian,as An 24.

An 55 CORINTHOINOCHOE,BLACKFIGURED.
Pls. 59, 96, 109.
C-62-421(baskets18-32). H. 0.175, H. with handle
0.209, D. 0.158.
The clay is verypink on the back(handle)side, pale
buff on the front; the glaze-paint,similarly,is redorangeat the back, black (brownwherethin) on the
front, and fairlyfirm.Added red. Fragmentary,completed in plaster. Full profile preserved,including
handle.
Sack-shapedbody on a narrowfoot. The flaring,
short neck, with no distinct lip, is characteristicof
MiddleCorinthianexamples(see p. 79).
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The Corinth oinochoe is canonically a white-bodied
vase, but before the beginning of Late Corinthian
many examples depart from the canon, none more
strikingly than this one. Top of lip: red. On the
interior of the neck, a centimeter below the lip: a red
band. Body: black-figure area covering the front on
the upper half of the vase, with abundant filling ornament; below this, two fairly broad black bands (each
with polychrome banding: rwwr). Otherwise, the vase
is reserved. Figurework: horse and rider facing panther, squatting, regardant. The thick filling ornament
includes simple incised rosettes, one fan-shaped filler,
and irregularly shaped blobs, confined to the area
occupied by the figures. Added red on the necks of the
horse and the panther.
Middle Corinthian. The figure style is aberrant.
An 56 MINIATURE BROAD-BOTTOMED
OINOCHOE.
P1. 62.
C-62-889 (baskets 20-31). H. 0.050, D. at base 0.062.
Slightly gritty orange-buff clay, coarse for fine ware,
with a small amount of fine-particled mica; the bottom was smoothed when the pot was tooled. Metallic
black glaze-paint, tending to flake off, especially where
added red is applied. Two joined fragments (the major
one with cracks below the handle) preservingthe body
complete, with part of the neck and the root of the
handle on the shoulder.
The neck (the full height preserved, short of the
articulation of the trefoil mouth, assuming the vaseshape was like the Corinthian broad-bottomed
oinochoe) is a section of a cone. The shoulder is short
and straight, with an angular turn to the slightly convex-sided, cylindrical body. There is neither a footring nor an exterior molding meant to suggest one.
The strap handle was mounted at the turn of the
shoulder.
The exterior is entirely black glazed so far as preserved, and the decoration (without incised lines) is
executed in added red: brushstrokes for tongues on
the shoulder and two broad bands around the body.
Apparently not Corinthian or Attic; possibly
Lakonian.
Context: Middle Corinthian; cf., e.g., the last.
An 57 SMALL BLACK-GLAZED KYLIX.
P1. 69.
C-62-438 (baskets 20-24). H. 0.071, est. D. at lip
0.135, D. of foot 0.060.
Grayish buff clay; traces of glaze-paint insufficient
to determine its color. Fragmentary, the body completed in plaster. Full profile preserved and parts of
both handles.
Larger than An 70 or the LC examples An 7 and
An 8. The bowl is deeper and the foot broader than on
An 70; this is a different class of small cup. It differs
from the whole series to which An 70 belongs (see
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pp. 80-81) in havingbeen, apparently,entirelyblack
glazed,withouta reservedhandlezone.
Context: Middle Corinthian; cf. An 55, An 60An 62, An 65, An 66, An 95.

the zone of rays is short;the raysare carefullydrawn,
with sharp, but not extended,points. In the animal
frieze: reading1. to r. from the handle, boar to r.,
pantherto 1., bull to r., and, under the handle,pendant from it in the Attic manner, a palmette-andtendrilornament.Added red on the necks, shoulders,
and belliesof the animalsand (?) on the petals of the
palmette. Filling ornament:large and small simple
incised rosettes, the larger ones multiply incised to
make many narrowpetals (an MC trait).Polychrome
banding: wRw, rather messily applied, below the
friezeand above the rays.
Middle Corinthian.The style is peculiarand somewhat gross, but the drawingis purposeful,perhaps
relatedto the earlierolpe CorinthC-40-109(Hesperia,
XVII, 1948,p. 217, pl. 78, D10).
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An 58 KOTYLE,BLACKFIGURED. Pls. 66, 107.
C-62-422(baskets20-25). H. 0.120, D. at lip 0.170,
D. of foot 0.081.
Light, greenishbuff clay; brownishtracesof glazepaint. Fragmentary,completedin plaster;full profile
preserved,one handle restoredin plaster. Distorted;
the shapeis oval whenviewedfrom above.
The kotyle is fairly tall and narrow at the base.
The foot-ring is of moderate height and spreads
moderately.
Canonicalsyntax,with squigglesbetweenbands in
the handle zone and rays at the base. In the animal
frieze: (A) goat to r., extremelyelongated;(B) bird An 61 CORINTHOINOCHOE,BLACKFIGURED.
Pls. 60, 104, 109.
to r. (duck,with foldedwings).The fillingornamentis
C-62-425
H.
H. with handle
0.185,
20-33).
(baskets
it
of
consists
incised
rosettes
moderatelydense;
simple
0.231, D. 0.172.
and unincisedsmallblobs and dots.
Pale buff clay, with very slight greenishcast; traces
Middle Corinthian.The figure style is very poor,
of black glaze-paint;one spot of appliedred (on the
but it has no extremelyevolvedtraits.
bull's neck).
Similarto An 55 in its sack shape and the type of
An 59 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKGLAZED.
the
neck, but taller, with a foot-ringbroaderin proP1.56.
C-62-423(baskets20-32). H. 0.168, H. with handle portionto the body.
Top of lip: perhapsblack. On the front (opposite
0.203, D. 0.145.
the
handle):bull to r., with fillingornamentconfined
Slightlypinkish, light buff clay; mostly red-brown
to
its
immediatearea, standing on a broad black
glaze-paint,fairly firm but flaking in places. Fragwhich
girds the vase at its maximumdiameter.
mentary,completedin plaster.Full profilepreserved, band,
of
Exterior
foot-ring:black. Otherwisereserved.The
includinghandle.
Very small. Daintily designed, but the handle is filling ornament,carefully drawn, consists of large
crooked. The shoulder is rounded and fairly high. double-centeredrosettes, small plus-incisedrosettes,
The neckis shorterand broaderthan on LC oinochoai and several unincised dots, evenly distributedand
moderatelydense.
and the mouth largein proportionto the neck.
Middle Corinthian,rather early in MC developAll-black syntax, with neither tongues on the
ment.
By the Anaploga Painter (see pp. 87-88), as
shouldernor rays at the base. Polychromebanding:
also
the
next.
wrwrww(fine lines) below handle root and wwrww
(less fine) in the position correspondingto the top of An 62 CORINTHOINOCHOE,BLACKFIGURED.
a zone of rays; a red band at the edge of the foot.
Pls. 60, 104.
Context:MiddleCorinthian,as An 57.
C-62-430(baskets22-31). H. 0.179, H. with handle
0.221, D. 0.169.
An 60 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKFIGURED.
Palebuffclay, witha veryslightgreenishcast; black
Pls. 56, 95, 104. glaze-paint,almost entirely
gone. Added red. FragC-62-424(baskets20-32). H. 0.209, H. with handle
mentary,completedin plaster.Full profilepreserved,
0.250, D. 0.177.
includinghandle.
Buff clay; fugitive (flaking) black glaze-paint.
Shape: similarto An 61, only slightlysmaller.The
Fragmentary,completedin plaster; full profile pre- decorationalso is the same,exceptthat the animalon
served,includinghandle.
the front is a panther.
Broad-basedvariantmodel of the standardtrefoil
Middle Corinthianand by the AnaplogaPainter,a
oinochoe.The profileis very rounded.The neck is of
companionpiece to An 61.
mediumheight and not narrow;the mouth is offset
from the neck, the articulationmarked by a slight An 63 TREFOIL OINOCHOE,BLACK GLAZED.
P1. 56.
ridge.
Canonicalsyntax,with a single friezeon the shoulC-62-426(baskets20-33). H. 0.210, H. with handle
der. As on otherbroad-basedexamples(seepp. 72-73), 0.248, D. 0.165.

CATALOGUE
Verygreenish,light buff clay; brownishgray glazepaint,mostlygone. Fragmentary,
completedin plaster;
full profilepreserved,and handle, but the front lobe
of the mouthis restored.
Smaller than average, but gross and badly proportioned,the neck, mouth, and handletoo large for
the body.Thebody is ovoid on a slightlyechinoidfoot.
The mouth is offset from the neck, but not sharply
articulated.
Canonicalsyntax.The tongue incisionsare widely
spaced.Addedcolorin tonguezone:probablyR.. R...
Polychrome banding: probably wRw below the
tongues, wrrw just below maximum diameter and
above rays. Discoloration due to misfiring makes
identificationof colors on the upper half of the vase
uncertain.The rays are extremelynarrow, even at
their bases, and spacedat intervalsalmost twice their
breadth.
Context:MiddleCorinthian,as An 57.
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An 66 KOTYLE,BLACKFIGURED.
Fig. 2, Pls. 66, 90.
C-62-429(baskets21-33). H. 0.134, D. at lip 0.187,
D. of foot 0.083.
Light buff clay; black glaze-paint,brown where
thin, shiny in the blackestareas. Fragmentary,completed in plaster. Full profile preservedon reverse
side only; one handle preserved,the other restored.
Narrow-based,expandingshapeon a rathernarrow
foot-ring;the foot-ringspreadsslightly,and its profile
is curved. The shape is distorted, irregularlyoval
viewedfrom above.
Syntax:a band at the lip, two bandsbelow the animal frieze,raysat the base,and a bandon the exterior
of the foot-ring;this syntax is canonicalfor kotylai
with large, "monumental"animals. The interior of
the foot-ring on An 66 is black; on the bottom, a
largish dot in the center and a single, ratherbroad
ring. In the animalfrieze:(A) lion to r.; behindhim,
underthe handle,goat to r.; in frontof the lion, under
the handle, goat to 1.; (B) swan (with raised wings)
An 64 BLACK-GLAZEDKOTYLE.
The fillingornament,
betweenthe goats' hindquarters.
C-62-427(baskets20-35; one fragmentfrom 77?).
of mediumdensity and neat, includesa few doubleH. 0.139, est. D. at lip 0.180, est. D. of foot 0.085.
centeredrosettes, simple incised rosettes, and plusGreenishbuff clay; darkgray tracesof glaze-paint.
inciseddots.
Fragmentary,nearlyhalf preserved.Full profilepreMiddle Corinthian,rather early in MC developserved,with stumpof one handle.
ment. By the LowiePainter(see pp. 84-85).
Tall shape, with a ratherstraightprofile,on a narrow base.The foot is fairlysmalland spreadsmoderAn 67 LOWERHALF OF OINOCHOE(?),BLACK
ately.
PI. 63.
Canonicalsyntax.Added color: gone. The rays are GLAZED.
C-62-433(baskets22-33; one fragmentfrom 16?).
tall but carefullydrawnand spacedat short intervals.
The kotylewouldhavebeenrelativelyfine, but it was P.H. 0.100, D. 0.148.
Pinkish buff clay; black glaze-paint, somewhat
misfired.
Context: Middle Corinthian,as An 57, the possi- crazed, brown where thin. On the interior, distinct
bility of one fragmentfrom basket 77 notwithstand- vestigesof red ocherpigment(used in the early sixth
centuryas a paintpot?-cf. An 94 and An 240). Fraging.
mentary,preservedfromthe foot to a point just above
the maximumdiameterof the body.
An 65 CORINTHOINOCHOE,BLACKFIGURED.
The body must have been ovoid. The foot-ringis
Pls. 59, 96, 109.
slight. The body is black glazed except for a
C-62-428(baskets21-33). H. 0.150, H. with handle very
reserved zone above the maximum diameter con0.192, D. 0.170.
four fine lines and, at some distancefrom the
Pale buff clay; mostly red-brownglaze-paint,fugi- taining
a
reserved
line. No addedcolor.
base,
tive where black. Added red. Fragmentary,comGeometric,probablyof the ninth century,by far
pleted in plaster. Full profile preserved,including the oldestobject,whethersherdor mendablepot, from
handle.
the well. If, as it appears,it was beingusedas a paintShape:similarto An 61 and An 62 but much squat- pot in the period just anteriorto its being dropped
ter.
down the well shaft, it is to be consideredapartfrom
Top of lip: red (overblack?).On the front, opposite the EPC and MPC material(and occasionalsherds
the handle, a pantherto 1. stands on a broad black of Late Geometric
date)in the fill (see pp. 67 and 98).
band, which girds the vase at and below the maxi- Context:MiddleCorinthian,as An 57.
mum diameter.Otherwisereserved(no filling ornament). Added red: on the bridge of the nose, neck,
shoulder,andribsof the panther.Polychromebanding: An 68 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACK GLAZED.
P1.56.
wRw.
C-62-432(baskets22-23). H. 0.209, H. with handle
Middle Corinthian,rather early in MC development.
0.253, D. 0.179.
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Light buff clay; reddish brown to greenishbrown
glaze-paint,mostly gone. Fragmentary,completedin
plaster.Full profilepreserved,includinghandle.
The mouth is sharplyoffsetfrom the neck; its lobes
are less pinchedthan usual. The neck is conical. The
shoulder is fairly high, and the profile of the lower
body ratherstraight.The diameterof the foot is not
much greaterthan the base of the neck. The foot-ring
spreadsand is slightlyechinoid.
Canonicalsyntax. The tongue incisions are closely
spaced and tend to whirl. The zone of rays is short;
the rays are rathernarrowand somewhatattenuated,
but not careless.Added color in tongue zone: gone.
Polychromebanding:vestigesnear the handle, wRw.
wRw(?)below the tongues and WRW (very careless)
above the rays.
Context:Middle Corinthian,as An 57.

An 71 BLACK-GLAZED KOTYLE.
P1. 66.
C-62-440 (basket 23). H. 0.090, D. of foot 0.054.
Greenish buff clay; the glaze-paint, where preserved, is a brownish or greenish dark gray. No added
color preserved. Fragmentary, partly completed in
plaster; preserved to the lip in only one place, near the
preserved handle (the other is restored).
Small, with rather tall proportions. The base is narrow and the foot rather small; the foot-ring spreads
very little.
Canonical syntax. The rays are tall and spaced at
intervals almost equal to their bases, but they are not
narrow, nor are the points attenuated.
Context: Middle Corinthian, as An57. Compare
An 114, which is less developed.
An 72 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, BLACK GLAZED.
PI.55.
C-62-435 (baskets 23-31). H. 0.206, H. with (bent)
handle 0.238, D. 0.177.
Green-buff to green-gray clay, badly damaged by
excessive heat in the kiln (the handle has melted and
collapsed); greenish brown to dark gray glaze-paint,
mostly gone. Fragmentary, completed in plaster. Full
profile preserved.
Shape: similar to An 80, but the neck is a little
shorter, the shoulder more angular, and the foot both
broader and shorter in proportion to the body and neck.
Canonical syntax. The zone of rays is short, and the
rays are extremely thin, even near their bases (MC
rays are often this thin, but often wider). Added color
in tongue zone: gone. Polychrome banding: wwRww
above the rays (no color remains in the bands below
the tongues, and there were no bands around the
middle of the body).
Context: Middle Corinthian, as An 57.

An 69 TREFOIL OINOCHOE,BLACK GLAZED.
P1.55.
C-62-434(baskets22-33). H. 0.170, D. 0.147.
On one side, the clayis greenishbuff,the glaze-paint
greenishbrown to black and very fugitive; on the
otherside, the clay is orangeand the paintbrightredorange.Fragmentary,completedin plaster,exceptfor
the top of the handle and the back of the mouth,
which are lacking.
Very small. The profileof neck and mouth is continuous. The neck is not very narrow,but short; the
mouthis fairlylargein proportionto it. The shoulder
is stronglyrounded,and the lower body is short, so
ratherbroadat the base. Theseproportionsare characteristicof pint-sizeoinochoai. The foot-ring is tall
and flaringin proportionto the body.
Canonicalsyntax.Added color in tonguezone: not
preserved.Polychromebanding: wwRww below the
tongues; wRw above the rays (carelesslyapplied). An 73 TREFOIL
OINOCHOE, BLACK GLAZED.
The rays are poorly drawn, narrow, and spaced at
P1. 55.
short intervals.
C-62-436
H.
D.
0.179.
0.201,
(baskets 23-33).
Context:Middle Corinthian,as An 57.
buff

An 70 SMALLBLACK-GLAZEDKYLIX. P1.69.
C-62-439(basket 23). H. 0.055, est. D. at lip 0.110,
D. of foot 0.039.
Pale buffclay; blackglaze-paint,brownwherethin.
Fragmentary,completedin plaster. Full profile and
both handlespreserved.
For the shape,compareAn 8, whichis shallowerand
has a taller,more sharplyoffsetlip.
For the syntax,compareboth An 8 and the earlier
An 157 and An 144. On An 70, the lip is black, as on
the earlierexamples,but the reservedhandle zone is
wider, and, below the black lip, the offset is marked
by a black line. The interioris entirelyblack glazed,
as on the earlierexamples.
Context:MiddleCorinthian,as An 57.

Light
clay; brownish black to reddish brown
glaze-paint, with some flaking. Fragmentary, completed in plaster, except for the handle and the back
of the mouth, which are lacking.
Shape: different from An 72. The neck is very short
in proportion to the mouth, which flares quite abruptly. The body looks compact, because of the
swelling shoulder and concomitant lowering of the
maximum diameter. This oinochoe differs little from
some of the end of EC.
Canonical syntax. The shoulder zone is short and
the tongue incisions widely spaced. The rays at the
base are fairly solid, but they lean to the right; among
them is an accidental (?) diagonal band. Added color in
tongue zone: R. W.. Polychrome banding: wRw below tongues and above rays.
Context: Middle Corinthian, as An 57.
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An74 ROUND ARYBALLOS,BLACKFIGURED.
P1.74.
C-62-431(baskets22-43). H. 0.084, D. 0.082.
Rather pinkish, light buff clay; mostly reddish
brown glaze-paint,partly flaking. Added red. Fragmentary,completed in plaster. The full profile, includingparts of the mouth and handle,is preserved.
The shapeis ordinary.Surfaceof mouth:numerous
petals betweenrings at the openingand at the edge.
Verticalface of mouth: dots. Shoulder:numerous
petals, then two black lines at the top of the animal
frieze. Below animalfrieze:two black lines, then, on
the bottom, a petal rosette,with a ring at its center.
The handleprobablyhad a verticalzigzag. In the animal frieze:confrontedlions with raisedforepaws;the
lion at the left is truncatedat the back of the vase, for
lack of space.
Either early Middle Corinthianor end of Early
Corinthian;the high topknotsand squaredshoulders
of the lions and the pattern on the surface of the
mouth (Hesperia,XXXIII, 1964, p. 103, note 37)
suggestthat it is alreadyMC.
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on the pinkishbuff side of the vase. Fragmentary,the
body completed in plaster. Most of the neck and
mouthis lacking,but the full profileis preserved,with
the handle,at the back of the vase.
Broader-basedvariant model of the standard
oinochoe; cf. An 85, probably slightly earlier, and
An 60, slightly later. The shape of An 76, in fact, is
intermediate:less angularat the shoulderand more
strongly curved in the lower body than An 85, but
muchless nearlyglobularthan An 60.
Canonicalsyntax. The tongue incisions are fairly
closely spaced.The rays are sharp pointed but not
narrow,spacedat intervalsalmostequalto theirbases.
Addedcolor in tonguezone: R.. Y(or W). (wherepreserved).Polychromebanding:wwRww(rr mergedto
R) belowthe tonguesand abovethe rays.
Probablybeginningof MiddleCorinthian.Context:
end of EarlyCorinthianor beginningof MiddleCorinthian.
An 77 (BOTTOMOF) ROUND ARYBALLOS,
BLACK FIGURED.
PI. 74.
C-62-902(basket27). H. 0.028,P.D. 0.062.
Lightbuff clay; dull blackglaze-paint,mostlygone
(alongwithany addedred).Singlefragmentpreserving
the entirebottomand, at one point, the wall to about
half its height.
If the curve of the fragmentwere completed,the
aryballoswould be almost perfectlyspherical.In the
medallionring on the bottomis a six-bladedwhirligig
pattern,with a ringat its centeraroundthe dimpleleft
by the potter. Two narrowbands separatethis from
the frieze.In the friezewere sevenwarriorsmarching
to 1.; the feet of six are preserved,and the gap is precisely adequatefor anotherwith a round shield. The
rims of four round shields are partlypreservedand,
in two, part of the blazons:a lion's head to left and a
gorgoneion(fillingthe shieldto its rim).Betweenthese
two is a warriorwith a "Boeotian"shield, somewhat
cramped;he is the "seventh"-space was inadequate
for another round shield. The filling ornamentis a
moderatelydensescatteringof blobsof varyingshapes,
someincised.For this classof aryballoi,the drawingis
careful.
Context:beginningof MiddleCorinthianor end of
EarlyCorinthian.

An 75 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKFIGURED.
Pls. 55, 107.
C-62-441(baskets25-32). H. 0.212, H. with handle
0.249, D. 0.180.
Light buff clay; black glaze-paint,flaking badly,
mostly gone. Fragmentary,completedin plaster.Full
profilepreserved,includinghandle.
The profile of the neck and mouth is continuous;
the mouth flaresexceedingly.The body has a slightly
swelling,sloping shoulder,and the profileis angular
at the maximumdiameter.The foot-ringis rathertall
and very slightlyechinoid.
Canonicalsyntax,witha singlefriezeon the shoulder.
The rays are rathercareless,narrow, and spaced at
moderateintervals.In the animalfrieze,reading1.to r.
from the handle: crouchinglion to 1., pantherto r.,
seated(squashed)bird(withfoldedwing)to 1., goat to
i., and, underthe handle,seated(squashed)bird (with
folded wing) to r. The filling ornamentis dense and
careless;it consistsof a fan-shapedfiller,double-centeredand simpleincisedrosettes,blobs, and dots.
Beginningof Middle Corinthian;the style of the
animalsis aberrantand wretched,but relatedto late
work of the SynetheiaPainter(see pp. 86-87). Context: as An 57, but the characterof the fillingornament An 78 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACK GLAZED.
PI. 55.
also arguesfor an early MC date.
C-62-443(basket 27, and deeper).P.H. 0.155, D.
An 76 TREFOIL OINOCHOE,BLACK GLAZED. 0.181.
PI.55.
Light buff clay, very slightlypinkish; black glazeC-62-442(baskets25-39). H. 0.185, H. with handle paint, flakingon the shoulderof the vase. Fragmen0.248, D. 0.171.
tary,the body completedin plaster.The neck, mouth,
The clay is lightbuffon one side, a verypinkishbuff and handleare lacking.
The potter'swork is excellent.The shoulderswells
on the other;the glaze-paintis a metallicblack,partly
gone, on the buffside, red-orange,flakingin one area, gently as it slopes; thereis an answeringcurvein the
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lower body. The shoulder is pronounced but not
angular. The foot spreads very slightly and is of
moderate height and breadth.
Canonical syntax. The tongue incisions are closely
spaced. The rays are tall and quite narrow, spaced at
moderate intervals, but not very carefully drawn.
Added color in tongue zone: R.Y. (the classic sequence). Polychrome banding: wwrrww below the
tongues and above the rays and rwr below the maximum diameter.
Context: beginning of Middle Corinthian or end of
Early Corinthian. Note that all oinochoai whose fragments highest in the fill are above basket 27 have red
bands broader than the white, and cf. An 106 and
others cited there.
An 79 SMALL BLACK-GLAZED KOTYLE.
Pls. 65, 112.
C-62-447 (baskets 27-38). H. 0.095, D. at lip 0.128,
D. of foot 0.051.
Buff clay, black glaze-paint, flaked away in places.
Fragmentary, completed in plaster. Full profile preserved, but only a single stump of one handle.
The vase expands rapidly from a narrow base. The
foot-ring is small but not very sharply tooled.
Canonical syntax. Among the rays at the base is a
single dot-cluster rosette (cf. the upside-down birds on
An 166, An 228, An 229). The dot-cluster rosette does
not date the kotyle; it survived as an exceptional ornament even into LC I. Polychrome banding: wRw below the handles and wrrrw (in places merging to wRw)
above the rays.
Context: beginning of Middle Corinthian or end of
Early Corinthian. The greatly expanding profile, the
"soft" tooling of the foot-ring, and the reserved exterior of the foot-ring, with a band on the edge (instead
of black with a reserved edge), all are evolved traits.
Contrast An 114 and An 150, themselves from the
latter part of EC.

An 80 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, BLACK GLAZED.
P1.55.
C-62-448 (baskets 27-38; one fragment from 23).
H. 0.205, H. with handle 0.246, D. 0.169.
Light buff clay, slightly greenish only at the base;
dull black glaze-paint, mostly flaked away. Fragmentary, completed in plaster. Full profile preserved, including handle.
The neck is fairly narrow and the profile of neck and
mouth continuous. The shoulder is rounded, the body
almost ovoid. The base is narrow and the foot-ring
fairly tall, spreading moderately. Cf. An 99. Though
it is not finely made, the design of this oinochoe tends
to lightness and curvilinear delicacy; cf., e.g., An 116
and An 127.
Canonical syntax. The tongue incisions whirl. The
rays are extremely narrow, with sharp, attenuated
points, and ill defined at their bases; they are closely

spaced. The polychromyin the tongues and banding
has disappeared,except for traces below the root of
the handle:wwrww.
Probablybeginningof MiddleCorinthian.Context:
beginningof MiddleCorinthianor end of EarlyCorinthian.
An 81 KRATER WITHOUT HANDLE-PLATES,
BLACK FIGURED.
Pls. 70, 99.
C-62-455(baskets28-33). P.H. 0.191 (with handle
0.200), D. 0.287, D. of rim 0.234.
Pinkish buff clay; black to reddish brown glazepaint,abradedon one side. Fragmentary,the foot and
one handlelacking,the rest completedin plaster.
The body has a high, roundedshoulder;the maximum diameteris higherthan the roots of the handles
and falls within the area of the figuredpanel. The
handles are small in section, but each, from root to
root, embracesabout one-sixththe girth of the pot.
The handlesrise well abovethe rim, so that the bridge
joining them to the rim slopes upward to join the
undersideof the handle.The neck is short,but a little
tallerthan on An 83, and the rim overhangsthe necka
good deal more than on An 83. Below the maximum
diameter,the bowl contractsrapidly.The heightof the
panelis 0.077m. (compareAn 83).
Exceptfor the figuredpanel, entirelyblack glazed.
Addedcolor on rim: whitedot-clusterrosettes,spaced
at intervals(cf. An 107).Polychromebanding:vestiges
of wRw below the panel. In the panels: (A) panther
facing owl; (B) goat facing bird (with folded wings);
added red on the necks and bellies of quadrupeds.
Filling ornament: several large and medium-sized
simpleincisedrosettes.
Probably beginning of Middle Corinthian (see
pp. 81-82). Context: beginningof Middle Corinthian
or end of EarlyCorinthian.
An 82 BLACK-GLAZEDKOTYLE.
P1.65.
C-62-457(baskets29-33). H. 0.118, D. at lip 0.156,
D. of foot 0.078.
Palegreenishbuffclay; tracesonly (orangishbrown)
of glaze-paint. Fragmentary,completed in plaster.
Full profile preserved; one of the handles mostly
restored.
Theshapeis moderatelytall,andthefoot is notbroad.
The foot spreadsa little less than on An 79 and An 86.
Canonicalsyntax. The zone of rays at the base is
short; the rays are small and neat, with sharppoints,
and widely spaced, at intervalsequal to their bases.
No addedcolor remains.
Context:beginningof MiddleCorinthianor end of
EarlyCorinthian.
An 83 KRATER WITHOUT HANDLE-PLATES,
BLACK FIGURED.
P1.70.
C-62-456(baskets28-43). P.H. 0.141 (with handles
0.149), D. 0.283, D. of rim 0.238.
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Buff clay, not very light; black glaze-paint,flaking
very badly. Fragmentary,the lower part of the bowl
and the foot lacking,the rest completedin plaster.
The body has a high, roundedshoulder.The maximumdiameterfallsjust belowthe roots of the handles
and the bottom of the figuredpanel. The handlesare
largeandheavy,andeach,root to root, embracesabout
one-sixth the girth of the krater. The handles rise
nearlyas far abovethe rimas on An 81, and the bridge
piece connectsthe rim and handlesimilarly.The neck
is slightly shorter,the rim less overhangingthan on
An 81. The heightof the panel is only 0.060m.
Exceptfor the figuredpanels,entirelyblack glazed.
Addedcolor on the surfaceof the rim: wRw banding.
Polychromebandingon body: wrw below the panel.
In the panels: (A) duck to r., pantherto r.; (B) duck
to r., goat to 1. The fillingornamentconsists of irregularblobs of glaze-paint,and the drawingis verypoor.
Probably end of Early Corinthian (less evolved
thanAn 81). Context:beginningof MiddleCorinthian
or end of EarlyCorinthian.
An 84 LOWERPART OF CLOSEDVASE,BLACK
PI. 55.
GLAZED.
C-62-444(baskets 27-64). P.H. 0.121, D. of foot
0.094.
Greenishbuff clay; greenish,brownishglaze-paint.
Fragmentary;at its greatestheight, preservedto just
above the maximumdiameter.
Probablyfrom a black-glazedoinochoe with allblacksyntax(cf. An 59, An 135). Tracesof polychrome
bandingare discernibleabout 0.05 m. above the base.
Context:beginningof MiddleCorinthianor end of
EarlyCorinthian.

An 85 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKFIGURED.
Pls. 55, 92.
C-62-445(baskets27-63). H. 0.206, H. with handle
0.251, D. 0.182.
Lightbuffclay; dull blackglaze-paint,brownwhere
thin,largelygoneon the backof the vaseto the rightof
the handle. Added red, well preserved.Small gaps
completedin plaster.
Broader-basedvariant of the standard oinochoe
(cf. An 76). Mouth and neck with continuousprofile.
The shoulderis rounded,but the profileis angularat
the maximumdiameter.
Canonicalsyntax,witha singlefriezeon the shoulder.
With the broaderbase, the zone of rays is short, and
the raysresemblethose of broad-bottomedoinochoai.
Polychromebanding: wwRww below animal frieze,
then, at an interval,a singlered line, and wRw above
the rays.In the animalfrieze,reading1. to r. fromthe
handle: goat to r., panther to 1., bird (with folded
wings) to r., regardant.The filling ornamentis of
averagedensity;it includes dots, matia(dot-and-ring
fillers),pluses,plus-incisedand simpleincisedrosettes,

and four double-centeredrosettes without petals.
Added red: on necksand belliesof goat and panther.
EC-MC transition(cf. the next two). By the Mati
Painter (see p. 86; An 127, An 163).

An 86 KOTYLE,BLACKFIGURED. Fig. 1, P1.66.
C-62-449(baskets27-62). H. 0.136, D. at lip 0.157,
D. of foot 0.073.
Light buff clay at top, pinkishbuff below; black or
brown (wherethin) glaze-paintat top, brightreddish
brownbelow. Added red. Gaps in body completedin
plaster.
The kotyleis narrowfooted, and its profiledoes not
expandgreatly;it is taller and narrowerthan either
An 129 or An 66, but its raysfall betweenthe extremes
of the solid rays on An 129 and the weak, attenuated
ones on An 66. Also, the foot-ringseemsto be intermediatebetweenthoseof An129andAn66; see pp. 75,
78, Figures1 and 2 and PI. 112.
The syntaxis canonicalfor largekotylai with large
figures:at the lip and on each handle, a line; below
the frieze,threefine lines. In the frieze,a mythicalor
satyricsubject:(A) a male figure,swimming,caresses
the throat of a large dolphin; that the swimmer's
characteris satyricis suggestedby the additionof red
paint on his face and by his costume,whichis phallic
and also paintedred (on the dolphin,red is addedon
head, belly, and tail); (B) betweenthe extremitiesof
the protagonists,a largeduck(withfoldedwings)to r.
(addedred on the wing bow). The fillingornamentis
rather dense and consists of simple incised rosettes
and largeinciseddots.
Probablycontemporarywith the last, but the style
preservesmoreof the characterof the bettersort of EC
work. The swimmer'shead is surelya little laterthan
those on the Eurytioskrater(NC 780). The artist's
hand has not yet been recognizedon other vases; its
breadth and massivenessshow its contemporaneity
with mature work by the ColumbusPainter (D. A.
Amyx, "The Alabastron of Oinanthe,"Ath. Mitt.,
LXXVI, 1961,pp. 12-14, Beil. 6-7).
An 87 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKFIGURED.
Pls. 54, 93.
C-62-450(baskets 27-62 and 75). P.H. 0.163, D.
0.173.
Pale buff clay, with a slightyellow-greencast; fugitive glaze-paint,mostlybrownishblack,but redbrown
at the base of the pot. Fragmentary,the body completedin plaster,the neck,mouth,and handlelacking.
The shape,so faras preserved,resemblesotheroinochoai by the same hand (see p. 86). It may be chronologicallysignificantthat it is broaderat the shoulder
in proportionto the heightof the body and the diameter of the foot.
Canonicalsyntax,with a singleanimalfriezeon the
body. The tongueincisionsresemblethose on An 134;
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the polychromyin the tonguesis not preserved.Polychrome banding: wrwrw below the tongues. In the
animalfrieze:goat facinglion and bull facingpanther.
The filling ornamentis rather dense; it consists of
simpleincisedrosettes,some of them quite large.
EC-MC transition,contemporarywith the last two.
By the SynetheiaPainter(see pp. 86-87).
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An 88 TREFOIL OINOCHOE,BLACK GLAZED.
P1.54.
C-62-452(baskets27-64). P.H. 0.149, D. 0.169.
Light, pinkish buff clay; fugitive glaze-paint,mottled, as on An 192. Fragmentary,the body completedin plaster,the neck,mouth,and handlelacking.
The shapeis rathertall, the profilefairlyangularat
the maximumdiameter,the shouldersloping.The foot
is narrow,fairlytall, and nearlystraightsided.
Canonicalsyntax.The tongueincisionsare straight.
Addedcolorin tonguezone: R. W.., carelesslyapplied
in single brushstrokes.Polychrome banding: wRw
below the tongues,belowthe maximumdiameter,and
above the rays. The zone of rays is tall; the rays are
attenuated,and extremelywidelyspaced.
Context:cf. An 85-An 87.
An 89 TREFOIL OINOCHOE,BLACK GLAZED.
PI. 54.
C-62-453(baskets27-72). H. 0.200, H. with handle
0.248, D. 0.175.
Light,pinkishbuffclay; dull blackto reddishbrown
glaze-paint,in placesflakedaway. Fragmentary,completed in plaster; full profile preserved, including
handle.
The vase is not very carefullyfinished;the edge of
the lip is cut off roughly.The body is ratherrounded
below the maximumdiameter.The foot and neck are
relativelynarrow;the diameterof the neck (0.070) is
almost equal to that of the foot (0.074), though the
foot-ringis spreading.
Canonicalsyntax.The tongue incisions are rather
widely spaced but straight. Added color in tongue
zone: R.. R.. . Polychrome banding: wRw (or wrrrw,

rrrmergingto R) below the tongues,wrrwbelow the
maximumdiameter,and wrrrwabovethe rays(the red
linesmessyand sometimesmerging).Theraysareneatly
drawn,with sharppoints, and very widely spaced.
Context: cf. An 85-An 87.

An 90 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKFIGURED.
Pls. 54, 99.
C-62-454(baskets27, 59-62, 69, 78). H. 0.210, H.
with handle0.252, D. 0.173.
Lightbuffclay, with a slightgreenishcast; brownto
black, dull glaze-paint,fugitiveon the back and lower
half of the vase. Fragmentary,completedin plaster,
except for one laterallobe of the mouth. Full profile
preserved,includinghandle.

The profile of neck and mouth is continuous;the
neck is neither narrow nor yet broad. The handle
swingsfartherthan usualfromthe neck. The shoulder
is rounded,and the profileat the maximumdiameter
(whichis ratherlow) is somewhatangular.
Canonicalsyntax,witha singlefriezeon the shoulder.
Polychromebanding:rrrrrwbelowthe frieze,rr below
the maximumdiameter,and wrrrrwabove the rays;
the lines are very thin and exceptionallynumerous.
In the animalfrieze,reading1. to r. from the handle:
lion to r., lungingboarto r., goat to r., (tail of) birdto
r. (underthe handle).Added red on the necks, ribs,
bellies,and haunchesof the animals.The fillingornament is moderatelydense: simple incised and plusincised rosettes. The zone of rays is rathertall; the
rays are sharp pointed, spaced at intervals almost
equalto theirbases,and they lean slightlyto the right.
Probablyend of EarlyCorinthian.The fillingornament is still entirelyof EC types. The aberrantpeculiaritiesof the animalspermitplacementanywherein
the latter half of EC. If the presenceof at least one
fragmentin basket 27 were ignored, this oinochoe
would not seem out of place with, e.g., An 170, but in
its aberranceit is equally comparablewith the foregoing.

An 91 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKFIGURED.
Pls. 54, 99.
C-62-458(baskets 29-39, and single fragmentsas
deep as 74). H. 0.212, H. with handle0.252, D. 0.178.
Buffclay; dull blackglaze-paint(brownwherethin),
flaking badly. Fragmentary,completed in plaster,
exceptfor the mouth, preservedto its full heightonly
whereit joins the handle.
Neitherthe foot nor the neck is narrow.The neckis
conical.The body is ovoid; the maximumdiameteris
verylow. The foot-ringis smalland straightsided.
Canonicalsyntax,with two animalfriezes:reading
1. to r. from the handle,I, deer to r., lion to r., boar
to 1.; II, goat to r., pantherto 1., bull to r., lion to 1.,
lion to r. The filling ornamentis fairly dense and its
separate elements poorly formed: simple incised
rosettes,plus-incisedblobs, and large uninciseddots.
The rays at the base are small and carefullydrawn,
spacedat short intervals.
End of EarlyCorinthian.
An 92 CORINTHOINOCHOE,UNFIGURED.
Pls. 59, 109.
C-62-460(baskets29-44). H. 0.182, D. 0.170.
The vase is unevenlyfired: light greenishbuff to a
bright orange(the wall is flattenedwherethe clay is
orangest);the glaze-paintruns from black through
red-orange.Fragmentary,completedin plaster,except
for the handle,whichis lacking.
The shape is typicallyEarly Corinthian(see p. 79)
in its irregularity.It has a rolled lip, and the interior
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and exteriorof the mouth and neck are black glazed.
The body is not quiteglobularnor quite sack-shaped.
On the body,just belowthe handleroot, a singleblack
band.
Context:end of or late EarlyCorinthian;cf. An 91
and An 100.
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MiddleCorinthian.By the ChimaeraPainter(A.J.A.,
LXIII, 1959, pp. 349-363, pls. 87-92; LXVI, 1962,
pp. 185-187,pl. 55). Context:well withinthe rangeof
baskets,ca. 20-33, containingmaterialof the firsthalf
of MC; cf. An 61, An 62.
An 96 ATTIC KOTYLE, BLACK FIGURED.

An93 TREFOILOINOCHOE,SEMI-GLAZED.
PI. 54.
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C-62-459(baskets29-70). H. 0.168, D. 0.151.
Light pinkish to verypinkishbuffclay; mostlyredorangeglaze-paint,but brownishblack in an area to
the left of the handleroot. Fragmentary,completedin
plaster,exceptfor the handle,whichis lacking.
The neck is very short and flaresimmediatelyinto
the mouth.The diameterof the neckat its base (0.073)
is greater than that of the foot-ring (0.072). The
shoulderis emphatic.The neck, mouth, and foot-ring
are black. On the body, alternatelybroadand narrow
bands, spacedat even intervals.Added red: the narrow bands are red-over-black;on each of the broad
bands, a red stripe.
Context:as the last.

An94 HANDMADE RECTANGULARTRAY,
UNGLAZED.
PI. 73.
C-62-475 (baskets 30-49). L.0.196, W. 0.115, H.
0.033.
Dark, pinkish buff clay, apparentlyfired at low
temperature;on the interior,traces of red ocher pigment (also in places on the exteriorface of the wall).
Flat bottomed.The walls curve inwardslightly on
all four sides.
Among the uninventoriedsherds from baskets 35
and 37 are sherdsof other small handmadepots with
abundanttraces of similar pigment,from basket 43
part of a tray like this one, and, deep in Protocorinthian fill, An 240 from baskets 118-132.See p. 97.
Vaseswith similarrangesof basketnumbersarelate
in EarlyCorinthian.
An 95 PLATE,BLACKFIGURED.
P1.71.
C-62-605(basket31). M. dim. 0.052, Th. 0.009.
Fine, pale buff clay; black glaze-paint.Fragment
from the floor of a plate.
The fragmentis decoratedon both sides (cf. especially Perachora,II, no. 1960, and Copenhagen,Ny
Carlsberg,IN. 3289, FlemmingJohansen,"Et KorinMeddelelser
thisk Fad af Chimaera-Maleren,"
fra Ny
CarlsbergGlyptotek,XXI, 1964,pp. 42 ff., figs. 1-2),
but it is so small the interiorand exteriorcannot be
differentiated.On one side, part of a double-serpent
body (of some kind of snake-bodiedmonster)and a
double-centeredrosette; on the other, part of a wing
bow, e.g., of a siren(cf. NC 1045).Added red: down
the centerof each half of the serpent-bodyand in the
wing bow.

P1.71.
C-62-890(basket31). M. dim. 0.050.
Orange-buffclay; lustrousblackglaze-paint.Added
red. Fragmentfromthe wall of a kotyle,belowhandle
(part of root of handle preservednear top of fragment).
Part of a lotus-palmettecomplex, with tendrils
(preservedat left) such as end in scrolls.Addedred in
petalsand bases of flowers.Ratherhastyincision.
Context:cf. the last. Attic KomastGroup.Lacking
a context, the fragmentwould be dated no earlier
than ca. 580 B.C., a fact of dubious significance, since

all such Attic dates are dependenton Payne'sframework of Corinthianchronology.
An 97 KOTYLEOR KOTYLE-PYXIS,BLACK
FIGURED.
P1.71.
C-62-891(basket31). H. 0.102, W. 0.082.
Pale ivoryclay; the glaze-paintis reddishbrownon
the interior,brownto pale(thin)brownon the exterior,
wherealmostnone is preserved.Tracesof added red.
Two joined fragmentsfrom the wall.
The fragmentcomes from a kotyle shape a little
largerthan An 66, judgingby its horizontalcurvature
and thickness.As much as is preservedsuggeststaller
proportionsand straightersides than on An 66. The
unusualsize, like the secondanimalfrieze(see below),
suggestsa kotyle-pyxis.
Nothingis preservedabovethe bandat the top of the
principalanimalfrieze, which containsthe head and
one hoof of a ramandthe hindquarters
withtwo thirds
of the body of anotherruminant,bothto r. Below,in a
narrowfrieze, are parts of two coursinghounds, and
the tip of the tail of a third,all to r.; theirforelegsare
extremelythin. Below the hounds, a broadband (the
paint gone), two narrowbands, and a small reserved
area,apparentlyfromthe intersticesof a zone of rays.
Tracesof addedred on the haunch,ribs, and belly of
the forwardruminant.The filling ornamentincludes
simple incised rosettes, plus-incisedblobs, and unincised dots. The glaze-paintedinterior has two reservedbands,a broadone at the level of the middle of
the principalfriezeand a narrowerone at the level of
the broad band below the coursinghounds; if these
were not originallyreserved,they were in added red,
which not infrequentlymakes the glaze-paintcome
clean away from the clay. These bands also suggest
that the vase was a kotyle-pyxis.
Good drawingof the end of Early Corinthianor
early Middle Corinthian.Context:cf. An91, An 100
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or An 95, An 96. This fragment,like An 95, showsthat
the secondary(fragmentary)dumpin these levels was
not very old when depositedin the well.
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An 98 SMALLBLACK-GLAZEDKYLIX. PI. 69.
C-62-461(baskets31-35). H. 0.060, D. at lip 0.112,
D. of foot 0.040.
Light, greenishbuff clay; traces of glaze-painton
the handlesare darkgray. Fragmentary,completedin
plaster.
This small cup resemblesAn 144 and An 157 in the
depth and profileof the bowl, ratherthan An 70, but
the lip is moresharplyoffset.Seep. 80. Entirelyblackglazed,exceptfor the reservedhandlezone.
Context: end of Early Corinthianor beginningof
MiddleCorinthian.
An 99 TREFOIL OINOCHOE,BLACK GLAZED.
PI. 54.
C-62-462(baskets31, 32, 34, and 40-48). H. 0.210,
D. 0.174.
Greenishbuff clay; traces of brownishglaze-paint.
Fragmentary,completed in plaster, except for the
handleand half of the mouth, whichare lacking.
Shape: cf. An 80, but the shoulder is higher and
more emphatic;judging from the forms of the neck
and mouth,the shapeand tooling of the foot, and the
profileof the lower body, they might be the work of
one potter.
Canonical syntax. The tongue incisions tend to
whirl. No polychromyis preserved.The rays at the
base are small, narrow, sharp pointed, and rather
closely spaced.
Context:late in EarlyCorinthian;cf. the next.

An 100 KOTYLE,BLACKFIGURED.
PI. 65.
C-62-463(baskets32-50). H. 0.098, D. of foot 0.052.
Pale buff clay; blackglaze-paint,fugitiveat the top
of the cup. Fragmentary,half of the body and both
handleslacking.
This is a small kotyle,tall, with a narrowbase. The
foot-ringis ratherslight.
Syntaxwithoutsquigglesin the handlezone. In the
animalfrieze:feline to r., goat to 1. Filling ornament:
simpleincisedrosettesand dot-and-ringfillers,one of
the rings banded with incised lines. Several of the
rosetteshave parallelincisions. The rays are tall but
not attenuated.The style is reasonablycareful but
inexpert.
Late in EarlyCorinthian.

Broad-basedmodel(cf. An 85, An 115,An 186).This
is a ratherlarge, carefullymade vase, with a triple
handle.The neck is fairlynarrow,articulatedat both
the mouth and the shoulderby slight moldings.The
shoulder is emphatic, like that of An 85. For the
sharplyoffsetmouth and carefulmanufacture,cf. the
earlierAn 186. The foot-ringis taller,more spreading,
and morecarefullytooled than on An 85 or An 115.
Canonicalsyntax.The tongueincisionsare straight
and closely spaced. Added color in tongue zone:
R...W..., with some irregularity.Polychromebanding: wrrw below the tongues, below the maximum
diameter,and abovethe rays.The raysare small,neat,
and tangentat theirbases.
Context:late in EarlyCorinthian;cf. the last.
An 102 KOTYLE,BLACK FIGURED. Pls. 65, 106.
C-62-465(baskets32-56). H. 0.140, D. at lip 0.176,
D. of foot 0.087.
Fairlylight, slightlygreenishbuffclay; veryfugitive
glaze-paint,black(wherewell preserved)andbrownish
black. Smallgaps completedin plaster.
The handles are larger and fatter than on An 66,
and the profileof the foot-ringis different,resembling,
rather,An 129 (see p. 75, Fig. 2 and PI. 112).
Syntaxwithoutsquigglesin the handlezone. In the
animal frieze: (A) swan (with spread wings) to 1.,
between sirens (with raised sickle-shaped wings); (B)

lion to r., betweenswan (with raisedwings)to 1. and
jumpingbird (withfolded wing)to 1. The fillingornament is moderatelydense and extremelyvaried:dots,
blobs, dot-clusterrosettes,simpleincisedand doublecenteredrosettes,a lotus withouta stem. The style is
All the aviancreatureshoverabovethe
extraordinary.
line.
The
swans'bodies,parallelto the ground
ground
line, look like inflatedskins, with budlike tails. The
lion is aberrant,but has none of the identifyingtraits
of MC lions. The rays at the base are largeand solid,
closelyspaced.
All thingsconsidered,probablyplaceableat the end
of EarlyCorinthian.

An 103 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKGLAZED.
PI. 54.
C-62-466(baskets33, 34) P.H. 0.150, actualD. undeterminable.
Extremelygreen clay, burnt and fragile (the shape
distorted);dark gray or dark brownishgray glazepaint, where preserved. Fragmentary,the mouth,
neck, and handleand largeareasin the body lacking,
An 101 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKGLAZED. the body completedin plaster.
The body has a high shoulder.The foot-ringis fairly
P1.54.
C-62-464(baskets31-60). H. 0.230, H. with handle tall and spreadsa little.
Canonicalsyntax. The tongue incisions are rather
0.287, D. 0.218.
Light buff clay; blackglaze-paint,quitefirmon one widely spaced. Added color: burnt, but the color in
side, almost entirelyflakedaway on the other. Small the tongues may have been R.. R... The rays are tall
andnarrow,withattenuatedpoints,andwidelyspaced.
gaps completedin plaster.

CATALOGUE
Context: end of Early Corinthianor beginningof
Middle Corinthian; cf. An 91, An 100 and An 95,
An 96.
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An 104 SMALL LEKANOIDBOWL,BLACK
PI. 69.
GLAZED.
C-62-892a, b (baskets33, 34, 36). (a) H. 0.037, P.D.
0.125; (b) P.D. 0.081; est. D. at rim 0.128, est. D. of
foot-ring0.090.
Lightbuffclay;dullblackandbrownishglaze-paint;
decorationin addedredandwhite.Two groupsof four
(a) and three (b)joinedfragmentsfromoppositesides
of the bowl, a preservingthe completeprofile(except
thecenterof thebottom)andpartof onespurredhandle,
b part of the other handlewith rim and wall, broken
short of the foot-ring.
versionof the
The bowlis a small,black-polychrome
shape exemplifiedby NC 1009,ff. The rim is flat and
narrow,the spurredhandlesflushwith its surface.The
foot-ringis short but spreadingand slightlyechinoid.
The interiorand exteriorare black glazed; so also
the innerface of the foot-ring.On the rim, white dotcluster rosettes at short intervals. On the interior,
white and red banding: wwrrrwwhigh in the bowl,
and wwr[- preservedon a at the center.On exterior:
w (or ww?)rrwat the levelof the handlesandwrrat the
base of the bowl. Partsof two ringsin glaze-paintare
preservedin the foot medallion.
Probablyearly Middle Corinthian.Context:as the
last.
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Superior potter's work, related to An 78 (cf. An 215,
An 210, An 165). The body had a high, rounded
shoulder. The neck is short and broader at its base
than at its transition to the mouth; this transition,
though the mouth is not actually offset, is marked by
three shallow grooves.
Canonical syntax. The tongue incisions are carefully drawn, straight, and closely spaced. Added color
in tongue zone: R.Y. (cf. An 78; at this date, the classic
color sequence is rare). Polychrome banding: wrrrw,
closely spaced, below the tongues. The red and yellow
in the tongues fill their spaces.
Context: end of or late in Early Corinthian; cf.
An 102, An 108.

An 107 KRATER WITHOUT HANDLE-PLATES,
P1. 70.
BLACK GLAZED.
D.
P.H.
C-62-468 (baskets 34-36).
0.251, D.
0.152,
of rim 0.192.
The clay is light buff on one side, pinkish buff on the
other; the glaze-paint, correspondingly, is black to
brown and brown to reddish brown. Fragmentary
(foot and both handles lacking, the roots of one handle
preserved on the shoulder).
The body has an abrupt, angular shoulder. The
maximum diameter falls just below the handle roots.
The bowl is shallow, contracting rapidly to a narrow
base. The handles must have been smaller than on
An 81 and An 83, but they embraced a larger part of
the girth of the krater than on An 225. The rim and
An 105 ARYBALLOS,BLACK FIGURED. PI. 74. neck are closer to An 225, though this small, mean
C-62-615(basket34). RestoredH. 0.127, D. 0.121. krater might be nearly contemporary with An 83.
Entirely black glazed. Added color on rim: a white
Light buff clay; black glaze-paint.Four groups of
line
at the inner edge and white dot-cluster rosettes
joined fragments,not joining one another,restoredin
red centers, spaced at intervals. Banding: ww
with
plasteron the evidenceof figureddecorationand curbelow
the handle roots.
vature.Fragmentsof all partsbut the bottom are preend of or late in Early Corinthian, as the
Context:
served.
last.
The aryballosmay have been round or flat bot-

tomed; its size is not quitedecisivelylarge,but at this
size a roundaryballosshouldbe squatter.
Around the mouth and shoulder: petal rosettes.
Edge of rim of mouth: dots. Back of handle:zigzag.
On the body, its head centeredoppositethe handle,a
panther-birdwith spreadwings;the wingsmeet at the
back, and a largesimpleincisedrosettefillsthe V thus
formed.Thereare, further,only two tiny plus-incised
rosettesnearthe panther'shead.Addedred is applied
to alternatebands in the wings, which, like the panther'scheeks,are furtherembellishedwith white dots.
Late in EarlyCorinthian.

An 108 KOTYLE, BLACK FIGURED.
Fig. 2, Pls. 65, 100.
C-62-469 (baskets 34-56). H. 0.122, D. at lip 0.156,
taking the largest diameter (the shape is distorted),
D. of foot 0.079.
Pale buff clay; black glaze-paint. The added red is a
purple-pink color. Fragmentary, completed in plaster;
full profile, and both handles, preserved.
The cup is tall on a narrow base, but not so slender
as An 86, for the shape expands more, the breadth at
the lip being due only in part to distortion (the cup
burst open at the back during firing). The foot-ring is
An 106 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKGLAZED. less developed than on An 86. The kotyle is of light,
P1. 53. delicate manufacture.
Canonical syntax, with squiggles in the handle zone
D.
0.173.
C-62-467(baskets34-42). P.H. 0.105,
and
a true animal frieze below. In the frieze: swan
in
Lightbuff clay; black glaze-paint,flaking places.
raised wings) to r., between male sirens (with
(with
Fragmentary,the larger parts of the mouth, neck,
sickle
wings), between a lion, on the right, and a
shoulder,and handlepreserved.
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panther, on the left; on the back, between the hindquarters of the felines, a bird to r. Profuse use of added
red, including red dots on the birds' necks. The incised
line is light, and details are rendered painstakingly.
The filling ornament is fairly dense: simple incised
rosettes, dots, one double-centered rosette, and several
rectangular and triangular incised fillers. The rays at
the base are done with great care; they are solid but
sharp pointed, of equal size, tangent at their bases,
and set on a fine line in glaze-paint.
Late in Early Corinthian. Stylistically unrelated,
though a spoiled pot, to the rest of the potters' dump
in the well.
An 109 CORINTH OINOCHOE, UNFIGURED.
PI. 59.
C-62-470 (baskets 34-61). P.H. 0.132, D. 0.153.
Light, greenish buff clay; traces of glaze-paint are
dark, brownish gray. Fragmentary, the body completed in plaster; the mouth and all but the base of the
neck and root of the handle are lacking.
Tall globular shape on a fairly narrow foot-ring. The
neck was very broad (0.096 m.), almost equal to the
foot (0.097 m.) in diameter. The handle is not quite a
flat strap but oval in section.
Entirely reserved, except for a narrow band on the
shoulder at the joint of the neck and a broad zone of
glaze-paint on the body, beginning below the handle
root.
Context: late in Early Corinthian.

servingthe full height of the knob but none of the
stemjoining it to its lid.
The knob came from a low conical lid of the type
and size of CorinthKP 2, from the Potters'Quarter,
but it is tallerand narrowerthanthat (later)knob.The
section of the wall visible in the fragmentarystate of
An 111 showsthe characteristic
thin top (it usuallyhas
a vent hole in the center-not preservedhere) and
thickerbottom,to whichthe stem attached:the knob
was 'thrown'by the potterrightside up.
Part of a ring in glaze-paintis preservedat the top;
on the wall of the knob, from the top, two bands; a
zone of pendant,brushstroketongues;a bandof polychromy(wRw)over black; a zone of steppedzigzags;
and four rows of checkerboardpattern,boundedby
bands. There was no furtherdecoration,the section
showingthat the wall is preservedto within a millimeterof the bottom.
Probably Protocorinthian;cf. Perachora,II, nos.
1264 and 1267, pl. 56. Context: late in Early Corinthian or beginningof MiddleCorinthian,as the last.

An 112 BLACK-GLAZEDKOTYLE.
P1.65.
C-62-471(basket36). H. 0.083, est. D. at lip 0.110,
D. of foot 0.065.
Pale buffclay; darkgrayto reddishdarkgrayglazepaint. Fragmentary;less than half of the cup (the foot
is complete)is preserved,but with the full profileand
one handle.
Small. The foot-ringis fairly broad but small and
neat. The tooling of the foot-ring is exceptional,
An 110 POWDER-PYXIS LID WITH CONVEN- roundedat the edge.
TIONAL DECORATION.
P1. 73.
Canonicalsyntax, except that there are no rays in
C-62-611 (basket 35). H. 0.039, est. D. 0.085.
the reservedzone at the base. The exteriorof the footLight, warm buff clay; brown glaze-paint. Frag- ring is black; above this, the line markingthe joint of
base and foot-ringis reserved,definedby a thin line
ment, preserving part of the top and side of the lid.
The shape does not differ greatly from that of An just above the offset (on which rays usuallywould be
151, but the moldings at top and bottom are a little set).Polychromebanding:wrrwbelowthe handlesand
more elaborate, and the lid is a little shorter in pro- abovethe zone at the base; w on the inside of the lip.
Carefulwork throughout.
portion to its diameter.
On the top, preserved: groups of radiating squiggles
Context:as the last two.

bounded by concentric rings. On the vertical face: red
bands over glaze-paint on the moldings; between
them, groups of squiggles make "triglyphs," and birds
in silhouette technique occupy the "metopes."
Context: late in Early Corinthian or beginning of
Middle Corinthian, as An 103, An 104. Cf. the late MC
examples from a grave at Examilia (see under An 151).
A powder pyxis in the De Young Museum, San Francisco (acq. no. 64.13.2 a-b) resembles An 110; it must
be contemporary and, probably, from the same workshop.

An 111 KNOB FROM LARGE PYXIS LID. PI. 73.
C-62-893 (baskets 35, 36). H. 0.064, W. 0.054.
Light buff clay; dull, brownish black glaze-paint.
Added red and white, Three joined fragments, pre-

An 113 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKGLAZED.
P1. 53.

C-62-472(baskets36-73). H. 0.216, H. with handle
0.255, D. 0.183.

Light buff clay; black to brown glaze-paint,partly
purplish,flakingin places.Fragmentary,completedin
plaster.The handleis defective;the whole mouthand
neck is bent forward,pullingthe handlefromits root.
ThisoinochoeresemblesAn 137whichis moreangular at the shoulderand has a shorter,though similar
neck. Also, the foot-ring of An 137 is narrowerand
more nearlystraightsided, and its mouth is largerin
proportionto the neck.
Canonicalsyntax.Added color in tongueincisions:
R..Y...

Polychrome banding: wRww below the

CATALOGUE
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tonguesand belowthe maximumdiameter,wrwabove perhapsyellow. Polychromebanding: wRww below
the rays.The rays are neat and tangentat theirbases. the tongues,wwRwwabove the rays. The rays, where
Context: Late in Early Corinthian,as An 117, An preserved,are neat and widelyspaced.
Context:late in EarlyCorinthian,as An 113.
121, An 122.
An 114 BLACK-GLAZEDKOTYLE.

An 117 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKFIGURED.
Pls. 53, 98.
C-62-477(baskets38-46). H. 0.217, D. 0.183.
Lightbuffclay; the glaze-paintis brownishblackto
brown(wherethin), in part flakingbadly.Added red.
Fragmentary,the body completedin plaster;most of
the mouthand the handleare lacking.Justleft of the
handle,the full profileis preserved.
The shoulderis ratherhigh and angular.The truncated conicalneck is short.The foot is tall and nearly
straightsided.
Canonicalsyntax,with a singleanimalfriezeon the
shoulder.In the frieze:swan(withspreadwings)to 1.,
betweenpanthers.Added red: on the necks and the
noses of the panthers,in the wing bows and on the
neck (red dots) of the swan. Filling ornament:simple
incisedrosettesof varyingsize, not very dense. Polychromebanding:wRw belowthe friezeand abovethe
An 115 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKGLAZED. rays. The rays are carefullydrawn,sharppointedbut
PI. 53. not attenuated,and spacedat ratherwide intervals.
C-62-474(baskets39-45). H. 0.225, H. with handle
Late in EarlyCorinthian.
D.
0.172.
0.260,
Lightbuff clay; the glaze-paint,wherepreserved,is An 118 MINIATURE KOTYLEIN SILHOUETTE
Pls. 63, 112.
nearlyblack. Fragmentary,completedin plaster;one TECHNIQUE.
lobe of the mouthis lacking.
C-62-619(baskets39-42). H. 0.047, est. D. at lip
Broad-based model (cf. An 85, An 101, An 186). The 0.060, D. of foot 0.026.
Pinkishbuffclay; red-brownglaze-paint.The larger
body is taller,moreovoid, thanthat of An 85; the foot
is narrower,the neckmoreconcavein profile,the lobes part is preserved,mendedfrom fragments,including
of the mouthlargerin proportionto the neckand more one handle.
The shapedoes not differgreatlyfrom An 238, exflaring.
Canonicalsyntax.The tongue incisionsare straight cept in the profileof the foot-ring(see P1. 112).
andrathercloselyspaced.Addedcolorin tonguezone:
On the exterior:at the lip, a band; in the handle
not preserved.Polychromebanding:wrrrwpreserved zone, groupsof squiggles;in the frieze(boundedabove
abovethe rays.The rays are carefullydrawn,narrow and below by pairs of bands),coursinghoundsto r.,
and sharp but not attenuated,and spaced at short in silhouettetechnique;in the reservedzone at the
intervals.
base,not rays,as on An 238, but anotherpairof bands.
Context:late in EarlyCorinthian,as An 113.
Foot-ring:blackglazed.
Context:late in EarlyCorinthian;cf. the last. One
An 116 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACK GLAZED. of a cache of coursing-houndkotylai(see p. 97).
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Fig. 1, PI. 65.
C-62-473(baskets38-41). H. 0.099, D. at lip 0.127,
D. of foot 0.049.
Buff clay; mostly black, partly brownish, glazepaint. Fragmentary,completedin plaster.
Small; distinctlytall and narrowat the base (compare An 112). The fabric is delicate,the profilecarefully considered.
Canonicalsyntax. The exteriorof the foot-ring is
black,andthe raysspringdirectlyfromit, as on An 150
but not An 112 and An 71. Polychromebanding:wRw
below the handles and above the rays; ww on the
interior of the lip. Among the rays, a single, thin
verticalline; squigglylines in this position are quite
common.
Context:late in EarlyCorinthian,as the last.

P. 53.

C-62-476(baskets38-42). H. 0.225, H. with handle
0.242, D. 0.172.
Light buff clay; fugitive glaze-paint, dark gray
where preserved.Fragmentary,completedin plaster;
part of the mouthis lackingon one side.
The body is regularlyproportioned,with a rather
low, roundedshoulder.The neck is fairlynarrow;the
profileof the mouth,which does not flareexcessively,
is continuouswiththe neck.Thehandleis ratherheavy.
The foot-ringis small and neat, spreadingslightly.
Canonical syntax. The tongue incisions tend to
whirl. Added color in tongue zone: some red, others

An 119 MINIATURE KOTYLEIN SILHOUETTE
Pls. 63, 112.
TECHNIQUE.
C-62-620(baskets 40-42). P.H. 0.032, D. of foot
0.033.
Light, pinkish buff clay; red-brown glaze-paint.
Joinedfragmentsof the lower part of a kotyle.
The shape seemsto have been broaderand heavier
than that of An 118. The foot-ringis roughlytooled.
On the exterior:in the frieze,(preserved)part of a
coursinghound(?)and evenlydistributed"hailstone"
filling ornament;below the frieze, two bands and a
zone of rays;amongthe rays,smallbirdsin silhouette,
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Addedred. Fragmentary,completedin plaster,except
for the lobes of the mouth.
Theshape,withfullyroundedshoulder,is compatible
with the datingsuggestedby the figurestyle. Both the
An 120 OINOCHOE (?), SEMI-GLAZED.
PI. 59. neck and the foot are only moderatelynarrow.The
profile of neck and mouth is continuous.The footC-62-478 (baskets 39-44). P.H. 0.136, D. 0.210.
is
tall and nearlystraightsided.
Light buff clay; fugitive glaze-paint, black where ring fairly
Canonical
syntax,with a singleanimalfriezeon the
preserved. Fragmentary, the body partly completed in
In
the
shoulder.
frieze,reading1.to r. fromthe handle:
plaster; the upper part of the body, neck, mouth, and
lion
to
duck
r.,
(with raised wing) to 1., siren (with
handle are lacking.
to r., pantherto 1.,and, belowthe
sickle
wings)
Globular body on a small, narrow foot. Consider- spread
small
bird
raisedwing)to r. Moderately
handle,
(with
ably larger than a Corinth oinochoe, its capacity and
dense
medium-sizedsimple incised
ornament:
filling
fabric are comparable with An 218. Below the maxifew
with
a
and a small, unincisedplus.
dots
rosettes,
mum diameter, a broad band; the foot-ring, also, is
red:
in
Added
the
faces,
necks,
wing bows, shoulders,
black.
of
haunches
animals.
and
the
ribs,
PolychromebandContext: late in EC; cf. An 117, An 121.
ing: wRww below the frieze and wwRwwabove the
rays. The rays are tall and sharp pointed but not
An 121 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, BLACK FIGURED.
attenuated.
Pls. 53, 106.
Late in EarlyCorinthian;for the style, see p. 87.
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upside down (cf. An 166, An 228, An 229). The footring is black-glazed.
Context: late in Early Corinthian, as An 118.

C-62-479 (baskets 39-46). H. 0.218, D. 0.195.
Light buff clay; fugitive glaze-paint, dark gray where
preserved. Fragmentary, the handle lacking, the rest
completed in plaster.
Among oinochoai from the well, the shape is atypical; the maximum diameter falls very low, so that the
shoulder is long and sloping. The neck is very short,
its profile continuous with the mouth. The foot-ring is
broad and rather heavy, spreading slightly.
Canonical syntax, with a single figured frieze on the
shoulder. In the frieze, komasts, from 1. to r.: lifting
oinochoe from stool; carrying two cups, a kotyle (?)
and a kantharos (?), toward a large krater (with a
kylix sitting on its rim); lifting oinochoe from a stool,
to fill it from the krater; dancing; two confronted,
tending an eschara; two in succession, leading dogs on
leashes toward the eschara (the second dog is under the
handle root). The filling ornament is rather dense and
very careless, often mingling with the figurework; it
includes simple incised, parallel-incised, and unincised rosettes. Added color: mostly gone. There are
traces of red bands near the maximum diameter and
above the rays, and the exterior of the foot-ring is red,
over black.
Late in Early Corinthian. Very crude style, but
imaginative in its treatment of the subject. Should
another by the same hand be found, the artist should
be called the Glendi Painter, for what the frieze represents is in modern Greek a glendi.

An 123 KOTYLE,BLACKFIGURED.
P1.65.
C-62-481(baskets40-48). H. 0.132, D. at lip 0.179,
D. of foot 0.077.
Buffclay; brownishblackglaze-paint.Fragmentary,
completedin plaster;one handleis lacking.
The shapeexpandsrapidlyfroma narrowbase. The
foot-ringis fairlytall and spreadsslightly.The vase is
dentedon one side, and the missinghandle seems to
have come off cleanly (a welljoined handle, like a
kylixfoot, takespart of the wall with it whenit breaks
away).
Canonicalsyntax, with real zigzags, not squiggles,
in the handlezone and an animalfrieze.In the frieze:
crouchingpantherto r. and bull to 1. (confronted);
betweentheir hindquarterson the back, a bird (with
raisedwing)to 1. The fillingornament,as gross as the
figurework,includesdouble-centered,single-centered,
and simple incised rosettes, dots, parallel-incisedfillers, and a wretchedfan-shapedfiller. Added red is
applied carelessly.The rays at the base are tall and
sharp, spacedat wide and irregularintervals;among
them, on the back, is a thin line (cf. An 114).
Late in EarlyCorinthian.

An 124 FRAGMENTOF CLOSEDVASE, BLACK
PI. 71.
FIGURED.
C-62-612(basket41). H. 0.040, W. 0.055.
Pale buff clay; dull black glaze-paint,crazed and
flaking.Thefragmentcomesfroma friezeon the body,
An 122 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, BLACK FIGURED.
probablyof an oinochoe.
At the top, black with red and white bands; in the
Pls. 53, 95, 107.
C-62-480 (baskets 39-48, 74, 77). H. 0.240, H. with frieze,the horn of a goat facing a panther'shead. Of
the filling ornament,two uninciseddots and, at far
handle 0.299, D. 0.204.
Light buff clay; the glaze-paint is mostly black. In left, the edge of a largerfiller.Added red is used on
part of the animal frieze, it is flaked away; in the the panther'sneck.
Latein EarlyCorinthian.
black zone on the body, it is cracked and crazed.
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An 125 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, BLACK GLAZED.
PI. 53.
C-62-482 (baskets 41-46, 48-52). P.H. 0.186, D.
0.167.
Pale buff clay, slightly pinkish on one side; firm,
mostly black glaze-paint. Fragmentary, the body completed in plaster; the handle and most of the mouth
are lacking.
Rather small. The shape is unexceptional in its context. The foot-ring is fairly tall but spreads only
moderately.
Canonical syntax. The tongue incisions are very
heavy and tend to whirl. Added color in tongue zone:
a few red and white. Polychrome banding: wwrrww
below the tongues and above the rays, rwr below the
maximum diameter. The rays are rather narrow and
sharp pointed, spaced at short intervals.
Context: late in Early Corinthian; cf. An 127.

An126 FRAGMENT OF ARYBALLOS, BLACK
FIGURED.
Pls. 73, 108.
C-62-895 (baskets 42-49). H. 0.095, W. 0.132.
Light buff clay; dull black glaze-paint, mostly gone,
so that the presence of added red is deducible only
from the different discoloration of adjacent areas. Six
joined fragments, preserving a minor portion of the
wall of a spherical closed vase, almost certainly an
abnormally large, probably flat-bottomed aryballos,
the decoration, also, being typical for that shape.
The decoration covered the body of the vase. What
remains is the hind part of an avian with raised wings,
probably a siren. All the rest of the surface is crowded
with large simple incised rosettes and with "echo"
fillers, which closely follow the contours of the creature and of the rosettes; only narrow channels remain
in a bog of black glaze. Added red was probably used
in the lower division of the wing bow and on alternate
feathers in the wings.
Late in Early Corinthian. Highly competent, heavy
style developmentally consistent with its context of
potters' dump vases. Note the absence of doublecentered rosettes and of petal divisions on the ends of
the "echo" fillers, elaborations characteristic of MC
work of this kind.

123

on An 163. The foot-ring spreadsemphatically;this
oinochoeis from deeperin the fill than any otherwith
an equallyspreadingfoot-ring.
Canonicalsyntax,with a friezeon the shoulder.In
the frieze,reading1. to r. from the handle:ruminant
to r., pantherto I., bird (with folded wing) to r. The
animals have added red on necks, ribs, haunches,
bellies, and wing. The filling ornamentis not dense;
it includes dot-and-ring fillers (matia), dots, and four

simple incised rosettes. Polychromebanding: wRw
below the frieze, below the maximumdiameter,and
above the rays. The rays are neat, sharppointed,and
closely spaced.
Late in EarlyCorinthian.By the Mati Painter(see
p. 86).
An 128 BOTTOM OF OINOCHOE (?), BLACK
PI. 52.
GLAZED.
C-62-484(baskets 43-61). P.H. 0.099, D. of foot
0.091.

Pale, greenishbuff clay; fugitiveglaze-paint,dull
black where preserved.Mendedparts of the bottom
thirdof a vase, apparentlya trefoiloinochoe.
The foot-ringis fairlyshort and straightsided.
Canonicalsyntax.Added color: not preserved.The
raysare fairlyneat,narrow,sharp,and closelyspaced.
Context: Late in Early Corinthian(cf. the last),
with whichas muchas remainsis perfectlyconsistent.

An 129 KOTYLE,BLACK FIGURED.
Pls. 65, 100, 112.
C-62-485(baskets43-62). H. 0.148, D. at lip 0.188,
D. of foot 0.083.
Lightbuff to pinkishbuff clay; blackto red-brown
glaze-paint,both colors flakingbadly. Fragmentary,
completedin plaster;one handlelackingand restored.
Apart from the foot-ring, similar to An 86, but
larger,heavier,and broaderat the lip. For the footring,cf. An 123 and An 133.
Canonicalsyntax, without a conventionalhandle
zone. (A) a largebullto 1.(hisbackrunningoffthe vase
at the lip); (B) feline(lion?)to 1., with raisedforepaw,
on whichis percheda birdto r., and siren(withspread
wings) to 1. The figuresleave little space for filling
ornament:simple incised rosettes, small blobs, and
some irregularshapes. The rays are carefullydrawn
An 127 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, BLACK FIGURED.
and very large, contiguous at their bases, earlierPls. 53, 92.
lookingthan on An 86.
C-62-483 (baskets 43-62). H. 0.209, H. with handle
Late in Early Corinthian.Apprenticework? The
0.258, D. 0.190.
drawingis rather painstakingbut gross and inconLight, warm buff clay; black glaze-paint, streaked sistent.The bull, in particular,suggestsan apprentice
with brown on lower half of vase. Fragmentary, com- hand, and the
figureson the reverseare incongruous
pleted in plaster.
with it.

The vase is round-shouldered, but the shoulder is
exceptionally high in comparison with oinochoai with
similar basket numbers, and the frieze on it is uncommonly short (for the profile, cf. An 163 by the same
hand). The mouth and neck are slightly narrowerthan

An 130 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKFIGURED.
Pls. 52, 94.
C-62-486(baskets44-48). H. 0.212, H. with handle
0.266, D. 0.194.
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Light buff clay; black glaze-paint, mostly gone.
Fragmentary,completedin plaster, except for parts
of the mouth.
The vase is round shouldered, broader in the
shoulderthan An 134 and An 173, to which it is related. The neck is short and flares directlyinto the
mouth. The handle is ratherheavy. The foot-ring is
narrowand nearlystraightsided.
Canonicalsyntax,with a single frieze on the body.
The tongueincisionsare straight.In the animalfrieze,
reading1.to r. fromthe handle:goat to r., pantherto 1.,
bull to r., panther(?) to 1. The filling ornamentconsists of simpleincisedrosettes;it is moderatelydense.
Scanttraces of added color. The rays at the base are
smalland sharppointed,spacedat shortintervals.
Late in Early Corinthian.In the manner of, and
close to, the SynetheiaPainter (see pp. 86-87); cf.
especiallyAn 134.

An 131 KOTYLE,BLACKFIGURED. Pls. 64, 112.
C-62-487(baskets44-56). H. 0.085, D. at lip 0.118,
D. of foot 0.044.
Buff clay; black glaze-paint.No added red. Fragmentary, completed in plaster, the handles mostly
restored.
Small.Spoiledbecausemisshapen(oval viewedfrom
above).The shapeexpandsrapidlyfroma narrowbase
on a smallfoot-ring.For the foot-ring,cf. An 150.
Canonical syntax, with conventionalsquiggles in
the handle zone and an animal frieze. In the frieze:
pantherto r., duck (or goose) to r., pantherto r. The
filling ornamentis not dense: simple incised rosettes
and dots.
Late in EarlyCorinthian.Crude,perfunctorywork.
An132 KOTYLE OR KOTYLE-PYXIS,BLACK
FIGURED.
PI. 71.
C-62-608(basket45).Offragment,H. 0.065,W.0.081.
Light buff clay; dull black glaze-paint.Wall fragment, reachingneitherlip nor base.
The fragmentis from a large, rather thin-walled
kotyle shape.
Preservedin the frieze, 1. to r.: the forepawsof a
feline to r., the largerpart (lackingface and wingtip)
of a seatedsphinxto r., the tail of an avian to r. The
fillingornamentis not dense;thereare two simpleincisedrosettes(andpart of a third)and two fan-shaped
fillers(the smallerone unincised).The animalssit on a
band in glaze-paint;below this, a zone of dot-cluster
rosettes.(cf. Payne, pl. 22: 4, NC 701, which it also
resemblesstylistically.)The incised lines are executed
with an unusuallyfine point (the style is undistinguished).Addedred is preservedonly in the wingbow
of the sphinx.
Latter half of Early Corinthian.Part of the fragmentaryfine ware (see pp. 96-99); unlikemost of the
rest of this material,it looks a little earlierthan its
contextof potters'dump;cf. the foregoingandAn 134.

An 133 BLACK-GLAZEDKOTYLE.
P1.64.
C-62-488(baskets45-58). H. 0.128, D. at lip 0.164,
D. of foot 0.078.
Greenishbuff clay; traces of dull, greenishbrown
glaze-paint.Fragmentary,completedin plaster; one
handlepartlyrestored.
For the shape,the foot-ringin particular,cf. An 129,
whichis a little larger.
Canonical syntax. No added color is preserved.
The raysare smalland sharppointed,tangentat their
bases.
Context:latein EarlyCorinthian;cf. An 127- An131.
An 134 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKFIGURED.
Pls. 52, 93.
C-62-489(baskets45-64). H. 0.218, D. 0.187.
Light, greenishocher clay; dull, light brownglazepaint. Added red, firedto darkgray. In places on the
surface, a bright pinkish deposit. Fragmentary,the
body completedin plaster;the handleand half of the
mouth, neck, and shoulderare lacking. The wall is
badlydentedat the back.
The vase is fairlyroundshouldered;cf. An 130. For
the mouth and neck, cf. An 154 (the animal style is
also related).For the narrowfoot, compare both of
these. Chronologically,compare the broader, but
equallyshortand straight-sidedfoot-ringof An 138.
Canonicalsyntax,with a singleanimalfriezeon the
body. The tongue incisions are straightand closely
spaced.In the frieze,reading1. to r. from the position
of the handle:swan(withraisedwing)to r., goat to r.,
lion to 1., bull to r. Filling ornament:simple incised
and plus-incisedrosettes, moderatelydense. Added
red: on the necksand belliesof the animals.No color
was added in the tongues on the shoulder(for this
peculiarity,cf. An 173, by the same hand; on An 87,
the glaze-paintis gone from the shoulder,and the use
of colorin the tonguescannotbe determined).Therays
at the base are small and sharp pointed, spaced at
short intervals.
Late in EarlyCorinthian.By the SynetheiaPainter
(see pp. 86-87).
An 135 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKGLAZED.
PI. 52.
C-62-490(baskets38, 45-71, 78, 79). H. 0.198, H.
with handle0.248, D. 0.168.
Light, warm buff clay; black glaze-paint, with
slight sheen. Fragmentary,completedin plaster, except for parts of the lobes of the mouth, which are
lacking.
For the shape,cf. An 152 and see p. 90.
All-blacksyntax, without rays at the base (cf. An
188, An207, An 59). Added color in tongue zone:
R.Y. (the yellow thin brushstrokes).Polychrome
banding:wwrrrww(very fine, closely spaced) below
the tongues and below the maximum diameter,
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wwrrwwat the base just above the joint of the footring; note that on An 188 and An 207 these bands are
higher,in the same position as they would occupy if
therewereraysat the base.
Context:late in EarlyCorinthian;cf. the last.
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the bird's wing were later found in the lots of coarse
sherdsfor baskets80 and 87.). H. 0.215, D. 0.182.
Olive-greenclay; green-brownand green-grayglazepaint, crazed and blistered.This is the most badly
overfiredof the mendablefiguredvases; the shape is
distortedby heat and dented, the clay reducedto a
crumblyconsistency,with no tensile strength,especiallyin the upperhalf of the vase. Fragmentary,reinforced and partly completedin plaster. The handle,
most of the mouth,half of the neck,and nearlyhalf of
the body arelacking.
The shapeis slightlyangularat the maximumdiameter, below which the body is not markedlyconvex,
but the shoulderis long, sloping, and rounded.The
neck is short, the mouth distinct,offset with a slight
molding.The foot-ringis sturdy,but not broad, and
straightsided. Cf. An 216.
Canonicalsyntax,witha singlefriezeontheshoulder.
Preservedin the frieze: duck (with raisedwing) to r.
and pantherto r. The filling ornamentis moderately
dense: simple incised and plus-incisedrosettes and
incised squaresand triangles.The rays are tall and
quite narrow,their tips attenuatedto a thin line, and
spacedat intervalsnearlyequalto theirbases.
Fairly late in Early Corinthian(but cf. An 216).
By the Lowie Painter(see pp. 84-85).
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An 136 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKFIGURED.
Pls. 52, 99, 106.
C-62-491(baskets45-72). H. 0.145, D. 0.144.
Pale buff clay, with a very slight greenish cast;
fugitiveglaze-paint,gone from half of the vase, black
and brown(wherethin). Fragmentary,the body completed in plaster;the handle and most of the mouth
are lacking.
Small. The shape is aberrant.The shoulderis very
high and angular.The neck is short and extremely
broad,the foot-ringtall and narrow.
Canonicalsyntax,with two friezes:I, bull to r., lion
(walkingfore, seatedaft) to 1., bird (with raisedwing)
to r., facingbird(withfolded wing);II, lion to 1., bird
(with raisedwing)to 1., floralcomplex(withlong tendrils extending1. and r.), female figure(in red robe,
holdingaxe and blowingon [?]a pine branch[?]as if it
werea flute)to r., goat to r. The fillingornamentis not
dense; it includes simple incised and plus-incised
rosettes.The rays at the base are tall and narrow,but
not attenuated.The subjectmatter, with the female
figureand floral complex quite unrelatedto the ani- An 139 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKFIGURED.
Pls. 52, 103.
mals, is odd, and the style is untutored,ratherthan
C-62-494(baskets45-62 and [?]68). P.H. 0.212, D.
perfunctory.
Late in Early Corinthian,judging by the animals 0.203.
and the potter'swork.
Pale buff clay; black glaze-paint,preservedonly in
one spot on the handle. Fragmentary,completedin
An 137 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKGLAZED. plaster,exceptfor the foot, whichis lacking.
For the shape,compareAn 148 by the same potter
P1. 52.
C-62-492(baskets46-62). H. 0.214, H. with handle and the same painter;these stand apart from other
oinochoaifrom the well. They are broad and sturdy,
0.258, D. 0.179.
Pale buff clay; brownish black glaze-paint,with more rounded below the maximum diameter than
above it. The neck is short and straight,the mouth
slight sheen.Fragmentary,completedin plaster.
The shapeis distinguishedby angularityand lack of very sharplyoffset.
Canonicalsyntax,witha singlefriezeontheshoulder.
convexity;eventhe slopingshoulderis hardlyrounded.
The neck is narrowand markedlyconcavein profile. In the frieze;goat facingseatedlion. The fillingornaThe foot-ringis uncommonlytall, straightsided, and ment is moderatelydense: simple incised rosettes,
distinctly beveled at the edge. For relationshipswith plus-incisedrosettes,and fillersincisedwith chevrons
earlierand later oinochoai,see p. 71.
crossedby pairs of parallellines.
Canonicalsyntax.The tongueincisionsare straight.
Late in Early Corinthian.By the PighadhiPainter
Added color in tongue zone: RR. . RR.. . Polychrome (see p. 87).
banding:wwRww (the ww mergingin places) below
the tonguesandwRw abovethe rays.The rays are tall An 140 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKFIGURED.
and mostlynarrow,tangentat theirbases.
Pls. 52, 88.
Context:late in EarlyCorinthian;cf. An 134.
C-62-495(baskets47-58). H. 0.203, H. with handle
0.253, D. 0.172.
An 138 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKFIGURED.
Light, creamybuff clay; dull black, crazed glazePls. 52, 90. paint, very fugitive.Fragmentary,completedin plasC-62-493(baskets"ca. 47"; specificnumberswere ter.
not recorded,probablybecausethe fragmentscrumble
The profile is notably "soft", without emphatic
underthe pressureof a pencil. Four tiny fragmentsin articulations,typicalof the groupto whichit belongs.
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For the profileof the foot-ringalone, cf. also An 158.
The foot-ring is rather tall, slightly spreading,and
distinctlybevel-edged.
Canonicalsyntax,with a single frieze on the body.
The tongueincisionstend slightlyto whirl(theiradded
color is not preserved).In the frieze, reading1. to r.
fromthe handle:pantherto r., lion to 1.,pantherto r.,
lion to r., pantherto r., lion to 1., and a pair of confronted felines (lions?).The filling ornamentconsists
of randomblobs, some of them plus-incised.The rays
are fairlyslender,nearlytangentat their bases.
Late in Early Corinthian.The worst of the OAO
Group, some of which may be by one hand (see pp.
83-84).

rosettesand three uninciseddots. The rays are small
and carefullydrawn,spacedat short intervals.
Latterhalf of EarlyCorinthian.For the relationship
of the style to the SynetheiaPainter,see p. 87. The
style and the shape suggest that the depth given by
baskets 48-67 (ratherthan the single fragmentfrom
27) indicatesthe chronologicalposition of this oinochoe.
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An 143 OLPE,BLACKFIGURED.
Pls. 57, 89.
C-62-446(baskets mostly 53-70; single fragments
from 22 and 27). H. 0.232, D. 0.136.
Light,slightlypinkishbuffclay; mostlyblackglazepaint, brown in places. Added red, well preserved.
Fragmentary,completed in plaster, except for the
An 141 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKFIGURED. handle,whichis lacking.
PI. 51.
The body is slendererthan at the beginningof EC.
C-62-496 (baskets 47-78). P.H. 0.134, D. of foot
Canonicalsyntax,analogousto that of the standard
0.116.
oinochoe,with tongueincisions,two friezes,and rays
Palebuffclay; blackglaze-paint(brownwherethin), at the base. Added color in tongue zone: RR..(.).
flakingin places. Fragmentary,preservedon one side Polychrome banding: wrw...wrw below the tongues,
from the foot to the shoulder, partly completed in wrrrrwbetweenthe friezesand above the rays. In the
plaster.
friezes,reading1. to r. from the handle:I, goat to r.,
Broader-basedvariantof the standardtrefoil oino- pantherto 1., felineto r., crouchingpantherto I., lion
choe, the profilenotablyconvextowardthe base. The to r., pantherto 1.; II, lion to r., pantherto i., lion to
foot-ringis short and neat.
r., pantherto r., pantherto 1., pantherto r., panther
Canonicalsyntax,witha singlefriezeon the shoulder. to 1. Added red on the animals' necks and bellies.
Preservedin the frieze:part of bird(withfoldedwing) Moderatelydensefillingornament:nondescriptsimple
to 1. The filling ornamentis not dense; it includes incisedrosettes.
simple and plus-incisedrosettes and a delta-incised Latterhalf of Early Corinthian.One of the OAO
filler. Polychromebanding: wrw below the frieze, Group (see pp. 83-84). On the single fragmentsfrom
wrrw above the rays, and red (over black) on the 22 and 27, cf. the last.
foot-ring.The rays are neat, short and sharppointed,
spacedat short intervals.
P1.69.
Latter half of Early Corinthian;cf. An 138. The An 144 SMALLBLACK-GLAZEDCUP.
H.
at
D.
C-62-497
0.056,
0.106,
lip
48-51).
(baskets
delta-incised filler suggests, however tenuously, a
D.
of
foot
0.038.
relationshipto the group of the Lowie Painter (see
Light buff clay; dark gray glaze-paint(whereprepp. 84-85).
served).Fragmentary,completedin plaster.
The lip is verticaland hardlyoffset,the bowl fairly
An 142 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, BLACK FIGURED.
The foot-ringis narrow.The cup was shoddyto
deep.
Pls. 51, 95.
with, and the bottom crackedduringfiring(the
begin
C-62-451 (baskets 48-67, and one from 27). H.
commonest
causeof suchcrackingis insufficientwedg0.209, D. 0.181.
of
the
leavingsmallair pockets).
ing
clay,
Pale buff clay; dark brown glaze-paint,in places
Black
glazed,
exceptfor a narrowreservedband in
almost purplish.Fragmentary,completedin plaster,
handle
zone.
the
exceptfor the handle,most of whichis lacking.
Context: latter half of Early Corinthian.For the
The effectof compactnessin the shapeis due to the
of the shape, see pp. 80-81.
development
low, roundedshoulderand the short,fairlywide neck,
which flaresimmediatelyinto a large, broad mouth.
Pls. 57, 88.
The diameterof the neck (0.073) is almost equal to An 145 OLPE, BLACK FIGURED.
C-62-498(baskets48-67). H. 0.249, D. 0.137.
that of the foot (0.078). The foot-ring is small and
Pale buff clay; fugitive black glaze-paint. Fragneat.
on
shoulder.
with
a
frieze
the
Canonicalsyntax,
mentary(nearlycomplete,except for the handle and
single
a
frieze
and
above
wRw
below
the
piece of the lip), completedin plaster.
Polychromebanding:
An 145 is still slendererthan An 143, whichit otherthe rays. In the frieze: goat facing panther,both exThe
ornawise
resembles.The rather flaccid profile is characand
short
filling
legged.
tremelyelongated
ment is not dense: simple incised and plus-incised teristicof the group (cf. also the oinochoeAn 140).
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Syntax, as An 143. In the friezes, reading 1. to r.
fromthe positionof the handle:I, lion to r., goat to r.,
pantherto 1.,goatto r., swanto r.; II, lionto r. (underthe
handle),swan to r., pantherto r., siren (with spread
wings) as a centerpiece,pantherto 1., pantherto r.
The filling ornamentis not dense; it includes simple
incised and plus-incisedblobs and several irregular
shapes adaptingthemselvesto the contours of the
animals.The addedcolor is poorlypreserved.
Latter half of Early Corinthian.One of the OAO
Group(see pp. 83-84).

An 146 OLPE (?), BLACK FIGURED.
Pls. 57, 91, 103.
C-62-499(baskets48-78). P.H. 0.175, D. 0.184, D.
of foot 0.102.
Buff clay; black and brownishblack glaze-paint,
flaking badly. Fragmentary,the lower half, to the
heightpreserved,completedin plaster.
The shape sags too much and is too heavy walled
for an olpe, but it resemblesnothingelse. If an olpe,
it was very large. Grosslymisshapenand dented.
Part of an animal frieze is preserved,with a deep
zone of black below it. Polychromebanding: wrw
below the frieze and above the reservedzone at the
base.At the base, the reservedzone containsa broad
black horizontal band instead of rays (cf. An 216).
Preservedin the frieze:hind feet of felineto 1.,lion to
r., bull to r., lion to 1., lowerhalf of bull to r. Added
red in the shoulders,ribs, and bellies. The filling
ornamentis moderatelydense;it includessimpleincised
and plus-incisedrosettesand a few unincisedtrefoil
blobs.
Later than central Early Corinthian.Associable
with CompanionA of the Lowie Painter(see p. 85).
The configurationsof the lions and bulls unmistakably hark back to Late Protocorinthian(note especially the slenderbody and long legs of the bull and
the lions' heads), but the filling ornamentand the
mannerof drawing(i.e., the style as distinctfrom the
types of animals)are matureEC.

An 147 BLACK-GLAZEDCUP.
PI. 69.
C-62-532(baskets48, 49, 58-60). H. 0.090, D. at lip
0.167, D. of foot 0.064.
Mauve-buffclay, slightly greenish in places; dull
brown glaze-paint,mostly gone. Fragmentary,completedin plaster,exceptfor the handles,of whichonly
stumpsremain.
Deep bowled, but withoutmuch convex curvature.
The shoulderis ratherangular;the lip, whichis vertical, is distinctly,but not very neatly,offset. The footring is smalland fairlynarrow.
Black glazed, except for the handle zone; this is
narrow, correspondingexactly to the depth of the
handles(see p. 81).
Context:latterhalf of EarlyCorinthian;cf. An 145.
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An 148 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKFIGURED.
Pls. 51, 85, 103.
C-62-517 (baskets 48, 49, 55-68; one penciled
numbermay read 35 or 55). H. 0.226, D. 0.197.
Lightbuff clay, with slightgreenishcast; the glazepaint,largelygone, is brownto brownishblackwhere
preserved.Fragmentary,completedin plaster,except
for two thirdsof the mouthand the handle,whichare
lacking.
The shape is like that of An 139 (q.v.); An 148 preservesthe foot-ring,smalland neatlytooled.
Canonicalsyntax,witha singlefriezeon theshoulder.
In the frieze,reading1. to r. from the handleroot: a
largeincisedrosette(in lieu of, e.g., a bird),boarto r.,
crouchingpantherto 1. Moderatelydensefillingornament: simple incised and plus-incisedrosettesand a
few small incisedblobs. The added color is generally
not preserved;the boar's neck is red, and the polychromebands below the friezeappearto be wRw.
Later than central Early Corinthian.By the Pighadhi Painter (see p. 87). The filling ornament is
simplerthan on An 139, which seems to be slightly
later.The crouchingpostureof the pantheris characteristicallyEC.
An 149 ROUNDARYBALLOS,BLACKFIGURED.
PI. 71.
C-62-607(basket49). D. 0.047, P.H. 0.027.
Light,pinkishbuffclay; brownto blackglaze-paint.
Fragmentpreservingthe bottom half of the vase.
Small round aryballos.In the frieze, three padded
dancers,preservedfrombelow the waist. Fillingornament: simple incised and partly incised rosettes, not
dense. Added red on the dancers'tunics. Below the
dancers,two narrowbandsand,on the bottom,a multipetaledrosettein glaze-paint.
Context: latter half of Early Corinthian;cf. An
145, An 146.
An 150 BLACK-GLAZEDKOTYLE.
P1.64.
C-62-500(basket49). H. 0.091, D. at lip 0.123, D.
of foot 0.052.
Buff clay; brownishblack glaze-paint,mostly firm.
Fragmentary,completed in plaster, except for one
handle,of which only a stumpremains.
Froma narrowbase,the shapeexpandsrathermore
than in An 114. The foot-ringis small but somewhat
spreading.The handlesare not quite so small in proportionto the cup as on An 114.
Canonicalsyntax. Polychromebanding: wRw below the handles and above the rays; the bands are
carefullyapplied,the colorscontiguous,but belowthe
handlesthe red band coversthe upperwhiteline. The
zone of raysis shorterthan on An 114, so the raysare
less elongated.Theyare spacedat veryshortintervals.
Context:as the last.
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An 151 POWDER-PYXISLID WITH CONVENPI. 73.
TIONALDECORATION.
C-62-610(baskets49-54). H. 0.043, D. 0.084.
Pale buff clay; dull black glaze-paint.Added red.
Fragmentary;the largerpart (with completeprofile)
is preservedin mendedfragments.
The sides of the pyxis lid expand slightlytowards
the bottom and are just perceptiblyconvex. The
moldings at the top and bottom are simplerthan on
An 110.
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On the top surface:in the center a petal rosette,
then a ringand a wavyline in glaze-paint;a band(red
over black) and radiatinggroups of squiggles; the
molding at the edge is paintedred overblack.On the
verticalface: the moldingsat top and bottomare red
over black; between, two registers of groups of
squiggles,separatedby a band, red over black.
Context:latterhalf of EarlyCorinthian,as An 149.
Apparentlylaterthan NC 672 (Payne,p. 294, fig. 131)
and earlierthan threefrom a gravegroupat Examilia,
nearCorinth(Hesperia,XXXIII, 1964,p. 96, E24-E26,
pi. 19; cf. p. 101,note 34).
An 152 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKGLAZED.
P1. 51.

C-62-501(baskets49-61). H. 0.191, D. 0.165.
Light, slightlypinkishbuff clay; black glaze-paint.
Fragmentary,completed in plaster, except for the
largerpartof the handleandmouth,whicharelacking.
For the shape, compareAn 135. Here, the neck is
tallerand the mouthoffset,but the profileof the body
is very similar and the fabric uncommonlylight in
both.
Canonicalsyntax.The tongueincisionsare straight.
Added color in tongue zone: every third or fourth
tongue is red. Polychromebanding: wwrrrww(very
fine and closely spaced as on An 135) below the
tonguesandabovethe rays.The raysarerathernarrow
and sharppointed,spacedat short intervals.
Context: later than central Early Corinthian;cf.
An 146, An 148.

An 153 (TREFOIL)OINOCHOE,BLACK
FIGURED.

polychromebanding would be applied before the
black-figurework.
Context:laterthan centralEarlyCorinthian,as the
last.
An 154 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKFIGURED.
Pls. 51, 94.
C-62-502(baskets49-64, 69, 78). H. 0.205, H. with
handle0.250, D. 0.182.
Buffclay, not verylight; dull, brownishblackglazepaint,flakingbadly.Fragmentary,
completedin plaster.
For the shape, compareAn 134; An 154, however,
is broaderat the base and somewhatcoarserthroughout. The stronglyroundedshoulder(with low maximum diameter)is characteristicof the group (see
pp. 86-87). For the foot, compareAn 173.
Canonicalsyntax,witha singlefriezeon the shoulder.
In the frieze,reading1.to r. fromthe handle:goat to r.,
pantherto 1., duck (?) to r. Added red preservedin
part on necks, ribs, and bellies.The fillingornament,
of plus-incisedand simpleincisedrosettes,blobs, and
dots, is moderatelydense. Polychromebanding:wRw
below the friezeand abovethe rays. The rays are very
neatly drawn,with sharp,narrowpoints, and spaced
at short intervals.
Laterthan centralEarlyCorinthian.In the manner
of the SynetheiaPainter(see p. 87).
An 155 BROAD-BOTTOMEDOINOCHOE,
BLACK GLAZED.
P1.62.
C-62-503(baskets49-69). P. H. 0.137, D. 0.182.
Light, warm buff clay; black glaze-paint,with a
slightly metallic sheen in places. Fragmentary,the
body completedin plaster; the mouth, handle, and
part of the neck are lacking.
An 155 is of the type with short, broad neck. The
shoulderslopes,but the body is roundedand nips in at
the base.
Canonicalsyntax, with true, round-tippedtongues
on the shoulder; the broad-bottomedoinochoe retained these long after the narrow-footedoinochoe
had mere pairs of straightlines ("tongueincisions").
Added color in tongue zone: R..Y..

PI. 51.

. Polychrome

banding:wrrrwbelow the tonguesand wrrrrrwabove
the rays. The rays are neat trianglesbut spaced at
wide intervals. The conservatismof the canonical
decorationon the broad-bottomedoinochoe is quite
remarkable.It is manifestedhere not only in the
tongues, but in the use of yellow in them and in the
quantityof veryfine red lines in the polychromy.
Context: later than central Early Corinthian;cf.
An 154 and An 156.

C-62-512(baskets49-61). P.H. 0.129, P.D. 0.185.
Light buff clay; dull black to brownishglaze-paint,
with some crazingand flaking.Fragmentary,mended;
much of the lower half is preserved.
The shapeis distorted,oval viewedfromabove.The
foot-ringis narrow,tall, and straightsided.
Canonicalsyntax,with a singlefrieze.In the frieze:
silhouettebirds and quadrupedsand unincisedfillers
(not "silhouette style," but unincisedblack figure).
Polychromebanding:wRw belowthe friezeand above An 156 CORINTHOINOCHOE,BLACK
Pls. 59, 104, 109.
the rays.The raysare tall and narrow,spacedat irreg- FIGURED.
C-62-504(baskets50-59). H. 0.166, H. with handle
ular intervals.Unlessit is apprenticework,this piece
may have been used to test the kiln. Evidently,the 0.216, D. 0.160.
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Pale buff clay; where preserved, dull black, crazed
glaze-paint. Fragmentary, completed in plaster.
An 156 differs from An 179 in the tall globular shape
of the body, but both are rather narrow footed, and
neither has a proper, distinct lip. The handle is oval in
section. On the anomalies of EC Corinth oinochoai,
see p. 79.
The decoration is canonical for the shape, except
that the neck and handle are black glazed; cf. An 179
and Corinth, VII, i, no. 231 (C-32-134). On a blackglaze band (with polychromy, wrrw) well below the
maximum diameter: confronted padded dancers, the
one at right with a wineskin over his shoulder and an
oinochoe in his extended right hand. There is no
filling ornament. The padded dancers, appropriate to
a wine jug, also appear on two others, Corinth C-32134 and C-40-87A (see p. 78, note 21), whose style is
not related.
Later than central Early Corinthian.

PI. 69.
An 157 SMALL CUP, BLACK GLAZED.
C-62-505 (baskets 51-54). H. 0.058, D. at lip 0.102,
D. of foot 0.035.
Slightly pinkish buff clay; streaked glaze-paint,
mostly red-brown, partly black. Fragmentary, completed in plaster; one handle restored.
Similar to, but more delicate than, An 144; the footring, also, is narrower. The lip is short and straight,
but better defined than on An 144.
Entirely black glazed, except for a reserved band in
the handle zone.
Context: later than central Early Corinthian; for
the development of the shape, see p. 80.

An 158 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, BLACK FIGURED.
Pls. 51, 87.
C-62-506 (baskets 51-63). H. 0.220, H. with handle
0.276, D. 0.192.
Pale cream clay, fired pinkish buff in part; where the
clay is palest, the glaze-paint is gone, as it shades to
pinkish buff, the paint is dull gray, then brown, and,
where the clay is pinkest, red-brown. Fragmentary,
completed in plaster.
Slightly larger than average, the shape is quite unexceptional (cf. An 165, An 168). The neck is short,
but not broad, its profile continuous with the lobes of
the mouth. The shoulder is rounded, but not domed,
and the maximum diameter falls neither high nor low
on the body. The foot-ring is of the narrow, tall,
straight-sided type (cf. An 165, An216), though it
spreads slightly. If the idea of a standard is an abstraction of typical peculiarities of the time, An 158 is standard for its developmental phase.
Canonical syntax, with three animal friezes; this is
the only oinochoe of ordinary capacity from the well

with more than two friezes. In the friezes, reading 1.
to r. from the handle: I, panther to r., deer to 1., panther to 1.; II, bull to r., panther to 1., panther to r.,
goat to 1., panther to 1.; III, panther to 1., owl to r.,
boar to r., panther to 1., boar to r. The filling ornament is fairly sparse; there were to have been simple
and plus-incised rosettes, but all are left unincised.
So are the legs of some of the animals, though there
is added red in the animals, and in general the vase
looks too competent and complete for a trial piece.
The rays are neat, sharp pointed, and tangent at their
bases.
Later than central Early Corinthian.
An 159 MINIATURE COARSE PITCHER,
HANDMADE.
P1. 62.
C-62-507 (basket 52). H. 0.044, D. 0.035.
Coarse buff clay, with grits. Complete and unbroken,
except for the pouring spout.
A true miniature of the utilitarian coarse pitcher,
pinched out of typical coarse clay. On the shoulder,
opposite the handle, two "nipples" (cf. An 293). As a
miniature, it is probably part of the fragmentaryfineware deposit (pp. 96-99), and so is listed here rather
than with the full-size coarse ware (An 265-An 320).
Context: later than central Early Corinthian.
An 160 BLACK-GLAZED KOTYLE.
PI. 64.
C-62-508 (baskets 52-59). P.H. 0.123, est. D. at lip
0.180.
Pale buff clay (on one side slightly greenish); the
glossy, black glaze-paint is mostly gone on the greenish
side, but the mottled, red-brown paint on the pale
buff side is firm. Mended fragments, patched with
plaster; all of the base and the handles are lacking.
The shape was probably moderately tall on a fairly
broad base.
Canonical syntax. Polychrome banding: wrw below
the handles, wrrrw above the rays, and w at the lip,
on the exterior.
Context: later than central Early Corinthian.
An 161 BLACK-GLAZED KOTYLE. Pls. 64, 112.
C-62-509 (baskets 53-65). H. 0.129, D. at lip 0.161,
D. of foot 0.079.
Light, greenish buff clay; black glaze-paint, mostly
gone. Fragmentary, completed in plaster. Most of the
foot-ring is preserved, but most of the floor is restored.
Tall shape on a fairly narrow foot. The foot-ring is
rather tall and nearly straight sided. Canonical syntax.
Polychrome banding (imperfectly preserved): (wrrw?)
below handles, wrr(w) above the rays. The rays are
neat, solid, and symmetrical, spaced at wide intervals.
The foot-ring is banded.
Context: later than central Early Corinthian.
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An 162 THIN, SHALLOWBOWL,BLACKFIGURE AND SILHOUETTESTYLE.
P1.72.
C-62-667a-d (baskets53-67). (a) m. Dim. 0.95; (b)
m. Dim., ignoringcurvature,0.102; (c) m. Dim. 0.072;
(d) m. Dim. 0.025; Th. on breaks0.003. Four nonjoining fragments, each, except d, mended from
smallerfragments,togetherpreservingabout one third
of the bowl.
Pale, warm buff clay; brown-black glaze-paint.
Added red.
Interior(black-figure):ram standing on a ground
line, which forms an exergue;dot-clusterrosettes in
field and in exergue;aroundthe edge, a black-polychromeband. Exterior(silhouettetechnique):I, birds
and squiggles,in zone at lip (cf. An 110); II, horses,
goats, and stags;below,black-polychrome.
Context:laterthan centralEarlyCorinthian.
An 163 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKFIGURED.
Pls. 51, 92.
C-62-510 (baskets 53-71). Restored H. 0.207, D.
0.189.
Lightbuffclay; blackto brownishblackglaze-paint,
firmon one side, flakedaway on the other. Fragmentary, completedin plaster,except for the handle and
foot-ring,which are lacking.
The shape is conspicuouslyround shouldered.The
neck is short, but not especiallybroad, flaringimmediatelyinto the mouth. An 168 is different,but developmentallycomparable.The stumpshowsthat An 163
had a triplehandle,uncommonon oinochoaiof ordinarycapacityafterthe beginningof EC.
Canonicalsyntax,with a single frieze on the body.
Added color in tongue zone: R..R... In the frieze,
reading1. to r. from the handle: goose (with folded
wing) to r., panther to r., goat to r., panther to 1.
Added red on necks,bellies,haunches,and wing bow.
Sparsefilling ornament:large simpleincised rosettes,
small dot-and-ring fillers (matia), unincised pluses, and

dots. Polychromebanding:wRw below the tongues,
again above the frieze,and below the frieze.
Later than central Early Corinthian.By the Mati
Painter(see p. 86).

andAn 157). Banding:w. .w. .w on the lip, the lowest
line coincidingwiththe offset,andw belowthe handles.
Context: later than central Early Corinthian,as
also the other large cups (An 147, An 176, An 182, An

184, An 185).In the fill of the Corinthianperiods,large
cups are confinedto and help to definethe "laterthan
centralEC" levels of fill from which they came.
An 165 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKGLAZED.
P1. 51.

C-62-513(baskets53-69). P.H. 0.193, D. 0.170.
Buff clay; dull black glaze-paint,with some flaking
(dull brownin one place near the handleroot). Fragmentary,completedin plaster, except for the handle
and most of the mouth.
The shoulderis rounded.The base is fairlynarrow
in proportionto the body but much broaderthan the
neck, which is rathernarrow.The foot-ring is fairly
tall and straightsided. The profileof neck and mouth
was continuous.
Canonicalsyntax.Added color in tongueincisions:
R.Y. . Polychrome banding: wwrrww below the
tongues,wwRwwabovethe rays,and red (overblack)
on the foot-ring. The rays are neatly drawn, with
sharppoints, and spacedat short intervals.
Context: later than central Early Corinthian;for
the potting, see p. 90.
An166BOTTOMOF SMALLKOTYLE.Pls.63,112.
C-62-894(basket54). H. 0.016,D. of foot-ring0.041,
m. Dim. 0.048.
Pale gray-buffclay, the surfaceivory coloredwhere
reserved; dull black and brown glaze-paint. Single
fragmentpreservingthe bottomand foot-ringand part
of the lowerwall.
The foot-ringis fairly short and spreadsconsiderably; the bottom is convex. The wall, so far as preserved,expandsrapidlyfrom a narrowbase.
No decorationremainsabove the reservedzone at
the base, which,insteadof rays,has long-beakedbirds
in silhouette, upside down, alternatingwith vertical
squiggles(cf. An 119, An 228, An 229). The exteriorof
the foot-ring is black, with a reservedline near the
edge. The deep, sloping interior of the foot-ring is
also black. A dot, a narrowring, and a broad ring
nearlyfill the small foot medallion.
On the subject, cf. T.J. Dunbabin, Perachora,II,
pp. 71-72, sub no. 623. The subjecthas usually been
noticedon LPCor Transitionalkotylai,but the profile
and decorationof the foot on An 166 resemble,rather,
EC small and miniaturekotylai from the well; cf.

An 164 LARGECUP, BLACKGLAZED. P1.69.
C-62-511(baskets53-74). H. 0.128, D. at lip 0.195,
D. of foot 0.081.
Light, pinkishbuff clay; black to red-brownglazepaint, with some flaking.Fragmentary,completedin
plaster.
An 79, An 114, An 118, An 119, and (LPC) An 229 and
Deep-bowledshape on a simple, narrowfoot-ring. An 238, pp. 75-78, Fig. 1 and P1. 112.
The lip is offset, but flaresvery little.
Context:later than centralEarlyCorinthian.
Entirelyblack glazed, except for narrow reserved
lines at the edgesof the lip and foot- ringanda narrow An 167 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, BLACK GLAZED.
reservedhandle zone (correspondingexactly to the
PI. 50.
C-62-514(baskets54-73). P.H. 0.173, D. 0.164.
depthof the smallhandles,as on the smallcupsAn 144
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Buff to light, greenish buff clay; fugitive glaze-paint
(traces are light, greenish brown). Fragmentary, completed in plaster, except for the handle and most of the
mouth.
The body is, for EC, high shouldered and, concomitantly, rather broad based. The foot-ring, which
spreads slightly, is small (though not delicate), with a
beveled edge. In proportion to the base, the neck is
narrow, but it is short; the profile of neck and mouth
is continuous.
Canonical syntax. The tongue incisions are very
closely spaced. Added color: none remains, but traces
above the rays were perhaps wRw. The rays are tall
and narrow, very closely spaced.
Context: later than central Early Corinthian.

An 168 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, BLACK FIGURED.
Pls. 50, 95.
C-62-515 (baskets 54-74). H. 0.225, H. with handle
0.268, D. 0.188.
Light, warm buff clay; firm black to brownish black
glaze-paint. Small gaps completed in plaster.
The vase has a rounded shoulder, with low maximum diameter. The base is narrow (the diameter of
the foot, 0.075, is barely greater than that of the neck,
0.072), and the foot-ring is small and neat. The profile
of neck and mouth is continuous, the neck short in
proportion to the mouth.
Canonical syntax, with a single frieze on the body.
There is no added color in the tongue zone. In the
frieze, reading 1. to r. from the handle: goat to 1.,
panther to r., goat to 1., elongated goose (with folded
wing) to r. Added red in the necks, ribs, haunches, and
wing bow. The filling ornament, of simple incised
rosettes and blobs, is moderately dense. Polychrome
banding: wR below the tongues, wRw below the frieze
and above the rays. The rays are neat, fairly narrow,
spaced at intervals equal to their bases.
Later than central Early Corinthian.
An 169 GRAFFITO ON BOTTOM OF UNGLAZED POT (FRAGMENT).
P1. 63.
C-62-660 (basket 55). M. Dim. 0.084, Th. of floor
0.010.
Fine-ware clay, but poorly levigated, fired light buff
on the interior, bright pinkish buff on the exterior.
Fragment preserving about one third of the bottom of
a closed pot (to judge from the different firing of the
interior) of unascertained shape, broad based and
rather heavy. The foot-ring is very low (hardly more
than indicated on its inner face) with a broad resting
surface.
On the bottom, in the foot medallion, a graffito, two
letters set perpendicular to each other, an epsilon and
a digamma, if the alphabet is Corinthian.
Context: later than central Early Corinthian.
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An 170 NECK-AMPHORA, BLACK FIGURED.
Pls. 57, 88.
C-62-516 (baskets 55-66, with one fragment each
from 27 and 38). H. 0.233, D. 0.153.
On one side, light buff clay with black glaze-paint;
on the other, pinkish buff with orange-brown glazepaint. Fragmentary, completed in plaster.
The shape is extraordinary,matched only by An 192,
which must be by the same potter; none of the other,
rare Early Corinthian neck amphoras resembles this
pair. The neck is concave, the mouth widely flaring.
The shoulder slopes, and the lower body contracts in a
straight line to the base, producing an angularshoulder.
Small for a neck amphora (An 192 is not much larger),
with a smaller capacity than an ordinary trefoil oinochoe.
Oinochoe syntax, with a single animal frieze. Added
color in tongue zone: R.W. . In the frieze: (A) goat
facing panther; (B) the same, more crudely drawn.
Added red in necks, bellies, and shoulders. Filling
ornament: a few large, simple incised rosettes and plusincised rosettes. Polychrome banding: cf. An 192 for
the bands, here flaked away, on the inside of the
mouth; wwrrrww below the tongues and below the
frieze. The rays are tall but solid, very neat, nearly
tangent at their bases.
Later than central Early Corinthian; this is given by
the animal style and the filling ornament. It is impossible not to conclude that the single fragments from
baskets 27 and 38 entered the fill separately, later than
the majority from 55-66, where other figured vases
show a stage of development comparable with this one.
For the relationship to the OAO G oup, see p. 84.
An 171 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, BLACK FIGURED.
Pls. 50, 98.
C-62-518 (baskets 55-67). H. 0.200, H. with handle
0.242, D. 0.169.
Pale buff clay; black glaze-paint, brown where thin.
A few small gaps are completed in plaster. Defect: the
vase is gashed below the first panther to the r. of the
handle.
The body has a sloping shoulder, with high maximum diameter, which makes a rather angular profile.
The neck is not narrow in proportion to the foot (D. of
neck 0.072, of foot 0.073), but it is tall, and the mouth
is large and flaring, so the pot looks top-heavy. The
foot-ring is fairly tall and straight sided, as on many
other oinochoai from the same levels and stylistically
of the same developmental phase.
Canonical syntax, with a single frieze on the body.
The tongue incisions tend slightly to whirl. Added
color in tongue zone: R.w. (the white being applied in
narrow strokes). In the frieze, reading 1. to r. from the
handle: panther to 1., swan (with folded wing) to r.,
lion to r., bull to r., panther to 1., bull to r. Added red
on necks, bellies, ribs, haunches, wing bow. Moder-
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ately dense filling ornament: simple incised rosettes
(mostly with eight or nine petals), dot-cluster rosettes,
and dots. Polychrome banding: rww below the tongues,
wwr above the frieze, and wrw below the frieze; above
the rays, w alone (this distribution is unusual). Neat,
sharp-pointed rays, spaced at short intervals.
Later than central Early Corinthian. The style is
extremely finicky, but not really early looking. The
types of the bulls and the swan and the lion's head, as
well as the dot-cluster rosettes, are obviously mannered atavisms.

Later than central Early Corinthian.By the Synetheia Painter(see pp. 86-87).
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An 174 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKFIGURED.
Pls. 50, 91.
C-62-521 (baskets 56-67). Restored H. 0.186, restoredH. with handle0.220, D. 0.156.
Lightbuffclay; blackto brownglaze-paint,flaking,
gone on one side. Fragmentary,completedin plaster,
the body nearlycompletebut the foot and most of the
mouth lacking.
Small. The shoulderis rounded,but the profile is
at the maximumdiameter;below, it is nearly
angular
Pls. 57, 89.
An 172 OLPE, BLACK FIGURED.
The profileof neckand mouthis continuous.
straight.
C-62.519 (baskets 55-69). P.H. 0.225, D. 0.133.
In
all
of
these traits, it differsfrom the much larger
Light buff clay; black glaze-paint, with some flaking.
An
which
is by the same vase painter.
186,
Fragmentary, the body completed in plaster; the
Canonical
witha singlefriezeon theshoulder.
syntax,
mouth, part of the neck, and the handle are lacking.
In
the
1. to r. from the handle:owl to
frieze,
reading
The shape is similar to An 143, except that the footto
to
1.The necksof the quadrupeds
r.,
r.,
panther
goat
ring is a little taller and straighter sided.
and
the
of
the
owl
have added red. The filling
wing
Oinochoe syntax, with tongue incisions and two
ornament
is
not
dense:
incisedand plus-incised
simple
animal friezes. In the friezes, reading 1. to r. from the
rosettes
and
several
delta-incised
fillers. Polychrome
handle (presuming it to have been opposite the conwRw
below
the
Rw
above the rays,
frieze,
banding:
fronted sphinxes in II): I, lion to r., panther to 1., panr
and
between.
The
are
halfway
rays
sharp
pointedbut
ther to r., panther to r., panther to 1., goat to r., pansolid,
fairly
spaced
widely.
ther to l.;-Il, panther to r., panther to 1., panther to r.,
Laterthan centralEarlyCorinthian.By Companion
confronted seated sphinxes (with sickle wings), panA
of the Lowie Painter(see p. 85).
dense
to
1.
ther to 1., lion to r., lion
filling
Moderately
ornament, of plus-incised (but not plus-shaped) rosettes An 175 BROAD-BOTTOMEDOINOCHOE,
and unincised blobs. The added color is not well BLACK FIGURED.
Pls. 62, 104.
preserved: wrw on the band between the friezes, below
C-62-529(baskets56-75). H. with handle0.196, D.
the second frieze, and above the rays. The rays are at bottom of animalfrieze
0.185, m. D. at base 0.188.
rather careless, slender, sharp pointed, tangent at their
Light buff clay, very slightly greenish;only a few
bases.
tiny spots of dark gray glaze-paint are preserved.
Later than central Early Corinthian. One of the
Fragmentary,the neck and mouth entirely lacking,
OAO Group, not quite so slack as An 143 (see pp. the
body completedin plaster.
83-84).
Narrow-neckedvariety,with narrowstrap handle.
Payne, pl. 24: 2 (NC 746), by the Heraldic Lions
An 173 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, BLACK FIGURED.
Painter,is a superiorexampleof the samevariety(the
Pls. 50, 94. neck still
narrower,the shoulder domed, the base
C-62-520 (baskets 55-73). P.H. 0.164, D. 0.177.
in
to
makethe profilelook taut),and its figurenipped
Olive-green clay; purple-brownish, dark gray glaze- work is more elegant, but it must be about contempaint, flaking a little. Fragmentary, the body com- porary.
pleted in plaster; neck, mouth, and handle are lacking.
Oinochoesyntax,with tongueincisionsand a single
The shape is like that of An 134, but the foot-ring is frieze. In the
frieze, reading1. to r. from the handle:
both smaller (lighter) and broader, in proportion to lion to
r., goat to r., (bird, with folded wing, to 1.),
the body. Badly overtired; the surface is blistered.
pantherto r., goat to 1. The fillingornamentis dense;
Canonical syntax, with a single frieze on the body.
simpleincisedrosettespredominate,with a few large,
The tongue incisions are straight and closely spaced, double-centered
rosettesand someblobs.Addedcolor:
with no added colors, cf. An 134. In the frieze, reading not
there are "shadows"of polythough
preserved,
1. to r. from the presumed position of the handle: bird chromebandsaboveand belowthe frieze.The
raysare
(with folded wing) to r. (looking backward), goat to r., short and neat, tangentat theirbases.
lion to 1., bull to r. Added red on necks, bellies, and the
Later than central Early Corinthian.For its relawing bow. Moderately dense filling ornament: simple tionshipto the AnaplogaPainter,see p. 88.
incised and plus-incised rosettes and dots. Polychrome
banding: traces above and below the frieze. The rays
are sharp pointed but solid, nearly tangent at their
bases.

P1.68.
An 176 BLACK-GLAZEDCUP.
C-62-522(baskets 56, 75, 77). H. 0.121, D. at lip
0.192, D. of foot 0.086.
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Greenish buff clay; only vestiges of the paint are
preserved. Fragmentary, completed in plaster; one
handle restored.
Cf. An 164. Here, the foot-ring spreads. The lip is
very sharply offset, short, and distinctly flaring. An 176
is quite different from An 164 but comparably evolved
(see p. 81).
Syntax: as An 164, but without added white.
Context: later than central Early Corinthian; cf.
An 164 and the others cited there.
An 177 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, BLACK GLAZED.
PI. 50.
C-62-523 (basket 57). P.H. 0.148, D. ca. 0.180.
The clay is greenish buff towards the shoulder, light
buff at the base; the glaze-paint is mostly gone, black,
gray, or brownish where preserved. Fragmentary, the
body completed in plaster; the neck, mouth, and
handle are lacking.
Both the shoulder and the lower body are rounded,
but the profile is slightly angular at the maximum
diameter. The foot-ring is straight sided and of moderate height and breadth.
Canonical syntax. There are traces of polychromy,
but the color sequences cannot be ascertained. The
rays are closely spaced, sharp pointed but solid.
Context: later than central Early Corinthian.
An 178 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, BLACK GLAZED.
PI. 50.
C-62-524 (baskets 57-59, 61, 65). H. ca. 0.203, H.
with handle 0.248, D. ca. 0.162.
On one side, light buff clay with black glaze-paint;
on the other, pinkish buff with red-orange glaze-paint.
Fragmentary, partly completed in plaster; half of the
body and most of the neck and mouth are lacking.
Technical defects apart, the vase is neatly curved
and proportioned. The shoulder is moderatelyrounded,
the profile of the lower body slightly convex. The base
is narrow, with a small, short foot-ring, which spreads
slightly. The neck is short; it runs in a fine curve into
the lobes of the mouth.
Canonical syntax. Added color in the tongue zone:
R.W.. Polychrome banding: wwRww below the
tongues and above the rays. The rays are neat, small
and narrow, quite sharp, nearly tangent at their bases.
Context: later than central Early Corinthian.
An 179 CORINTH OINOCHOE, UNFIGURED.
PI. 59.
C-62-530 (baskets 57-62, 74). H. 0.164, H. with
handle 0.201, D. 0.156.
Light buff clay (one side paler and slightly greenish);
black glaze-paint, brown where thin (gone from the
paler side of the vase). Fragmentary, completed in
plaster; the mouth is largely restored, preserved only
where it joins the handle.
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Ovoid body, with short neck; the neck is not very
sharply articulated at the shoulder. The strap handle is
narrow and thick, but not oval in section as on An 223
and An 156.
The handle and, probably, the entire neck were
black glazed. The shoulder is reserved. Between the
root of the handle and the foot, four black bands,
averaging 0.020 m. in width, spaced at roughly equal
intervals. The exterior of the foot-ring is black.
Context: later than central Early Corinthian; for
the development of the shape, and EC experimentation with it, see p. 79.
An 180 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, BLACK GLAZED.
PI. 50.
C-62-531 (baskets 57-60, 61, 63, 74). H. 0.197, D.
0.174.
Light buff clay; black glaze-paint, flaking. Fragmentary, the body completed in plaster; the handle and
parts of the neck and mouth are lacking.
The body has a sloping shoulder. It is very narrow at
the base: though the diameter of the foot-ring (0.070) is
larger than that at the base of the body, because it
spreads slightly, it is still smaller than the neck (0.074);
usually, the foot-ring is several millimeters broader
than the neck. The foot-ring is also disproportionately
tall; for the type, cf. An 216. The neck is quite tall, its
profile continuous with the mouth.
Canonical syntax. Added color in tongue zone:
R..R...
Polychrome banding: wrrw below the
above the rays. The rays are sharp
wrrrw
tongues,
at very wide intervals. The decoraand
spaced
pointed
tion is as inferior as the potting.
Context: later than central Early Corinthian.
An 181 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, BLACK FIGURED.
P1. 49.
C-62-525 (baskets 57-95). H. 0.220, H. with handle
0.267, D. 0.186.
Light, olive-green clay; traces of dark gray and
brown glaze-paint. Fragmentary, partly completed in
plaster. It cannot be entirely filled out in plaster, because it burst and twisted in the kiln.
The shoulder is moderately rounded. The neck is
narrow but short, broader at its base than above; the
mouth is not actually offset but quite distinct from the
neck. The base of the body is very narrow; the footring fairly tall and slightly spreading. An 181 is very
like An 140 and seems to be by the same potter; cf.
also An 193, which, apparently, is earlier.
Canonical syntax, with a single frieze on the body.
The tongue incisions tend to whirl (cf. An 140 and
An 193). In the frieze, reading 1. to r. from the handle:
ram to r., padded dancer (mingled with something
else-an accident?) to 1., flying bird to I., hind leg of
feline to r., ... hind leg of feline to 1., parts of goat to
r., panther to 1. The filling ornament is sparse; it in-
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P1. 68.
eludessimpleincisedand two single-centeredrosettes. An 184 BLACK-GLAZED CUP.
Added color: not preserved.The rays are widely
C-62-527 (baskets 59-69). P.H. 0.079, est. D. at lip
0.170.
spaced,narrowbut not attenuated.
Later than central Early Corinthian.One of the
Pale, creamy buff clay; black glaze-paint, flaking.
OAO Group(see pp. 83-84).
Fragmentary, most of the bowl and the foot lacking,
though at one point the profile is preserved to near the
base.
The bowl was deep. The lip is offset, but not sharply;
it is taller than on An 185 and flares just perceptibly.
Entirely black glazed, except for minimal reserved
lines and bands, which articulate the shape: at the edge
of the lip, a reserved line; at the offset, a reserved line,
then a black band just below; reserved handle zone,
its depth not exceeding that of the handles (see p. 81).
Polychrome banding: wRw below the handle zone.
Context: later than central Early Corinthian, as
An 164, et al. This is the most elegantly designed of the
large cups.
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An 182 BLACK-GLAZEDCUP.
PI. 68.
C-62-526 (basket 59). P. H. 0.071, est. D. at lip
0.170.
Lightbuff clay, with a slight greenishcast; purplish
brown glaze-paint, where preserved. Mended fragments,preservingless than half; the base and handles
are lacking.
The bowl was deep. The lip is short and vertical,
not very sharplyoffset.
Tracesshow that the cup was blackglazedhigheron
the body thanis now preserved,but this is the only one
of a group of large cups (see under An 164) with a
reservedlip. At the edge of the lip, a narrowblack An 185 BLACK-GLAZED CUP.
P1. 68.
C-62-533 (baskets 59-73). Restored H. 0.100, D. at
band, then reservedto offset. On the shoulder,immediatelybelow the offset, a black band, then a narrow lip 0.185.

reserved handle zone, as on An 164 et al.; below this,

Light, pinkish buff clay; on the exterior, the glaze-

black, so far as preserved.Traces of polychrome paint is mostly red-orange, but partly black and brown.
banding(wrpreserved)a centimeterbelowthe handles.
Fragmentary, completed in plaster, except for the
Context:later than centralEarlyCorinthian.
foot-ring and the lowest part of the bowl, which are

lacking.
Very deep bowled (and certainly broad based comAn 183 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKFIGURED. pared with An 147), with a markedly rounded profile.
PI. 49. The lip is very short and barely offset.
C-62-543 (baskets 59, 61-68). H. 0.200, H. with
Entirely black glazed, except for a reserved line at
handle0.254, D. 0.178.
the edge of the lip and a reserved handle zone, the
Light buff clay, rather greenish;black or greenish latter very narrow.
brown glaze-paint(mostly gone). Fragmentary,comContext: later than central Early Corinthian, but it
in
for
of
the
is
mouth.
much less developed than the last and, out of conpleted plaster,except part
For the shape,cf. An 180, thoughherethe foot-ring text, would be taken to be earlier.

is broaderthan the base of the neck. The mouth is
short in proportionto the neck; their profileis continuous.
Canonicalsyntax,witha singlefriezeon theshoulder.
In the frieze, reading1. to r. from the handle: swan
(with fo'ded wing) to r., boar to r., pantherto 1., bird
(with folded wing) to r. The filling ornament,moderatelydense, includesshapes suitablefor incision as
simple rosettes (the largerones could have had centers). The entirefriezeis unincised,unfinished(not in
silhouette style). The animals lack added red, but
polychrome banding had been applied (apparently
wrrrw below the frieze, above the rays, and about
halfwaybetween).The banding,of course,was applied
whilethe pot was on the wheel;the black-figurework,
whichrequiredits removal,was done last. Cf. An 153,
also An 158.

Laterthan centralEarlyCorinthian,judgingby the
proportions of the animals and the distributionof
filling ornament.The silhouettesof the animals are
good work.

An 186 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, BLACK FIGURED.
Pls. 49, 91.
C-62-534 (baskets 59-78). H. 0.262, H. with handle
0.310, D. 0.226.
Gray-brownish buff clay, slightly greenish in some
unpainted areas of the frieze on the shoulder; fugitive
glaze-paint, black where preserved. Damaged by excessive heat in the kiln; in the lion and the head of the
boar, the incised lines are broad and fuzzy, because
the surface of the clay began to melt. Nearly complete,
mended, with small gaps completed in plaster.
Larger than the average oinochoe from the well and
idiosyncratic: it has a thick strap handle, molded for a
better grip. The vase is carefully designed, and all its
parts are clearly articulated. The shoulder is domed,
and the lower body is unusually rounded. The neck is
of moderate height and breadth, broader at its base
than above. The mouth is very emphatically offset.
The foot-ring is small but fairly broad (because the
vase is large).
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Canonical syntax, with a single frieze on the shoulder.
In the frieze, reading 1. to r. from the handle: seated
panther to r., goat to 1., lion to r., boar to 1. The filling
ornament, rather dense, includes simple incised rosettes,
plus-incised dots, and a delta-incised filler. The animals have added red on necks and haunches. Polychrome banding: wRw below the frieze, rw above the
rays. The rays are sharp pointed and fairly narrow but
neat and closely spaced (cf. An 194); among the rays, a
straight vertical line.
Later than central Early Corinthian, but certainly
no later than An 173. Perhaps contemporary with
An 194, but a little later than An 216. By Companion
A of the Lowie Painter, as also An 174 (see p. 85).

An 187 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, BLACK GLAZED.
PI. 49.
C-62-535 (basket 60). H. 0.183, D. 0.157.
Greenish buff clay; no glaze-paint is preserved.
Fragmentary, the body completed in plaster; the
handle and most of the mouth are lacking.
Smaller than average. Sloping shoulder, turning in a
smooth curve into the rounded profile of the lower
body. The neck is short and the mouth distinct;
though the profile is continuous, on one side there is a
slight ridge at the transition from neck to mouth. The
foot-ring is narrow (its diameter 0.003 m. smaller than
that of the neck) and rather tall, with a strongly
beveled edge.
Canonical syntax. No added color is preserved. The
rays are sharp pointed, neat, spaced at short intervals.
Context: later than central Early Corinthian.

An 188 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, BLACK GLAZED.
PI. 49.
H.
with
handle
H.
C-62-536 (basket 60).
0.206,
0.251, D. 0.190.
Greenish buff clay; brown glaze-paint, mostly
flaked away. Fragmentary, completed in plaster.
High, almost level shoulder, turning in a tight curve
to the lower body, which is not very rounded. The
neck is rather narrow, and broader at the base than
above, so the mouth, though not offset, is quite distinct
and flares strongly. The foot-ring, broader than the
neck, is neat and small, beveled at the edge.
All-black syntax, without rays at the base (cf. An 59,
An 135, An 207, and p. 90). Added color in tongue
zone: not preserved. Polychrome banding: wwrrww
below the tongues, below the maximum diameter,
and near the base, and red (over black) on the footring.
Context: later than central Early Corinthian.
PI. 64.
An 189 KOTYLE, BLACK FIGURED.
C-62-537 (baskets 60, 75). H. 0.120, D. at lip 0.158,
D. of foot 0.062.
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Light buff clay, slightlygreenishon one side (with
fugitive,dull gray glaze-paint),warmeron the other
(with dull brown glaze-paint).Small gaps filled with
plaster.
The cup expandsrapidlyfrom a very narrowbase:
if the heightis relatedto the diameterof the foot, it is a
tall kotyle,if to that of the lip a squatone; in effect,it
is neither.The foot-ringspreadsand is relativelytall;
in section, it is closer to An 133 and An 150 than to
An 212 and An 196 (see Fig. 1).
Syntax without squigglesin the handle zone. (A)
crouchingpantherto I.; (B) goose, or the like (with
spreadwings),to r. Simpleincisedrosettesunderthe
handlesand a few blobs in the vicinityof the animals.
The raysare tall and narrow,with attenuatedpoints.
Laterthan centralEarlyCorinthian.The crouching
pantheris an EC motif, and there are no other traits
that look late; the figureworkis simplyabominable.
An 190 TREFOILOINOCHOE,SEMI-GLAZED.
PI. 50.
C-62-554(baskets 49, 70-98). Restored H. 0.194,
restoredH. with handle0.233, D. 0.178.
Buff clay, with greenishand pinkishareas; fugitive
glaze-paint.Fragmentary,completedin plaster,except
for the foot, which is lacking(more than half of the
pouringspout is restored).
For the shape,especiallyof the neck and mouth,cf.
An 204.

The mouth, neck, and handle are black. On the
shoulder,a reservedzone with pendant rays; below
these, black bands(W. 0.010-0.015m.) at intervalsof
about a centimeter.At the base, a zone of rays; these
and the rays on the shoulderare very narrow(rather
differentfrom ordinaryrays of any period)and carefully drawn.Added color: vestigesof (red?)lines on
alternateblack bands.
Context: central phase of Early Corinthian,or
scarcelylater; cf. An 201, An 202, An 211. The shape
of the vase and the isolation of the single fragment
from 49 suggest that that fragmententered the fill
alone and later, and the context of the basket-range
70-98 correspondsto the date of manufacture.
An 191 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKGLAZED.
P1.49.
C-62-538 (baskets 60-62, 72). P.H. 0.171, P.H.
with handle0.218, D. 0.169.
Mostly pale, greenish buff clay (pinkish in area
aroundhandle);dark gray glaze-paint(mostly gone)
where clay is greenish, red-brown (fairly firm) in
pinkishbuff area. Fragmentary,completedin plaster,
exceptfor the foot and most of the mouth,whichare
lacking.
Both the shoulderand the lower body are moderately rounded.The neckis not narrow,butit is rather
tall. The profileof neck and mouthis continuous,but
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a very slight molding marks the base of the lobes of
the mouth.
Canonical syntax. Added color in tongue zone: not
preserved. Polychrome banding: wRw below the
tongues, below the maximum diameter, and above the
rays. The rays are narrow, with attenuated points,
and widely spaced (cf. An 189).
Context: later than central Early Corinthian.
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An 192 NECK-AMPHORA, BLACK GLAZED.
PI. 57.
C-62-539 (baskets 60-63). H. 0.250, D. 0.167.
Very unevenly fired. The clay ranges from greenish
buff, through buff and pinkish buff, to orange, and the
glaze-paint from gray and black (in places with a
greenish or bluish cast), through brown and orange,
to vivid red-orange. Nearly complete, with small gaps
filled with plaster.
For the odd, swaggered shape, cf. An 170.
Entirely black glazed. Added color in the tongue
incisions on the shoulder: R... . Polychrome banding:
wwrww on the inside of the lip and wwrrrww below
the tongues and about three centimeters from the base.
Since the bands, though narrow, are not fine lines (as
on many contemporary oinochoai) and are not very
tightly grouped, the effect, even without the rainbow
hues produced by misfiring, would have been gaudy.
Context: later than central Early Corinthian. As An
170, related to the OAO Group (see p. 84).

Central phase of Early Corinthian, judging from the
shape of the vase and the felines in the frieze. The confronted sphinxes do not permit a later date. The
earliest member of the OAO Group (see pp. 83-84), of
which An 172 might be later work by the same hand.
An 194 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, BLACK FIGURED.
Pls. 48, 91, 106.
C-62-540 (baskets 60-74). H. 0.244, H. with handle
0.296, D. 0.218.
Pale buff clay; black to brownish glaze-paint, flaking badly, especially on the upper part of the vase.
A few small gaps are completed in plaster.
The shoulder is domed, the profile of the lower body
nearly straight. The neck is short, with a slightly concave profile; the mouth is rather small in proportion
to it. The articulation of neck and mouth is marked by
a ridge, but the mouth is not emphatically offset, as on
An 186. Somewhat larger than average, the oinochoe is
fairly broad at the base, but the foot-ring is small and
finely tooled.
Canonical syntax, with two animal friezes. In the
friezes, reading 1. to r. from the handle: I, goat to 1.,
lion to r., goat to 1.; II, bird to r., goat to 1., panther to
r., goat to 1., panther to r., goat to 1. Added red in the
necks of the animals (probably once also elsewhere, as
on ribs and haunches). Fairly dense filling ornament:
simple incised and plus-incised rosettes, fillers incised
with deltas and rectangles, and boomerang-shaped
fillers incised with V's. Polychrome banding: R on the
band between the friezes, wRw below the friezes, and
Rw above the rays. The rays are fairly narrow but
very carefully drawn, nearly tangent at their bases.
Central phase of Early Corinthian, or not much
later. The shape looks earlier than those designated
"later than central." By Companion B of the Lowie
Painter (see p. 85).

An 193 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, BLACK FIGURED.
Pls. 48, 49, 88.
C-62-571 (baskets 51, 58, 60, 75, and down to 103).
P. H. 0.221, P. H. with handle 0.273, D. 0.188.
Light, very greenish buff clay; where fully preserved,
the glaze-paint is dull black or brownish (the vestiges,
where it has flaked away, are light brown). Fragmentary, completed in plaster, except for the front of the An 195 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, BLACK GLAZED.
P1. 48.
mouth and neck and the foot-ring, which are lacking.
The shoulder is higher than on An 181 and An 140;
C-62-541 (baskets 60-79). P. H. 0.148, D. ca. 0.172.
the profile is rounded at the maximum diameter and,
Light buff clay; black glaze-paint, fairly firm. Fragalso, below, as it contracts to a narrow base, as on mentary; most of the mouth, most of the handle, and
An 181 and An 140. The neck is longer than on those all of the lower body and foot are lacking.
The shoulder is domed, the lower body rather
two.
Canonical syntax, with a single frieze on the body. straight, so far as preserved.The neck is nearly straight,
The tongue incisions tend to whirl, as on An 181 and and the mouth is very short in proportion to it. The
An 140. In the frieze, a centered composition: on the mouth is offset, its articulation marked by a slight
front, confronted crouching sphinxes, flanked by lion molding, and the joint of neck to shoulder is marked
(at right) and panther (at left); then, at right, con- by an incised line. The potter's work is uncommonly
fronted panthers and, at left, lion facing panther; neat.
under the handle, feline facing lion. Moderately dense
Canonical syntax. The tongue incisions, though carefilling ornament: mostly dot-and-ring fillers, with fully spaced and neat, show a barely perceptible tensome plus-incised and one simple incised rosettes. dency to whirl; they never had added colors. PolyAdded color in tongue zone: vestiges. Polychrome chrome banding: wRw below the tongues.
Context: central phase of Early Corinthian, or not
banding: wrw below the frieze and above the rays.
much later; cf. the last.
The rays are tall but solid, closely spaced.

CATALOGUE
An 196 BLACK-GLAZED KOTYLE.
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Fig. 1, PI. 64.
C-62-542 (baskets 61-67). H. 0.130, D. at lip 0.176,
D. of foot 0.091.
Pale, warm buff clay; on one side, the glaze-paint is
bright brownish black (discolored light brown in
small areas near the handles); on the other, it is fugitive.
The shape is sturdy, because the kotyle is large. The
foot-ring is very small, straight, and very neatly tooled.
In section (Fig. 1), it is unmistakably early looking.
Canonical syntax. Polychrome banding: w on the
inside of the lip, wrrw below the handles and above
the rays. The rays are tall and widely spaced (at intervals roughly equal to their bases) but solid, neat, and
symmetrical. From the bases of the rays, the offset
and foot-ring are black, except for the slight beveled
edge, which is reserved.
Context: central phase of Early Corinthian, or
scarcely later; cf. An 194.
An 197 CORINTH OINOCHOE, BLACK
Pls. 59, 101, 109.
FIGURED.
C-62-544 (baskets 62-65). H. 0.170, H. with handle
0.215, D. 0.164.
Light buff clay, in places slightly greenish or pinkish;
traces only of brownish gray and reddish glaze-paint.
Fragmentary, parts of the lower body completed in
plaster.
Sack shaped (cf. An 223) and broad based, with a
small foot-ring. Its EC aberrancies(see p. 79) include a
double handle and a rolled lip (cf. An 92).
The decorative syntax is typical for the shape; the
figurework is confined to the front of the vase, to the
area between the black band (just below the handle
root) and the offset of the neck. The restriction of the
figures to the upper half of the vase is early. The lip
(but not the neck) is black. On the front: confronted
panther-birds (at left, with feline feet; at right, with
avian feet). The filling ornament, confined to the
immediate vicinity of the panther-birds, includes
simple incised and plus-incised rosettes and several
unincised rosette-shaped blobs.
Central phase of Early Corinthian, or scarcely later.
Pls. 57, 102.
An 198 OLPE, BLACK FIGURED.
C-62-545 (baskets 62-70). H. 0.256, D. 0.141.
Pale buff clay; traces of glaze-paint are preserved
only on the mouth, handle, and lower body, where it
is black. Fragmentary, completed in plaster.
The shape is much slenderer than that of An 219,
and more top-heavy, but the foot-ring is shorter and
smaller than on An 143, An 145, and An 172. The edge
of the lip differs from all those in resembling a rolled
lip.
Oinochoe syntax, with two friezes. On the lip, in line
with the handle, a neat, white pinwheel rosette; on the
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disks, careless, white dot-cluster rosettes. In the friezes,
reading 1. to r. from the handle: I, swan (with raised
wing) to r., seated sphinx (with raised sickle wing) to
r., padded dancer to r. (as a centerpiece), seated sphinx
(with raised sickle wing) to 1., swan (with raised wing)
to 1.; II, goat to r., swan (with folded wing) to r., panther to r., goat to r. (center), panther to 1. The filling
ornament is quite dense: plus-incised dots and rosettes,
simple incised rosettes, double-centered rosettes, several V-incised boomerang shapes, and compound and
single fan-shaped (or bundled) fillers.
Central phase of Early Corinthian, or scarcely later.
Clearly contemporary with An 197, later than An 219.
The padded dancer is less developed than the pair on
An 156. The incised line in the figurework is light; the
drawing is reasonably painstaking, but the style is
finicky and inconsistent.
An 199 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, BLACK GLAZED.
P1. 48.
C-62-546 (basket 64). P. H. 0.207, D. 0.187.
The clay is mostly light, greenish buff, but very pink
in one area, to the right of the handle; the glaze-paint
is mostly fugitive, greenish gray brown, but in the pink
area red-brown and fairly firm. The body is dented in
several places, and the foot is slightly twisted, so the pot
stands unsteadily. Fragmentary,the body completed in
plaster; the mouth and most of the neck and all but the
stump of the handle are lacking.
The shoulder is rounded, but not domed (as on An
194 and An 195), because it has a steep slope, and
the body below the maximum diameter contracts almost in a straight line to the base. The foot-ring is
small.
Canonical syntax. The tongue incisions tend to
whirl (cf. An 193 and An 195). Added color in the
tongue zone: vestiges. Polychrome banding: wwRww
below the tongues and above the rays and wrw below
the maximum diameter. The rays are sharp pointed but
solid and symmetrical, closely spaced, nearly tangent
at their bases.
Context: central phase of Early Corinthian, or not
much later; cf. An 194 and An 197, An 198.
An 200 BROAD-BOTTOMED OINOCHOE,
Pls. 62, 108.
BLACK FIGURED.
H.
with handle
C-62-547 (baskets 65-72). H. 0.141,
0.190, D. 0.164.
Light buff clay; black glaze-paint (in a few spots
where preserved). A few gaps completed in plaster.
Broad-necked model (as distinct from the narrownecked type of An 175), with a very wide strap handle.
The body is straight, nipped in just perceptibly at the
base, and the shoulder slopes, making the profile
angular. The shape of the lobes of the mouth is strikingly similar to An 186, whose mouth-and-handle
assembly differs from those of other trefoil oinochoai
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fromthe well. An 200 and An 186 shareanotherpeculiarity: the handle is fastenedto the inside of the lip
(it is almost universalpracticeto fasten it to the outside).
Oinochoe syntax, with true, round-tippedtongues
(thesepersiston broad-bottomedoinochoaigenerally)
and a single frieze.In the frieze,reading1. to r. from
the handle:two dolphinsleapingto r., owl to r., three
dolphins leaping to r. The filling ornament,simple
incised and one double-centeredrosettes, is fairly
dense. The added color is preservedin vestigesin the
tonguesand above the frieze.
Centralphase of EarlyCorinthian,or scarcelylater.

An 201 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKFIGURED.
Pls. 48, 92.
C-62-548(baskets67-75). H. 0.153, H. with handle
0.183, D. 0.141.
Light, pinkish buff clay; black glaze-paint,brown
wherethin. Fragmentary,completedin plaster.
Small, but the neck and mouth are almost of standard size. The shoulderis stronglyrounded, almost
domed. The profileis angularat the maximumdiameter, because the short lower body contractsrapidly
to a narrowbase. The foot-ringis of mediumheight.
The profile of neck and mouth is continuous, the
lobes of the mouth large (but not stronglyeverted),
the neck short.
Canonicalsyntax,witha singlefriezeon the shoulder.
In the frieze,reading1. to r. fromthe handle:panther
to r., goat to i., pantherto 1., and, underthe handle,a
(?) goose (with folded wing) to 1. Added red on necks
and bellies,and sometimeson the ribs and haunches,
of the animals. The filling ornamentis not dense:
uninciseddots, plus-incisedand simpleincisedrosettes,

and two matia (dot-and-ring fillers). Polychrome

exceedsthe height.Thebroadbasewillpreventtipping.
The handlerises only high enoughto providea good
grip.

The mouth, neck, and handle are black. On the
shoulder(just below the handle root) and near the
middle of the body, broad black-glazebands. The
foot-ringis black. No added color is preserved.
Context: central phase of Early Corinthian, or
scarcelylater; cf. the last.
An 203 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKFIGURED.
Pls. 48, 98.
C-62-550(baskets67-76). H. 0.201, H. with handle
0.241, D. 0.180.

Pinkishbuff clay; dull black glaze-paint,generally,
with some flaking, but in one area light, brownish
orange.A few smallgaps completedin plaster.
The shoulderis rounded,but not domed;the lower
body contractsin a nearly straightline to the base.
The profile of the short neck and mouth is a single,
simplecurve(cf. An 214). The foot-ringis of the narrow, straightsided, tallertype (cf. An 216).
Canonicalsyntax, with two friezes. In the friezes,
reading1. to r. from the handle:I, goat to r., crouching lion to I., goat to r.; II, ruminant to r., ... crouch-

ing felineto 1.,goat to r., crouchinglion to 1.Addedred
is used freely, but consistentlyonly in the necks of
goats and lions and the bellies of goats. The filling
ornamentis not dense: simple incised and plus-incised rosettesand unincisedblobs. Polychromebanding: rr on the bandbetweenthe friezes,wrwbelowthe
friezes;the same, apparently,was intendedabove the
rays.
Centralphaseof EarlyCorinthian,or scarcelylater.
The style is slapdashand aberrant,the drawingtoo
rapidto be regardedas apprenticework.

banding:wRw below the frieze,wrrrw(often merging
to wRw) above the rays. The rays, though not heavy, An 204 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKGLAZED.
are neat, solid, and symmetrical.
P1.48.
Centralphase of EarlyCorinthian,or scarcelylater.
C-62-551(baskets67-76). H. 0.229, D. 0.191.
For its relationshipto the Mati Painter,see p. 86.
Verypale, greenishclay; no glaze-paintis preserved.
Fragmentary,completed in plaster, except for the
An202 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, SEMI-GLAZED. handle,which is lacking.
PI. 48.
The shapeis a descendantof the earlierAn 224; the
C-62-549(baskets67-75). H. 0.205, H. with handle earliervaseis squatter,but they arealikein the absence
of articulations:the profilefromlip to baseis one long
0.248, D. 0.208.
Buffclay, less cleanthanin most fineware, in some S-curve.The narrow,stronglybeveledfoot-rings,also,
spots quite greenish, in others quite pinkish; dull are alike.The almostbi-conicalbody is most inelegant
brownglaze-paint(wherepreserved).
in an oinochoe.
The shape and fabric is that of good, semi-glazed
Canonical syntax. The tongue incisions are very
household pottery, of which an earlier, LPC repre- closely spaced. Vestigesof rays at the base are neat.
sentativeis An 244. The shoulderis rounded,but the There are probablevestiges of polychromebanding
lowerbodyis straight.Theneckis short,but not broad, below the tongues, at the maximumdiameter,and
and the lobes of the mouth are neatly formed.These above the rays.
traits agree well with black-glazedand figuredoinoContext: central phase of Early Corinthian, or
choai fromsimilarlevelsin the fill. It differsfromthem scarcely later; cf. An 201, An 203. An 206 shows somein its sturdy proportions; the maximum diameter what different,superiorpotting, but it is very simi-
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An 205 FRAGMENT OF CLOSED VASE, BLACK
FIGURED.
PI. 71.
C-62-896 (basket 68). M.P. Dim. 0.042.
Pale buff clay; dull, crazed (and flaking) glaze-paint.
Added red. Single fragment from the base of the neck
and the sloping shoulder of a vase such as An 156 (but
the wall is here much thinner), or an olpe (but the
typical molding of an olpe is lacking), or a trefoil
oinochoe with shoulder frieze.
The neck is black, and the black continues a bit
below the turn to the shoulder. On the shoulder, a
large-headed, thick-bodied flute-player (probably a
Corinthian padded dancer) to 1.; his face seems to be
fitted with the bands worn by performers on reeded
double flutes. The field is reserved, except that at the
extreme left there is a small part of either a filling
ornament or the tip of an outstretched hand. On the
interior, vestiges of solid black glaze (which evidently
covered the interior of the neck) continue for more
than a centimeter below the offset.
Crude work, not earlier than the foregoing; context: as the last.

An 206 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, BLACK GLAZED.
PI. 48.
C-62-552 (baskets 68-74). H. 0.200, H. with handle
0.240, D. 0.174.
Pale, greenish buff clay; small spots of black and
brownish black glaze-paint. Fragmentary, completed
in plaster.
The shoulder is rounded, but not domed; the lower
body is noticeably, but not emphatically, rounded.
The neck is of very moderate height and breadth; the
line of mouth and neck is continuous, but, though the
base of the lobes is not marked by a molding or offset,
the lobes are like those that are distinct (cf., e.g., An
216). The handle does not rise very high above the lip;
tall handles are generally later, but superior, earlier
oinochoai (e.g., An 221) can have handles much taller
than this one. The base is narrow, and the foot-ring is
not only narrow but very small, straight, and sharply
tooled.
Canonical syntax. The tongue incisions tend slightly
to whirl (less than on An 193). The rays are sharp
pointed, but solid and symmetrical, extremely neat,
and tangent at their bases.
Context: central phase of Early Corinthian, or
scarcely later, as An 204. For the misfiring, cf. An 204.
An 207 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, BLACK GLAZED.
PI. 47.
C-62-528 (baskets 69-75). P.H. 0.171, P.H. with
handle ca. 0.223, D. 0.156.
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Light, warm buff clay; black to reddish brown
glaze-paint. Fragmentary; part of the mouth, part of
the upper body, and most of the lower body and foot
are lacking.
Broader-based variant of the standard oinochoe (cf.
the later An 76 and An 85). The shoulder slopes with
little convexity, and the profile is slightly angular
where it turns. The neck is short, broader at its base
than above; its profile is continuous with the mouth,
which, though not offset, is distinct.
All-black syntax (cf. An 59, An 135, and An 188,
none of them otherwise closely related). Added color
in the tongue zone: R..Y.., the colors filling their
areas neatly. Polychrome banding: wrrrw below the
tongues, wrrrw below the shoulder, and wrrw at some
distance above the base.
Context: central phase of Early Corinthian; cf.
An 204, An 209.
An 208 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, BLACK GLAZED.
PI. 47.
C-62-553 (baskets 70-73). H. 0.200, H. with handle
0.247, D. 0.174.
Greenish buff clay; traces of glaze-paint in shades of
gray, green, and tan. Fragmentary, completed in plaster, except for part of the mouth, which is lacking.
The vase has a rather high shoulder; the profile of
the lower body is rounded below the maximum diameter, then it contracts in a straighter line towards the
base. The profile of neck and mouth is continuous,
and the neck is longer than on An 204 and An 206.
The base is narrow; the foot-ring is fairly small and
spreading, with a strongly beveled edge.
Canonical syntax. Traces only of polychrome, the
colors uncertain: in the tongue zone, R.Y. (?);
banding, wwrww (?) below the tongues. The rays are
sharp pointed, closely spaced.
Context: central phase of Early Corinthian, or
scarcely later; cf. An 204, An 209.
An 209 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, BLACK FIGURED.
Pls. 47, 87.
C-62-555 (baskets 72-74, 77). H. 0.179, H. with
handle 0.224, D. 0.153.
Grayish buff clay, with a slight greenish cast; dull
black glaze-paint, rather fugitive. Fragmentary, completed in plaster, except for half of the mouth, which is
lacking.
Small. The shoulder is sloping but rounded; the
profile of the lower body is rather straight. The neck is
cylindrical, short, and broader (D. 0.067) than the
foot-ring (D. 0.062); the mouth is distinctly offset
from the neck. The handle is triple. The foot-ring is
small and carelessly tooled; the vase stands unevenly.
Canonical syntax, with two friezes. In the friezes,
reading 1. to r. from the handle: I, deer to r., panther
to r., goat to r.; II, ruminant to r., ram (?) to r., lion
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to r., goat to r., pantherto r. The fillingornament,of An 212 BLACK-GLAZED KOTYLE. Fig. 1, P1. 64.
C-62-558 (baskets 72, 76-78). H. 0.105, est. D. at lip
unincisedpluses and dots, is not dense. Polychrome
banding: wrw on the band dividing I and II, w...w

0.140, D. of foot 0.056.

Light buff clay, slightly greenish at the base; purplish
preservedbelow II and above the rays. The rays are
dark gray glaze-paint, rather fugitive. Fragmentary,
narrowand sharppointed,spacedat wide intervals.
Centralphase of EarlyCorinthian.For its relation- but the full profile preserved; a stump of one handle
remains.
ship to the PenichrosPainter,see p. 83.
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Small. The foot-ring is nearly as narrow as on the
LPC An 229, but its profile (in section) is at least as
An 210 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKGLAZED.
as on the large kotyle An 196. The
PI.47. developed-looking
is tall, and it expands less, from base to lip, than
shape
C-62-556 (baskets 72-78). P.H. 0.180, P.H. with
that of An 229.
handle0.244, D. 0.173.
Canonical syntax. Polychrome banding: w on the
Light buff clay; black glaze-paint,flaking badly. inside of the
lip, wRw below the handles and above
Fragmentary,the body completedin plaster;part of the
The rays are spaced at short intervals; they
rays.
the neck and handleand the mouthare lacking.
The shoulderis rounded,but not domed.The baseis are neat and symmetrical, but have long, sharp points.
Context: central phase of Early Corinthian; cf.
much broaderthan the neck, whichis quitenarrowin
An 211 and An 216.

proportion to the body. The foot-ring has a neat
bevelededge; it is fairlytall and slightlyspreading.
Canonicalsyntax.Added color in the tongue zone: An 213 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, BLACK FIGURED.
R.Y. . Polychrome banding: wwrrww below the

Pls. 47, 87.

C-62-559 (baskets 73, 74). H. 0.208, H. with handle
tonguesandabovethe rays.Theraysaresharppointed,
neat and symmetrical,and tangentat their bases.
0.257, D. 0.195.
Pinkish buff clay; black, brown, and reddish brown
Context:centralphase of Early Corinthian;cf. the
next. For the potter'swork, see p. 90.
glaze-paint. Small gaps completed in plaster.

An 211 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKFIGURED.
Pls. 47, 93, 94, 107.
C-62-557(baskets72-98). H. 0.200, D. 0.181.
On one side, very slightly greenish,pale buff clay
(on the other,pinkishbuff); blackglaze-paint,flaking
very badly (on the pinkishside, red-brownand fairly
firm). Fragmentary,completed in plaster, excepting
the handleand half of the mouth,lacking.
The vase has a rounded, sloping shoulder; the
lower body also is rounded.The neck is quite broad
(D. 0.073) and extremelyshort; it is not clearly articulated at its joint with the shoulder, and it flares

immediatelyinto the lobes of the mouth (cf. An 204).
The foot-ring is narrow (D. 0.071) and moderately
tall. The vase standsunsteadily.
Canonicalsyntax,with a single frieze on the body.
Added color in the tongue zone: R.Y. on the front
(irregularto both sides of the handle).In the frieze,
reading1. to r. from the position of the handle: goat
to r., pantherto 1., goat to r., pantherto 1., and goose
(withfoldedwing)to r. (underthe handle).Addedred
on necks and bellies. Moderatelydense filling ornament: plus-incisedand simple incised rosettes and a
few dots. Polychromebanding: many indistinctred
and white lines above and below the friezeand above
the rays.The raysare neat, spacedat intervalsroughly
equal to their bases.
Centralphaseof EarlyCorinthian.Earlyworkof the
SynetheiaPainter (see pp. 86-87). Unrelatedto, but
clearlycontemporarywith, An 216.

The shoulder is somewhat domed, the profile of the
lower body nearly straight. The neck is cylindrical, of
moderate height and breadth. The mouth is distinct
from the neck and very nicely fashioned. The foot-ring
is slightly wider than the neck; it is very small and
neatly tooled.
Canonical syntax, with a single frieze on the body.
The tongue incisions are a series of hooks to the left.
There is no added color here or elsewhere on the vase.
In the frieze, reading 1. to r. from the handle: goat to
r., panther to r., goat to r., a plausibly anthropoid
creature (cf. An 181), goat to r., lion to r., goat to r.,
lion to r. The filling ornament is not dense; it consists
of what should have been simple incised rosettes, but
only two of them are incised. The animals, also, have
only half the usual amount of incised detail, and that
exceedingly inept. The rays are carefully, but badly,
drawn, nearly tangent at their bases.
Central phase of Early Corinthian. Perhaps apprentice work; the rapid fluidity of An 203 is strikingly
different from this scratchy, halting work. But the
potter's work is conspicuously fine.
An 214 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, BLACK GLAZED.
P1. 47.
C-62-560 (baskets 74-103). H. 0.213, H. with handle
0.258, D. 0.182.
Slightly pinkish to pinkish buff clay; mottled glazepaint, black to red-brown, with metallic and graygreen spots. Fragmentary,completed in plaster; dented
and flattened in places, slightly lopsided.
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The shoulder is strongly rounded, but not domed.
The profile is angular at the maximum diameter and
rather straight in the lower body. The base is very narrow, the diameter of the foot-ring (0.073) hardly exceeding that of the neck (0.072). The profile of neck
and mouth is continuous, as on An 203. The tooling of
the edge of the lip is exceptional: the clay was cut off
square, then coaxed into a molded edge (this is easily
done when the clay is wet, with the finger or any small
tool). The foot-ring is small and spreads slightly; the
edge is not beveled.
Canonical syntax. The tongue incisions, which tend
slightly to whirl (cf. An 206, An 193), never had added
colors. Polychrome banding: wRw below the tongues,
below the maximum diameter, and above the rays.
The rays are spaced at short intervals, but they are
hollow sided and sharp pointed.
Context: central phase of Early Corinthian. The
whirling tongues, the wRw banding (and its use around
the middle of the vase), the form of the rays, the resemblance in the neck to An 203, and the crude tooling of
the edge of the lip, all argue against an earlier date.
Contemporary with An 213, An 215, An 216.
An 215 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, BLACK GLAZED.
Pls. 47, 89.
C-62-561 (baskets 75-77). H. 0.203, H. with handle
0.250, D. 0.183.
Light buff clay; black glaze-paint (reddish in two
places), flaking on the shoulder. Fragmentary, completed in plaster. The neck is bent and twisted to one
side; on the shoulder on the opposite side, the lines of
the tongues and the polychrome bands are prevented
by this distortion from joining. The pot must have
burst open in firing.
For the shape, compare An 210 and An 165; An 215
is a little broader at the base, and the beveled edge of
the foot-ring is less emphatic.
Canonical syntax. Added color in the tongue zone:
R.Y.. Polychrome banding: wwrrww below the
tongues and above the rays (cf. An 210 and An 165;
on all, the lines are very neat below the tongues, relatively careless below). The rays are very sharp pointed
and exceedingly neat; they are slightly hollow sided
and tangent at their bases.
Context: central phase of Early Corinthian; cf. the
next. For the potter's work, see p. 90.
An 216 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, BLACK FIGURED.
Pls. 47, 90.
C-62-562 (baskets 77-78). H. 0.223, H. with handle
0.262, D. 0.190.
Brownish gray clay; dull black glaze-paint (the
added red is fired to dark purple). Fragmentary (most
of the foot and a few fragments of the body lacking),
completed in plaster.
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The shoulder slopes and is moderately rounded; the
profile of the lower body is nearly straight. Accordingly, the profile at the maximum diameter is rather
angular. The neck is cylindrical, of moderate height
and breadth; the mouth is distinct, articulated by a
slight molding. The foot-ring (preserved at one point
to its full height) is rather tall and quite straight sided.
The handle does not rise very high above the lobes of
the mouth (but cf. An 220, An 221, which are
earlier).
Canonical syntax, with a single frieze on the shoulder,
except for the reserved zone at the base, which has two
black bands in place of the usual rays (cf. An 146). In
the frieze, reading 1. to r. from the handle: panther to
r., goat to 1.Added red in the necks, ribs, and haunches.
The filling ornament is quite dense; simple incised
rosettes predominate, with a few fillers incised with
deltas or rectangles. The space at the back of the vase,
around the root of the handle (where a bird is common), is a carpet of rosettes. Polychrome banding:
wRw (wrrw, the rr merging) below the frieze, rw above
the zone at the base.
Central phase of Early Corinthian. By the Lowie
Painter (see pp. 84-85), his earliest known work.
An 217 BLACK-GLAZED KRATER, WITH
LINEAR DECORATION ON THE NECK. P1. 70.
C-62-563 (two fragments from basket 77, whence
continuously down to ca. basket 126). H. 0.348, D. at
rim 0.330, m. D. 0.445.
Pinkish buff clay; mostly light, reddish brown glazepaint, in one spot dull, dark gray. The clay is rather
coarse at the core, smoothly slipped on the exterior.
Fragmentary, completed in plaster; one handle preserved, the other restored to match.
The krater has a short, cylindrical neck, without a
distinct rim. The shoulder is strongly rounded, and the
maximum diameter is reached just below the handle
roots. The lower body contracts rapidly, in a nearly
straight line, to a narrow base. The foot is fairly tall
and spreading. The handles, because they are rooted
on the rounded shoulder, tilt outward slightly; they
do not reach the edge of the lip. The handle bridges
rise from the tops of the handles, then turn to join the
lip horizontally.
Entirely black glazed except for the exterior of the
neck and reserved triangles, one on either side between the handle roots. On the neck: three fine lines,
a zone with step pattern (carefully executed with a
fine brush), and three fine lines.
Late Protocorinthian. One other vase, the olpe
An 219, has a comparably long range of basket numbers. Both of these were mended from a large number
of fragments, and neither, apparently, is a spoiled vase.
Protocorinthian glaze-paint is often reddish brown,
or even brighter.
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An 218 ROUND-MOUTHEDGLOBULAR
PI. 62.
PITCHER, UNGLAZED.
C-62-564(basketsas deep as 99). H. 0.207, H. with
handle0.257, D. 0.216.
Light,greenishbuffclay, fine and ratherthin. Fragmentary (half of the body and most of the neck
lacking),the preservedhalf completedin plaster.
The neckis shortand cylindrical,the lip cut to slope
inwardswith a slightridgeat the outeredge.The body
is nearlyglobular,with a sloping shoulder.The footringis likethat of a Corinthoinochoe.Theheavystrap
handleresemblesthat of An 186, but at the lip its terminationis like that of an Ionic flutingand at the root
a flattenedplaque.
Except in its size and the form of the handle, An 218
does not differ greatly from the shape of the Corinth

oinochoein LC (cf., e.g., An 24), but it is quiteunlike
those with which,judgingfrom its position in the fill,
it should be approximatelycontemporary(cf. An 223
and An 197),and, indeed,the formof the neckand the
handlefavor an early date.
Context:first half of Early Corinthian;cf. An 216,
An 220.

An 219 OLPE,BLACKFIGURED. Pls. 57, 100, 102.
C-62-565(baskets:mostly from ca. 80, but single
fragmentswere found as high in the fill as 63 and 70
[or 76?] and as deep as 102, 111,and 114). P.H. (before restorationof foot-ring)0.242, D. at bottom of
animalfriezeabout 0.165.
Pale buff clay; black glaze-paint, mostly flaked
away. Fragmentary,the foot restored and the rest
mendedand patchedwith plaster.
This olpe is rounder,heavier at the bottom, and
more clearlyarticulatedat the neck than othersfrom
the well (cf. An 198, which, stratigraphically,
is closest
to it). The neck is shorter,and the lip more strongly
everted and sharply tooled. The shape is, perhaps,
intermediatebetweenNC 166, by the SphinxPainter
(Payne,pl. 12, 1), and An 198.
In its decorativesyntax,it is exceptional;insteadof
two or morefriezes,it has largefigures,in a composition centeredon the front of the vase, occupyingthe
full spacefromthe molding at the base of the neckto
the black zone near the base (below this, the usual
short zone of rays is partly preserved).The composition couldhave been borrowedfrom contemporary
alabastra:in the center, a salamander,placed vertically, seen as from above; flankingthe salamander,
confrontedcocks, each with an owl perched on his
back; at the back,belowthe root of the handle,a hare
to r. The filling ornamentis moderatelydense, composed entirelyof plus-incisedand simple incised rosettes,none of themverylarge.
Central phase of Early Corinthian, or scarcely
earlier.This placementis based on the shape of the
olpe, on the developmentof the cocks and the hare

(cf. NC 564, Payne, pl. 22, 8), and the form and distribution of the filling ornament. For the style, see The
Fragmentary Fine Ware, p. 99. This is not a spoiled
vase; the clay is evenly and perfectly fired to that
typically Corinthian pale buff, which was by no means
regularly achieved, and the vase is nowhere distorted
or dented. No other vase from the well was mended
from such small, or so many, fragments. The fragment
from basket 114 is a very small one at the side of the
salamander.
An 220 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, BLACK FIGURED.
Pls. 46, 86, 101.
C-62-566 (baskets ca. 90-103). H. 0.210, H. with
handle 0.257, D. 0.189.
Very pale buff clay; mottled, black to red-brown
glaze-paint. Fragmentary, completed in plaster.
The shoulder slopes, but not steeply. The maximum
diameter is high on the vase, and the turning of the
shoulder is rather sharp. Below, the body contracts,
with slight convex curvature, to a very narrow base.
The neck is cylindrical, a little taller than on An 226.
The mouth is offset, small and neat in proportion to
the pot. The foot-ring is small, not quite so narrow as
on An 226, and its edge is rounded rather than beveled.
Canonical syntax, with two friezes. In the friezes,
reading 1. to r. from the handle: I, bird to r., goat to 1.,
feline to r., goat to 1.; II, goose to r., goat to r., panther
to r., goat to 1., lion to r., bull to r. The filling ornament is not dense; there is one simple incised rosette
(below the handle), but the rest are dot-and-ring fillers
and dots. Polychrome banding: wwrrww below the
frieze. The rays are sharp and long pointed, spaced at
short intervals.
Early in Early Corinthian. The filling ornament is
inherited from the Transitional period, but the shape
of the vase and the style of the animals are more
evolved than on An 226, which is by the same hand,
the Penichros Painter (see p. 83). For a related Transitional style, cf. An 227.
An 221 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, BLACK FIGURED.
Pls. 46, 98.
C-62-567 (baskets as deep as 101). H. 0.200, H.
with handle 0.251, D. 0.181.
Light, pinkish buff clay; black glaze-paint (brown
where thin), firm, with a rather metallic sheen. Fragmentary, completed in plaster.
The shoulder is high and rounded. The profile of the
lower body is nearly straight; at its base, the body is
broader than on An 220. The handle is triple. The
profile of the neck is very slightly concave; the neck is
short, but the lobes of the mouth, which flare rather
strongly, are tall. The profile of neck and mouth is
really continuous, but interrupted by a molding. The
foot is of modest height, not spreading; it is subtly
echinoid. The bottom is oddly tooled, with a broad
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resting surface and only a small area hollowed at the
center.
Canonical syntax, with a single frieze on the body.
Added color in tongue zone: R.W. (only near the
handle). In the frieze, reading 1. to r. from the handle:
panther to 1., panther to r., boar (without bristles) to
r., panther to 1., bull (or boar) to r. The filling ornament, of simple incised rosettes, unincised pluses, and
small blobs, is not dense. Polychrome banding (preserved): wrw..w below the tongues, wrw below the
frieze and above the rays. The rays are neat, solid, and
symmetrical, nearly tangent at their bases.
Early in Early Corinthian. The potter's work is careful and distinctive (note the peculiar treatment of the
bottom of the foot). The animal frieze is contemporary with that of An 220.
An 222 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, BLACK GLAZED.
PI. 46.
C-62-568 (baskets as deep as 103). P. H. 0.162, P. H.
with handle 0.210, D. 0.169.
Light, greenish buff clay; black glaze-paint, largely
flaked away. Fragmentary, completed in plaster, except for the foot-ring and part of the base, which are
lacking.
The shoulder is high and rounded; its surface
scarcely slopes. The pot is small and the lower body
short, contracting rapidly towards the base. The neck
is short, its profile continuous with the mouth, of
which the lobes are not large. For the neck and mouth,
cf. the larger, later An 206, where comparable parts
are a little taller and slenderer.
Canonical syntax, with true tongues on the shoulder;
these are narrow and not very neat, but they have
separate, rounded tips. Added color in tongues: R. Y..
Polychrome banding: wwrrrww (fine lines) below the
tongues (illegible traces above the rays).
Context: beginning of or early in Early Corinthian;
cf. the last two and the next.
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are spots of added red on the neck and nose of the
panther at left.
Beginning of Early Corinthian. The animals are
scarcely different from Transitional types, except in
their body proportions. The configurations of the animals relate them to the Sphinx Painter (A.J.A.,
LXVIII, 1964, pp. 387-388; earlier bibliography is
gathered there). This is by far the earliest known
Corinth oinochoe; for the development of the shape,
see pp. 78-80.
An 224 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, BLACK GLAZED.
PI. 46.
C-62-570 (baskets as deep as 103). H. 0.194, H. with
handle 0.234, D. 0.176.
Light, yellowish buff clay; the glaze-paint is gone,
except in two spots, which are black. Fragmentary,
completed in plaster.
The shape is related to the later An 204; it is only
squatter. An 224 and An 204 illustrate two phases of a
very minor tradition in oinochoe production, possibly,
but not demonstrably, two points in the career of a
single, inferior potter.
Canonical syntax. No added color is preserved. The
rays are carefully drawn, spaced at short intervals.
Context: beginning of or early in Early Corinthian,
as An 222.

An 225 KRATER WITHOUT HANDLE-PLATES,
PI. 70.
BLACK GLAZED.
C-62-572 (baskets as deep as 103). Restored H. 0.225,
D. of rim 0.223, D. 0.268.
Buff clay (slightly greenish on the unglazed bottom); small spots of glaze-paint, as distinct from
vestiges, are dull black. Fragmentary, completed in
plaster, the foot and one handle restored.
The shoulder is sloping, not pronounced, and the
maximum diameter is very high on the vase. The bowl
is deep (contrast An 107 and An 81). The handle is
smaller and, root to root, embraces a smaller part of
the girth than on An 81 and An 83. The neck and rim
An 223 CORINTH OINOCHOE, BLACK
are scarcely more than an everted lip (the LPC krater
Pls. 59, 85, 101, 109.
FIGURED.
An 217 has no rim yet, at all). Consider as a developC-62-569 (baskets as deep as 103). H. 0.174, D. 0.167. mental series An
217, Corinth,XIII, pl. 89, X-135, and
Light buff clay; dull black glaze-paint (where pre- An 225. The North Cemetery krater (which is placed
served in a few spots). Fragmentary, completed in in
EC), then, would be a little earlier than this one,
plaster, except for the handle, of which only the root is itself very early.
preserved.
Entirely black glazed.
Sack shaped, on a fairly broad base, with a small,
Context: beginning of or early in Early Corinthian,
very nicely tooled foot-ring. The neck is narrower as An 222. On the development of the plain krater,
than on An 197 and An 156, and it flares upward see 81.
p.
(ancestral to the MC An 61, An 62, An 65). The preserved root shows that the handle was not yet a proper An 226 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, BLACK FIGURED.
Pls. 46, 86, 101.
strap but oval in section.
C-62-573 (baskets as deep as 103). H. 0.200, H. with
Reserved, except for a band (W. 0.008) below the
handle root and, standing on this, on the front of the handle 0.237, D. 0.183.
Buff clay, in discrete areas grayish, greenish, or
vase (opposite the handle), confronted panthers and,
between them, a swan to r. No filling ornament. There slightly pinkish; dull black glaze-paint, where pre-
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served(largelygone on one side). Fragmentary,completedin plaster,exceptfor partof the mouth,whichis
lacking.
The shoulderis more roundedthan on An 220, but
the maximumdiameteris equallyhigh on the vase, the
turningof the shoulderequallysharp.The lowerbody
has a straighterprofile,as generallywhenthe shoulder
is rounded. The neck and foot are a little narrower
than on An 220. The neck is short and cylindrical,the
mouth sharplyoffset.The handleis triple.In all these
traits, An 226 is intermediatebetweenAn 227 and An
220. The foot-ringis a little tallerthan on An 227; its
edge is beveled.
Canonicalsyntax, with two friezes. In the friezes,
reading1. to r. from the handle: I, goose (?) to r.,
ruminantto 1., pantherto r., goat to 1.; II, lion to r.,
goat to 1., pantherto r., goat to 1., bird (?), ruminant
to 1. (underthe handle).Thefillingornamentis moderately dense, with simple incised rosettes (predominating), plus-incisedrosettes, incised pluses, and a
cartwheel;the variedtypes occur on the back of the
vase, the simpleincisedrosetteson the front. Thereis
no added color, even where the glaze-paintis preserved.The rays are tall and sharppointed,spacedat
short intervals.
Beginningof Early Corinthian.Despite the incised
filling ornament,the animal style and the shape are
less developedthan on An 220, which is by the same
hand, the PenichrosPainter(see p. 83).

An 228 FRAGMENTOF KOTYLE,BLACK
GLAZED.
P1.71.
C-62-897(basket104).H. 0.071, W. 0.050.
Paleivoryclay; orange-brownto nearlyblackglazepaint (muchworn on interior).Added red and white.
Single wall fragment,preservingblack glazeand part
of the zone of rays.
Small. The kotyle would have been rathertall and
straightsided.
Canonicalsyntax.Polychromebanding:wrrrw(fine
lines) above the rays. Small parts of the tips of two
rays remain; betweenthem, a long-beakedbird (cf.
An 166 and the next), drawnupside down, in silhouette, more carefullydrawnthan this motif usuallyis.
Probably Late Protocorinthian.Context: upper
marginof LPC fill; cf. also the last.

An 229 BLACK-GLAZEDKOTYLE. Fig. 1, P1.63.
C-62-575(baskets104-115).P.H. 0.084, D. of foot
0.053.
Gray-brownishbuff clay; dark brown glaze-paint.
Fragmentary,partlycompletedin plaster(to just below the handles).
The shape must have been fairlytall. The foot-ring
is very small and neat.
Canonicalsyntax. Polychromebanding: rr below
the handles.At the top of the zone of rays, a thin reservedline and a narrowblack band. The rays stand
on a line that exactlycoincideswith the offset of the
laterkotylai,this is rarelyso); belowthis
An 227 TREFOILOINOCHOE,BLACKFIGURED. foot-ring(on
a thin reservedline, thenblackto the base of the
offset,
Pls. 46, 86.
The rays are rathernarrowand quite sharp
C-62-574(basketsas deep as 103and, one fragment foot-ring.
pointed,
very
carefullydrawn, spaced at short intereach, 104, 107). H. 0.200, H. with handle 0.246, D.
a small bird in silhouette,upside
vals;
them,
among
0.187.
down (cf. the last and An 166).
Pinkish-grayishclay (greenish-grayishbuff among
Late Protocorinthian.
the raysand in the reservedareasof the friezes);a few
spots of black glaze-paintremain.Fragmentary,comAn 230 LARGE BLACK-GLAZEDCUP WITH
pleted in plaster.
The shoulderis higher,more nearlylevel, and less LINEAR DECORATION.
P1.68.
roundedthan on An 226; the profileof the lowerbody
C-62-576 (baskets 104-117). P.H. 0.082, est. D.
is nearly straightas it contracts.The neck and foot- 0.200.
ring are a very little broader(and the neck slightly
Lightbuff clay, slightlypinkishon one side; brown
shorter, the foot-ring smaller)than on An 226. The to red-brownglaze-paint,with some flaking.
mouth is sharplyoffset,its angle relatedto the line of
The cup was very deep bowled.The shoulderswells
the shoulder.The handleis triple.
very little, and the short, verticallip is scarcelyoffset.
Canonicalsyntax, with two friezes. In the friezes, The handlesare sturdy,attachedto tilt upward.
The preservedpart is black glazed except for the
reading1. to r. from the handle:I, goose (with folded
wing)to 1., goat to 1., lion (regardant)to r., goat to 1.; handle zone, which exactly correspondsto the depth
II, lion to 1., goat to 1., feline to 1., pantherto r., goat of the handles,and a narrowreservedline above it,
to 1. The fillingornamentis not dense:truedot-cluster markingthe offsetof the lip. In the handlezone, linear
rosettes,though the dots often merge.Added red on decoration:(A) alternatingsigmas(all but one retrothe lion's neckin I; elsewhereany addedcolor is gone. grade)andthetas(fourtimes),thensigmas(retrograde)
The rays are very neat.
and squiggles (three times), then sigma (retrograde)
the
animals
as
well
as
the
and
and theta...; (B) ...sigmas (retrograde) and squigTransitional,
shape
fillingornamentdistinctlyearlierlookingthan An 226. gles (threetimes; no more preserved).
For its relationshipto later oinochoai,see p. 83.
Late Protocorinthian.
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An 231 NARROW-NECKED TREFOIL OINOP1. 62.
CHOE, BLACK GLAZED.
C-62-577 (baskets 105-107). H. 0.190 (the edge of
the foot-ring is chipped away), H. with handle 0.200,
D. 0.161.
Light, pinkish buff clay (where exposed); black to
reddish brown glaze-paint, flaking badly. Fragmentary, partly completed in plaster; one side of the
lower body and most of the foot-ring are lacking.
The vase has the accouterments of the narrownecked broad-bottomed oinochoe, but with an ovoid
body: it has a strap handle, a small, flattened trefoil
mouth, and a long, narrow neck (though without a ring
molding).
Entirely black glazed. Polychrome banding: wwR
ww below the handle root.
Context: Late Protocorinthian; cf. the last two.
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Pale buff clay; dull black and brownish glaze-paint,
flaking badly. Parts of the lip, handle zone, and upper
half of the bowl are preserved.
The cup was deep bowled. The shoulder is gently
rounded. The lip, upright and scarcely offset, is taller
and thicker than on An 230 and An 232.
The preserved part is black glazed except for the
handle zone, which is deeper than on An 230 and An
232, presumably to accommodate the figurework:
three coursing hounds to r., in silhouette technique,
are preserved. Polychrome banding: wRRw below the
shoulder.
Late Protocorinthian.
An 235 NARROW-NECKED TREFOIL OINOPI. 62.
CHOE, BLACK GLAZED.
C-62-581 (basket 111). H. 0.183, H. with handle
0.187, D. 0.146.
Light buff clay; the glaze-paint (shades of brown
and dull black) is fugitive. Fragmentary, completed in
plaster.
Similar to An 231, but the neck is conical and the
foot-ring is narrower.
Entirely black glazed. Polychrome banding: WRW
on the shoulder, below the handle root.
Context: Late Protocorinthian, as An 231.

An 232 LARGE BLACK-GLAZED CUP WITH
LINEAR DECORATION.
P1. 68.
C-62-578 (baskets 107-114). H. 0.143, D. at lip
0.194, D. of foot 0.080.
Mostly pinkish buff clay (in one area, pale buff,
slightly greenish); red-brown glaze-paint (black-brown
and very fugitive where the clay is pale). Fragmentary,
completed in plaster.
The offset of the lip is more emphatic than on An
230. The base is fairly narrow, the foot-ring small and An 236 HYDRIA, SEMI-GLAZED.
P1. 72.
straight sided.
C-62-582 (baskets 112-134; also 105-107?). H. 0.418,
Black glazed except for the handle zone, as An 230, D. 0.346.
and a zone of rays at the base. In the handle zone,
Light buff clay; red-brown to brownish black glazelinear decoration: (A) and (B) a guilloche with dotted
paint, abraded.
eyes. The rays are broad and tangent at their bases but,
The shape is a refined, ring-footed version of the
concave sided, in effect are widely spaced.
contemporary coarse-ware hydria (cf. An 305, An 313,
Late Protocorinthian.
An 315). The shoulder is domed and the lower body
slightly rounded. The neck, approximately cylindrical,
An 233 CONICAL OINOCHOE WITH LINEAR
is slightly narrower at the shoulder than at the rim.
DECORATION.
PI. 63.
The rim is flat. The horizontal handles are attached at
C-62-579 (baskets 107-116). P.H. 0.066, D. of base
the maximum diameter. The foot-ring is narrow and
0.139.
sided.
Pale, creamy buff clay; brown glaze-paint. Fragmen- straight
Inside the mouth, a broad band. The vertical face of
tary; only the conical body (completed in plaster) the rim is black. Between the root of the vertical
handle
survives.
and the horizontal handles, a black zone. Below the
The body is much shorter than broad (contrast An
horizontal handles, three black zones, each narrower
53). The profile is slightly rounded.
than the last, as the shape contracts. The foot-ring
At the top, pendant from the juncture with the neck,
was black. The horizontal handles are black, the
rays and three fine lines; below, a zone with groups of vertical handle reserved. On the
neck, at the left of the
short squiggles, then fine-line decoration to the short
vertical handle, a graffito (P1. 72).
zone of rays at the base; below the rays, a single fine
Late Protocorinthian.
line. The rays, including the longer ones on the
shoulder, are solid, symmetrical, straight sided, and An
237 TALL PYXIS, BLACK FIGURED. PI. 72.
tangent at their bases.
C-62-614a-c (baskets 114-123). (a) H. 0.066; (b) H.
Late Protocorinthian.
0.083, W. 0.085; (c) H. 0.048; est. D. of mouth 0.140,
of foot 0.085.
An 234 LARGE BLACK-GLAZED CUP WITH
SILHOUETTE FIGURES.
P1. 68.
Light buff to pinkish buff clay; black to red-brown
C-62-580 (baskets 108-117). P. H. 0.087, est. D. glaze-paint. Three groups of joined fragments, non0.190.
joining; the height of the vase cannot be determined.
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Tall pyxis, fitted for domed lid (lacking); cf. the
earlier examples, Johansen, V.S., pl. XI, 1-3;
Perachora, II, no. 1049, pl. 44.
On the exterior, a zone of conventional decoration
and three friezes in black-figure: I, a hare hunt; II,
hound (goat?), lion, boar; III, part of a lion, part of a
bovine. In the zone at the top, grouped vertical lines,
with a bird preserved in one "metope," and other
conventional motifs; in the zone below the hare hunt,
squiggles; at the base, a zone of rays.
Late Protocorinthian. Crude style.

C-62-898 (baskets 118-132). H. 0.037, D. at lip

0.059.
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Pale, pinkishbuff clay, firedharderthan this fabric
(the same as that of handmadeglobulararyballoiand
oinochoaiat Corinth;cf., e.g., Corinth,VII, i, no. 301,
pl. 37) usuallyis, finishedby toolingin verticalspatula
strokes on the exterior.The interioris coveredwith
red-ocherpigment, some of which has drippedover
the lip and run down the outside. Fragmentary;four
joined fragments preservethe completeprofile, but
parts of the wall on both sides are missing.
The shapeis cylindrical,flaringat the lip. The wall
An 238 SMALL KOTYLE, SILHOUETTE
turns sharplyto the roundedbottom, which has no
Pls. 63, 112. flattenedresting surfacebut is nearly enough flat to
TECHNIQUE.
C-62-583 (baskets 116-132). H. 0.051, est. D. at lip preventrocking.
This is one of severalpaintpotsfrom the well. Cf.
0.060, est. D. of foot 0.030.
red-brown
buff
black
to
An
67 and An 94; for their distributionin the fill, see
Light, pinkish
clay;
glazeabout
half
the
handles
paint. Fragmentary,
preserved;
pp. 96-97.
are lacking.
Context:Late Protocorinthian;cf. the next.
For the type, cf. Payne, p. 23, fig. 9, C. The shape
changes very little in its subsequent history (cf. An 118),
but the Protocorinthian examples have different and
more sharply tooled foot-rings (see P1. 112).
At the edge of the lip, a black band. In the handle
zone, groups of squiggles. In the frieze, coursing
hounds in silhouette style. The frieze is bounded above
and below by single black bands. At the base, rays
(contrast An 118). The exterior of the foot-ring is
black.
Late Protocorinthian.

An 241 LID, BLACKFIGURED.
P1.73.
C-62-584(baskets119-121).W. 0.061, L. 0.108, Th.
0.001.

Light buff clay, slightlypinkish; black glaze-paint.
Fragment,preservingabouta thirdof the lid, with the
attachmentof the knob in the centerbut not the edge.
From a largelid, perhapsof a kotyle-pyxis.
Surroundingthe knob, a zone of rays, separated
fromthe animalfriezeby a narrowblackband. In the
frieze:ruminantto 1.,lion to r., bull to 1.,warriorto r.
(the crest of the helmet and one arm brandishinga
spearsurvive).At the edge of the fragment,a bit of the
band circumscribing
the friezeis preserved.As filling
ornament,parts of three dot-clusterrosettesremain.
Late Protocorinthian,vergingon Transitional.This
is the most exactlyplaceableitem from these levels of
fill; perhaps its relative date should be applied to
everythingfrom basket 104 to, at least, ca. 135 (see
pp. 64, 97).

An 239 VOTIVE MINIATURE BASKET- SHAPED
PI. 72.
VASE.
C-62-618 (baskets 117-126). H. 0.035, est. D. at lip
0.055.
Pale buff clay; dull black glaze-paint. Fragmentary, the larger part preserved; one of the handles is
lacking.
The shape is squat and straight sided, rounded at
the base, and flat on the bottom. It has a turned rim
and small horizontal strap handles (later, these be- An 242 BLACK-GLAZEDCUP WITH LINEAR
come non-functional applied lumps of clay). The DECORATION.
P1.68.
a
C-62-585
has
been
called
and
one
from
(baskets127-132;
111?).H.
pyxis-kalathos (Perachora,
shape
it
is
but
not
fitted
to
receive
a
lid
D.
at
30:
of
D.
foot
0.044.
0.109,
p.
I,
99, pl.
0.083,
1),
lip
and, like the proper kalathiskos (cf. An 243), it is
Fairly light buff clay; the glaze-paint(crazedand
clearly derived from a basket (from the kind used for flaking) is largely gone. Fragmentary,completedin
olive picking, as on the Antimenes Painter's amphora, plaster;one handleis restored.
This is a thin-walledcup of a size suitable for
London, B.M. B 226, A.B.V., p. 273, no. 116).
The vase is decorated with broad black-glaze bands drinking.The shoulderis well roundedand the upbelow ihe rim and at the base; the handle zone is right lip, fairly tall, sharplyoffset. The bowl is very
reserved, but the handles are black. On the rim, groups deep (cf. the EC An 157). The foot-ring is perfectly
of short brushstrokes.
straightsided.
On the reservedlip, a frieze of debasedpinwheel
Context: Late Protocorinthian; cf. the foregoing
rosettes. At the offset, a line. The handle zone is
and An 241.

An 240 SMALL, HANDMADE DEEP BOWL,
PI. 73.
UNGLAZED.

reserved;on one side, near the handle, are two hopping birds in silhouettetechnique.Below the handle
zone, black to the zone of rays. The primaryrays

CATALOGUE
(straight sided, triangular) are black, the intermediate
ones outlined. The foot-ring is reserved, with a black
band.
Context: Late Protocorinthian; cf. the last.
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An 243 KALATHISKOS.
P1. 72.
C-62-617 (baskets 128-133). H. 0.041, est. D. of lip
0.055, D. of foot 0.030.
Pale buff clay; dull black glaze-paint. About half
preserved in two joined fragments.
Votive kalathiskos, flaring slightly to the top; the
exterior profile is very slightly concave.
On the interior: at the lip, a band; some distance
below, another. On the exterior: at the lip, two fine
lines; some distance below, three fine lines; at the
base, two narrow bands.
Context: Late Protocorinthian, as An 239. Knowledge of the development of the votive kalathos, from
published excavations, and especially Perachora, is
thoroughly summarized by T. J. Dunbabin, Perachora, II, pp. 87-91, nos. 768-867, pl. 35 (see also,
ibid., nos. 3095-3116, pl. 121); he also cites earlier
literature.

An 244 TREFOIL OINOCHOE, SEMI-GLAZED.
PI. 46.
C-62-587 (baskets 133-143). H. 0.187, H. with
handle 0.242, D. 0.201.
Greenish buff clay; flaking glaze-paint, black or
brown where preserved. Fragmentary, small gaps
completed in plaster.
The shape is a squat, sturdy model, with a triple
handle, suitable to the uses to which semi-glazed fine
ware was put. The maximum diameter is low on the
body; the shoulder is strongly rounded. The neck and
mouth are short; the mouth is offset but not sharply.
The foot is broad, but the foot-ring is small.
The mouth, neck, foot-ring, and handle are black.
The shoulder is reserved. Between the handle root
and the base are four broad (W. about 0.020) bands in
glaze-paint. On the upper two bands, each, five red
lines; on the lower bands, each, three red lines.
Context: Late Protocorinthian; cf. the foregoing
and the next. This is the sort of plain vase that seems
unmistakably LPC-once one has seen it in an LPC
archaeological context.

An 245 SMALL CUP WITH ONE OR TWO
P1. 67.
SPURRED HANDLES.
C-62-586 (baskets 136-153). H. 0.077, D. at lip
0.128, D. of foot 0.054.
Light buff clay; brown glaze-paint, firm, except in
the handle zone on one side, where it is mostly flaked
away. Fragmentary, the body completed in plaster.
The handles are not restored; the roots and spurs of
one remain, and there is probably space for another of
equal span on the opposite side.
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The cup has a very pronounced shoulder and a
minimal offset lip; the shape is ill suited to drinking.
Below the shoulder, the profile is nearly straight as the
shape contracts. The foot is not so narrow as on An 242.
The foot-ring is small and straight sided. The fabric is
fine and light.
The lip is black. In the reserved handle zone,
between bands, an interwoven double zigzag. Between
the handles and the zone of rays, three red-over-black
bands at intervals; the intervals are filled with fine-line
decoration. The rays are tall, but solid, spaced at
short intervals. The handles and the foot-ring are
black.
Context: probably Late Protocorinthian. The range
of baskets spans, barely (nos. 152, 153), the level in the
fill where stones were noted, which separates MPC
from LPC fill (see p. 64).
An 246 FRAGMENT OF PLATE OR KANOUN.
PI. 75.
C-62-899 (baskets 141-149). M. P. dim. 0.108, m.
Th. 0.008.
Light buff clay; black to brown glaze-paint. Four
joined fragments, preserving nearly one fourth of the
floor, from near the center to the beginning of the rim,
which has broken away cleanly.
The floor is perfectly flat, without noticeable
thickening towards the center; the rim, which may
have risen as steeply as 450 and whose exterior profile
may have been convex, is less than half as thick as the
floor, the external molding of the outer foot-ring
taking up the rest of the thickness. There are two,
concentric "foot-rings," each 0.011 m. wide, 0.018 m.
apart (though the center is lacking, there was probably
not a third within these two). These are very low and
flat, tooled on the wheel to stand only 0.001 m. in
relief from the bottom.
The interior, so far as preserved, is black glazed,
except for a pair of narrow reserved rings toward the
rim and another, equally narrow, at its offset. On the
bottom, the depressed zones are black, with reserved
lines near the "foot-rings" (these reserved lines suffer
from faulty recentering on the wheel, so that at one
point on the circles the black bands merge). The resting
surfaces are reserved, with groups of four strokes
across the "foot-rings" at intervals, arranged as it
were on alternating radii on the inner and outer "footring."
The fabric and decoration is more analogous with
that of MPC plates (cf. An 252) than with LPC. Context: in the layer with stones (see p. 64), either Late
Protocorinthian or Middle Protocorinthian and
earlier.
An 247 SMALL BLACK-GLAZED BOWL. P1. 72.
C-62-588 (baskets 143-145). H. 0.050, D. at lip
0.147, D. of foot 0.061.
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Pinkish buff clay; red-brownglaze-paint,flaking.
On the interior,the surfaceof the clay itself is flaking
away. Fragmentary,completedin plaster,but part of
the survivinghandleis lackingand the missinghandle
is not restored.
The shape is low and broad; it expands rapidly
from the base and turns sharplyat the level of the
handles.The foot-ringis extremelyslight. The terminals of the handlesare laid flat to the wall, giving a
quasi-spurredeffect.
Entirelyblack glazed, except for reservedareas inside the handles.
ProbablyLateProtocorinthian.Context:cf. An 246,

Light, grayishbuff clay; flakingblack glaze-paint,
largelygone. Three groups of joined and three nonjoining fragments.
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The fabric is thin. All of the preservedfragments
come from the upperpart of the kotyle.
At the lip, two black bands, then a zone of linear
motifs: groups of vertical lines framing pinwheel
rosettes and a row of contiguouscrosshatcheddiamondsare preserved(cf. Perachora,II, pl. 38, no. 923,
which is MPC; these patternsendureuntil the Transitional style, e.g., in the PerachoraPainter, Perachora, II, nos. 2293-2295, pl. 90 and [= NC 190]
J.H.S., LXXI, 1951, pl. XXX, c, now Corinth CPAn 248.
2647, 9 above). Below this, two bands, three rows of
dicing, two bands, an animal frieze in silhouette
An 248 FRAGMENTOF PROTOCORINTHIAN technique(one of the animalsis a stag to 1.; the others
P1. 70. are unidentifiable),two bands, and rays. Filling ornaKRATER.
ment: dot-clusterrosettes,a sigma, a pair of sigmas,
C-62-900a(baskets145-147).H. 0.112, W. 0.170.
Pale buffclay, ivory coloredon exterior,grayishon and a black, equal-armedcross.
interior;black to brownglaze-paint(a reddishbrown
PerhapsLate Protocorinthian.Basket 149 is within
red
Four
the
fill with stones. The dot-clusterrosettes are no
the
Added
and
white.
inside
lip).
stripjust
of an advanceddate; cf. the spindlewhorls
criterion
ones
more
two
smaller
worn),
joined fragments(the
and
An 354.
to
below
the
An
348
the
from
the
a
lip
point
preserving profile
maximumdiameterof the body.
The neck flares upwardperceptibly.The articula- An 250 FRAGMENTOF OPEN VASE, SILHOUtion of neck and shoulderis emphatic,the neck set ETTE TECHNIQUE.
P1.71.
C-62-901 (basket 149). H. 0.026, W. 0.032, Th.
back 0.002m. with a deep groove. The shoulderis
0.006, est. D. at lip 0.180.
evenlyrounded.
On the top of the lip, groupsof three brushstrokes Pale buff clay; dark brown to black glaze-paint,
at wide intervals;on the neck, two bandsand a frieze crazedand not glossy. Single fragmentfrom the upof elongated Z's; on the body, black-glazewith a right, slightly everted lip of an open vase, without
reserved hourglass (apparentlymarking the center, specificfittings for a lid. The profile, so far as preequidistantfrom the handles) on the shoulder and, served,suggestsa deep bowl or cup, broad based.
At the lip, two bands;below,part of a bull to r. in
below it, broad polychrome banding (wRw). The
hourglassis framed(on the left,presumablyalso on the silhouette.The interioris blackglazed.
Context:as the last.
right)by a verticalwhiteband,runningfromthe offset
at the top to the polychromeband below. The interior
An 251 SMALL KNOBLESS LID.
PI. 73.
is entirelyblack glazed.
C-62-590(basket 151). D. 0.050, Th. at edge 0.003.
Earlierthan An 217. Context: at the upper (LPC)
Pale buff clay; brownglaze-paint.Intact.
marginof the layer with stones (see p. 64). Probably
The ridge on the underside,0.007 from the edge,
MiddleProtocorinthian.
A smaller, better preservedfragment, C-62-900b, shows that this is a lid. The exteriorsurfaceis conwith a creamiercolor on the exterior surface and centricallygrooved.
A ring of glaze-paintis appliedto the first,fifth,and
solider, glossier glaze-paint,almost certainly comes
from the opposite,betterfiredside of the same krater eighth ridgesfrom the centerand on the edge. Radi(m. dim. 0.078; from basket 117, well withinthe LPC ating stripesof glaze-paint,mostly touchingonly the
levels). It preservespart of the heightof the neck and surfacesof the ridges,are applieddividingthe surface
shoulder.The profile,thickness,and the textureof the into thirds;it is furtherdividedinto sixthsby stripesof
clay on breaksare exactlythe same, and the decora- glaze-paint,intermediate,appliedfrom the fifth ridge
tion of the neck is in perfectalignmentwith that on outward.
Context:cf. the last two and the next.
An 248. If it belongs, it may well have entered the fill
separately.
An 249 KOTYLE, WITH LINEAR AND SILHOUPI. 63.
ETTE DECORATION.
C-62-589 (basket 149). M. P. H. 0.064, est. D. at lip

0.120.

An 252 PROTOCORINTHIAN PLATE.
PI. 75.
C-62-595 (basket 152). M.P. dim. 0.130, Th. 0.010.

Light buff clay; brown to black glaze-paint.Three
joined fragments,preservingpart of the floor and the
beginningof the foot-ringand rim.
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The floor is domed, but seems to have been slightly
depressed at the center; the bottom is virtually flat.
The foot-ring seems to have been small, and squared
in section, as on An 15. Only enough is preserved of
the rim to show that it rose quite sharply, in this as in
the foot-ring closer to An 15 than to An 20.
Interior: on the floor, rays at the center, bounded by
three fine-line rings, and, near the offset of the rim,
again three fine-line rings. Exterior: large, broad triangular rays pointed toward the center, bounded near
the foot-ring by three fine-line rings, of which the
innermost is the ground line for the rays.
Context: Middle Protocorinthian; cf. An256-An
260. The decoration of the bottom looks earlier than
on An 15.
An 253 PROTOCORINTHIAN PLATE. Pls. 75,112.
C-62-598 (basket 152). H. of plate, standing on
foot-ring, 0.021, W. of fragment 0.070.
Buff clay; dull black glaze-paint. Fragment preserving part of the rim and foot-ring.
The angle of the offset and the profile of the rim and
foot-ring resemble rather An 15 and An 261 than An
20 (while An 17 differs from all of these), but the rim
of An 253 is straighter in section.
Interior and exterior of rim: broad, triangular rays.
Edge of rim: dots.
Context: Middle Protocorinthian, as the last.
An 254 PROTOCORINTHIAN PLATE. Pls. 75,112.
C-62-597 (baskets 152, 153). Est. D. of foot-ring
0.170, Th. 0.010.
Pale buff clay; dull black glaze-paint, crazed and
flaking. Two joined fragments, preserving part of the
floor and foot-ring.
Very heavy, like An 261. Shape (like the decoration)
similar to An 252 and An 261.
Interior: on the floor, two groups of three rings,
near the offset of the rim and towards the center.
Exterior: near the foot-ring, three fine-line rings, the
innermost serving as a ground line for large, heavy
triangular rays pointed towards the center.
Context: Middle Protocorinthian, as An 252.
PI. 75.
An 255 PROTOCORINTHIAN PLATE.
of
D.
Est.
C-62-599 (basket 154).
foot-ring 0.170,
Th. 0.007.
Pinkish buff clay; red-brown glaze-paint; added red.
Two joined fragments, preserving part of the floor and
foot-ring.
Both the floor and bottom are virtually flat, though
there is some thickening, rather to one side of the fragment than toward the center. The foot-ring is very
small, with a rounded exterior bevel.
Interior: on the floor, at intervals of 0.005 m., rings
in added red on a black-glazed ground. The underside
of the floor and the foot-ring, apparently, also were
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black glazed, with rings in applied red at wide intervals.
Context: Middle Protocorinthian, as An 252.
An 256 PROTOCORINTHIAN LID, BLACK
P1. 73.
FIGURED.
Est.
D.
C-62-604 (baskets 157-159).
0.080, W. of
0.041.
fragment
Light buff clay; brown-black glaze-paint. Two
joined fragments of the outer part of a lid, the center
not preserved.
The lid is small and delicate. On the underside, it is
fitted with a ridge for the grooved mouth of, e.g., a
pyxis.
From the center (so far as preserved): incised
tongues (the tips preserved); three fine-line rings; animal frieze in black figure (a bull to r. and a lion to r.);
three fine-line rings; incised tongues (reaching the
edge of the lid). No filling ornament. No added color.
Middle Protocorinthian. Much smaller and the animals more truly miniaturistic than on An 258.
An 257 PROTOCORINTHIAN TREFOIL OINOPls. 46, 101.
CHOE, BLACK FIGURED.
C-62-666 (baskets 161-166). Restored H. 0.164,
restored D. 0.175.
Pale buff clay; black glaze-paint, mostly gone.
Upper half (two lobes of the mouth and the handle
lacking) of vase, partly completed in plaster. The
tracings (pl. 101) show the position of the fragments.
The lobes of the mouth are spread flat, as on early
coarse pitchers (An 319, An 320). The neck is long,
slightly concave sided. The shoulder is far higher than
on later oinochoai. For the shape, cf. Payne, pl. 7,
which looks slightly later.
Interior of neck: black glazed. Exterior of neck:
bands and, around the middle, "metope" decoration
(vertical stripes and reservedhourglasses). On the body,
beginning on the curve of the shoulder: three animals
and a man, perhaps a hunting scene. The creature
(with open mouth and teeth) facing the man may be
intended as a lion; the other two high-rumped animals are probably hounds.
Not far advanced in Middle Protocorinthian. The
man's head, in particular, is early looking.
An 258 PROTOCORINTHIAN LID, BLACK
P1. 73.
FIGURED.
C-62-591 (basket 162). W. 0.071, L. 0.074, Th. 0.004.
Pale, creamy buff clay; black glaze-paint, brown
where thin. Three joined fragments, reaching the edge
but not the center of the lid.
The turned edge shows that the lid fitted a pot with
an upright, rather than grooved, mouth.
Nearest the center, a checkerboard pattern and a
band, then an animal frieze and three fine lines (with
red applied over black). In the frieze, preserved, a bull
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Pale buff clay; brown glaze-paint,much abraded.
to r. facinga lion. Added red on the neck of the bull.
No fillingornament.On the turnededge, two bands. Fivejoinedfragments,preservingthe profileof the rim
Middle Protocorinthian.Cf. Payne, pl. 4: 8, frag- and floor, but not to the center.
The dish (kanoun?)was very large,muchlargerand
ment in Athens.
heavier than the largest Protocorinthianplate. The
rim (or low, obliquewall) is heavierthan the floor.
An 259 PROTOCORINTHIANGORGONEION
PLATE.
PI. 75. The foot-ring is short and heavy, with a flat resting
surface.Part of a horizontalelementprojectingfrom
C-62-658(basket 166). M. dim. 0.095, Th. 0.009.
Pale buff clay, worn; black glaze-paint, largely the rim is probablya (spurred?)handle.
The exterior is more richly decorated than the
gone, and red paint (applieddirectlyto the clay). Five
joined fragments,from near the centerof the floor of interior.On the top surfaceof the rim, two bands.On
the plate.
the interiorof the rim(or wall),a friezeof large,closeSo far as preserved,both the floor and the bottom set four-bar sigmas; below them, three bands. The
were quite flat. Turning marks and the scheme of floor, apparently,was black glazed. One of the outer
decorationguaranteethat the fragmentis of a plate, surfacesof the brokenprojectingelementbearsglazenot a plaque.
paint (hence, probably part of a handle). On the
The plate was decoratedon both sides. On one side exteriorof the rim (or wall),a doubleguillochein out(probablythe bottom),a gorgoneionin centralmedal- line, with cartwheelthetas as eyes. On the exteriorof
lion, surroundedby groups of three rings bounding the foot-ring,two bands;on its restingsurface,diagothreerows of checkerboardpattern.In the outerzone, nal stripes(whichhad addedcolor). On the bottomof
a snake (very little preserved)meanderedaroundthe the dish, it is difficultto distinguishmineral stains
plate; only the snake is in black-figuretechnique. from vestigesof glaze-paint;the techniquewas either
Traces of fillers in the outer zone are linear. In the black figure,plus outline, or black-polychromywith
gorgoneion,the teeth are in outline on the clay, the incision. At the outer edge, near the foot-ring, four
jowl is red with blackoutlineandbristle-spots,andthe fine lines; towards the center, so far as preserved,
beard,alreadyresemblingthat on theThermonmetope, parts of a snake followinga meanderingcourse,with
has alternatelysolid red and solid blacklocks. On the inciseddetails(once with polychromy)and two crossother side of the fragment,unidentifiablevestigesof a on-squarefilling ornaments,one linear, the other inmotif in a central medallion, surroundedby bands; cised.
no incision.
Middle Protocorinthian.For the incised snake, cf.
Middle Protocorinthian,the best and largestearly An 259.
gorgoneion,the first canonical(as in the late seventh
century, e.g., at Thermon) one, the earliest known An 261 PROTOCORINTHIAN PLATE. Pls. 74,112.
C-62-596(basket 170). Est. D. of foot-ring 0.150,
placed in a central medallion; probablyas early as
20
no.
Th.
0.010.
Perachora,II,
395, pl. (sinceearly-lookingplain
ovoid aryballoiare preservedin the lots of pottery
Light,pinkishbuffclay; brownishblackglaze-paint.
from these levels; cf. also An 257), but larger,fancier, Threejoined fragments,preservingparts of the floor,
and more competent.This is also one of the most foot-ring,and rim; nearlythe completeprofileis preambitious MPC efforts in the decorationof plates, served,but the fragmentsdo not reach the centerof
and, as such, stands at the head of a distinguished the plate.
tradition.It does not, however,look likea firstattempt,
The floor is domed, the bottom slightlyconvex, as
and it is highly probablethat still earliergorgoneia on An 252 and An 254. The rim, however,is moreupand still earliermedallionmotifson plateswill cometo right, almost 600from horizontal,and so less sharply
light. It is quite certainthat the beardedgorgon face offsetfrom the exteriorof the foot-ring.In the profile
with a broad,bean-shapedmouth full of teeth, which in section of the rim, there is an intimationof the
fromthe late seventhcenturyto the end of the Archaic curves of An 15, but the relationship of the rim to the
period was the standard type all over the Greek floor as well as to the foot-ringis differentand looks
world, was developedby Corinthianartistsand at a more primitive.Cf. An 252.
date no laterthan the beginningof the secondquarter
Interior:on the rim, broad,triangularrays; on the
of the seventh century. Cf., also, T. J. Dunbabin, floor, two groupsof threefine-linerings.Exterior:on
the rim, broad,triangularrays; on the bottom of the
Perachora, II, p. 57, on no. 395.
foot-ring,dots; on the bottom, near the foot, a ring
An 260 FLAT-BOTTOMEDDISH WITH HEAVY and, toward the center, forming a medallion, four
P1.74. fine-linerings;in the medallion,opposednarrowrays.
OBLIQUERIM.
C-62-594(baskets 166, 167). H., standingon foot,
Middle Protocorinthian.There seem to be small
0.055, est. D. of foot 0.340, depthof rim(fromfloorto developmentaldifferences(as well as typologicalones;
cf. An 17, which is decorated comparably with An 15
edge) 0.054, Th. of floor 0.011.
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The upperhalf of the exterioris blackglazed;in the
centerof the handlezone on both sides is a reserved
hourglass.Belowthe blackglaze,at the top of the deep
zone of rays, are threefine lines. The rays stand,also,
on a fineline; belowthis, two morelines. The offsetof
the foot is markedby a reservedband.Thereis a black
band on the foot-ring.The interiorof the foot-ringis
An 262 FRAGMENT OF A LARGE SPURRED
PI. 72. black,and thereare threenarrowringson the bottom.
HANDLE.
C-62-621 (basket 171). L. 0.054, W. 0.050, Th. 0.014. The rays are tall, straight-sidedtriangles,spaced at
short intervals.
Light, pinkish buff clay, unpainted. Single fragment,
Early or Middle Protocorinthian,well before the
preserving part of the arc of the handle, the beginning
middle decades of the seventh century.Cf. Corinth,
of one spur, and part of the attachment to the rim.
The handle probably belonged to a large lekanoid VII, i, nos. 162-163, pl. 23, where the rays are less
here.Cf.the next.
bowl; cf. An 276, which, however, is smaller, later, solidandthe hourglassnarrowerthan
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but has a thoroughly different rim profile) among the
Protocorinthian plates from the well, but all except
An 18, which looks earlier, seem to fall within the
limits of MPC. Cf. Callipolitis-Feytmans, loc. cit. at
An 15 above.

and coarse-An 262 is made of fine-ware clay and,
despite its thickness, evenly fired to the core. Only the
beveled handles of An 276 recall this fragment.
Context: Middle Protocorinthian, as the foregoing.
An 263 BLACK-GLAZED KOTYLE.

Fig. 1, PI. 64.
C-62-592 (baskets 179, 180). H. 0.121, D. at lip 0.155,
D. of foot 0.079.
Light buff clay; brownish black glaze-paint, flaking
badly, leaving light reddish brown vestiges. Fragmentary, completed in plaster.
Large. The shape is fairly tall, but not narrow at the
base. The bottom is very flat, and on the interior there
is an abrupt turn from the floor to the wall of the
kotyle. The foot-ring is very small, delicately tooled,
so in section both its exterior and interior faces are
rounded.

An 264 OINOCHOEWITH LINEAR ORIENTALIZING DECORATION.
P1.46.
C-62-593(baskets179, 180).P. H. 0.153, D. 0.166.
Verypale (nearlywhite)clay; in spots wherethereis
glaze-paint, it is brownish black and crazed. The
lower part remains,mendedfrom fragments;nothing
above the turningof the shoulderis preserved.
The vase is tall and slender,narrowat the base. The
foot-ringis small. As Payne,pl. 7, resemblesAn 257,
withAn 264.
ibid.,p. 9, fig. 4 is probablycontemporary
On the body, continuousfigure-eightloops, incised
to showwherethe bandcrossesitself.In the loops and
interstices,dots. Belowthis frieze,a bandand rayslike
those on the kotyleAn 263, also spacedat shortintervals, standingdirectlyon the blackof the glaze-painted
foot-ring.
Early Protocorinthian.Cf., also, Johansen, V.S.,
pl. VI.

COARSE WARE

An 265 PEDESTAL OF COARSE BASIN.
Pls. 82, 110.
C-62-661 (baskets 1, 2). P. H. 0.122, D. of foot 0.200.
Pinkish buff coarse clay, covered with a thin wash of
clearer pinkish buff (smoothed on the exterior and in
what remains of the bowl). Mended from fragments;
two fifths of the foot and all of the basin but the bottom are lacking.
From a small louterion (or perirrhanterion).Numerous fragments of the feet of such pedestals were observed in the coarse sherds from the well (see pp. 9193). For the rims and walls of their basins, cf. An 268,
An 277, An 281, An 282.
Context: Late Corinthian; cf. An 1-An 13.
An 266 SMALL COARSE MORTAR BASIN.
Pls. 81, 110.
C-62-655 (baskets 2-5). H. 0.079, D. at top 0.245.
Pinkish buff coarse clay, full of hard, sandy grits,
covered with a thin wash on the exterior but left
abrasive in the bowl. Mended from fragments, with
small gaps restored.

Heavy, molded, slightly overhanging rim, below
which the exterior profile is concave to the base; the
bottom is heavy (double construction; cf. An 272), the
resting surface flat.
Context: as An 265.
An 267 COARSE TREFOIL-MOUTHED
PITCHER.
PI. 78.
C-62-670 (baskets 2-5). H. 0.311, D. 0.246.
Pinkish buff coarse clay. Mended, about two thirds
preserved (the forward lobe of the mouth wholly and
the lateral partly restored).
The mouth is distinctly offset; the neck is slightly
concave sided. The handle is round in section and
rises slightly above the lip. The body is similar to
An 269, but not so massive, because the shoulder is
less domed. The beveled finishing of the capped base
is less pronounced than on An 269.
Context: as An 265.
An 268 RIM FRAGMENT OF LARGE COARSE
BASIN.
Pls. 82, 110.
C-62-662 (basket 6). M. Dim. 0.175, Th. of rim 0.024.
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Pinkish buff coarse clay, with a thin slip of clearer
pinkish buff. Two joined fragments (solidified with
plaster).
Probably from the rim of a small, plain louterion or
perirrhanterion on a base of the type of An 265. The
grooving (five ridges) of the rim recalls large clay
perirrhanteria, such as Isthmia IP 2541, but An 268
comes from no larger a basin than An 265 or An 277 and
An 281. It is uncertain whether the shallow, careless
grooving (cf. An 282) is chronologically significant.
What remains of the wall shows that the basin was
deeper than An 277 or An 281, or even An 282.
Context: as An 265.

An 269 COARSE TREFOIL-MOUTHED
PITCHER.
PI. 78.
C-62-634 (baskets 10-18). H. 0.329, D. 0.268.
Pinkish buff coarse clay. Mended, about three
fourths preserved (the shape of the lobes of the mouth
here is certain).
The mouth is clearly marked off from the neck but
not strongly offset; the neck flares slightly upwards.
The handle is round in section and rises slightly above
the lip; at the top of the handle, a transverse mark
incised (PI. 78). The body is massively globular but
makes a relatively gradual transition to the base, which
is capped and beveled.
Context: beginning of Late Corinthian; cf. An 22An 54.

An 272 SMALL COARSE MORTAR BASIN.
Pls. 81, 110.
C-62-654 (baskets 11-18). H. 0.070, D. at top 0.258.
Clay and finish as An 266. Mended from fragments, with small gaps restored. Before restoration,
breaks in the floor of the bowl showed the double construction of the bottom (see p. 94).
As An 266, only shallower and cruder, with a
straighter rim.
Context: as An 269.
An 273 SMALL COARSE MORTAR BASIN.
Pls. 81, 110.
C-62-653 (baskets 14-16). H. 0.074, D. at top 0.253.
Clay and finish as An 266. Mended from fragments,
with very small gaps restored.
As An 266, differing subtly in the exterior profile.
Context: as An 269.
An 274 COARSE TREFOIL-MOUTHED
PITCHER.
PI. 78.
C-62-884 (basket 15?). H. 0.275, D. 0.200.
Pinkish buff coarse clay. Mended from large fragments and practically complete (part of the forward
lobe of the mouth is restored). Apparent abrasions on
the bottom around the edge may be due to wear in use.
Small, squat, and extremely asymmetrical. The
mouth is not spread flat, but its offset is emphasized
by a slight molding; the neck is straight, except in
relation to the body. The handle is nearly round in
section and rises above the lip; on the inside of the lip,
where the handle joins it, two round gouges, such as
could be made with a straw or narrow twig (viz., pinholes), and, on the back of the handle a short, clean,
vertical depression, either intentional or resulting
from a bit of straw (or other organic material) that
burned out (P1. 78). The body is skewedly globular,
with an abrupt transition to the base, which is simple
(unbeveled) but, judging from examination of the
interior, may have been closed with a cap. This is the
only early-looking trait.
Context: if from basket 15, as An 269.

An 270 COARSE TREFOIL-MOUTHED
PITCHER.
P1. 78.
C-62-633 (basket 15). H. 0.289, D. 0.229.
Pinkish buff coarse clay. Mended from large fragments and practically complete (the forward lobe of
the mouth wholly and the lateral partly restored).
The mouth is sharply offset; the neck is straight and
emphatically articulated at the shoulder. The handle is
round in section and, at the top, level with the lip; at
the top of the handle, a small + mark, made with a
coarse or blunt tool. The body is globular, with an
extremely abrupt transition to the base, which is capped
and beveled.
Context: as An 269.

An 275 SMALL COARSE AMPHORA.

An 271 COARSE ROUND-MOUTHED JUG.
Pls. 79, 111.
C-62-656 (baskets 11-17). H. 0.192, D. 0.195.
Pinkish buff coarse clay, with fewer grits than in
larger pots or in round-bottomed, trefoil-mouthedjugs.
Mended from fragments, a few small gaps restored.
The round mouth is offset from a truncated conical
neck; the body is a depressed sphere, resting on a
nominal foot-ring and on the center of its convex bottom. The handle is beveled to merge with small spurs
formed from the lip at its attachment.
Context: as An 269.

Pls. 81, 110.
C-62-671 (baskets 15, 16). H. 0.275, D. 0.210.
Pinkish buff coarse clay, with large grits and many
little craters where lime has burned out. Possible signs
of wear in use on the bottom. Mended from fragments
(the upper parts in one piece) with minor gaps restored.
The mouth has an everted but hardly offset lip,
rather than a flat rim (cf. An 310), but the small
handles are peaked and thickened at the top as on
larger examples. The bottom is capped, the body
having been made open at the bottom, and in one
place is a deep hole, more extensive below than on the
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surface (where lime has burned out? where the thin
surface has given way owing to a cavity, due to poor
workmanship, just below the surface?) through which
the wall of the "funnel" termination of the body
proper is visible. On the exterior, the edge of the cap
at the base is simply beveled to prevent chipping.
Context: as An 269.
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An 276 SEMI-COARSE BASIN WITH SPURRED
P1. 81.
HANDLES.
C-62-657 (baskets 29, 36, 39, 43-49, 51-53).
H. 0.093, D. at rim 0.272.
Pinkish buff coarse clay, with fewer and finer grits
than ordinary, coated with slip and smoothly finished
(but not polished). Mended from numerous fragments, but nearly complete, with small gaps restored.
The rim is square in section, but the spurred handles
are beveled. The bowl is very rounded. The bottom is
flattened, without a ring foot.
Context: late or very late in Early Corinthian; cf.
figured vases with ranges of basket numbers like that
of An 86.

An 277 FRAGMENT (RIM AND WALL) OF
Pls. 82, 110.
LARGE COARSE BASIN.
C-62-663 (basket 36). L. of chord of preserved segment of rim 0.215, Th. of rim 0.020.
Pinkish buff coarse clay, covered completely with
light, pinkish buff slip (fired bright pink in one area),
the slip about 0.001 m. thick where measurable on a
break, and finished by tooling in slightly curved, long,
parallel and vertical strokes. The surfaceis very smooth,
but not polished.
The fragment preserves not quite the full depth of
the wide, very shallow basin, with a plain rim (plain
rims outnumbered grooved ones in the coarse sherds
of pedestal basins from the well).
Context: end of Early Corinthian and beginning of
Middle Corinthian; cf. An 81, An 83, An 91.
An 278 SMALL COARSE STRAIGHT-SIDED POT
Pls. 81, 111.
WITH LUG HANDLES.
C-62-649 (baskets 37-58). H. 0.127, D. 0.192.
Coarse clay, with pinkish buff slip; some fragments
are covered with a white deposit; this does not continue from one joining fragment to the next and in
appearance, also, does not seem to be an original
finish. Mended from fragments, one group of joining
fragments preserving nearly half (including the lug),
the other group (non-joining) part of the opposite rim
and wall (with a slight swelling indicating the position
of the other lug); restored in plaster.
The rim is rectangular in section, the wall nearly
straight, the bottom flat; the lugs are small even in
proportion to the pot. The pot cannot be restored
except asymmetrically, leaning to one side.
Context: late in Early Corinthian; cf. An 117, An
121-An 124.
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An 279 COARSE TREFOIL-MOUTHED, ROUNDBOTTOMED JUG.
Pls. 79, 111.
C-62-885 (basket 43). H. 0.160, D. 0.161.
Orange-buff coarse clay, gray where abraded or
scored. Preserved in one piece, with the handle and
parts of the lobes of the mouth (including most of the
forward lobe) restored.
The mouth is strongly but indistinctly offset from
the neck, as is the neck from the body. The body is a
very depressed sphere, with a flattened bottom. On the
neck, at one side of the handle, there are three long
(the full height of the neck) and two short vertical
scored marks, apparently intentional; on the bottom,
just above the flattened resting surface, numerous random scored marks, apparently due to wear in use.
Context: as An 278.
An 280 COARSE SIEVE-BASIN WITH HORIZONTAL HANDLES.
Pls. 82, 111.
C-62-650 (baskets 51-61). H. 0.188, est. D. 0.320.
Pinkish buff coarse clay, with very large grits.
Mended from fragments preserving most of the bottom, the full profile, and one handle; restored in plaster.
Deep basin, expanding from a narrow base, with a
deep, straight (but not very thick) rim. The handle,
like the horizontal handles on Archaic coarse hydrias,
is slightly tilted upward. The bottom is flat, and there
are twenty neatly punctured holes, each nearly 5 mm.
in diameter, preserved. There is gray discoloration on
the interior only (so not due to fire?) of the pierced
bottom.
Context: later than central Early Corinthian; cf.
An 158.
An 281 FRAGMENT (RIM AND WALL) OF
Pls. 82, 110.
LARGE COARSE BASIN.
C-62-665 (baskets 59-62). M. Dim. 0.210, Th. of
rim 0.022.
Pinkish buff coarse clay, covered with light, pinkish
buff slip, thick enough to conceal the texture of the
clay, and finished by tooling in long, straight, parallel
and vertical strokes. The surface is exceedingly smooth,
polished where well preserved. Mended from four
fragments (one invisible in photograph) and solidified
with plaster.
From a basin like An 277, but shallower, judging
from what remains of the wall.
Context: later than central Early Corinthian; cf.
An 170-An 186.
An 282 RIM FRAGMENT OF LARGE, UNPls. 82, 110.
GLAZED, WHEELMADE BASIN.
C-62-664 (basket 60). M. Dim. 0.094, Th. of rim
0.030, Th. of wall 0.010.
Light, pinkish buff clay (not coarse), fired so thoroughly that the core is scarcely darker than the sur-
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face, despite its thickness and density. Single fragment, preserving a section of the rim and the beginning
of the wall.
The rim is grooved (four ridges) but differs from
An 268 not only because the ridges are true moldings
(the topmost is sharp, the others rounded), but because
the rim is undercut and offset from the exterior of the
basin wall (on An 268, as on An 277 and An 281, the
exterior profile is unbroken to the edge of the rim), so
that An 282 more nearly resembles the deeply undercut
rim of a terracotta perirrhanterion, such as Isthmia
IP 2541. Therefore, it, too, probably stood on a
pedestal base (cf. C-34-931, which is simpler and
smaller than IP 2541, larger, fancier, and later than
An 282, and has a cylindrical pedestal taller than An
265).
Context: as the last.

An 283 COARSE TREFOIL-MOUTHED
PITCHER.
Pls. 78, 110.
C-62-669 (baskets 60-64). H. 0.271, D. 0.176.
Pinkish buff coarse clay. Mended from numerous
fragments, but practically complete (the forward lobe
of the mouth restored).
Small (so that the standard-sized base cap is proportionately large). The mouth is small, its offset indistinct; the neck is straight. The handle is roughly
round in section and rises above the damaged lip (cf.
An 274, undamaged); at the top of the handle a deeply
gouged vertical stroke. The body is ovoid, like An 285,
but smaller.
From the same level of fill as An 192, An 194; cf.
also An 170.

Context:centralEarlyCorinthian,or scarcelylater;
cf. An 201.
An 286 COARSEMORTARBASIN. Pls. 80, 110.
C-62-652(basket68). H. 0.090, D. at top 0.273.
Clayand finishas An 266, but with a slightlythicker
slip on the exterior. Mended from three fragments,
preservingmore than half; a largesectionof the wall
and rim is restoredon one side.
The shape differsfrom An 266 in its greaterproportionateheight,in the convexityof the profileof the
wall, and in the strongeroverhangof the rim.
Context: as the last; cf. An 201 and An 203. Cf.
Hesperia,XVII, 1948, D78, pl. 84, from an EC well
group.
An 287 COARSETREFOIL-MOUTHED,ROUNDBOTTOMEDJUG.
P1.79.
C-62-636(basket71). H. 0.195, D. 0.185.
Pinkish buff coarse clay, with some discoloration.
Preservedin one piece,withthe handleand smallchips
in the lobes of the mouth restored.
The mouth is stronglyand sharplyoffset from the
neck, the neck less so from the body. The body is a
slightlydepressedspherewith a flattenedbottom.Cf.
An 279.
Context: central Early Corinthian;cf. An 201, An
203, An 209, An 210.

An 284 COARSE SPOUT WITH STAMPED
PATTERN.
P1. 82.
C-62-613 (basket 61). H. 0.040, W. 0.032.
Coarse, gritty, pinkish buff clay, unpainted. Fragment preserving most of the spout, part of the passage
for liquid, and a small part of the wall.
On the exterior of the spout, a stamped triangle
design; this is similar to those on the base of the terracotta perirrhanterion, Isthmia IP 2541.
Context: central Early Corinthian, or slightly later,
as the last.

An 288 COARSEAMPHORA.
Pls. 81, 110.
C-62-643(baskets74-82). H. 0.456, D. 0.315.
Pinkish buff coarse clay. Mended from fragments
(the upperparts in one piece) with an extensivearea
on one side and smallgaps elsewhererestored.
Shapeas An 306, exceptthat on this smallerexample
the handlesand cappedbottom are largerin proportion, and the undersideof the rim is not hollowedout.
The constructionof the cappedbottom is particularly
clear,a nowjoined fragmentof the cap havingbroken
away on the exteriorand the coveringslip (about a
millimeterthick) being chippedaway in the centerof
the bottom on the interior,revealingthe innersurface
of the floor of the cap. The bevelat the base is similar
to An 315, but less neat.
Context:centralEarlyCorinthian;cf. An 216.

An 285 COARSE TREFOIL-MOUTHED
PITCHER.
PI. 78.
C-62-882 (baskets 67-74). H. 0.326, D. 0.237.
Pinkish buff coarse clay. Mended from numerous
fragments, but practically complete.
The lobes of the mouth are trimmed in a sharp edge.
The mouth is not sharply offset, and the neck expands
to the shoulder without articulation at the joint. The
handle is nearly round in section and rises slightly
above the mouth. The body is ovoid, with a gradual
transition to the capped and beveled base.

An 289 COARSEHYDRIA.
Pls. 80, 110.
C-62-674(baskets76-88, 98). H. 0.513, D. 0.356.
Coarseclay (grayor orangeon breaks).The surface,
on the side viewed with vertical handle at right, is
partly orangish buff, partly gray, on the other side
mostlygray(aboveand to the rightof the body handle
on that side burnt to a darkergray). Mended, with
gaps of limitedextentand one body handlerestoredin
plaster.
Flat, overhangingrim, with concave profile.Neck
handlethickenedand peakedat the top (as on ampho-

CATALOGUE
ras). Swelling body, higher-shouldered on the front.
Asymmetrical, the neck not centered over the foot.
Finished at the bottom like an amphora, but the
capped base is not marked by a very sharp bevel.
Since there is double thickness at the sides of the bottom, but the center of the resting surface is not very
thick, the body proper was probably made with a
funnel bottom. At the top of the handle, two vertical
gouges, one higher than the other but parallel.
Context: central Early Corinthian and earlier; cf.
An 216, ff.
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The neck is cylindrical,finishedif not made on a
potter'swheel. The mouth has an evertedlip, offset,
ratherthan a flat rim. The handleis like those of contemporarytrefoil pitchers(cf. An 294). The body is
on the side oppositethe handle,like a
high-shouldered
An
hydria(cf. 289).The bottomis finishedand capped
in the same way as hydriasand amphoras.
Context:centralEarlyCorinthian,as An 288.
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An 293 COARSETREFOIL-MOUTHED
PITCHER.
P1.78.
C-62-632(baskets80, 85, 86, 88). H. 0.312,D. 0.244.
Pinkish buff coarse clay. Upper part intact, body
An 290 COARSE AMPHORA.
P1. 81.
mended
(about three fourthspreserved).The interior
C-62-881 (baskets 77-84). H. 0.469, D. 0.290.
Pinkish buff coarse clay, orange on one side. is darkercolored,but thereareno othersignsof use or
Mended (the upper parts preserved in one piece); wear.
The pot has severaltraitsthat look earlyin its conextensive areas on one side and minor gaps elsewhere
text in the well: flattenedlaterallobes of the mouth,
restored.
Similar to An 288, except that the underside of the almost straplikehandle, relativelylong neck, rotund
rim is hollowed out, and the beveled molding at the body, simple base (not finished as a beveled cap),
base approximates to the design and neat execution and, uniquely,two slightnippleshigh on the shoulder,
on the hydria An 315. The peaked handles are more directlybelowthe forwardlobe of the mouth(a throwback to the Geometricperiod;cf., e.g., Corinth,XIII,
exaggerated than on An 288.
14-1, 16-9, 10, 20-3, 18-8,pls. 6 and 8). Most of these
Context: central Early Corinthian, as An 288.
traitscan be seen on An 312 or An 319. If the lobes of
the mouth are indicative,they are too large and not
An 291 LARGE COARSE ONE-HANDLED
nearly enough horizontalto be earlierthan An 312
COOKING POT.
Pls. 82, 111. and An
316, and the nippleson the shoulderare too
C-62-639 (baskets 77-89). H. 0.295, D. 0.285.
certainlyatavisticto be chronologicallyrelevant.
Dark clay, ranging from nearly black through purFrom approximatelythe samelevelsas the last two
plish brown to light brown on the exterior (with a (cf. An 216, An 218) but so markedlydifferentfrom
whitish deposit on the interior and in a few places on An
285, An 294, and An 299 that, though it bearsno
the exterior), sandy-gritty, somewhat micaceous, and marks of
long use (cf. An 303, whose appearanceis
brittle-typical of this ware in the Archaic period. much less discrepantfrom its context), it is possibly
Mended, fragmentary (many gaps in the body, but all to be
regardedas an "heirloom."
in

parts joining), completed plaster.
Typical one-handled cooking pot, exactly comparable with a contemporary two-handled chytra. Typically Archaic are the profile (globular below the
shoulder, where it straightens and rapidly contracts,
then spreads in a strongly everted lip), the strap handle
(broader than later, spreading to join the lip-the
joint quite invisible from above), and the bottom (not
flattened). An 291 will just stand unsupported, not
quite upright, but it was not designed to do so. The
exterior is smoothly finished over the entire body by
tooling in long, parallel, vertical strokes.
Context: central Early Corinthian and earlier, as
An 289.
An 292 COARSE ROUND-MOUTHED PITCHER.
Pls. 79, 110.
C-62-883 (baskets 79-84). H. 0.400, D. 0.200.
Pinkish buff coarse clay, with a smoother slipped
surface than usual. Mended, with extensive gaps in the
body and part of the rim restored; the base is chipped,
showing that the sides of the base cap are very thick.

An 294 COARSETREFOIL-MOUTHED
PITCHER.
Pls. 78, 110
C-62-631(basket81). H. 0.305, D. 0.226.
Pinkishbuffcoarseclay (verypink on one side),unusuallywell finished.Almost intact(one smallhole in
body, a chip at base, three small chips in mouth, all
filled with plaster).On the interior,the forwardhalf
of the pot is discoloredas if it had lain handleupward
half full of earthor liquidfor some time.
The mouthis offsetand has sharplytooled edges,as
on An300; the neck is straight, articulatedat the
shoulder;the handle is round in section and peaked
at the top. The body is ovoid-globular,with a strong
reversecurveto the narrowbase,whichis cappedand
finishedin a bevel.
Context:as An 288 or An 289.
An 295 SMALL, UNGLAZED, WHEELMADE
AMPHORA.
PI. 80.
C-62-641 (basket 83). P.H. (with restored foot)
0.218, D. 0.168.
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Light, pinkishbuff, fine clay, carefullyfinishedand
firedvery hard. No trace of paint. The body, neck,
and handlesare preservedin one piece, except for a
superficialchip on one side and a missingfragmentat
the base;the mouthis lacking;a foot (for whoseshape
and size thereis no evidence)is restoredto enableit to
stand unsupported.
Thevase is cataloguedwith the coarseware,because
what remains,over one handle, of the mouth (the
clean break all round is itself remarkable)suggests
that it had a flat, overhangingrim, derivedfromthose
of coarse amphoras twice to three times its height.
If so, it probablyalso had a foot imitativeof their
capped and beveled bottoms. The clay, which is
completelyfree of grit or mica, is not slippedbut is
smooth enoughto be black glazed.Glaze-paint,however, was alwaysappliedbeforefiring. The color, texture,and "ring" (when struck)of the claydo not seem
to be Corinthian,thoughCorinthiancan be evenpinker
than this. It is hardand dense enoughto be Attic.
Context:as An 289.

An 296 COARSEAMPHORA WITH UPRIGHT
SHOULDER HANDLES.
Pls. 81, 110.
C-62-646(baskets86-95). H. 0.469, D. 0.330.
Pinkishbuff coarse clay (gray on breaks),the surface orangishin some areas. Mendedfrom numerous
fragments(the neck alone preservedin one piece).
Onehandleand the attachmentpointsof the otherare
preserved(since breaksrun throughboth attachment
points,the handleprobablycameloose beforethe pot
was discarded,and the pot broke only on impact in
the well shaft; since the handle joints generallyare
strongerthan the wall, tearingpart of it awaywith the
handle, this may be a defectivepot). One extensive
areaand severalsmallergaps are restored.
This amphoradiffersfrom the ordinarytype of the
same period (cf. An 288, An 290) in three traits: the
flatrimhasneitherconcaveprofilenorhollowedunderside; the neck is slightlyconical;the handles,upright
on the shoulder,are cut out of a slab of clay about
1.5 cm. thick. The bottom was broken, and on the
interiorone fragmentof the "funnel"terminationof
the body (see p. 94) is lacking, showing the slipped
center and the unslipped(originallyconcealed)perimeterof the insideof the base cap.
Context: early to centralEarly Corinthian;cf. An
216-An226.

The mouth (its edge square cut) is strongly and
sharply offset from the neck, the neck less so from the
body. The body is spherical, with a flattened bottom.
Cf. An 279 and An 287. At the top of the handle, a +
deeply incised (P1. 79).
Context: early to central Early Corinthian; cf. An
219-An 226.
An 298 COARSE ROUND-MOUTHED PITCHER.
Pls. 79, 110.
C-62-638 (baskets 87-90). H. 0.398, D. 0.294.
Pinkish buff coarse clay. Mended, with small gaps
in the body restored.
The shape is like An 292, but sturdier, broader
based, and more nearly symmetrical; the everted, offset mouth only is somewhat irregular. The capped
base has a very careful beveled finish, as on the hydria
An 313. On the bottom, possible signs of wear.
Context: early or central Early Corinthian; cf. An
216-An 226.
An 299 COARSE TREFOIL-MOUTHED
PITCHER.
PI. 78.
C-62-886 (baskets 95-99). H. 0.325, D. 0.244.
Pinkish buff coarse clay. Mended, about two thirds
preserved; the forward lobe of the mouth is slightly
chipped.
The mouth is not very sharply offset, at the back
almost horizontally everted, elsewhere almost upright; the neck is straight, not sharply articulated at
the shoulder; the handle is nearly round in section,
flattened rather than peaked where it joins the lip. The
body is narrow but resembles An 300; for the base, cf.
An 294.
Context: early in Early Corinthian; cf. An 220,
An 221.

An 300 COARSE TREFOIL-MOUTHED
PITCHER.
P1. 78.
C-62-630 (baskets 96-104). H. 0.390, D. 0.289.
Yellowish buff coarse clay (gray-brown at core)
with reddish stains in places. Mended, about three
fourths preserved; part of the mouth is restored, but
its shape is certain.
The mouth resembles that of An 316 but is more
nearly upright; the neck is straight; the handle, nearly
round in section, is thickened at the top somewhat as
on amphoras (because this pitcher is uncommonly
large). At the top of the handle, a large + mark. The
body is nearly globular, with an abrupt, recurving
An 297 LARGE COARSE TREFOIL-MOUTHED transition to the narrow
base, which is capped and
ROUND-BOTTOMEDJUG.
Pls. 79, 111. finished with a
sharp bevel as on An 294.
C-62-635(baskets87-90). H. 0.272, D. 0.240.
Context: beginning of or early Early Corinthian;
Pinkish buff coarse clay, partly pinker, with some cf. An 220-An 227.

discolorations.Mended from fragments(the mouthneck-handleassemblyin one piece), the forwardlobe An 301 SMALL COARSE ONE-HANDLED
of the mouth,most of one side of the body, and small COOKING POT.
Pls. 82, 111.
C-62-640 (baskets 99-103). H. 0.199, D. 0.192.
gaps elsewhererestored.

CATALOGUE
Fabric as An 291, the exterior color ranging from
charcoal gray to red-brown (on the interior and the
upper part of the exterior, a whitish deposit). Mended,
a few small gaps restored.
Shape and finish as An291, but smaller, with a
longer neck and more sharply everted lip. This
example will not stand unsupported in any position.
Context: beginning of or early in Early Corinthian;
cf. An 220-An 226.
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An 304 COARSE AMPHORA.
Pls. 80, 110.
C-62-672 (baskets 103-109). H. 0.407, D. 0.263.
Pinkish buff coarse clay, with considerable brown
deposit especially on the high spots of the rough surface. Mended (the upper parts preserved in one piece),
with one irregular extensive area and two small gaps
restored.
Smaller than average. The shape is like An 288 and
An 290 except for the mouth: the rim is not quite flat,
but tilts up, its profile is scarcely concave, and its
Bibliography:Edwards, Corinth,VII, iii, CorinthianHellenis hollowed only directly over the handles
underside
istic Pottery, Princeton, 1975, p. 120, note 7.
(cf. An 310, which is a little smaller still and probably
a little earlier). The deep bevel at the bottom is not
An 302 COARSE TREFOIL-MOUTHED
quite so neat as on An 315.
PITCHER.
Pls. 77, 110.
At the top of either handle, near the rim, two pinC-62-628 (baskets 101-107). Restored H. 0.313,
holes, one behind the other, gouged at an angle toD. 0.234.
wards the neck. Here the handle marks are suggestive
Pinkish buff coarse clay, thickly slipped in the same of their relevance to manufacture: to
mark a pair?
color, unusually smooth on the interior as well as the Were the
points of attachment on the pot marked to
exterior. Mended, about three fourths preserved; match before
they were scored and coated with thick
about half of the mouth restored. There are slight
slip to make the join? If the latter, a reason for marktraces of abrasion on the bottom, not certainly intering the top or back of a handle rather than its joining
pretable as signs of use.
ends is obvious to any potter: finished, flat-cut ends
The mouth is offset about 300 from horizontal; its do not exist on a
pulled handle until it is trimmed at
edge, where preserved, is sharply trimmed square. the time of attachment.
The handle is round in section, except at the top,
Context: end of Late Protocorinthian or Transitionwhere it is slightly flattened to join the lip without
al; cf. An 227.
rising to a peak. The body and bottom are similar to
An 311.
An 305 COARSE HYDRIA.
Pls. 80, 110.
Context: Transitional or beginning of Early CorinC-62-675 (baskets 103-109). H. 0.460, D. 0.300.
thian; cf. An 226, An 227.
Pinkish buff coarse clay, with brown deposit (irregular and not covering) on the surface. Mended; a large
area on the shoulder on one side, small gaps elseAn 303 COARSE TREFOIL-MOUTHED
PI. 77. where, and one body handle are restored.
PITCHER.
C-62-629 (basket 102). H. 0.264, D. 0.234.
Shape similar to An 289, but so asymmetrical (heavy
on
a
with
whitish
the forward side) that the pot tends to fall over
coarse
thin, pale,
Dark, pinkish
clay,
when
for
flaked
standing unsupported. The rim is cruder than on
away. Complete, except
large
slip, partly
and
An
of
mouth
the
unbroken, except
289, and the neck handle is not of the specialized
(restored),
parts
for a fine crack on the shoulder on one side, probably amphora type. This hydria is atypically crude in all
due to the impact when it fell. This is the only one of parts. The rough interior shows clearly the constructhe pitchers with certain signs of use: the bottom is tion of the capped bottom: the body proper ends in
thoroughly worn by abrasion on its forward edge. a funnel which was capped, producing double thickOn the interior, a reddish brown to yellow-greenish ness corresponding to the beveled finish on the exterior
(the exterior between cap and "funnel" was plastered
deposit.
The neck is straight and sharply articulated at the with clay, smoothed, and beveled). At the top of the
shoulder. The handle, slightly flattened, is pinched to handle, a Latin cross gouged in the wet clay; on the
a peak to rise higher above the lip than on any earlier surface of the rim, not quite aligned, a more shallowly
or later coarse pitcher from the well. Since An 303 is of gouged +.
Context: as the last.
normal size except for being shortened below the
belly, there is no reverse curve toward the base; it is
plain (unbeveled) at the base, and the bottom may well An 306 LARGE COARSE AMPHORA.
have been made in one piece with the body. In every
Pls. 79, 110.
C-62-644 (baskets 104-109). H. 0.636, D. 0.400.
trait of manufacture, this pitcher differs subtly from
The clay is the usual coarse, pinkish buff, but on the
the rest, but it seems to be Corinthian coarse ware.
In view of its worn bottom, it may be earlier than belly (especially on one side, where a chip shows a
its context, which is that of the black-figuredoinochoe dark, reddish core) and below the surface finish is
An 226.
mostly gray, apparently having been burnt subsequent
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to manufacture(overfiredcoarsewareis dark grayish
green). Mended (the upper parts preservedin one
piece), with gaps (one extensive)in the body restored.
Cylindricalneck with flat, overhangingrim. The
upper edge of the rim is slightly beveled, its profile
concave and flaring,its undersidecarefullyhollowed
in relationto the handlesand the flaringedge of the
rim. The handles are stronglythickenedand peaked
at the top. The body is ovoid untilit tapersto the base.
The bottom is cappedin the usual way and finished
like An 315. There are possible signs of wear on the
bottom.
Context: end of Late Protocorinthian;cf. An 228An 232.

fore quite uncertainthat the crackinghappenedwhen
the vase fell. An 309 may be a spoiledpot.
The mouth and neck are shapedand finishedsimilarly to An 316, but are smaller;for the handle, cf.
An 311. The body is similarto An 311, but crooked,
and the bottom,thoughmadeand finishedin the same
fashion, lacks the pronouncedridge and bevel. No
detectablesigns of wear.At the back of the handle,a
deep pinholemark.
Context:Late Protocorinthian;cf. An 237, An 241.
An 310 SMALL COARSEAMPHORA.
Pls. 79, 110.
C-62-642(basket133). H. 0.360, D. 0.260.
The surface, where the slip is not eroded, is the
usual pinkish buff with the grits in the clay showing
throughand with a yellowishdepositin places;where
eroded,darker.Practicallyintact, with a forkedcrack
and two small holes (restored)on one side.
For the shape, cf. An 275 and An 304. The bottom
is capped, as usual, the bevel at the base beingquite
neatlyfinishedon the side whosesurfaceis not eroded.
Context:Late Protocorinthian,as An 313, An 314.

An 307 SMALL COARSEMORTAR BASIN.
Pls. 80, 110.
C-62-651 (baskets 104-115). H. 0.071, D. at top
0.213.
Dark, pinkish buff coarse clay, the surface much
worn, with heavy grits, as in coarse pitchers(unlike
the specializedfabricof An 266, et al.). Mendedfrom
fragments,preservingabout two thirds, the rest restored.
Earlyversionof the type of An 266 (p. 95): the rim An 311 COARSETREFOIL-MOUTHED
is undeveloped,the profileof the bowl is rounded,and PITCHER.
P1.77.
the shape is even deeperthan in An 286.
C-62-627(basket134). H. 0.318, D. 0.236.
Context: advanced Late Protocorinthian;cf. An
Buffcoarseclay; on the upperpart,tracesof a dark
229-An233.
residue as on An 316. Complete,except for the forAn 308 COARSE COVERINGLID.
PI. 81. wardlobe of the mouthand part of the neck (restored
C-62-647(baskets105, 113-122).H. 0.050, D. at top weakly in plaster),and unbroken,except for a chip
on the side of the mouth (mended)and a fine crack
0.203.
Pinkishbuff coarse clay with dark grits. Darkened just above the base aroundhalf of the pot (probably
edge due to burning,not misfiring.Mendedfromfrag- causedon impactwhen it fell).
The mouth is not so level at the back as on An 312,
ments preservingthe handleand about half of the lid
An
319, An 320; the lip is sharplytrimmedwhereits
(completeprofile);restoredin plaster.
The lid is flat topped. The rim is slightlyflaring, edge is preserved.The neck is straightand sharply
designedeitherto be placedover an upstandingshort articulatedat the shoulder;the handleis nearlyround
neck and rest on a roundedshoulderor to rest in a in sectionand at the top is pinchedto rise to a peak.
groovedmouthmadeto fit; the coarseshapeit covered The body is similarto An 316, but less swaggered,and
has not been identified(perhapsit could be used on the bottom is similarlycappedand finished,but smalseveral), but the darkenededge is suggestiveof its ler and with sharper edges. The bottom (uniquely
havingbeenusedin cooking.The handle,in the center amongthese pitchers)is concave.No detectablesigns
of the top surface,is a sturdystrap,its edges turned of wear.
Context:Late Protocorinthian,as An 313, An 314.
back to providea readygrasp.
Context:Late Protocorinthian;cf. An 233, An 234,
An 312 COARSETREFOIL-MOUTHED
An 237.
PITCHER.
Pls. 77, 110.
An 309 COARSETREFOIL-MOUTHED
C-62-626(baskets135-139).H. 0.325, D. 0.233.
PITCHER.
PI. 77.
Buff coarse clay. Mended, about two thirds preC-62-659(basket123).H. 0.314, D. 0.200.
served; the forward lobe of the mouth is slightly
Buff coarse clay; low on one side is an irregular, chipped.
The offsetmouthis horizontallyevertedonly at the
sharply defined, dark gray area, perhaps burnt (the
interioris also darkerin this area). Complete,except back; the lip is sharply trimmed at the back but
for the forward lobe of the mouth (restored),and smoothedin front. The neck is straight;the handleis
unbroken,exceptfor a networkof crackscenteredon flattenedin section,especiallyat the top, moreso than
and largelyconfinedto the darkgrayarea; it is there- on An 319. The body is ovoid. Thereis no bevelat the
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edge of the base, but examinationof the interiorsug- it). A shapeless gouge centered at the back of the
gests that the bottom was closed with a cap. No de- neck handle may be an intentional mark analogous to
the pluses and pinholes (see p. 95).
tectablesigns of wear.
Context: Late Protocorinthian, as An 313, An 314.
Context:Late Protocorinthian,as An 313,An 314.
Pls. 80, 110.
An 313 COARSE HYDRIA.
C-62-673 (baskets 136, 138, 140-142). H. 0.500,
D. 0.310.
Pinkish buff coarse clay (gray on breaks),with a
thickerthanaverageslip; somewhitishand brownsurface deposits, especially on the neck and handle.
Mended; small gaps (includingpart of the handle)
restored.
Shapesimilarto An 289, but symmetricaland with
a truly overhanging,undercutrim, as on the large
amphoraAn 306. The bottom evidentlyis made exactlyas on An 305 (the restingsurfaceis not thick and
the beveled area extremelyso), but the interior is
decentlyfinished.The bevel at the base is unusually
handsome.
Context: Late Protocorinthian(above layer with
stones); cf. An 243-An250.
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An 316 COARSE TREFOIL-MOUTHED
P1. 77.
PITCHER.
C-62-668 (baskets 141-143). H. 0.355, D. 0.257.
Buff coarse clay, darker and oranger at core; over
most of the surface, a dark residue, which might be
the remains of matt paint. Mended, about three fourths
preserved; the forward lobe of the mouth is considerably chipped and not restored.
The offset trefoil mouth is large, horizontally everted
only at the back, and sharp edged (as if the excess clay
was simply trimmed off with a knife); the neck expands
slightly to the top and is very sharply articulated at the
shoulder. The handle is not quite round in section; at
the top, it is pinched to rise slightly above the lip. The
body is high shouldered, with a reverse curve to make
the transition to the narrow base. The bottom is
capped and finished at the base like an amphora, so
that the bevel suggests its construction. No detectable
An 314 COARSEROUND-MOUTHEDPITCHER. signs of wear.
Context: Late Protocorinthian, as An 313, An 314.
Pls. 79, 110.

C-62-637(baskets139-143).H. 0.350, D. 0.246.
Pinkishbuff coarseclay, the surfaceunusuallypale,
with scattereddarkbrowndeposits.Mended;chips in
the rim and base and small gaps in the body are restored.
The shape differsfrom that of An 292 and An 298,
but we lack sufficientexamplesto know whetherthe
differencesare chronologicallysignificant.The rim is
flat and simple in profile; the handle is somewhat
trefoil
flattenedin section,as on some seventh-century
neck
is
rather
the
An
An
312,
long
316);
pitchers(cf.
and perfectly cylindrical.The body is symmetrical
(though not wheelmade)and ovoid; the bottom is
capped but finishedwith only a slight, simple bevel
at the base.
Context:Late Protocorinthian,as An 313.

An 317 CORDED HANDLE FOR A COARSE
P1. 82.
AMPHORA.
C-62-616 (baskets 164-167). H. 0.227, W. 0.076,
Th. 0.030.
Coarse, gritty, pinkish buff clay, gray on the breaks;
unpainted. Three joined fragments, preserving the
larger part of the handle with its attachment at the
base.
The handle is one of a class (fragments of other
examples are preserved in the uninventoried lots for
these levels); cf. Corinth,VII, i, no. 134 ("very end of
eighth century") and no. 172 (Late Protocorinthian).
The present example requires a rather long-necked
vase.
In a thick, heavy, coarse strap handle, with its edges
squared, a rectangular cutting the full length of the
Pls. 80, 110. exterior is filled with two long rolls of clay, side by
An 315 COARSE HYDRIA.
C-62-645(basket140).H. 0.519, D. 0.361.
side, incised to resemble cords.
Context: Middle Protocorinthian; cf. An252-An
Very pinkishbuff clay, orangein some areas,with
261.
patches of brown deposit on the surface and gray

showingin verticallytooled areas of the lower body.
Mended;a large area in the lower body at the back,
part of one body handle,and smallgaps elsewhereare
restored.
Similarto An 313, but more carefullydesignedand
constructed.The neck handle and rim are most like
those on the largeamphoraAn 306. The body handles,
even, are designed:flat on the underside,roundedon
the upper. The capped bottom is externallyfinished
not merelyin a bevel but with a sharpmoldingthat
makes the capped constructionexplicit ("expresses"

An 318 COARSE STRAIGHT-SIDED POT WITH
Pls. 81, 111.
LUG HANDLES.
C-62-648 (baskets 164-168). H. 0.120, est. D. 0.330.
Dark, pinkish coarse clay. Joined fragments (gaps
restored in plaster) preserving about one fourth of the
floor and a section of the wall and rim (full profile) with
one lug.
The heavy rim is rectangular in section; the rectangular lug is equally stout. The proportionately short
wall is slightly convex in exterior profile. The bottom
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is flat, its averagethicknessabout 1 cm. Cf. An 278,
Emphaticallypinkish coarse clay, the surfacewith
much later, which is much smaller,straightersided, much pale gray mottling. Fragmentary,about two
thirds preserved;the forwardlobe of the mouth is
and tallerin its proportions.
Context: Middle Protocorinthian;cf. An257-An wholly restored.
The trefoilmouthis shortand horizontallyeverted,
260.
the neck straight,the handle somewhatflattenedin
section.On the back of the handle,possiblya pinhole
An 319 COARSETREFOIL-MOUTHED
Pls. 77, 110. mark. The body proper is asymmetricallyglobular,
PITCHER.
with an abrupttransitionto the narrowbase. At the
C-62-625(baskets174-181).H. 0.315, D. 0.245.
Extremelypinkish coarse clay, gray at core, with base, a simple bevel at the edge. Examinationof the
somegraymottlingon the surface.Mended,but nearly interior suggeststhat, like An 319, this pitcher may
complete, the forwardlobe of the mouth partly re- have been closedwith a separatelymadebase cap. No
detectablesigns of wear.
stored.
Context: problematical.Before the coarse pots
is
short
and
mouth
The trefoil
horizontallyeverted,
were
the
at
articulated
and
the neck straight
inventoried,they wore tags bearing their prosharply
in
venience
flattened
handle
somewhat
the
section,
(the Anaploga well) and their basket numshoulder,
of the coarse pots, including this one,
bers.
Some
The
is
with
at
the
body ovoid-globular,
top.
especially
a gradualtransitionto the narrowbase.Thereis a very were not inventorieduntil 1966.The tag was then, as
slight bevel at the base, though examinationof the usual, removed.One of us recordedin our working
interiorsuggeststhatthe bottomwasclosedwitha cap. notes (in 1964and 1965)"baskets181-185,"the other
No detectablesigns of wear.
(in 1965-6) "baskets81-85." The second readingis
From the bottom of the well, wherethe latest fine recordedin the Corinth inventory.We cannot now
confirmeitherreading;the tag is gone, and there are
wareis MiddleProtocorinthian;cf. An 262-An264.
no penciled numberson the pot. We give the first
An 320 COARSETREFOIL-MOUTHED
reading here, because An320 resembles no other
P1.77. pitcherfrom the well but An 319, in color and texture
PITCHER.
C-62-887 (baskets probably 181-185; see below). of clay, graymottling,short,fully evertedmouth,and
H. 0.311, D. 0.225.
generalshapeand proportions.
LAMPS

Pls. 83, 112.
An 321 CORINTHIANLAMP.
CL-4449(basket2). M. Dim. 0.087, H. 0.032.
Light buff clay, with few impurities;uncommonly
thick fabric. Black glaze-paint,crazed. Single fragment,preservingpartof the wall (completeprofile)and
floor, with the beginningof the nozzle,wherethe clay
is slightlydarkenedas if from use.
The lamp is handmade.Thereis no distinctrim or
foot-ring, but the flatbottomhas an irregularbut well
defined edge, in one place amounting to a slight
molding.Enoughremainsto show that the nozzlewas
open and altogetherunbridged.The exterior is reserved,the interiorand the edge (or lip) black glazed.
Very early looking, probablyfirst half of seventh
century(see p. 98). Context:top of the well, wherethe
pottery was matureLC I, with a great deal of MPC
and earlier admixed. Cf. An 14-An20, and see The
Well, p. 67 and The FragmentaryFine Ware,p. 98.

Fine, light, gray-buffclay; on one side, pinkishand
gray discoloration.Fragmentpreservingthe handle
and part of the wall.
An 322 has a simple profile, without a distinct
rim or foot-ring.The wall, at least near the handle,
whereit is preserved,is not turnedin so far as on An
326, so it is unlikelythat it could have bridgedthe
nozzle with so broad a strip. The handle is a long,
rectangularplaque, cut off clean at the end, fitted
with a thick, narrowloop runningfrom side to side
of the plaque.
Context: end of Early Corinthianor beginningof
MiddleCorinthian;cf. An 85-An 87. KL-71,fromthe
Potters' Quarterat Corinth, has the same type of
handle, but the plaque is broaderand much thinner,
and the loop is muchlighterand roundin section.

An 323 BLACK-GLAZEDLAMP.
Pls. 83, 112.
CL-4335(basket27). L. 0.040, W. 0.041.
Pale buff clay; black glaze-paint,flaking.Fragment
handmadebut unglazedand not so heavyas CL-4449. preservinghalf of the nozzle and part of the rim and
Corinth,IV, ii, no. 3 has a flat base, but is unglazed body. The nozzleis blackened,well into the clay.
An 323 has a distinct,narrowrim, but no foot-ring.
and crudelywheelmade.
Therimis flat,and it bridgedthe nozzle,but the bridge
Pls. 83, 112. was not so wide as the rest of the rim; the apertureof
An 322 WHEELMADELAMP.
CL-4334(basket27). H. 0.038, L. 0.045, W. 0.037. the nozzlecuts into it.
R. Howland's Type2A (The Athenian Agora, IV,
Greek Lamps, Princeton, 1958), ca. 625-575 B.C., is
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So far as preserved,the interior and exteriorare
entirelyblack glazed(dip glazed?).
Context:as An 322. Broneer'sCorinth,IV, ii, Type
I, no. 28, is perhapssimilar,but on An 323 the nozzle
is deeper,broader,and longer; the reservoiris shallower; the hole to the nozzle impingesmore on the
rim; the nozzle is more nearlylevel with the rim; the
glaze-paintis thicker and glossier. In sum, An 323
looks earlier;its nozzle is bettercomparedwiththat of
KL-130(Corinth,XV, ii, no. 28, pl. 55 and fig. 3, from
WellI), which should be about contemporary.
An 324 LAMP.
Pls. 83, 112.
CL-4336(basket27). L. 0.037, W. 0.059.
Rather coarse, pinkish buff clay, quite micaceous.
Fragmentpreservingthe nozzle and part of the rim
and body. The nozzleis thoroughlyblackened,its edge
erodedby heat ratherthan chipped.
The lamp is crudelymade. The rim is not verydistinct, but it is more than a simpleturningof the wall,
and its surface is grooved, though, so far as preserved,the groove is not sharplydefined.Thereis no
foot-ring.The nozzleis bridgedby the continuousrim.
The textureof the clay and the amountof micain it
excludethe possibilityof Corinthianfabric.
Context:as An 322.

An 325 LAMP.
Pls. 83, 112.
CL-4337(basket27). L. 0.045, W. 0.047.
Light, pinkish buff clay; unglazed.Fragmentpreservingthe nozzle and about a quarterof the body.
The nozzle is thoroughlyblackened.
An 325 has a simple profilewithout a foot-ringor
distinctrim, and the oil reservoiris quite open, since
the wall does not turn stronglyinwardto narrowits
mouth. Accordingly, the nozzle is "primitively"
bridged,by a narrowstrip of clay, and the nozzle is
lower than this bridge.
Context:as An 322.The clay and finishare those of
Howland,TheAthenianAgora,IV, Type 15 (unglazed,
of Corinthianclay, with paredsurfaces),but the shape
is differentand earlierlooking.
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An 327 LAMP.
Pls. 83, 112.
CL-4330(basket104). H. 0.023, W. 0.064.
Fine, light buff clay; no glaze-paint.Fragmentpreservingabout one third,the completeprofileand part
of the bridgednozzle.Graydiscolorationon the bridge
and nozzle is probablydue to use.
An 327 is extraordinary.
It has a flat rim,veryneatly
tooled, slightly overhangingthe shoulder;the rim is
continuousall round,and the bridgingof the nozzleis
far from primitive.It stands on a distinct foot-ring,
neatly tooled on exterior and interior. Close study
revealsthat firstthe exteriormoldingswereturnedon
the wheel;then a considerablepart was cut away and
the nozzle inserted; on the floor of the reservoira
declivityinto the nozzle,to feedit oil, was gouged,and
the hole in the wall,just belowthe interiorof the rim,
was made; thenthe smallgap in the rim was restored
and re-turnedon its surfaceand inneredge (the outer
edge, in proximityto the nozzle, being finishedcarefully by hand). At this point, finally, the lamp was
removedfrom the wheel,turnedupsidedown,andrecentered on a wheel; the gap in the foot-ring was
restored,its interiorand resting surfacesturned (its
exteriorat the point on which the base of the nozzle
impingesbeing finished by hand to match the previously turnedremainingexteriorperimeter),and the
undersideof the nozzle at its joint to the body carefully smoothed. All this can be deduced from the
barely discernibleseam showing the extent of the
insertedportion(well into the rim and foot-ring)and
from experiencewith a potter's wheel. The seam is
visible,in good light, both insideand out.
Context: late in Late Protocorinthian;cf. An 228An 230. Sincethe lamp seemsto have been used, this
fragmentwas probablynot new whendepositedin the
well. That there are no lamps from the fill between
baskets51 and 104 also suggeststhat An 327 belongs
with An 328 and An 329, found just below its level,
rather than with materialdatable with An 226 and
An 227. Therefore,it is certainlyto be datedwith pottery that is still Late Protocorinthian.A. N. Stillwell
observedthat KL-130(Corinth,XV, ii, no. 28, pl. 55
and fig. 3, "from Well I"-the foot-ring is penciled
"Cist. II") probably is itself still seventh century.
KL-130is a more developedversionof the sametype
and sub-typeas An 327: its rim overhangsa bit more;
the m. D. of its wall is nearerthe base; its foot-ringis
wider,almostas wide as the rim; its nozzleis broader
at the base and thicker,mergingmore graduallyinto
the body.

Pls. 83, 112.
An 326 LAMP.
CL-4333(baskets40, 51). H. 0.022, D. 0.071.
Pinkishbuff, grittycoarseclay, as in mortarbasins
(cf. An 266, et al.); unpainted. Mended from two
pieces; completeexcept for the tip of the nozzle and
the loop of the handle.The nozzle and its bridgeare
thoroughlyblackened.
An 326 has a simpleprofile(wheelmade),withouta
distinctrim or foot-ring.The nozzle is fully bridged,
thewallbeingturnedinwardto forma nearlyhorizontal An 328 HANDMADE TRIANGULAR LAMP.
surfacearoundthe reservoirand over the nozzle.The
Fig. 3. P1.83.
CL-4332a, b (baskets 110-115). (a): H. 0.027,
handleis a rectangularplaquefittedwitha loop, a strap
L. 0.070; (b): H. 0.027, L. 0.073.
the fullwidthof theplaqueandrunninglengthwise.
Context: late in Early Corinthian;cf. An 117, An
Very pale buff clay; slightlydarkerand pinkishat
the core, smoothly polished; unglazed. Two non121-An123, An 127.
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joining fragments,preservingparts of the walls and
nozzles; the nozzled ends of the fragmentspreserve,
in part, two of the threeanglesof the lamp. Thereare
tracesof burningat the nozzles.
The angle preservedin fragmenta proves that the
lampis triangular.It is strictlystraightsided,with narrow flatpanelsin low reliefat the side(s)of eachnozzle
and, centered on each side, wider rectangularflat
panels. The cornersare beveled. The surfacesof the
top and (so far as preserved)the bottom are flat. In
the middleof eachwall,behindthe centralreliefpanels,
a clean, cylindricalhole is drilledfrom top to bottom
(eachfragmentpreservesone); thus the lampcould be
suspended steadily, and the flames at the nozzles

rose toward the center of each side and, accordingly,
was slightly domed in the center. The apertures to the
reservoir and the nozzles are carved out of the previously formed shape; the shallow channels around
the nozzles probably were made with a small, rounded
gouge. The carving of details and polishing could be
done when the clay was leather hard; the finish and
firing are extremely fine. The clay is very hard and all
the edges still sharp.
Context: Late Protocorinthian, as An 327 and An
329; cf. An 233-An 237. An 328 seems to imitate stone
lamps (cf. Palermo 377, J.H.S., LX, 1940, p. 37,
fig. 16), but other early three-sided lamps are decorated: The Athenian Agora, IV, Type 8, no. 58, pls. 3,
31; Corinth,XV, ii, no. 21, pl. 55, KL-128 (wheelmade),
nos. 41-42, pl. 56, KL-140 and 143 (with triglyphs).
An 328 and KL-128 suggest that in the seventh century a lamp like Agora L 3488 (Howland's no. 58)
was not necessarily "the result of caprice," but a class
of special lamps made by potters "rather than a fulltime lamp-maker."

An 329 LAMP.
Pls. 83, 112.
CL-4331 (basket 113). H. 0.018, W. 0.047.
Very pale buff clay; traces (on the handle) of black
glaze-paint. Fragment preserving the handle and part
of the wall.
Wheelmade. The profile of the lamp is simple, with.
328 (
Fig. .An
out a rim (too little is preserved to show whether it
had a foot-ring). It has a long, flat, tapering handle.
Context: Late Protocorinthian, as An 328. There is
a great variety of straight, tapered, swallow-tail, long
or short, plain handles on early Corinthian lamps of
Fig. 3. An 328 (CL-4332).
varying profiles. Hardly any two are quite alike. Cf.
Corinth, IV, ii, no. 31 (CL-11), p. 33, fig. 15; Corinth,
would not touch the (presumed)suspension cords. XV, ii, no. 17 (KL-4), pl. 55, no. 10 (KL-75), and, not
On the inner faces of the fragments,the line of the catalogued, KL-5 and KL-51.

floor (which is entirelybrokenaway) is preserved;it

TERRACOTTAFIGURINES AND MISCELLANEOUS

An 330 PEDESTAL-TYPEFEMALE FIGURINE,
MOLDED FACE.
P1.84.
MF-11643 (basket 16, the pedestal from 34). H.
0.104, W. 0.037.
Soft, pinkishbuff clay. Dark traces, on upperhalf
only, seemto be a depositratherthanvestigesof black
paint.Complete,exceptfor the arms,a bit of the handmade jewelry,and the flaringedge of the cylindrical
pedestal.
Standing female (cf. Corinth,XV, ii, ClassVIII,
but there are no exact parallels there), wearing an
added polos andjewelrywith disksat eithershoulder.
The cylindricalbody is solid and handmade.For the
arms,cf. the next.

Context:upperhalf, beginningof LateCorinthianI;
cf., e.g., An 36, An 50; lower half, Middle Corinthian
or end of Early Corinthian;cf., e.g., An 85, An 87,
An 99-An 109. The penciledbasket number, 34, is
visible on the bottom of the pedestal.
An 331 PEDESTAL-TYPEFEMALE FIGURINE,
MOLDED FACE.
PI. 84.
MF-11650(baskets18-20; head, 19, torso, 20, base,
.
18). H. 0.099, W. with arm0.059.
Soft, pinkish buff clay; no paint preserved.Substantially complete; the added polos, the loop of
jewelry across the chest, one arm, and part of the
flaringedge of the pedestalare lacking.
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For the type, cf. Corinth,XV, ii, ClassVIII, 34, and
literaturecited there, but An 334 had a single sturdy
support attached behind. The figure wears a handmade truncated-conicalpolos, with a roll of clay
aroundthe top. The featuresof the face are extremely
blurred,but what survivessuggests(in stronglight) a
ratherfine prototype.Somethingseems to have been
attachedin the area of the ear on the left side of her
head; the right side is undamaged.The body is handmade, essentiallya bent slab of clay; it is uncertain
An 332 UPPER HALF OF FEMALE FIGURINE, whethertherewas addedjewelryacrossthe chest.
Context:MiddleCorinthian;cf. An 61, An 62.
MOLDED FACE.
P1.84.
MF-11651(basket: between 19 and 21). H. 0.055, An 335 MOLDED FEMALE HEAD.
PI. 84.
W. 0.049.
MF-11640(basket: between22 and 24). H. 0.038,
Pinkishbuff clay. No paint preserved.Brokenjust W. 0.024.
below the loop of jewelryand the stumpsof the arms;
clay. No paint preserved.The face and
the preservedpart lacks only half of the addedpolos. theOrange-buff
even
the nose and chin, are unusually
ear,
Since the handmadechest is broad and ratherflat, wellright
the
neck, with the hair at the sides
preserved;
the fragmentprobablywas part of a bent-slabseated and the
left ear, part of the polos, and the finished
female,like An 334, ratherthan standing,like An 330 back are
lacking.
and An 331. The features of the molded head are
The face is an unusually fresh specimen from a
fairly sharp, and there is a hint of eyelids on the mold with exceptionallyfine and completemodeling
damaged left eye. The hair is parted in the center, and lineardetail;thereare no retouchings.The hairis
with waves over the brow and temples,beadedlocks
partedin the centerand arrangedin deep waves,with
at the side. The polos and the shoulder disks and the
strandsof hair indicated(KT 9-28 shows that the
necklaceloop are added.
hair below the earswas beaded).The polos is set well
Context:similarto the last.
back on the head. The ear and earringare carefully
delineatedin shallow, rather linear relief. The foreAn 333 MOLD FOR FIGURINE: FEMALE
head is rather high and rounded. The brows are
PI. 84.
HEAD.
defined,but the eyelids and even the rounded,
MF-11649(basket: between 19 and 21). H. 0.048, softly
somewhatprotrudingeyeballsare renderedin detail.
W. 0.035.
The cheeks are straightand smooth, the chin broad
Hard, grayishtan clay. Substantiallycomplete,but and deep, strongeven in profile(the chin on KT 9-28
chipped inside and out; the bottom and left side of is damaged).The upperlip is fairly short, the mouth
the face are lost and part of the polos.
wide and
hardlysmiling.For the proportions
The mold is shapedlike half of a largeegg, smooth and the straight, of the
planesof the face, cf. the
on the back, where undamaged.The features,where Attic organization from
Kerateia,in Berlin,and
standinggoddess
undamaged,are softly defined,not necessarilybecause the head of Chrysaorfrom the Medusapedimentat
of wear or repetitionof molds: the lower edge of the Corfu
(R. Lullies and M. Hirmer, GreekSculpture,
polos (includedin the mold), the line of hair over the pls. 20-21 and 17). This comparisongoes beyondthe
brow, and the preservedeyebroware fine and fairly delicatedetail, which is what one notices first in An
sharp. The lower lid of the preserved(right) eye is 335, and tends to confirmthe date suggestedby its
markedby a delicateline (in slight relief when cast). context in the
well, considerablyearlier than that
The polos is set well back; the hairlineover the brow
9-28 (see below).
for
KT
is scalloped.The proportionsof the face and low fore- suggested
Context: the precise basket number was not rehead resembleAn 332, which comes from a developcorded,but baskets22-24 all fall in the rangeof MC
mentallysimilarmold, but not from the sameproto- levels; cf. An 61, An 62. A likelydate, therefore,since
type.
its MC contextis not advancedMC, is well beforethe
Context:as the last.
end of the first quarterof the sixth century.Even if,
as is unlikely(see p. 99), it fell to this level, having
An 334 SEATEDFEMALEFIGURINE,
been
at the same time as baskets9-21 (cf.
PI. 84. An deposited
MOLDED FACE.
it is very early in the second quarterof the
22),
MF-11642 (baskets: head, 23, torso, 20, added
century.
patch on back and skirt, 28). H. 0.166, W. 0.069.
Pinkishbuff clay. No paint preserved.Largerpart An 336 HANDMADE TERRACOTTA OBJECT.
P1.84.
preserved:the arms, feet (or other termination),and
L.
W.
0.030.
MF-11641
0.104,
rear supportare lacking.
(baskets 24-25).
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Type as the last. The head is probablyfrom the
same mold, the hair differingbecause clay has been
added at the top and both sides.
Context: beginningof Late CorinthianI; cf., e.g.,
An 36, An 50, but note that basket20 is at the line of
demarcationin the fill between vases with basketnumberrangeslike 9-21 (An22), which verge on LC
style, and those with rangeslike 20-33 (An61, An 62),
which are not late in MC.
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Pinkish buff clay. On the inner, concave edge, a
trace of red paint, at the betterpreservedend of the
fragment.Traces of white on the upper surface.The
upper surface(to which the appliquesare attached)
and the outer, convex edge are certainlyfinishedsurfaces. Thereis nothingto show that the inneredge or
the undersidewere once attachedto anotherclay surface. At the left-handend of the fragment,the outer
edge and the appliqueare chipped,as is, slightly,the
right-handend, but there are areasof finishedsurface
on the edges at both ends.
The upper surfaceis concave, higher at the outer
edge. The undersideshows a seam: the outer edge
representsa separate roll of clay in manufacture.
Each appliqueis made of six bits of clay: two superimposed slabs, a crimpedstrip aroundthree sides of
the upper slab, a flat strip across the fourth side, a
flattened strip from the last across to the opposite
short side, and a blob on top of that (the elements
addedin the orderlisted).We have found no parallels
to establish the nature of the object. It could be a
necklace-stripextendingbetweenlocks of hair falling
over the shoulders of a terracottastatuette, which
would have been about half life-sized. This guess is
consistentwith the preservedfinishededges and with
the traceof red on the inner,concaveedge, whichthen
camefromthe red paint on the garmentagainstwhich
the "necklace"rested.
Context:MiddleCorinthian;cf. An 61, An 62.

Decorated on both faces. On the principalface,
from the center perforation:two red rings, reserved
zone, fine black ring, red ring (at the edge). On the
reverse:a blackand a red ring,reservedzone, red ring
(at the edge). In the V-shapedgroove:two glaze-paint
bands on either face of the V. The object probably
could serve as a spindle whorl (cf. Corinth,XV, ii,
nos. 54-55, pl. 57), but the groovemustbe designedto
hold finethread.For the decoration,cf. the wheelof a
model cart An 337.
Context:as the last.

An 339 MOLDEDFEMALEHEAD.
PI. 84.
MF-11632 (basket:between27 and 32). H. 0.044,
W. 0.031.
Pinkishbuffclay. No paintpreserved.Thefull depth
of the face is preserved,but the nose is broken,one of
the earringsis lacking,and the upperpart of the headdress,the back of the head and shoulders,and all of
the body are gone.
The brow is low and sloping, the eyes close set,
large,and somewhatprotruding,the mouthcrudeand
protruding,the chin broad and rounded.The face is
deep in profile,U-shapedin front view. The following
details come from the mold unretouched:the finely
beadedhair over the brow, the linear, volute-shaped
ears(one mostlycoveredby addedearring),the brows
(renderedby a slight ridge),and the eyes. Apartfrom
the largeearringand the "jewel"above the brow,the
hair at the sides of the neck and, perhaps,the mouth
are in added clay. The head is of a less developed
An 337 DECORATEDMODEL WHEEL. PI. 84. (earlier)type than An 335: compare the eyes, ears,
MF-12522(basket24). M. Dim. 0.079, Th. 0.006.
and the shape of the jaw.
Fine, hard, pinkish buff clay; dark brown to redContext:end of EarlyCorinthianor MiddleCorinorange glaze-paint. One third of the wheel is pre- thian (cf. An 85-An 87).
served,withpartof the axlehole at the center;mended
An 340 "SEATED"FEMALE FIGURINE,
from threepieces (the breaksare old).
P1.84.
Wheel from a model cart (see Corinth, XV, ii, Class MOLDED FACE.
MF-11633(basket: between27 and 32). H. 0.116,
XXXII). The obverse is elaboratelydecorated:two
rings around axle hole, from which radiatinglines W. 0.040.
Light buff clay. No paint preserved.Substantially
form, near the edge, the petals of a reservedrosette,
and, at the edge, betweenlines, a band decoratedwith complete;the arms,the supportin back, and part of
an incised wiggly line. The reverseis glaze-painted, the feet are lacking.
The figurinewas madeto standself-supporting,like
reservedat the centerand the edge, with bandsin the
An
reservedzones. On the edge, a band. Cf. KT 60-10,
334, but is not bent below the waist and at the
knees
so as to suggestthe lap of a seatedfigure.The
in
from the Potters'Quarter(not Corinth,XV, ii).
with
the hairand the polos (so far as preserved),
as
the
last.
Context:
head,
as well as the torso, probably(but not the arms?),
as far as the waist, is moldmade.Below, it is roughly
An 338 SPOOL,WITH CONVENTIONAL
with manyfingerprints(also on the back).
PI. 84. handmade,
DECORATION.
The head came from a mold possibly relatedto CoMF-11652(basket25). H. 0.015, D. of obverseface
rinth,KT 3-13 (Corinth,XV, ii, ClassVIII, 11, pl. 9).
0.044, of reverseface 0.043, in groove 0.029. ComContext:as the last.
plete, mendedfrom two fragments;one edge chipped.
Fine clay, smoothlyfinished,light, slightlypinkish An 341 UPPERPART OF FEMALEFIGURINE,
buffon half of the object,darkerand verypink on the MOLDED FACE.
P1.84.
otherhalf. Blackto reddishbrownglaze-paint.Added
MF-11634(basket:between27 and 32). H. 0.049,
W. 0.039.
red.

CATALOGUE
Soft orangeclay. Abundanttracesof red paint, on
both the front and back, excepton the face itself. The
armsand the body below the chest are lacking.
Apparently,the fragmentcomesfroma figureof the
same type as An 330 and An 331, but without added
jewelry.The polos and the chest are handmade.The
face is worn, but the features always were softly
defined.The browis low, the eyesprotrude;the chinis
broad and deep, but not very strong in profile.The
lowerface is notablylong and U-shapedin frontview.
The hair is simple,withoutindicationof tressesor a
parting, and the neck is flat, in one plane with the
hair at either side of it. Like An 339, this type is less
developedthan that of An 335.
Context:as the last two.
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An 344 HANDMADE TERRACOTTAHORSE
P1.85.
(MINUS ITS RIDER).
MF-11644(baskets39-51). H. 0.077, L. 0.074.
Orange-buffclay; red paint. Fragment:the body,
neck,rightforeleg,most of the left hindleg, partof the
righthindleg, and the stumpsof the face,tail, andleft
forelegof a horse, a discoloredimpressionacrossthe
body showingthe position of the rideronce attached.
The horseis sturdyand neatlymade.The legs taper.
The neckis triangularin cross-section,the apexof this
sectionformingthe mane. The rumpis raisedtoward
the attachmentof the tail. The added color is solid
darkred on the front of the neck, chest, forelegs,and
(so far as preserved)face, but the linear decoration
elsewhereis red-orange:a continuousoutline begins
at the cheek, runs down the forelegand up again to
definethe belly,thendownthe hindleg and(apparently
An 342 MOLD FOR TERRACOTTAHEAD.
continuously)up the posteriorof the horseto join, on
PI. 84. the rump, the stripe that ran down the tail; short
MF-11140(basket33). H. 0.052, W. 0.031.
parallelstrokesdecoratethe sidesof the neckandbody.
Context: late in Early Corinthian;cf. An 117, An
Fairly soft, pink clay, with fine gritty (not sandy)
impurities.Fragmentpreservinga little less than half 121, An 122.
of the front of the head, with the hair.
The mold produces a female face with rounded An 345 TERRACOTTARIGHT ANKLE AND
PI. 85.
and typologicallyverysimilar FOOT.
cheeks,developmentally
L.
0.110.
MF-11646
H.
to An 339, but considerablylargerand finer;the linear
(basket47). 0.128,
Coarse, orange-buffclay, without large grits, gray
renderingand shape of the eye and ear, and the shape
of the jaw and chin, are extremelyclose. In the mold, at the core,light, pinkishbuffon surface,whichseems
the three strands of hair over the brow resemble to be coveredwith a thin wash. Fragment,preserving
twisted cords rather than strung beads (very shal- the ankle and instep of a human foot, of which the
lowly impressed),but the two long tresses over the bottom (with the heel) and the forward parts are
shoulder are distinctly beaded. It is difficultto be lacking.
The foot was nearlylife-sized.It is cut off, straight
certain whetherthe product of the mold was to be
and
was
or
these
tresses
the
head
behind
trimmedjust
smoothly finished,just above the ankle, with a
hole
at
of
in
this
face
be
unusual
which
would
(whose measurabledepth is morethan one inch)
veiled,
type
bored
this period.
verticallyin the top surface,not in the centerbut
Consideredstylisticallyas sculpture,the head might towardthe shin. The outeranklebone (the end of the
be dated in the first years of the sixth century.The fibula)is slightlybut clearlymodeled,and the tendon
context of basket 33 should be "end of Early Corin- at the back of the ankle is renderedas a fairly sharp
thian"(butearlyMiddleCorinthianis not impossible). ridge.Sincethe foot cannothavebeenpart of a sculpture, it probablymust be regardedas votive, despite
the earlydate.
Context:late in EarlyCorinthian,as the last.
An 343 MOLDED PLASTICVASE, SQUATTING
PI. 84.
KOMAST.
An 346 FRAGMENTOF LARGE MOLD:
C-62-624(baskets33-38). H. 0.077,W. 0.052.
PI. 85.
Pale clay; tracesof brownto darkgrayglaze-paint. HERRINGBONEPATTERN.
MF-11648(basket54). M. Dim. 0.134,m. Th. 0.047.
The head,partof the arms,and abouthalf of the body
Soft clay with verycoarsetempering,most of which
are preserved,mendedfrom three fragments.
The apertureis at the top of the head. The hair appearsto be ground-upfiredclay ratherthan gravel;
alongsidethe neck is piercedon both sides, presum- the concavesurface,with the design,is a layer of fine
ably, as in alabastra,for the passage of a cord or clay. Threejoined fragmentsconstituting,apparently,
thong. The figureis a bearded,pot-belliedmale, with only a minorpart of the mold.
Themoldseemsto havebeenintendedfor the manuhis legs drawn up and his arms across his belly, a
hair
and
komast. There are traces of black on the
facture,or for partof the manufacture,of an objectfar
in
on
chest.
linear
beardand
largerthan itself, the nature of which has not been
patterns black the
determined.Whatis preservedis partsof five curving,
and
cf.
An97
of
end
Context:
Early Corinthian;
199.
An 108. Cf. Perachora,I, p. 235, pi. 104,
contiguous rows of parallel, straight, oblique lines,
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makingherringbonepatterns.At one point, a transversemotif cuts acrosstwo rows, as if to bind them.
Context: later than central Early Corinthian;cf.
An 154-An158.
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An 347 HANDMADE FIGURINE: PERSON
HOLDING OBJECT.
PI. 85.
MF-11645(basket55). H. 0.054, W. 0.030.
Lightbuffclay; tracesof brown(black)paint on the
back of the head and two stripesaroundthe body below the arms. Fragmentary;most of the head, the
right forearm,and the terminationat the bottom are
lacking.
The figureis probablya womanholdinga child,but
this identificationis a preconditionedassumption
(though the paint on the back of the head suggests
long hair or a veil), as there are no unmistakable
marksof gender,and the damagedobject claspedin
the bend of the left arm against the chest resembles
neitheran infantnor anythingelse.
Context:as the last.

An 348 SPINDLEWHORLWITH CONVENTIONAL DECORATION.
P1.85.
MF-11178(basket104).P.H. 0.033, D. 0.047.
Bright,pinkishbuff clay; the glaze-paintis firedto
lighterand darkershadesof red and black. Fragment
preservingmost of the lower half.
The shapeis convexlyconicalwith a flat bottom.A
round, straight hole is pierced through the center,
vertically.The surfaceis smoothlyfinished.
Bottom:fine-linerings,one aroundthe hole and two
nearthe edge(thereis a ring,also, aroundthe insideof
the hole). On the face, from top to bottom (so far as
preserved):a fine line, a zone of dot-clusterrosettes,
two fine lines, a zone of loose Z's, and, nearthe edge,
two fine lines.
Context:Late Protocorinthian,as the lamp An 327.
Cf., also, An 354. Similarspindlewhorls: Perachora,
II, nos. 1317-1318,pl. 39.

An 349 HANDMADE FIGURINE.
PI. 85.
MF-11635(basket "113+"). H. 0.061, W. 0.044.
Pale buff ("typical Corinthian")clay, pinkish at
core. No paint preserved.Fragmentpreservingthe
headand the torso to the waist,with the stumpsof the
arms.
The figure type is a handmade, Protocorinthian
equivalent to the moldmade standing female with
outstretchedarms, wearinga polos, representedhere
by An 330, An 331 and An 341. The waist is narrow,
and the section suggeststhat the lower body was a
flattened cylinder. The torso and arms are solid,
formed from one piece of clay, but the head is assembled (cf. An351). The nose, mouth, and chin
(eyes are not indicated, and the polos reaches the
bridgeof the nose)are,in effect(andprobablyin fact),

cut out of the edge of the face-slab.The hair at the
back is a flat piece of clay wrappedaroundthe headand-neckcore; then, the tresses,crimpedrolls of clay,
are added at the sides, and threerolls of clay, finally,
are wrappedaroundthe top to form the polos.
Context:Late Protocorinthian,as the lampsAn 328
and An 329.
An 350 HEAD FROM HANDMADE FIGURINE.
PI. 85.
MF-11636(basket "113+"). H. 0.032, W. 0.019.
Pale buff clay, slightlypinkish.No paint preserved.
Fragmentpreservingthe head to just belowthe chin.
The head is like that of An 349 in type, style, and
manufacture,but larger and cruder. The section
revealedby the break shows the thin piece of clay
wrappedaround the back of the head; the face-slab
seemsto be in one piece with the core drawnup from
the neck and torso.
Context:as the last.
An351 HEAD FROM HANDMADE FIGURINE.
PI. 85.
MF-11637(basket"113+"). H. 0.031, W. 0.020.
Pale buff clay. No paint preserved.Fragmentpreservingthe head to just below the chin in front, to the
shoulderin back; the left side of the nose is chipped.
The head is like An 349 and An 350, moreimperfect
than An 349 but exactlythe same size and color. The
breakat the bottomshowsa hollow spacebetweenthe
core and the face, in front, and the thin piece of clay
wrappedaroundto form the hair at the back.
Context:as the last two.
An352 HANDMADE FIGURINE: HORSE AND
RIDER.
P1.85.
MF-11638(basket(s)uncertain.Becauseof fragility,
the figurineswere separatedfrom the pottery. The
figurinesfromthe LPClevelsof the well camefromca.
basket 113,havingoccurred,as in the higherlevels,in
a cache in the fill; An 352 was removedfor inventory
from the same box of figurines,marked"Basket113+"
as An 349-An351 and An 353, but one of the potmendershas penciledthe basketnumber"32" on one
of the two joined fragments,the otherhavingno penciled number).H. 0.074, L. 0.047.
Soft, pinkish buff clay; no paint preserved.Two
joined fragmentspreservingthe rider(excepthis arms)
and the hindquartersof the horse, with the stumpsof
the tail and of one hind leg.
Bird-facedrider, with his "legs" wrappedaround
the horse'sbody. The rumpof the horseis raisedvery
high by the addedthicknessof the tail.
Context: either late Early Corinthian-Middle
Corinthianor Late Protocorinthian(see above); even
the possibilitythat the hindquarters
(whicharemarked
"32") enteredthe accumulatingfill nearlya half cen-
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Like An 348, but a little larger. On one side, the
tury later than the rider part cannot be excluded,
in
is preservedfurtherthan on An 348: above
decoration
of
material
the
otherwise
admixture
though
early
the upperfill is MPC or earlier.The type is undatable the zone of dot-clusterrosettes,a plain reservedzone
within the allowed range, though the hindquarters boundedby pairs of fine lines.
Context: Late Protocorinthian;cf. An 238-An242.
might be consideredearlierlooking than on An 344.
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An 353 HANDMADE FIGURINE: RIDER WITH
PI. 85.
SHIELD.
MF-11639(basket"113+").H. 0.049, W. 0.027.
Soft, pinkish buff clay; no paint preserved.The
single fragmentpreservesthe largerpart of the rider,
but most of the face and "legs" are lacking,and the
shieldis muchchipped.
Rider from horse-and-ridergroup, with the right
arm rolled up to hold a spear shaft and the left arm
bearing (replacedby) a round shield. Very simple
workmanship.
Context:as An 349-An351.

An 355 PIERCED STONE DISK.
PI. 83.
MF-11631(basket 52). D. 0.053, Th. 0.010.
Soft, gritty,veryporousstone,with an eventexture;
its color is an off-white,a pale, warmgray.Intact,but
worn.
Disk with a hole (D. 0.008) throughthe center.Its
use is undetermined,but the gritty texture suggests
that it mighthavebeenan abrasivewheelusedin some
light industry.The stone is so light that it would be
uselessas a weightof any kind or as a spindlewhorl.
Context: later than central Early Corinthian.Cf.
Corinth,XII, no. 1222, pl. 78 (of poros, "spindle
whorl(?)", "(Romanperiodor later)").

An 356 IRON SPEARHEAD.
P1.83.
An 354 SPINDLE WHORL WITH CONVENMF-11647 (basket 52). L. 0.250, W. 0.045.
PI. 85.
TIONAL DECORATION.
MF-11630(baskets120-128).P.H. 0.039, D. 0.053.
Complete,but heavilycorroded;the point is bent.
Long, leaf-shapedspearhead,with tapered socket
Grayish, dark buff clay; dark brown glaze-paint.
The appearanceis that of clay reducedto gray in a for a roundshaft(interiorD. at end 0.019).Any detail
fireratherthan misfiredin the kiln. Threejoined frag- is completelyobscuredby corrosion.
Context:later than centralEarlyCorinthian.
ments preservethe lower part.
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CATALOGUE NUMBERS
I. ARCHAIC CORINTHIAN POTTERY
Cat. No.
Inv. No.
4
AT 248 a, b
182
C-30-46
31
C-30-50
33
C-30-64
186
C-30-162
190
C-30-163
67
C-30-164
207
C-32-173
73
C-32-257
49
C-33-215
159
C-34-1637+a,e,f
165
C-35-79
C-36-195
143
23
C-36-300
78
C-36-302
215
C-36-304
7
C-37-599
166
C-38-276a, b
76
C-38-635
41
C-39-26
C-39-311a, b 219
C-39-381
3
71
C-40-87
C-40-140
17
C-40-141
127
C-40-159
53
C-40-162
50
C-40-163
51
C-40-164
55
C-40-167
52
C-40-174
54
C-40-221
42
C-40-284
14
C-40-285
83
C-40-289
10
C-40-291a-c
11
C-40-302a-d
15
C-40-303
63
C-47-576
56
C-47-586
57
C-47-603
58

Inv. No.
Cat. No.
C-47-612
59
111
C-47-641a, b
113
C-47-642
C-47-644
104
C-47-647
125
C-47-648
209
126
C-47-649
C-47-686
131
214
C-47-765
C-50-32
70
C-50-37
171
217
C-50-87
216
C-59-63
C-62-*
C-64-388
153
C-67-3
77
C-69-127
8
CP-52
62
CP-478
19
CP-485
36
CP-495
206
CP-516
146,147
CP-536
98
CP-2034
172
CP-2295
2
16
CP-2296a, b
CP-2303
45
CP-2304
18
CP-2309
69
CP-2317
20
CP-2319
13
CP-2321
22
CP-2324
21
CP-2327
24
CP-2329
25
CP-2330
40
CP-2331
82
CP-2338
27
CP-2339
38
CP-2340
26
CP-2341
84

Inv. No.
Cat. No.
CP-2342
86
37
CP-2343
91
CP-2345
39
CP-2347
89
CP-2349
28
CP-2350
CP-2351
29
35
CP-2352
94
CP-2353
CP-2354
87
85
CP-2355
34
CP-2356
92
CP-2357
90
CP-2358
88
CP-2359
30
CP-2360
93
CP-2362
CP-2363
95
96
CP-2364
CP-2368
97
100
CP-2371
208
CP-2372
101
CP-2373a, b
CP-2374 (a, b) 99
CP-2375
43
CP-2387
102
12
CP-2389a, b
46
CP-2390a, b
47
CP-2391a-c
CP-2392
6
117
CP-2394a-c
CP-2395
118
CP-2396
119
CP-2397
120
CP-2398
122
121
CP-2399
CP-2400
124
CP-2401
123
CP-2403
103
44
CP-2405
CP-2407
116

*** For inventorynumberswith the prefix C-62- see II. The Anaploga Well.

Inv. No.
Cat. No.
CP-2408
112
48
CP-2412
107
CP-2417
105
CP-2418
CP-2419
105
106
CP-2423
108
CP-2424
109
CP-2425
110
CP-2426
115
CP-2432
114
CP-2433
150
CP-2434
151
CP-2435
149
CP-2437
CP-2438 (a, b) 148
146
CP-2439
146
CP-2440
147
CP-2441
146
CP-2442
144
CP-2445
128
CP-2446
145
CP-2447a-c
61
CP-2448
60
CP-2449
154
CP-2450
211
CP-2451
156
CP-2452
212
CP-2453
155
CP-2454
157
CP-2455
128
CP-2456a, b
129
CP-2457a, b
130
CP-2458
141
CP-2459a, b
132
CP-2461
133
CP-2462
134
CP-2463
135
CP-2464
210
CP-2465
138
CP-2466
136
CP-2467
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Inv. No.
Cat. No.
140
CP-2470
b
137
CP-2471a,
142
CP-2474
68
CP-2478
CP-2479
170
167
CP-2480
168
CP-2481
169
CP-2482
65
CP-2484
164
CP-2485
158
CP-2487
213
CP-2488
162
CP-2489
64
CP-2490
163
CP-2494
66
CP-2495
161
CP-2496
CP-2497
160

Cat. No.
Inv. No.
An 1
C-62- 376
4
377
5
378
12
379
13
380
6
381
7
382
8
383
9
384
11
385
17
386
21
387
22
388
27
389
31
390
32
391
14
392
29
393
28
394
34
395
33
396
24
397
25
398
26
399
36
400
30
401
37
402
38
403
41
404
35
405
39
406
407a, b 40
42
408

Inv. No.
Cat. No.
CP-2501
194
CP-2502
195
CP-2503
196
CP-2504
197
CP-2505
80
CP-2506
198
CP-2507
199
CP-2508
200
CP-2509
201
CP-2510
81
CP-2520
205
CP-2521
79
CP-2523
204
CP-2527
202
CP-2528
203
CP-2529
173
CP-2530
175
72
CP-2538a, b

Inv. No.
CP-2540
CP-2541
CP-2542
CP-2548
CP-2550
CP-2551
CP-2553
CP-2554
CP-2555
CP-2556
CP-2557
CP-2559
CP-2560
CP-2561
CP-2562
CP-2566
CP-2567
CP-2568

169
Cat. No.
176
189a
189 b
174
183
74
179a
179c
179e
178a
179b
187
188
184
192
193
191
75

Cat. No.
Inv. No.
CP-2573 (a, b) 220
218
CP-2574
221
CP-2575
32
CP-2627
179d
CP-2628
185
CP-2629
181
CP-2634
178b
CP-2638
178c
CP-2639
178d
CP-2640
178e
CP-2641
180
CP-2642
152
CP-2645
177
CP-2646
9
CP-2647
5
CP-2648a-c
1
CP-2649
139
MP-6

II. THE ANAPLOGA WELL
Inv. No.
Cat. No.
C-62- 409 An 43
410
44
411
45
412
46
413
47
414
48
415
49
416
50
417
51
418
52
419
53
420
54
421
55
422
58
423
59
424
60
61
425
63
426
427
64
65
428
66
429
430
62
431
74
432
68
433
67
434
69
435
72
436
73
438
57
439
70
440
71
441
75
442
76

Cat. No.
Inv. No.
C-62- 443 An 78

444
445
446
447
448
449
450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460
461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468
469
470
471
472
473
474
475

84
85
143
79
80
86
87
142
88
89
90
81
83
82
91
93
92
98
99
100
101
102
103
106
107
108
109
112
113
114
115
94

Inv. No.
Cat. No.
C-62- 476 An 116
117
477
120
478
121
479
122
480
123
481
125
482
483
127
128
484
129
485
130
486
131
487
133
488
134
489
135
490
136
491
492
137
138
493
139
494
140
495
141
496
144
497
498
145
146
499
150
500
152
501
154
502
503
155
156
504
157
505
158
506
159
507
160
508

170
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Inv. No.
Cat. No.
C-62- 509 An 161
163
510
164
511
153
512
165
513
514
167
168
515
170
516
148
517
171
518
172
519
173
520
174
521
176
522
177
523
178
524
181
525
182
526
184
527
528
207
529
175
179
530
531
180
532
147
533
185
534
186
535
187
536
188
189
537
191
538
539
192
194
540
541
195
542
196
543
183
544
197
545
198
546
199
547
200
548
201
549
202
550
203
551
204
552
206
208
553
190
554
209
555
210
556
211
557
212
558
213
559
214
560
561
215
216
562
217
563
564
218

B. THE ANAPLOGAWELL
Cat. No.
Inv. No.
C-62- 565 An 219
220
566
567
221
568
222
569
223
224
570
571
193
572
225
573
226
574
227
229
575
230
576
577
231
578
232
579
233
580
234
581
235
582
236
583
238
584
241
585
242
586
245
244
587
588
247
589
249
251
590
258
591
592
263
593
264
594
260
252
595
261
596
254
597
253
598
599
255
15
600
18
601
16
602
20
603
256
604
605
95
10
606
607
149
608
132
609 a-c
3
151
610
611
110
124
612
613
284
614a-c 237
615
105
616
317
617
243
239
618
118
619
119
620

Inv. No.

Cat. No.

C-62- 621 An 262
622
19
2
623
624
343
625
319
626
312
311
627
628
302
629
303
630
300
631
294
632
293
633
270
634
269
635
297
636
287
637
314
638
298
639
291
640
301
641
295
642
310
643
288
644
306
645
315
646
296
647
308
648
318
649
278
280
650
651
307
652
286
653
273
654
272
655
266
656
271
657
276
658
259
659
309
169
660
661
265
662
268
663
277
664
282
665
281
666
257
667a-d 162
668
316
669
283
670
267
671
275
672
304
673
313
674
289
675
305
881
290

Inv. No.
Cat. No.
C-62- 882 An 285
292
883
274
884
279
885
299
886
320
887
23
888
56
889
890
96
891
97
b
104
892a,
893
111
166
894
126
895
205
896
228
897
240
898
246
899
900a, b 248
250
901
902
77
327
CL-4330
4331
329
4332a, b 328
326
4333
322
4334
323
4335
324
4336
325
4337
321
4449
342
MF-11140
348
11178
354
11630
355
11631
339
11632
340
11633
341
11634
349
11635
350
11636
351
11637
352
11638
353
11639
335
11640
336
11641
334
11642
330
11643
344
11644
347
11645
345
11646
11647
356
11648
346
11649
333
331
11650
11651
332
338
11652
12522
337
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AeginaBellerophonPainter:5, 7, 29
AeginaF-48, Painterof: 7, 13, 29
"AeginaF-113": 13
Aegina 364, Painterof: 8, 18
Panthers,Malerdes": 23
"Angstlichen
Aetos Painter:5, 7, 12
"AgamemnoneionPainter":13

Aigina, figurine: 9915

Ajax Painter:10
Alabastra:4, 7, 8, 10, 12, 16, 18, 19, 31
AmpersandPainter:9, 89
AmphiaraosPainter:59
Amphoras:9, 10, 48(?); see also Neck-amphoras
Anaploga Painter: 9, 8544,87-88, 9070, 110; related to

earlywork of, 132
AnaplogaWell:
apprenticework in, 123, 128, 140;
area,in Geometricperiod,63;
burstvases, 103, 119, 141;
coarseware,distributionof, 64-67;
coarseware,overfired,91, 927;
coarseware,stratification,91-94;
coarseware, stratification,relatedto that of fine
wares,92;
figurines,96, 98-99;
foot, votive, 165;
fragmentaryfine ware,stratification,97-98;
Geometricpottery,111;
imports,96, 155f. (?);
lamps, 96, 975 7, 98;

Protocorinthian(Middle) pottery in top strata,
97-98;
Romanbuildingat site, 63;
sanctuarynearby,evidencefor, 91, 96, 98;
secondary deposit, consistency of throughout,
96-97;
secondarydeposit, relative to primarydeposit,
118;
shaft, descriptionof, 63-64;
stones,level with, 93-94, 97;
stratification,general,vii, 63-67;
stratification,reconstructionof, 67-68;
stratification,stylistic developmentas evidence
for, 69;
terminaldate of fill, 66;
Transitionalperiodin, 64
AndromedaPainter:54, 59
Animalhunting:33, 41, 149(?)
Animalskin, as garment:12
Animaltaming:15, 30
Animals,silhouette,unidentified:148
Ankle and foot, terracottavotive: 165
ApolloTemple,vesselfromfoundation- wall cuttings:
55
ArchaicWell D, vessels from: 15-16, 17, 22-23, 24,
25, 27, 29, 31, 41, 95
Archers:12
Argivekrater,earlyArchaic:96
Aryballoi:119;
flat-bottomed,9, 34, 82, 105, 123(?);
fragmentsof, 101, 123;
pointed,6, 7, 10, 13;
round, 4, 8, 9, 10, 20, 21, 22(?), 31, 32, 33, 34,
56, 113, 127;
with two friezes,33
Atavisms,typological:85, 132
AthanaPainter:53
Athens,Agora: 70
Athens,N.M. 17556,oinochoe: 108
Athens282, Painterof: see OtterloPainter
Athens931, Painterof: 9, 693,88, 108
Attic:
blackfigure,11;
KomastGroup,96, 117
Avians: 21, 23, 29, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 42, 43, 48,
49, 50, 51, 55, 56, 57, 58, 101, 123, 124

miniaturevases, 96-97;
misfiredand burntclay, differentiated,
96;
molds, for figurines,96, 165;
occupationat site, absenceof in Archaicperiod,
67;
Paintersand Groupsin, 8, 9, 82-90;
Potters'Dump, 69-90;
Potters'Dump, comparedwith Potters'Quarter,
69;
Potters'Dump, described,69-70;
Potters'Dump,effectsof misfiring,An Catalogue,
passim;
Potters' Dump, export and home-tradepottery,
69;
potters'workin, 89-90;
Protocorinthianfill, characterof, 64;
ON PEDESTAL:
BASINS,COARSE,
91, 92, 93, 151, 152,
Protocorinthian(Middle)potteryin, 67;
153, 154
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recalling,33
Basket-shapedvase, miniaturevotive: 146
ChimaeraPainter:5, 9, 10, 30, 33, 44, 45, 48, 85, 99,
"Bell-oinochoe":7
117;
Benson,J. L.: vii, xi, 3, 6
new arrangementof CorinthCP-516,45
BerlinF 1090,Painterof: 8762
of Corinthianand Attic:
Berlin1136,Painterof, relatedto: 7, 18
Chronology,interdependence
117
Berlin4507, Painterof: 10
"Bird-FriezePainter,Mannerof": 6, 9
Chytra:155
Closedvases, fragmentsof: 122, 139
"Birdiecups": 43
Coarseware,Archaic:
Bird-monsterGroup:8, 19
Birds: 12, 17, 19, 21, 24, 25, 26, 40, 42, 43, 51, 52,55,
cappedbottoms("toes"), 94;
56, 57, 106, 108, 120, 122, 123, 134, 136, 142;
developmentof shapes(mortarbasin,pitcher),95;
manufactureof, 94-95;
flying,31, 42, 49, 51, 53, 133;
markson handles,95
flying,betweencocks, 49;
Coarseware,Archaic,shapes:
jumping,with folded wings, 118;
seated, 113;
amphora,with uprightshoulderhandles,156;
silhouette,120, 121, 128, 130, 146;
amphorahandle, 159;
tail of, 116;
amphoras,152, 154, 155, 157, 158;
basin,pedestalof, 151;
upsidedown, in ray-zoneof kotyle, 130, 132;
with wings folded, 114, 115;
basin,with spurredhandles,153;
see also Ducks, Geese, Swans
basins,rim fragments,151, 153;
Boar-HuntPainter:32
cookingpots, one-handled,155, 156;
"BoarPainter":10
hydriai,154, 157, 159;
Boars:35, 41 (?), 110, 116, 127, 129, 134, 135, 143, 146
jugs, round-bottomed,153, 154, 156;
Boreads:31, 46
lid, 158;
mortarbasins, 151, 152, 154, 158;
Boston Painter:10, 14
Bottle: 10
pitchers,round-mouthed,155, 159;
Bovine: 146
pitchers,trefoil-mouthed,151, 152, 155, 156, 157,
Bowls: 43, 101, 130;
158, 159, 160;
4, 46;
pots, straight-sided,with lug handles,153, 159;
black-polychrome,
sieve-basin,153;
lekanoid,5, 9, 44, 45, 46, 119;
on slottedpedestal,103;
spout with stampedpattern,154
Cocks:
19, 33, 41, 49, 142
small, 147;
Columbus Painter: 18, 30, 9919, 115
with spurredhandles,44
Column-kraters:
BrusselsA 2182, Painterof: 9, 42
5, 9, 10, 29, 30 (?), 31, 51, 52, 53, 54,
BrusselsDancers,Painterof the: 54
55, 56, 58, 107;
Bulls: 13, 15, 17 (?),25, 26, 28, 35, 110, 116, 122, 124,
handle-platesof, 5, 9, 55, 56;
see also Kraters
125, 127, 129, 131, 142, 143, 146, 149;
22
Combat
scenes: 12, 53
pawing,
Cookingpot, Archaic,one-handled:91, 93, 155, 156
"C" PAINTER:
106
Copenhagen,Ny Carlsberg3289,plate: 117
"C-47"Painter:9, 40
CopenhagenSphinxes,Painterof the: 10, 45, 48, 8233
Corfupediment,Chrysaor:163
Cablepatternabove figurefrieze:42
Corinth:
CalauriaPainter,alliedwith: 56
Candia7789, Painterof: 8, 19
inventoryof pottery,43;
Notebook 242 (AnaplogaWell),633;
"CanonicalSyntax"(defined):100
CarrouselPainter:48
Temple E, 9073;
see also "Swift's Well", Well C (Weinberg's),
Cavalcade:53
CavalcadePainter:53;
Well D
not far from style of, 41;
CorinthC-32-112,Painterof: 8
CorinthC-32-134,paddeddancers:129
recalling,35, 42
CorinthC-40-87A,paddeddancers:129
ChaironeiaPainter:9, 57
CorinthC-40-159,Painterof (kotyle):8, 25
Chevrons,paired: 15
CorinthC-40-162,Painterof (kotyle):8, 24, 25
ChigiTechnique:5
CorinthC-47-576,Painterof (kotyle):8, 25
ChimaeraGroup:9, 23, 34, 45, 48;
alliedwith, 46;
CorinthC-47-586,Painterof (kotyle):8, 26
CorinthC-47-603,Painterof (kotyle):8, 26
followingof the, 35;
not unlike,47;
CorinthC-47-612,Painterof (kotyle):8, 26
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Corinth CP-2391, Painter of: 8, 24
Corinth Hare-Hunt, Painter of the: 5, 7
Corinth MP-6, Painter of: 9, 43;
related to, 44
Corinth oinochoai: see Oinochoai, Corinth
Corinthian industry, size, diversity and organization:
83, 89
Corinthian ware, export of: 7
Cult scene: 49
"Cumae Group": 5, 7;
related to, 5
Cups: 127, 132, 134, 146;
development, 80-81;
large, 130, 144, 145;
represented, 122;
small, 126, 129;
with spurred handles, 147
DAMON PAINTER, MANNER OF: 10

Dancers, padded: see Padded dancers
Deer: 20 (?), 116, 129, 139;
see also Doe, Roe, Stag
Delos Group: 19
Delphi Group: 13
Demeter and Kore, Sanctuary of, on Acrocorinth: 10
Detroit Painter, related to: 9, 53, 54, 55
Dicing: 14, 22, 26, 28, 35, 37, 41, 47, 50, 56;
above and below frieze, 20, 21, 23;
three rows of, 14, 20, 23, 31
Dish, flat-bottomed: 150
Disk, pierced stone: 167
Dodwell Painter: 9, 10, 27, 50, 88, 89, 108;
similar to, 35, 82
Doe: 35;
see also Roe
Dogs: 24;
on leash, 122;
see also Hounds
Dolphin Painter: 4, 7
Dolphins: 115, 138
Double-palmette chain: 47
Dresden Lekanis, Group of the: 59
Duckling, hopping: 19
Ducks: 33, 110, 115, 122, 124 (?), 128(?);
see also Geese, Swans
Duel Painter: 8, 19, 20, 28 (?)
"DiinnbeinigenRehs, Maler des": 10
Dunbabin, T. J.: 5, 12, 13, 33

Examilia:
grave-group from, 128;
vessel from cemetery near, 50
FELINES:
13, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26,
27, 28, 30, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 42, 44, 49, 52, 55, 59,
118, 123, 124, 126, 127, 133, 136, 142, 144;
crouching, 28, 34, 48, 138
Female protome: 51
Figure-eight loops: 151
Figurines:
handmade, 166-167;
molded, 162-165;
of woman holding child, 166 (?)
Filling ornament, absence of: 18
Floral ornament: 29, 30, 31, 40, 41, 125;
see also Double-palmette chain, Lotus, Lotus
chain, Lotus-palmettechain, Palmettes, Rosettes
Florence Olpai, Painter of: 27
Flute (double pipes), played by padded dancer: 139
Flying bird between avians: 42
Foot, votive: 165
Furniture foot: 58 (?)
GELADAKISPAINTER:9, 51, 693, 88, 89, 105, 106, 108;

recalls the, 44, 49
Geese: 26, 124 (?), 130, 131, 135 (?), 138 (?), 140, 142,
144;
see also Ducks, Swans
Geometric oinochoe: 111
"GeschmeidigenEbers, Maler des": 6
"Glendi Painter": 122
Goats: 16, 17, 18, 20, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 29, 35 (?), 36,
49, 51, 52, 54, 55 (?), 103, 105, 107, 110, 113, 114,
115, 116, 118, 122, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129,
130, 131, 132, 133, 135, 136, 138, 139, 140, 141,
142, 146(?);
in silhouette, 130
Gorgon: 53 (?)
Gorgoneion: 41, 113;
Middle Protocorinthian, 150
Gorgoneion Group: 10, 41;
recalling the, 35, 42, 48
Graffiti: 131, 145
Griffin-birds: 31, 41 (?), 42, 43, 44, 56 (?), 57 (?), 101
Griffin Group: 16
Griffin Painter: 19
Griffins: 23 (?), 31, 41 (?)
Ground line, avoidance of: 12

EAGLE:24 (?);

see also Birds
"Eckigen Sphingen, Maler der": 10
Ephebes Painter: 10
Erlenmeyer Painter, related to: 8, 31
Eschara, represented: 122
Eurymachos Painter: 10

Eurytioskrater:59, 115
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HAGIOI ANARGYROI: 63

Handle, spurred, fragment of: 151
Handles, coarse ware:
corded, 159;
with rope-twist insets, 94
Hare hunt: 146
"Hare Painter": 6, 7
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Hares: 13 (?), 18, 28
HavanaPainter:8, 23;
relatedto, 26
Head-in-AirPainter:5, 6, 7
Head-pyxis:10
Heads:
bearded,56;
female,in outlinetechnique,32;
male, 101
HearstSSW9500, Painterof: 10
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Helmet crest: 47 (?)

Herakles:12 (?)
HeraldicLions Painter:14, 21, 132;
mannerof, 6
HerdsmanPainter:10
HerzegovinaPainter:26
HippolytosPainter:10, 53, 54, 59
HonoluluPainter:9, 47
Hoplites:
in combat,20, 42, 47, 53;
on gallopinghorse, 58, 59;
holdingweapons,22;
mounted,52 (?), 53;
running,51;
see also Warriors
"HoppingBirds,Painterof the": 7
Horse-BirdPainter,Boeotian:60
Horses:20, 30, 51, 52, 53, 58;
in silhouette,130;
terracotta,lackingrider,165;
walking,105
Hound Painter:29
Hounds: 146, 149 (?);

running,13, 15, 41, 117, 146;
in silhouette,121, 145, 146;
see also Dogs

Hourglasspattern,reserved:102, 148, 149, 151
Humanfigures:22, 47;
draped,46;
draped,approachinga lebes, 41;
runningor dancing,58;
winged,43, 46;
see also Female,Man, Woman
Huntingscenes:33, 41;
Protocorinthian,146, 149(?)
Hydria: 145;
see also Coarseware,shapes
INSCRIPTION, TRACESOF: 58

Isthmus,vesselfrom cemeteryin the: 51
14
"Ithakagruppe":
"JAGERMALER: 12

KACHROS,GEORGE:45

Kalathiskoi:97, 147
Kand:103, 147, 150(?)
Kantharos,represented:122(?)

Keratea, "Berlin Standing Goddess" from: 9915, 163

KomastGroup:22, 31
Komasts: 122;
LC I comparedwith MC, 82;
squatting,plasticvase, 165;
unpadded,19;
see also Paddeddancers
Kothon, Attic tripod: 59 (?)
Kotylai:4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 16, 23, 24, 25, 26, 35,
36, 37, 38, 40, 41, 56, 101, 102, 105, 106, 107, 109,
110, 111, 112, 114, 115, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121,
122, 123, 124, 127, 129, 130, 135, 137, 140, 144,
151;

Attic, 117;
developmentof shape, 73-78 and Figs. 1-2;
developmentof rays at base, 74-75;
miniature,with silhouettedecoration,121, 146;
represented,122(?);
ringpatternson bottom, 75, 105, 109, 111;
with silhouettedecoration,148;
"whitestyle", 107
Kotyle-pyxis:117, 124;
lid of, 8
Kraters:
Argive,96;
withouthandle-plates,82, 106, 114, 119, 143;
Protocorinthian,102, 141, 148;
red-ground,5, 9, 58;
represented,122;
see also Column-kraters
Kylixes: 5, 9, 41, 42, 43, 57, 100, 101, 109, 112, 118;
development,80-81;
represented,on rim of krater,122
LA TROBE
PAINTER:
8, 21

Lakonianware: 96, 109
Lamps:
black-glazed,160;
Corinthian,160;
triangular,161-162and Fig. 3;
wheel-made,Archaic,161, 162
Sphingen,Gruppeder": 21
"Langhalsigen
Late Corinthian, stylistic transition to: 65, 66, 82

LaurionPainter:35
LausannePainter:9, 43
Lebeson stand,represented:41
Lekanai:9, 44
LeontinoiPainter:58
Lids:
Protocorinthian,146, 149;
small knobless,148
LiebighausGroup:9, 32
Lion Group:21, 33;
probably,34
Lioness,crouching:44
Lions: 13, 15, 16, 18, 21, 25, 27, 28, 30, 51, 59 (?),
103, 105, 108, 111, 113, 116, 118, 119, 122, 123(?),
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124, 125, 126, 127, 131, 132, 134, 135, 136, 139,
140, 142, 144, 146, 149;
crouching, 113, 138;
head of, 12;
regardant, 144;
seated, 27, 125;
truncated, 113
London A 1355, Painter of: 8, 27
Loomweights: 94
Lotus: 51, 118
Lotus chain: 48, 56
Lotus-Cross Painter: 10
Lotus-palmette chain: 51
see also Palmette-lotus ornament
Lotus (-palmette?) ornament: 40
Louterion: 151, 152
Louvre E 574, Painter of: 30, 34, 45;
vicinity of, 34
Lowie Painter: 4, 8, 27, 692,4, 78, 84-85, 88, 9070, 99,
111, 125, 141;
Companion "A", 127, 132, 135;
Companion "B", 136;
related to, 126, 127;
similar (Budapest fragment), 8546;
workshop of, 72, 75, 85

"MACMILLAN
PAINTER":
associated with, 12;
attributed to, 5, 7;
"succession to", 5, 7
Macri Langoni Painter: 8, 27
Man: 19, 34, 58, 149;
bearded, 25;
bearded, wearing drapery, holding spear, 58;
between animals, 30, 33;
carrying wine-sack or rhyton, 49;
with chlamys, 41;
grasping tail of feline, 15;
"plausibly anthropoid creature", 140;
running, 103;
running, with weapon, 33;
swimming, with dolphin, 115;
wielding spear, wearing chiton, 42;
Marks and gouges on coarse ware: 95, 152, 153, 155,
156, 157, 159, 160
Mati Painter: 8, 692, 86, 115, 123, 130;
related to, 8, 138
Matia: 86, 115, 123, 130, 138
Medallion Painter: 9, 10, 29, 42, 54, 58 (?), 693,8232,89;
close to, 52;
compared to, 43;
recalls, 42
Memnon Painter: 9, 51, 53;
region of, 53
Middle Corinthian, style defined: 84-85, 86
Miniature coarse ware: 129
Model wheel: 164
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Molds:
for head, 163, 165;
fragment,with herringbonepattern,165
Monster,double-bodied:19 (?)
Mortarbasins:91, 93, 151, 152, 154, 158
MunichPyxidesPainter:8, 22, 23
MykonosPainter:28
NECK-AMPHORAS:
47, 84, 131, 136;
see also Coarseware,shapes
Necrocorinthia:
see Payne,Humfry
Nimes, Mus. Arch., oinochoe: 108
"Nipples",on coarseware: 129, 155
North Cemetery,vases from: 5
"OAO GROUP":8, 83-84, 9070,99, 126, 127, 132, 134,
136;

relatedto, 131, 136;
related broad-bottomedoinochoe, Oxford, Ashmolean,8439
Oinochoai:4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14(?), 16, 17, 18, 27, 28,
48, 49 (?), 50, 57, 111(?), 122(?), 123(?), 151
broad-bottomed,4, 7, 9, 50, 8439,108, 109, 128,
132, 137;
conical,4, 7, 8, 28, 82, 109, 145;
Geometric,111;
globular,9, 57;
Protocorinthian,149, 151;
represented,122, 129;
see also Coarseware,shapes
Oinochoai,Corinth:
comparedwith Attic parallels,78;
described,78-79;
development,79-80;
examples,28, 29, 50, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105,
106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 116, 120, 128, 133,
137, 143
Oinochoai,trefoil-mouthed(type):26;
black-figure,latestexamples,89;
broad-basedvariant,72-73;
developmentof shape, 70-73;
examples,103, 106, 107, 108, 110, 111, 112, 113,
114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123,
124, 125, 126, 128, 129, 130, 144, 147
Olpai:7, 8, 10, 14 (?), 17, 18, 83-84, 126, 127(?), 132,
137, 142
Openvase, fragment:148
OtterloPainter:9, 99, 105
Outlinetechnique,headsin: 32
Owls:20, 25, 50, 103, 114, 129, 138, 142
PAINTPOTS:96, 97, 111, 117, 146

Padded dancers:20, 21, 22(?), 25 (?), 29, 33, 34(?),
54, 108, 127, 129, 133, 139;

on Corinthoinochoai,129;
pettinglion's muzzle,30
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Palmer,Hazel: 5
Palmette,double:31
Palmettecomplex:105
Palmettecross: 34
Palmette-lotusornament:30, 40, 41, 48, 58-59, 103,117
see also Lotus-palmettechain
Palmette-and-tendril
ornament:110
"Panteraimpaurita,Pittoredella": 23
Panther-birds:119, 137
Panthers:15, 16, 19, 22, 24, 25, 26, 30, 31, 33, 34, 35,
36, 37, 41, 43, 44, 45, 49, 50, 53, 54, 55, 103, 105,
106, 107, 109, 110, 111, 113, 114, 115, 116, 120,
121, 122, 123, 124, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131,
132, 134, 135, 136, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143,
144;
crouching:27, 135
PatrasPainter:9, 37, 38, 40;
recalling,37
Payne,Humfry:vii, 3, 4, 5, 7, 71, 109, 117
PenichrosPainter:8, 83, 142, 144;
relatedto, 140
Perachora:96
PerachoraPainter:4, 8, 14, 15, 16
Perirrhanteria:
151, 152, 154
Pholoe Painter:10

Pighadhi Painter: 8, 87, 88, 9070, 125, 127

Pinakes:5, 7, 10
Pine branch:125(?)
"Pinholes":see Marksand gouges
Pitchers:
miniaturecoarsehandmade,129;
round-mouthedglobular,142
Pithosrims: 91, 93
Plasticvase, squattingkomast: 165
Plates:9, 10, 26, 46, 47, 48, 57, 117;
Protocorinthian,100, 102, 103, 147, 148, 149, 150
Polychromeband patterns:73, 75
"PolychromeSkyphosGroup": 6, 8, 36
PolyteleiaPainter:7, 17, 23
PopuloniaPainter:8
PotniaTheron: 15, 56
Potters'Quarter:5, 6, 7, 10, 69, 88-89, 99, 160;
rangeof style in, 82-83
Potters'work:
Attic and Corinthiancompared,70;
correlationwith figurestyle, 89;
criteriafor attribution,90;
problemsof attribution,83
"Protocorinthian
Vase-Painters,Some": 5
Pyxides:8, 9, 10, 28 (?), 35 (?);
concave-sided,4, 22, 35 (?);
convex-sided, 35 (?), 56, 108;

cylindrical,14;
knob of lid, 120;

lids, 7, 8, 13 (?), 23, 56, 120, 128;
powder,975;
with ring handles,35;
tall, 145;
tripod, 10
Pyxis-kalathos:146
QUADRUPEDS:
17, 36, 37, 38, 44;

in silhouette,128
RAMS:
36 (?), 41, 44, 107, 117, 130, 133, 139(?)
Rays, set far apart: 14, 75
Red-Dot Painter:6, 8
Reservedpanels,kraterswith figuresin: 29, 30, 51, 54
"RhodianLions, Painterof the": 34
Riders: 30, 51, 52, 53, 109;

holdingspears,30, 52 (?), 58

Riehen Painter: 30, 34, 45

Ring-and-dotrosette,incised:26
Robertson,M.: 5
Robinson, Henry S.: vii, 631,2, 646, 6724

Roes: 103, 106;

see also Does

Rosettes,reserved,on red ground:31
decoration:103
Roulette-impressed
Royal Library Painter: 6, 8;
related to, 35
Ruminants: 13, 15, 16, 17, 20, 27, 28, 34, 35, 36, 41,

43, 50, 52, 54, 117, 123, 138, 139, 144, 146
SACRED SPRING SOUTH, VESSELFROM: 15

Sacrifice Painter: 5, 7;
approximates, 13

"Sad SirensGroup": 10
Saint John area, vessel from: 58
Salamander: 142
Samos Group: 9, 10, 37, 57;
recalling, 37
Samos Painter: 57, 8232
Satyric attributes, of human figure: 115

Scabbard:53
ScalePainter:27
Scalepattern:14
Scale-PatternGroup:8, 35
Schistos Painter: 9, 693, 89, 9070,103

Seeberg,Axel: 21, 33
"Segments"in potteryindustryat Corinth:69
"Serpenti, Pittore dei": 16

"ShamblingBull Painter,mannerof": 6, 8
Shield, Boeotian: 113
Shield devices:
bird, 12;
gorgoneion, 113;
lion's head, 12, 113
Sieve-basin, coarse: 153
Silhouette technique: 16, 37, 97, 128, 130, 145, 146, 148
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Sirens: 22 (?), 27, 33 (?), 34 (?), 37, 41, 42, 43, 44, 49,
50, 51, 52, 55, 56, 103, 105, 118, 122, 123, 127;
male, 31, 119;
wing-bow of, 117
Snake-bodied monster: 117
Snakes: 19, 33, 102, 103 (?), 150
"Soldier-Dancers, Group of the": 9, 33
Southeast Building, Well at 1-23, vessels from: 25, 26,
35, 36, 37, 40, 56
South Stoa:
mixed "deposit" in, 29, 51;
vessel from West end of, 30
Spearhead, iron: 167
"Sphingen mit mehrfach umbundenemHaar, Gruppe
der": 14
Sphinx Painter: 6, 7, 18, 19, 23, 86, 142, 143;
related to, 17
Sphinxes: 16, 23, 24 (?), 40, 52, 124;
crouching, 136;
seated, 13, 40, 41, 43, 51, 57, 105, 132
Spindle whorls: 96, 166, 167
Spoiled vases:
burst, 103, 119, 141;
fired green, 66-67;
varieties of, 69
Spool: 164
Stags: 54, 103;
in silhouette, 130, 148
Stamped triangle design: 154
Stavros Group: 48
Stillwell, Agnes: 3
Stobart Painter: 10
Stripes, red, and white dots: 22
Stroud, R. S.: 6618
Swans: 16, 20, 26, 29, 35, 37, 42, 51, 52, 55, 56, 107,
111, 118, 119, 121, 124, 127, 131, 134, 143;
see also Ducks, Geese

"Swift's Well": 35, 8961, 108

Synetheia Painter: 8, 692, 86-87, 9070, 113, 116, 124,
132, 140;
group of, 87;
manner of, 124, 128;
related to, 8, 126

"TABLE":33
Talcott, Lucy: 70 and note 7
Taming of animals: 15, 30
Taranto Painter: 9, 41;
close to, 41, 44;
recalling, 42
Terracotta:
figurines, 162-167;
objects, handmade, 163
"Theramaler": 28
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Thermon, Gorgoneion metope from: 150
"Three Maidens Group": 54;
region of, 53
Timonidas: 10
Tongue incisions, defined: 100
Tongues:
black-polychrome, 14;
incised polychrome, 29;
polychrome, 31
Torr Painter: 6, 7, 13
Tray: 117
"Triglyph": 120
Tripod kothon: see Kothon
Triton: 31
Tydeus Painter: 6, 9, 10, 53, 59;
time of, 58
UNGULATE:20
"VATICAN69, GROUPOF": 15

Vatican 73, Painter of: 7, 17, 18
Vertical wavy line, among rays: 47
"Vogelungeheuer,Gruppeder": 19
Votive:
foot, 165;
pottery, 83
Vrysoula Deposit, vessel from: 47
"Vulci Painter": 27;
manner of, 6
WALTERS PAINTER: 28

Warrior Group: 4, 8, 19, 20
Warriors: 12, 46, 52, 113, 146;
see also Hoplites
Weinberg, Saul S.: 3
"Well C" ("Swift's Well"), vessel from: 35
Well C (Weinberg's), vessels from: 95
Well D: See Archaic Well D
Well west of Museum, vessels from: 22, 58
Wells, pottery from: see Anaploga, Archaic Well D,
Southeast Building, "Swift's Well", Well C
Wells, widening at bottom of: 64, 6618
Wheel, model: 164
"White Horses Group": 9, 59
"White style": 57, 74, 75, 80, 107
Wineskin, held by padded dancer: 129;
see also Man, carrying wine-sack or rhyton
Winged Lion Painter: 10
Woman: 32, 37, 38, 49, 58;
holding axe, 125
Women's arms holding wreath: 37
ZURICH PAINTER: 34
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ARCHAIC CORINTHIAN POTTERY

PLATE 1

1 (CP-2649)

2 (CP-2295)
3 (C-39-381)

4a

4a (AT 248a)

4a

4b (AT 248b)
Middle and Late Protocorinthian

1:1
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An 11 (C-62-385)
Corinth Oinochoai

An 5 (C-62-378)

An 4 (C-62-377)
1:4
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An 1 (C-62-376)

An 200 (C-62-547)

An 235 (C-62-581)

An 231 (C-62-577)

An 175 (C-62-529)

An 155 (C-62-503)

An 56 (C-62-889)

An 218 (C-62-564)

An 49 (C-62-415)

Corinth, Narrow-necked, Broad-bottomed and Variant Oinochoai

1:4
except An 159 2:3
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An 233 (C-62-579) 1:3

An 53 (C-62-419) 1:4

An 67 (C-62-433) 1:4

An 229 (C-62-575) 1:3

An 169 (C-62-660) 1:2

An 249 (C-62-589) 1:3

An 238 (C-62-583) 2:3

An 166 (C-62-894) 1:2

An 119 (C-62-620) 2:3

Conical and Geometric Oinochoai
Silhouette-style and Miniature Kotylai; Graffito

An 118 (C-62-619) 2:3
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An 263 (C-62-592) 14

An212(C-62-558) 13

An 189 (C-62-537) 1: 4

An 161 (C-62-509) 1:4

An 150 (C-62-500) 1:3

An 133 (C-62-488) 1:4
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An 129 (C-62-485) 1:4

An 112 (C-62-471) 1:3

An 108 (C-62-469) 1:4

An 100 (C-62-463) 1:3

An 82 (C-62-457) 1:4
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An 123 (C-62-481) 1:4
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An
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An 86

An 86 (C-62-449) 1:3

An 71 (C-62-440) 1:3

An 58 (C-62-422) 1:4

Kotylai

An 66 (C-62-429) 1:4

An 54 (C-62-420) 1:4

An 42
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An 41 (C-62-404)

An 39 (C-62-406)

An 32 (C-62-391)

An 13 (C-62-380)
Kotylai and Cup

An 3

An 31 (C-62-39

An 6 (C-62-381)
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An 242 (C-62-585) 1:3

An 230 (C-62-576) 1:3
An 232 (C-62-578) 1:4

An 1

An 182 (C-62-526) 1:4
An 184 (C-62-527) 1:4

An 17
Cups
Cups
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An 157 (C-62-505)

An 164 (C-62-511)

An 144 (C-62-497)

An 98 (C-62-461)

An 57 (C-62-438)
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An 70 (C-62-439)

An 8 (C-62-383)
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An 147 (C-62-532)

An 104a

An 7 (C-62-382)

An 104b

An 3 (C-62-609)
An 104a (C-62-892)

An 9 (C-62-384)
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An 248bb:i
An 248a
(C-62-900a, b) 1:3

An 225 (C-62-572) 1:5

An 217 (C-6
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An 83 (C-62-456) 1:4

An 107 (C-62-468) 1:5

An 217, de
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An 81 (C-62-455) 1:4
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An 48 (C-62-414)1:4
An 48,
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An 51 (C-62-417) 1:4
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An 35 (C-62-405) 1:5

An 14 (C-62-392) 1:5

An 124 1:2

An 250 2:3
(C-62-901)

An 228 1:3
(C-62-897)

(C-62-612)

An 132 (C-62-608) 2:3

An 205 (C-62-896) 2:3
An 97 1:3
(C-62-891)

An 96 1:2
(C-62-890)
An 95
An 149

An 10 (C-62-606) 1:1
An 95

1:1
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An 237 (C-62-614) 1:2

An 239 (C-62-618) 2:3

An 243 (C-62-617) 2:3

An 236 (C-62-582) 1:6

An 247 (C-62-588) 1:3

An 23

An 236, detail

An 262 1:2
(C-62-621)

An 162, exterior 1:3
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PLATE 73

An 94 (C-62-475) 1:4

An 240 (C-62-898) 2: 3

An 256 (C-62-604) 1:1

An 251 (C-62-590) 2:3

An 258 (C-62-591) 2:3

An 111 1:3
(C-62-893)

An 241 (C-62-584) 2:3

An 110 1:2
(C-62-611)

....

An 151 (C-62-610) 2:3
Paint Pots, Lids, Powder Pyxides, Aryballos
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An 126 (C-62-895) 1:3
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An 74

An 105

An 30 (C-62-401) 1:3

An 74 (C-62-431) 1:3
An 29 (C-62-393) 1:3

An 105 (C-62-615) 1:3

An 77 (C-62-902) 1:2
An 261 (C-62-596) 1:3

interior

exterior
An 260 (C-62-594) 2:3

exterior
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An 259 (C-62-658) 1:1

An 255 1:2
(C-62-599)

2:3
An253 (C-62-598)

interior

An 254 (C-62-597) 1:2
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An 246 (C-62-899) 1:3

exterior

interior

exterior

interior
An 252 (C-62-595) 1:2
Plates

exterior
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An 19 (C-62-622)
An 18 (C-62-601)
exterior

interior
exterior

An 16 (C-62-602)

interior
An 17 (C-62-386)

1:3
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interior

exterior

interior

An 2 (C-62-623)

An 15 (C-62-600)

1

An30(-288)A

An 320 (C-62-887)

C6265

exterior

n36

C6-6)A

An 319 (C-62-625)

An 316 (C-62-668)

An 309 (C-62-659)

An 303 (C-62-629)

32(-26.

An 312 (C-62-626)
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An 311 (C-62-627)
Plates, Coarse Pitchers

An 302 (C-62-628)
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except plates 1:3
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An 300 (C-62-630)
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An 299 (C-62-886)

An 294 (C-62-631)

An 285 (C-62-882)

An 283 (C-62-669)

An 274 (C-62-884)

An 269 (C-62-634)

An 267 (C-62-670)

An 300

An 293 (C-62-632)

An 270 (C-62-633)

An 270

An 274

An 294
An 283

An 269
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An 297 (C-62-635)

An 297, detail
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An 287 (C-62-636)

An 271 (C-62-656)An

An 314 (C-62-637)

An 310 (C-62-642)

v
An 279 (C-62-885)

271, detail

An 298 (C-62-638)

An 306 (C-62-644)

An 292 (C-62-883)
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An 315 (C-62-645)
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An 313 (C-62-673)

An 304 (C-62-672)

An 305 (C-62-675)

An 295 (C-62-641)

An 289 (C-62-674)

An 307 (C-62-651)

An 286 (C-62-652)

Coarse Hydrias and Amphoras, Mortar Basins

Section of bottom of mortar
basin, Corinth Lot 3271.
1:7
except mortar basins 1:5
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An 275 (C-62-671)

An 290 (C-62-881)

An 288 (C-62-643)

An 273 (C-62-653)

An 272 (C-62-654)

An 266 (C-62-655)

An 318 (C-62-648)

An 308 (C-62-647)

Section of bottom of pitcher, Corinth Lot 3333

.:,?_-~~~~
An 278 (C-62-649)

An 296 (C-62-646)

'

Section of capped
~bottomof amphora,
Corinth Lot 3271

An 276 (C-62-657)
1:5

Coarse Amphoras and Lid,

except amphoras and lid, An 308 1:7
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An 291 (C-62-639) 1:5

An 282 (C-62-664) 1:2

An 277 (C-62-663) 1:3

An 277 (C-62-663) 1:3
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An 301 (C-62-640) 1:5

An 317 (C-62-616) 1:4

An 284 2:3
(C-62-613)

An 281 (C-62-665) 1:3

An 265 (C-62-661) 1:5

An 268~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,:`_

An 268 (C-52-662) 1:2
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An 325 1:2
(CL-4337)

An 329 2:3
(CL-43

An 328 (CL-4332) 2 :3

An 324 1:2
(CL-4336)

An 326 (CL-4333) 1:2

An 327 (CL-4330) 2:3

An 323 1:2
(CL-4335)

An 322 (CL-4334) 2:3

An 321 (CL-4449) 1:2

An 355 1:2
(MF-11631)
An 356 1:5
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332 23An

tAn

339 2:3

An331 1:2
(MF-11650)

An330 1:2
(MF-11643)

1:3

I~An334 2HRRR

An334 1:3
(MF-11642)

An 335 (MF-11640) 1: 1

An 337(MF-1252
2:

An 337 (MF-12522) 2:3

(ME-i(MF-11651634)")

An 336 1:3
(MF-11641)

An 340 1:2
(MF-11633)
Figurines, Miscellaneous Objects

An 338 (MF-11652) 2:3
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An 339 2: 3
(MF-11632)

An 343 2:3
(C-62-624)
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An 346 1:3
(MF-11648)

An 344 (MF-11644) 1:2

An 347 2:3
(MF-11645)

An 350 2:3
(MF-11636)

An 351 2:3
(MF-11637)

An 349 (MF-11635) 2:3

An 345 (MF-11646) 1:3

An 348 2:3
(MF-11178)

An 352 1:2
(MF-11638)
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An 353 2:33
(MF-11639)

An 148 (C-62-517)
An354 1:2
(MF-11630)

An 223 (C-62-569)
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a. An 227 (C-62-574)

b. An 227

c. An

d. An 226 (C-62-573)

e. An 226

f. An

g. An 220

h. An 220

i. An
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The Penichros Painter and related work
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a. An 158 (C-62-506)

b. An 158

c. An

d. An 158

e. An 213 (C-62-559)

f. An 2

g. An 213
Work related to the Penichros Painter
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h. An 209 (C-62-555)

i. An 2
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a. An 193 (C-62-571)

b. An 193

c. An 1

d. An 193

e. An 193

f. An 1

The OAO Group~~

g. An 145 (C-62-498)
The OAO Group
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h. An 145i.

An
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c. An

a. An 172 (C-62-519)

The OAO Group; detail of An 215
b. An 172
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a. An 216 (C-62-562)

d. An 66 (C-62-429)

g. An 66

The Lowie Painter

b. An 216

c. An

e. An 66

f. An
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h. An 66

i. An 66
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a. An 186 (C-62-534)

b. An 186

c. An

d. An 186

e. An 186

f. An

g. An 174 (C-62-521)

The Companions of the Lowie Painter

h. An 174

i. An 1
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b. An 201

c. An

d. An 163 (C-62-510)

e. An 127 (C-62-483)

f. An 8

g. An 163

h. An 127

i. An 8

a. An 201 (C-62-548)
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a. An 211 (C-62-557)

b. An 211

c. An 173 (C-62-520)

d. An 173

e. An 134 (C-62-489)

f. An 134

_

g. An 87 (C-62-450)
The Synetheia Painter: Goats and Felines
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h. An 87
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a. An 130 (C-62-486)

c. An 173 (C-62-520)

e. An 134 (C-62-489)

g. An 154 (C-62-502)
The Synetheia Painter: Bulls and Birds, and related work
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b. An 211 (C-62-557)

d. An 173

f. An 134

h. An 154
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a. An 168 (C-62-515)

b. An 168

c. An 6

d. An 142 (C-62-451)

e. An 142

f. An 6

g. An 122 (C-62-480)

h. An 122

i. An 1
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a. An 36 (C-62-400)

b. An 36

d. An 21 (C-62-387)

e. An 65 (C-62-428)
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f. An 156 (C-62-504)

g. An 55 (C-62-421)

The Geladakis Painter and Painter of Athens 931; other Corinth Oinochoai
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The Schistos Painter: An 22 (C-62-388)
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a. An 221 (C-62-567)

b. An 221

c. An

e. An 203

f. An

;

d. An 203 (C-62-550)
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g. An 171 (C-62-518)
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Work in unattributed styles

h. An 171

i. An
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a. An 136 (C-62-491)

b. An 136

c. An 8

d. An 91 (C-62-458)

e. An 91

f. An 8

Work in unattributed styles
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a. An 219 (C-62-565)

b. An 219

c. An 1

d. An 108 (C-62-469)

e. An 108

f. An 1

h. An 108

i. An 10

g. An 108

Work in unattributed styles
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PLATE 101

a. An 257 (C-62-666)

c. An 226 (C-62-573)

f. An 226

b. An 257

d. An 257
e. An 257

g. An 226

i. An 220
h. An 220 (C-62-566)

j. An 223 (C-62-569)

k. An 197 (C-62-544)
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a. An 219 (C-62-565)

b. An 198 (C-62-545)

c. An 198

Early Corinthian Olpai
'
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a. An 148 (C-62-517)

d. An 139

c. An 139 (C-62-494)

134
An

e. An 146 (C-62-499)

The Pighadhi Painter; unattributed work in the group of the Lowie Painter

ta.An

f. An 146
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b. An 62 (C-62-430)

a. An 61 (C-62-425)
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c. An 175 (C-62-529)

f. An 60 (C-62-424)

Middle Corinthian Trefoil Oinochoe

d. An 175

0

e. An 175
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PLATE 105

a. An 50 (C-62-416)

b. An 31 (C-62-390)
c. An 31

rAn3 C640)eAn3

d. An 30 (C-62-401)

e. An 30
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b. An 102 (C-62-465)
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a. An 17421
(C-62-479)

c.

102

An 102
102

e. An
C.

d. An 136 (C-62-491)

f. An 174 (C-62-521)
Unattributed Early Corinthian styles;
Goats by Companions A and B of the Lowie Painter

An

g. An 194 (C-62-540)
1:2
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a. An 211 (C-62-557)

b. An 87 (C-62-450)

c. An 75 (C-62-441)

d. An 75

f. An 122 (C-62-480)

e. An 75

h. An 122

g. An 122

i. An 58 (C-62-422)

j. An 58
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0

a. An 33 (C-62-396)

b. An 33

c. An 200 (C-62-547)

e. An 97 (C-62-891)
Work in unattributed styles

d. An 126 (C-62-895)

f. An 21 (C-62-387)
1:2
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An 223 (C-62-569)

An 197 (C-62-544)

An 92 (C-62-460)

An 65 (C-62-428)

An 55 (C-62-421)

An 156 (C-62-504)

An 61 (C-62-425)

An 50 (C-62-416)

An 5

An 21 (C-62-387)
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An 307 (C-62-651)
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An 319
(C-62-625)

An 312
(C-62-626)

An 314
(C-62-637)

An 310
(C-62-642)

An 275.
An(C-62-671)
-62-671)

An 302
(C-62-628)

An 309
An 294
(C-62-631) (C-62-659)

>

An 283
(C-62-669)

An 272 (C-62-654)

An 298
(C-62-638)

An 292
(C-62-883)

An 265 (C-62-661)

An 286 (C-62

An 268 (C-6
An 288
(C-62-643)
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(C-62-672)

An 306
(C-62-644)

An 313

Profiles: Coarse Pitchers, Amphoras, Hydrias,
Mortar Basins and Deep Basins

An315
(C-62-645)

An 296
(C-62-646)

An 289
(C-62-674)

An 305
(C-62-675)

'

An 282 (C-6

An 277 (C-6

An 281 (C-6
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An 279 (C-62-885)

PLATE 111

An 271 (C-62-656)

An 297 (C-62-635)

An 318 (C-62-648)

An 301 (C-62-640)

An 291 (C-62-639)

An 278 (C-62-649)
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PLATE 112
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An 238 (C-62-583)
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'An 166 (C-62-894)
An 161 (C-62-509)

An 131 (C-62-487)

An 129 (C-62-485)

, AJ An 118 (C-62-619)

An 119 (C-62-620)

An 79 (C-62-447)

An 54 (C

An 17 (C-62-386)

An 261 (C-62-596)

An 253 (C-62-598)
An 15 (C-62-600)

_
An 254 (C-62-597)

An
An
19 (C-62-622)
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-An

An 2 (C-62-623)

An 326 (CL-4333)

An 329 (CL-4331)

An 41 (C-62-404)

420)

An 327 (CL-4330)

An 325 (CL-4337)

18 (C-62-601)

An 20 (C-62-603)

An 323 (CL-4335) An 324 (CL-4336)

An 322 (CL-4334)

An 321 (CL-4449)

